
No.
Submission 
Time

First 
name Last name

Have you visited Mac Point 
or Regatta Point before? If 
yes, what did you do?

What would you like to see at 
Mac Point that you could do or 
share with visiting friends and 
family?

What would you like to 
experience at Mac Point that 
is new or different?

Have you ever visited an area 
where the local culture felt 
like a key part of the place? 
What did you like about it?

How can we design Mac Point 
to be a sustainable precinct? 
What does that mean to you? 
What should it include?

What types of businesses and 
organisations would you like 
to see as part of the Mac 
Point Precinct?

How do you anticipate 
getting to and from of Mac 
Point and what would you 
like to see to help you move 
around the site?

Are there any facilities that 
you would like to see to 
make the Precinct feel safe 
and accessible?

1 02-Jun-23 Henry Kuryl Yes - Dark Park, Distillery A Stadium  cultural space, restaurants etc AFL football, concerts, events
Yes - Central Park, Federation Square- casual 
ambiance

Sustainable transport 
Light rail, ferry services 
A draw card attraction to sustain business

AFL, events promotion, restaurants, cultural 
organizations

From Blackmans Bay by ferry services 
From Glenorchy by Light Rail

Truth and Reconciliation park area
Well lit
Transport services personnel

2 02-Jun-23 Kyrany Bartle Only visited when Dark Mofo was there

Thinking about what a variety of people might
utilise (residents & visitors)  some retail shopping 
attractions, ice skating rink, huge aquarium 
featuring a replica seabed with live fish, 
seaweeds/kelp,  Abalone on real rocks & crayfish 
etc  green/park space

The live Tasmanian seabed experience in an 
Aquarium & ice skating & shopping Just the fact it’s different & a learning experience

In most cases we might walk as we live locally to 
BatteryPoint

Security officer’s & security cameras, & a stationed 
ambulance /first aid

3 03-Jun-23 Patrick Caplice Yes  Dark Park  Beer Hall  Reconciliation

An area of community gathering to refelect and 
reconcile our past  Housing, Library  community 
facilities  (*not a stadium)

A shrine to reflect Tasmania's sad history to sit, 
almost as a bookend, to the shrine to Tasmanians 
lost to war

Kathmandu  Llahsa  Bangkok  Many places  NONE 
make sport the top, they make culture and people 
the top

This seems well thought out  
https //macquariepointvision net au/index php/hom
e-page/

Library  Tasmanian History  Aboriginal groups  
Social Housing  IMAS Walking

4 03-Jun-23 Steve Lovegrove

Yes, I regularly walk through and around the 
precinct  I have also presnted workshops at the 
fantastic Longhouse, which you have now closed 
down

Visit a Truth and Reconcilliation park  Spend time 
in a creative, inclusive and visually sympathetic 
outdorr precinct, that DOES NOT include a 
monoculture football stadium

Visit a Truth and Reconcilliation park  Spend time 
in a creative, inclusive and visually sympathetic 
outdorr precinct, that DOES NOT include a 
monoculture football stadium

Various Maori centres in NZ  hey recognise the 
indigenous culture of the first inhabitants

Visit a Truth and Reconcilliation park  Spend time in 
a creative, inclusive and visually sympathetic 
outdorr precinct, that DOES NOT include a 
monoculture football stadium Arts and indigenous organisations Walk No AFL stadium attracting the bogan, racist thugs

5 03-Jun-23 Lisa Watson Yes - dark park and brewery

I don’t want it to be a place for tourists and visiting 
friends or family  I want it to primarily cater for local 
Tasmanians

I’d like it to not cost very much to do things there  
I’d like it to be simple, natural and uncomplicated  
I’d like it to make the most of, and cater to, our 
seasons, maximise sunlight and space

I think MacPoint could be similar to Southbank in 
Brisbane  It caters to locals and others  It’s 
interactive and family friendly  People can be active 
and cultural if they choose to be  It’s integrated 
with transport too

Sustainable?! MacPoint should be usable every day 
of the year, all times of the day and by all ages

A good, all ages playground, all weather, like
Southbank, make use of the natural features like the 
rivulet and escarpment  Have a child and family 
learning centre, libraries Tasmania, museum 
(maritime?), exhibition space, exercise options, 
green spaces - bbq, table tennis tables, rock 
climbing, bike/scooter paths, eateries, community 
vegetable garden - all these things are at 
Southbank

We live in Kingston so ferries would be good, 
otherwise we would drive

All weather facilities, and accessible  Appropriate 
lighting

6 03-Jun-23 Jodi Tobias No

A museum depicting Tasmania’s history and an 
area to bike ride and store/lock push bikes safely  
Maybe an open area cinema

A tour of Tasmania’s history - the real, horrible 
history  Not the whitewashed history

I’m going to Poland to visit Auschwitz in 
September, and the Colosseum in Rome   We 
shouldn’t be afraid to tell the truth about what 
people have done

WELL VENTILATED WITH LOW CO2 READINGS so 
people won’t be at risk of respiratory cross 
infections from crowds by breathing in 
contaminated air  It would be a one of a kind!

Tasmanian aboriginal art, merino wool, Tassie 
produce

A Bike pathway and a mini rail trail with a mini 
adult train - an adult version of the kids trains in the 
park or roller coaster

More than enough toilets plus dedicated little kids 
toilets at the kids play area

7 03-Jun-23 Zachary Wells

Yes  Ridden through, visited the brewery nearby  
Worked at the regatta grounds, rehearsed at the 
regatta grounds

Open spaces with good water sensitive urban 
design and native vegetation spaces  Spaces that 
allow events/markets/art experiences as well as 
somewhere to spend time drink mulled wine 
during a dark mofo event etc

Dark mofo style events  Tasmanian breweries or 
gin distillery destination that can by ridden to  
Well connected by bike tracks and public 
transport (northern suburbs light rail!)

I recently visited Imjingak nuri peace park in South 
Korea  And was struck by the remembrance of 
family lost in the Korean War  A lot of history was 
there, but also a huge amount of space dedicated 
to art installations, and spaces for people to gather 
and spend time with families  I immediately 
thought of the proposed I indigenous truth and 
reconciliation park proposal for Mac point and 
thought that it was a really powerful way to 
remember a painful history, and come together to 
acknowledge and build something new together

W  t  b  d g   d  g  
indigenous plants  Tasmania is a pretty unique and 
special place  We are known for our nature, and we 
should aim to highlight that in our public spaces  
And don’t just pick the easiest eucalypt that will 
grow anywhere  Put nature into the space, have 
stormwater filter directly through gravel/reed beds 
alongside the paths  Plant Huon pine, pencil pine, 
myrtle, native beech, ferns  Make the space truly 
Tasmanian and highlight what makes Tasmania so 
special  Not another concrete and glass generic 
bland development

I would be most likely to visit a breweries or pub 
type business  But also imagine hotels and art for 
tourists  Making the Antarctic hub part of the space 
also makes sense

I like to ride my bike, so maintaining bike access in 
multiple directions

Bike maintenance stand  For users of the bike 
tracks

8 03-Jun-23 Rebecca Snape

Yes  Visit restaurants/bars; attend dark mofo 
events; attend live music event at Hobart brewery; 
to walk up to the cenotaph

Ability to go for a walk and then sit down for a 
lovelly Tassie wine with fresh fish and chips

Sculpture garden, garden featuring Tasmanian 
plants   Maybe a Tasmanian wildlife park and/or 
display?  In conjunction with Bonorong Wildlife 
Sanctuary?  Laser light shows   Enlighten type 
festival   Painted artworks on big canvases (eg side 
of the stadium)   Water feature

Interesting, engaging and with explanations   
Sculptures or art works telling local stories   In an 
outdoor setting, free to the public and easy to walk 
around

Make access via predominantly by public transport   
Ensure waste products from the stadium (eg 
packaging) is minimised   Solar powered lighting 
around the precinct

Antarctic Division; Parks and Wildlife Tasmania; 
Tourist Information Centre; Tours leaving from Mac 
Point; City shuttle bus; Distillery/Wine bar; Non-
alcoholic bar

A ferry terminal definitely, maybe light rail in 
future   Boardwalk along the shoreline to 
encourage walking   Pathways connecting to the 
city

Walking paths, cycling paths, good lighting   
Excellent signage and maps for getting around 
the precinct

9 03-Jun-23 Marcus Proud Rufus concert, and drinks at red shed before
Entertainment precinct, something like the DEC, 
but a little bit bigger  Plus bars and retail

Concerts, or entertainment experiences, 
conferences, weekend markets

The relaxness is what I liked, a place to wonder and 
absorb that culture Not sure what you mean by sustainable,

Art, entertainment, drinking, eating and retail from 
unique Tas retailers/eateries  No ubiquitous 
shopping centre retail Walk, scooter and bike, Good lighting at night for safety

10 03-Jun-23 Jake Tavasz
Yes and went there as a kid, will go there more 
with a stadium

A nice big stadium so we can push into the future 
finally A stadium Stadium Stadium Stadium Stadium Stadium

11 03-Jun-23 Jak Rowbottom Watch trains shunt as a child AFL Stadium AFL and top level live acts

12 03-Jun-23 Joanne Stolp
Yes, run through the area regularly and ANZAC 
Dawn Service

Happy for a multi-purpose sports stadium and 
entertainment precinct Sport and entertainment Yes  I like the choice to be part of it

The sustainable gardens are great, sustainable, in 
the context of Macquarie Point, to me means 
something future generations can be involved in  
Sort  entertainment  employment and respect Sport  performance  food  entertainment

Happy to walk from my existing infrastructure  If 
within would love to see light rail and ferries

Hobart is safe  As long as it is made accessible for 
wheelchair I am good

13 03-Jun-23 Watch trains shunt as a child AFL Stadium and AFL games AFL games, and international acts Optus Stadium, atmosphere Stadium Tasmania Devils Boat hopefully just standard stuff

14 03-Jun-23 Michael Hepburn Not really
The stadium precinct would be amazing for the 
state A multipurpose stadium Adelaide oval, MCG

A multipurpose stadium, a reconciliation park, bars 
and restaurants and ferry terminals Food and entertainment I’d use the ferry as I live in Howrah Good lighting, security or police presence

15 03-Jun-23 Michael Heoburn

16 03-Jun-23 Leigh Cooper Yes  parking and regatta Go to a game of football and watch a Tassie team Sports and events No Stadium  night market Food  bars Busses  ferries  walk from city No
17 03-Jun-23 Andrew Sertori only ran past and near it build the stadium build there stadium it will be epic no build the stadium build the stadium walk a stadium
18 03-Jun-23 Gavin Jackson Just walked around A Southbank type of development Accommodation and restaurants No Accommodation and restaurants Accommodation and restaurants Trams / light rail Good lighting

19 03-Jun-23 Ryan Kincade Looked with friends at the empty spaces
A new stadium for a Tasmanian AFL and AFLW 
side  It will bring so much pride to our state Elite level sport, primarily our own AFL team

Yes  Darling Harbour in Sydney and Docklands in 
Melbourne

Uniquely Tasmanian, including the design of our 
new stadium The new stadium, cafes, bar’s & restaurants

I will walk  However, a rapid bus transport system 
and a proper ferry network is a must Ferry terminals

20 03-Jun-23 Darren Brown

Multi purpose stadium to include conference
facilities, brewery tap house, gin and Whiskey 
distillery  Open space outside of stadium that can 
also host events  Truth telling long walk from 
Castray Esplanade Extended Dark MoFo winter festival

Yes  Learning and understanding, inclusively but 
not division

Plenty of greenery and timber, not just concrete   
Green wall on side of stadium  Learnings from 
Singapore buildings

Any and all that showcase Tassie produce and 
enhance our story

Ferry from eastern shore  
Electric buses from Mac Point to Salamanca  
Remove the cars from the walk between the two

If the precinct can be well lit, female friendly then 
us should feel safe

21 03-Jun-23 Daniel Cusick No A stadium for all of Tasmania Afl No A stadium with good public transport Anything
Water ferries, light rail and any other relevant 
public transport

22 03-Jun-23 Daniel Bowerman Yes  Worked at Covid Clinic Football other sporting events and music concerts
AFL, Football (Soccer), Rugby, Cricket, music 
concerts, The tourism and opportunities these places bring

Multiple event options including a number of sports 
and music concerts Cafes, restaurants, shops etc Bus, Light Rail, Drive closer and walk

Large number of bike racks for people to be able
to ride in and maybe more Ferry terminals to 
provide transport up and down the Derwent River  
Make sure there's disability access to the precinct 
and stadium

23 03-Jun-23 Darren Bowden Yes  Regatta  Food at max point
A new stadium so we can watch football and have 
bands AFL and bands Mona  I liked that the council and A new stadium A new stadium New light rail and bus New stadium

24 03-Jun-23 Rachel Whitford Yes Go to the stadium A stadium Nothing Stadium Stadium and restaurants Walking, car, Uber or public transport Security cameras

25 03-Jun-23 Chris Beadle An afl and multi purpose stadium Football and other sports bands art etc
Mcg walking in with thousands of people going to 
watch the same experiences Bars public areas for kids and adults Walking would be fine beeing so close to cbd

26 03-Jun-23 Christine McCarthy Dark mofo  purchased food & drinks
Cafes, park area, place that visitors will flock to 
when going to the stadium Cafes  small shops  cultural area Ferry terminal would be great Lights

27 03-Jun-23 Raewyn Debnam Yes, Stadium precinct Music, sport and art exhibitions and events Variety, something for all, 1 to 100 year olds
Food and drink, pop up artists areas  Sporting 
events, business share spaces Hmmm there is where you need better options Good security, lighting and lots of activities

28 03-Jun-23 Tina Harrison Attended Hobart Regatta Stadium
Attend AFL games

The vibe of the area
A stadium, open areas surrounding it with lots of 
seating Bars, Cafe, Video Arcade

If available in northern suburbs a ferry or direct 
buses CCTV, suitable lighting

29 03-Jun-23 Andrew Suraci Yes 2023 Eat and be entertained AFL  AFKW  cricket and concerts Yes Africa unlike Ayres Rock A multi-purpose stadium Not surel Buses and light rail Carparking
30 03-Jun-23 Mick Tabor Yes A stadium Going to AFL games

31 03-Jun-23 Nonie Hopson Yes  Dark Mofo Stadium with markets and public spaces Footy  concerts  Family Events Yes  A place the whole family enjoyed
Trains and ferrys as transport public parking for 
hospitals staff AFL Trains and ferry Underground parking

32 03-Jun-23 Andrew Fogarty Yes,dark mofo A stadium and bars and restaurants A stadium,bars and kids activities
Yes Melbourne with football, how passionate they 
are

Build a stadium for future generations kids,playing 
sport and been healthy Afl,Mona,jubbs Ubers Stadium

33 03-Jun-23 Amy
Yes  My step father use to work out of the area and 
we use to pick him up from work sometimes

I would like to see open space and maybe some 
food vans  Family friendly spaces  Fishing spots for 
kids  Some car parks for when events are 
happening in the area

More open and available spaces for everyone that 
isn’t going to cost much or is free

Yes  I liked that it respected the culture of 
traditional owners

NO STADIUM! it needs to be something that 
everyone can enjoy

Food vans  Toilets  Fishing spots for kids  Some 
social housing properties or a decent homeless 
shelter

Cars and ferries are the only option, because we 
have no passenger trains and busses are too 
unreliable A police booth would be great

34 03-Jun-23 Joshua Moore No AFL  concerts  big bash  test cricket AFL footy
Yes  Adelaide oval is an incredible sporting and 
cultural precinct Bars  restaurants  green space  cultural gardens Cafes  Bars  Tasmanian makers

Travel and park somewhere in the city and walk to 
Mac Point via Salamanca or CBD Quality pedestrian facilities

35 03-Jun-23 Vicki Sharman Yes, a long time ago

I love the vision of the new Stadium  My family love 
footy and all sports but we will love the chance to 
see all those things we normally travel to Victoria 
to see

I would love to see a world class facility that can be
the envy of the rest of Australia  I would like it to 
be sustainable and instead of concrete I envisage 
a building like those you see in Singapore  
green and full of life!!

I think Adelaide's oval is a wonderful example of  
that Oops think I answered that

Love to see a museum featuring Tassie football 
paraphernalia, Tasmanian history and culture and a 
spot for showing off our involvement in the 
Antarctic I will walk

36 03-Jun-23 Rick Byers Walked down from the Cenotaph
An AFL Stadium with a vibrant precinct full of bars, 
restaurants, and a Tasmanian Sports Museum All the above

Federation square in Melbourne  Feel a part of the 
area Sports Museum, resteraunts offering local produce

Walk in from the CBD  Buses from outer suburbs, 
and a ferry service from the Eastern Shore

37 03-Jun-23 Kim McShane
Visited as part of Dark Mofo, Dark Park about 2 
years ago

The new Stadium & all the different offerings that 
me be provided when built

The new stadium would be new state of the art 
unlike what is there now Cant recall

The stadium to include open areas outside where 
visitors may come & sit, eat & take in the developed 
area

Restaurants, bars, Tasmania football team shop, 
football museum

Car potentially if there is suitable parking and/or 
public transport that need to be developed in 
conjunction with improvements undertaken

Perhaps a small police presence nearby could be 
useful



38 03-Jun-23 Justin Hursey

Went to see the site of the stadium and drive 
around it the other week  Years before went there 
for dark Mofo’s dark park and have walked to the 
cenotaph and over the bridge to the domain and 
gardens  Have been to Red Square for a drink as 
well

A multipurpose stadium, ferry terminal and light 
rail terminal  restaurants and sone parkland

I want to see the stadium built on this site and 
enjoy how close it is to the city  Sone parklands 
would be good here too

Yes I liked the atmosphere and the activity that 
brings a lot of people to an area  I’m comparing to 
Darling Harbour in Sydney Ferry terminal and light rail station Sporting stadium and restaurants Ferry Security cameras

39 03-Jun-23 Samuel Thomas

Lots of dark Mofo events but it’s an eye sore it 
needs to be developed  The stadium and business 
and housing precincts would be perfect! Watch footy  Great restaurants

Dark mofos night mass round of football  Tassie 
wearing all black with a Red Cross  Dark mofo 
have free reign pre game half time and post 
game!!

Anywhere where you can walk to the footy from the 
city centre with restaurants and bars

Lots of greenery inner city living and business’ 
along with a stadium Bars and restaurants to support the crowds

Light rail and ferry services need to happen for the 
future of Hobart! So car parks will need to be built 
along the river at certain places for people to park 
and jump on a ferry or light rail 30k stadium

40 03-Jun-23 Trudy Hoskinson
Yes
Work Stadium, restaurants Stadium No Showcasing timber

Antarctic centre
Food and beverage Own transport and public transport

41 03-Jun-23 Helen Murnane Walked  sat and visited the Aboriginal centre there Parklands More Aboriginal cultural experiences Yes  Learning more about First Nations culture

Lots of parkland and nature walks and education  It 
is a wonderful big area which will be an invaluable 
public space if made into spaces for the public to 
relax and learn about how we hurt our planet 
without even thinking about it

I d like to see public space not devoted to 
consuming, especially food  I see a problem with 
our cultural idea that whenever we go somewhere 
we need to be able to get a coffee and eat  We are 
a fat culture because of this  It's time to offer an 
alternative to this destructive way of viewing leisure 
time

Walking; lots of seats for resting for those who find 
this challenging  And eco alternatives for the 
disabled

Yep  Surreptitious patrolling all the time so that 
women will not be continually offended and  
violated and that this be continued until those 
sections of the male population who continually 
offend can be made to stop offending

42 03-Jun-23 Meika Stebbings
Yes, went to the Red Square Market, Cenotaph, 
Regatta and circus

Definitely footy, concerts etc  at the new stadium, 
green spaces to relax, something to occupy kids 
(maybe an area for engaging activities like puppet 
shows), sports museum, transport precinct

Definitely a Tasmanian sports museum, we have 
so many champions

Yes, these areas done well flow within the space 
and are integrated into the fabric of it, not just a 
forced token to tick a box Include public transport

Market days particularly showcasing Tasmanian 
goods, maybe involve the likes of PCYC to 
encourage youth participation in activities offering 
mentoring and direction, a different charity 
organisation perhaps once a month set up to raise 
awareness and funds for issues affecting all 
Tasmanians

As of now we would car pool but would take good 
public transport if available

Enough public toilets!! Adequate lighting and 
rubbish bins, security officers on patrol along the 
access to public transport after footy, concerts etc

43 03-Jun-23 Peter Granquist
Nothing at Mac point fished many years ago at 
Regatta

Stadium & all associated infrastructure restaurants 
bars ect Concerts footy cricket chill at parks & eateries Bought the community together

At the moment just a wasteland any construction 
should be done in a way to compliment the area

Conference centre bars club’s restaurants common 
areas parks

More parking at the domain fast buses direct 
along the corridor taxis my own car Normal modern touches

44 03-Jun-23 Mark Gillow
Yes, various activities from Concert, parking, 
regatta  we run around there precinct  walk etc

First and foremost is the stadium  Restaurants, 
bars  arts  gardens the vision should be endless

Arts and science precinct, obviously the Stadium 
for multi use sports  concerts and conferences

Numerous places, look at any major sporting arena 
and you will get a feel for the place

It needs to have a mix of everything, I mentioned 
earlier with the Stadium, Bars, Restaurants  Can 
have a arts precinct, science etc  the whole area is 
big enough for various activities  Hotels and 
accomodation as well

As per the previous question  Various mix of 
businesses and arts science etc

Ferry, park and walk, drive to nearby parking
Move around the site should just be walking

Not in particular  Have it open and bright and 
make it welcoming for everyone

45 03-Jun-23 Liam Grace
Yes  Not much there is t much there besides 
brewery

I want a stadium built with surrounding green 
spaces and bars/pubs AFL games Optus stadium- Perth A stadium AFL Use of the rail system  Walking Open spaces

46 03-Jun-23 Graeme Peck Yes it is a great place for AFL ground Footy Afl Port Arthur A Roof AFL My Car It is safe

47 03-Jun-23 tamara shearing

Mac Point for Dark Mofo installations as well as the 
HBC, Regatta for the regatta, parking for christmas 
shopping

Reconciliation Park, appropriate housing & 
shopping  Brewery & Distillery, craft & artist 
precinct as above

It is an amazing area for cultural events there is no 
other space in Hobart where these events can be 
held

Sustainability is key for this area, the materials used 
in construction should reflect Tasmania, its history, 
First Nation people & those bought here against 
their will

Artists, crafts people, distillery, brewery  First Nation 
reconciliation park

Hobarts road & transport infrastructure is a joke  
better public transport, more options for ferries, 
using the rail lines to have a working railway again  
on the actual site smaller forms of public transport, 
scooters etc Good lighting

48 03-Jun-23 Adam Fitch no A big roofed football stadium
Would love a hotel room suite inside the stadium 
overlooking the ground

it's great, would love the Tasmanian arts and nature 
scene involved in the overall feelbof the centre unsure AFL stadium  a mona arts precinct bus to the city  then walk to mac point unsure

49 03-Jun-23 Daniel Warring Anzac Day service Not a stadium
Yes, and it wasn’t a stadium  It was a place that 
respected culture

Housing, train station, all residential to have solar 
panels and a community battery Not the AFL making a profit on taxpayer money

I won’t be coming  Traffic and parking is already a 
nightmare Train station, bike paths and storage, parking close

50 03-Jun-23 Matthew Nicholas Yes  We park there and attend events
A new hospital  I enjoy the city as is and don’t feel 
like I am missing anything

Certainly not a football stadium  It is a gross waste 
of taxpayer dollars I have nothing to add here

Consider the limitations of the existing transport 
infrastructure and not make it worse  Move business 
from the CBD

We have many of the businesses we need already 
so we would just be moving them from one location 
to another Car, bus or ferry No

51 03-Jun-23 Sandra Rollins Yes  just a walk through in my lunch break

Some park land, could be the reconciliation area  
An area for the Antarctic ship and it’s crew & the 
expeditioners  Many of whom are not locals so will 
also need some accommodation off the ship

I would like something extraordinary, a garden of a 
difference or maze, something like in Singapore 
with lights and music

Not sure what the question is   I have visited many
places in the world and Australia incl Tasmania and 
enjoyed the cultural experiences what I do like is 
the experience of the area, something that reflects 
the local land, people flora and fauna  Not a 
Stadium made of concrete

A hop on hop off transport linking it with the city, 
the cenotaph, the botanical gardens and 
Salamanca  Isn’t Hobart brewing company there, 
why not continue with this vibe  You could invite 
some other likeable bars eaterys nothing high end  
Hobart has too much high end food & bars

As above some food and drinks, local people for 
local tastes   These could be small interesting 
places like a container either a pergola outside a bit 
of heating and Tasmanian plants growing around 
the buildings

As above a local hop on hop off bus or tram or a 
slow train  Something that can travel around and 
with the pedestrians

Cameras are a must, good lighting, public toilets 
could also have a help desk similar to what is in th 
Mall, just make it that someone is there most 
times  A small music bowl something that can be 
used for many different type of functions

52 03-Jun-23 Emily Larsen Yes  Enjoyed the views

A nice outdoor space that could host farmers
markets  A small amphitheatre  An educational 
space with information about our First Nations 
people  Low key development that is in harmony 
with the rest of Sullivan’s Cove

A nice multipurpose outdoor facility focusing on 
the arts, food and wine, community, and culture

Yes  The Riverstage area in Brisbane  Lots of 
common areas, as well as providing a facility for 
concerts that DOESN’T detract from the 
surrounding riverbank

It should be a space for everyone  A space for 
community  Not spending bucketloads of public 
money on a sporting facility

Restaurants using local produce  An art gallery or 
two  Maybe a small theatre space  The Tasmanian 
Aboriginal Centre

If there were markets, a festival, or an arts event, I 
would park further away and walk  Otherwise bus  
Nice open pathways where one can relax and 
appreciate the unique location

A sensory garden  Art or decorations or 
something that celebrates our multicultural 
society

53 03-Jun-23 Lynden Coad
54 03-Jun-23 Neil Bahr Yes, not much it’s rather empty A nice stadium AFL  a Tasmanian team Yes in Melbourne, it had a stadium A roof on the stadium Sports team Walking from the pub to the football A social area in the stadium

55 03-Jun-23 Helen Robertson Yes  Dark Mofo  PCR test
Truth and Reconciliation Park, Gardens, Sculpture 
Park

It wasn’t overwhelming and you could explore at 
your leisure By not including a massive stadium Art  craft  cafes not AFL

56 03-Jun-23 Amanda Vince No Stadium AFL games

57 03-Jun-23 Justin Hursey

I went there to drive past the site of the stadium  
Years ago I went to Dark Mofos dark park and have 
been to red square for a drink  have walked to the 
cenotaph and over the bridge to domain and 
gardens

A multipurpose stadium, ferry terminal and maybe 
bus/rail, restaurants and parkland A built for purpose multi use stadium

The economic activity and atmosphere of people - 
I’m comparing to Darling Harbour, lots to see and 
do lots of restaurants

Ferry terminal and other transport options and 
parkland landscaping Restaurants Ferry Security cameras

58 03-Jun-23 Penny Laming Yes  Anzac Day, walk,

Something that showcases Tasmania, the 
environment, cultural and artistic expression and 
highlights the beauty of the site, egs, wooden 
boats, Antarctica, Mona, walks,

Not having a huge debt hanging over our heads
Not being bullied into a dictator type decision

Relocation of the Antarctic centre with greater 
public access, A Mona offshoot, artistic workshops 
with retail areas, parkland, cycle ways, some mid 
density low rise public housing, Cycleways

59 03-Jun-23 Neil Bahr Yes and not much walk around and kick rocks A stadium a Tasmanian AFL team Yes in Melbourne  they have a stadium Have a stadium  bar recreation area Pub/ restaurant team shop/sports museum Bud / walk park just out of cbd
Social areas/ police hub for big events like what 
used to be in the cbd

60 03-Jun-23 Stephen Linton Yes been to Anzac Day service and Regatta

Football, concerts, fine dining and relaxing, 
maritime and RSL museums, Antarctic centre, 
reconciliation park Tasmanian history and fine dining Darling harbour in Sydney I liked the relaxed feeling

Need it to be for family of all ages to enjoy Don’t 
forget the kids

Fine food, museums, stadium multi purpose 
maritime themed

Rapid bus for major events and car parks within 
walking distance Need to include an information centre

61 03-Jun-23 Janet Butler

Walked along the bike path from Evans Street 
which is no longer there  Visited the Regatta and 
the side shows with kids  Went to the circus twice  
Walked over the foot bridge  Watched tall ships 
from the Regatta Ground

Green spaces, picnic grounds, reconciliation park, 
music in the Goods Shed, activities in the Long 
House, the native garden which is no longer there

Open park spaces that are free to walk in with lots 
of trees and gardens  There are not enough of 
these in the CBD

I did the Wukalina Walk in Mt William National Park 
with aboriginal guides  It was very special

Native Trees and gardens  Picnic spaces free to 
public

Coffee shops, restaurants, the Hobart Brewery and 
surrounds is great, spaces for concerts as already 
exist in the Goods Shed, but not massive ones as 
can be at the Entertainment adventure which is now 
the Basketball Stadium

I walk there, ferries should be available from the
Eastern Shore and from the north and south of the 
river  A light rail from the northern suburbs  All this 
should happen without a stadium  There should be 
well paved paths among the trees suitable for 
bikes and wheelchairs , lots of seating - think the 
Tuileries Gardens in Paris

I would not feel safe at a football match where the 
people only want to go drinking in pubs and bars 
after or during a game  We need family friendly 
spaces, not a football park

62 03-Jun-23 Joshua Stones

Walked over the footbridge to the War Memorial  
Visited the sight to see where the multi use venue 
would be

A venue that could be used for a wide range of big 
events to help draw tourists to the area, I believe if 
the roofed venue is done properly it will do just 
this

A place where Tasmanians can come together and 
be united and take pride in something that 
redefines the state and city

Use tasmanian timber in architecture and includes 
hanging plants instead of bland concrete  Solar also 
where possible Food and drink businesses

I believe the northern rail line should be utilised to 
take pressure off the Brooker, personally I would 
walk to the area and on the way visit eateries or 
pubs, walking across the footbridge after I've 
parked in the city Ramps for wheel chair patrons

63 03-Jun-23 Cheryle Coppleman No Build the Stadium Build the stadium The stadium Build the stadium and it will grow from there Public transport

64 03-Jun-23 Tim Lack Lots of things Stadium Stadium Yes  A stadium would help Hobart in the future

No stupid aboriginal or arty rubbish  Just build a 
stadium there  And shops and hotel  It’s not 

hard  It’s a wasteland at the moment  Mary Massina 
stole off us for years  Time to build a stadium  Just 
do it

Stadium, hotel, shops, cafes, restaurants  Etc  Don’t 
have to open all the time  Like the MCG Walk from town  Simple!! Good lighting, keep the eshays away

65 03-Jun-23 Tania Dare Many years ago to the regatta A stadium as planned Being a spectator there for our Tassie team Restaurants that aren’t over priced However works best

66 03-Jun-23 Damion Oxley Dark MOFO A multi purpose stadium Sports or concerts at a new stadium Sense of community pride

Public places  Awesome views of the city's 
waterfront and mountain  Enhance the Cenotaph 
and make it an even more significant area than it 
already is Cafes  restaurants  bars

Rapid buses  Plenty of parking on City centre 
people can walk to the area after visiting cbd 
shops and businesses

With a stadium hopefully there will be plenty of 
events which will mean plenty of people 
movement which will make it more safe

67 03-Jun-23 David Newell Watched regatta events  Dark mofo Multi purpose sports stadium Watch sport and concerts at stadium Footy is my culture Stadium Stadium with shops  bars and cafes Walk No

68 03-Jun-23 Nick Agatyn Yes, Dark Park Multi purpose stadium

A Tasmanian AFL team playing their home games, 
a Tasmanian A-League team playing their home 
games

Yes, the MCG and Docklands stadiums in 
Melbourne Stadium, cafes, shops and restaurants Restaurants and cafes Ferries or light rail would be preferable Nothing of the top of my head

69 03-Jun-23 Adam Doran

Played cricket and soccer there in my youth  
Parked there for years  Walked over it to work at 
RHH  Watched the Hobart Regatta

Definitely not a stadium!! An arts and culture 
centre  RSL museum  Aboriginal arts and culture 
installations  Grassed areas for coffee and eating 
and meeting friends The above

Yes the area described  It must have had 
sugnifance for the Indigenous population as the 
views are all encompassing of the Derwent estuary

This is the same question as above? You’re just 
repeating yourself? As above

Community organisations and not for profit! Not the 
AFL! The same as now  Car, ferry or bus Decent toilets and lighting

70 03-Jun-23 Adam Smith Never Stadium

Football , sporting and arts cultural events at a 
world class entertainment precinct all within the 
Hobart CBD

Yes , jeff horn boxing at Suncorp stadium brisbane , 
Caxton street dining before and after the game, 
minutes from the CBD  incredible atmosphere

Being a multi purpose precinct to ensure all year 
round usage Tassie AFL team  MONA  concerts

Walking distance from CBD, transport is no isssue 
as long as I can get within the CBD N/A

71 03-Jun-23 Dan Wardrop Dark Mofo
A stadium… providing not only access to AFL 
games but all the other things it will generate Arts, entertainment… all year  In a stadium Hotels, bars, arts, open flexible places

The stadium can start to inform mass transport 
options, whether that be light rail or ferries Good lighting, help/assistance points

72 03-Jun-23 Paul Fitzpatrick
Dark Mofo events and Hobart Brewing Co  for 
catching up with friends

A new Stadium is No 1 priority for Tasmania and it 
should be at Mac Point  Will become a full 
member of Tassie Devils (AFL/W)  Go Tassie!

Support the Tassie Devils and wander around the 
new precinct  Can't wait! '-

Solar panelling on stadium roof and planting native 
trees Cafe/bars  Restaurants

Most likely drive and walk to the stadium  A 
walkway from the City Centre to the ground would 
be ideal  Similar to the MCG walkway Tas Police posted to the area for large events



73 03-Jun-23 Robert Lade Yes  I went to a music festival at Huon Quays

A multipurpose Stadium to watch AFL games and 
music festivals  Also, it would be good to have a 
Tasmanian sports museum/Aussie Rules Hall of 
Fame on the site

Seeing a Tasmanian AFL team play  Attending a 
state of the art roofed stadium

Yes, plenty of times overseas  It gives an authentic 
and unique feel to the place that cannot be 
replicated elsewhere  A precinct like this attracts 
visitors for that reason alone

Some plants and trees would be nice  Sustainable 
features could be built into the stadium design

The relocation of many state sporting bodies to the 
new stadium, a permanent Tasmanian Devils FC 
AFL store (like Brisbane has at the Gabba), (as 
mentioned already) a Tasmanian sport/football hall 
of fame  restaurants  bars/pubs

Car  It would be good to have light rail or bi-
articulated buses running on a rail line/ bus way 
though  Also  an expanded ferry system Plenty of toilets  water fountains etc

74 03-Jun-23 Graeme Clarke Watched the regatta AFL or concerts AFL No A multi purpose stadium Restaurants and bars Increased bus capacity No low cost housing  Only asking for trouble

75 03-Jun-23 JONATHAN BLOOD Yes  As part of a festival A stadium
A stadium precinct with a buzz built around events 
and the supporting infrastructure Yes  An element of individually was created

There should be vibrancy in terms of eating options, 
entertainmant, and activity that sustains itself 
through creating an attractive, connected precinct 
to visit

Stadium, restaurants, bars, cafes, studios, sports 
facilities, sports offices, co-working spaces, ferry 
terminal Ferry, by foot from the CBD, uber Passive observation through business activity

76 03-Jun-23 Rodney Bomford

Just walked around the area
Been to the regatta
Been to the cenotaph 
Been to the Goods Shed

Visit a landmark iconic structure similar to the 
Statue of Liberty or the Eiffel Tower which linked to 
Hobarts culture or history which actually makes the 
most of the Harbourside location 
Imagine a building comparable to those two iconic 
structures on our harbour with the bridge or 
mountain as a backdrop welcoming visitors to 
Hobart

As above, something that focussed on the history 
and culture of Hobart and its links to the river and 
harbour

If belonged to all the people and represented the 
heart and spirit of the people and what they stood 
for and their ideals and values were and what was 
most important to them  What they honoured and 
valued

Something that represents the ideals and values o  
all Tasmanians  A structure of lasting relevance like 
the Statue of Liberty or the Eiffel Tower which 
would last for centuries and be the symbol of 
Hobart identifiable by people from all over the 
world and would be a draw card for all types of 
tourists 24/7 and 365 days a year
Everyone who travels to New York or Paris visits 
those two iconic structures 
It could complement the Cenotaph rather than 
offend it

Minimal 
Like the Eiffel Tower it should be surrounded by 
parks and gardens and artwork such as sculptures 
Maybe a few cafes in discreet buildings

Trams from Salamanca around the waterfront or 
walking I’m not sure what this question mrans

77 03-Jun-23 Broden Barlow Yes New stadium Watch an afl game
Make it an entertainment precinct new stadium bars 
restaurants etc Entertainment Public transport Afl stadium

78 03-Jun-23 Richard Mitchell
Yes for Dark Mofo and the brewery  Have walked 
around also

A football stadium to watch AFL and other sports 
and cultural events with food and drinks venues Major national and intenational events

Yes, Victoria, South Australia, South Afraica and 
ohter countries  It brings the community together 
and give the area an exciting and  vibrant feel A Stadium and cultral events area Galleries, food and beverage venues

Ferries would be good and potentially train to 
northerm suburbs

Feel Tassie is generally safe but being well lite 
and CCTV accessible to Police

79 03-Jun-23 Jason Robinson
Just walked around and though this an ideal place 
for sports stadium  hotel  arts and crafts

Sports stadium so we can all types of events close 
to bars  restaurants Sports stadium

Yes, lots of places, New York, San Francisco, 
Geelong, Adelaide, Perth, Melbourne,  the list goes 
on Ferry system  light rail utilising the existing rail line

80 03-Jun-23 Caleb O'Rourke
Walked through thinking a place that close to the 
city would have something going on Entertainment  The kind a stadium might bring I

A Mac point precinct with anything would be an 
upgrade There was an event pulling me there

What does sustainability mean to you? Use would 
be a start

Sport, restaurants, bars the kind of things that 
compliment a night out

Bus, car, walk, future options work it out as it 
becomes an actual entertainment area

Actual things there would go a long way  More 
things to do brings more people

81 03-Jun-23 Andrew Fogarty Yes for dark mofo A stadium and afl Afl Docklamds and afl it's impressive A stadium and activities for kids Afl and kids fun Uber car water taxis Police

82 03-Jun-23 Janita Milburn Na Concerts Concerts Tours cafes restaurants Tasmanian produce concerts
Cafes  Restaurants History museum  Tasmania 
tourism hot spot advertising  Concerts Ferry from bellerive or uber

83 03-Jun-23 Robert Robert Dutton

Stay at Macq01, walked around the area and was 
horrified that land like that was used for a 
transport hub

A stadium and everything that it brings, 
restaurants, cafes, more hotels, shopping, wine 
bars and all important car parking An interpretation Centre Yes anx we need to show off Tassie history

Sustainable to me means cutting down waste and 
conservation with water and power As above

Must have a public transport option, but because 
of its location walking is a big option 
But a substantial car park must be in the plan for 
people from all over the state driving into Hobart A Police presence is a must with security

84 03-Jun-23 Stan Kaine Went to the cenataph

Darling Harbour style restaurants  Light rail out to 
park and stay areas for those travelling from the 
north west  e g  Brighton

Maritime history  I'd like the cruise ships docking 
nearby  Get people into the place to bring it alive

What do you mean local culture? All Tasmanians? If 
so, the pioneering feel encompasses a lot  The 
Arch in Dubai has a good experience around the 
journey of the Emirate from the past to present day  
They are proud of the transformation  Portsmouth 
in England also does their history well  Please don't 
set the tone of a visit with a black arm band view of 
history

Doesn't mean much  Just make it a great place to 
visit

Restaurants, Maritime museum 
Combination Darling Harbour/South bank Light rail, ferries, cable car No

85 03-Jun-23 Daniel Gardner Been there for Dark Mofo AFL football AFL football Never in a city

AFL stadium and ferry terminal for access  Set up 
ferries throughout Hobart and suburbs, not just 
Bellerive Stadium, hotels, restaurants Ferries and walking No

86 03-Jun-23 Leonie Webb Long time ago for the regatta
Movie theatre, bars , cafes, bowling alley, ice / 
roller skating / gym / family activities centers

Concerts , sporting events , somewhere for family 
to enjoy Aboriginal art

Keeping the place active with things to do and 
injecting more back into the economy and making 
Tasmania an exciting destination Salvos Ubers  taxies  ferries Police point  salvos

87 03-Jun-23 Deon Hill No Multipurpose sports stadium Afl football  concerts A stadium Cafés  restaurants  afl merchandise Public transport  car

88 03-Jun-23 Mark Slater

Regatta Point - Hobart Regatta
Mac Point - not for many years; no reason to go 
there

Sport stadium for AFL, cricket and other major 
sporting events, parklands, recognition of Hobart’s 
history and First Nation’s history, accommodation, 
dining, maritime museum, sports museum within 
the stadium

AFL and other major sport, connection between 
the Hobart CBD and the waterfront

The most enjoyable places to visit are those that 
reflect their history, culture and location  In 
Australia, the best examples are Brisbane’s 
connection to the river, Circular Quay in Sydney, 
Southbank and the Yarra River precinct in 
Melbourne, Adelaide Oval  Overseas, Capetown in 
South Africa makes connection between the 
Mountain and Cape

It must become a destination, a place that people 
visit every day, so there will need to be mix of sport 
and recreation, history, commerce, accommodation, 
government/public service, with easy access from 
the city and other areas of the waterfront

Cafes, restaurants and bars, accommodation, 
commerce, government offices, sporting 
organisations

There will need to be a dedicated public transport 
system from Mac Point to and from other areas of 
the waterfront and the CBD to complement foot 
traffic  Getting to and from Mac Point will need to 
be a simple, accessible and enjoyable experience The precinct must be inviting, open and well-lit

89 03-Jun-23 Mark Rippon Yes  Hobart Regatta  dark mofo Footy  cafe restaurant  activity Centre
Stadium and full entertainment Precinct for 
conferences for 3000 plus Energetic

Put environmental waste and Stormwater solutions 
in  Reuse for irrigation at Regatta point  Make it a 
potable, sewer and grey water project with no 
discharge Cafe  restaurants  bars  hotel Ferry and walking around the site No

90 03-Jun-23 Alexander Clark
I rode my bike around there with kids   Dark Park in 
previous years as well stadium Concerts   Sporting fixtures Community Spirit Better transport to/from precinct Cafes  Restaurants Ferry from Bellerive Lighting

91 03-Jun-23 David Jones
Yes  Nearby hotel accomodation  Dinner nearby  
Also covid testing

The sports ground sound excellent  A number of 
eateries for a range of price points will be 
important  Maintaining and opening up access to 
the river will be good

Sport, obviously  Ability to view the river from a 
different angle

Well connected to other parts of the city  Tiering of 
buildings against pedestrian areas so people are 
not overshadowed  Housing, such as apartments 
suitably integrated  Similar for hotel accomodation  
Public transport links  Good lightning

Good plantings  Solar panels on roofs  High end 
construction which is likely to last  Good access to 
recycling and composting facilities  Plastic free 
retailing (bags, packaging)  Site built for our future 
climate, so suitabling raised above sea level etc  
Sustainable materials where possible  For example 
low carbon concrete, double glazing for all 
windows  Use of timber  Transport access  Ideally 
public transport  Ferry access would be ideal

Sports hub  Relevant education activities where 
possible  Cruise ship facilities  Accomodation  
Sports facilities for under represented supports in 
Tasmania  Could be ice skating, climbing walls etc  
Why not have a Australian Institute of Sport hub - 
why should our young need to move to the 
mainland?

Car mainly, or driving from parked car  Hobart 
desperately needs a light rail system or similar, 
running north and south, and ideally also to the 
eastern shore

Police hub  Good lighting  Few places for people 
to loiter (e g , dead ends, dark sheltered areas)  
Good visibility for all pedestrian ares  Security 
cameras  Accomodation on site, which usually 
increases foot traffic  Outdoor alcohol and 
smoking bands on the site (outside of private 
venues)

92 03-Jun-23 Dexter Bertoldo No Multi purpose stadium Sports and events
Yes, I attended gather round in Adelaide and it was 
fantastic

A multipurpose stadium would be terrific for the 
state Restaurants, bars, hotels Water ferries   I live on the eastern shore State of the art stadium

93 03-Jun-23 Andrew Baillie Yes, I used to work there

Make it family friendly, play, picnic area for kids, 
extend the bike track around it, utilise the 
waterfront with some water activities, somewhere 
to tie your boat up, get off for a coffee, lunch, etc, 
take the kids to a park area  Young children 
friendly activities

Maritime museum, some history of the area, 
photos etc etc Not really

Include an underground transport hub, bus mall, 
light rail, ferry terminals, car park  Needs to be all 
underground to utilise the space  Design the site so 
its self sufficient utilising solar, rain water etc etc

Coffee shops, restaurants, bars, but these must be 
affordable for the every day person  Not overpriced 
to encourage people to get out and about more  
Small tasmanian owned businesses

Light rail, bus service ferry service, car, bike, I work 
within the passenger transport industry and 
experience and listen to the general public about 
how inadequate southern Tasmania's transport 
infrastructure is  Tasmania now has the option to 
upgrade and utilise many options and to minimise 
traffic on our roads  We have a harbour that we 
don't utilise, we have a railway line and 
infrastructure that we don't utilise, we have a bus 
mall in the middle of town that is inadequate  Start 
running ferries from Kingston, Bridgewater, 
opossum Bay, Tranmere  Have adequate car 
parking at these locations and get cars off the 
road  Make public transport affordable using a tap 
on tap off system including the option to use a 
credit card instead if just a green card and cash

Security, police station, just a small one in which 
officers are either on push bikes or on foot

94 03-Jun-23 Nat O’Rourke No Reconciliation park  cultural precinct  with stadium Truth telling as part of the reconciliation park High end design  Lots of timber! Arts  food  cultural NGOs E-bikes  teams  not cars

95 03-Jun-23 Nathan Sharman Yes Watch an AFL match A Tassie AFL team
Aussie rules football is part of Tassie culture and 
has been for 150 years Solar power and rainwater capture Bars  canteens  merchandise stores Bus  Signage Lots of street lights

96 03-Jun-23 Nat O’Rourke No

Things that celebrate Tasmania  Including a 
reconciliation park, cultural and art offerings and a 
stadium A place of truth telling

Yes, the whole experience is new and different, 
which is a good thing to experience

High end design, such as the use of sustainable 
timber, commitments to renewables, recycling etc Art, culture, NGO, food and beverage

Public transport, e-bikes, scooters, or walking from 
the CBD

Ensure it is all accessible for those with disabilities, 
quiet rooms/areas and walkable

97 03-Jun-23 Matthew Ambery No The stadium Afl indoors and concerts Friendly atmosphere
Im from devonport and this will bring Tasmania all 
together Afl music and other sports Uber Easy access into stadium

98 03-Jun-23 Justin Direen Yes
A Hub for the city including the stadium with 
cultural  historical and modern all mixed together

We need to make Mac point a place to go, it’s 
stunning location and views a great link to the 
whole city  A stadium takes people there regularly 
and showcases our wonderful natural beauty our 
city and state has to offer

Yes culture and history are important and it gives 
you an instant feeling of not only interest in 
learning more but pride in the journey of 
progression

The design needs to be able to blend in and 
enhance the area and utilise the area Hotels  restaurants  bars and offices etc

I’d love to see all transport options to get to the 
precinct  Rail, Ferries, buses and easy foot traffic so 
you can park away from the precinct and get 
plenty of options to get you to the doorstop

Yes of course this will be our hub which needs to 
open and accessible to everyone

99 03-Jun-23 Ashley Thomson
Australian Army bugler  Hobart Cenotaph for over 
20 years

Public spaces  Not a stadium which clearly will 
desicrate a war monument

First nations reconciliation area  Anything with an 
educational value

100 03-Jun-23 Matt King Vaccination, market

Antarctic interactive museum  Other activities 
adventure aligned  Zip line off stadium or other tall 
building Buildings proportionate to space  Lived in  Cosy Carbon emissions in stadium build Antarctic precinct Bus and walk

101 03-Jun-23 Adam Poultney
Attended the Regatta and ANZAC day ceremony 
(I'm a veteran)

Attend an AFL game or other sport or arts event  
held at a state of the art stadium A state of the art stadium

Bringing family and friends together, similar to 
Docklands in Melbourne

It should include a stadium such as the one 
proposed by the state government

AFL stadium as the centre piece, but also include 
surrounding park land and small business such a 
restaurants and coffee shops etc

Park in the city and walk to the site  Alternatively, 
catch a ferry from Bellerive to the site  I would like 
to see the area kept flat and to incorporate wide 
pathways to cater for the elderly and disabled No



102 03-Jun-23 Gerard Dutton

I went to a brewery there, but otherwise why 
would you visit? Its mostly an eyesore and a 
wasteland

Restaurants, pubs, parks, green spaces, trees, 
gardens  DON'T forget the green spaces; please 
don't make this a concrete nightmare  It will need 
softening with vegetation of all types

Nothing  Build it properly, consider all the angles 
but at the same time don't try to do too much No

"Sustainable" is a word bandied around far too 
easily, is largely lip service to appease people and it 
has lost its meaning  Okay, don't use plastic bags, 
plates and utensils at any place that serves 
food/drinks

Places that sell food and drink, obviously  
Organisations (ie CSIRO, Antarctic Division?)? Will 
there be space to accommodate them? Does there 
NEED to be organisations represented? Is a hiotel 
planned for somehwere close? This would be 
essential I reckon, somewhere on site within walking 
distance and with many hundreds of rooms

The single BIGGEST question! Getting people to 
and from the stadium quickly and effectively will 
be critical  Where will people park? Do you plan 
on having an underground carpark that can park 
many thousands of cars? Do you really think buses 
are the answer, clogging an already strained road 
system? Feeding hundreds of buses into the 
existing inefficient road system is folly  A light rail 
loop around the stadium makes sense with 
multiple drop off points and also up to where 
people will park - The Domain? Or further out  But 
this project is much more than just building a 
stadium  Please don't blunder on whatever 
transport arrangements are put in place  You have 
one chance, so it must be done right  I don't 
believe adding to the road congestion is the 
answer, it must be some form of light rail, running 
continuously  A wharf is obviously essential too as 
many people could come by ferry from up and What do you mean here? A police station?

103 03-Jun-23 Trent duggan Dark mofo
Watch the football or attend an event in a multi 
purpose stadium A Tasmanian AFL team Yes, it was an improvement A stadium that brings in $$ and jobs for the future AFL, restaurants, bars  and shopping A car, walking tracks / footpaths A stadium

104 03-Jun-23 John Gardner Yes  Royal engineers building in 1988 Stadium, eatery, museum space Wellington NZ museum Good public transport  Build well for the long term

Eateries, bars restaurants  Museum and galleries   
Village area for residents of MacPoint apartments 
(shops for essentials - pharmacy, butcher, grocer 
etc

Walk from CBD or Salamanca  
Footbridge over busy roads  
Multiple routes for walking  No bottlenecks  
Docklands Melbourne suffers from a bottleneck 
between train station and stadium

105 03-Jun-23 Leone Burston Yes  had drinks with friends AFL Stadium   for AFL Games and  Enents TASSIE  Own AFL Team Melbourne   AFL Entertainment and  Cofffe A F L STADIUM A F L  Eatery's Green  Space BUS  FERRY  TRAIN
A F L STADIUM  with lots of lighting also ramps 
throughout the area

106 03-Jun-23 Richard Astley Regatta, Dark Mofo

Around the Stadium, should be a full 
entertainment and restaurant precinct  bars, clubs, 
restaurants, hotel and function centres (there is no 
need for housing or a park in the area) it has so 
much opportunities to add the Hobart and the 
states economy The Stadium, Functions, new restaurants and bars N/A Restaurants, bars and function centres See above

Drive into parking in the cbd or utilise s full ferry 
service  We have a river that meets every major 
point  There should be ferry's from Bridgewater, 
Austins ferry, Old Beach, Lindisfarne, Mona, 
Claremont, MyState Areana, Moonah, Lindisfarne, 
New Town, Mac Point, Bellerive, Wrest Point, 
Howrah, Lower Sandy Bay, Tranmere, Kingston, 
opossum Bay, Blackmans Bay Wide open foot parths

107 03-Jun-23 Marie Gopperth

Visited the site out of curiosity after hearing of 
plans to build a stadium there  I found it would be 
a complete tragedy to build such a huge structure 
on that site - there is no shortage of land in Hobart 
to build a stadium and it would be better suited to 
other areas where noise from crowds and traffic 
emanating from a stadium would not impact local 
residents

I would like to see the area turned into a nature 
reserve where birds, animals, trees, exist  Perhaps 
a lovely butterfly house  Look to Singapore for 
inspiration  They have some amazing tourist 
attractions  Macquarie point is the perfect spot for 
such a tourist attraction, not a stadium that is only 
going to be used for seven AFL games per year 
and rely on rock concerts and cultural events to try 
and make a covered stadium financially viable

See my comments above  Look for international 
designers to create a tourist spot that attracts 
international visitors  A stadium does not attract 
international tourists - they will just look at it from 
the outside and jog on

If, as your website says, you truly respect the local 
indigenous owners of this land, you would be 
seeking their wishes for Mac Point and paying them 
that respect

There is no way a stadium can be be constructed 
and conducted sustainably so this is just mumble 
jumble

Just businesses that support international tourists - 
aquatic activities, nature-related businesses, 
children’s playgrounds, restaurants etc

Well, that is the big question, isn’t it? Access and 
egress limited  Car parks are going to have to be 
extensive and the state government are going to 
have to provide multiple transportation choices - 
would like to see light rail, bus and vehicle options  
There should also be access for foot traffic

People separated from vehicle access and for the 
site to be available for wheelchairs and other 
disabilities  Lifts where necessary

108 03-Jun-23 Susan Boyes Walked  Watched sailing and rowing events

Stadium  AFL, festivals, community events, open 
spaces and gardens, places to sit and picnic, enjoy 
the views

Learning the history and its relevance to now,  and 
being part of the ongoing history of a place Car

109 04-Jun-23 karen lane Regatta  Dark Mofo event  circus

All sports be it rostered AFL games or exhibition 
games of any sports, NRL, Wallabies, A league, 
MUSIC concerts  charity fund-raiser events

besides any and all sports,  a mall like atmosphere 
of restaurants,  cafes, shopping and a Sports 
Museum similar to the MCG one honouring and 
focusing on TASMANIAN sports people

As it's reclaimed land, perhaps Indigenous culture 
could be honoured by including beautiful murals 
on the stadiums outside design?

Closed clear roof makes it an all weather event 
stadium to attract every type of event restaurants   Cafe  shops  museum walking

CCTV, disability friendly, security/crowd control 
staff to assist

110 04-Jun-23 Max Mazengarb I have been to the regatta show when I was a kid AFL, cafe, restaurants, and the ferry AFL and functions No
Something that will pay for itself and bring in 
tourism for the community Cafe, restaurants and bars

Uber or bus, could do free buses like at Bellerive 
AFL games Free buses and ferries

111 04-Jun-23 Jack Mazengarb

Yes, I have been to the regatta as a kid for the 
regatta show  I have also been to the Hobart 
brewing co  However I do not visit this cite often

AFL Football  Cafes  Restaurants  Ferry to Acton 
Eastern shore  Sports festivals  Concerts  Business 
functions

A state of the art sporting precinct that can host 
AFL games, Rugby games, soccer games and 
money other sports  This precinct should also be 
capable of hosting international music acts as well 
as commonwealth games and or Olympic events

Sydney Darling Harbour waterfront walk  A very 
nice walk that integrates the indigenous connection 
and culture with the modern city

The use of native plants and renewable energy  For 
example solar panels on top of the stadium to help 
power the precinct

Local Tasmanian business, such as the Hobart 
brewing Co  and other cafes and restaurants

A ferry from the eastern shore  Or walking to the 
Previn  from CBD accommodation

I strongly believe that the precinct will feel much 
safer with affordable housing not being part of the 
precinct but rather located in a more suitable area

112 04-Jun-23 Dion Clarke
Yes walk over bridge with family, there was a fluo 
concert on

Muilti purpose Stadium so whole family can go 
watch games concerts etc

113 04-Jun-23 Peter Redman No

Something similar to Southbank Precinct in 
Brisbane with art, culture, history, casual dining, 
entertainment and recreational facilities

Make this the starting point for the Mt  Wellington 
Cable Car

Plenty of Car and Coach Parking  Parking should be 
free but time limited  to stop all day parking Full time Security and a First Aid Post/Patrol

114 04-Jun-23 Carr Damian Yes, not much as it is wasted space Football stadium and entertainment hub Concerts, football, international sports

Melbourne comes alive when the footy is on, 
gather round in Adelaide was a great carnival 
atmosphere

Bars, clubs, restaurants showcasing Tassie food, 
wine and beer Food and entertainment strip

Uber, car, taxi to get there then walk around   
Maybe chariot style pushbikes like on the gold 
coast to pick you up and connect the waterfront 
through to Salamanca Plenty of lights, permanent police presence

115 04-Jun-23 Jane Rankin-Reid Cultural activities more cultural activities a higher quality of cultural activities the local culture felt like a key part of the place
diverse and holistic, accessible, international 
standard no more committe planning cultural start ups  international cultural models

by car, then I'd like to see hub based 
transportation around the site higher standard of cultural activity

116 04-Jun-23 Finn Mark No New stadium AFL games Salamanca market Parks and stadium family friendly AFL Sporting greats from Tasmania  as statues Police presence  not paid security bullies

117 04-Jun-23 Arnold McShane Yes  Attended the Regatta and Cenotaph
Parkland, maybe an Eden development  A great 
opportunity lost  As above

Yes  The cultural centre in Alice Springs  Very 
natural and informative

Don’t build a stadium!!  That is not sustainable   
Attractive features and a pleasant environment 
would sustain the area No businesses  Organisations as above

Walking seems to be the only option from already 
overcrowded transport facilities

A light rail development from Brighton to the CBD 
is the only feasible solution

118 04-Jun-23 Doug Mcbirnie
Dark Mofo Art Park, Hobart Regatta, Parking, 
Hobart Brewing Co, Hairdressers, food vans

A new stadium that caters for a range of sports, 
including soccer and rugby  Also a cultural 
precinct with art installations and somewhere to 
get a decent coffee and a cake

Rugby matches  Also large scale corporate 
conferences

Southbank in London, varied and architecture and 
range of cultural experiences, eg art galleries, food, 
theatre

Would be good to incorporate Tasmanian materials 
in the build, eg local Timbers  Perhaps include the 
story of the area’s history - from the traditional 
owners right through to now Sports teams, large conference centre Ferries and trams

119 04-Jun-23 Jasmine Daniels No A football stadium and restaurants ! Football
Yes Melbourne after a football game- everyone 
feels unified Restaurants and accommodation Uber or walking into town and park further out

120 04-Jun-23 Pete McGuire Yes  many times  Regatta  work  dark mona etc
A multi purpose stadium to alow for AFL, cricket, 
concerts  conventions  and festivals No sewage Yes  in melb  perth  Brisbane   Sydney  Adelaide An ongoing facility that is relevant for all Afl Tassie Devils team headquarters Foot  bus  ferry  car  light rail Light rail and ferry infrastructure

121 04-Jun-23 Colin Stewart
Went to Hobart Brewing Company, watched music 
at Goods shed

Multi purpose stadium is a must  It needs to be a 
precinct with restaurants, bars, breweries, play 
areas for kids, reconciliation park, indoor sports

It doesn't have to be new or different  Look at 
docklands or darling quarter in Sydney and 
replicate  Add in Tasmania specific things like a 
reconciliation park and imagery of our natural 
scenery around the state and it'll be perfect

New Zealand all over  Their recognition of 
indigenous culture is first class and helps you 
appreciate the true history of a place

Sustainable food packaging, water collection for 
toilets, solar, public transport connections

Hobart Brewing company must stay  Best beer ever  
More breweries restaurants and indoor sports for 
kids like a barcode bowling etc

Ferry network needs dramatic expansion across 
more of eastern and southern suburbs  Need to 
come to Howrah  Light rail to Northern suburbs   
Bus interchanges   Really, if these three things 
don't exist just forget the whole thing and give up 
now

Just make sure toilets and food places are 
adequate and access is easy for the elderly or 
disabled

122 04-Jun-23 Rod Dare
I’ve been in the area for work 
And To attend the regatta

I’m for the stadium but I would also like to see 
something related to Antartica and our 
involvement there  Something like what 
Salamanca had a few years back Ferry traffic for sure

123 04-Jun-23 kim norton yes football stadium bars  restaurants  park to service the stadium brings people out  like dark mofo in winter
bars and cafes and restaurants  even a small hotel to 
house interstate football fans

124 04-Jun-23 neville wigg no listed plan afl
light rail plus opertunity to walk there from 
salamanca and other city pubs and eateries



125 04-Jun-23 Amanda S
Yes for a Dark Mofo event and also have been to 
the brewery shed

I would like a multi purpose stadium built to house 
the Tasmanian AFL and AFLW teams so we can 
watch them play  
I would like more restaurants, bars, cafes and 
entertainment options with that amazing view 
taken advantage of  Specialty brewery (similar to 
Brisbane) to enjoy and watch the river go by - 
ferries could link East and West shores and could 
drop people off to enjoy a day at mac point
A space for Dark Mofo or MONA to utilise and 
bring people together, festivals or performances in 
the multi purpose indoor stadium would also be 
amazing
Events unique to Tasmania - Festival of Voices, 
Dark Mofo, Taste Festival and Mona Foma as 
examples could utilise the space and link MacPoint 
to the Salamanca precinct for more available 
access and opportunities
More international acts and events could use the 
stadium with the number of people so Hobart 
would become more attractive to these types of 
concerts/events
Hotels also to provide accommodation options for 
people visiting

A stadium with AFL and AFLW games played 
there  Possibly other sports , festivals or events 
We desperately need a new staduim in the city 
like all the other capital cities in Australia that has 
an indoor option so things always go ahead 
despite the weather

Not really, however I think this is a great idea but it 
absolutely needs to have the stadium holding AFL, 
restaurants, cafe, bars etc with the stadium holding 
sporting events/festival and other events to 
encourage more people to visit

I am not sure on this  I am thinking more when the 
stadium is solar powered or wind powered 
partially? All events or festivals need to have no 
single use plastics and all recycling etc

Bars, restaurants, cafes and of course the Tasmanian 
AFL and AFLW team We will walk and use buses and scooters I have no input here

126 04-Jun-23 Kevin Parkinson Yes  circus

Hobart needs to open the Hobart Deep Water Port 
for container ships & two new container crane for 
fast ship turn around  If no container ship come 
Tasmania build their own container ship at Incat  
The Governments support of an AFL Stadium & 
AFL Team is important to Tasmanians

Stop wasting money with no financial outcome for 
the community

Travelled to many parts of the world & they all have 
different communities  Tasmanian needs to move 
to a more positive community for people to feel 
part of it  Media gives too much negative stories & 
which needs to change

Hobart was progressively developed for horse & 
cart days & needs to change  to a positive 
community for all to have permanent jobs  Reduce 
the 29 * Tasmanian Councils to 3 * Tasmanian 
Councils with only about 540,000 people living in 
Tasmania  Too much money is wasted by councils Container Port  Accommodation & AFL Stadium

Very concerned about car parking in Hobart, 
Hobart Council lacks vision

To keep the AFL Stadium Financial involve all 
sports, AFL, NFL,  Soccer, Basetball, Netball, 
Boxing  & other contact sports

127 04-Jun-23 Norman Dennis Yes  Walking around the Area

A stadium for AFL, Music and other sports with a 
roof plus and an entertainment area for things like 
Dark Mofo AFL football

Docklands in Melbourne  When a event is on the 
whole area is alive It has to be upgraded around a AFL stadium Food outlets and entertainment venues Ferry  light rail then walking maybe

128 04-Jun-23 Rod McKeown Yes  Regatta etc and parking

Multipurpose stadium, reconciliation park, the park 
preferably separating the stadium and the 
cenotaph

Something well planned, functional and executed 
properly Any sports facility in Melbourne

Use the below stand sections of the stadium for 
office space, move it closer to the water and have a 
cruise ship terminus on the side facing the river  
Move the working port to Regatta Point and put 
CSIRO, IMAS etc where the port is so they have 
access to their ships

Any that are willing to share the area with the 
stadium and reconciliation park Drive then bus or walk Reduce automobile traffic to an absolute minimum

129 04-Jun-23 Peter Holloway
Yes, just a walk around thinking this place needs 
something

I’d love to see a stadium, be great to watch a game 
of footy or see a band or watch the big bash there Sport and music Yes  just had a great feeling of history If that’s possible that would be awesome

Anything that works with a stadium, definitely good 
food  less pies and junk food options though

Be great to see a ferry service 
Provision for walking and e-scooters No dark corners

130 04-Jun-23 Carol Franklin
Have been visiting since I was 1 year old now 
neatly 77

I would like you to look at Darwin and what they 
have done at the Waterfront   Family friendly area , 
with Hotrls, Apartments , cafes  , Restaurants 
, wave pool  etc  Beautiful grass areas gor picnics 

An area that’s is for everyone to experience   Not 
only always recognizing Indigenuous  history but 
an area alongside where our Convict Free Settlers 
are recognized too  Without them them  where 
would we be today 

Yes , lots of places on the Mainland , different areas 
covering   lots of cultures not only Indigenous 

As stated before include  parkland,  cafes  Etc 
similar yo Darwin’s Waterfront   We also need  to be 
able to walk to every area  Maybe a  vehicle of 
some kind  (train)  To  transfer you from one area yo 
the other for those less mobile 

Small businesses ,   not only the  mates of the Lib  
Govt  or  Macpoint  committee

Parking in the Carparks in the CBD and shuttle bus 
yo site  More important return the Trains  Worse 
decision e we made  Stupid  decision makers with 
no vision   The rest of the World including the 
Mainland have train journeys   The Tourists love 
them 

Qualified Security Guards that can do their job   
Also make it mobile friendly 

131 04-Jun-23 Briana Laughlin Yes only in passing

A stadium to host football, concerts, functions and 
other events like Dark Mofo etc  A nice eating area 
and a public space for sitting in the sun, picnics, 
reflecting etc

A quiet area where one can walk around without 
cars  A ferry terminal  An aboriginal memorial

In New Zealand the Māori culture is so prominent 
you don’t even think twice about it  An area like 
that around a stadium would be amazing

It should include lots of trees, plants, tasteful 
murals, public seating areas for picnics etc

Cafes, restaurants, educational tourist interactions, 
an AFL history in Tasmania museum

Bus or ferry  Parking in town and walking to the 
stadium  Segways or golf caddies for mobility 
around the stadium Lots of ramps etc, view points to see the city etc

132 04-Jun-23 Robert Parker Dark Mofo

AFL stadium, conference centre, art 
installations,reconciliation park, parklands and 
light installations 

Concerts, football (all codes), conference facilities 
(in conjunction with stadium) parklands, 
sculptures/artworks, light installations  The 
stadium should feature innovative lighting displays 
that would be attraction from the outside - similar 
to Optus stadium in Perth and include some of the 
installations similar to those at Vivid Festival in 
Sydney Barangaroo in Sydney

Use of Tasmanian timbers and other natural 
materials, plants eyc

Stadium with concerts and conference facilities, art 
galleries, restaurants etc

Walking from the city of car parking facilities at 
Regatta Point  Having an ‘arcade’ through Hunter 
St buildings perhaps through Henry Jones atrium 
to open up and make access to city easier

Well lit and well designed buildings and open 
parklands - not a ‘concrete jungle’! Artistic light 
installations

133 04-Jun-23 Nina Webb Yes Nothing

AFL and entertainment stadium surrounded by 
bars cafes and restaurants and areas to sit and 
enjoy the outdoor location

Everything new and stylish architecture that brings 
people to the city A culturally relevant build  A 
brand new AFL and entertainment stadium is a 
must  
Bars cafes and restaurants and areas to sit and 
enjoy the outdoor location

Yes It feels special and memorable  That’s what 
Hobart needs in future development

AFL and entertainment stadium surrounded by bars 
cafes and restaurants and areas to sit and enjoy the 
outdoor location

Local whenever possible No housing especially 
affordable housing as it would not be in keeping 
with the business area or the look of the precinct  I 
can’t think of any Australian stadiums I have visited 
that have housing in the same precinct  It’s a 
ridiculous idea  Hobart needs to make money from 
all the visitors to this area  Not houses

I would take the ferry as I live on the Eastern shore  
People can walk Everything is close in Hobart  It’s 
further walking in Melbourne to either Docklands 
or MCG We are overthinking transport No

134 04-Jun-23 Sue Groom Yes
Stadium for afl and other events   Waterfront family 
friendly cafes and bars  Green space Afl

Yes  Stanley park in Vancouver   
First Nations art work etc Stadium  Cafes  Bars  
Antarctic presence  Reconciliation venue As above Drive and walk Security presence

135 04-Jun-23 James Buchanan Yes, ANZAC DAY Dawn services

Love the idea of the science hub but also needs to 
have well thought out traffic management and 
parking perhaps a ferry doc to reduce car 
congestion with opposite ports in Kingston, 
Bellerive and Bridgewater

Other sporting events like soccer and rugby not 
just AFL, as well as concerts  Food and coffee vans 
to service the area

Yes NZ has done this really well, I felt the key was a 
truthful representation of culture and how we 
integrate and celebrate it

It needs to be about more than AFL so that it is 
utilised frequently and not just “massive” events

Interactive scientific centre (think questacon) but for 
Antarctica division, ice core samples showing ice 
age periods etc

Public transport needs to be excellent and not 
have a car choke point in the city have meeting 
points outside the city like a park and ride set up 
with buses and ferries Good lighting and open spaces

136 04-Jun-23 Anita Planchon

Yes, Hobart Brewing company music, TYO in the 
goods shed, hairdresser vans, Dark MOFO, COVID 
testing

Outdoor spaces, music venues, creativity, free 
spaces (not pay to enter), low rise so as not to spoil 
the skit line view from the river or to the river, NO 
stadium Green spaces - flow on from the rose garden etc Not in Australia

Sustainable design, energy efficient, access by 
public transport, low rise and in keeping with the lay 
of the land - NO stadium

Arts organisations, Antarctic and science 
organisations  food and beverage organisations

Bike or by foot - bike tracks and walking tracks  
Bike parking

No dark corners behind high walls, accessible 
footpaths and bike paths that can take wheel 
chairs and mobility vehicles

137 04-Jun-23 Richard Atkinson

Yes  Dark Mofo, Hobart Brewing Company, and 
used the bike path for the short time that it was 
open  I've been to Regatta Point for  The Regatta Public open space

I'd like to experience pride in our city and its 
character, not some ugly generic commercial 
venture on public land

This is such a weird concept, as if culture is 
something that can be fabricated  Okay, walking up 
kunanyi, buying doughnuts at Mood Food - I like 
these things because they feel authentic, not 
designed by developers

It means developing the site with sympathy to its 
surroundings and the character of Hobart and its 
natural surrounding  It means spaces that are 
publicly accessible, not tied up with commercial 
ventures like professional sport and its partners in 
the media and gambling

Must there be businesses? If any, then the current 
ones like the Hobart Brewing Company and the 
community groups, especially those associated with 
the Tasmanian aboriginal community could be okay

Reopen the bike path would be a good start  The 
plan to use the extending of the intercity cycleway 
as a way to activate the site made sense - en the 
path was closed for no clear reason

No huge crowds of football fans leaving matches 
and streaming across the waterfront

138 04-Jun-23 Lachlan Hargreaves Yes  a Dark Mofo event

World Class Stadium precinct with restuarant and 
bars close to the Multi Purpose space  Prefferably 
facing the derwent to provide a scenic view for 
patrons Stadium for sport/music/art and conventions

I have visted the new Tokyo Olympic Stadium for 
the 2019 rugby the world cup and it had very clear 
wooden structural supports and roofing made from 
Japanese timber  It was amazing to see and gave 
the venue a charm that most stadiums that are built 
solely from concrete and steel lack  I think it would 
fit in strongly with the feel aestheic that Tasmania 
has inherently

Sustainable and quality materials  The Kardinia 
stadium in Geelong for its new stadium purchased 
Steel struts that were used in Qatar for the world 
cup, none of these were suitable for Australian 
building standards and all had to be returned to the 
manufacturer delaying the stadiums construction 
and increasing costs  I dont want to see a smiliar 
situation occur again with Hobart's stadium Australian businesses Walking

accesible access for all people/disability access 
etc

139 04-Jun-23 Karen Butters Regatta years ago, and Dark Mofo events

All of above suggestions,  Except NO public or 
private housing  Perhaps a hotel attached to the 
stadium as in Adelaide, but definately NO public 
low cost Housing

Make it fir Everyone  Similar to Barangaroo in 
Sydney   Picnic areas, walks, bars, coffee shops  a 
place fir people to come together Inclusiveness  A place for Everyone

It should include underground (possibly) tanks for 
rain water retention to water parkland areas and 
gardens  Perhaps solar panels to provide energy for 
area lighting  Reuse and recycle building materials, 
especially from a historical areas Craft Breweries, restaurants, bars, cafes Tram way from Mac Point to Salamanca Place

Lots of lighting, LOTS of CCTV cameras, Police 
security patrols

140 04-Jun-23 Daniel Eiszele
Yes   Visit for personal and work  Also used the 
pathway

The stadium for the community, combined with an 
Antarctic hub for commercial, with it all linked with 
easy access to the waterfront area AFL and world class concerts

Not sure why this is a concern when the area is 
reclaim  There is many areas where the TD can be 
acknowledged  Putting it in places that aren’t 
authentic weakens the intent

Couldn’t car less about this it’s really a warm fuzzy 
feeling your trying to make  Tasmania already uses 
renewable energy and the place will need a decent 
energy rating to pass permitting

Antarctic, stadium, accomodation, retail Foss and 
drink

As a northerner Ideally walk from accomodation  
For locals really need to get the ferry thing up and 
running and light rail This is a tasmania culture thing

141 04-Jun-23 Rebecca Lee Yes  only for dark mofo
Stadium, I think the arts and science hub and 
reconciliation area are excellent ideas It is a waste of space now so anything really

I think Melbourne, Adelaide and Canberra do an 
excellent job of this Restaurants and bars

Living in the city we will walk but light rail is 
essential

142 04-Jun-23 Jamie Macgregor Yes Stadium Arts center bars
I am fine with a reconciliation place next to the 
stadium

It needs to be a hub for everything and everyone to 
use all year round Bus or train or bike All open

143 04-Jun-23 Amy Smith
I have stayed at Macq01 and patronised the 
restaurants and bars there

Opportunities to walk and socialise with friends, 
overlooking water views Green space and boardwalk along the waterfront

Yes  When local culture is featured the experience 
will always be unique

Walking paths that joins The Waterfront to The 
Domain  A boardwalk all the way around the point Restaurants and bars

Cross river ferry that also joins other parts of the 
greater hobart area eg Kingston, Howrah, 
Blackmans Bay etc  Especially on game days when 
the stadium is built Good lighting

144 04-Jun-23 Aaron Franklin Went to regatta Stadium Stadium afl games Stadium restaurants Food bars Drive



145 04-Jun-23 Andrew Mazengarb
Frequently for car parking and to attend the 
Regatta

A multipurpose stadium for conferences, sports, 
festivals and events  A choice of fine dining and 
other food and local music venues and tourism 
hotel and apartment accommodations

A range of public entertainment spaces, tourist 
activities, ferry transport, Tasmanian food and 
drink venues

The rocks area in Sydney which has a great blend 
of local historical buildings that complement the 
new cruise ship wharf, James squire centre, opera 
house  local eateries and ferry terminal

A sustainable precinct is one that caters for a broad 
range of local tourist activities that complement 
each other and can be successful in their own right  
It should provide for a logical extension of activities 
from Salamanca across the waterfront to Macquarie 
Point and for the successful growth and extension 
of popular current festivals such as Mona and Taste 
of Tasmania  etc

National and international standard sporting, music, 
festivals and conference events at a new stadium  
Quality premium and mid- range tourism 
accommodations  Local businesses that provide 
authentic local affordable food and entertainment 
for both locals and tourists  A ferry terminal for 
commuters and tourists  Public open space for 
families and tourists to relax and gather

Mac point should be a vehicle, Nik and scooter 
free space so that tourists and pedestrians can 
move around freely and not be at risk  Access 
should be by dedicated ferry terminal and by foot 
from bus or light rail from the city of other nearby 
locations

A pedestrian friendly location, well lit at night and 
adequate security to deter bad behaviour  As 
much flat space to encourage access for all ages 
and abilities

146 04-Jun-23 Damian Mansfield Yes, Dark Park as part of Dark Mofo

At the moment it is a waste of space  I would love 
to see a Stadium and entertainment precinct  The 
modern stadiums in the world with hotels, cafes, 
restaurants and accommodation incl housing 
would transfer this part of the city  Any open space 
can still be enjoyed by all

Stadium to bring in people and foot traffic  An 
area of the city we are all proud of  
Other things are conferences that Hobart currently 
can’t host a major conference due to lack of 
facilities

The local culture is exposed when it is an area of 
pride

We are waterfront, so waterside living and 
boardwalks  Local food and beverage is us  Four 
seasons, winter and fire pots  Adventure start point 
and shopping precinct working in the area

Promotion of our best local food & beverage  
Harbour Town shopping  Attract foot traffic to 
support these businesses

Around Mac Point itself you can walk  Getting to 
Mac Point can either be more Bus, rail and ferry 
service Open space, not focussed on pubs or bars

147 04-Jun-23 Paul Bolger Yes, walked the path/cycle track

Access the waters edge  Somewhere to eat  Wide 
steps up to the cenotaph with a viewing platform 
up top  Enjoyable views  A feeling of space  A 
unifying and quality designed/sandstone faced 
rows of buildings

A wide deciduous tree lined promenade to stroll 
along with seating, all the buildings to have 
Sandstone cladding that is a quintessentially 
Hobart building material  A jetty into the Derwent 
with a bold welcoming illuminated statue at the 
end of it  A stadium ringed with colonnaded 
sandstone shops with 2 stories of houses above 
them  No curbs when transitioning from Path to Rd

Markets  They showcase local art and craft and food 
experiences

Ones that stay open till late, to keep the area active, 
safe, inviting at all times

Walk to it  Wide pathways with a separate bike 
lane  Good lighting at night Plenty of lighting  Pedestrian crossings for roads

148 04-Jun-23 Andrew Verrier Regatta point to watch and participate in sailing A walkway around the stadium over the water Concerts
Clean and green and free from overpriced shops 
and hawkers

Multiple seating outside of the stadium and other 
structures  And free from cruise ships docking 
anywhere near so the area maintains private and a 
go to place for LOCAL Tasmanians

Ideally only new start up businesses  Eg no retail 
stores  No overpriced city stores

I live at Dodges Ferry  The bus service there is 
abismal and way overpriced  Therefore I have to 
drive  Parking on the grounds up to the TCA is a 
must A police presence is a must

149 04-Jun-23 Alan Harris Visited a freight company office

Walk or bike ride around a boulevard around the 
waterfront with a range of cafes and restaurants 
and some public green spaces with shady trees Kayak or canoe  bike  e-bike or e-scooter hire

It needs to tell a unique story, no matter how "hard" 
it is to hear

Building need to feature Tasmanian timber in 
unique ways, like the UTAS library or St Lukes 
Health buildings in Launceston

AFL team, brewery, whisky manufacturer, local ice 
cream retailer

Driving and parking in Hobart CBD then walking or 
riding my bike  Would love light rail in the future to 
enable me to park for free outside the city Lights  CCTV and lots of people

150 04-Jun-23 Gary Price

Yes have visited numerous times  Red Square, 
Good Shed, Dark MoFo both as a performer and 
audience, parking

y     p    
the art conference and exhibition facilities for 
boutique conferences of in the 1500-2000 
delegates   Allied to this is new Concert Hall as a 
performance venue for the Tasmanian Symphony 
Orchestra  Obviously a Truth and Reconciliation 
Park is a must but must include the whole 
Aboriginal community and not just the TAC  An 
Antarctic precinct is desirable   I fail to see the 
need for housing on the site, particularly if it 
comes at the expense of vast tracts of public open 
space or if it is necessary then needs to bypass 
the HCC limitations on height   There needs to be 
a physical and emotional interaction with the 
Cenotaph

Football, in all it's various codes, concerts of all 
varieties, both large scale and intimate both 
indoor and outdoor, exhibitions and conferences

I can't say that I have but ewould be keen to 
experience it

151 04-Jun-23 Greg Butters

As children, and then with our own, we'd go to the 
regatta religiously    We've also enjoyed the open 
spaces currently available around the cenotaph 
etc

A place to sit, eat drink and wander grab lunch on 
the go and enjoy gardens etc  around a state of 
the art stadium!

We need to join it up with Salamanca and 
everything in between - trams, water transport, 
bridges/walkways, cycle tracks   Open air areas for 
music and shows not a veggie garden or a focus 
on divisive pasts we need to move on!

Not sure what you mean by local culture?  The area 
is predominantly reclaimed land the local culture 
is Australian!

It needs to be joined up with the waterfront and city 
precinct public transport is a must NOT 
metro we want a good experience!  Access and 
transport are key to success board walks, cycling,  
escooters,  ferries etc  much like darling harbour 
and circular key in Sydney

Cafes, craft breweries, restaurants, tourist shops, 
police presence,  definitely not UTAS or housing!  
Hotels and luxury accommodation! As above

CCTV, Police, Security,  no dimly lot areas for 
dickheads to hide, exceptionally designed and 
state of the art lighting

152 04-Jun-23 Christine Needham Yes  Some time ago  Simply walked around

A large recreation space incorporating a Truth and 
Reconciliation  Centre
A sympathetic and unique building for Arts , 
entertainment, education ,and 
Tasmanians history- a Hobart Opera House if you 
like as the epicentre of the development

A community open space with community 
buildings that Tasmanians can be proud of

The local flora and fauna and the natural 
environment

All that I have written above  What if should NOT 
INCLUDE is an AFL STADIUM  That is an absolute 
travesty and will ruin the site  To say that it will be a 
"Multi purposed stadium is complete rubbish

Some retail selling Tasmanian made goods  A few 
eateries with outside dining 

Well I certainly won't be visiting if the stadium is 
built there  If not I will take my car and walk from 
wherever I am lucky enough to park it

Obviously it has to be accessible to physically 
impaired and elderly people  You will need to 
build good accessible toilet facilities as a start!!

153 04-Jun-23 Shane Griffin No Watch football at the Brand New Stadium Football Never thought about this to be honest, maybe
I am sure there are smart people out there who can 
build the stadium in a sustainable way

I would like to see more some new sport shops 
down there I would love to see light rail being used Good lighting

154 04-Jun-23 Chris Tasker Yes for a car show New Stadium to go and watch our own AFL team AFL and concerts

Optus stadium in Perth is a new and exciting place  
It’s time for our culture to expand and include our 
younger generations who only leave our state for 
better opportunity

Must have affordable accommodation but of high 
quality  They must include restaurants and the area 
must be able to be used for social gatherings 
before matches similar to Fed square

Local restaurants should take the most visible sites 
with both inside and outside dinning  The stadium 
major sponsor should also contribute something to 
the area  All founding members of the team could 
be given a brick or tile in the precinct  I believe 
people would be more than happy if this was part of 
their membership  At least one fast food business 
for large family’s  Maccas or KFC By foot or tram

Dedicated taxi ranks or bus terminal  Then no 
traffic in the precinct at all

155 04-Jun-23 Dark Park
Housing, businesses, restaurants, bars, galleries 
and greenspaces

Something that enhances the Tasmanian 
experience and ethos  A place that boasts 
Tasmanian produce, art, lifestyle and enterprise  
Not a stadium

156 04-Jun-23 Richard Cooper Road my push bike through the area
It would be nice to have spaces for exercising 
around the stadium

I’m only really interested in the stadium to be 
honest and some parkland It good to respect history of the location

Again stadium = priority nice exercise/walking 
spaces/gardens  would be nice Mostly food  bars etc to compliment events Drive to my office in CBD and walk to site No

157 04-Jun-23 Ian Dutton

Yes concerts, fairs, regatta, e-bike events, long 
house dinner, meetings with teams working on 
various projects, etc

1  An AFL stadium for Tasmania s AFL team - it 
must be the site anchor development
2  A marine education facility - not necessarily an 
aquarium, but a venue that connects Tasmanians 
with our marine life and seafood - imagine 
Australias best seafood precinct, featuring Palawa 
recipes, etc

See 2 above - we need to recognize the premium 
opportunity this site offers to showcase Tasmania’s 
wild and farmed seafood - offer the Tasmanian 
Seafood Industry Council a base there…

Question is not clear, but authenticity is key - we 
want this place to reflect Tasmania’s First Nations 
and brand Tasmania

Carbon positive, no petrol vehicles, public 
transport, walking and biking dominate access…

Seafood businesses 
I don’t want to see lots of offices for Antarctic 
Divusion etc there - the waterfront should be 
reserved for the best and highest use, not just those 
who can pay the rent…

Lots of emphasis on ferries and pedestrian access 
in around the site  Place all car parking outside the 
precinct and put car parked underground to the 
extent possible

Lots of dedicated, pedestrian walkways and 
carefully designed bike and scooter, pass the 
compliment as pedestrian areas

158 04-Jun-23 Tim Johnstone Yes, rode through it Entertainment Footy, concerts, entertainment Convention centre Walking

159 04-Jun-23 James James Yes- dark park and the brewery Multipurpose stadium and reconciliation park Larger scale sports and entertainment events
Yes Hamilton island and it was great  And a great 
mix of development and natural environment

Reconciliation park, good pedestrian and public 
transport access Tasmanian afl football team Bus or walk from work Good pedestrian links and a skatepark

160 04-Jun-23 Stephen Coventry Yes  Regatta  exercise  hobart brewing company
Stadium wirh hotel attached, similar to Adelaide 
oval  Additional hotels and community spaces

Stadium is my priority but important to have 
recreational facilities and accommodation around 
it
I don't think it's suitable fro residential housing

Adelaide oval and the MCG have a strong 
connection to their city's community

Stadium, sport and recreation facilties  Hotels, bars, 
parks

Ferry access would make it a world class 
experience
Buses from park and ride locations will work well 
dut to timing of events occurring outside of peak 
traffic times

Stadium Hotels, restaurants would make it feel 
safe due to regular flow of traffic

161 04-Jun-23 Leanne Males

As part of numerous Dark Park experiences, the 
Hobart Regatta throughout my childhood, 
flamenco lessons for many years at the regatta 
grand stand, cycling online the bike track

An ART GALLERY! It’s ridiculous to have the art 
gallery and museum combined   There is not 
enough space so most of the art works are in 
storage - which is almost criminal to buy artwork 
and hide it away   This art gallery could also 
include an aboriginal precinct - possibly a 
combined outdoor/ indoor celebration of the 
Tasmanian aboriginal culture 
In addition there should be full public access to 
the water - ideally parks/gardens along the whole 
waterfront  There is a serious lack of green space 
in Hobart - this could help address this

An Art Gallery, public green spaces 

 Have recognition of our seafaring past? Whaling, 
connections to the Antarctic

I’d suggest you look at Oslo   Fantastic opera house 
and art gallery on 2 different points of the 
waterfront that also allow public access to the 
water  And FANTASTIC architecture the Opera 
house is stunning  

If the stadium is going to go ahead then it better be 
something impressive looking - if it looked 
something like the stadiums for the Beijing 
Olympics -MAYBE I could accept it being plonked 
into prime real estate  But not  if you produce 
something like Docklands or Adelaide Oval

Why not build the stadium basically underground? 
If we can’t see it then people won’t be as offended 
by it looming over the waterfront  If you’re going to 
put a roof on it because footballers seem to be too 
soft to play in the rain and cold (it’s a WINTER 
sports!!! You’re meant to play and watch it in the 
elements!!)

Sustainable means it’s doesn’t contain buildings 
sitting there taking up space because it’s only used 
a few times a year - pretty sure when the DEC was 
built we were told it would be a great way to  Are 
money and would bring people to the area - how’s 
that worked out hey?

Need to be a mix - generally it should be open 
public spaces near the water   If you did put housing 
it needs to ensure it doesn’t stop public access 
(again, have a look at Oslo)   

So don’t mind some cafes or shops - but not the 
whole place as a tacky shopping centre   

Local aboriginal enterprises- maybe you shouldn’t 
have thrown out those already there??? 

Of course the Art Gallery can have a cafe and shop )

I live in central Hobart so I walk everywhere- and 
would - and do walk to MacPoint   But most people 
in Hobart/Tas don’t like to walk  

Maybe you can have light rail to and thru the 
precinct! lol  

Currently the roads separating the city from the 
waterfront are problematic  How are you going to 
make it easy to move from the city to MacPoint 
without waiting 5 mins at least at each of  the 
major roads? Standing watching cars race past 
doesn’t make for a pleasant experience and 
people will get impatient and try to cross against 
the lights - an accident waiting to happen, Make sure there are public toilets!

162 04-Jun-23 Sam Dobie
Dark mofo, regatta, Goodes shed events, red shed 
brewing and TSO concerts

Under cover market spaces, Open air gym, 
intimate concert venues, accommodation, 
reconciliation park, music events, better 
interaction with the river and land (redevelopment 
of the regatta area)

Arts precincts, public spaces like the new park in 
Kingston  reconciliation park

Yes, I liked coming away from it feeling like I had 
learnt something  As a space to think and reflect on 
history and consider the future  It was interesting to 
be able to access not only the history but food, 
culture and the music

It would be amazing to see community gardens, 
education zones, something that is accessible and 
sensitively designed to capture the light, the 
weather and be open everyday to everyone

Local restaurants, galleries, place and providence 
experiences, music venues, tour operators, space 
for schools to visit and multi sensory and ability 
engagement

The precinct could be the home of Hobart ferries, 
with multiple pick up and drop off points up and 
down the river with parking areas near by, much 
like the Brisbane ferry service  Light rail to and 
from the northern suburbs  I would love to use the 
water way and avoid trying to park in the city or 
cross the bridge

Smart city way finding, cycleways, sensory 
considered events, lighting that respected the 
dark sky and limited to no car access



163 04-Jun-23 Fiona
Abercrombie-
Howroyd Yes  Walked and drove around the site

Outdoor areas  Appropriate greenery and shelter  
Interpretive historical pieces and exhibitions  
Anything to do with Tasmanian aboriginals   
Galleries and science exhibits about Antarctica  
Cafes and restaurants See above

It reflected the history culture andl environment of 
the place I was visiting Sustainable transport within and to and from

Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre, Antarctic Division, 
maritime museum  TMAG, UTAS, information about 
the River Derwent, history of Hobart Port and our 
maritime history

Must be sustainable, so electric trams, shuttle 
buses, scooters, bikes, walkways with 
“placemaking” features  Minimal cats except 
service and emergency vehicles  Ferries  Transport 
must be accessible for restricted mobility and 
people with prams etc

Safe Transport, appropriate shelter from the 
weather in summer abd winter and The Wind! See 
comments about accessibility

164 04-Jun-23 Susan Muldrock Anzac memorial

Uninterrupted views
Lush grass for picnics
Seating
Walking path
Cultural history  (Truth)
Bike path
Dog run
Gardens Relaxation

Wayraparattee Geeveston  The cultural areas, art 
and staff are very knowledgeable and I love 
learning the truth about Australian Aboriginal 
history

 
Keep Tasmania beautiful  
Stop building ugly modern buildings, unnecessary 
cable cars and over congesting our small beautiful 
city  People visit Tasmania for uts natural beauty, 
alwats have always will  Unless it continues to be 
destroyed by Governments who do not listen to its 
states people  
No one will come to Tasmania "BECAUSE" we have 
a cable car, cable cars are all over the world! 
Football stadiums are all over Australia,  in bigger 
states who can barely cope with the congestion  I've 
lived in Brisbane,  NSW and Vic where its a 
complete nightmare around their stadiums
Hobart would be even worse

Tasmanian history and arts, Aboriginal history and 
arts  
Perhaps more nice gardens, lawns, relaxation and a 
single story for mental health might be more in 
demand  A place where people can heal Bus

Obviously it needs to have disability access and 
plenty of security

165 04-Jun-23 Greg Robertson
Went to the brewery at Mac Point  As a child we 
would visit Regetta Point Restaurants, cafes' and bars

A sporting museum featuring Tasmanian sports 
men and women and clubs Melbourne,  docklands and South Warf area

Incorporate solar energy generation into the 
stadium design and use of recycled water for 
irrigation Restaurants, cafes' sports museum

Would mostly likely drive, better parking in the city 
and make sure HCC carparks are open late Well-lit public spaces with security cameras

166 04-Jun-23 Mark Duffett rode bike, visited regatta, Hobart Brewing Co AFL football AFL football Sporting meccas
make sure all substantial infrastructure is founded 
on dolerite bedrock commercial accommodation, AFL club e-bike

paths secure parking and charging facilities for e-
bikes

167 04-Jun-23 Ash Kull
Yes - Regatta Day activities  Also Attended an 
outside festival  Voices concert

Stadium!! AFL, concerts, etc  Restaurants and a 
nice walking path all along the waterfront Stadium and AFL!!

Yes, in NZ  Sense of embracing what is unique to 
that place Stadium Stadium  Restaurants  Tassie Tourism providers Bus but would love a light rail or trams

168 04-Jun-23 Ingerlise Armand

169 04-Jun-23 Scott Thomson No stadium Afl game Yes  Everything Have accessibility- good public transport A stadium
Public transport  Good pathways and accessibility 
for disabled people

Accident and Emergency unit, police hub, 
information hub, some hospitality and 
merchandise organised

170 04-Jun-23 Malcolm Orr Just during Dark Mofo
To be able to walk out to the water; a place to eat; 
garden walkways Antarctica interactive displays

Authenticity; well planned spaces; interpretive 
centres Restaurants; gardens; ferry terminals As above

Walking from the Domain; catching ferries from 
Bellerive Well designed lighting and pathways

   

172 04-Jun-23 Kathleen Flanagan
Yes - have attended Hobart regattas and ANZAC 
Day dawn services many times

Open space, shade, things for kids, things to do 
for free so people of all incomes can feel welcome 
there

An absence of hostile architecture  Complete 
disability access (Universal design)  Public housing 
(affordable housing is not the same thing)

Local culture is a key part of the place when the 
place is designed and built for local people, not 
when it is built to perform "local" to outsiders

No stadium for a start  There is nothing sustainable 
about that

See above - why does it need to be a commercial 
precinct at all?

I imagine I will drive into the city, park there at 
extortionate cost, and walk to the site  I have no 
confidence that the public transport system will 
step up  It never has before Universal design

173 04-Jun-23 Reymond Wilson no stadium dfo transit centre stadium dfo transit centre activity stadium transit centre for busses from intercity hotels dfo transit centre for buses walk bus ferry security?

174 04-Jun-23 Jorinde Tenten Yes Not a stadium Nothing at a stadium

Yes  I am originally from Europe  Worked years 
within the fields of the crestive industries and city 
development  A stadium would be the last thing 
that’s fitting
Look at Amsterdam, Berlin, London  think art 
galleries,
Live music, community Nature & arts and entertainment Mix of art, music, community and commerce By car  Or public transport if it were available

175 04-Jun-23 Heath Clayton No A new stadium AFL

It needs to be a mix of hospitality , arts and a sports 
precinct  The precinct needs to be vibrant even 
when no sports on Hospitality Parking and walking

Open public spaces out door (undercover) dining 
options

176 04-Jun-23 Susan Newland Only for Dark mofo

The multi purpose stadium as the main draw and  
The reconciliation and green space/park area for 
all to share  This would also help visually with the 
stadium by having a lovely park around/near it  
Cafes and bars around the outside of the stadium 
that face the water and can be used anytime of the 
year, places with great water views for visitors and 
locals

Visiting the shops, bars cafes and maybe 
restaurants to admire the views  Go to the football 
and support my new team (team Tassie), go to 
concerts , events at the multi purpose centre  Use 
the park with family

It’s the best part of travelling ,to experience the 
local culture  So the shops should be ones selling 
Tassie goods and not just tourist places ( like at the 
end of the pier in Brighton in the UK)

The stadium is the key, it needs to be big and multi 
purpose, so we get the big name stars here to 
perform  It needs to be able to support football, and 
other sports as well (like locals games of sport for 
their grand finals etc)

Shops, cafes and bars to will fill with people when 
the events are on ,but also be places for locals to go 
when there is no event on  I feel locals will go there 
just as often with visitors and on their own when its 
quiet  The cafes ,bars and restaurants must make 
use of the views  There is no point having the 
hierarchy of AFL having offices utilising the water 
views , Those views belong to Tasmanians

Good question  Obviously buses, possibly the 
tram from North Hobart to end of Elizabeth street 
(wharf end) would be wonderful, but maybe not 
possible  I live at Blackmans Bay, so we would 
catch a bus and then walk down from Macquarie 
street to the venue  This is just like we do  
Melbourne to MCG or in Adelaide to AO

Great lighting is essential  A drive around loop 
with lots  ( and I mean lots -like at Hobart airport)of 
drop off points will make it easier, showing 
tourists/visitors and when the events are on

177 04-Jun-23 Scott Willis Worked there  Recreated there
Get in or off a train to the northern suburbs  Same 
for a ferry across the Derwent river

If an AFL stadium is built I have no interest in 
going to watch sports

It was a Railyard for 140 something years! That 
must be incorporated into any cultural background 
history

A railway station for public transport  
A ferry terminal for public transport  
Hobart City Council have restored some heritage 
trams  They need a home  And could use the 
existing rail line when not being used by other 
modes of rail transport

Music/entertainment venues, coffee shops, 
restaurants  
Green spaces  a skate park

Ferries, trains, Passenger and heritage passenger 
trains for cruise ship connections  

Cars and buses will need to be accommodated 
also

Good lighting  
Keep the anti socials away  They frequent the area 
currently

178 04-Jun-23 Anne-Marie Hurley Stayed at Macq 1, admired historical architecture

Parkland, first nations histories and cultural 
recognition and truth telling, cafés/dining facilities, 
historical information Culture, history, dining Yes, history and beautiful setting brings tourism Arts, history, culture, dining Not sport, art, history, food outlets Car Parks, pathways, cycleways

179 04-Jun-23 Cameron Stone No A stadium Live entertainment
Adelaide Oval, bringing a community together 
over various live entertainment events Park land surround the stadium

Light rail is essential as well as ferry right up to Mac 
Point  Ferry services from Bellerive, 
Lindisfarne/Geilston Bay are essential to reduce 
traffic coming across bridge Sensor solar lighting clearing lighting pathways

180 04-Jun-23 Tim Crawford Yes

Football stadium  Green areas, nice bars and 
coffee, pakana learning and education hub, 
pakana artwork and sculptures tastefully used 
around the precinct  An aquarium featuring 
Tassies unique marine life would also be very cool

Tassie aquarium  Think spotted handfish, weedy 
seadragons, flathead, kingfish, draught board 
sharks etc  Doesn't have to be a massive one  Just 
something to give punters a taste of whats under 
the water in TAS  Pakana art and sculptures  
Maybe a small centre focusing on Tassies sporting 
achievements over the decades Ponting, 
Riewoldts, Titmus et al

I lived in Broome WA for 5 years  Immersed in 
aboriginal culture and the town's pearling history 
everyday  Place names, street art, sculptures etc

Very important to be as sustainable and low impact 
as possible  Lots of green areas and renewable 
energy used as much as possible

Tassie businesses owned by Tasmanians! Must 
include pakana businesses  No TAB or betting  Nice 
tasteful cafes and bars  Pakana art gallery  Tassie 
AFL team merch shop, aquarium and associated 
marine education centre, Car, ferry, walk/ride from city

181 04-Jun-23 No
A reconciliation ground where you learn about the 
first nations peoples A reconciliation ground

Yes, that everyone got a say and everyone was 
heard  Not just one person Don't build a stadium  Do what was intended, a park Aboriginal groups

Walk  Buses aren't reliable as it is  And the road is 
falling apart Not a stadium

182 04-Jun-23 Rose Parremore No Interactive Maritime Museum Interactive immersive museum Not politically correct
A place people will visit  If not it is a waste of time 
and money and space Arts and craft  Hospitality Light rail and ferry Lighting, no dark corners

183 04-Jun-23 Rohan Ashman Wilkinson
Yes taking my dogs for walks and sitting by the 
river  for picnics

Restaurants mix housing apartments and terrace 
houses bring people to live in an entertainment 
quarter will bring more life than a venue

River side cafe restaurants, board walks gardens, 
buskers, apartments and terraces, laneways, 
shopping

Yes it very important to an area to thrive , like the 
lane ways shops eateries and the vibe of life by 
events and performances and residents

Open garden spaces, retail, permanent residential 
apartments terrace houses a bit like Jackson’s 
landing in Pyrmont Sydney

Hospitality, retail, art galleries, markets, local 
buskers and street artists

Currently driving is the only option, light rail 
system  buses  walking trails  laneways

Restaurants, shops,security guards, ctv, a vibrant 
community with visitors permanent residences, 
lighting

184 04-Jun-23 Jon Connolly Yes for ANZAC day and Hobart show

Multi purpose stadium for concerts and sports  
Shopping and restaurant precinct that could also 
showcase events like Dark Mofo and other events 
that will brand Tasmania

Sports , Concerts, dining and also areas that would 
include bike tracks and walking where you can 
capture the beauty of the Derwent

Stadium, Ferry terminal, restaurants, 
accommodation, bars , galleries that encompass 
tasmanian artists Accommodation, bars and restaurants

Walking generally but if there was a light rail, Ferry 
service and bus service this would be ideal

I do not believe that it would be neccessary but 
maybe a police post to be manned during events 
and a presence to stop unwanted behaviour that 
seems to be increasing in frequency in the 
city/mall / bus terminal

185 05-Jun-23 Maryanne Conan-Davies
Cycling through, Dark mofo, Hobart brewing 
company  egatta ground

Cycle though and enjoy the foreshore, catch a 
ferry across the river, go to a small concert not a 
huge stadium!!! Sit in a park and enjoy the view of 
river  Go to Cafe and shops  similar to southbank in 
Melbourne   Interact with people who live there

I'd like to see people living there  We need more 
inner city living 

Uluru   Hey we live on aboriginal land every day! 
Under my feet!!! I'd like a reconciliation park so we 
never forget  anywhere there is nature and trees 
and native garden I feel the local culture

Ni massive stadium for a start   Tasmania  needs to 
remain a boutique destination  not SINGAPORE!!!!  
Can't we be classy and small, return the reclaimed 
land, make it better, don't cover every square inch 
with buildings and car parks  Incorporate solar, car 
free area, public transport, plant trees not buildings 

 carbon capture

Small business, Antarctic centre, student 
accommodation,  smart business  Kot sporting 
megalomaniacs

Hobart and Tasmania  needs to plan more public 
transport,  ferry on river moves towards free public 
transport for all

Place for people to live safely , not just a big 
business district, needs to be alive most of the 
day  CCTV  please  And safe public transport

186 05-Jun-23 Julian Bush Yes  Delivering personal to port facilities
No stadium or AFL facilities if anything is linked to 
any AFL team , Tasmanian or any othe Rail and port facilities must be retained

187 05-Jun-23 Elizabeth Chisholm
Attended Mac1, visited the brewery (which I 
believe will likely loose out now?)

Very few of my immediate family, and next to none 
of my interstate friends, are football fans  Had the 
original plan been enacted, this would have suited 
them more  If they come after a stadium is built, 
we will venture to other areas  A few may have to 
attend conference sessions there

I was a fan of the  Cultural and Heritage centre 
planned and the expansive Truth and 
Reconciliation Park  The likelihood that a dumbed 
down version of these, built in the shadows of a 
stadium, is heartbreaking to me

Many - eg Cranbourne Botanical Gardens, 
Southbank Brisbane, Kings Park, CERES, Maori 
Cultural Centre within Te Puia and the list goes on  
Open space, cultural inclusion, botanical inclusions

There is no way, at all, that a stadium can be sold as 
a key element of a 'sustainable precinct' is this a 
joke question? Have you walked around the outside 
of Marvel Stadium?

As mentioned earlier, Cultural and Heritage Centre, 
small unique TASMANIAN eateries (and/or likes of 
the brewery currently there), Gallery spaces, 
sculpture park, busking zones, a Tasmanian version 
of MoPA (Museum of Play and Art - for children), 
rock climbing (if the Tasmanian business in Bathurst 
St is up for moving sites), National Parks and 
Wildlife worked in with Antarctic and Science as a 
large scale absolutely unique in Australia 
'interactive environment centre' (Some form of 
unique draw card) Music venues/hubs [with 
convertible areas for dancing/mingling after hours]

Ferry to and from ?- then walk  (But I am able 
bodied)
Around the site, I like to walk but, for others (as 
with likes of Botanical Gardens) buggies, and/or 
maybe, given its a flat site, outdoor 'travelators'?

Lighting, avoid underpasses or unmonitored 
stairwells



188 05-Jun-23 Linda Heerey No

Public park areas  Truth and reconciliation park  
Access t

Public open areas with access to our amazing 
river  Truth and reconciliation park  Facilities for 
AAD Southwalk  Brisbane southbank

No stadium  Hobart is renown for its arts and culture 
communities   The area should reflections this  
Designer markets  Music events Not sure Bike and walking paths  Bus access Not sure

189 05-Jun-23 Yes  During the Hobart Regatta
Retail and commercial space in conjunction with 
the stadium AFL stadium Local history Local products and materials A mixture Retail and office space By foot with equitable access Lighting and CCTV

190 05-Jun-23 Andrew Brodribb Dark Mofo AFL Stadium AFL Stadium No Solar and wind power
AFL team  Bars, accommodation, conference 
centre  Retail  Gym  Physio and medical Light rail  Uber and taxi  Overhead walk ways Cctv

191 05-Jun-23 Mike Ellery
Bugger all  I remember a circus being there many 
years ago

Restaurants, landscaped gardens  Include the 
cenotaph more

A roofed stadium that will seat up to 30,000  Not 
just for football, but for soccer, rugby and 
entertainment Not really n

Restaurants,  family entertainment  Must be family, 
children friendly Buses using the old rail infrastructure

192 05-Jun-23 Jess Connor Yes  Regatta Day  fire works Stadium  hospitality  parks Events  sports  leisure time
Very careful consideration of water runoff and  
usage  litter and waste Restaurants  cafes  parks  playgrounds  shopping Walk  Bus  Ferry

Less traffic, more public transport options  Safe 
walkways  well lit

193 05-Jun-23 John Bratt

Looked over an underused industrial waste land 
that has had millions of dollars wasted on it with 
no real evidence of development A sports and cultu al precinct f A multi purpose sports stadium

Yes It incorporated all dimensions both past and 
future A multi purpose sports facility

Health Sports Training Food Tourism Private 
investment opportunities

Happy to walk to and from the facility as is the case 
with other like venues in Melbourne Adelaide Perth A n enclosed all weather stadium

194 05-Jun-23 Zak Noble No

Multi purpose stadium
Tasmanian aboriginal history museum 
Football museum
Antarctic museum 
Murals- All things Tasmanian
Local craft brewery’s, Gin, Cider, Beer, wine, 
whisky etc
Quality Tas Seafood restaurant 
Lots of Green area
ANZAC memorial upgrade
Water park for kids in summer An experience unlike anywhere else in Tas

Yes Samoa - my wife is Samoan and their entire 
lifestyle is based around their culture, it feels very 
authentic

As clean and green as possible,
As much renewables as possible
I’m also a huge fan of fruit trees, would love to see a 
big line of apple trees in the area Footy  restaurants  museums  bars  TAC  ANZAC Walk Good lighting  ample toilets and bathrooms

195 05-Jun-23 brett hall

dark mona funtions
parking xmass time
launch a boat

relaxation park
concert hall
arts centre
craft centre
restaurants
exhibition centre
art gallery
extension of Botanical gardens
conference centre
outdoor stage area
NO STADIUM

Iconic buildings that are capable of being 
expanded and developed over time
Sound shell /bowl

local arts and crafts
live music ensure elegantly designed buildings and facilities

stalls
crafts
popup restaurants

current road systems are Ok
A ferry service
car parking on the Domain

fully grown trees and shrubs
green spaces

196 05-Jun-23 Dave Griffiths
Been to both for many different things including 
Dark Mofo  regatta  covid testing!

I’d love to watch a Tassie footy team there! Maybe 
some soccer or cricket as well  Possibly even a 
concert or 2  Imagine Christmas carols in there! 
The kids would love it A stadium with a roof

I’d like to see some old style designs similar to 
Hobart included in the new stadium precinct  Old 
and new can work so well together if done properly

At the Staples Centre in LA they have an entire area 
right outside the stadium full of little restaurants and 
shops  I’d like to see some little brewery and sports 
bars as well

Make it a taste of Tassie! Everything Tassie  Foods, 
drinks  culture and things made here

I’d do my best to use public transport but that 
would need to improve with a stadium  Buses and 
boats from the eastern shore and Kingston and the 
thought of a train from the northern suburbs is 
exciting Open spaces  lighting

197 05-Jun-23 Nick Phillips
Yes, for the Royal Hobart Show  Dark Mofo and 
other events

I'd love to see the multi purpose stadium built  Not 
just for sporting matches but to see concerts, and 
potentially functions in the new stadium

Sport and music  However I'd also love to see 
green spaces for family activities, restaurants and 
bars right on the water too  Speaking of the water, 
it would be great to arrive by boat to the area

Yes, the Melbourne sports precinct  I loved the 
energy the place brought

Obviously we can start with the new stadium being 
designed with sustainability in mind, recycling of 
water, solar, thermal heating cooling etc Entertainment! Walking and (hopefully) by boat Well lit wide open areas

198 05-Jun-23 Helen Spehr
A Stadium for all events with public toilets in car 
park with disabled parking and bus parking 

A large outdoor big screen for outside vowing 
when stadium is full

A Roof for sure on new stadium 
Suitable then for all events in future Fast food /takeaway business 

By bus or ferry! Small curtesy elect train to 
transport people from Salamanca area and back 

Obviously outside lighting also lighting in car park 
/ toilet areas 

199 05-Jun-23 tina fox Caught the trains many years ago A stadium  shopping and restaurants Football and concerts etc Function center so that it can be used all year round Afl  restaurants etc Walk from the city  ferry  light rail  bus

200 05-Jun-23 Rod Force No  I didn’t think there us public access

A precinct like Southbank in Brisbane  Certainly 
not social housing  Why pollute a beautiful area 
near the water with ? NOT the Mall revisited Safe, relaxed beach culture at the Gold Coast

You will never fit it all in  Move the stadium to the 
Domain where you can develop parking

Shops , cafe , Antarctic awareness , history walk, 
generally a public leisure area  Put a stadium there 
and most people will never go there

Ferry terminal plus shuttle bus to Domain parking 
area CVT cameras so you can arrest the graffiti artists

201 05-Jun-23 Andrea Chapman
Federation Square Melbourne
Adelaide Arts area A wide variety of shops to appeal to everyone Ferry from the Eastern Shore, bus,

202 05-Jun-23 Joshua Cox No Afl games A new stadium and entertainment area Can’t really remember
Have good public transport to and from the area if a 
stadium is built

Have an area with restaurants and bars around a 
new stadium

Hopefully some public transportation including an 
improved ferry system using the river Probably a police station or something similar

203 05-Jun-23 Viv Chopping Yes  Boating and Hobart regatta
Footy Stadium and a concourse with bars cafés 
restaurants

Interface with the marine and maritime history of 
the area High quality dining and tourist stuff

I would stay in Hobart and walk  Just like now with 
Salamanca and the ferries Ferries

204 05-Jun-23 Josh Allender
Went to Hobart Brewing company, went to the 
Regatta

The Stadium is a must, plus plenty of publicly 
accessible parkland, retail, restaurants/bars and 
public transport like rail to the mac point area 
seeing as the infrastructure is already in place

A rail connection and a ferry stop  You could have 
an outdoor cinema for summer use too, possibly 
some outdoor stages so it could hold music 
festivals in the main stadium and surrounding area

Plenty of greenspace, the use of renewable energy 
for power, real public transport options so people 
can leave their car at home

Locally owned businesses, don't fill it up with 
rubbish franchise fast food like McDonalds, KFC etc  
Lots of alfresco dining and bar areas plus some 
general retail, art galleries etc, keep the University 
OUT!

Rail would be amazing and Use of the river via 
ferries small police station

205 05-Jun-23 Josh Allender

206 05-Jun-23 Rod Newland Yes…bike ride
A multi purpose stadium with other public 
attractions A multi purpose stadium etc

Many public places besides waterfront …stadium, 
cafes  restaurants…markets etc

A multi purpose stadium, accommodation, cafe’s, 
markets etc

A multi purpose stadium and other mixed 
attractions etc

Rail would be great as a way to get to the 
precinct…but good walking facilities Well designed buildings with good lighting etc

207 05-Jun-23 Todd Johnstone Concert A stadium Be entertained It brought everyone together I think it should include something for everyone AFL cricket soccer concerts Light rail

208 05-Jun-23 Michael Golding
Yes, for Dark Mofo, Wooden Boat festival, ANZAC 
Day

I massive stadium that can host a multitude of 
events, Sports, music, festivals  Surrounded by 
dining, bars, art and culture  With multiple 
transport options including ferries and busses

AFL, Rugby, Soccer, Concerts, Special events, 
Marathons  All immersed in a stadium surrounded 
by hospitality and arts & culture

There is still plenty of room there for some 
destination culture, showcasing our first nations 
people  If we did it right it would be an amazing 
mix  There is already our Cenotaph to throw into 
the mix

A world class stadium, arts culture, indigenous 
showcasing, bars dining, linking through to 
Salamanca and into the City  I large ferry terminal, 
which includes bus interchange feeding to and from 
the Eastern shore, Northern suburbs and Southern 
suburbs

an indigenous museum, arts, dining, drinking  NOT 
housing, as it stands there is no clash between 
events and noise restrictions  Housing is better 
suited in the City, condensed into apartments

Ferries, ferries, ferries  Build a terminal out into 
the harbor  Get an interchange for busses to flow 
through as well as taxi and Uber  We already have 
great pedestrian access to the Domain and City via 
the pedestrian bridges  But we must utilise the 
train track, weather it be for light rail or a bus 
corridor

It just needs to be designed well  light filled, 
welcoming and monitored with cameras

209 05-Jun-23 Scott Stubbs Parking  Visit The Goods Shed  eating

1  Stadium
2  Restaurants & cafes
3  Useable parklands for a sunny day  
4  Parking
5  Specialty shops As above

Look at the whole Melbourne precinct  From the 
DFO all along the foreshore  Limited space at Mac 
Point but something similar  That ties it in with the 
rest of Salamanca

Please don’t go crazy here & blow good money  
Power is sorted with the hydro  Short of stormwater 
reuse etc you’re wasting money

Ideally, light rail starting from Brighton  Ferry 
services would be ideal but parking near ferry 
stops is non existent  A decent bus depot at the 
stadium like how Brisbane does it with Suncorp 
stadium  Its a great set up & would be cheaper 
than light rail Other than a constant police presence

210 05-Jun-23 Tim Pearce Yes, for Dark Mofo events a few years ago
A stadium would be fantastic for AFL and hopefully 
attracting live music

Having a stadium within walking distance of our 
CBD would be a game changer for our city  Any 
event there would bring the city to life and would 
be amazing for local business and most 
importantly, our young people

I recently went to Nashville, where music is part o  
the local culture  Everything was themed in that 
manner and there were tourists everywhere  The 
place was buzzing  If we could have the precinct 
themed around our aboriginal history, or our links 
to Antarctica, including aspects of the stadium 
design, it would enhance the area  A link to the 
cenotaph and murals on that side could work well 
and bring the RSL onboard

Restaurants and bars, a link to the water with ferries 
and tourism ventures from that site

The beauty of this location is people visiting only 
have to make it into the city, where they can walk 
from virtually anywhere  Therefore public transport 
or even private vehicle and park away from the 
area would be fine  I live in Blackmans Bay so 
ferries are definitely an option if that gets up and 
running

211 05-Jun-23 Melanie Young No
So excited to be able to watch a Tassie team play 
in the AFL  also international concerts  bands International concert's

Melbourne's MCG the atmosphere was absolutely 
buzzing and all the store market holder's and food 
vans out the front were amazing you had thousands 
of people around but everyone was excited was 
absolutely inspiring Good Traffic management  easy access Hotels  restaurants  cafes merch shops

Would be great to get the rails working again, if 
we had a that as a choice I would use it Decent security  good camera systems

212 05-Jun-23 William Latham
Yes for the regatta and a tour of an Antarctic 
vessel

A Multi use stadium for A-League soccer games, 
NRL games, AFL games, Cricket, Concerts and 
other events  Not only held in the stadium but 
around the stadium could have different events 
and things to do aswell

Learn history about Hobart and Tasmania which 
many tourists going to the stadium can walk past 
and see which will help them learn more about the 
state easily

There are plenty of towns and communities that 
hold events like markets, Football games etc where 
a big part of the community get together and it 
feels great

Make sure that the area can easily be improved or 
expandable for the future if it becomes more 
popular  Leave room for future projects to be added 
like transport or more capacity in the area

Many local businesses should be able to have mini 
shops around like the taste of Tasmania where 
shops all over Tasmania can show everything they 
have to offer to tourists

I would like to see more transport to and from 
Hobart and mac point  Busses and cars might be 
enough for now but not far into the future  
Hopefully we can redeveloped the train lines and 
add more boats and ferry's to and from Hobart 
and surrounding areas

A transport hub for boats for people to get around 
southern Tasmania  Maybe an improved car park 
nearby and bus stops  Maybe in the future a train 
station

213 05-Jun-23 Erin Lee

Regatta, parking, COVID testing, ANZAC Day, the 
little food thing that used to be at Mac Point, just 
for some fresh air, way Point between the Taste 
and where I parked  Dark mofo

A Stadium, arts precinct, maybe space for a 
Sunday farmers markets  good food A stadium Not really

Sustainable building materials, safe waste disposal 
so there is no risk to the Derwent  energy efficiency

I would like the TFUA Umpires association to be 
considered to utilise the sports area as a home   As 
the largest umpiring and individual sporting body in 
the state (200+ registered members), it is still 
without a home   I know Min Street is working with 
them but this is a great opportunity for a permanent 
home

Utilising the exisiting rail infrastructure would be 
ideal  Parking on site needs to be taken seriously   I 
drive in and have a parking place in the city but I 
am not the majority

I would like a Police booth and a St John’s hole in 
the wall - not just a “ambulance” parked there

214 05-Jun-23 Belinda Paul Dark MOFO
Cafes and dining, visitor info site, Antarctic centre, 
live entertainment and music

Roving Art exhibition   Ferry service from Kingston 
beach area

You feel like you’re seeing how locals live and the 
uniqueness of the destination

Local produce used in restaurants, easy walking 
access and transport options, buildings with low 
carbon output

Cafes, bars, restaurants, arts, exhibition space, 
conference spaces Ferry or bus to city  clear open walkways Security cameras  lighting  disabled access



215 05-Jun-23 Tracey Brazendale

Yes, went to the regatta  I've been to dawn 
services for ANZAC day  Illuminate Ceremony to 
fight back against cancer

I would like to see the Macquarie Point Stadium 
built so I can take my family and friends to watch 
our own Tasmanian AFL team  Mens and womens 
side  I'd take my family watch cricket there  
Concerts that i usually pay alot of money to go to 
Melbourne we could watch these very same 
concerts at Macquarie Point stadium  If we built 
bars and shops i wiuld most certainly visit these 
and support them before and after all of the 
events i just mentioned  Its exciting to think of all 
of the possibilities that could eventuate

AFL, Cricket, other sports, music concerts and 
festivals  Shopping, food and drink venues

I have, in Melbourne on the walk to the mcg  Its 
very cultural i love it  It was original and authentic

A stadium for start  Which of course should include 
shops, eating and drinking establishments  A 
beautiful cultural artwork of landscaping  Bike lanes, 
walking lanes, children's play equipment

Obviously construction corporations to build the 
stadium  Hospitality industries etc

I would be getting there by car as i live in the 
central highlands  Butwould love to see use of the 
rail lines  Id park my car in the noryhern suburbs 
and catch the train to the stadium  Definitely more 
car parking options

Yes, ambulance/medical areas  Toilet areas 
accessible obviously for wheelchairs

216 05-Jun-23 tanya wylde-browne Yes for parking
A park for the people that is for all tasmanians not 
just the Aboriginals The Stadium

In California you see whole communities use a 
central precinct for everything Allow for growth and include green everything

Cafes with outdoor seating, public amenities, 
access to ferries across the Derwent and up and 
down the river Will be walking  Just needs good pathways Police or security guard presence

217 05-Jun-23 Scott Newlands Yes  wonder around  had a look around
A stadium and entertainment precinct blended 
into greenspace

Easy access and amenities that make it appealing 
to visit Yes  nice local feeling Blend into the environment Afl side  bars restaurants and retail spaces Ferry Ferry terminal

218 05-Jun-23 Janet Bacorn Yes
Stadium not only for sport but entertainment 
including bands

The overall experience of being at a concert or 
game, the feeling you get is so much more than 
watching on tv Yes all around the world and Australia!

To be sustainable it needs to cater not only for now 
but the future! Food, art, culture (not only aboriginal)

For me as I live very close car, taxi or bus   
Definitely need to explore all types of land and sea 
transport including light rail

Two big questions there!  Safe would need 
security which goes without saying, lighting to 
ensure there are no dark areas!  Accessible by all 
not only handicapped but the seniors of 
Tasmania/Australia that are very much a forgotten 
part of the population

219 05-Jun-23 Thomas Bessell Dark Mofo, concerts Football stadium Football stadium Build the football stadium AFL team, football stadium
By foot from the many bars & restaurants in the 
area No

220 05-Jun-23 Kyle Roberts No Entertainment and sports precinct

Large sporting events, AFL soccer, basketball  and 
concerts  Also I would like to see the precinct to 
incorporate a ice skating rink to replace the rink 
which closed down at Glenorchy  The ice rink 
would be a great attraction in winter and would 
definitely make a place of attraction for the MONA 
Winter Festival

I visited indigenous Cultural sites in Australia which 
are in the natural landscape , cultural sites that are 
created in an commercial/ un -natural way feel fake 
and like a theme park

Mac point development should include sustainable 
practices like solar power use of recycled 
stormwater and waste water if possible for 
maintenance of parkland and grey water reuse for  
cleaning and toilet amenities

Soft commercial businesses like Tech, Medical, 
Design and Architectural and hospitality businesses

Light rail from the suburbs  Wide pedestrian 
boulevards and bikeways ( for e-bikes and 
scooters ) electric buggies for the elderly

The inclusion of a mini Police and Medical hub  
Installation of a state of the art CCTV system with a 
adequately staffed control room  Good night 
lighting for pedestrians

221 05-Jun-23 Alexis Clarke

yes
- the Hobart Brewing company quite often (and 
the resident bandicoot)
- the shed for Food and Wine Festival 
- the shed for the Youth Orchestra day
- festival of Voices 2022 open air night with food 
trucks and bonfire

continuing what works already - the Hobart 
Brewing and festival activities with more of the 
same along the waterfront areas 
- the stadium but set back closer to the roads so 
the waterfront can have the hospitality focus and 
look out to the river and extend a large walkway 
around  a bit like the Opera house are in Sydney 
where the bars and walkway are on the water and 
the larger buildings are set back (the large 
restaurants and apartments)

no car parking on the river front - cars don't need 
to take all the premium positions and in other 
cities people are on the water front rather than 
cars (eg the point near the ferry at bellerive is 
beautiful and for cars!)  hte cars can be set back up 
behind the regatta ground and ppl can walk down  
or just get a bus! 
- the stadium to take my son to support a local 
team and feel pride for tassie rather than wanting 
to leave  how are we going to keep young people 
in the state with nothing fun to do or aspire to

'- every other city in Australia and the best cities in 
the world  the biggest difference is they are 
pedestrian over cars  i lived in sydney for 20 years 
and didn't once drive into the city - i walked, caught 
a bus or a train and the pedestrian malls are the 
busiest areas  
- beautiful tree lined streets and green spaces (eg 
Barcelona)
- restaurant and bar lined riverside eg melbourne 
and Brisbane (not cars in the beautiful spots - these 
are set back away from the beauty)  with parks and 
child friendly parts for during the day
- places for day and night accommodating different 
people at different times (family friendly, and adult 
at night)
- mostly green not cement 
- art filled especially art that can be climbed on (eg 
Franklin sq) and next to the Art Centre in 
Melbourne there are beautiful curves that are 

'- trees not carpark
- accessible by light rail (or bus) and ferry
- fun and cheeky like the hobart brewing company 
which feels light on the space and has a resident 
bandicoot
- the bandicoot and other wildlife need to be able 
to co-exist or it isn't a green space
- bike friendly and walking as the key modes of 
transport into the site
- a green energy off grid space - negative emissions 
not just net zero but a positive environmental 
contribution
- green construction - green concrete, newer wood 
products nothing like the worst of construction but 
showcasing the best that can be
- B Corp companies included in everything so we 
are supporting good companies

'- hobart Brewing company is fun and should stay 
(along with their bandicoot) and more of some 
simple places like this as well as some smarter bars 
and restaurants - a nice mix for everyone and every 
budget
- B Corp businesses to make it nice - including 
training cafes etc
- boutique hotel over the restaurants - have 
shopping and bars at street level and rooms above
- kayak hire down by the water  
- bike hire  scooter hire for getting around the 
precinct and wider town

'- walking
- bus or light rail
- ferry
- kayak hire down by the water  
- bike hire & scooter hire for getting around the 
precinct and wider town
- NOT CAR

'- good lighting
- no cars for safety
- trees and nice walkways
- waterfront well lit key walkway for linking whole 
area

222 05-Jun-23 Shane Richmond Yes  Walked around  Went to the brewery
Bars, restaurants  Outdoor ‘winter proof’ spaces 
like garden, cafes

A semi permanent area that can showcase local 
produce and ideas  Make Tassie the total focus  
Outdoor space that is ‘winter proofed’ so that it 
can be activated all year round  Live theatre and 
arts spaces to attract all walks of life  Definitely an 
amazing opportunity to highlight indigenous art, 
culture, history  A museum to showcase this would 
be amazing

Europe! They put so much into celebrating their 
local culture, food, wine  Tassie does this well and 
should become the Europe of Oz

Must be usable all year round  Must also be a point 
of difference to anything else in Hobart  It must 
have a destination focus  That could easily be the 
indigenous/local produce etc (museum, cultural 
centre, art space)

ALL MUST BE TASSIE  No multinationals or 
franchise stores  Look to MONA and be unique and 
special  Don’t do anything too mainstream

There must be affordable underground parking  If 
this is not an option there needs to be a bus 
terminal for the interim until some other solutions 
are put forward

Activation of the area for as many hours as 
possible will keep the foot traffic up  Consider 
including a police station into the build

223 05-Jun-23 Callan Thomas
Not much - absolutely nothing to do there at the 
moment Multi purpose Stadium AFL, national quality car shows, Monster Trucks

The USA does it perfectly  Each stadium has its own 
unique spin on the local culture which in turn 
becomes the cities entertainment hub

Include recycled local Tassie timber and 
convict/sandstone bricks

Food and coffee stalls, Tasmanian sports museum, 
family friendly park

Park and walk, uber/family drop off - or park at the 
DEC and train in as I live in the Northern suburbs  
A mac point stadium could finally mean funding 
for the Northern suburbs railway which would 
literally start/finish at the stadium  The railway line 
could also stop at MONA - its a no brainer if the 
stadium goes ahead

Traffic bollards to stop cars getting through to 
pedestrians  Security manning gates, local police 
presence

224 05-Jun-23 Sarah Cowling

Yes - I have been there several times to participate 
in ANZAC memorial and Dark Mofo activities, 
attend the Hobart Regatta and access the cycle 
way

I would love to see a Stadium incorporated, along 
with some activated spaces with walkways, cafes 
and restaurants, art galleries, a community hub, 
reconciliation park and family-friendly facilities  It 
would also be great to highlight the history of Mac 
Point and Hobart - the good, the bad and the ugly  
Something educational and hands on, for future 
generations, which shows how the area was used 
and thrived many thousands of years ago See above )

Sustainable to me incorporates both natural, living 
and environmental aspects, as well as being 
something that is activated and accessible all year 
round

Art and cultural galleries, hands-on educational 
activities/facilities (indigenous culture, science and 
research, marine life, the old Hydro 'hands on 
electricity centre', an indoor/outdoor theatre, 
activities for tweens and older kids, adult ed classes 
like pottery making, cooking, dancing, painting etc

Waterways should be activated with more ferry 
services; shuttle buses could operate on a loop 
around the city, and other metro buses could 
make it a designated stop  The cycle way and 
walkways could be upgraded  Park and ride 
facilities  Ultimately, light rail network would be 
innovative and a welcome addition

It needs to be well lit and thought out in terms of 
ensuring spaces are open and accessible  Also 
designated family areas that cater for all age types

225 05-Jun-23 Madelaine Borlase Not much, just not much to do there Stadium Stadium & restaurants Salamanca says Hobart Stadium and restaurants Stadium and restaurant Car Lights and parking

226 05-Jun-23 Stewart Beswick

Yes, I regularly run/cycle through the vacant space 
and I have attended events at Hobart Brewing & 
The Goods Shed  Dark Mofo event each year 
usually has something in the area that I attend

A multi purpose sports and entertainment facility 
to house world class music, arts, corporate and 
sporting events  eg  Adelaide Oval, Optus Stadium 
& Docklands  This would be a catalyst in activating 
the area and attracting further investment into 
developing the broader site for retail, hospitality, 
housing, public transport and culturally 
appropriate open spaces  On top of this, the 
location is within walking distance to Salamanca & 
CBD, both in abundance with accommodation, 
hospitality and  additional entertainment options - 
unlike current facilities such as Bellerive & Mystate 
Arena  Additionally, prime position for transport 
corridors, parking & future public transport 
development - unlike current facilities such as 
Bellerive Oval & Mystate Arena

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to develop 
a space that will truly activate the Hobart 
waterfront in a way I don't think even the strongest 
believers can even comprehend  It can leverage 
everything we love about Hobart (mountain views, 
waterfront location, fine food & wine, proximity to 
bars, cafes, CBD, arts & culture) and create a brand 
new location for locals and visitors to celebrate, 
cheer, admire, reflect, learn and play  It is very 
hard to think of another use for the space that will 
have a larger impact than a truly world class multi 
purpose events and sporting facility

I have travelled the world extensively and the best 
places I have visited successfully acknowledge and 
celebrate (where appropriate) their history and 
embrace the future  There are countless examples 
of where tradition, history and the modern 
intertwine  British Museum, Oktober Fest, Chinese 
New Year, temples in Asia, mosques in Turkey & La 
Tomatina in Spain  They all embrace the history 
with a modern twist

Sustainable in a business sense would require the 
space to have a diverse use cases to ensure that 
visitors, events, investors and locals are attracted to 
the area for various reasons all year round  A mix 
Sports, culture, hospitality, arts, corporate, 
education housing etc  
Sustainable from an environmental perspective 
would require energy efficient buildings and green 
spaces

As above, it needs to be diverse  Sporting, 
hospitality, business (small, large and not for profit) 
and education

Personally, I would walk as I live in West Hobart  
However, the transit corridor to the northern 
suburbs and utilising the waterways are vital in 
activating the precinct (and Hobarts) potential  
Around the site itself it would be great to have 
dedicated bike and e-scooter paths alongside 
walking, wheelchair and disability access and 
facilities

Onsite information and assistance booths are 
always useful to visitors  Anything that would 
assist families in being comfortable to spend time 
in the area (changerooms, playgrounds, shelter 
etc )

227 05-Jun-23 Michael Wilson

Yes, for ANZAC day services, and fortnightly 
running club meets starting at Hobart Brewing Co 
and running via the Bridge of Remenberance

A multi purpose stadium capable of hosting events 
such as sports matches, concerts, and festivals  
Also something exploring the history of the site,  a 
reconciliation park, and a Tasmanian sports 
museum See previous answer

Yes  I liked the nods to the history of the place and 
the people  Use of local and/or traditional materials 
and techniques where appropriate

Carbon neutrality should be a goal  Using 
sustainable materials such as sustainably harvested 
timber  Energy efficiency  Allowing scope for future 
growth e g  capacity increases Food and beverage, tourism

I'll expect to get to and from by public transport 
and walking  Moving around the site can be on 
foot  Maybe some escooters Good security lighting and cameras

228 05-Jun-23 Craig Lucas
Yes, Dark moFo, drinks at the various bars with 
family & friends

Multi purpose precinct including a stadium for 
various sports  conferences  cultural activities

A facility which is close to the city & can offer a 
facility similar to Adelaide oval, that we can all be 
proud of

I have visited several of these types of areas  I don’t 
feel Macquarie Point should encompass an 
Indigenous cultural facility There are several of 
these facilities already in our State
Majority of land is reclaimed & has not have any 
indigenous relevance at this site

There are many examples worldwide that we could 
model off  It should not just be sporting, for long 
term  viability it must be multi use, including 
conferences, bars, hotels , arts facilities, Mo-Fo 
activities

Sports facilities, Bars, Cafes, Restaurants, Hotels, 
Children’s playground

Public transport, Buses, Ferries & we have ample 
car parking within the city to accommodate the 
maximum crowds

Risk management & OH& S plans will take care of 
that

229 05-Jun-23 Michael Wilson

230 05-Jun-23 Paul Ransom Attended the Hobart regatta
AFL stadium, sporting museum, themed 
restaurant  like Dracula's ect

AFL football, with our own AFL team, sorting 
museum, paying tribute to our Tasmanian 
champions

Sovereign hill, in Ballarat, it taught us lessons about 
the past, and was an amazing experience,

Restaurants, museum, paddle boat hire, at the 
waters edge, 
It will create jobs, in the hospitality industry, tourism 
industry, to me it would mean, more visitors would 
attend the area, to see part of our history

Tasmanian institute of Sport, restaurants, tourism 
organisations

I'll use my own transport,  but ferry services, would 
help people get there  Information pods, telling 
you where to go, and what is available to do at the 
dsite

Disability toilets, disability ramps, lots of 24 hour 
lighting,

231 05-Jun-23 Michael Newell Regatta and the circus A new stadium for AFL and events
Barracking for Our own AFL team and attending 
events there Cape grim  It felt tragic and evil A stadium Cafes and restaurants surrounding the stadium Walking from public transport A stadium

232 05-Jun-23 Suma Graham Knight
Yes stayed at IXL Henry Jones, seen Mona there 
and head through there on our nights out Trains busses… parking that isn’t overpriced



233 05-Jun-23 Paul Clyne No the closest that I have been is to the Centotaph Multi purpose stadium with retractable roof

Cultural and Arts centre  Ferry terminal for the 
greater Hobart CBD  Light rail and bus terminal 
station The MCG have some wonderful museums

Public lighting wind turbines  Reimagine how we 
consume food and beverages in the stadium 
options for in house dining and bar facilities that 
give you a clear view of the playing surface may 
encourage a reduction in waste and packaging 
when consuming takeaway

Public transport hubs
Restaurants and Bars
Tas Institute of Sport
Function Centre 
Tas Uni 
TAFE - facilities - Sports & Rec  Grounds keeper ( 
horticultural) 
Television Studios 
Movie Studios 
Allow room for food trucks to utilise the area

Car however if there was a robust public transport 
option I would consider using it  
I would def catch a ferry from the Eastern Shore if 
there was a terminal incorporated into the design

24 hour manned Police Station
Lots of lighting 
Easy access to Uber and Taxi
Cover every Sq/meter with state of the art high 
definition CCTV cameras and make it known

234 05-Jun-23 monica hols Accessed a boat trip

Boat trip that shows guests about sustainable 
practices in fishing, logging, food production, 
aboriginal heritage  Run by our local first nation 
peoples

Immersive Art - made by local aboriginal artists 
(like the LUME in Melbourne but then with our 
local artists)  Also, real street food restaurants/ not 
the overpriced food vans we see everywhere in 
Hobart  Food that is simple, enough to feed 
people a decent meal and priced reasonable so 
that families can enjoy  Outdoor experiences

MELBOURNE NOW and the Top Arts 2023 in the 
National Gallery Victoria - I liked how the talented 
young artists had an opportunity to display their 
versatile works - FREE for the public

Everything built should be sustainable - made of 
local materials (straw, wood etc ) as much as 
possible

Organic, sustainable, aboriginal  Move a way from 
all the boutique (=expensive) business  
Organisations that truly represent our clean green 
image, inclusive of first nations peoples and people 
with disability  More opportunities for people with 
disabilities to run the tours, cafe's, etc Tram

Playground for adults  Toilets  BBQ area  
Breastfeed area

235 05-Jun-23 Neil Edwards Rowing regattas every year Grassed areas  trees  food  parking Local culture is not important to me Restaurant  cafe Walk No

236 05-Jun-23 Kalinda Beamish Parked my car for work
A multi purpose stadium, restaurants, bars, 
conference centre and gathering space

AFL games, bands, sporting events, live acts, 
markets, food trucks, stadium roof climbs

Melbourne Sports Precinct, tennis centre, mcg, Rod 
laver  I went to the Aust Open final and AFL grand 
final last year and the entire precinct surrounding 
the stadium and courts buzzes  It’s a place to gather 
and connect for everyone

Charging stations and parking to encourage more e-
bike and scooters, less reliance on fuel alternatives 
to get there  With the Tasman Bridge pathway 
upgrade there should be so much more foot traffic 
and modern/sustainable traffic options

STADIUM first and foremost, boutique cafes, bars, 
restaurants, cultural and art exhibitions… more 
storytelling of our indigenous culture

As above, e-scooter, e-bike and more pedestrian 
access and walkways  Ferries up and down the 
river  The possibilities are endless!

As long as the stadium and surrounding 
development is accessible for people with 
mobility issues, wheelchairs etc  I’m sure it would 
meet accessibility standards and compliance

237 05-Jun-23 Brodie Wells

Yes, just had a walk around and pictured how 
good the site could be with a multipurpose 
development / facilities that could be enjoyed 
year round

Events stadium as proposed (AFL, as well as other 
sporting events, concerts, etc) cafes & restaurants, 
a 24/7 medical centre to help relieve the pressure 
on the hospitals and doctor’s surgeries, 
accommodation both short and long term, 
museum of some description, conference centre 
etc

Interactive Tasmanian history museum and/or an 
outdoor theatre, night markets

Uluṟu, Darwin, Broome - how they all embrace and 
promote Australian (local) heritage and lifestyle Please see answers to questions 2&3 Please see answers to questions 2&3

By car and or walking - but I would like to see a 
new public transport system whether it be a light 
rail, mono rail and or upgraded ferry system

Permanently manned police station with officers 
station to patrol/monitor the precinct so everyone 
feels safe being there day or night

238 05-Jun-23 Alistair Calvert Yes
Restaurants, bars, stadium  create a destination 
that attracts people outside of major events Child friendly space No

Sustainable means multi purpose, asset to the city 
for generations to come Sport  cultural  restaurants  bars  green space Ferry from eastern shore

Well lit, regular entertainment, large screens for 
viewing entertainment that is elsewhere

239 05-Jun-23 Will Whittington Yes, I ride and walk around the sites all the time
Have an outdoor tourism adventure hub, mtb, 
climbing, it’s the gateway to adventure An outdoor adventure park

Yes, it showed hart and a point of difference not a 
copy of what’s about

To have lots of green spaces and areas to let the 
site breath  It means to have a low profile and fit in 
with the landscape and be sustainable and doing 
the minimal impact

Community lead organisations, new homes for 
charities and outdoor tourism ventures and cafes 
and aboriginal businesses

By foot, I would like to see more bike paths and 
improve quality of existing Lights public toilets and a police hub

240 05-Jun-23 Andrew Chamberlain Attended dark mofo
A multi use facility that can be used by all, most 
importantly a stadium

Another option of transport in Hobart, maybe light 
rail The design should fit with rest of the area

Modern efficient technology, it's not rocket science, 
don't over complicate

Anything sports and entertainment, make sure 
mona gets a say, they are great at organising Public transport or walking Well lit, again keep it simple

241 05-Jun-23 Cycling Sport events  concerts A stadium No Sporting  restaurants  cafes  entertainment

Driving, parking under the Cenotaph without 
disturbing the current Cenotaph, cycling and 
secure bike storage  walking

Quick access emergency contact points, plenty of 
open space for visual security

242 05-Jun-23 Charles Morgan
I have visited or ridden past the site on many 
occasions

A cultural hub  This might include a unique 
structure similar to a Guggenheim museum  
Included would be a scientific hub  I would NOT 
like to see a museum

Cultural displays and events, including an 
indigenous presence  Space to house more of the 
Tasmanian Museum’s massive collection  Space 
for people to wander, sit and enjoy the 
environment  A focus on culture / the Arts will 
bring many more people regularly to the state  It 
should be unique

This question is unclear  Wherever you travel or 
visit, the local culture will be evident in buildings, 
parks, exhibitions, music and people

It needs to be sustainable - both environmentally 
and as a source of funds - for the state in a way that 
is different from most other places

As stated above, I would like to see businesses that 
support cultural activities and the Arts generally

I would walk, but this is a major issue  It will be less 
of an issue if there is not a stadium in the site  
However, there needs to be a mixture of public 
transport to provide access to  and from the site

Needless to say, it needs to cater to the needs of 
all sections of the population in terms of access  Its 
design also needs to create spaces that are safe

243 05-Jun-23 Marty Smith Yes  Familiarise myself with area

AFL multipurpose stadium with a roof and all the 
accompanying services and business to surround 
it

A community hub for all based around the AFL 
teams

Adelaide Oval  We can have that  It changed 
Adelaide for the better  Expect similar for Hobart Carbon neutral

AFL teams, arts, Aboriginal art, hotels and eateries 
on the river Ferry, light rail, scooters, walking track from CBD

Well light thoroughfares and accessibility for 
everybody

244 05-Jun-23 Michael Palmer

Attended Hobart Brewing Co , Dark Part (Dark 
MOFO), concerts at the Goods Shed, and the 
Hobart Regatta
Participated in the Hobart Ironman 70 3 2023 
which traversed Mac Point
Regularly run and cycle through the area

Bars and restaurants, a "boardwalk" area with 
views of the river, mountain, city with 
art/monuments alongside

Not different and new, but needs to be a vibrant 
area with lots of activity every day (i e  bars and 
restaurants, meeting rooms etc ) not just when an 
AFL game is on

Variety of different bars, restaurants and shops that 
will attract people throughout the week, not just 
when events are on Bars and restaurants

Ferry to and from Bellerive  Needs to be a ferry 
terminal on site

245 05-Jun-23 Sam Burgess Had hot choc in over priced bar restaurant
Be more family friendly  It is currently a niche 
market

AFFORDABLE Eating  Not a damned cruise ship 
dock either  Get rid of the street hawkers  Get rid 
of cruise ships  Get rid of everything targeting the 
well off middle class  Get back to basics  Draw on 
Down Wapping heritage  You'll find it all right 
there Was affordable and family friendly

Get rid of cruise ships  Get rid of over priced 
vendors  Stop using poor lighting  Add some 
greenery

Affordable  Varied  Active  Camera club  Nature 
spotters  Boat building  Water vendors  Family 
friendly  Historians  I want more history  white and 
indigenous  Low rise

Drive and walk of course  Or bus and walk  Low 
rise!! Affordable  Family friendly  Low rise

246 05-Jun-23 Erika Bransky No

World class science and technology museum, so 
that TMAG could expand it's space a solely art 
museum  Science museum could have a Larger 
high tech State Library upgrade  Landscaped 
gardens showcasing Australian plants with water 
features and outdoor performance areas within the 
garden space  Hanging/vertical and rooftop 
gardens  Clever children and elder playspaces  
Architecture that is provides spaces and feature 
walls for light shows  Car free zones and efficient 
use of space whilst minimising hard surfaces

Clever architecture that is forward thinking and 
uses eco friendly materials like hempcrete  Bring 
back spaces where iceskating/roller skating active 
pursuits are encourged

Street art - it celebrates a sense of place that is 
unique to that place, especially painted murals and 
sculpture that are interactive

As mentioned above - car free, use of 
environmentally friendly building materials, clever 
efficient use of space, inclusive design especially for 
elderly and less physically able people  Public 
spaces that inspire joy

Free spaces and publically owned spaces like 
museums, libraries, parks, playspaces  If shops, then 
multilevel apartments above that are safe and 
inclusive, and provide for outdoor space both 
private and shared, with emphasis on building 
community and food security  Businesses that don't 
sell junk keepsakes for tourists that are destined for 
landfill  Afordable resaurants tht celebrate 
Tasmanian produce, but also other cultures, and 
don't just promote drinking  Family safe places

Illumiated interactive streetmaps, with voices for 
sight-poor etc  Children's activity trails 
embedded/painted into footpath in a tastful way  
Free metro buses for the city area like Perth

Parent's room and child specific bathroom 
facilities   Mix up drinking establishments with 
affordable food, to incourage a family friendly 
culture, and responsible drinking

247 05-Jun-23 Brendan Adams
Only to fish in my younger years, or the now 
deplorable regatta Multi purpose stadium

Be unique to Tasmania, our wildlife, our native 
plant life

Yes, one only needs to head to Melbourne, see the 
mcg sporting complex and surrounding gardens, or 
dock lands stadium with the people that gather and 
enjoy both inside and outside of these areas Trams to and from Salamanca Cafes and bars make it a place to go and enjoy Ferry service  tram service to and from Salamanca Family friendly areas

248 05-Jun-23 Paul Johnstone During regatta  Got covid tested New stadium please AFL football No Dont know AFL Tas  Restaurants  food trucks  bars Bus/walk No idea

249 05-Jun-23 Chris Hutton Regatta, Dark Mofo, ridden through it

A quality multi use stadium to watch sports & 
events  A recreational area for kids covered play & 
Cafe  Reconciliation Park for learning & 
contemplat on

A Stadium for our own AFL 
AFLW teams  A learning centre for Tasmanian 
history

Community excitement at seeing one's own team 
play, like in Geelong

Good public transport access  Multi use Stadium, 
Accommodation for city Medical, Police, emergency 
services staff & older homeless women  A hotel, 
food & Cafe places, child & adult recreational 
facilities  History learning & reconciliation centre

Hotel or two  Multi disciplinary medical centre, gym, 
cafes, restaurants, information reconciliation 
learning centre

Primarily by public transport bus  Or walk from 
CBD during the day Policing facility, security cameras, good lighting

250 05-Jun-23 Mike Graham-Smith Yes, Dark Mofo events and the bars there

W t h h  T    p y   
stadium
Sports Museum
A novelty experience on the stadium like the 
Adelaide Oval roof climb  Maybe it's a rockwall 
climb in Tasmania or an abseil
Go to a conference or convention at the stadium 
or a family wedding or big event  Maybe 5 
different large conference rooms; Derwent view 
over the working port, City view over the IXL 
building, Mountain View, Domain View and Bridge 
View
Reconciliation Park
Arts and Cultural Centre

A modern big stadium experience that Tasmania is 
crying out for; big bands, conventions and 
conferences, AFL, WAFL, A-League, BBL, One Day 
International Cricket, State of Origin Rugby 
League, International Rugby Union; local events 
like Dark Mofo could be involved, The City to 
Casino fun run could start and finish there, Expos, 
Wooden Boat festival could have exhibits there, 
etc
Large Arts precinct
The design should incorporate unique Tasmanian 
timbers in some way Southbank Brisbane  Large but inviting spaces

It must have bars and restaurants, housing for key 
hospital staff, Daytime experiences at the Stadium

Bars, restaurants  A day event (like Climb) on the 
stadium

Should be a big enough promenade in front of the 
entrance and be very Tasmanian and welcoming  
The whole area should be pedestrian only  
Transport solutions like light rail, electric buses, 
ferries, scooters (maybe) must be incorporated 
into planning

Safe zones with free public phones and great 
lighting
Lots of water bubblers

251 05-Jun-23 Lee Mason

252 05-Jun-23 Amanda Parrish

I was involved in some archaeological work at the 
Cenotaph that involved studying the nearby site  
As a child I went to regattas and shows

A community space open to the waterfront, 
pedestrian precincts and good planting with low 
rise community housing behind  A reconciliation 
space would be essential

Ability to embrace a well designed space that 
connects more of the waterfront to the city and 
expresses something good about Hobart

Have just visited Dundee in Scotland repurposing 
abandoned wharfs as water parks, building cycling 
pathways, investing in stunning museum, childre’s 
play areas  Now a great gathering place

Minimal motorised traffic , green spaces, very well 
designed housing Small hospitality businesses Walkways and cycle tracks  electric buses Slow traffic  open spaces

253 05-Jun-23 Helen Daly Cycling / walking Public parkland  restaurants Cultural areas  parks Yes I have  Space to run around All of the above but definitely not a football stadium! Arts / crafts / galleries -hospitality Cycling or walking as there is no parking Lighting at night / toilets
254 05-Jun-23 Ben Walters Dark Mofo Bars and restaurants for the stadium Good public transport Ferry station and light rail

255 05-Jun-23 Peta Newman
I went to numerous regattas & to functions at the 
RAN depot

A railway hub
Proper tea rooms
An open air performance space for plays & 
concerts
A museum which celebrates convicts All the above

Just bout everywhere in Europe & the UK, Norfolk 
Island & some Tasmanian & country towns  I liked 
these places because they were of human 
dimensions, were not just some politicians whimsy 
& did not involve the expenditure of obscene 
amounts of tax payers money  They ALL venerate & 
respect the history of the locale & All its people, 
not just some noisy minority

It should NOT include a stadium
Open air theatres
At least one RAILWAY station, in vintage style
No bus stations See above RAIL & TRAM

Plenty of pedestrian space & absolutely NO 
scooters, electric or otherwise, & bicycles 
restricted to a means to get there, then stored 
away  Electric golf carts for the elderly, driven by 
licensed & competent drivers



256 05-Jun-23 Anne Parrott
Yes for Dark Mofo and to join people there for a 
drink on other occasions

Open space, Truth and reconciliation park , good 
interpretation of the history of the area

Yes Japan and I liked it because it felt authentic 
and different from so many places which have been 
colonised and homogenised

Sustainability is a big ask - it ranges from the choice 
of building materials used, the way buildings will be 
heated, 
 not selling things in plastics 
especially single use to having a closed loop with 
waste 
products to encouraging 
walking and cycling rather than 
cars etc etc

Not many I would like a large amount of open green 
space for people to enjoy without having to pay for 
the privilege
I am strongly opposed to a stadium dominating this 
particular site  If we have to have one please don’t 
put it there Ride my bike  good signage and paths

257 05-Jun-23 Anna Williams Sailed past and done some dark mofo activities
A sculpture walk, gardens and park and some 
housing Sculpture walk Walking, picnics and art

Gardens and walks, play grounds for children and 
facilities for the arts

It should be for all Tasmanian not necessarily for 
making money Lots of walkways No

258 05-Jun-23 Virgil Rowe Winterfeast Stadium for the AFL football and restaurants Eateries and AFL Stadium  Mona displays Yes  Native flora and fauna

Needs to be a multi purpose multi purpose tadium 
for coverts and events as well as the football   
Conference Centre

Restaurants, shopping and entertainment  
Convention Centre Busses, ferry scooters  and walking

Good lighting and CCTV SYSTEMS WITH FACIAL 
RECOGNITION

259 05-Jun-23 Doug Patten

Have been to Hobart brewing co  and hunter 
street precinct  
Also have been to the regatta but only as a child 
or adolescent

Restaurants, some public space  but to support the 
restaurants etc not as a truth and reconciliation 
park

It should be another entertainment option with 
hotel and residential properties that make use of 
the prime location This is not the place to experiment

If it has enough accommodation both temporary 
and permanent then it will sustain eateries, galleries 
and shops

No organizations the Antarctic centre does not 
need to be in this precinct  As I said 
accommodation both hotel and residential with 
public spaces, eateries, galleries etc that are proven 
pass times for all

Walk  However it would benefit from light rail from 
the northern suburbs  There is the possibility  for 
that to extend to Elizabeth street via the existing 
tram corridor installed by HCC some 20 years ago

260 05-Jun-23 Heather Bindoff

Yes   Participated in Dark Mofo events, Kite flying 
festival,  outdoor concerts, dog walking, visit 
cenotaph,

Public park to visit,  walk dog, meet friends,  picnic, 
go to cafes ,  historic or art interpretation of 
indigenous activities See above

Cairns, Daintree,  Paris,  Strahan ,  felt like I saw a 
unique insight into local people,  history, events 
that helped shape that area

Sustainable and affordable housing, closed loop 
recycling of waste/ water   Easy public access  
Frequent public transport from suburbs/ cbd- light 
rail, ferry

Businesses with a clear focus on a Tasmanian 
flavour to showcase what the state offers to both 
locals and visitors

Electric scooter/ bike hire, free electric hopper 
buses from the cbd, light rail or electric buses from 
the suburbs

Good lighting,  police presence,  help points, easy 
access to transport,

261 05-Jun-23 Lindy Mackey
Walked around the cenotaph and surrounding 
areas

An arts precinct that includes a reconciliation park 
and walking paths and gardens

An arts precinct and aboriginal reconciliation 
precinct  Some places to relax with family and eat

In the US I visited Indian cultural centres which 
gave me a greater understanding of first nations 
culture

Sustainable to me means an area that meets 
community needs and is financially responsible

Some low key businesses such as places to eat and 
a few high quality tourist outlets

Walk from the city  I would like to see good 
footpaths and cycleways Good lighting

262 05-Jun-23 Dr Dain Bolwell
Yes several times visiting the roundhouse and 
goods shed and general viewing the site

Terminus and connection  with northern suburbs 
light rail Reconciliation park and light rail terminus

Many such places eg Cadiz in Spain  The human 
scale respect for history

Yes - it means that all buildings, energy, services 
and goods must be from renewable sources and 
non-polluting Light rail  small retail  brewing  scientific research

Car 🚗🚗, I want to have pedestrian 🚶🚶 pathways 
around the site with minimal car access Trees

263 05-Jun-23 David OHalloran
Yes - I visited it   There's not much you can do 
there - it's a disused railyard   Stupid question Parkland

If I want something new and different, I'll go 
somewhere else  Stupid and leading question Stupid and leading question

Grow trees and other plants on it - they're 100% 
sustainable None I'll walk there or ride my bike For what purpose? - leading and stupid question

264 05-Jun-23 Sally Brown A workshop at the longroom

Outdoor gardens, foreshore facilities, community 
space for meeting with others to enjoy our 
wonderful river   Have a farmers market, spaces to 
support sustainability — a community garden— 
above ground — shelters for the homeless—

A return as much as possible to a tasmanian 
riverside environment — Free opportunities to find 
out about how we can live sustainably here in 
Tasmania! Activities offered that continue to clear 
the destructive rubbishing & polluting of the area

In London, there are pockets of woodland that are 
original woodland ! They are highly valued — 
Londoner’s are leaving these pockets and other 
areas of nature to grow naturally, to have 
wildflowers ,some of which we might call weeds!— 
for the bees! , Tasmania has many natural 
environments —- the reason many people come to 
Tasmania  Creating a natural environment at Mac’s 
Point that invites all of us to care for  what we have , 
to honor what the original inhabitants have cared 
for for thousands of years will further the 
uniqueness & beauty of Tasmania

Lots of native plants   Areas created to spend time 
with family & friends  Free public space to gather— 
have markets, water activities, picnics, music, plays   
NOT on a grand scale, but in pockets of green  
Natural Amphitheaters created with some 
landscaping  Spaces that people can move through 
and around  Mazes  sacrad spaces

Mac Point can be a place for all Tasmanians and 
visitors, a place where we connect , to honour each 
other, to experience what the land, the people of 
Tasmania have to offer — all free and not as  a place 
for businesses to earn money   For locals to offer 
their skills — arts, hospitality,activities, festivals, —in 
nature

By bicycle, ferry, train, bus public transport   Mac 
point can be developed as the initiator of new 
sustainable ways — that include good old ways of 
being , moving around, connecting with each 
other —-

The Precinct should be first and foremost for 
people to be safe & accessible to honour, respect 
and connect with nature  ThexPrecinct should be 
all about connecting with Nature—- connect with 
nature, work with nature in the development of 
sustainable living throughout the world!

265 05-Jun-23 Penelope Ann
Yes  I have seen live theatre, been for drinks and a 
barbecue, attended MONAs Dark Mofo events

Gardens, playgrounds, boat ramps for kayaks and 
small craft, walking paths, cafes overlooking the 
water with lots of outdoor space  An Aboriginal 
cultural centre,  On the city side I'd like to see low 
rise apartments for  various income 
groups including public housing  I'd like this 
connected to light rail to the northern suburbs and 
ferry to Bellerive

A beautiful outdoor space to view the spectacular 
views  Get rid of the ugly dockside buildings  NO 
ugly stadium!

Yes Salamanca market, South Melbourne's  
Southbank,  Melbourne's city laneways   I love the 
diversity and  the unique local history

I participated in much of the 15 years of so of public  
 consultation regarding the planning and design for 
the Macquarie Point development  Scrap the mad 
idea of a Stadium and proceed the the approved, 
well researched plans

Small cafes and coffee shops, water sports that 
utilise the fabulous water front location  Outdoor 
recreation areas and free barbecue areas for 
families   Maybe some low rise hotels as well as low 
rise housing

I hate the idea of using the area for carparking  
Light rail, ferry and lots of walking, cycling and e-
scooter paths Yes , open spaces, well lit paths

266 05-Jun-23 Daryle Maddox
Yes 
Walk Football Stadium Some thing that is a bit flasher

Adelaide Oval
Nice open spaces Something for all tastes A Selection Buses Good lighting

267 05-Jun-23 John Hagan Walked around
Relax on a green parkland  Watch children kick a 
ball around Ski on a plastic ski slope

You should not ask double questions and expect 
clarity  This is poor research I am bamboozled by this query

Hobart Council establishments and developments 
such as a ski slope By bus and on my feet Adequate lighting

268 05-Jun-23 Bruce White Regattas Expensive mid rise apartments Nice exclusive views None whatsoever Solar panels on top of apartment blocks Usual  Coffee shops etc Walking trails Lots of cctv cameras

269 05-Jun-23 Chris Allfree
Yes  Dark Mofo  Nasal swabs at covid time  Also 
paddling and bike riding

Something that embraces the scenic views in the 
area  The problem with the stadium is that its 
inward looking in a spectacular location without 
looking nice or being used very often  The Sydney 
opera house is used all the time and enhances the 
view ( as an example) A park for everyone to enjoy 
the space with restaurants  Cafe’s and Exhibition 
spaces with an area for visiting experiences such 
as dark mofo or circus or outdoor theatre  Opera  
dirt bike stunts and more  No cars

New or different isn’t the issue  Obviously a 
stadium is neither new nor different seeing as we 
have one a stones throw across the river  Whats 
important is that the place recognises all of us 
here  Indigenous immigrant  Colonists and 
convicts  tourists and foreigners  A space for 
celebrating  For drama in architecture for being 
boldly tasmanian  More-so it should incorporate 
nature in a way that the interface with the ocean 
the sky and the mountain revels in the opportunity 
to visualise and enjoy

     j y g   
life and the culture and the nature was close too  
Food  Happiness  Coming together   

Try walking behind the arena in Bellerive  I worked 
there for many years  Its windy  Looms over you  
There is nothing happening nearly all the time it 
creates shadows and wind and it too occupies a 
spectacular site but its not visible from within  The 
parking is a joke and traffic also a challenge for 
locals and visitors alike  Your stadium will be worse  
Its already impossible to find parking on a Friday 
evening in town  

I feel it should be a no parking area  So public 
transport bike or walking only  Accessible only by 
those requiring it  Water should be harvested and 
cleaned in a bird reed area before entering the 
ocean  Large areas should have established trees 
and a carbon neutral policy

I feel that only Tasmanian business should be  
represented there  No
Fast food giants  No casinos or large corporate 
chains  An attempt to foster entrepreneurs locally  
Within that remit arts (a performing arts hall  Which 
could double as a sight for classes yoga 
presentation etc)  Food (restaurants and cafe’s but 
architecturally done within the restored 
environment

If the image sbove is true is only 250 meters long  I 
doubt I’ll need a scooter but accessibilty seems 
reasonable  As for to the site parking will be 
essential unless there is the courage to make it 
entrance on foot or via ferry or bike  Park and ride

270 05-Jun-23 Ed Benton

Yes  Dark Park  TSO and other concerts in Red 
Square  Hobart brewing  Meetings at MacPoint 
HQ  Rowing  Hobart Regatta  Cycling through

Water access  (Unobstructed views from shore 
even if not swimming)  Park and gathering space  
Arts spaces and/or venues  Truth & Reconciliation 
Park  Public gathering point All of the above!

Less built environment  Sites that support 
interaction and engagement with surroundings and 
with people  Sensible and human-scale installations 
to educate on history/promote culture

Efficient and sustainable built environment where 
“less is more” is driver  Lots of natural environment 
emphasis  Enticing public space with community 
scale arts features and environments

Aboriginal  Arts & culture  Curated food & 
beverage  Bushcare  Science bicycle  walk  bus  pedestrian friendly navigation

Toilets  Security presence  Bike racks  Disability 
access

271 05-Jun-23 Keitha Granville
Several times, utilising event spaces, bars and 
dining venues All of the above  plus open parkland

Open parkland, and perhaps an Indigenous 
walking route describing the history and original 
use of the area

Uluru  The interpretation centre described the 
owners of the area  their traditions and culture

it should NOT include a giant white elephant 
stadium and all the necessary parking required for 
this  There will be no room left for anything else, 
and all of the adjacent area will be shadowed by the 
height and mass of the stadium

Art galleries, restaurants, open parkland, children's 
play areas  native wetland Buses  ferries  Walking around the site

minimal use of steps , flat with ramps for higher 
spots  excellent lighting

272 05-Jun-23 Axel Forder Yes, parking and events at the brewery

Small scale businesses, food and drinks, 
entertainment, accommodation, conference area, 
public open space, festivals, markets, parking, 
public transport Small scale entertainment combined with housing

Many places over the world  Atmosphere  Including 
living in cities with stadiums   All were at location 
with ample parking and ways to access

As above, I would actually visit Hobart  Some 
government and private investers As above

By car with affordable sufficient parking  If setup 
properly move around by foot As above

273 05-Jun-23 Kirsten O'Halloran Yes to a regatta

No Sporting facility! 
Parklands and small unobtrusive buildings that 
blend in with the environment  This should be a 
public space for all Tasmanians with no business or 
corporate interests or investment Parklands on the waterfront Kings' Park in Perth showcases local flora and fauna Parklands  parklands  parklands

NO businesses, this is a public space owned by the 
Tasmanian Public Walking  and walking I don't want any facilities there at all

274 05-Jun-23 wayne johnson yes  walked around the general area open spaces  parks  gardens
Denmark, they have inclusive areas that are not 
specific to sport but to culture / arts

It should not include a stadium, I do not know 
anyone who would use it anything except a stadium n/a no crowds 0f 20-30000

275 05-Jun-23 Andrew Henzell A walk, local resident
A more general use precinct, not a single use 
stadium Something more like the rocks area in Sydney North Hobart

Address the parking problem before anything else 
it done, not after the stadium is built Small businesses in general, not big single use areas Walk Exclude cars

276 05-Jun-23 Marian Mccarter

I ride my bicycle through there  I go to the regatta  
I’ve been to the events at the brewery and 
aboriginal centre  Also Dark Mofo events

Open space  Small events centre  Arts centre  
Galleries  Cafes  Kids hands on science centre

Waterfront bikeway connecting to Sandy bay  As 
per last question  Places for locals  Not tourists  
When the bikeway across the bridge is improved it 
will be a great destination for families on bikes  
Outdoor climbing gym  Live theatre/concert 
venue  Moderate sized  Two tiered parking area  
Areas that can be opened for parking for events 
like wooden boat festival  Shuttle buses  Ferry 
terminals  Secure undercover bicycle parking with 
cab as more e-bikes are used New Farm arts complex Brisbane

As above  Less cars  More bikes  Ferries for locals  
Less cruise ships (environmentally disastrous) As above

Bicycle  Free Shuttle buses (ask Mona to decorate 
to make fun)

Security cameras and police presence  Good 
lighting  Artistic lighting which could encourage 
night visits  Interactive activities for kids  Picnic 
alcoves sheltered from winds  Groves of trees

277 05-Jun-23 Linda Chee Yes, walk around

Permanent indoor market including the Salamanca 
market as well as an arts precinct including 
Indigenous art and culture As above

I like inner city Sydney and Melbourne eg White 
Rabbit Gallery Carriageworks and the lanes of 
Melbourne Great architecture and design

A Tasmanian Design centre a new museum and a 
Indoor Salamanca market Electric nodes of public transport

Indirect lighting and premises open until late like 
Europe

278 05-Jun-23 Jenni Bradley Dark mofo/Xmas time
Open space to enjoy self catering and looking to 
the Derwent way

Open space/ community engagement spaces I  E 
small amphitheatre/children’s play 
area/cafe/sculptures- public art

Many places globally - but the ones that work best 
are where corporations DONT have their fingers in 
the public space til  As in AFL or similar

Use your current sustainability officer staff to answer 
this Cafes/NGOs/disability groups etc

Walking/ walking tracks/ample seating for all 
abilities to enjoy such a vast area to engage/close 
by disabled parking/a free city to this precinct 
would be great (like Wollongong NSW runs)

Toilet amenities/ easy parking for elderly and 
disability holders/parents with small children  
Good lighting at night for safety  Phone booths 
that can call police directly in an emergency

279 05-Jun-23 Celia Boden
yes the regatta, farmers markets and Dark mofo 
events

Outdoor spaces for recreation with families and 
kids  A decent children's playground for older 
children like the one by the river at Launceston  
There could be rope courses for example or 
outdoor climbing walls

art, museum & science exhibits targeted at 
families and children, interactive experiences to 
stimulate children like those at the museum in 
Launceston  There is very little in the way of 
entertainment & educational entertainment & 
experiences for children in Hobart where in winter 
it's too cold to be in the park  TMAG is too small 
and limited by it's floor space and really there is 
NOTHING else

Launceston tram museum & museum  that they 
used existing buildings and kept heritage

It shouldn't include large industrial structures like a 
stadium that is completely out of place with the 
heritage of the area  Any buildings should be small 
scale and in keeping with the heritage of the area community organisations  science  education  art

Currently, private vehicle because public transport 
to the city is one bus an hour from our suburb

Sunlight, green spaces, open spaces, public 
toilets, family friendly toilets, bbqs, skate park, 
play equipment to suit older children, sports 
facilities such as basketball courts and greenfield 
to play on



280 05-Jun-23 Petra Johnson

yes - flew kites on Regatta point; attended ANZAC 
day services; visited Cenotaph memorial
attended winter festival activities

Parkland and outdoor areas - cycle ways ; childrens 
playgrounds; an Aboriginal cultural centre ; a 
centre for the Antarctic division ;  anything but a 
stadium! as above

yes - in Norway ; liked the accessibility , link to 
culture and architectural sympathy to the 
environment 

Don’t build a stadium where 20,000 people will turn 
up at once as above cycle ways and  footpaths shelters and toilets

281 05-Jun-23 Elisabeth Wilson
Yes  Regatta  Anzac Day  Visit of Queen in 1981   
Concerts

Walk around and look at the view  Maybe eat or 
drink? Get local art or craft? I would NOT like to 
see a stadium

Indigenous information / art, something like the 
convict women statues  A garden/park feel

Maybe the Rocks in Sydney? River front in Detroit? 
Mindil Beach in Darwin  Bridge over the Arno in 
Florence

I don’t know  I don’t think one should have to pay to 
go there  It’s public land so we’ve already paid for it 
and are paying for it to be remediated, through 
government spending based on our taxes

Community and art organisations, NOT the stadium 
or AFL   Don’t block the Cenotaph with a stadium

Interesting question  Light rail??? This is a major 
problem as bus services are not adequate and 
parking is difficult already  I’d like to see level 
paths and an absence of steps and stairs, making it 
accessible for wheel chairs, prams, crutches, 
bicycles etc

Good toilets and baby change facilities  Plenty of 
seating  NOT a stadium

282 05-Jun-23 Jenny Bugg Multiple reasons!  Walks, Regatta, festivals,  

Open space  some landscaping and trees  bike 
track returned  picnic areas/bbqs  housing if it 
can be aesthetic and well managed As above ?

Recreational space    stage/seating like Tolosa Dam 
had for small concerts
Children's play area like Brisbane's Southbank

Some food outlets?  Outdoor movie screen to 
display local band concerts etc?

Walking or driving with some parking as per 
Regatta ground and Domain areas

283 05-Jun-23 Peter Cusick Yes
Cultural open green space with service shops such 
as cafes and restaurants An Aboriginal cultural experience Vancouver, Stanley Park No tall buildings, lots of green space

Cafes, restaurants and appropriate housing  No tall 
buildings Bicycle or walking or ferry Good lighting at night

284 05-Jun-23 Patricia Di Carlo Yes  darkmofo  goodshed  red shed

Sport stadium much needed for the youth of 
Tasmania   Would visit with kids to watch sport, 
cultural events  music

Melbourne Adelaide, Perth where parks and 
waterways lead you from the city Center to world 
class sporting facilities

Sporting precinct, surrounded by open parks, with 
walkways  connections to bike tracks and buses

All the things Tassie does well fruit, cheeses, wines, 
breweries, fresh produce, the taste of Tassie 
available all year round   Similar to Graceland in 
Spotswood Victoria Buses  feet  light rail  parking in the city Dedicated walk ways

285 05-Jun-23 Jason Paul Yes, went to the regatta Light shows New multipurpose stadium tours History stories  rein-acted

A sustainable Mac point needs to be a viable 
precinct that can be utilized by all Tasmanians that 
attracts tourists to help our economy Tourist tour hub  Antarctic centre Bus, cabs, would like to see ferry’s from Kingston Security cameras

286 05-Jun-23 Anna Read

Yes  Walked around the site and attended the 
regatta  Sat and looked at the views enjoyed the 
peace and quiet

Reconciliation park, an area for all Tasmanians to 
enjoy  An extension of the museum and art gallery, 
a building celebrating aboriginal culture, history 
and heritage in this state  Not a football stadium  
We already have one in Launceston See above  Not a football stadium

Yes  It wasn’t a football stadium  It was an arts, 
history and cultural centre  It allowed me to 
appreciate and gain a sense of place

Already answered that  Don’t want a football 
stadium! Don’t want a huge car park on the site to 
manage all the unnecessary football fan visitors  
Don’t want the noise   Don’t want the traffic 
congestion it will cause… inconveniencing us 
southern Tasmanians who actually live here pay 
rates and taxes  A stadium will wreck the ambiance 
of the area and the connection with sky and sea

Tourism ventures, art, cultural precinct  Restaurants, 
galleries and museums

Walking and other types of slow moving vehicles 
for those with disabilities like a golf cart  Buses

Yes  No football  No drunken louts…  I really don’t 
want to put up with the extra traffic and pressure 
in our key arterial roads into and out of Hobart  
The government should be investing in traffic 
infrastructure into and out of Hobart before they 
think of creating another traffic hazard  Or wasting 
my taxes on a football stadium

287 05-Jun-23 Justin Caccavo
Yes to Regatta this year with my family which was 
very poor compared to 30 years ago Stadium for sport and concerts Stadium sports and concerts No Sport, concerts and food options Something that locals and visitors can enjoy Ferry and walk from CBD Great infrastructure compared to what is there now

288 05-Jun-23 Jessica Adams

Yes  I visited the Hobart Brewing Company many 
times for dinner or events  I've dined at Mac Point 
various restaurants  I've walked from Mac Point 
onto the Queen's Domain and onto the Botanical 
Gardens

A train station - revive the old train track locally - 
there should be a high speed train from Hobart to 
Launceston and onto Devonport eventually  A 
permanent outdoor farmer's market (think Vic 
Markets in Melbourne with permanent shops and a 
regular food space)  The success stories already 
there  A Cadbury's outlet  Space for 
nature/wildlife/ gardens  It's so close to the 
Botanical Gardens - there should be a link

As above  Cadbury's outlet or entertainment 
space  What a history we have here in Tasmania 
for this world famous chocolate  A bird sanctuary  
Fashion and vintage clothes markets  Definitely 
wine - Tasmanian wine and gin - big open space 
with sheltered, outdoor heated tables in 
Autumn/Winter  A booming money-go-round for 
the local economy with visitor contribution

Melbourne has that  It's based on football villages 
which Tasmania could also have  Not some mega 
complex but a decent sized ground like 
Collingwood  The pubs that go with that  The 
history of the pubs  The bands that have sprung up 
as a result of the pubs (no pokies)  Fitzroy, 
Collingwood are good examples of local people 
and visitor demand fashioning a suburb

Sustainable is a high-speed train to get cars off the 
road  Tasmania is disconnected by petrol prices and 
sheer length of journey  Hobart, Launceston and 
Devonport should be linked by rail  It is ridiculous 
that entire families and networks of friends are 
separated by distance  Obviously  recycling

See above  Vintage and secondhand clothing, retro 
objects and furniture, antiques, Cadbury's 
chocolate, farmer's markets, keep The Hobart 
Brewing Company, the hairdresser in the caravan, 
the food vans  Bring in more seafood and fish/chip 
vans as you have over the road  You could do with 
another mini museum there  Guided walks could set 
off from there to take you to Battery Point or to the 
Botanical Gardens Walking  walking  walking Better lighting  It is gloomy at night

289 05-Jun-23 Alison Weeding

Dark Park - Dark Mofo; Rowed in & visited on land 
Regatta; floated our Dad’s Ashe’s off the jetty @ 
Regatta point, as he did the same with his Dad’s 
ashes

The stadium - with a wow factor of a lot of Tas 
ethically sourced wood included in it; green &/or 
open space to enjoy when smaller events are on 
outside the stadium (like Melbourne’s fed square- 
we lived there when if 1st opened & we enjoyed & 
moved through it & stayed for events there often); 
a lutruwita area that feels open to all - respectful 
but physically accessible by all & with a welcoming 
vibe

An ice rink would be fab thanks! The ice sport 
community needs it & there was that temporary 
one at Mawsons place probably 10 years ago

local culture is such a diverse, wide ranging 
idea… in Munster in their Alt Stadt/old city not 
destroyed by war - I enjoyed the beer bolle (beer 
with fruit) in an old pub in ‘92…the re-built area was 
fancy shopping & food & lollies but didn’t have the 
old authentic vibe…
Fed square is the closest modern set up I’ve 
enjoyed - watched Aus Open on large screens; 
seen phar laps ❤ in a museum there; watched 
Regurgitator live & write music in a box there

Bins clearly laid out so that waste is binned well; 
sustainable energy - hydro heat & solar panels to 
boost or bank energy; community gardens to stock 
local eateries partially & to have daily give away to 
those in need & especially who wander over, 
options for same people to be given supplies, 
training, garden space & mentoring to encourage 
ppl to grow their own to supplement their diets - 
maybe with a small community day & early evening 
use kitchen available…

An all charities space - one friendly area - where ppl 
can drop in & source help, a snack or catch up for a 
seated rest or a chat with a friendly face, inside & 
maybe with a small garden off it = maybe it could 
be another small Hamlet cafe but with more social 
licence Fast buses  bikes  level access A police hub on its edge

290 05-Jun-23 Dee Alty Yes - inspected the sewage works!! Transport hub

Hobart is a historic port - after a transport hub, and 
park areas - it would be good to have a maritime 
museum from where the Cartela could continue its 
historic trips!

The Thames and it’s historic sites, ships and 
museums

A transport hub with restaurants, shops and bbq 
areas would mean more people moving through Transport and hospitality related By ferry from Kingston - shops and cafes All of the above

291 05-Jun-23 Janet Rutherford Attended Mofo events,  ridden my bike around Open spaces, a few eating opportunities
Grand vista of the river  Space to enjoy good 
company and clean spaces No Mainly green spaces Small cafes and bars  Bije hire to enjoy a park Light rail  ferries Open spaces

292 05-Jun-23 Carol Campbell
I have not visited it for some time   What is there to 
see/do there

Open spaces, perhaps a museum, cafe's  - almost 
anything but a Stadium or high-rise hotel As above - cafe's, museum, markets

Sydney Opera House, Melbourne's Federation 
Square

Housing (although only the rich would be able to 
afford to live there), pavilions (not Stadiums), cafes, 
trees, open spaces,

Why not consult Mona   Small businesses, cafes, 
why not a Museum, open spaces, areas where 
people could gather

That depends on what there is there to interest 
me!!

293 05-Jun-23 Don Butler
Dark mofo events, regatta annually, live shows, 
food and drink

Enjoy waterside views, parks and trees, flowers 
and paths, challenging architecture, food and 
drink outlets  fountains and access to transport Peace and quiet

Overseas cities where recognisable long term 
cultures are highlighted Sustainable to me means the soul gets nourishing

Theatre, food, drink, nature awareness and 
celebration  Beautifully designed gardens  Antarctic 
focus not monoliths of offices and laboratories  Art 
installations and working spaces for artists at 
peppercorn rents

Will drive nearby  Family has mobility issues  Level 
paths  Parking access  Shuttle  CNN buses may 
help

Toilets, water points, good sensitive lighting, 
regular police presence, defibrillator access, 
planning for emergency vehicles access

294 05-Jun-23 Peter Toohey

Yes  When out for a walk several times in recent 
years
As a boy I used fish in the general area and 
travelled through on trains
Also for Covid testing when it was being used for 
that purpose

I know it won't happen but I think moving the 
Maritime Museum - and enhancing it especially 
with Derwent Estuary, Southern Ocean and 
Antarctic history and geography - would be a 
sensible and much visited facility The spirit of the South

Several Tasmanian centres, especially Geeveston, 
Triabunna, Swansea, Zeehan and Queenstown   
Each has a history that I find interesting and helps 
explain present day matters that are impacting 
those districts

To be sustainable it needs to be debt free and 
never a drain on the taxpayer into the future  It 
needs a balance of being a fun place to visit but 
also tell the truth of where we - and our 
predecessors - got it wrong Maritime museum  An umbrella shop

Getting there is by motor vehicle or ferry   Parking - 
 although loathed by some - is essential but needs 
to be unobtrusive

Good toilets properly maintained  Easy access to 
river travel and to bike and walking tracks  Safe 
storage for bikes, scooters and mobility deices

295 05-Jun-23 Denise Savage
yes   Watched the New Years fireworks, Dark Park 
for Dark Mofo

parklands, cultural story telling - of both First and 
Second Peoples here  a relaxed atmosphere See above

Yes   It enabled a sense of connection to a place 
and a sense of being able to revisit

environmental sustainability, First Peoples story or 
truth telling, a gathering type of place where you 
can talk and catch up with friends and family

A couple of shops/cafes perhaps, but anything that 
has some story telling and parklands

I would drive to the city and park somewhere 
within walking distance   Not a scooter fan, and the 
buses don't always work to when I need to be 
moving about

Open plan, easy to see the sights of the 
surrounding area and water front, paths for 
walking/moving along, maybe some cycle/scooter 
ways as well   Family friendly  disability accessible

296 05-Jun-23 Robyn Conway No
Place to relax , walk, enjoy food, art , displays 
music Tranquility Uniqueness Natural Building Materials  Gardens Educational   Museums Mini Buses  Light Rail Good lighting  Level Ground  Security

297 05-Jun-23 Sam Voss Yes, helped remove a shed for stadium A stadium
A stadium where it is possible to have an afl game 
every fortnight in am afl state

Melbourne, the pubs and restaurants full with 
people going and coming back from the footy Have a stadium, good for local businesses Tasmanian Afl team and restaurants and pubs Bus and car Car parks and bus stops

298 05-Jun-23 Sarah Robert-Tissot
Yes  Dark mofo  bike track   Long house gallery 
HBC Cultural space Open space public access

Many places including redevelopment of Kings 
cross station London …

Sustainable environmental culture public affordable 
housing Public access… port dock land’s redevelopment Bike track / boats Parkland and re establish natural plants

299 05-Jun-23 Earl Martin To see what I could see by the waterfront Park like setting with paths and big party anemities Peace  tranquility and beauty and water experience
getting away from the everyday and enjoying the 
ambiance

open access public supported   Sustainable 
precinct to me means the same as The Commons similar to Salamanca

I would have to take my car and/or mobility 
scooter

a tram going through on the way to the Botanical 
Gardens

300 05-Jun-23 Jo Cleveland Yes  walked around the garden beds

I'd like to see a showcase of native gardens, 
focusing on flora, a correa maze for children, a bee 
paradise and hives  A sensory playground

a bimonthly outdoor sculpture exhibit, education 
through play a kitchen using native plants and 
insects for public to purchase see above bring back the first nations' business

I think walking is perfectly acceptable perhaps 
electric wheelchairs could be hired

301 05-Jun-23 MAUREEN MCKENZIE Yes

302 05-Jun-23 Gillian Fitzgerald
Walked there with friends  Picnic lunch and 
watched activity on the river

Open space with some native plants and 
interpretation and Aboriginal history of the area  
Some sort of structure featuring our connections 
with Antarctica and sub Antarctica  A stage and 
tiered seating for open air performances All of the above

Many countries overseas, so many places that are 
proud of their history and culture Bike trails, children's playgrounds  No vehicles

Museum and Art gallery, Aboriginal community, 
Botanical gardens  Restaurants and cafes and food 
stalls on certain occasions

Light rail  Within the site pathways which are 
wheelchair and pram friendly Consultation with Disabled people  Good lighting

303 05-Jun-23 Denise
Yes many times  Dark Mofo  Concerts at the Red 
Shed  Drinks with friends at Hobart Brewing co

A long, linear park surrounding a restored 
Cascades Rivulet flowing naturally above ground 
with green space planned and planted out in 
Tasmanian vegetation by First Nations people as a 
truly peaceful Truth and Reconciliation Park  The 
whole community could come together there 
under the gaze of the Cenotaph that would 
overlook this continuation of a reflective space but 
it would be a family space where we could all walk, 
celebrate or picnic, reflect, dance, draw etc  First 
Nations people could provide interpretation of 
their history at the site and have gathering spaces 
and educational spaces for themselves  On the 
southern side of the banks of the stream could be 
a mixture of really well designed, sustainable 
wooden pavilions and houses that would overlook 
the green T and R park  Some other cultural 
buildings, beautifully designed and constructed, 
again as completely selfsustainable, energy 
efficient buildings to showcase how Tasmania can 
do this  There are fabulous building designers and 
architects who could do this  Some commercial 
low rise buildings to provide retail space and a mix 
of cafes etc  ABSOLUTELY NO STADIUM

I’d like to experience the very best of what our 
talented designers and landscape architects could 
do in collaboration with our First Nations people, 
celebrating community and bringing peace to the 
space where colonial administration removed the 
Mureinnina people  I’d like to wander the naturally 
fliwing laneways, browse the commercial markets, 
follow the rivulet to the River and crossover the 
arched pedestrian bridge over the rivulet to a light 
rail or electric tram terminus so zi could catch it to 
travel northwards  Perhaps to Bew Town, perhaps 
to cornelian Bay where zi could take my dog for a 
walk

Many!! None of them were planned, designed or 
built for tourists  They were built by the local 
community FOR the local community and it just so 
happens that the spaces are so attractive and 
relaxing and beautiful that tourists just happen ti 
like them too!

Build in wood  Use permeable surfaces not 
concrete  Energy sufficient  Heat and storm 
resistant  Reed bed grey water filtration for all the 
buildings

Talk to our First Nations community  Creative, 
cultural in keeping with the other occupiers if the 
nearby sites  The Cenotaoh  The Baha’i Centre  
Domain House  The Fed Concert Hall  Art school  
Historic hotel and restaurant buildings  Be mindful 
of the need ti be compatible with all these places 
and the quiet functions they perform  A stadium is 
simply incompatible with any of these existing 
spaces and activities  The emphasis must be on 
peace and reconciliation just as the Baha’i Centre 
focuses on universal love and peace and the 
cenotaph is for remembrance of sacrifice

From where I live, I would walk  To go further afield 
there would be escooters and there would be a 
light rail service  There would be a short walk to 
ferry terminals ti cross the river, sail east, north or 
south  It would be a light, open, super people 
friendly precinct that everyone would love! No 
boozy, littering footy crowds like in Melbourne 
because there would absolutely be NO STADIUN!

Well designed lighting  Soft, not hard, permeable 
surfaces



304 05-Jun-23 Caroline Riseley

Yes, I've cycled through along the new road and 
past the sewage plant, I've parked at Evans St Car 
Park, I've visited Hobart Brewing Co and I visited 
Dark Park when that was there

Train station, ferry point, bike track, bus 
interchange, shops and restaurants, hotels (take 
some pressure off Air BnB), reconciliation park, 
waterfront walk, Antarctic science hub with 
museum, trees, green space, markets (both day 
and night markets)

Interconnections of all forms of public and active 
transport  reconciliation park Yes - cafes  views  people walking their dogs  etc

All kinds of public and active transport with easy 
connections between them  That will keep the place 
alive  Also, trees and green space  Opportunities for 
a variety of small businesses to make the place 
financially sustainable

Cafes, markets, tourist business like river cruises, 
hotels  museums

I'd like to go by bicycle, train or ferry  
Interconnected paths into and around the site for 
pedestrians and cyclists (separated from each 
other)

Separated bike and walking paths  Good lighting 
at night  Security cameras

305 05-Jun-23 Marion Jones

Yes, I walked around the area as I was a student at 
the University of Tasmania arts campus  And went 
to Dark Mofo when it was held there Relax  walk around an affordable  nice suburb

Why would it need to be new or different? Should 
it not blend well between the historical fabric of 
Hobart and the modern home and family dynamic 
of our culture? Should the aesthetics and feel not 
flow on from the mountain, city and coastline? We 
have a very unique state, a state that is not 
swallowed by high rises and trampled by droves of 
people, we are known as being friendly and 
comforting  Our state is a natural one with the 
cleanest air and water on the planet we should 
embrace that in our new developments

It should primarily support the community not a 
large corporation bidding to blackmail Tasmanian 
citizens and future citizens into dept to build 
something that is not needed, when many in the 
community are struggling to survive  We need the 
new precinct to puts people first  A sustainable 
precinct is one that has the opportunity to be a 
community all of the time not just when some teams 
are playing a game  And a game is not a life or 
death situation  lack of housing and green space is

A grocery shop, gardening supplies and a small 
hardware store  Charging stations for electric cars, a 
cafe, a small information centre, child care centre  A 
small post office and a pharmacy

I would get there by car or bus, having walking 
paths and cycle lanes would also be helpful

Police station, benches and shelter to rest  Public 
bathrooms

306 05-Jun-23 Karrie Malan Yes, jogging, cycling, dark mofo events, regatta
Green space, trees, picnic tables, fairy lights, wide 
walkway/cycleway for lunchtime exercise

Connection to existing cycleway, green park 
space  ferries

Good connections with public transport (must be 
frequent, every 10mins for uptake)  Perhaps a 
“Hobart Hopper” bus that helps people park 
outside CBD region and jump on and off a CBD 
loop that goes past MacPoint, Salamanca, Davey St, 
Antill down Macquarie St, transport It must include 
at least some parking at or nearby for people using 
the space

Bike, ebike, scooter and skateboard hire so locals 
and tourists can explore bike paths around Hobart 
and go on and off ferries with them

I’d like to see 3 (free or heavily discounted) Hobart 
bus loops that go every 10mins  
1  that goes past MacPoint, Salamanca, Davey St, 
Antill and back down Macquarie St
2  Past St David’s Park, Up Harrington St, across 
down Elizabeth St ad to MacPoint
3  loop up to Domain for parking

Good lighting is essential in Hobart for morning 
and evening use for exercisers and women who 
may feel vulnerable otherwise  Design with a clear 
line of sight (ie trees and low greenery, but not 
bushes that block visibility or could have someone 
hide behind)  Video cameras

307 05-Jun-23 Sarah Stewart Yes, visited the Longhouse A reconciliation park and arts centre As above Yes, as above Not sure, but probably multipurpose Arts/cultural
Good walking and cycling paths and wheelchair 
accessibility As above

308 05-Jun-23 Ian Broinowski
Yes visited the Aboriginal Long House sever times 
- sadly it is no longer

A Park, open full of open spaces, trees and natural 
beauty  Multi cultural hub reflecting our diversity  
New location for the Maritime museum and 
Antarctic centre   New library NOT a football 
stadium

Cleverly designed buildings which are unique and 
will define who we are I am not sure what our local culture is?

Self sufficient, adding clean air to the atmosphere, 
carbon negative

Arts, theatre, New library, Aboriginal centre just like 
the one which has stopped

I have a mobility scooter  I would like to see as 
many options as possible to help people move 
around but they must be small and understated  
No huge busses Sensible easy to access paths  lifts  ramps etc

309 05-Jun-23 Sarah Hopkins Dark Mofo, Covid testing
Conference/event facilities, restaurants, bars, 
sporting facilities, museum, outdoor park

Perhaps a Mona 2 0, Tasmanian sports museum, 
children’s footy park or children’s spirts park that 
encourages an outdoor healthy lifestyle  Perhaps 
bring the state sporting organisations in to multi-
office space

The feel of a community  Sports House precincts in 
Brisbane

Multi event facilities not just for sport  Music, the 
arts  Multipurpose stadium

State sporting organisations, hospitality 
bar/restaurants etc, hotel

Bus, ferry or uber/taxi  Leave parking out to 
maximise use of space  Train from northern 
suburbs- rails are already there, aren’t they? Make 
use of it if so - great point of difference to get to 
the game/enet/precinct

Well lit, family friendly, plenty of toilets, 
information area

310 05-Jun-23 Sarah Hopkins Yes - covid testing and Dark Mofo

The waste of space being used for something, 
anything! A point of difference, something 
uniquely Tasmanian, eg mini ‘tastes’ of Tasmania - 
sights, sounds, eg a mini Mona exhibition  This 
could be a first point of call for tourists to get a 
taste and move around the state depending what 
they enjoyed

A stadium that is multipurpose is a must  
Especially in our climate  A roof is a must  This will 
ensure better attendance, better patronage, 
better hire rates and event types are attracted Yes - a real community feel It gives back to the state  zero emissions  etc

Retail, hospitality, tourist attractions - focussing on 
the state’s strengths (eg favourite exports, wines, 
products etc)
Also - consider setting up a Sports House precinct 
for State Sporting Organisations (SSOs) as is done 
in Brisbane  Sharing of information will only 
strengthen ans grow local sport in our state which is 
what we need

Public transport is a must  Why not use the rail 
infrastructure already there to have a northern 
suburbs rail system?

Well lit, warm spots or heaters, a police station or 
hub  plenty of undercover/sheltered areas

311 05-Jun-23 Charles Rose
Yes - COVID testing, the Goods Shed for concerts, 
local breweries

Multipurpose stadium for concerts/sports, 
interactive Sports museum, an Escape Room, bars, 
restaurants, cafes and open green space to kick 
the footy after games   Something such as a roof 
climbing experience would be pretty cool like 
other stadiums have   I don’t think it is where 
accommodation should be built   My view is that 
Bellerive Oval should be bulldozed and houses 
built there - and all elite sport played out of Mac 
Point   Bellerive is a terrible place to watch any 
sport   I think it would be worth the investment in 
having a retractable roof allow all cricket to be 
played at Mac Point and to boost its attendance   
In saying that cricket doesn’t really need a stadium 
except for BBL and International Cricket - they may 
as well play state cricket at local grounds or their 
own cricket high performance oval like in Victoria, 
which would allow more space to build training 
facilities around, which Bellerive doesn’t

Sport and concerts close to the CBD and walking 
distance to restaurants/bars

MCG & SCG - awesome experience every time I go 
to the football with the lead-up and post-match 
frivolities   Would love to go to Adelaide Oval or 
Optus Stadium based on what I’ve seen

Multipurpose is key - many different tourism 
attractions, as well as a place that Hobartians can 
relax, have coffee/lunch during the week and enjoy 
its fantastic location   Sustainable means activated 
and financially beneficial for the state   If the 
stadium requires a gym/indoor space for AFL game 
warm-ups, I think this is something that should be 
open to the public to use (for a fee) to hire for 
sports clubs, gym memberships etc rather than sit 
empty when games not in play   It must be activated 
when not in use for elite sport/concerts to utilise the 
asset as well as get community approval for it being 
for Tasmanians Cafes, restaurants, tourism attractions and key sports

I would walk as I live close to the CBD - I think most 
people would be going somewhere close to Mac 
Point prior to the events (eg for dinner/drinks) so 
getting to Mac Point would be walkable for most Good lighting, universally accessible

312 05-Jun-23 Linda Oliver
Yes Visited the Long House at a smoking 
ceremony and community garden

A community hub and garden that also includes 
affordable housing

Community events that are led by Indigenous 
people

Piyura Kitina because It was truly indigenous and 
vethh us welcoming and I felt humbled by being 
there

A place and space fully owned and managed by 
local Indigenous people where ceremonies and 
events are held  Supported by local government Everything Indigenous Walking and active transport

Cycle paths disability access gardens park 
community vege garden and performance space 
with volunteers to assist

313 05-Jun-23 Peter Jones
Yes, various functions ranging from Covid testing 
to beer to using the car park A people’s park built around Aboriginal space As above

Frequently in different countries where the place 
blended into the culture  often religious

A site like that should be a park with trees and 
plants  and acknowledgement of country Nothing apart from refreshments

Get the bus or ride my bike plus Light Train 
terminal Bike racks  Light Rail terminal  ferry stop

314 05-Jun-23 Acacia Bingham
Yes, for events and also to protest the stadium 
build

I would love a community village - with gardens, 
shelters and workshop spaces to share skills and 
knowledge within the Hobart community  
Especially from first nations peoples Skillsharing and community building

Alice springs/Mparntwe  Everyone was so engaged 
in community and environmental issues

Large scale composting, a PROPER recycling plant, 
a clothes/tool swap every now and again  Food 
sourced from local farmers and a central community 
garden at the site

Farmers, food stalls, home made tasmanian gifts, 
knowledge sharing and talks

Walking, bike riding (may need to upgrade some 
bike paths), using the already existing train line

Accessible,  gender neutral toilets (as well as 
gendered toilets), a mob only space (first nations)

315 05-Jun-23 David Mitchell

Yes, have visited the site in the past when Dark 
MoFo held events there, also gave walked around 
parts of the site in the past

I would like to see green spaces for family’s and or 
individuals to enjoy, bearing in mind that it is at 
times badly impacted by strong NW winds, so 
shelter belts and landforms are required to 
mitigate against such impacts  I am totally 
opposed to the building of an unnecessary and 
vastly expensive stadium which its main use is 
football  Big deal, not  We already have two 
perfectly adequate stadiums on the state  Just 
revise these and save the State the absurd cost of 
$1 5 billion  Because that is what it would cost in 
the end  By all means some housing on the site 
could be ok, but keep it low level and meaningful 
to the occupants envisaged to live there See above

Yes, many such places but just in Australia but 
overseas as well

Read above regarding the need for such a space to 
have some housing suitable for people (low 
density), and green spaces for community events, 
maybe a new site for the farm gate market, 
concerts, cafes etc  But no huge dominating, 
expensive and unnecessary sports stadium See above

This actually is one if the key failings of the 
proposed stadium, inadequate transport routes, 
parking etc for the envisage crowds  So keep it 
simple, bike paths, maybe reinvigorate the 
concept of a light rail into the city using the 
existing train track route etc

No  So long as it’s designed for community uses, 
light commercial activities and low density 
accomodation, this isn’t a concern

316 05-Jun-23 Greg Nutting Yes  Just walked past

Make it like the MCG with tours and a Tasmania 
sporting museum or a roof top tour like Adelaide 
oval

Stadium for Football,Cricket, any sport or concert 
with a roof Makes it feel genuine and would feel like our own See above answers Locally owned businesses

Car as I live in the north maybe under ground 
carpark like Marvel stadium in Melb Easy access for all

317 05-Jun-23 Chris Bingham

Yes, for winter park, for buying and eating food, 
for sitting and enjoying the peaceful view, for 
walking  for attending memorials at the cenotaph

Open space, First Nations acknowledgement, 
social housing Social housing  First Nations acknowledgement

Yes  Spaces for different uses, quiet space, 
community space  not commercialised

Social housing, public open space, First Nations 
acknowledgement Social housing  local owned businesses Light rail  electric public buses  public open space Social housing  public open space

318 05-Jun-23 Dean Tuson Went to dar Mofo
Watch AFL at a new stadium with a roof, arts 
precinct outside, pathways to Salamca

Watch a concert at a new indoor stadium, stay 
overnights in the city and enjoy meals around the 
waterfront and CBD

When done well it is a great experience, eg the 
cultural education experience on the walk to Optus 
Stadium WA

Linkages to the waterfront and salamanca and CBD, 
encouraging people to stay in and visit the city so 
business and the CBD can thrive  A new stadium 
will bring this

Cultural, eateries, outdoor arts, conference facilities 
underpinning an undercover stadium

Walkways linking cbd salamanca and waterfront  
Parking options, revised traffic management would 
be needed, bus routes  Walking from the city  E 
scooters too

Open spaces, playgrounds seating, maybe even 
eateries eventually to cater for numbers, not at the 
expense of existing business  Lighting at night?

319 05-Jun-23 Gaby Jung Yes, rode my tricycle on intercity cycleway

Parkland, memorial park for truth and 
reconciliation, aboriginal education centre, 
affordable social housing

The plan that MONA suggested several years ago 
for this site, art, cultural and historical displays, Yes, at uluru  It was artistic  and educational

Anything but a stadium  A STADIUM IS NOT 
SUSTAINABLE

I believe the aboriginal community needs to be 
involved By trike, so bikepaths that are separate from cars

Bike parking, foot and bikepaths, eateries, music 
Pavillion, public art, children's adventure 
playground

320 05-Jun-23 Anne Caughey
Yes, I enjoyed the sense of peace in the area and 
appreciated the vista

Reconciation Park, sculpture park combined with 
childrens' discovery park and all age fitness park  I 
would also love to see something like the Sidney 
Myer Music Bowl in Melbourne where large music 
and cultural events can happen in beautiful 
surrounds  However, we DON'T need another 
football stadium ( we already currently have 2 
capable of hosting AFL matches  A large stadium 
at Mac Point will destroy the vista and be a dead, 
white elephant, causing mind boggling traffic 
chaos  for the majority of the time

Kids discovery and all age fitness park but 
especially a version of the Sidney Myer Music Bowl 
( no stadium)

Townsville's Willow Park area  Nature walk along 
the river interspersed with indigenous sculptures 
and interactive installations  Viewing platforns to 
just enjoy nature

Most definitely NO STADIUM  However, as 
mentioned above, nature foreshore walk, children's 
dicovery park, all age fitness park, sculptures and 
installations, viewing platforms to enjoy the vista 
and something equivalent to Sidney Myer Music 
Bowl in Melbourne

An Antarctic interpretive tourist centre open to

An Antarctic discovery interpretive tourist centre

Light rail is a no brainer  Anything else will cause 
traffic mayhem and angst with the 3 major arterials 
converging beside the MacPoint site

All the above as they will attract families and 
tourist visitors to the area all year round





342 05-Jun-23 Jenn Striegler
Yes, craft shows, Hobart regatta, dark Mofo events, 
walking through

Restaurants, water activities, like canoe or kayak 
hire, the stadium (I think it’s a good thing), picnic 
space, unique shopping - et Tassie crafts, nice 
clothing (no big box stores)

Melbourne vibes, haha! An inviting space that is 
freely accessible  with great food and shopping

The food…  The people, art, thoughtful design 
incorporating art in public space

Can we be net zero? Is there away to design with 
net zero in mind…  Eg grey water used for gardens, 
roof top gardens, communal veggie gardens for 
local residents? Maybebon the roof tops

Restaurants and bespoke, unique shops, so it’s 
something of a destination

Drive  You’re gonna need a large multi level 
parking lot somewhere in there  Public transport in 
Hobart is abhorrent  Delays, or buses not showing 
up  causes frustration and anger

Greens space  People that help keep the spaces 
clean (and encourage users to do the same)

343 05-Jun-23 Amy Johns I have been there for Dark Mofo

A concert, show, sports game, a great kids park, 
food festival, music festival, festival for young 
people (<15 years old), just a beautiful outdoor 
space with advanced trees and grass to have a 
picnic

As a healthcare professional, it would be great to 
have somewhere in Hobart for 
congress/conferences and trade exhibitions  As a 
parent I can never go on the maintain due to the 
expense and inconvenience of my family

Nelson New Zealand, I felt there was a really 
cohesive and mutual link between the Māori 
culture and NZ culture, there was no “us” and 
“them” vibe like I feel here in Tasmania

Lots of timber and renewable materials used for the 
build, lots of grass and trees to give it a really lovely 
“green space” vibe

Tasmanian craft, food and wine, clothing, some 
affordable cafes/lunch spots, family restaurants as 
well as higher end restaurants

Ferries!!! Lots and lots of Ferries! I live at South 
Arm and I would love to ferry everywhere, every 
day  A ferry from multiple points, all up and down 
the river
Light rail from northern suburbs would be great 
too 
A really cheap city circle type bus service that 
comes past every five minutes would be great too, 
to get people there from all over the CBD

Adequate toilet facilities to accommodate lots of 
people  Plenty of security surveillance to help 
people feel safe  A fenced park area for little ones 
to help parents relax

344 05-Jun-23 Jane Higgins Dark MOFO  birthday party at the brewery shed Markets  music festivals  indigenou  peace park Not a stadium It shouldn't include a stadium or highrise buildings
Outlets for locally produced/made products  Low 
rise housing  a peace park

I would park on the Domain and walk  I am still 
able bodied but older or disabled people might 
need something like a shuttle service from the 
Domain

345 05-Jun-23 Stephen Hannan

I visited the area where the logged trees are 
stored and had the opportunity to walk the length 
and breadth of the point

I   p t  p  t   b  g   
particular  With a prime large area available and a 
clean drawing board I don't see that a large 
sporting oval with supporting infrastructure is 
making best use of Macquarie Point  I can't believe 
I am saying this as I frequent ovals in Tas, NSW and 
Vic  I don't believe the majority of sporting fans 
would care if the oval was away a little from the 
CBD  I can't imagine if Sydney's Botanic Gardens 
or Bennalong point was instead used for a stadium 
complex rather than an Opera House or Garden 
setting

Certainly a sporting oval is not different  I don't 
know is my answer  I have a few considerations but 
they are not different to what is available in other 
capital cities

The Rocks in Sydney, Docklands to a point in Melb  
I like the feel that the past is values and look is kept  
Macquarie Point there is little to keep so doesn't 
apply  I don't believe a structure like a stadium is 
ascetically in keeping to Macquarie Point

I am sorry to keep on this path sustainability doesn't 
conjure up images of a concrete stadium No comment

A tram system that doesn't require overhead 
power cables hard track and rail infrastructure  
Sydney's chose against the soft wheeled no rail or 
overhead wires option  It looks horrible and of 
course the project went way over budget and took 
many more years to build No comment

346 05-Jun-23 Brian Claridge
yes, for a COVID test and the Big Sing- Festival of 
Voices Reconciliation space and park lands

Something other than a stadium and disused 
railway yards that is a bottomless pit for money!

Yes  I liked the feeling that the area was set aside 
for contemplation and recreation- but not 
organised games

A sustainable precinct is one that allows for festivals 
and gatherings but does not shut out others who 
may want to just sit and read a book

Things like Festival of Voices, Dark MOFO, Wooden 
Boat Festival

Probably walk and bus to the precinct (if public 
transport was more flexible)  Walk around the 
precinct on paths suitable for disabled and able 
bodied persons Good lighting and playgrounds

347 05-Jun-23 Gillian Unicomb
Enjoyed Dark Mofo, watched the fireworks, loved 
the sporting events at the Regatta Walk in a large beautiful park

See the site rehabilitated  Optimally, as much of 
the artificial extension of the natural shoreline 
removed as practical  Walk through beautiful 
vegetation while looking out at the superb views  
Visit a cutting edge design of an Antarctic gateway 
that sits within the landscape rather than is an alien 
structure

Waitangi in New Zealnad  The area is spacious , so 
you can walk around and contemplate the way the 
two cultures of New Zealand have come together  
Māori structures  lie within it  This has particular 
relevance to Hobart where a reconciliation park is 
sorely needed  Structures should not dominate

If structures, such as an Antarctic precinct and 
gateway to the south are included, let us use no 
concrete, rather natural materials such as wood  
Green space should be the guiding principle  As 
indicated above, any buildings should nestle within 
rather than dominate

As usual, government has been behind the 8 ball 
playing catch up regarding becoming the natural 
gateway to Antarctica, while New Zealand is so 
much smarter   If we are going to give it a crack, this 
is the place for it
Like the majority of Tasmanians I do not wish to see 
a stadium here  The problems are insurmountable

The river, as poor Bob Clifford has been trying to 
tell our backward thinking governments for years , 
is our natural highway  Let’s use it  Trackless 
electric trams could facilitate movement from the 
northern suburbs ( again, should have happened 
years ago)  once there, moving round the site will 
require smooth paths for the increasing numbers 
of disabled  Interpretation and directional signage 
should be minimal  An app will supply most 
information Hidden surveillance cameras  Wide open spaces

348 05-Jun-23 Kevin Jubb
Yes for the unbelievable stadium announcement  
Breakfast in Salamanca beforehand A nice looking stadium to watch sport of any kind

A state of the Art Stadium and maybe some nice 
open space  A sports museum at the site would 
also be great  Barcelona FC have a sports 
memorabilia section with all sports such as 
Motorsport included

Sport is part of our culture and to have a stadium 
where people could enjoy themselves before the 
game and all wander together to the stadium 
would be fantastic  Every weekend would feel like a 
grand final! Good water, waste and energy options

AFL would be a great start as an underlying support 
to grow from  We could have markets and the likes 
aswell

Walking as I live in the area however I think plenty 
of people would e- scooter the bike track or I am 
sure people will start Tuk Tuk businesses like they 
do for big events at the MCG  It’s fantastic  There 
are many options of transport, Ferry, buses, 
walking etc Probably just lighting  CCTV if possible

349 05-Jun-23 Anne Griffiths Yes, just observed

A green, open space planted wiith native 
Tasmanian species
M See above Yes  Good idea

See above  Certainly the so - called “multipurpose 
hub” is neither affordable, sustainable nor 
appropriate in that area

None  It should be preserved as a green space and 
an area for reflection, being co close to the 
Cenotaph I probably wouldn't but if I had to probably by car N/A

350 05-Jun-23 Dorothy Frisken
351 05-Jun-23 Kevin Frisken

352 05-Jun-23 Jacqueline Hardman

Yes, I used to go roller-skating all around MacPoint 
as a little girl  My sister and I would skate in-
between the shipping containers  I have also 
attended the Hobart Regatta many times

My hope is that the views of the Derwent are not 
compromised  I like to be able to see the water 
from as many vantage points as possible  I also 
hope that there are many pathways for strolling

I love to wander - just don't have time to do much 
of that these days  But as I age, I imagine I will be 
wanting to stroll around the waterfront and 
beyond  I would like there to be accessible 
pathways with nice views to the water  A cafe 
precinct would be a bonus

Yes  Treviso in Italy elt oozing in culture  I really 
liked the large, open squares where markets could 
open, people could gather, and strolling was 
possible  I hope the new MacPoint doesn't have a 
cloed-in feel

Another yes - Obama in Fukui, Japan  I have 
recently returned from Japan  I liked this town 
because it had preserved its old buildings and had 
an extensive promenade all around the harbour  A 
feature was a bath house for everyone  I would not 
want the MacPoint to look or feel as though it is 
owned by footy fans

A roof garden on the top of the stadium would be 
amazing  The sides of the building should be 
vertical gardens so that instead of looking like a 
stadium we simply see an extension of the Botanical 
Gardens

Art galleries  Cafes  Toursit information  Rental 
electric bikes

Please create a tram from North Hobart to 
MacPoint  Matsuyama in Japan has a quaint ram 
called Bocchan  It is a drawcard for tourists and 
loved by locals  We could have trams again in 
Hobart

353 05-Jun-23 Matthew Stilwell

I've visited both Mac Point and Regatta Point, and 
have viewed the areas by foot and from the water  
They are a premium site for development in 
keeping with Hobart's role as a world-class small 
city

I would like to see an area involving culture, arts, a 
venue for performances and a site giving 
recognitions to the original custodians of our land  
It could take advantage of the water, mountain 
views and access to the city

Integration of cultural, artistic, social and 
traditional venues along with space for picnics and 
enjoyment of the outdoors, with panoramic views 
of the Derwent and surrounding region

The key to most areas where local culture feels 
(and is) real is scale; they are at a scale that enables 
humans to interact with them, and through them 
with each other  Cities that have evolved over 
centuries  have something that those designed as 
part of a grandiose plan (Canberra, Brasilia, 
Putrajaya, others) lack

A strong focus on place, on what brings people to 
Tasmania -- it's nature, culture and history   It should 
tie in with the Wharf and Salamanca, and be a place 
where there are many places of interest for different 
kinds of people  It should also have green spaces 
for walking and picnicking, and a strong 
commitment to being a green space for the future

Small- to medium-sized businesses, local artisans, 
space for local artistic and cultural endeavours, 
small galleries; organisations promoting Tasmanian 
entrepreneurship and creativity; a place to 
celebrate the diversity of Tasmania and Tasmanians

Access to ferries, public transportation, cycle 
routes and access on foot   There should also be 
reasonable levels of parking, and access for 
people with disabilities

It should be designed for accessibility by 
differently abled people

354 05-Jun-23 Paul Challen

Yes HBC many times and all existing venues 
during dark mofo festivals , also cycling through 
and walking the g dog fron the domain

Open urban space , restaurants, bars ,anything but 
a stadium Like a sculpture park ,   Street art ,

Vancouver , the regeneration of the old steel work 
areas in doutmund in Germany  housing , 
restaurants, cycleways for mixexed use , walking , 
skateboarding rollerblading ,whilst maintaining a 
industrial feel by keeping old infrastructure, even 
new development in Sydney near china town , Paris 
around the Louvre , London spitlefields , Liverpool 
st station , new development around St Paul’s 
cathedral,  beer gardens ,

If don’t have the population to support similar 
things then we definitely can’t support a stadium 
,look at areas around the world that have done 
waterfront developments,

Use a world class architect, involve  the community, 
open spaces ,green area , mixed housing , let the 
people with money who buy the houses pay for the 
public housing  with their purchases

Reaturants , green space , First Nations 
representation, Walk ,cycle , light rail , Keep it on one level

355 05-Jun-23 Lilith Waud Attended Indigenous People's events
Parklands, playgrounds, affordable housing, First 
Nation's  Centre  art precinct  maybe a cafe or two

I am happy with beautiful places and creative use 
of public spaces

It was welcoming and peaceful and relaxing, while 
also offering culture

Include wide open spaces, cultural activities, 
beautiful gardends, room for affordable housing; 
maybe a clinic for the mentally unwell; music venue 
possibly

Keep it out of the hands of profit-making 
businesses  Maybe a cafe or two, maybe a market-
place for creative endeavours

I can get there now easily by bus and am happy to 
walk around Just make it for the people - local and beautiful

356 05-Jun-23 Jeffrey Leis

Yes - primarily to attend Mona Foma or Dark Mofo 
events, but also to be vaccinated for covid, and to 
attend a play in one of the old warehouses

NOT see AFL!  As a marine scientist, the Antarctic 
and Science Hub is a priority, and it should be a 
core use for Mac Point, not just something you will 
make room for in what is left after the stadium is 
built   The stadium, if it is built at all, can easily go 
elsewhere   The Science Hub cannot   This 
waterfront area is unique, and should be largely 
public space, not largely covered with buildings   
After the failure of the government to  make 
significant progress on this site over many years, a 
rush to 'do something' now simply to placate the 
AFL   There should be a genuine long-term plan 
for Mac Point that is developed along sound 
design principals   This is clearly not happening

Sound planning and action by the government as 
opposed to a short-term reactive approach

First and foremost, there must be use of the existing 
rail corridor to provide realistic public transport into 
and out of the area   Export of timber from logging 
of native forests must cease through this area

NOT AFL   Other things can be considered with due 
consideration for the priceless and unique site that 
is Mac Point   It is not simply an opportunity for 
behind closed door business arrangements about 
which the public is kept in the dark because the 
arrangements are 'commercial in confidence' See my answer to making it a sustainable precinct

357 05-Jun-23 Julie Haygarth

Yes  Visited the cenotaph
Visited naval and other ships when docked
Attended Dark mofo events

Parkland Small cafes and well designed eating 
precinct
Reconciliation Park
Vacilities for families and children aplace to gather 
for fun and celebrations
A well proportioned stage for small concerts

For me as long as there was beautiful parkland 
incorporated with it No Listen to the people and want they want

Anyone who treats the sight sympathetically with 
some design flair Walking  Good paths Openess

358 06-Jun-23 Suzanne Bullock Yes  Attended MONA exhibits and functions
Open space, waterfront access, restaurants, cafes, 
Antarctic Centre All the above No  I can't think of anywhere that has achieved this

For heavens sake - have you honestly not got this 
sorted yet? You've been 'working' on the project for 
years now  with a huge budget  Do your own work Science  theatre  open space

I'd walk or drive  There has to be access, parking, 
clear spaces for walking Open Space  Open Space  Open Space



359 06-Jun-23 Jan Barrington
Yes   Got tested during covid   Got a vax during 
covid   Attended Dark Mofo event there

An inspirational building incorporating respectful 
reference to Aboriginal heritage, green space and 
space for the arts

Make it more accessible and place that people 
want to be   It could be as attractive as Salamanca 
markets which is bustling every Saturday and is a 
place that people can enjoy

Many places in NZ feature maori culture 
prominently but we hide our Aboriginal heritage 
and that's unfortunate   I wish there was more 
awareness of the Aboriginal heritage of Hobart

Environmental sustainability   In sympathy with the 
surrounding buildings and not sticking out like a 
blot on the landscape

Something that everybody can enjoy, tourists and 
locals alike   Emphasis on the arts and more cultural 
awareness

Let's do something about public transport in 
Hobart and stop talking about it!  There's a train 
track right into Mac Point, let's make that 
accessible for public transport   Mac Point could 
also incorporate a ferry terminal and let's use that 
wonderful water resource more effectively for 
public transport

Let's make it wheelchair accessible   That should 
go without saying in 2023 but unfortunately there 
are still places that discriminate against people 
with a disability, make sure that people who are 
blind or with assistance dogs are also able to use 
the Precinct   Let it be for everyone   What about 
people with dementia?  More and more people in 
the community will suffer from dementia but there 
are very few, if any, places they and their carers 
can go which specifically cater for their needs

360 06-Jun-23 Kate Hill

Yes   Dark Mofo   Have ridden on the new bike 
path that partially goes through it   Also Covid PCR 
tests

Parkland, amphitheatre for outdoor concerts that 
school groups could use too, bike paths, 
reconciliation component with memorabilia of our 
aboriginal and colonial history

O td  o e t   O tdoo       
to skate, ride etc as well as walking paths   A 
paved central area with big bonfires etc   Maybe a 
community garden section with free range 
chickens, a mini orchard etc   A section with big 
oak trees where people can lay on the grass   
Maybe a harbour so people can catch boats to 
mac point, reducing need for parking   and what 
about a transport hub so we could have  train 
terminal there?  Now that would be radical   
Importantly, we need to keep the space avaialble 
should we need to expand our port at some stage 
in teh future

Lots of places in Europe   It brings people out 
(without cars etc) and they mix and feel part of a 
greater community   Doesn't even have to involve 
spending money

sustainable means good for the community for ever   
 Sustainable means not open for commercialisation   
 Make it a public space, owned by the public, not 
develeopers

Gardening organisations   Public transport 
operators

I would like to say train or light rail, but it would 
have to be bike or drive, park and walk

Open paths   some lighting   Good paths for bikes, 
the elderly and wheelchairs

361 06-Jun-23 JULIA CLARK
Yes, attended Dark Mofo several times  Also the 
circus

Open green space, a Reconciliation Park and 
Aboriginal cultural centre  cafes  trees see above

Yes Many times, including in Hobart  They feel like 
real places, places for people to wander, meet, 
enjoy time together, learn about their heritage and 
develop ideas for the future firmly rooted in all of 
the above  They are not places that have had 
monstrous developments imposed

Open green space, a Reconciliation Park and 
Aboriginal cultural centre, cafes, trees  A place for 
people to wander, meet, enjoy time together, learn 
about their heritage and develop ideas for the 
future firmly rooted in all of the above

Low rise, developed to suit the needs of those who 
gather there  No fast food chains  And certainly not 
a stadium

Transport is not currently easy  I would need to 
park in the city and walk, which I enjoy  Providing 
sufficient transport for 23,000 people, all within the 
space of a few hours   is unimaginable!

Flat walking tracks wide enough for a range of 
users, including bikes, dog walkers, prams and 
wheelchairs  Good lighting for nighttime activities  
Buildings designed to provide good pedestrian 
flow and not created dark corners

362 06-Jun-23 Mike Key
363 06-Jun-23 Nathan James Food Stadium Stadium Sporting events Good public transport More food Buses and trains Well lit  open spaces

364 06-Jun-23 Iain Lang Yes  For arts events Arts and cultural events and exhibitions Reconciliation PARK Mona festival events

Open park space that acknowledges and makes 
accessible the relationship to the river and First 
Nations culture Small scale hospitality businesses

Bike and scooter and walking trails  Light rail from 
northern suburbs linked to ferry routes High quality green space/parkland

365 06-Jun-23 Rosie Severs
Yes and walked through the area and also went to 
Dark Mofo activities

I would like Macquarie point to be a large park 
land containing our native plants and also a lake or 
pond  Spaces for picnics and a grassed sloped 
space so concerts and plays could be performed 
there  I would like to see First nations people have 
a space to celebrate their cultural activites but not 
a divisive presentation

Attractive restaurants not food vans but with prices 
to suit different pockets  BBQ areas plus trees and 
shade areas and a great childrens park like the 
one at Kingston  Also an area that can be for 
iceskating and curling events

No I haven't, either here or in many places around 
the world   The closest to this would be Skansen in 
Sweden or Downlands in UK where old places have 
been relocated to to show the past and how 
people lived

I was very disappointed that the idea of an Eden 
Project didn't get off the ground, that would be a 
huge tourist attarction as well as a place to grow & 
protect Tasmania's flora  It could also include the 
Mainlands flora if there had been enough domes   
To add to this I would have enjoyed an Aquarium  
that would have displayed our unique fish & coral 
plus the hand fish

I don't want a stadium which would dominate the 
space to the detriment of our sight lines and also 
spoil the view from the Cenotaph grounds  See 
comments above

By Bus from home and golf buggies on site for 
those with difficulty walking

See above and have the area well lit with lights 
that are solar powered

366 06-Jun-23 Maria Grist Yes  Various recreational activities I like the MONA plan  It's perfect As above, the MONA plan is perfect Small and varied community based activities
Sustainability should include many and varied small 
community based activities

The Aboriginal people should be the first port of 
call  Their wishes should be respected and other 
activities should be slotted around them  Also, small 
community based organisations Walking

Small community based organisations based on 
the MONA plan

367 06-Jun-23 Robert Daly Yes  Attended events like Dark Mofo

A design similar to the one presented by the 
previous Governor Kate Warner with no ugly 
stadium dominating the skyline

A truth and reconciliation park plus other free 
space

Yes the Māori Park in New Zealand  It is a unique 
experience for visitors

To be sustainable avoid massive debt on a stadium 
that will be a liability for decades to come  It should 
reflect the history of Tasmania, but also have plenty 
of free space  New buildings should blend in with 
the existing historic waterfront buildings, in an 
attractive way small boutiques, cafes

By light rail  Existing road networks not capable of 
accommodating existing traffic let alone a big 
increase in traffic  Open spaces to move around 
the site

Mobile police station to control unruly crowds if 
AFL is the main focus

368 06-Jun-23 William Buchanan Went to bar  Hcc orientation Football and events Afl games  A league games Unique events  art  food A few solar panels Afl   A League Bike  Uber  bus  Walk Bus stops

369 06-Jun-23 Peter Bosworth Yes  Walked around the area

Open spaces with vegetation, walking and bike 
paths, seating, shaded areas, some roofed shelters
First nation recognition and space

The area is basically a waste land at present  See 
above for what we would like to see

Yes in New Zealand and many overseas countries  
Local recognition of history, way of life

To be sustainable we would like to see the area be 
largely an open space to be enjoyed by young and 
old
It should not include large buildings (including a 
stadium)  It could include one level buildings which 
would include basic amenities, coffee shops and 
food outlets  Temporary structures for special 
events should be included See above

As we live in the inner city we would walk to the 
site  For those in outer suburbs there should be a 
very good public transport system directly to the 
site

Must have good paths suitable for wheelchairs 
and well spaced seating  Separate bike paths so 
walking and cycling are not mixed

370 06-Jun-23 Kerry Anne Johnstone
Walked, cycled, visited the Red Shed and other 
events including Dark Mofo

I would like it to be open space with the proposed 
Reconciliation Park and a Tasmanian War 
Memorial Museum as an adjunct to the cenotaph   
A path winding through it to connect with the 
Domain and Botanical Gardens

I would like the bike path to be rebuilt and joined 
with the current bike path   I would like Mac Point 
to be a continuation of the Domain   I believe 
there is an historical battery beneath the cenotaph 
which could be opened up to the public as part of 
the War Museum

The point on which the cenotaph sits evokes  
emotions around war, loss, heroism and the futility 
of it   So much was sacrificed for our country the 
place we call sacred and it's environs must 
continue to be respected   The cenotaph should 
not be overshadowed but be the center piece with 
an unimpeded  view from it and to it

Mac Point was promised to the people of Hobart 
and not to the AFL
I would like to see a Tasmanian War Memorial 
Museum including history of the war with the 
Aboriginals and a Reflection/sculpture Park where 
people can sit quietly   It could include a reading 
room a restaurant and a cafe    A space for more 
intimate performances with the option for larger 
ones As above   A cafe separate from the museum

Light rail would run nicely through Mac Point   
Good cycling and walking paths, easy to use, 
connecting the city, Domain, bike path,  Botanical 
Gardens and Cornelian Bay   All these places are 
within easy walking distance Pathway lighting but not overwhelming

371 06-Jun-23 Diana Cossar-Burgess

Orienteering at the regatta grounds  On the fringe 
at Mac Point with the art school, dark Mofo and 
Mac 1 Parks, gardens, aboriginal interpretation Aboriginal interpretation and hub, open spaces

Yes, it was absorbing, interpretive, and I felt 
enriched Use the space in a low key, low high rise way

I don’t see the area as a business opportunity
Walking, bus or bicycle Open space, well lit

372 06-Jun-23 David Burgess No gatherings such as sport e g  AFL  Cricket  Concerts as per above
Local Culture can be many things including 
uplifting but not necessarily so

of sufficient scale to be economically sustainable  
Optimal methods of maintenance  Energy 
efficiency, weatherproof  a sense of aesthetics both 
hard and soft

Sport and business and easy on indigenous 
prominence  Some quality rather than token 
acknowledgment  but equally not over the top

public transport given priority over private, 
bikeways quality public transport hub

373 06-Jun-23 Jordan Lewtas No AFL Stadium
a multipurpose precinct that showcases the best 
Tasmania has to offer

Melbourne  the food, music and art is iconic with 
Melbourne  the energy just lifted the area

it needs to be energy efficient and low carbon 
footprint  its 2023, everything should be state of the 
art hospitality  art  music  housing  AFL Stadium!

there needs to be huge upgrades to roads and 
transport  utilize the water, build a light rail  car 
mostly  but would consider other options because of its location it is a very safe place

374 06-Jun-23 Greg Kay

Yes - walked and recognised it as a superb 
opportunity for community use on what is a 
currently a derelict site

I would like to see a structure/development that 
would encourage regular repeat visits from all 
sections of the community Sport, culture, conferences, concerts No site comes to mind Use Tasmania timber in construction

Sport management, conference management, 
concert management, Antarctic information, 
indigenous truth telling I live in Battery Point, so would walk to Mac Point

375 06-Jun-23 Bob Belfield NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM

376 06-Jun-23 Sarah Triffitt

yes, to enjoy the open space, attend the regatta, 
attend festivals, to park my car, to attend ANZAC 
day events

open spaces , appropriate development that does 
not impact on the surrounding cultural and 
Georgian/Victorian  architectural assets  A 
development that is sympathetic with the historical 
themes of the docks  and the cenotaph

Sympathetic and appropriate development  well 
designed open space  trees and greenery 

sympathetic design that flowed from the 
established features of the city   green space

NO STADIUM  mixed use and low profile 
architecture , open space and green space  housing 

allied services for antarctic studies, artists studios  
examples of Tasmanian endemic species, tourism 
and local services  Mixed small businesses  artisans 
, good food  a space that can be used every day  
NO STADIUM

I would drive or take public transport  I would 
move around the site on foot or by wheelchair or 
mobility scooter

open space, low profile buildings  a stadium 
would make the place dangerous  (I lived next 
door to Collingwood football stadium -Victoria 
park, in Maugie street - it was a dead  and 
dangerous area due to the stadium )

377 06-Jun-23 Richard Boyle Cycle, walk, Take photos

Picnic facilities, kids playground, truth & 
reconciliation park, shops, walking tracks, view 
points, restaurants, theaters  How about an ice 
skating rink ? secluded spots, peace & quiet, resting areas yes, on the mainland

Needs something different, unique and pleasant 
viewing Anything but an AFL stadium

Car or bus  Use scooters, bikes, skate boards, 
skates, emphasis on walking

378 06-Jun-23 Jane Paterson

open space / landscaping  some retail / eating etc  
VARIED COMMUNITY OPTIONS
NO STADIUM

379 06-Jun-23 Carl Windsor Yes, Dark Park A Stadium Our own AFL team Yes The energy of game day A Stadium, Arts area and ferry terminal Retail, Hospitality, Art centre, conference facilities walk or uber/taxi na

380 06-Jun-23 Chris Clark Yes, looked at the surroundings

The area desperately needs parking  So many 
popular waterfront activities require parking, as do 
those attending venues such as the Federation 
Concert Hall, City Hall, Town Hall etc  Hobart 
residents don’t need scooters or bikes  The 
average age is greater than for other Australian 
capitals and the climate is colder  A few accessible 
shops and a park would also be welcome  
Certainly no stadium  What a waste of precious 
money  We already have a stadium in Hobart and 
don’t need a monument to the premier

A government and council which listens to the 
residents and implements their wishes

Perhaps Bali? Australian culture is fairly uniform  
The culture associated with Salamanca Place is 
quite attractive but unlike the big business of 
professional sport

A stadium would be unused for most of the time 
and would take up much of the precious space, so 
eliminating that would help to make any small 
businesses  more sustainable

Small shops and businesses which encourage 
trades and skills such as blacksmithing, carpentry, 
shoe making and other hand made products 
produced by artisans  Fabric dying, glass blowing 
are other possibilities which would interest locals as 
well as visitors on the liners which visit Hobart

Cars are really the only viable alternative for locals, 
but they must be able to park them

If there is sufficient space available for shops 
which sell other than the normal Chinese imports 
then people will be attracted just as they are on 
Saturday mornings at Salamanca  If the space is 
mostly occupied by a normally empty mausoleum 
which will funnel the cold winds, then few will safe 
or bother coming

381 06-Jun-23 Suzanne Cass9
Yes  For the Cenotaph and the beautiful harbour 
views The beauty of the waterfront and the views

Cultural activities, definitely no football, only of  
interest to a small minority The sensitivity of the area

Public/social housing, a truth and reconciliation 
place for first nations people   Better road and 
parking infrastructure for ALL Tasmanians, not just 
the few A community education hub Decent road access and free parking

Anything but an ugly white elephant football 
stadium where alcohol and loutish, potentially 
violent behaviour which will ruin the area for all of 
us

382 06-Jun-23 Colin and Laurel Trevena

Walked through the area many times   Marveled at 
how it is still virtually unspoilt and wishing it 
remained unspoilt

Landscaped open space suitable for families to 
use and enjoy   Random covered shelters, 
information panels describing pre and post 
European settlement usage of the area that are 
independently verified Refer to answer above

I have visited areas where the cultural appreciation 
of the area has been dominated by trendy digital 
screens that are ugly and unwarranted Leave the area open

No businesses   Commercial free    Discreetly 
placed toilet facilities that are closed after dark

Paths suitable for Pedestrian use - walking   Any 
motorised useage suitable only for the disabled    
Reasonable parking areas for private motor 
vehicles and limited space for tourist buses

Refer to above answers   The cenotaph should 
remain the dominant built structure



383 06-Jun-23 Amy Kok Yes - bite to eat  had a drink  Went for a walk
Would love to see the stadium built and the new 
precinct of bars  restaurants and entertainment AFL  concerts  Live entertainment

Yes - Optus Stadium in WA  It felt empowering, it 
felt appreciated and it felt amazing to be a part of 
just as a visitor

From what I’ve read of the plans so far, sustainability 
is a key part of the concept  I feel like energy 
renewal (solar panels for example), recycling, 
minimal carbon footprint are all inportant Bars  restaurants  other entertainment venues

Happy to drive and park some distance out and 
walk in  Uber  Taxi  Bus  Light rail if that was an 
option Security  lighting  cameras

384 06-Jun-23 James Ross Visited Dark Mofo installations

1  Multi-purpose stadium, 2  
restaurants/cafes/bars, 3  historical/cultural public 
facilities

Definitely a multi-purpose stadium for hosting 
sports events, concerts, and other large events

Yes, having traveled to cities across Australia, NZ, 
Italy, Germany, France, areas with a density of 
mixed-use public spaces and facilities brought a 
hive of social and economic activity, and promoted 
walking through and engaging with the local area  
These areas felt like they were thriving  
Places/cities that I have visited without these 
facilities felt comparatively dead

Primarily, it should provide varied multi-use facilities 
that are in the whole public's interest  This will 
maximize use of the precinct, and ensure a long life 
before needing to be upgraded/replaced

Sports/music facilities, restaurants, bars, cafes, 
historical businesses (maybe some museum and 
local history) organisations  Housing would be 
entirely inappropriate for such a unique site as it 
does not provide public benefit and only benefits 
the residents  There are plenty of other locations 
and solutions to the housing problem

I would park in the city and walk, although I would 
much appreciate expansion of the ferry service 
and a reintroduction of trams and light rail

Toilets, baby changing rooms, security/police 
facilities

385 06-Jun-23 Helen Bridgman Walked
View art exhibitions - a sculpture trail with open 
parkland for families to enjoy Space to sit and enjoy the passers by -

It should not include another sports stadium - it 
should be a place for ALL Tasmanians as well as 
visitors to visit and experience - quality arts , food 
and changing displays/ performances

386 06-Jun-23 Di Elliffe

Yes   Ride through en route to InterCity Cycleway   
Attend Dark MOFO events   Attend productive 
garden patch   Attend Electric Vehicle display   
Visit brewery and food venues   Cenotaph  
Regatta   Fly kites  Watch fireworks

Safe riding route - extend InterCity Cycleway 
through here towards Sullivans Cove   Parks, cafes, 
visitor accommodation, Antarctic displays, 
Reconciliation park and displays

Shared open space, trees and gardens, open to 
the river frontage to enjoy the views and watch 
boats on the water   A quiet, open and safe public 
space   No cars permitted Green spaces   No cars

See above - Antarctic precinct   Reconciliation 
precinct Walk and bike ride

387 06-Jun-23 Fran Moore The space and closeness of the water More space for strolling and enjoying More gardens The local culture needs to be revered Places to sit and food to eat cafes A tram/bus service Venues

388 06-Jun-23 Jenny Grundy Yes  for festivals and often ride through the area

I love the current plans for a stadium, as long as it 
is multipurpose and would be awesome if it 
includes space for large events  Reconciliation 
Park, with public park space sounds great, with 
education for the public on the Tasmanian 
Aboriginal Cultures   Ability to still ride through the 
area so it connects Hobart to the bikeway  
Antarctic and Science hub would be great if it 
included some interactive displays and maybe 
something like the Antarctic Museum in 
Christchurch

Public space with Interactive Antarctic Museum,  
Reconciliation Park, art space, markets, space for 
outside music

Yes, Haidi Gwaii  The culture and art was in open 
spaces, with the ability for visitors to sit quietly and 
soak it in

Reuse of any materials that are taken away, using 
sustainably sourced and natural materials for 
building, offsetting emissions and education of the 
public on what is being done and why

Bike hire, cafes  I am hoping it is more public space 
then business area

I anticipate using a bike to travel to MacPoint, 
including for football matches  I hope there is 
good facilities for secure bike parking  I think the 
light rails would be amazing, but realise it might 
be too expensive, but train/bus dropoff areas are a 
must, and it would be great for a ferry drop off 
point too  I know there will be a push for parking, 
but I would love to see minimal parking and 
encourage public transport  There are public 
parking facilities in the city Good lighting

389 06-Jun-23 Jodi Harrison
wandered around the demolition sites and 
through the parklands for Dark Mofo

I would love to see a Darling Harbour style 
development - shops, restaurants, 
accommodation, open harbourside spaces, a dock 
for the passenger ferry   A vibrant hub near the city 
that offers so much for visitors and locals   Markets, 
educational spaces, performance areas All of the above no

It needs transport and parking   A light rail, a ferry 
service, a free city circle bus that links Mac Point 
with city   Not just shops but things that keep it alive 
during the day   Things to see and do

I would love to see a Darling Harbour style 
development - shops, restaurants, accommodation, 
open harbourside spaces, a dock for the passenger 
ferry   A vibrant hub near the city that offers so 
much for visitors and locals   Markets, educational 
spaces, performance areas

It needs transport and parking   A light rail, a ferry 
service, a free city circle bus that links Mac Point 
with city   Not just shops but things that keep it 
alive during the day   Things to see and do

Good lighting, 24 hour businesses   A cross 
between Darling Harbour and Southbank!

390 06-Jun-23 Gavin Miller

Flew kites in kite festivals and attended other 
events  Watched Anzac Day parades  Met for 
picnics

A picnic and walking area to enjoy the views over 
the Derwent  A recreational area could be 
maintained - although not a sporting ground  We 
are well served with those already  A park with 
endemic plants to help interpret Tasmania to 
locals and visitors alike  Heritage style, affordable 
housing set in attractive gardens would add to the 
experience

Walks with a view  Links with Hobart's past, 
recalling Wapping and Battery Point cottages  
Selected entertainment, not sport

My wife and I are fans of the Botanical Gardens, 
including the Tasmanian section  Plays in the 
gardens have been a delight  We also liked 
Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco and strolling 
the narrow streets of Rome and Naples, the garden 
city of Singapore and the heritage city of Luang 
Prabang, Laos  These areas are very much at home 
with their past while thriving in the present

Predominantly a park for the Regatta Ground, 
affordable housing for Macquarie Point, with the 
park-like setting extending into and through it  
Macquarie Point to also include a substantial 
activities centre aimed at free and family 
engagement, with a focus on 'making' and learning 
through doing  It would also provide a community 
focus for the housing project

The area can be a healthy counter to endless 
development and commercialism  Affordable 
housing is needed to address a real failure of the 
market to provide enough, and affordable, housing 
for residents  To link with Hobart's heritage and 
particularly maritime heritage, the architecture 
could look to Arthurs Circus and Francis Street, 
Battery Point for very attractive, smaller dwellings  
These would be built and managed by Housing 
Tasmania to ensure that the objectives of the 
project are not derailed by commercial interests

Access to the Domain and Regatta ground area is 
reasonable now  Link the road into Macquarie 
Point; extend access to Macquarie Point area from 
Evans Street  Quiet, electric light rail from the 
Northern suburbs might be considered

Open vistas, Macquarie Point housing to be 
accessible even by walking  Having people living 
nearby is desirable  A well-utilised activities centre 
helps safety and utility - and promotes health and 
wellbeing

391 06-Jun-23 Yvonne Trevaskis Cycled when the bikepath was there

A beautiful iconic award-winning building 
surroubded by landscaping with oathways taking 
visitors through the history of Hobart back to the 
first nations people - and linking up to the 
cenotaph

The history of the area  A pleasant place to visit 
with cultural activities

Anything that describes the history going right 
back to First Nations people

A "Gateway to Antarctica" centre, in an iconic 
ageless building, and how important that area is to 
climate change research Purely cultural activities

It's walkable from any part of the city and on the 
site  Wheelchair friendly paths No

392 06-Jun-23 Sally Wayte yes  Dark MOFO  Visted the Longhouse

Truth and Reconciliation Park   Indigenous 
Heritage museum  Sensitive connection to the 
Cenotaph  Open landscaped space for gatherings  
Galleries  Public art

Truth and Reconciliation Park   Indigenous 
Heritage museum  Sensitive connection to the 
Cenotaph  Open landscaped space for gatherings  
Galleries  Public art

Yes  The fact that it was distinctive and not like 
many other places in the world

Sustainable housing - high energy efficiency, quality 
build

State Library, Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre, cafes, 
galleries Bicycle  Bike lanes Good bike access, lanes and parking

393 06-Jun-23 Tez Mead
All the things listed done PROPERLY!!!,,,  forget 
the stadium

Creative arts , expansive park landscape ,,taking 
full advantage of the excellent viewing angles,, not 
an inward looking stadium only used by a small 
minority of interest groups

The atmosphere of integration of all aspects with 
nature, history  multi use and views thru and 
beyond to surrounds and beyond,, and futures 
allowed for without cluttering feelings

A good design of all the elements listed in the 
preface,,, without the stadium,, but still a  useful 
entertainment precinct,, of modest size to reflect 
the size of the real audience of tassie,, not dreaming 
of big artists who won’t come  anyway

All shapes and sizes of diversity is possible,, without 
cramped areas around a white elephant forced on 
us by Victoria

I drive usually,, but the site will require large 
parking, buses, ferries,, etc

A police station and access to security offices, etc, 
and  shared areas,, without the predominance of 
the footy hooligans type yobbo / alcohol limited 
group diversity

394 06-Jun-23 Michael Boult
Yes, I saw a concert there and I have been to the 
Hobart Regatta for several years

A place where things happen   Could include gigs 
at the brewing co, bars, stadiums, museums, 
broadwalks  etc More communal spaces and places to visit

It should include as little concert as possible, maybe 
a natural water's edge instead of a concrete pier   
Also the Hobart Rivulet should be a feature of the 
design not hidden underground Places that people come to visit

Light rail, people don't like catching buses and 
they like trains instead   I know they do the same 
thing but look at the G LInk on the Gold Coast Pedestrian and cycle friendly roads

395 06-Jun-23 Lynda Prior
Visited for Dark MOFO some years ago  Have also 
just walked around to look at it

An Antarctic precinct would be great for Hobart, 
and this would be a good spot for it  Gardens and 
a reconciliation park would also be good

396 06-Jun-23 Catherine Mayhead
Dark MoFo events, FOV big bonfire, walk the dog 
at Regatta Point, Regatta events

reconciliation park, open space for events, walking 
access across waterfront

an exciting new development which is open and 
inviting to public access and links various parts of 
the city, and reflects the history of the area ?? not sure what you mean

clever architecture, efficient buildings, usable open 
spaces that consider the sea breeze, sun etc, solar 
panels, native flora which is suitable for the area and 
warming climate, and flows on to the Regatta 
Grounds, Botannical Gardens and Domain

community arts activities, food outlets, shopping for 
tourists near the boats, performance spaces, art 
galleries walking mainly, car free apart from disabled access

disabled access, good ecofriendly  lighting at 
night,

397 06-Jun-23 Margaret Nolan-Stott

For Regatta, Sail past, Dark Mofo, covid testing, 
fishing off wharf, look t ships that have docked at 
wharf, ANZAC day, Kite flying, to see fly overs, for 
walking, take photographs, circus, meetings and 
social events in the Engineering building

I would like Mac Point to be an area for relaxation, 
walking, a large park and green space in the city 
precinct

Historic buildings, sheds etc available for public to 
have events

yes, liked the history, atmosphere, cultural aspects, 
quite and peaceful, able to walk without fighting 
traffic  interesting art & cultural displays

Lighting that is not polluting the night sky, that can 
not be seen from Oatlands like the light from the 
Elwick Race Course   Preservation of historic 
features going back to pre 1803 and post 1803 
history in that site   Including an archeological dig to 
find what historical features have been buried in the 
site   These are to be respectfully handled and 
preserved, and not have a heavy stadium placed on 
top of them     Have places for people to place the 
refuse from games instead of leaving it on the 
ground   Stadiums are used as a rubbish dump after 
games are finished, from promotional goods to 
food and drink containers   I have not left a stadium 
where there was no rubbish left on the ground or 
where people took their rubbish with them

I would rather have the land as a park that respects 
the history of the area, that people can use as a 
recreation area   It would be nice to have an 
information centre that includes cafe, history of 
precinct, Pre 1903, military, transport history, history 
Engineering building, of the foundry  To be built 
into the landscape and not an eyesore that can be 
seen everywhere

As we live outside Hobart we would take our car 
and walk from where we parked the car   This can 
be several kilometer walk   Walk, public transport 
like ferry, train, bus, tram, bike, paths for scooters, 
wheel chairs and walking frames

I would like to see lights that do not pollute the 
night sky, down facing lighting, wet weather 
shelter with facilities

398 06-Jun-23 Joy Stirling No

Multi use stadium
Family/visitor/all people’s space, with lots of 
stories told about Hobart/Tas as you stroll around 
grassy well planned vegetation areas Something to be proud to show the world Yes, the history

look at other sustainable areas around the world & 
gain knowledge on how it was achieved, talk to all 
cultures,
We could be the leaders on sustainability while still 
offering a great experience for everyone

I reckon you are either a sports person OR a arts 
person!
How can we incorporate both!
Sport is such a healthy family fun thing to do!
Food, culture & local

By fast ferry
Walk Not sure

399 06-Jun-23 Anne Francis Yes  Looked around
Walk, ride bikes, visit a smaller version of botanical 
gardens

A leisurely walking and cycling area in botanic 
surroundings

Not sure of your definition of the term “ local 
culture “  I have been to Sydney Harbour  Very 
pleasant Including the activities named above None in particular but certainly not a stadium

Moving around the structure is already nigh 
impossible considering Hobart’s gridlocked traffic  
Only one Road in, Davey Street and one out, 
Macquarie Street  It’s madness to think of putting 
any kind of function centre there I don’t feel unsafe there anyhow

400 06-Jun-23 J Bird

visit the Regatta,  Dark MOFO events, take 
interstate visitors to Hobart Brewing Co, theatre 
productions  food van  TSO outdoor concerts 

Open space near water for walking around, view 
exhibitions/art works, outdoor gatherings for art 
events  A Tasmanian design centre would be 
great, and/or makers of Tasmanian timber wooden 
furniture

As above  NOT SPORTS - there are plenty of large 
sports venues already, they don't belong in the 
city/on the waterfront

NOT big concrete buildings! Let the sun touch the 
ground, let the people see the sky and water, don't 
block views from other parts of the city and 
waterfront, plant greenery, use grass not 
concrete/paving -  need to absorb water not 
increase flood and road hazards  Make the area 
totally pedestrian friendly, don't increase parking 
space and traffic on waterfront  Don't fill the area 
with food and drink takeaway outlets that create 
rubbish  Avoid more light pollution obscuring the 
night sky  Make use of wind and solar power for 
lighting and other energy needs

Small and beautiful  Please, no more monstrous out 
of proportion university or government buildings or 
hotels  Leave as much of it open air as possible  
Nothing more than 2 storeys tall  Small, local, 
personal businesses with open doors and frequent 
flow of customers will make the place feel safer and 
friendlier than big anonymous organisations

Walking, walking, walking  Keep scooters and 
cycles separate from pedestrians  Provide access 
for boats/ferry, bus/shuttle buses  Provide 
shade/shelter in the form of trees and modest low 
structures that are transparent or natural materials  
Make it easier to cross Davey and Macquarie 
streets

Modest amount of low-key lighting - if the area is 
to be traversed by pedestrians at night  Avoid 
creating dark areas between faceless buildings, or 
windblown concrete deserts  Encourage small, 
local, flexible businesses, outdoor seating and 
shelter



401 06-Jun-23 Karla Dutton Yes  participated in the annual Voices event

I Definately wish to see and utilize the multi 
purpose stadium, reconcillation park, intergrated 
public transport, bike storage area, a board walk 
along the waterfront with handicap access, marine 
heritage and historical signage, native plantings 
throughout the site, one or more cafes, local 
produce and seafood featured eateries, green 
space

A Derwent River wide ferry system and terminal 
that event attendees can use and that reduces cars 
going into Hobart making the CBD more livable 
and enjoyable to walk or bike around  A 
Tasmanian Aboriginal eatery

Yes I have  It was authentic, created, managed and 
led by aboriginal people  It was peaceful, and felt 
embraced by nature and cultural history

Yes you can and should  NO plastic, food and drinks 
served on reusable or truely compostable materials, 
no trinkets sold to visitors that are not made in 
Tasmania, the precinct should showcase all that is 
uniquely Tasmanian and should be welcoming, 
should include natural plantings and areas that 
people can spend time in and feel good about

Businesses and organization including  Antarctic, 
marine (science, historty, transportation i e  ferry,) 
Aboriginal culture and food, Tassie produce 
showcased eateries, and businsses promoting 
Tassie outdoor and marine excursions to showcase 
our unique native landscapes  flora and fauna Ideally by ferry

Well maintained and accessable toilets and a well 
placed information station with basic medical 
services and intergrated public transport making it 
a no car precinct

402 06-Jun-23 Philip Munday Yes  Walked and cycled

I believe Mac Point should be public open space 
and a reconciliation park  It is the last great area of 
public recreation space adjacent to the city that is 
also shorefront  Parks, gardens, walk and cycle 
ways and a reconciliation centre  Building a 
stadium and residential housing would be a 
travesty on this unique site  There are ample 
options for these elsewhere in Hobart, or 
Launceston for the stadium

A sensitive site that recognises and educates the 
public about the original Tasmanian peoples and 
their pre- and post-colonisation history is 
desperately needed in Tasmania and I believe 
Mac Point is the perfect location for this

Yes  Vancouver in Canada has done a good job 
incorporating local culture in development

Proper integration of the last piece of prime 
shorefront land as a park that links the city to the 
Cenotaph and the domain precinct

A reconciliation centre  This remarkable site, also 
adjacent to the Cenotaph, should be public space 
for all Tasmanians and for visitors, it should not be 
set side for the benefit of a few private businesses 
or sporting organisations Walk and cycle ways

403 06-Jun-23 Charles Scarafiotti

Yes many many times  I worked with Ports some 
years ago  I regularly visited Regatta Point, for bike 
riding with my children, now with grandkids  Used 
to also launch our boat there  Attended the 
Regatta, attended special events  Flew kites there , 
just walked in the open spaces there

NOT A STADIUM  
Should be a mix of uses for all Tasmanians, 
perhaps with some theming such as that attached 
to Salamanca, but different of course  
The Port should be able to continue to operate, 
Hobart has a great harbour and transport 
infrastructure is a priority for business and the 
community  
A park, perhaps an extension of the botanical 
gardens, and some supporting hospitality 
businesses,  retailers, cafes and accommodation
The site should continue to provide a memorial for 
those who fought for our country and our people

Just a friendly safe place for people to enjoy and 
experience

I have travelled to quite a few places around the 
world, each country and sometimes state or 
Provence having their own culture, displayed 
through, foods, language, dress, behaviour, ……   

I don’t think we should be making theis small area 
any different, culturally, from any other  The area 
can be themed though

Needs to be economically sustainable, supported 
by market forces and demands, not publicly funded 
and publicly run precinct Already answered above

Not a lot different than currently  A ferry could be 
included, but not one that is funded by the tax 
payer

404 06-Jun-23 Garry Johnson Trans Derwent swim

Definitely not a stadium 
The Truth park / maybe something like the Sydney 
power house museum/ open spaces and bars and 
restaurants

To enable the sight for all to walk thru and enjoy 
the wonderful Derwent river

Restaurants / Bars / play areas / educational 
buildings for our children to visit Car / push bike Lots of lightning

405 06-Jun-23 Val L Went to the regatta

A lovely outdoor space that is generously 
proportioned to allow people to wander around, 
have a picnic, read some information about the 
significance of the site, understand it's importance 
to the Aboriginal community, look down the river, 
maybe a restaurant

Be able to walk along the foreshore and enjoy the 
river

Yes, in Italy  Lots of open space with trees and 
carefully curated outdoor sculptures  It allowed 
visitors and locals to sit and chat, or walk in a lovely 
area overlooking the water  A bit like an Italian 
Piazza

Plenty of natural elements included such as trees, 
shrubs, flowers  The use of natural materials - wood, 
stone  Needs appropriate rubbish bins Aboriginal community led Ferry  bus  light rail

Wheelchair friendly access  Information with 
Braille  Multi language plaques

406 06-Jun-23 Bruce Kay Walked the path, visited the goods shed food vans
Stadium for footy and events and concerts, mixed 
attractions  such as restaurants, crafts, arts

Aboriginal reconciliation memorial such as 
proposed by MONA

NZ Rotorua - moari culture very prevalent in street 
names, art and attractions

Mix uses such as visitor accommodation, Antarctic 
science/logistics/interpretation/tourism—- 
indigenous recognition——cafes restaurants——-
apartment housing—- light rail —- sensitive use of 
building materials Light rail- rapid bus- free cbd electric shuttles Cctv, lighting

407 06-Jun-23 Richard Pepper No See a stadium Built
Watch our own state football side play football at 
our stadium or go to a concert

Tasmanian markets (Salamanca/farm gate) feels 
very Tasmanian  It showcases and makes accessible 
wonderful Tasmanian products

A  multipurpose Stadium  With function centres, 
gym and a Tasmanian sports museum Sports Museum  Bar/Restaurant  Function centres

Buses to get there  People to assist with directions 
on site Plenty of lighting no dull areas

408 06-Jun-23 Jacqoulyne Kelder No as it wasn’t inviting
Inter grated open spaces that purposes a diverse 
range of activities people and events 

Seating ,gardens ,sculpture,bbqs parks and 
peacefull zen areas ,for families ,pets and youth  
Shades spaces and living sauces 

Yes ,harmonising the Soave that flows with the 
water and peacefull reflective areas 

Not a noisey stadium that few benefit from ,loud 
bands that with distrust the local community that 
live there and create traffic  issues a water fountain 
with meaning ,interactive play spaces stage fir 
outdoor theatre  performances and daytime 
entertainment  Picnic spaces

Local Tasmanian inspired and industries that 
support local products  Taste of Tasmania food hall 
greensmart ecological business wall of fame Water taxi walking taxi and bus Lighting and residential units 

409 06-Jun-23 Delia Nicholls Yes  for a number of Dark Mofo events

As one of the last remaining waterside precincts in 
Hobart, the area should showcase what 
Tasmanians value about the city and the state   It 
should showcase our arts and culture, our history - 
First Nations, Colonial and contemporary  It should 
be a place for families to go to explore the 
riverbanks and the life of the River

I would like a structure that reflects what is unique 
about Tasmania, its landscape and location below 
the 40th parallel, not architecture that apes other 
city structures from around the world   It could 
partly showcase our Antarctic connections, and 
the various explorers who came here and painted 
and drew the landscape, the First Nations people 
and the wildlife

The Lost Gardens of Heligan
The Alhambra, Granada
Cappadocia, Turkey
Naoshima Island, Japan
Each of these places celebrated the landscape, the 
history and the important story of the place

It should be a showcase for how to build with as 
much recycled materials as possible, along with 
heating, cooling, water recycling and sustainable 
systems   It needs to demonstrate how we will be 
required to live to manage climate change and the 
survival of the planet

The First Nations Reconciliation Park and a structure 
where stories are told - permanently
See suggestions above

River ferries from various pick up places along the 
River   Bicycles - specific structures for storing and 
parking
Small, electric buses that can bring people from 
various parts of greater Hobart - rather than 
bringing their cars into the city

See above suggestions
Good ground lighting using sustainable power 
and unique design

410 06-Jun-23 Dean Tuson Yes  I went to dark Mofo

A multipurpose new stadium under a roof with an 
entertainment/dining precinct withlinkages to 
Salamanca and the CBD

Afl, Concerts, monster trucks crusty demons A 
league NRL Goodfood and wine outdoor art 
indigenous culture

Well presented, plenty of room, respectful 
education of culture

Asa cornerstone it should include a well 
constructed under cover stadium

Conference facilities, Community/Tasmanian "Hall 
ofFame" not just sport food and food and dining 
(once it is established that extra business 
isrequiredand can survive with existing eateries

Plan to book and stay ataccomodation within the 
CBD spending money on accomodation and food 
otherwise taxi or Bus

Volume of people makes it safe create space 
between the CBD Salamanca and Mac Point with 
walking linkages between themGood lighting for 
night

411 06-Jun-23 Stewart Peacock
Dark Mofo, parked there for the circus on the 
Cenotaph grass  the brewery and music events

A primary focus as a welcoming gathering place 
with spaces for shows and events, gardens to walk 
and low cost accommodation, low height and low 
key  It should not be designed to be exclusive for 
those who can already have what they want   It will 
need some extensive parking if people in numbers 
can gather

Not really sure but a village atmosphere came to 
mind  Do NOT see that a new stadium would 
make sense in the space, nor really understand 
that with current problems with state finance and 
difficult service delivery is a satisfactory use of 
state funds   WE HAVE OTHER THINGS THAT 
NEED FIXING THAT ARE OF A MUCH HIGHER 
PRIORITY

By car as I live outside Hobart city   It seems 
pointless to drive to the city to park somewhere 
and take a bus to the site A 24/7 permanent Police presence

412 06-Jun-23 Janet Taylor

Respectfully attended the Anzac Day ceremonies 
held at the Cenotaph, Regatta Point for rowing 
competitions and also used the jetty for our boat 
launch and MacPoint, attend events for Dark Mofo, 
the brewery and other festivals which made use of 
the MacPoint land

Reconciliation area for walking and remembering 
our Indigenous heritage   Parks with places to sit 
and enjoy nature   Small swimming area as 
mentioned in the plan produced by Richard 
Flanagan, the Previous Governor and the rest of 
the planning group presented recently to the 
Premier   Affordable housing to support our 20-
40yrs old age group who are challenged currently 
to find a place to live   Space for the Antarctic 
Division so that Tasmanians and visitors can learn 
more about our participation in the Antarctic 
Treaty and be close enough for the Antarctic 
icebreakers to be loaded   One or two cafes

Antarctic Division presence, Aboriginal 
reconciliation area/garden with plantings of 
indigenous food plants as well as aromatic plants 
like lemon myrtle, rail or bus transportation 
between Mac Point and the city   Building 
constructions that are a blend of new and old 
using wood to represent our native forests (not 
from our native forests but plantation wood) and 
stone used in older style buildings like Parliament 
House

Yes, in New Zealand re Maori culture   Visitors were 
introduced to the culture with a haka, small play re 
customs,  the respect for nature and how our 
indigenous are hunters and gatherers

Sustainable means an area that will remain of 
interest to both Tasmanians and visitors over time   
One that is not going to put us into debt, like the 
current consideration of an AFL/large entertainment 
area   There is a good chance that over time, the 
stadium will not be sustainable if unable to fill it for 
AFL events or concerts, etc   The AFL is taking no 
risk because in the contract Tasmanians will need to 
fit the bill if it is not sustainable and AFL is leasing it 
for $1 while Tasmanians will receive nothing from 
the games themselves

Organisations that support climate change, the 
Antarctic Division and research, UTAS research, 
Aboriginal businesses

Take a ferry from eastern shore to the city   Walk or 
take light rail to Mac Point   Walking is the best 
way to move around the site   Could also use 
airport style vehicles for those who cannot walk 
the distance   No electric bicycles or scooters used 
by visitors/Tasmanians as they would need to be 
parked at the entrances as the area would be a 
walking one   Strollers or walking frames would be 
acceptable and no animals See above

413 06-Jun-23 Lyn Donohoe Yes  nothing specific  just looked 

Multi use area eg parks , dog walking areas , cafes 
, areas for buskers / performers, green space , 
cultural centre 

As per previous question , but definitely not a 
stadium !!

Area on mainland Australia, felt like you were 
welcome & included

As per the survey I filled out approximately 12to18 
months ago  Similar to CCCs design plan for new 
precinct

Cafes , drop in centres some small community 
housing for short term emergency

By car , extende lengths-car parking for elderly & 
disabled 24 hour surveillance

414 06-Jun-23 Roslyn Hall
Mona summer and winter events  cycle path when 
avaiable Public park ,Antarctic centre, coffee shop Antarctic centre Salamanca markets with local crafts and produce

Accessible by public transport walking and cycling  
Sheltered outdoor areas Local as opposed to multinational Cycling, bus, walking options Public toilets  Adequate lighting

415 06-Jun-23 Hoare Kerry No A stadium with picnic areas and transport hub Football Yes  It was nice Public fruit gardens Football and restaurants Hopefully new buses that will be set up
Transport hub but have enough parking to give 
people the option

416 06-Jun-23 Matthew Berry Yes  work

A restaurant on the upper level on the outside of 
the stadium that captures the view of the River 
Derwent and a free public access point on the 
upper level of the outside of the stadium that 
contains a viewing platform and recreational area 
to sit and take in the view of the River Derwent and 
Mt Wellington (not the field)

Public open space and affordable cafe style 
eateries  Clean and fresh public toilets and 
amenities

It should include a large and safe bike 
parking/storage area where families can ride to the 
precinct and safley leave their bikes whilst having 
breakfast/lunch or shopping then able to collect at a 
later point at no charge  Make this a place that 
locals want to take an outing to

Cafe & Restaurants, bike hire, Street food, Kids play 
equipment Car  Light rail to northern suburbs

Monitored security cameras, No late night 
bars/clubs  good lighting





437 07-Jun-23 john murden

Showed  respect at the Cenotaph and enjoyed the  
 All Round   unhindered  View  of  the Derwent
and  aspect of the City of Hobart  and surrounding  
suburbs   whilst sitting on the grass

This area  is  a place for the people of Tasmania  
and the Mainland  to come  to  show respect to 
their  loved ones  who   gave  their Lives  to protect  
 Their Country and their Families, and  It should  
not be adulterated
by placing  a Ten Story High  Monolith of  A  
Stadium  over  200 metres long

Something must be  done with this  land , that 
respects  the traditional owners and  yet gives 
Benefit  to 
All      This Money belongs  to  All  Australians ,and  
 is   Not  to be Squandered  to the satisfaction  of 
any
Politician /Person  , OR ,  for  the  Minority  of 
People  who want  Self  Gratification No comment

     ,            
Story High  Monolith  of a Stadium     We already 
have 
a Stadium  at Bellreive   across  the River ,which is 
Mostly  Unused        Not only will a stadium cost  
over 
One Billion Dollars  Australian , but the ongoing 
maintenance costs will Cripple  Tasmania's  ability 
to provide 
 and  maintain other more  essential  services,  Like  
Paying  Doctors  a comparable  wage  similar to 
what they get paid on the Mainland     This will stop 
them from leaving our Hospitals  without  Medical 
staff and unnecessary  Deaths of Patients who need 
Doctors No Comment

To help  reduce  Future  Traffic  congestion  to and 
from  Hobart ,  some of the Federal  Grant could  
be used  to  Create  more  Ferry  Terminals  on 
both sides of the  River Derwent     This will  
reduce  traffic  and parking 
problems ,  allowing  people  to Leave their Car  
out of the City ;   by travelling to work  Via Ferry    
Also providing  more bus services,       Individuals  
drive  one car  into Town , Whereas  a Bus  OR 
Ferry  can  provide transport for many,  it's 
Common Sense
A Mere  Fraction  of the  cost of the other 
alternative  of  Building extra Roads  and  Parking   
facility Problems No comment

438 07-Jun-23 Maxine Drew Yes, marvelled at the position and the mess it was Yes

A public place of parkland, restaurants, picnic 
areas suitable for ALL ages, something similar to 
to Brisbanes south bank  With no giant monolith 
buildings  over shading the whole area  the RSL 
are very unhappy about it blotting out out the 
historical value or our cenotaph , which hold great 
memories in our thoughts   It’s the wrong place 
too close to the city should be out where is more 
central, to free flowing traffic , at a place out near 
Mona and sports centres near other sports areas  
Who ever suggested that it would be like the 
Sydney opera house is delusional  It will be an 
eyesore and what’s more we are blackmailed into 
that position  It’s been a dictatorship by the the 
AFL last time I looked they did not rule Tasmanai  
it’s so disgusting I can’t get my head around it  I  
am Tasmanian born and bred from good convict 
stock and my 3 times great grandfather being the 
1 st Lord Mayor of launceston, recently moved to 
home to Hobart, at this rate I think I will be moving 
back  from a government who are not runny a 
democracy  they even forget Tassie on the maps 
on the mainland

I’m not against the

Yes I lived in Brisbane and the south bank area was 
an absolute credit to council and govt  we used it 
regularly  Even a swimming area in it the gardens 
were beautiful

See above  the building will over power the area, 
heaven help us if it goes the noise levels of arriving, 
leaving, and the noise of the game so near a city 
with be detrimental to city life

Restaurant service, picnic area, waterhole area, 
parklands, no casinos, peace area where one feels 
safe to be   I don’t think I woul feel safe with a 
football stadium , crime rate will go up and need to 
monitored I would not go it would be too difficult I have no idea, I would not feel safe

439 07-Jun-23 Sarah Rackham

Walked through the area on many occasions   I 
created a podcast walking tour (no longer 
available except on YouTube) for the Domain area  
It included descriptions of the International 
Exhibition in 1894-95, The Regatta, the Railway 
station, the Royal Engineers building, and the 
Slipyards

 d y          
site  It will completely destroy the historical 
connection between the Domain and the 
waterfront area  I would like an Aboriginal park, as 
envisioned by MONA and would not mind some 
housing on the site identified as the location for 
the Stadium  Housing on the Regatta ground 
should not be permitted as this area would require 
additional road access to be built, further 
encroaching on the public area of the Domain, and 
destroying the heritage and Aboriginal links to this 
area  The Cenotaph and surrounding area will lose 
the special relationship with memorials of this 
nature

Anything other than a vast stadium that will 
completely dwarf the area, and will create a 
massive transport and noise problem  Traffic and 
parking are difficult enough in and around the city 
as it is, without an additional 23,000 people 
converging on the city centre for events  A 
conference centre building would provide some 
employment and would be well utilised

The area should continue to provide for port 
activities such as cruise ships and Antarctic vessels  
Retaining links to the Aboriginal heritage of the 
island in a park area with a museum and story-
tell ng area

Aboriginal interpretation and establishments such 
as the one that has recently had to move because of 
the uncertainty of its future on the site

I feel that one of  the worst features of putting a 
large stadium in such a central location where 
there are already significant traffic and access 
problems is that no thought seems to have been 
given to transport issues  Expecting buses and 
ferries, even if the new 'express busway' is built, to 
cope with sudden influxes of thousands of people 
is unrealistic  City car parks cannot cope with a 
huge increase  Current concerts at the TSO 
concert hall create difficulties with access, so this 
problem will be hugely multiplied at sporting or 
other events  Those with reduced mobility find 
access to this area is already very hard

440 07-Jun-23 Nick Forrest

Yes, many times
Mainly working for and attending various Dark 
MOFO events and installations as well as events at 
‘The Good Shed’ and Hobart Brewing Company 
sessions

A Stadium is a priority!!
But I think a Hotel similar to the  Toronto Marriott 
City Centre as part of the Rogers Centre/Rogers 
Field
This would be a great point of difference for our 
new stadium and AFL team, not to mention a 
unique experience for other events including 
stadium concerts etc

A Hotel similar to the  Toronto Marriott City Centre 
as part of the Rogers Centre/Rogers Field
This would be a great point of difference for our 
new stadium and AFL team, not to mention a 
unique experience for other events including 
stadium concerts etc

Victoria and their passion for sports is similar to the 
passion Tasmanians have for AFL and other sports
Their city is alive with the events in and around 
their CBD and Hobart need a 21st century venue to 
bring us up to speed with requirements of modern 
facilities  This will benefit multiple future 
generations and cannot be undersold how 
important this opportunity is

M e th  H        y 
Centre as part of the Rogers Centre/Rogers Field a 
‘Green Hotel’ with Eco friendly and zero emissions 
to compliment Tasmania’s clean and green 
reputation
This would be a great point of difference for our 
new stadium and AFL team, not to mention a 
unique experience for other events including 
stadium concerts etc
And for the rooms without a ‘stadium view’, they 
could be ‘river view’ to service non-sporting/events 
clients

I think designing and building infrastructure to allow 
small, local businesses to succeed in the precinct (ie 
Cafes, restaurants, specialty shops, art galleries etc) 
should be higher priority than catering for large 
corporations that funnel local money back out of the 
state

Ideally I’d like to be able to drive, but I am firmly of 
the belief that changing generational routine starts 
with the current and immediate future generations 
by implementing a decent public transport system 
to rapidly move large numbers of people to 
outlying ‘parking hubs’ for events  Making this 
quick, easy and free while maintaining the event 
atmosphere will be crucial to its success or failure

Something like a pop up Police station/Booth 
similar to that which was in the Elizabeth street 
mall for a obvious and accessible Police presence 
but would need to be staffed with officers under a 
directive of positively engaging with patrons 
rather than suspicious of the attendees and 
antagonistic toward general boisterous behaviour

441 07-Jun-23 Peter Francis Festival of voices  2022 The multi-purpose stadium offers a great precinct Park lands and linkages with the city The red shed offered a great place to meet locals
Offer lots of versatile spaces for planned and 
impromptu events Scientific organisations Major crossing points from MP to city

442 07-Jun-23 Torty Dark mofo, regatta

AFL stadium, but of green public open space if 
possible - but if a federation square feel  You want 
people to want to hang out there  There needs to 
be things that attract all ages, a real community 
vibe  It all needs to be accessible

Solar power, wind power where possible, under 
ground rain water tanks collected from the stadium 
roof and surrounding business roofs

Tasmanian AFL team, cafes, restaurants, beauty spa, 
coffee shops, Ferries, light rail, buss, walk, taxi/Uber eank

Security camera, adequate lighting so people feel 
safe, security,

443 07-Jun-23 Mary Dwyer
Yes  Walked around the area, haircuts, food, music 
and the Frist Nations park/garden

ABSOLUTELY NOT A STADIUM  I REALLY LOVE 
THE ALTERNATIVE VISION

PARKS, GARDENS, LIBRARY, RECONCILIATION 
PART  ARTS PRECINT NATURAL RESOURCES  - THINK EDEN

NOT A STADIUM  LOW HEIGHT, HIGH PARK AND 
GARDEN AREA WITH WALK, BIKE RIDING PARKS 
AS WELL AS A CULTURAL PRECINT  BY THE WAY - 
FOOTBALL IS NOT CULTURE  I THINK IT IS THE 
ANTITHESIS OF CULTURE THINK JUPITER PARK IN SCOTLAND

LIGHT RAIL  NOTHING THAT ADDS TO ANY 
VECHILES ESPECIALLY THOSE DRIVEN BY FOSSIL 
FUELS

GREAT SHELTERS, PUBLIC TOILETS BUT MOSTLY 
ACCESS TO THE WATERFRONT AND 
UNINTERRUPTED VIEWS ACROSS THE CITY TO 
THE MOUNTIAN

444 07-Jun-23 John Andrews No

Perpetually changing exhibitions and 
performances a la Melbourne and Sydney with 
workshops run by visiting artists and professionals  
Youth finals in sports and arts

Sustainable is the wrong term; self funding is more 
appropriate  Needs to include a mix of residential 
units, businesses, restaurants, cinemas, cafes, 
activities that promote almost continuous usage  
BUT with controlled rents and rates, not privatised 
ownership that maximises profits that eventually will 
lead to empty spaces and deterioration

Ones that attract a wide socio-economic range of 
people year round

It NEEDS to be an interchange transport hub for all 
directions east, west, south and north  Disabled 
and aged facilities for horizontal and vertical 
movement, which may involve providing scooters, 
etc

445 07-Jun-23 Simon Warriner No

A set of stocks where public officials who 
transgress against the public they are meant to 
serve can be placed to receive their just deserts

The pleasure of throwing rotten vegetables at 
errant public officials Yes  Authenticity

446 07-Jun-23 Josephine Petrov

Dark  Mofo  had  some exhibitions  at one stage  
which I   visited  also  saw a play  another time  ,  
have  walked   around  Regatta  Point  flown  a  kite 
with children  I

I believe  that  some of the land  was going to be 
used  by  the  first  Nations  People  but  I heard  
that is not  happening  now   It would be good to 
have  a  green  area  going  up to the  Cenotaph  
We need more  green areas Just a few shops  
Perhaps   hall a for  plays  and  exhibitions     Also   
a light  rail  to take the  p  people  to  outer  
suburbs

In Adelaide  where  the Festival  is  that was  a  
beautiful  area with the park  around  
l

We already have  a  concert hall  ,theatre  and  
Museum  and  art  gallery  so  do we need more  
cultural  spaces ?  Sustainable  Places  means that  it 
is worth doing  not  a  white  elephant    Hopefully  
some housing  will  be included  too  both  private  
and social  housing Hopefully  there  will be  a bus  

447 07-Jun-23 Luca Vanzino Dark MOFO, Hobart Brewing Co Walk along the shoreline An extensive waterside park - not a postage stamp

Sustainable precinct? Whoever wrote this question 
has been watching too many episodes of Utopia

Have nothing there but parklands NONE Walk, bus, cycle

448 07-Jun-23 Peter Middleton
Yes  For Dark Mo Fo  Visit to the marine board 
tower  Boating  Regatta

A multipurpose stadium  Parklands  Walking, 
running  riding tracks  Cafe  Kids park A Tasmanian AFL team

Yes  Darwins Waterfront area recently  Connecting 
the city and the waterfront

Include a stadium that is fitting with  the Hobart 
environment  Sustainable means multi-purpose, 
energy efficient

Tourism, arts and culture, Tasmanian AFL Team, 
Cafe  restaurants Ferry from Bellerive  bike path  bus  uber Lighting  CCTV cameras  open spaces

449 07-Jun-23 Nikki den Exter
Yes for regatta day, dark park & gin fest, the 
hairdresser & parking

Accessible community open space with room for 
food, outdoor markets & festivals, a huge park for 
kids, a reconciliation space  Not a stadium or 
housing

Trees, a soft landscape not concrete, bitumen, 
industrial land Yes & it made me feel connected to the place

It needs thoughtful landscaping integrating a 
combination of local native vegetation and 
deciduos trees that create shade in summer allow 
sun in winter  Water sensitive urban design  Limited 
hard infrastructure & buildings Community  culture & arts Light rail & pedestrian access

Passive surveillance, sensitive use of lighting, 
accessible to all, lots of ladies loos, unisex loos & 
disabled loos

450 07-Jun-23 Anke Skrandies
Breathed a sigh of relief that there will be NO 
STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM That theres NO STADIUM Design an area with NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM to trip over NO STADIUM

451 07-Jun-23 Leonie Webb Went to the regatta a long time ago ! Concerts, sports , markets , expos A new stadium Art Shops , bars , movie theatre, markets, 7 days a week Salvos , police point , sporting clubs , shops Shuttle train , ferries, Ubers taxis bus Salvos and police
452 07-Jun-23 Amanda Morrisson No Nothing Nothing No Don't None Nothing Nope



453 07-Jun-23 Robyn Lewis

Yes  Numerous times  Been to several Dark MOFO 
events, the zLong House, Cenotaph, Regatta, 
concerts etc

Sculpture garden, Tasmanian culture precinct, with 
accommodation etc  Something to be proud of  
Which isn’t a stadium, it just doesn’t have the 
support base  Even a mini theme park would be 
preferable than that  Marina Sands Gardens in 
Singapore coukd provide you with some 
inspiration

An amazing permanent food and art etc precinct 
and expanded museum, enhanced by AR and VR 
tech to engage young ppl  Almost 90% of TMAG’s 
collection is not on display because they haven’t 
got the space or resources  Expand that in an 
innovative way

Places to learn rom  1  Copenhagen  Lots o  open 
spaces, gardens, cultural buildings and fun in an 
almost identical setting  2  Singapore  Their river 
area has been carefully redeveloped, along similar 
lines  They now have specific museums for Asian 
Culture and Civilisations - how about we build one 
for Pacific Culture and Civilisations? Theirs is a 
global attraction, would attract far more ppl year 
round than a stadium for what us now a minority 
sport

I first it needs to be financially/economically 
sustainable! Which a stadium is not  Secondly, 
environmentally  I doubt that’s yet been examined

As above  World-class global attractions that 
incorporate, respect and reflect the local and 
regional culture  Look at MONA  It can work

There is going to have to be massive investment in 
public transport and also parking (park and ride) 
plus ferries etc to utilise the ‘blue water highway’ 
right on its doorstep  On the site itself, transport 
like Singapore’s Marina Sands Gardens for those 
who can’t walk

Police presence, especially if the stadium goes 
ahead, with associated drinking etc  Take a trip 
inside the gambling area and sports bar of the 
casino to get an idea of what to expect, then put 
all those ppl outside after a footy game finishes

454 07-Jun-23 Caroline Amos
Yes, arts and social events, kite flying, Hobart 
brewing company, The Long House

An open plan multi purpose precinct for everyone  
Showcasing Tasmania’s unique closeness to 
Antarctic, First Nation perspectives, Access to the 
waterfront, Art Gallery extension, Food, Drink and 
Open Parkland

Access to the beautiful Derwent River water 
events, First Nation perspectives,  Multipurpose 
housing, Something that fits in with the historical 
aspect of the waterfront, a recreated Wapping 
Colonial Tavern

There needs to be more of this in Tasmania that 
doesn’t focus on just on convicts and misery but 
our natural history, and connection to country

Access for all! A celebration of our arts and culture, 
not football and meat pie culture  Celebration of 
our diverse natural history, demonstration of 
sustainable practices with waste

Aboriginal participation in how it represents their 
culture, Arts practices, studios, non commercial 
galleries for Tasmanian artists, performance spaces  
Food, historical information and recreation

Reinstate the Northern transport corridor!! It’s a no 
brainer  Walking paths, disabled access, golf type 
buggies perhaps

Toilets, information booths, free water stations, 
night lighting  Lots of garden/trees to attract birds 
and provide shade  Seating!

455 07-Jun-23 John Rowbottom No Go to the football at the new stadium A new stadium with cafes  bars and restaurants I like how you walk down into marvel stadium Cafes bars restaurants I would walk or bus from another location No

456 07-Jun-23 Mark Havelberg Yes  down in Hobart for underage soccer with son A stadium to go to concerts  football etc Attend a football game
A stadium and areas for relaxation, dining, and 
respect to rsl  aboriginal etc Accommodation  dining etc

457 08-Jun-23 De-arne Webb

Yes I have walked often about the area with my 
dogs, I have been and taken photos   Parked my 
car and walked into shop in Hobart City area

NOT A STADIUM!   Happy to see low income 
housing wouldn't it be nice for low income families 
and individuals people with disabilities to have 
homes with water views?  Not the fences and walls 
of a multi-storey car park and multi storey stadium!   
  We already have numerous stadiums that would 
cost much less to renovate, there is a lot  of 
assumptions of possible uses and the height will 
impact the views for many others who live in the 
region!

NOT another FOOTBALL STADIUM! or Staidum!   
We have the DEC which is under utilised, and has 
plenty of  for room parking is also on the river and 
has lots of green space  Combine with the racing 
area next door what a brilliant entertainment 
sports and function centre, also under utilised 
already

That there was  NOT A STADIUM!  I can not 
imagine walking about on q quiet weekend to 
enjoy the park, or sitting in your house relaxing and 
having to deal with football crowds screaming, the 
music played  Or if as dreamed more functions 
filling the stadium    No wonder it is earmarked for 
low income families and individuals    That i could 
walk about the area and really feel the ambiance 
not be suddenly accosted by crowds of people 
arriving or leaving a massive stadium!   The 
ambiance was not overshadowed by buildings and 
structure that was half as high as The casino!   
Causing shadows and shade to fall on areas that 
would be in sunshine, and who knows how 
unpleasant the wind tunnels created by this 
massive structure on the foreshore of the river will 
create

NOT BUILD A STADIUM that is for the majority of 
the time not being used look at how often Bellerive 
is used and full to capacity nor is the DEC!   Nor the 
other one in north Hobart!   It needs to provide 
places that families and individuals can go that does 
not HAVE to cost them money   A stadium is not 
sustainable it requires maintenance, renovations, 
massive cleaning   What if it it becomes a white 
elephant??  It is too NO NO STADIUM! expensive 
for people to use, for the size and very rarely is filled 
to capacity!  NOT sustainable   Green space and 
low income beautiful homes with water views and 
nice outlooks what a gift and way to help people 
less fortunate   Green space surrounding the city 
and along the major roads with trees and plants 
grass that helps bring birdlife into town and helps 
remove emissions form the air   Ensure all 
businesses use environment products for take away 
that will break down or can be recycled   Noise is a 
massive environmental issue in cities and a stadium 
in the location will create noise issues for people 
living in areas YOUR organisation may not have 
even considered as Noise travels over water all 
noise   hmm wonder if the guests at Henry Jones 
and the folk who paid huge amounts for units and 
townhouses near by will be happy?  Ensure all 
residental buildings have opening windows and out 
door space so if ever another situation happens like 
covid people can be outside    Sustainable free 
access always to community spaces, plenty of 
disabled parking and facilities   Play grounds for 

I would like to see NO STADIUM family free access 
for green space, and free parking   Lots of it, this 
would get people out and exercising not sitting in a 
stadium watching sport  Businesses run by our 
Aboriginal communities   where the Artists and 
artisans are not paying massive commission to 
onselling galleries
 I would like to see sculptures by local artists, and a 
true representation of our aboriginal communities 
not just a token called reconciliation Park   I would 
also like to see some spaces that acknowledge our 
gay communities and what they have been through 
to be considered human beings and have the same 
rights we have   I would love a food van precinct   
Perhaps a second hand market reuse market, so not 
to compete with farmers market and Salamanca, 
Wonderful ones in the US and on the mainland   
Things for locals not just tourists   A true Tasmania 
artisan market since Salamanca is allowing mass 
produced not local items in now  
Things that do NOT take away from businesses and 
organisations that are already renting and operating 
in areas within the city as this will make the city feel 
even more dying

A jet cat service would be brilliant, imagine jet cats 
bringing people to mac point from huon valley, 
channel areas, Lauderdale, primrose sands, new 
norfolk region   Similar to Sydney huge tourist 
numbers use the parramatta river and other ferries  
Jetcats help a local industry     Bike tracks seperate 
to walking spaces so bikes, skate boarders, 
scooters are not on same paths as pedestrians   
perhaps for those less able/ inclined to walk an 
electric  tram system

Yes all areas totally disablily accessibility 100%    
Lighting at night that is not in your face but ensure 
safe passage  grass areas to sit and picnic, for 
office workers to have lunch in   ALCOHOL free 
area except in eating areas No alcohol to be taken 
off premises or out of designated areas   Good 
toilets and more than one set for disabled people   
 I imagine sadly a police presence especially at 
night    An area for people who are homeless to 
be able to shower and wash their cloths  That 
would be incredible for these folk!  Maybe even 
an area where they could sleep safely    lol yeah 
right Not likely because this is about a football 
STADIUM money that could be used for 
homelessness, hospitals, education, roads, to 
make all Tasmanians lives better!  I bet not one 
thing will be done to make the homeless who will 
unless forced out make use of the spaces in this 
precinct   the drug takers the alcohol over users

458 08-Jun-23 Frances Millar

yes  paid respects at cenotaph, enjoyed open 
grassland and views of the river and hobart, joined 
in small events, dark mofo, visited indigenous 
gardens, regatta and fireworks,

enjoy open space and the views of our beautiful 
city and river

a peaceful park with trees and small hospitality 
places eg bars and coffee shops, lunch venues

yes  Enthusiastic people in very small businesses 
adding colour and vibrancy to an area eg laneway 
hopsitality venues, local artwork and musicians  Its 
the people and the spaces, not buildings which 
give a special cultural feel and attraction

Parklands, open spaces, trees with minimal 
development

Viable small businesses, bars, restaurants, coffee 
shops, art galleries, tourist shopfronts, but only if 
viable

I will walk or catch the bus  Pedestrian friendly 
paths for meadering through the parklands nothing to attract those who may make it unsafe

459 08-Jun-23 Meg Bamber Attended arts & musical events
Beautiful green gathering spaces for Tasmanians 
and visitors

Quiet and calm that is industry and car free  A 
gorgeous place to wander and enjoy our beautiful 
harbour

Many, and they did not involve a sports stadium!
Take the busy sports stadium and its parking 
problems to an area outside the city, NOT next to 
the harbour
If you is watching a big game, you are not there to 
enjoy the water views!

Greenery, places to rest, places to exercise and to 
gather with friends and family

Buses, minibuses and appropriate services for 
those not so able Adequate lighting and wide paths

460 08-Jun-23 Brita Hansen
Twilight Market, Hobart Regatta, investigating 
options for science centre

I don't see that it has to be public space per se, but 
should be something that benefits a large section 
of the Hobart community See above

Several places in Scandinavian cities e g  Gamble 
Stan in Stockholm  cafes, interesting shopping, 
arts centre

Include amenities that benifits the Hobart 
population That depends on the final proposal i e  not a stadium

If a stadium were built I don't believe that there is a 
viable traffic plan that is feasible for this site

Safe pedestrian access that does not include 
skateboards  escooters  bikes etc

461 08-Jun-23 Andrew Brain

yes - cycled around it many times, Dark MOFO 
celebrations most years, visited Cenotaph  Hobart 
Regatta

Public open garden space and reconciliation 
gardens, Not an over sized, over cost, unneeded 
white elephant of a stadium that duplicates the 
three existing stadiums we already have and are 
used in Tasmania

Cleaned up  Relocation of sewerage works and 
remediation  MONA Truth and Reconciliation Park  
There is already massive work done, and 
approved by Hobart City Council for an 
appropriate development for the precinct  
Another stadium, that we know will cost far more 
than the 'pie in the sky' estimate of $715M is 
completely unnecessary  $240M of Federal money 
'gifted' for the proposed new stadium is nothing 
of the sort, it is brought forward GST funding that 
was previously untied grants money, now it is 
being tied to a (primarily) sporting stadium, thus 
diminishing Tasmania's ability to wisely spend 
these funds on more pressing societal needs  
Pouring more public monies into the AFL when 
they are already the most profitable sporting code 
in Australia, and are tax exempt, would appear to 
be extremely foolish at best, and a criminal waste 
of public monies at worst

MONA in Tasmania, and many arts precincts in 
Europe and Japan  None wee monolithic stadiums  
All had a sense of peace and cultural interest - 
completely at odds with a stadium centrepiece!

See previous comments  Do not put a stadium in an 
area that already has massive traffic jam issues  It 
beggars belief we would be even considering a 
major stadium on reclaimed land, right on sea level 
when global warming is highly likely to have an 
impact on this site in its expected life expectancy

See comments above  Certainly not a blood sucking 
leech like the AFL which pays no tax bleeding the 
economy to prop up onlne gambling on sport

Utter chaos  If there was a sudden influx and then 
egress of 23,000 people - walking to and from the 
stadium for the lucky few able to life near enough 
to walk would be the only solution  It is difficult to 
comprehend how most visitors would even get 
there in a timely fashion

No stadium, MONA Peace and Reconciliation 
park, masses of public space, possible outdoor 
sculpture park  Google such places in Japan - 
beautifully done and high visitation  The Setouchi 
Triennale held across the islands of the inland sea 
in Japan with many permanent and temporary 
exhibits is just one idea we could learn from

462 08-Jun-23 Simone Brinsmead

Yes  Walked around, explored the area in the 
1970s and 1980s  Went fishing off the wharf  
Looked at the old QE2 when it visited, and visiting 
naval ships Open parkland

Interactive connection with indigenous history, 
and then how the Europeans worked against 
nature to mould it into something soulless

Yes  It made me realise that European settlement 
ruined the vibe

Sustainable means it needs to appeal to the broad 
masses  within environmental constraints

Indigenous organisations, with sorry story telling as 
well as celebration of their culture  

I'd hate to see naff tourism retailers, hyper-
expensive restaurants, or facilities that are just for a 
small portion of the community

I would have to drive and park at the Cenotaph or 
Kings Domain, then uber in depending on how far 
away my car is parked

Panic buttons or a dedicated police presence like 
they have in the mall
No stairs, or minimise as much as possible  Close 
loop hearing facilities

463 08-Jun-23 R J Scott
Yes, look around, attended a meeting, went to a 
market

A reconciliation park, with trees, garden, seats, 
accessible paths  
Modern public library

A place for the people - to wander, meet, picnic, 
be entertained by e g  “pop up” musicians, choirs, 
dancers, other artists

Lots of places around the world  Whatever is local  
Stadiums definitely don’t fit such concepts

How long is a piece of string? You can make 
anything totally sustainable if you have the will, and 
tap in to the appropriate expertise

Some cafés, bars, craft, art businesses, possibly 
other boutiques, all on modest scale  Some social 
housing as long as buildings are best quality, 
environmentally sound  Those with limited means 
deserve decent habitation

On foot  A seriously decent, modern public 
transport system would be ideal, not the archaic 
service currently available  No car parks, the space 
is too small

Good paths, handrails and ramps as appropriate; 
room for prams, wheelchairs  Decent public toilets

464 08-Jun-23 Heather Frampton

Walking the dog, Dark Mofo events , lots of other 
events at the Regatta Grounds , Anzac service , 
and Goods Shed and surrounding open space 
… such as barn dance and  Mowtown concert  , 
welcoming friends off the cruise ships 

Events area that consists of small to large size 
buildings to house a range of music, art and 
performances  These can be hired out to meet 
realistic audience capacity  Shops restaurants, and 
interactive displays relating the the history of this 
area and the Derwent  Open green space to enjoy 

More areas open and closed to the weather 
elements for a range of activities for day use as 
well as night use  A reconciliation park

Sense of history, and acceptance of the past and a 
pride in the future 

It should not include a stadium  This space and its 
position to Hobart CBD is far too important to the 
people of Hobart  There have been so many 
opportunities to do better things with Mac Pt  There 
should not be a rushed decision to push forward 
with a super large football stadium after we have all 
waited so long for a plan that involves the whole of 
the community 

Antarctic centre ,
A  place to view our connection to the sea , marine 
life , sailing , shipping , supply ships , whaling , 
convict ships

I would walk as I am fortunate to live within four 
blocks of Mac Point

Well illuminated and well sign posted also public 
conveniences with some weather cover 
throughout the area

465 08-Jun-23 Brian Palmer No

I would like a leading architect to design a  
significant building for the site  I think that David 
Walsh (I think his name is), The owner of (my 
memory is failing me now, I'll be 86 on 18th of 
June), that remarkable building at the edge of the 
Derwent in Claremont

I'm sure David or his offsider, ------- Charmichael 
could come up with an ideal solution

Preferably not commercial businesses
Music by modern successful bands or presentations 
by top entertainers

We sold our Mercedes recently, and are not 
driving anymore  We have a Gov't  taxi card

466 08-Jun-23 Anita Harrison
Attended Regatta from childhood to adulthood, 
and Dark MOFO events Cultural events  sculpture park  picnic events

A version of Eden (Cornwall) and focusing on our 
Antartica connections

Yes   The local feel was not over ridden by 
commercial interests

I refer back to The Eden Projects now happening 
across the world   It means not losing sight of what 
makes a place unique, not giving in to over 
exposure and commercial returns at any cost

A focus on small and local businesses - art, craft, 
and food   Small event venues - example Heide 
Gallery   And simple set ups that are free to the 
public and promote health and well-being, example 
yoga in the park!

Walking from the city or domain would be ideal, or 
for those where walking is not easy, small electric 
trams

Dark MOFO seem to be able to make events safe 
and accessible   I’ve never felt scared or worried at 
Dark Park   So this would be a good starting point

467 08-Jun-23 SUSAN SAUNDERS no Sydney harbour public transport
First nations, eco friendly, sustainable and 
affordable light rail

appropriate lighting, wide footpaths, perhaps 
something like Darling Harbour in Sydney



468 08-Jun-23 Eric Cave I visited Dark MoFo events in previous years

A community space for friends and family to enjoy 
that captures the history and development of 
Hobart as a city on the shores of one of the great 
harbours and fishing ports of Australia

I think the history of First Nations People in 
addition to the development of Hobart Town 
including reference to  the steps taken to reclaim 
land from the Derwent and create a settlement

Yes  I visited Beechworth in Victoria and learnt 
about the Bushranger Kelly, his mother and family 
nd those who made up part of the Kelly Gang  I 
also gained insight into the circumstances that led 
to their send against authority and suppression

Housing is an issue for the State  The proposed 
Eden concept would have been an addition to the 
site
Some focus on First Nations people I would 
welcome  I am opposed to the Stadium not only on 
issues of cost but on the impact that it will have 
visually, in my view, it will be a blot on the city's 
landscape, dominating all else

Food outlets, a place to walk and enjoy the 
surroundings  I thought Melbourne Docklands were 
interesting to visit

Light rail is worth considering  Catching a tram to 
Melbourne Docklands was ideal  But I think access 
to the site is another of the conditions that negates 
a stadium being built there  It is inevitably a 
transport bottleneck that would require vast 
amounts of infrastructure and finance to change   I 
do not think Tasmania can afford such luxury
Hop on hop off busses would be worth thinking 
about provided that they were free and small

469 08-Jun-23
Work Pathways 
Students TasTAFE Mostly no (9 students)

A landmark - a Park - a Art Statue - Restaurants - 
Aquarium - Ferris wheel - a Maze - Roller coaster - 
Skate Park  - Water slide - Drive through Cinema - All of the above Something cold? Dark Mofo - Indigenous dancing ? See above - supermarket Access by boat (ferry) - Swim in -  Tram - Taxi Toilet - Shower -

470 08-Jun-23 Patricia Power I had a look around the area

A world-class cultural centre exhibiting the stories 
of Tasmania, it’s people, it’s history, it’s superb 
natural attributes, its creativity - a permanent 
exhibition telling the story of Tasmania as well as 
contemporary exhibitions demonstrating 
everything that is good about contemporary 
Tasmania

As above plus connection with the water and 
access by water

Ireland, Japan are examples  Both countries 
celebrate their heritage, acknowledge good and 
bad and take pride in their nations  We need to 
demonstrate our pride in our State

It should include parkland, ie ,grass and trees 
(naturally Tasmanian), water, examples of terrain 
and geology  all that is natural about Tasmania

A top-rate museum, an equally top-rate art gallery, a 
cultural centre telling the story of our people, an 
new State Library,  cafes, restaurants, a children’s’ 
playground

Mac Point is close to the CBD, to other attractions 
such as Salamanca and Constitition Dock, hence it 
is easily accessed by walking for most people; 
small people-mover trolleys/carts would be 
convenient for people to hop-on  hop-off

Good lighting, buses, mini, buses/trolleys, ferry 
service to/from various locations on the river

471 08-Jun-23 Jafar Clark Yes, sight seeing
Affordable housing units, hospital and medical 
precinct

One stop shop for all southern Tasmanian Health 
services

The importance of top quality Health and housing 
needs to be a priority

Hospital, mental health, aged care services and 
affordable housing Medical, Aged and disability services

A good ferry service and bus services would be 
ideal As above

472 08-Jun-23 Monica Antel

Looked at the archeological excavations  I also 
conducted quite a bit of research into the area 
when I was studying for Bachelor of Fine Arts at 
the Hunter St School of Art from 1999 - 2002  I will 
send that to you in a separate email as it contains 
some images See last point below

473 08-Jun-23
Yes, visited the area for an excursion to study 
biosecurity

Anything but a stadium  A reconciliation park like it 
was planned to be

A reconciliation park like it was planned to be  
Where you can learn of horrors the Aboriginal 
people had to endure Anywhere but Hobart

A reconciliation park like it was planned to be  It 
isn't an area for a free-for-all  There is significance 
here that needs to be recognised  not ignored Aboriginal like there was up until today

Certainly not by bus, they can't cope as it is, and 
our roads are already falling apart A reconciliation park like it was planned to be

474 08-Jun-23 Chris Haas

Yes  Friday night drinks meeting up with friends   
Concerts  Science talks  Dark MOFO art 
installations

Markets, festivals, gardens, Art and Reconciliation 
Park,  indigenous events, science events, maritime 
events, art exhibitions As above Yes  Locally made brews, spirits, foods and music

Indigenous perspectives are sustainable  Gardens  
Plastic free zone, bring your own utensils zone, 
sustainable design architecture  No stadium! As above Bike, walk  scoote  fer y I think of affordable housing as a safety issue

475 08-Jun-23 Mark Bresnehan
Yes - Regatta Point - attended and participated in 
Regatta events

The sort of things that a Stadium could 
accommodate (eg sports events, concerts, 
conferences, exhibitions, other public and private 
events)
Also, eating/dining experiences and activities that 
serve to create (or lure) a connection/pathway 
between and through Hunter St premises through 
to Regatta Point  
Some publicly accessible (free) outdoor spaces 
that lead to, or facilitate, a real connection to the 
foreshore/shoreline

A sculptural park or interpretative panel/facility 
depicting the evolution of human occupation in 
Tasmania - i e   40,000 year indigenous 
experience; early European settlement (50yrs of 
convict transportation - 100yrs of whaling); early 
predominance as a British outpost; modern day 
multi-culturism and improving inclusiveness and 
reconciliation

Energy efficiency - minimised maintenance and 
upkeep - a safe place - a place that is 'alive' day and 
night - a place that generates value, income and 
prosperity

Sports/convention centre, 
drinking/dining/entertainment, museum/exhibition, 
tourist/visitor accommodation (not self-contained 
flats/units)

B d, ty h, p ly   p y 
subterranean) pathways that lead to concourse 
areas and that enable unimpeded pedestrian 
movement from Sullivans Cove, Hobart CBD & the 
Domain
(Vastly) enhanced public transport 
systems/networks utilising Sullivans Cove dock 
areas or Regatta Point areas as drop-off and pick-
up locations (including the incorporation of water 
based public transport)
Perhaps in the shorter/medium term Domain areas 
can be utilised as event carparking areas until 
more mature mass transportation solutions are 
realised

Activities that continue after dark and late into the 
night
Good illumination

476 08-Jun-23 Christopher Richards Music  walking  parking  accessing adjoining areas
Community spaces, sites of interest for tourism, 
eating and cafes

More seating and open areas for socialising and 
taking in views of the water and historic buildings

It is a key reason i travel anywhere, the presence of 
cherished historical character enriches the 
experience of contemporary context and culture  
The loss of such links impoverishes any town or city

Relevant sites of interest and spaces for socialising 
for all age groups  There should be affordable 
housing for inner-city service workers and young 
people (not just dormitories for foreign students )  
Parkland and places for small business within 
existing structures  Retaining historical character 
while expanding public access to the foreshore and 
views of the river derwent   Community spaces 
means greater diversity and interest  As someone 
who has experienced the pervasive mono-culture of 
gentrification here and in Melbourne’s formerly 
diverse inner-city suburbs, i hope the emphasis is to 
encourage creativity and community in a way that 
naturally includes and attracts people from all walks 
of life All kinds! But more local than franchise stores

The metro bus service is not great, but what else is 
there?  Our roads are congested   I walk to the city 
when weather permits  Disabled access is all that’s 
required for Mac Point - or are the cable car 
proponents gearing up to bring us a mono-rail?

Proper lighting at night, well designed 
ammenities, comprehensive disabled access, no 
cars

477 08-Jun-23 Anne Gray No Reconciliation park A mix of activities and structures A ferry from Kingston Good lighting
478 08-Jun-23 peter hopkins yes  to have a look AFL Stadium without doubt AFL football MCG - footy fever stadium and open park land no social housing walk decent lighting

479 09-Jun-23 Brett Gould Walked
Reconcillition Park, Parkland, Hotel 
Accommodation, Restaraunts, TownHouses Open space Yes, informed Not a stadium see above Bus, Ferry or car from south of Hobart Pathways d lighting

480 09-Jun-23 Glenys Jones

Yes, on several occasions  These included
-  a 'Politics in the pub' session at Hobart Brewing 
Company where we heard from informed sources 
and experts about integrated management of 
marine ecosystems
- a book launch function held at the long house for 
a photography book celebrating Tasmania's wild 
places
- mid-winter night-time festival activities as part of 
Dark Mofo

Would love to see and find out about latest 
advances and innovations in sustainability 
including electric cars, tiny houses, solar panels, 
sustainable living, recycling, wind and solar power 
generation, circular economy and all the advances 
and best practice initiatives that Tasmania is 
implementing and advancing

1  Would absolutely love people to have mind-
blowing virtual experiences of soaring above 
Tasmania's outstanding natural, scenic and 
wilderness landscapes and the Antarctic  For 
example, fly-overs of Tasmanian tulip farms in 
flower; fly-overs of Tasmania's wilderness 
mountain ranges, hanging tarns, remote 
coastlines; fly-overs of Macquarie Island and the 
Antarctic etc  I recall being hugely impressed by a 
virtual reality fly-over experience offered at 
Californian Disneyland where the seated audience 
could really feel they were  flying in a hang-glider 
soaring above picturesque landscapes  This would 
be such a perfect way to showcase Tasmania's 
remote and scenic places to diverse and transient 
audiences who will never have the opportunity to 
visit these places in the real world   
2  Seeing and learning about innovations and 
advances in sustainability - especially through 
science and technology
3  Sustainable living events, displays and public 
forums  (e g  on electric vehicles, tiny homes, 
recycling etc)
4  A Tasmanian farm-fresh and seafood produce 
market
5  Winter solstice festival events
5  Politics in the pub - hearing from expert and 
informed sources on topical issues

Three stand-out memories where local culture and 
place combine to offer outstanding experiences
1  Granville Island Market in Vancouver is a hugely 
popular attraction where locals and visitors can buy 
locally produced and harvested seafood and farm 
fresh produce  For more info see 
https //www tripadvisor com/Attraction_Review-
g154943-d282447-Reviews-
Granville_Island_Public_Market-
Vancouver_British_Columbia html
2  I remember visiting a small village in France 
where the whole village turned out in joyful 
celebration of an annual festival  We joined in a 
community procession of villagers holding hands 
as they meandered through the decorated streets 
and bunting-adorned churches and other buildings 
lining the streets, led by a band of musicians
3  Night-time candlelight and lantern processions 
are held in various places around the world, and 
these always seem like an important and beautiful 
part of their local communities

Mac Point offers the perfect location to build a 
centre of innovation and excellence in sustainability 
(as part of the foreshadowed Antarctic and Science 
Precinct) to showcase, inspire and engage people 
in everything new and interesting in the world of 
sustainability   Think innovative advances in science 
& technology, world-leading initiatives in 
sustainability in Tasmania, and 'how-to' practical 
information sessions and demonstrations about 
how to put sustainability into practice (from 
sustainable agriculture to home insulation to solar 
panels to tiny houses to compost bins to native 
gardens for wildlife, to recycling and the circular 
economy etc etc)  Mac Point could be Tasmania's 
showcase for all things clean, green and 
sustainable  (And of course this would boost 
Tasmania's unique profile and 'brand')   To my 
mind, a 'Science Centre for Sustainability' would be 
an ideal centre-piece of the Science and Antarctic 
Precinct
Every aspect of the MacPoint design, layout, 
buildings and materials across the whole site must 
give inspiring expression to authentic sustainability

I would like to see Tasmania's leading research and 
science technology organisations have a presence 
in a 'Science Centre for Sustainability' at Mac Point , 
with the primary aim of showcasing, communicating 
and engaging people in exciting advances, 
developments and practical know-how for 
sustainability   
Examples of research organisations and 
government departments could include  CSIRO, 
UTas, Department of Natural Resources & 
Environment, IMAS, Antarctic Division; planning for 
sustainable communities etc
Examples of community groups and not-for-profits 
could include Sustainable Living Tasmania; 
recycling partnerships, electric vehicle groups; 
sustainable housing/tiny house design, NRM 
organisations, Tasmanian Land Conservancy, 
Planning Matters Alliance etc  
Examples of business and industry sector leaders in 
innovation and excellence in sustainability could 
include solar, wind & hydro power generation 
entities, architect firms specialising in sustainable 
design, electric cars/buses, sustainable design 
ferries etc

Arrival to the Mac Point vicinity by car with nearby 
adequate capacity parking station
It would be fun to be able to hire segways to get 
around the site  For the less mobile, I think the 
mini-train system they use at Darling Harbour in 
Sydney would be ideal   See 
http //www yogoyo com/travel-guide/anuj-
australia/sydney-city-photos/mini-train-darling-
harbour-sydney htm

Wide, well-lit footpaths; under cover areas where 
people can retreat when it rains

481 09-Jun-23 Paul Kennedy Yes  for a concert

A whole entertainment precinct that caters for 
major sporting events and concerts, small 
concerts, art shows, markets, conferences and 
keynote speakers etc

Obviously the ability for Hobart to attract major 
sports and entertainment events  The entire area 
could be covered by a transparent roof in the 
same style as the stadium so it becomes a truly 12-
month entertainment area sheltered from the 
weather

Federation square in Melbourne is a good local 
example, with it being a hub surrounded by the arts 
precinct, shopping precinct and sporting precinct  
It brings people together before they head off for 
other experiences like the arts or sporting events  

In Europe there are many examples where a 
walkable space in amongst arts and historic 
buildings becomes a social hub for locals and 
visitors

As I mentioned above, the entire area could be 
covered by a transparent roof in the same style as 
the stadium so it becomes a truly 12-month arts and 
entertainment area sheltered from the weather  It is 
the perfect location to create a place where there is 
almost always something to see or do in Hobart

Hospitality, arts and events-focused businesses that 
draw people to the area and make it possible to 
experience more than just a sporting event or 
concert while there  The ability to experience live 
music, performances, arts exhibitions/shows at 
various times as well as stadium tours etc will make 
this a social epicentre for Hobart, something the city 
doesn't currently have

Ferry service or bus to the city followed by a short 
walk to Mac Point

I think if the entire precinct is indoor with a 
transparent roof it gives safety and connection 
while still feeling open





500 14-Jun-23 Ngaire Hobbins

Yes, dark park during dark Mofo a few years ago  I 
often walk around the area  I have visited the 
excellent, innovative first nations garden there 
before it was allowed to be degraded by seeming 
disinterest  I was also organising a national 
conference (cancelled when covid lockdowns 
came in) and had arranged to have events at the 
garden precinct there and in the  beautiful Long 
House

I would like to see the area offer expansive open 
green space and gardens, ideally with innovative 
play areas incorporated - there is a very small 
amount of that in Hobart in the harbour area   I 
would like the Long House concept expanded as 
part of a comprehensive Reconciliation Park at 
Mac Point so that I could bring my visitors to a 
place of learning and engagement  Visitors would 
relish a beautiful open space and be able to better 
enjoy the river, the cenotaph and the harbour  I 
DO NOT want the area engulfed by a huge 
stadium

Open green space - walking around the harbour 
area is lovely but there is very limited green space 
or areas for families to gather safely in this area  I 
would like to experience a reconciliation park, an 
expanded Long House concept and a Museum of 
the Antarctic  I want the area open to anyone to 
visit and wander  I DO NOT want the area to be 
largely covered by a stadium which will restrict 
and hinder free movement at Mac Point due to its 
size and necessary security restricting access 
unless an event is on

This could be something unique - Hobart is a 
gateway to Antarctica - lets elevate that and make 
this area a celebration of the history we have  Its 
sad that Mawson's hut is tucked in what was 
originally a beer garden - we could do so much 
more  And then make the area somewhere people 
can wander and meet  Please DONT waste this 
space on a HUGE building with use only as a venue 
for sports and entertainment that need to be padi 
for - many, many people cannot afford tickets to 
stadium events but all can enjoy open space, a 
reconciliation park and hopefully a museum

Any infrastructure must use renewable energy and 
there must be a strong focus on recycling and 
reuse  Gardens can encourage community 
engagement

A museum or similar of the Antarctic  An expended 
Long House and a Reconciliation Park area   Some 
sort of playground area to encourage families to 
visit

A light rail  on the current rail tracks upriver or 
similar transport infrastructure to allow easy access 
to the area and limit the need to travel by car  
Regular ferry from the Eastern Shore (and ideally 
other destinations) and/or better bus infrastructure 
(including places to park cars to take the bus) to 
allow easy access from the Channel and Huon 
areas

Absolutely no stadium! This sort of venue, in this 
area will restrict public access because it will be 
used just when there are events and those events 
will be ticketed and therefore render many, many 
people unable to attend  When there are no 
events we are left with a huge, inhospitable 
structure using up space that could otherwise be 
open to everyone to enjoy and to be able to share 
in what Hobart has to offer visitors and residents 
alike - a beautiful harbour and river, an accessible 
and vibrant wharf area, ancient culture and more 
recent intrepid endeavour in Antarctica  Please 
don't waste this space on an imposing monolith

501 14-Jun-23 Lenka Loncar
Have not visited Mac point but did walk around 
Regatta Pt

Would the Point to be developed into a beautiful 
parkland that families and visitors an enjoy  There 
is no need for another museum, as our first nations 
people can be given a whole floor in our 
wonderful museum that we already have   It is an 
entrance to our harbour we need paved area near 
the River with trees that can be lit up by solar 
lights  Even making sea organs as in Zadar Croatia, 
it would definitely bring people there

Also having a walking path to Cenotaph either 
side of path planted with Cherry Blossoms, the 
rest of the land planted with colourful trees and 
flowering plants and lawns, a rock waterfall or 
fountain
We are a colder State and would love to see ICE 
SKATING RING there, when it was placed in the 
middle of a street near the wharf that was not an 
appropriate place to place it, but Mac Point would 
be a great place to have it, surrounding it with 
seating for parents and beautiful trees

Only in New Zealand which was a living and 
working Maori village, just museums children and 
adults would only visit once  The above suggestion 
would be visited many times by families and 
Visitors to Tasmania
Aerial view of Hobart  wharf area I’m sorry to say 
looks like shed City, when you see an aerial photo 
of Sydney it is gorgeous, there is no reason for our 
waterfront to be as beautiful as that The above is sustainable

A couple of  restaurants and  if they can hire out ice 
skating shoes, should be surrounded by lawn and 
flowering plants
In winter to have Vans that sell chestnuts, popcorn 
etc  in summer ice cream, pancakes
There would be a need for a carpark building A small children’s train Lighted paths, and security cameras or guards

502 14-Jun-23 Paul Haley
Many times, on Regatta days and while using the 
cycle track

Parks and gardens that would complement the 
magnificent views from this location

A pleasant place for both adults and children to 
enjoy the outdoors

Barangaroo  thought has been put into including 
aspects of indigenous culture, education and 
appreciation of the outdoors as well as the 
contribution of recent history to creating an 
'Australian' experience

It should NOT include a stadium that will compete 
with a pre-existing facility that is jus a few kilometers 
away, it should not become an unending financial 
burden to the residents of Tasmania, but it could be 
something that is financed by a means that will not 
just feed corporate coffers

503 15-Jun-23 joyce batchelor Yes  in the past for the Regatta events Open space utilising native plants only
Local artworks, indigenous and otherwise   Good 
shelters  appropriate Tas type weather!

Geelong foreshore, Victoria    Space to walk, play, 
park  art works As above plus occasional festival/display space

Basic, simple, healthy food/drink vendors, NOT 
licenced, 4/5 star  Too much in Tas caters to the 
wealthy only

Park or walk from Domain, Botanical Gardens    
Park n ride like when the Taste is on, for when 
there a big events Decent toilets

504 15-Jun-23 Jan Hyde
I have visited for  archaeological presentations, 
MONA events, and to visit naval ships

I would like to see a precinct for events/sport, 
indigenous and heritage displays, small
- on rotation - museum spaces, generous 
garden/tree plantings, grassed areas and walking 
paths with interpretive signage, a link to the River 
Derwent, and with an appropriate architectural 
and location reference to the Cenotaph  I know 
that’s a lot but I have faith in Tasmania’s ability to 
develop something world-class   I am not keen to 
see UTAS/CSIRO/IMAS/Antarctic Division take 
over this space as it will end up being a car park 
and cement-block buildings mostly empty on 
weekends

At Mac Point I would like to experience a unique 
architectural precinct (no concrete boxes thanks) 
where I can access the precinct by foot/wheelchair 
or from the water  I want to see Tasmania’s version 
of the Roman Colosseum meets Sydney Opera 
House

Yes, Waitangi Treaty Grounds (NZ) is indicative of 
local cultural approach   It is fabulous and I think 
would be a good influence for designing Mac 
Point  It combines entertainment with education 
and commemoration (it houses the Maori War 
Museum)

Use local materials, designers and  workers where 
possible - this will give a sense of pride and 
ownership to the project and support the city and 
State with employment and skills development

This space I envisage is maximised for the people   
The only businesses I would like tosee at Mac Point 
would be directly associated with the precinct’s use 
and purpose i mentioned earlier   I don’t want to 
see buildings for the purpose of only running a 
business - there is plenty of space in the CBD for 
that!

As above, I would like proper lit paths for walking, 
wheelchair accessible access, access the River 
Derwent, public transport to the entrances to the 
precinct -  think how Melbourne uses its extant 
light rail and trams to various entry points at Albert 
Park Lake for the Grand Prix

Functional, yet subtle, lighting is needed  
Pedestrian-first focus  Separate scooter routes, 
and scooter parking areas out of sight (they are an 
eye-sore)

505 15-Jun-23 David Hanlon Yes  Regattas and MOFO Events etc
A roofed stadium providing AFL games and other 
sporting and cultural events  concerts etc

With the stadium as centrepiece, a cultural, artistic, 
open plan space  The Rambler in Barcelona 
included in Tasmanian form

Many  Barcelona, Seville, Salamanca, Porto, Paris, 
Moscow, Prague, the cities of the Baltic States  In 
fact most of the cities of Eastern Europe  In the UK 
many also  Wherever I have travelled cities and 
areas with a deep history reflect local culture  Our 
deep history is that of the First Nations and this 
needs to be understood and made part of this 
place

Means little specific to Mac Point  All developments 
need to be now sustainable

The stadium is very important to me and is the 
keystone to the other developments  Organisations 
and businesses representative of that which is 
uniquely Tasmanian  Our art, food, craft, products 
and stories  Truth telling about our dark past

Public transport including rapid transit bus or light 
rail on northern rail corridor  On site no steps or 
stairs, wide pathways, surfaces that facilitate ease 
of walking Good lighting wide and open access points

506 15-Jun-23 Gunnar Martschinke No

507 15-Jun-23 sandra grealish

Yes , for covid test otherwise the place is a 
wasteland so the question you ask is not relevant  
Also, the name Mac Point is rebranding of the 
area, without consultation  The original name 
should remain  It is what it is its historically place 
name with links to Hobarts and Tasmania's history

Botanical gardens, art precinct, importantly 
relevant to the place  Revolving exhibitions and 
events  Historical associations of the land, first 
nations and also the early settlers, convicts who 
disembarked at the point  Mcquarie point should 
tell the story  Open spaces and park for children , 
elderly disabled , inclusive spaces free of charge

A place for all Tasmanians and visitors culturally 
appropriate and owned by Tasmanians  A meeting 
place        Certainly NOT a football stadium owned 
by corporation and big business

It was respectful and immersive, to all whatever 
culture creed, etc  Inclusive and interesting in terms 
of what is available

NO  FOOTBALL STADIUM , full community 
consultation about use of the land and ownership 
by community  NOT SOLD OFF to those whose only 
interest is overseas shareholders dividends

Community focused a cultural hub ,  inclusive , art 
school in Hunter Street to remain as such  McQuarie 
point to replace the Hobart city center when it 
becomes a defacto university precinct  A safe place 
to be 

By car, the public transport is terrible especially 
from outlying areas  Otherwise, will exclude many 
people from being able to visit

A footballstadium is not the only option for 
development, other alternatives should be 
considered

508 17-Jun-23

I've visited the regatta several times, as have I 
been to the cenotaph many times for the ANZAC 
day service  I don't think I've actually walked onto 
Mac Point as I believe it is fenced off? However I 
have seen into it from over the back of the 
cenotaph  I have also spent a lot of time at the 
surrounding precinct attending cafes and bars

I would love to see an AFL stadium at Mac Point  
Growing up in Hobart it was always a dream of my 
friends and mine to see a Tasmanian team 
represent us in the AFL  It was such a shame that 
we didn't have a team at that time as we were 
always looking up to Tasmanians who made it into 
the league  I know that my mum, dad, brother and 
grandfathers all shared the same dream, of one 
day being able to support a Tasmanian AFL team  
It was one of the proudest days of my life when 
Tassie was announced as the League's 19th 
licence  

Football is a great way of bringing people 
together  Whether that be families, friends, 
colleagues or strangers, people can unite and talk 
about the football  It's a source of great pride and 
community  As a Tasmanian who currently lives in 
Melbourne, I often attend the AFL with fellow 
Tasmanian friends  It's a wonderful way to spend 
an afternoon together and unite  Although it 
would be so much better if all of us Tasmanians 
could get together and support our own team

Additionally to that, Id love for the precinct to 
include bars, resteraunts, cafes and eateries that 
can really showcase the best of what Tasmania has 
to offer  That way it can be incorporated with Dark 
Mofo, the taste, the end of the Sydney to Hobart 
and more  It should add to the salamanca precinct 
as the hub for tourism and for Tasmanians, as the 

As is proposed, I d like to see the truth and 
reconciliation park included  Tasmania has a dark 
past that is not discussed enough in our education 
system and is often forgotten  This is essential to 
include
Personally I think it would be a terrific thing to 
coincide with the AFL team, as Australian Football 
is an adaption of the traditional indigenous game 
Marngrook  The AFL also does so much to assist 
indigenous Australians and Tasmanians, with 
indigenous people being much more represented 
in the league than in population  Indigenous 
Tasmanians are also wonderfully well represented 
in the AFL, with Fremantle captain Alex Pearce, 
gun bulldogs backman Liam Jones, Richmond 
forward Rhyan Mansell and North Melbourne gun 
Tarryn Thomas being a few I can mention off the 
top of my head  I think it would be sensational for 
Tassie to host a game during sir Doug Nichols 
indiginous Round and for patrons to be able to 
coincide their visit with reflecting on Tasmania's 
past at the Truth and Reconcilliation Park

As a side note, I think it would be wonderful for 
Tassie to host a game during ANZAC round, and 
likewise to what I've just mentioned, patrons could 
come from the cenotaph or reflect there post 
game

When I think of the surrounding precinct I think 
that a lot of the places where you can eat are quite 

I feel like there are many parts of Melbourne that 
do a really good job of reflecting the history of the 
suburb as well as it's present identity  A few 
examples of this could be Richmond, Carlton, 
Collingwood, Fitzroy, Footscray Etc  Each of these 
areas are intrinsically linked to their past, and are 
united through their identity which is strongly 
linked to their football team  All of these suburbs 
have done a good job of preserving the distinctive 
architecture of their suburbs whilst continuing to 
develop and build things that are linked to the 
modern identity of the place  For example, 
Richmond has embraced it's Vietnamese influence, 
Carlton has embraced it's Italian migrant culture, 
Fitzroy has embraced a progressive inner 
city/hipster culture and Footscray is a multicultural 
hub with Vietnamese, Chinese and Sudanese 
influence  It's fantastic to see the unity that football 
inspires within these suburbs when their respective 
teams play  

The identities of these suburbs are linked to their 
pasts but they are aware they are constantly 
evolving  The uniting factor of these places is the 
football teams, with people from different 
cultures/places being able to unite over shared 
purpose

I think that part of being a sustainable precinct is 
building it right the first time  I'd like for Mac point 
to be a place that people picture when they think of 
Hobart for the next 100 years  Therefore it should 
be built well and not done by the lowest bidder

That means building it in a way that captures the 
Tasmanian identity  It should also utilise materials 
that are natural and beautiful, such as sandstone, 
convict bricks, exposed timber, as these are 
materials synonymous with the state and will ensure 
the precinct in loved by locals and remembered by 
tourists

As I've mentioned previously
A multipurpose stadium which could be the home 
of the Tasmanian Devils AFL team
Truth and reconciliation park
Plenty of pubs, bars, resteraunts and cafes
A port for tourist boats to come and go
Sculptures and art surrounding the precinct  Could 
it collaborate with MONA? Could there be a guided 
art tour?
Perhaps a Tasmanian Sporting Museum?
Stadium Tours, could you walk on the roof as 
people do at Adelaide oval and Optus stadium?

I ll start by saying that I think the potentially 
transport issues are overplayed  Over 100,000 
people attended Dark Mofo, for which there were 
very few transport issues  So for a crowd of 23,000 
I don't think too much will necessarily have to 
change

The preferred transport method for most people in 
Tassie is cars, which is understandable  It's hilly 
and often cold and wet  Fortunately Mac Point is 
well serviced for car parks up on the domain  Every 
time I've attended either the Regatta or ANZAC 
day we've parked up there and it hasn't been too 
much of a problem  There's also some parking at 
the regatta grounds and at parking facilities in the 
city  It's also close to the bridge which makes it 
easier for traffic to get back to the eastern shore 
without blocking up the city  Plus major roads from 
there run in just about every direction

Hobart's public transport system leaves a lot to be 
desired, however it can't get to be a much better 
location than mac point, which is in easy walking 
distance of the bus mall in the city (from which 
most of the busses go through at some point ) I 
know that in the past there have also been bus 
terminals at the regatta car park to get people 
across to Blundstone arena  Perhaps extra bus 
services for eastern shore residences could be put 
on from there

As I mentioned previously I think that having a 
well serviced taxi/uber rank is essential, as is 
making sure it is well serviced by bus and public 
transport routes so that people can get home 
safely

The precinct should obviously be wheelchair 
accessible and have lifts/escalators within the 
stadium  Likewise it should have reserved seats 
accessible to those in wheelchairs and their 
friends/families

I think that including artwork, sculpture, light 
installations and plants will make the precinct a 
hub for a diverse range of people (locals & 
tourists)  It will also serve to let people know that 
this precinct is to be respected and cherished 
which will hopefully serve to discourage antisocial 
behaviour

Being well lit is also a good way to make the 
precinct feel safe

509 17-Jun-23 Kathryn Shield

Did a guided tour as part of Open House Hobart 
several years ago  Have visited Hobart Brewing on 
several occasions for drinks, discussions and 
meetings  Walked all around the Cenotaph and up 
to the Botanic Gardens via the Soldiers Memorial 
Avenue, and back down around Regatta Point  
Attended Dark MOFO events there

I would like to see a mixed-use precinct with some 
good examples of sustainable architecture that 
'treads lightly' on the earth - housing, a community 
hub, eateries, galleries, parkland  I like the 
Macquarie Point Vision proposal because it 
addresses many of my concerns and creates a 
location with a 'heart'  I don't believe a stadium 
would be sustainable, and rather than a heart, 
would mostly be an empty black hole

An Aboriginal Cultural and Heritage Centre would 
be fabulous  We need somewhere to house and 
display all the Indigenous artefacts that are being 
(and will be) returned to their home  The Peace 
and Reconciliation Park, and the exposure of the 
original shoreline with the rivulet flowing again, 
would be both new and different in that it would 
recognise the past and serve the truth telling 
process we need to embark upon, while 
rehabilitating the natural ecosystem of the 
watercourse  Putting the State Library in this 
location would also be worthwhile  This would free 
up the existing Library building to better house 
the archives as they inevitably expand

Virtually every village or town I've visited in Europe 
celebrates its local culture and immerses its visitors 
in its history  Locally, Battery Point does a 
reasonable job of it with the care it takes to 
maintain its colonial heritage  Kakadu is also an 
immersive experience

To be economically sustainable it needs people 
living and working, shopping and dining there  It 
needs to attract people from outside the area - the 
Library would do that on a daily basis  
To be environmentally sustainable it needs best 
practice architecture and building techniques 
applied to its design, and future planning in its 
transport networks and links
To be culturally sustainable it needs to recognise 
both our colonial history and indigenous arts and 
heritage through the provision of gathering places 
for interaction and truth telling,

Businesses run by Indigenous people (like the one 
that was removed), as well as cafes and a small 
supermarket, the Antarctic Division, the State 
Library, galleries, music venues, a conference 
centre and a hotel - perhaps float the hotel off the 
point like the Morris Nunn proposal of a few years 
ago

I would just walk there (it's 1 3km from my home) 
but others will need a link into the city and further 
afield  Ferries, trackless trams, perhaps in the 
future, autonomous vehicles could run in a 
continuous loop up into the Domain, along the 
waterfront to Salamanca, and into the CBD  
Macquarie and Davey Streets should be run 
underground through tunnels, freeing up the 
surface and making a more porous interface 
between the waterfront and the CBD

The area is fairly flat but I generally prefer 
pedestrian pathways to be just that - for 
pedestrians, so apart from mobility vehicles for 
the disabled and prams, drop zones around the 
edge of the precinct for scooters and bicycles 
would be my preference  That would make me 
feel safer  Open areas that let the sunshine in, 
rather than cowering in the shade of an enormous 
structure like the stadium, would also improve 
accessability and enhance safety  A small clinic, 
medical facility would also help in this regard - a 
GP superclinic with doctors, dentists and 
pathology services could service a much larger 
area including the Glebe and the city if the 
transport networks were well designed

510 17-Jun-23 Eric Tiainen No A stadium Stadium

Yes I liked the intergration of heritage buildings 
into new businesses that the people seemed to 
appreciate and revere A stadium

Stadium, bookstores, cafes and Knick knack kind of 
shops

I plan to arrive by car, I believe it’s important to 
provide ample car parking on this new 
development Public toilets and street lamps

511 18-Jun-23 Geoff Hull
My wife and I have visited this area many time for 
dark mofo and other times for picnics and walks

Reconciliation park  Public housing  Gardens and 
park land

Shops, restaurants, arts, cultural history, public 
housing Italy- art  food  wines and beers  music  history As above

Restaurants, cafes, park land, bars, music venues, 
art  Culture recognition Railway is the only answer Lighting  cctv



512 18-Jun-23 Abe Francis

Yes, frequently  For Hobart Regatta, Dark MOFO 
events, Hobart Brewing Co, ANZAC Day service, 
use of the bike path etc

I would like to see an arts and culture precinct with 
affordable housing and public open space 
designed thoughfully for the social and historic 
value of the cenotaph and Regatta Grounds

A museum, hopefully that celebrates Tasmania's 
rail heritage

Alice Springs  There was a sense of history there 
that predated European colonisation

Areas that are freely accessible to the public  That 
include a mix of open space, but more importantly 
intimate spaces Mona  TMAG

Light rail, bike paths and other forms of alternative 
transport  I'd hate to see a big car park there

The precinct already feels safe  I dont think this 
will be a problem as it is some distance from the 
CBD and lighting etc will inevitably be part of the 
design

513 18-Jun-23 William Caught
Kite flying with children, fireworks, cenotaph, 
walking  picnics

Parklands and public open space, but definitely no 
hotels, stadiums, restaurants or other crass 
commercial developments

Parklands leading to open water views of the 
Derwent without commercial development Replant native trees and open parklands NONE

Walking from existing city parking - definitely no 
bus malls or private carparking Lighting at night would be fine

514 18-Jun-23 David Waters
Yes, for Dark MOFO, for occasional markets, for 
COVID vaccination, and for the Aboriginal centre

Improved facilities for markets, extensive park 
areas, including plenty of green areas and play 
grounds  Significant space for a truth and 
reconciliation centre

There’s no need to move the Antarctic centre 
there  A genuine multi-purpose facility for cultural, 
art and music events is much more desirable

Yes, Bangaroo in Sydney  First Nations properly 
celebrated, lovely waterside design

By generally greening the site, and limiting 
structures to a reconciliation centre, and a cultural 
centre (think Sydney Opera House on a smaller 
scale Markets, cafeteria and restaurant

By public transport, if improved, otherwise by car 
and walking  Footpaths and bicycle paths

515 18-Jun-23 Margaret Gunn

Yes  I have walked through the area and also 
attended Dark Mofo and Festival of Voices 
activities there

I would like public open space for walking and 
sitting in  I would also like space to be available for 
seasonal activities, like Dark Mofo and other Arts 
and Culture events  I would like to see information 
about the palawa people - the previously 
proposed Truth and Reconciliation Centre was an 
excellent idea  I would  also like the site to relate to 
the Derwent river and provide information about 
its history and ecology  I would like some tasteful 
small scale eating establishments

I would like Hobart to celebrate it's river and the 
culture of the original people who lived 
harmoniously with that river for millennia  I want 
space for outdoor entertainment of the sort 
provided by Dark Mofo and Festival of Voices  I  
(and tens of thousands of others) DO NOT WANT 
a crass white elephant of an AFL stadium that is 
totally inappropriate to the site and the Tasmanian 
economy

I have visited many areas in Australia and overseas 
where the local culture has felt a key part of the 
place  I would say that most of these places have 
arisen organically and not been imposed on the 
place by out of touch decision makers

You could start by listening to the people of Hobart 
and to the First Nations people of Tasmania  You 
could start by honouring the landscape and the 
spirit of place  It should be inclusive and have 
something for everyone, not a stadium which does 
nothing to enhance or celebrate the site and which 
is inward-looking, not outward looking  What a 
waste of a beautiful site that would be

Small holders, artists of all sorts, First Nations 
people, craft people  Nothing crass and generic or 
overly tourist -oriented  It should be a place where 
all Tasmanians delight to go and spend time in a 
beautiful location with family and friends

I anticipate going on foot  and expect that cars be 
banned from the site  There could be some small 
electric vehicles for those with mobility issues  
Public transport - buses and ferries - to get there 
from other parts of the city

Good walking paths, no vehicles, good lighting 
that is also dark-sky appropriate  good toilet 
facilities that are designed to be architecturally 
pleasing

516 18-Jun-23 Helen Hussey

Yes  Launched my kayak, flew kites, rode my bike, 
watched yacht racing  
War memorial remembrance Aboriginal cultural area Walking, pinicing Newcastle foreshore  Inclusive No stadium

Aboriginal heritage  Social and affordable housing 
mixed in with shopping and creative spaces

Wheelchair accessible paths, shuttles  linking Mac 
Point to Salamanca and parking Adequate lighting

517 18-Jun-23 Julie Stoneman
Yes l have spent time at both these locations 
doing various passive recreation and arts activities

NO STADIUM! As a landscape architect I really 
believe that this site is not appropriate for the 
stadium proposal  The plan that Tasmanians have 
worked on over tge last 10 years which includes 
the National Reconciliation Centre and Arts 
precinct ( which has been approved by CoH and 
Planning should be funded and built asap

Reconciliation and Arts precinct NO sporting 
facilities

Hobart has a strong sense of local culture, placing a 
stadium on this site will undermine local culture

It has already got a good approved sustainable plan 
which has been approved Arts and Culture Mixed transport options

Public open space activated with small scale arts 
and cultural businesses  Not a Stadium

518 18-Jun-23 Anthony Watson Regularly over past 5 yrs Sport  concerts  arts Interpretation of area history Vancouver  It felt alive and connected Access  access  access Food  sport  accommodation Public transport  bike  walking Public space

519 18-Jun-23 Joff Jennings Yes, I run through it 4?times a week
A multi purpose stadium, public open space that 
serves as a link to the Cenotaph & the domain

AFL football, soccer, cricket, concerts, festivals, 
conferences and more Yes, south bank London, diversity

I think it's an opportunity to be a conduit to 
sustainable public transport  This could revitalize 
hobart and medium density housing all the way to 
Claremont

Conference, Hospitality, IT, medical, Arts, Music, 
Science

An Electric Bus network would be best  Open 
spaces to walk through

520 18-Jun-23 John Bratt
Looked at the waste land in close proximity to the 
city A multi purpose stadium A multi purpose facility for all Yes it was multi purpose Keep your grubby hands off it A multi purpose stadium I’ll walk A multi purpose stadium

521 18-Jun-23 Chris Bowerman Not much A MULTI PURPOSE STADIUM A MULTI PURPOSE STADIUM MULTI PURPOSE STADIUM
STADIUM, COFFEE SHOPS, RESTAURANTS, BARS, 
NO LIBRARY PLS

Walk from surrounding precincts will make our 
own way to those precincts however suits us

Safety fine, water and road transport services 
should be improved

522 18-Jun-23 Sam Tucker Yes  Inspected dilapidated building Multi purpose Stadium Tassie team playing AFL Yes  Adelaide oval, it was brilliant
Use good principals but Let the design team 
resolve that

Apart from the stadium, hospitality, transportation 
hub, clever architecture Walking Well illuminated  Lots of activation

523 18-Jun-23 Shane Johnson

Regatta 
Anzac Day at Cenotaph 
Parking for wharf events

Go to a state of the art muliti purpose stadium 
facility that Tasmanian can be proud of

National and International Sport at the new 
stadium along with concerts and potentially 
conferences

The Gabba in Brisbane and it’s recognition of local 
Indigenous culture especially the tribute to Eddie 
Gilbert
The MCG and the bronze statue tributes to iconic 
sports people along with Yarra Park and the Scar 
Tree

Will leave that to the architectural experts to meld 
all the ideas into a sustainable development that 
makes people feel good to visit

State of the art roofed stadium 
Bars
Cafes
Restaurants 
Markets 
A Sports House providing office space to minor 
sports

Park off site and shuttle bus to the venue similar to 
Brisbane or park in the city and walk

Disabled access
Police post

524 18-Jun-23 Roger Robertson
I have been to the Regatta only, I have never set 
foot on the Mac site A new stadium for our AFL team AFl Football

I was recently at the Rocks in Sydney and was in 
awe of the place, Opera house on one side and the 
bridge on the other, with the trains and trams it was 
so easy to get around and all the shops in the area 
was full of customers and the whole area felt 
fantastic shops, restaurants and walk/ sit areas

shops, restaurants, maybe a Tasmanian exibit or 
antartica

I think we need light rail from Granton to the mac 
site a stadium

525 18-Jun-23 Lachlan Baird Yes, ate dinner at a local restaurant Build a new multi purpose stadium Watching the Tasmanian AFL team
Yes  The Brisbane Broncos home stadium and the 
atmosphere at a live game A new stadium for all Tasmanians to enjoy A new stadium

Like o get to all other major events in Hobart
Drive Yes, a new stadium

526 18-Jun-23 Michael Corrigan Dark Mofo
Restaurants, pubs, other entertainment venues 
and a stadium Going to the AFL NA Grass areas including native trees

Restaurants, pubs, entertainment venues, retail, 
stadium Public transport like buses, ferries Flat areas with minimum steps   Lifts if required

527 18-Jun-23 Maree Langford
Yes
We went for a walk and attended the regatta

A stadium and surrounding park complete with 
sculptures of Tasmanian wildlife
Acknowledging Indigenous groups Concerts and sports games at a stadium Definitely not Mac Point  It’s a eyesore as it is

It should house a stadium for not just sports but for 
concerts, special functions and events, conferences 
etc
It should also include a surrounding ‘green’ space 
where people can sit and enjoy a coffee purchased 
from surrounding shops  Perhaps a family friendly 
restaurant

Coffee shops, affordable eateries, gift shop along 
with a visitor information hub
Kids games area such as chess, naughts and crosses 
etc
A place of accommodation would also be of benefit

Mac Point would need ample ‘strolling’ paths
A ferry service too and from Bellerive and 
Lindisfarne
Express bus service to the northern suburbs

A friendly police/security presence would be a 
good idea
Good lighting   Security cameras   
An enclosed area suitable for young children to 
play while adults have a coffee

528 18-Jun-23 Sue Groom Had a drink Stadium   Cafes  Family friendly areas The above Melbourne Stadium As above Green space with walk ways Lots of lighting

529 18-Jun-23 Glen Bayer Yes  Dark Park
A multi purpose stadium to watch first class sport 
and events A stadium A stadium Hobart Brewing Company and a stadium Walking from the waterfront or bus mall Stadium

530 18-Jun-23 Jamie Grace Yes  Dark mofo and brew house STADIUM STADIUM

Marvel stadium  I liked how it opened up 
opportunities around it such as the hotel I stayed in  
DFO outlets eateries everywhere

STADIUM, CAFES, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS 
SHOPPING

TASMANIAN AFL TEAM, local restaurants 
showcasing Tasmanian local produce

Light rail or buses using the rail line  Ferries going 
up and down the Derwent walking to the CBD to 
hotels  restaurants etc No

531 18-Jun-23 Julia Pycroft Regetta Stadium Football No
Diggers played football and two up I’d like to see a 
stadium to honour our diggers Football I’ll drive No it’s already a safe place

532 18-Jun-23 Brian Clark Regatta/ war memorial
Stadium 🏟🏟 an all the above suggestions 🤔🤔 an 
make it a gateway to the city

A multi purpose stadium and redevelopment off 
mac point Ferries ⛴ an buses

533 18-Jun-23 Matthew Roach No A stadium A stadium and an experience no A stadium for all, and a welcoming environment
A stadium and some local high end produce, and a 
place for kida walk, uber, bus, scooter or ride nothing that comes to mind

534 18-Jun-23 Ian O'Leary
Went to Regatta, Anzac Day, park my car at Mac 
Point A Football Stadium Precinct A Football Stadium Precinct Adelaide Oval, MCG, Optus Oval in Perth A Football Stadium Precint A Football Stadium Precinct Depends, public transport, walk

A Football Stadium Precinct which will add to the 
entertainment vibe and culture of the area

535 18-Jun-23 Ian Henderson
Yes, nothing really - it is a completely dead area 
which needs revamping

A multipurpose stadium would completely 
revitalise the area, bring new business and employ 
many

See concerts at the multipurpose stadium, go to 
bars  have dinner

Yes, a lovely walk from town to the stadium in 
Adelaide was amazing A stadium will kickstart everything

It’s in town so naturally extra buses will be out in 
just like what happens in every other city where a 
big event happens

536 18-Jun-23 Maceo Schneiders Yes  Shop Stadium The new vibe of happy Tasmanian watching footy

537 18-Jun-23 Marc Verrier
Yes  Attended the Hobart regatta on multiply 
occasions  Visited the cenotaph

A football stadium to enjoy many different events 
with visiting family and friends Attend events a multipurpose stadium

Yes  Infrastructure was point in place for locals to 
enjoy the precinct and coke together

A new stadium and public park area for people to 
enjoy every day of the week Entertainment organisations

Improved public transport and suitable walking 
areas to get to from the city and surrounding 
suburbs Security services

538 18-Jun-23 Matt Grimsey
Yes, most recently Dark Mofo accessing from the 
Regatta grounds side

A new stadium to watch OUR TASNANIAN AFL 
and AFLW teams  A reconciliation park would be a 
bonus A stadium!! Yes, the feel of people moving about and sharing

Your proposal ticks the boxes for me  I am not sure 
about million dollar housing but if it makes the site 
viable and vibrant then can support it Convention/conference space/ cafes/restaurants

From where I live it’s by car but it needs  buses 
and LIGHT RAIL from the northern suburbs Plenty of soft lighting - having people about helps

539 18-Jun-23 Katherine Lehner No
Stadium and an experience similar to Docklands in 
Melbourne Skating rink or something family friendly No but would love to Minimising our carbon footprint Various

Public transport - walk - bike … bike track to 
extend from cornelian bay to their Police / camera presence

540 18-Jun-23 Nathan Street Yes  Dark Mofo

Multi purpose stadium  Parks and outdoor space  
Acknowledgement of traditional owners of the 
land Football  concerts  soccer  rugby etc A stadium

Tasmanian businesses, keep it local  Cafes, 
restaurants  bars etc

Walk or bus  Would be good to see some type of 
light rail running to and from the area

541 18-Jun-23 Wayne Taylor No Stadium
High profile AFL games, international acts, big 
bash games under a roof

Yes, Townsville  Sports mad and welcomed a new 
stadium Include ample conference facilities

Sports, art exhibitors, food retailers, accomodation 
providers Walk from nearby accomodation  Ample pathways No

542 18-Jun-23 Gary Morris Anzac day A football game in the new stadium A stadium

543 18-Jun-23 Andrew Burn
Yes - Dark Mofo, Hobart Regatta, Hobart Brewing 
Company  Pinot Palooza A stadium! Sports and entertainment  particularly AFL!

Yes - The MCG, we could have something smaller 
but equally special in our beloved town Build a stadium! Hospitality  sporting outlets  t fitness centres Walk or cycle Yes  a stadium

544 18-Jun-23 David Reid walked, rowed and went to the regatta

This area has great potential to be a long term 
asset for Hobart and Tasmania   Whatever goes 
here must be ICONIC in that it will provide a 
drawcard for people worldwide   Think Sydney 
Opera House or Eiffel Tower 

See above   This area should not be used for 
residential purposes   Residential and major public 
facilities really don't mix

Our culture is evolving   Prescribing a fixed idea of 
local culture will prevent a vibrant evolving 
situation

An arts/cultural mix which provides opportunities 
for locals to develop their ideas would be great

Light rail would provide the best way for people 
from the northern suburbs to access the site   A 
ferry service for people from the east   A 
waterfront tram service from the casino around 
Battery Point would provide access from a wide 
selection of areas to the south

545 18-Jun-23 Sacha Paul O'Toole Y- Dmofo, visit cenotaph, watched boats etc
Watch football etc at stadium, eat food, visit truth 
park Exhibition space to be proud of as a Tasmanian

Yes, certain places in NZ which embraced areas 
where community could congregate

Look at sustainable materials such as CLC 
construction, exhibit what tassie does well

World class resturants,  bars etc, street food 
options, market areas, elite sports integration Trackless trams which link MP to broader hobart Well considered urban planning

546 18-Jun-23 Adam Poultney

As a serving and ex-serving veteran I have 
attended the Hobart Cenotaph many times for 
ANZAC Day’s and many other annual military 
commemorative events  I have also attended the 
regatta festivities as a father of two children

First and oremost, a state o  the art, multi purpose 
stadium for AFL and other event  I anticipate that 
my family and close friends will heavily support a 
Tasmanian AFL Team and attend the stadium for 
other sporting events, music and the arts  The 
precinct is also an ideal location for restaurants, 
cafe's, pubs and clubs  Moreover, I would like to 
see a park land that provides a theme that 
connects the entire community, not dedicated to a 
single group

A world class stadium in a world class location  I 
would like to also

Brisbane's South Bank has a beautiful sense of 
place  It's a place for every walk of life

Central to sustainability would be an AFL/ multi-
purpose stadium  We know that stadiums bring 
people from all backgrounds and beliefs together

Australian Football League  A multicultural hub  
Restaurants, cafes and pubs, clubs  Housing 
dedicated to frontline and first responder workers

The site should provide ease of access using very 
wide pathways and comfortable seating to cater 
heavily for non-ambulatory visitors  I would 
definitely use the river ferry service between 
Bellerive and Hobart

No divisive material such as areas dedicated to 
singular groups



547 18-Jun-23 David Lithgow Yes  Just the regatta

The stadium will be amazing  I assume the precinct 
around will add a vibe to Hobart that will add so 
much to our town

Footy, arts, music and all the other sport that new 
stadium would create Hobart oozes culture

Crictical that we set up everything around the 
stadium
With real thought  Obviously restaurants etc but 
maintaining our Hobart roots

548 18-Jun-23 Jamie Macgregor Yes A new stadium Afl Yes
We need a world class stadium to draw people from 
all over the world Stadium  bars  restaurants and cafes The new transportation hub train or bus A stadium

549 18-Jun-23 Alison Lazaroff-Somssich Dark MOFO Trees, park, indigenous culture, cafes, gardens Indigenous culture, nature I felt proud to be Tasmanian
Nature, people friendly beautiful space  Culture
ABSOLUTELY NO AFL STADIUM !!! First Nations, community space, cafes

No idea - very concerned about that any increase 
in traffic would be a disaster for that area!

Yes  Trees, space to stroll and sit  Like Southbank 
in Brisbane

550 18-Jun-23 Matthew Blackburn
Yes, for dark mofo to, the Hobart brewing co, and 
also to see where the stadium will go A multi use entertainment stadium Concerts, sport and cultural events

It needs things that will have some interest to all 
people, not just a small few  It should not have 
federal govt agencies located there all large 
numbers of residents in housing

Sports, hospitality, nightspots, flexible interactive 
sights Walking from with the CBD and surrounds

551 18-Jun-23 Travis Purton
I’ve parked my vehicle there for work or run from 
the northern suburbs and return to the location Going to the football A stadium with a roof for all tasmanins Risdon cove Use recycle water  solar for power generation Hotel accommodation  bars and eateries

I would walk from Newtown along the bike track  
Light rail to the northern suburbs would be ideal Better lighting

552 18-Jun-23 Gordon Yearsley Yes  cycling  recreation  coffee

The multipurpose stadium would be perfect 
together with various other uses including housing 
and open space A roofed stadium People with purpose A stadium

Stadium and all the dozens of businesses that 
prosper with groups of people visiting Ferries

553 18-Jun-23 Gerard Brooks Yes regatta and dark mofo Multipurpose stadium would be a fantastic idea
See a concert at the proposed multi purpose 
stadium

Yes the mcg and dock lands stadium in Melbourne 
are iconic Multi purpose stadium Cafes , restaurants bars and hotels Undercover car parking

Businesses that are open and thriving with 
customers

554 18-Jun-23 Nick Dingle For dark park
I would love a new all weather stadium where we 
can watch many sports and bands Bands and football Melbourne docklands Stadium, open spaces and restraunts Cafes, bar, ferries, staduim

I live in Bellerive so I would like to see ferries go 
straight there No

555 18-Jun-23 Shayne Lewis Dark Park A new sports stadium Watch sports  concerts etc Atmosphere & inclusion
A multi sports precinct that would then overflow 
into the surrounding businesses and areas Sporting Bus  walk  car

Clean up the current woeful areas of potholes etc 
and make it an inviting area for numerous events

556 18-Jun-23 Mathew Briggs No never The stadium Multi purpose stadium and entertainment Dockland in Melbourne Stadium and food beverage hub Tas local produce Shuttle buses to and from city Safe walking track

557 18-Jun-23 Michael Hill Stared at nothing A stadium for AFL  and concerts A place to gather and enjoy life

Docklands in Melbourne, sport, bars and 
restaurants so we could gather as a family and have 
a great time It should include the proposed plan for a stadium Bars and restaurants With my legs  electronic signage

558 18-Jun-23 Jamie Lang Yes had a beer at hobart brewing company Stadium A vibe similar to south bank in Melbourne No
Multi purpose stadium and modern restaurants and 
bars Cafes bars restaurants Walk No

559 18-Jun-23 Ken Arnold Yes
A multi-purpose  stadium  for sports  and 
entertainment Big events  such as concerts and sporting  games Yes

Build things that create income  for the state not 
another green space that people  visit once and 
cost heap to maintain  for no return Sporting, retail ,restaurants and cafes Hopefully  by ferry or boat from the eastern shore

Good  lighting at night and wide walk ways for 
able body and disabled  people

560 18-Jun-23 Mark Carrick Yes Stadium no 1 priority Stadium Yes
Along the lines of Docklands in Melbourne, Circular 
Quay / Opera House Sydney  Brisbane River etc Cafes  Bars - Businesses catering for tourists Ferry  easy walk from the city

561 18-Jun-23 Richie Palmer Yes  Parked my car there Stadium
Footy games 
Concerts No

Stadium
Cafes
Bars

Cafes 
Bars restaurants

Car 
Walk
Car  walk  e scooter No

562 18-Jun-23 Brendon Briers No Multi Purpose stadium AFL Games, concerts

Yes, I loved the fact that the atmosphere and all 
those attending had a love & passion for the same 
thing, this common love made me feel a part of 
something special Bars & restaurants

I’d get there by public transport or Uber, a train 
service would be amazing though

Police base/presence stationed outside & around 
the stadium

563 18-Jun-23 Ben Eiszele No AFL and Entertainment AFL and Entertainment Cradle mountain Tasmanian resources Hospitality I would walk No
564 18-Jun-23 Craig Viney No AFL AFL Tasmanian team Cafes restaurants some retail Public transport from a central point

565 18-Jun-23 Bonnie Ryde Dark Park and the Hobart Regatta Attend an AFL/AFLW game at a new stadium
The multitude of events that could be held at at 
Stadium The feeling of it being a part of the city/area

Utilise recycled/reclaimed/renewable materials 
where possible AFL/AFLW  community organisations

Walk from home
Utilise great event management during times of 
large crowds  accessible footpaths Great lighting

566 18-Jun-23 Warwick Ashlin Parked my car
A vibrant village with a magnificent multi purpose 
stadium to view entertainment A multi purpose stadium Ayer’s Rock, I enjoyed the culture Clever and environmentally friendly technology Tourism, bars, green areas, family friendly Ferries and buses CCTV everywhere

567 18-Jun-23 Steven Park Walked through there, rode bikes
A football stadium that gives us a chance to have 
an AFL team Football

Footy culture is the way to go  Brings everyone 
together

Football Stadium, sports precinct, shops and 
restaurants  Maybe even a theme park  Turn it into a 
mini movie world

Stadium, Pubs, restaurants,  cinema, movie world 
style theme park Walk from town Public toilets

568 18-Jun-23 Holland Debra No Multi purpose stadium
Sporting events, concerts and cultural area around 
the stadium

Yes, gives visitors information on the culture of the 
country and cities

Parklands around the stadium places to sit and have 
picnics, cultural centre,   convention centre, special 
events area Not sure Parking in the city and walking or taxi

569 18-Jun-23 Robert Whitney

Yes I attended the dark mofo events  And it would 
be great see some of the displays inside the new 
Mac Point Multipurpose Stadium Restaurants  grassed park areas

Large scale music events that Tasmanian people 
always have to trace to mainland Australia to see 
spending large amounts of money in 
accommodation and air travel

Yes at Marvel stadium and at the Gabba in 
Queensland

Design it with street eat areas and local music areas 
that can be held on a weekly basis just like 
Salamanca mark to showcase our local eateries and 
talent Restaurants live music entertainment

Parking in car-parking areas and walking to venues 
or by park and ride if available

Large scale cctv to help prevent anti social 
behaviour

570 18-Jun-23 Matthew Muskett Yes Build a multipurpose stadium Sport and concerts Yes, it educated me about the local culture
A multipurpose stadium with restaurants, cafés and 
stores Eatery’s around the stadium Transport Lights and walk ways to and from

571 18-Jun-23 Jason Paul Yes , regatta Go to an AFL game AFL game watching Tasmania play It history being retold Make sure it can be used for multiple activity’s
AFL, tourist activities, tours of the stadium, hanging 
garden type external features

Public transport, Uber or dropped off on the 
Perimeter of the city Security cameras

572 18-Jun-23 Naomi Lawson Dark mofo Football  arts  food  coffee Same as above Indigenous area
Travelling from Launceston  Happy to park out of 
town  bus or walk from the city

573 18-Jun-23 Geoff Young A  stadium A Stadium A Stadium A Stadium and associated infrastructure

574 18-Jun-23 Richard Durand
Bike riding and have participated in aquatic and 
automotive events at the Regatta Grounds

A multi-purpose venue for sport, concerts and 
large community events

Lots of events at a new multi-purpose venue that 
can be used for large events but can also be used 
as a community hub for Not For Profit and 
Volunteer organisations to use as their base for 
their many programs like food vans for the 
homeless or disadvantaged youth

Barangaroo in Sydney has a terrific relationship 
with its local First Nations past  The same can be 
said for the Adelaide Oval and MCG where their 
presence has created a central community point 
not only for sport but also larger music and cultural 
community events  Plenty of jobs and people 
spending money to improve the local economy in 
each place

When the multi-purpose stadium and precinct is 
designed it should be 7 star sustainable with regard 
to building materials, energy use, waste control and 
people movement

Retail (food, clothes, tassie based stuff), hospitality, 
accomodation, a few NFP’s and Community focused 
organisations utilising the venue  Make it a diverse 
7 day a week precinct

It’s a great spot to walk to from the CBD , wharves, 
Salamanca etc   Lots of buses on a loop, maybe a 
light rail

Maybe a 24/7 Police Station and a local security 
presence

575 18-Jun-23 Sussan Riley Regatta , walk , cycling Stadium for all Football , concerts , Waste of money Cycling parking at the stadium
Bars , restaurants, football stadiums, with elite 
sporting facilities for all sports Walk , cycling , Uber Cameras , lighting around stadium

576 18-Jun-23 Cameron Dick
Yes - various reasons both cultural and 
entertainment Stadium  cultural and residential precinct

AFL, arts, entertainment and other cultural (eg First 
Nations recognition) Yes  it was awesome Refer above Refer above Walk  public transport  private transport Well lit!

577 18-Jun-23 Kim Dillon Yes AFL Stadium and concerts Football  music and cricket Feeling of belonging Generate wealth and jobs AFL  Cricket and Music Car or public transport Nothing in particular

578 18-Jun-23 Ben McCulloch
Yes  Launched my boat from the boat ramp  
Visited for regatta day as a kid  Dark park heaps An AFL stadium Watch AFL footy

Walking to the MCG in Melbourne with thousands 
of other footy fans the going to one of the nearby 
pubs for a drink afterwards

A stadium  Cafes, restaurants, boutique shops, a 
place for kids to play Restaurants, pubs, cafés, gelato bars Park at Market Place and walk Lights

579 18-Jun-23 Gemma Browning
Yes - Dark Mofo
Hobart Brewing Company

Stadium- will be absolutely amazing for the city of 
Hobart  As a rate payer of Hobart I expect the 
Hobart City to all for this multi purpose stadium

A multi purpose stadium  It’s not just AFL, think of 
concerts concerts, soccer, cricket  Attractions, 
restaurants, bars, shops A sustainable stadium Yes Stadium

Walking  No one is complaining about parking for 
Dark Mofo A stadium with fantastic lighting

580 18-Jun-23 Caleb Palmer Yes  Dark Mofo Attend an AFL game at the new stadium A World Class Stadium Yes  it’s educational

I’d like to see renewable energy used for as much of 
the stadium as possible  I’d also like greenery in and 
around the stadium  native trees

I’d like to see less national franchises and chains 
and more keeping with the vibe of Salamanca

I’m close enough to walk (about 30 minutes) but I 
think a light rail service or a non-fixed tram-like 
service would be ideal

I would want it fully covered with cameras and an 
on-site security hub

581 18-Jun-23 Blair Brownless Yes Regatta Point and Hobart Brewing Company Go to AFL  concerts and other large scale events Stadium  shops  bars and restaurants All types
Rapid bus
Ferries

Lighting 
Walkways



582 18-Jun-23 Barbara Smith

Many times- did flamenco dancing lessons at the 
old shed, have walked along the waters edge, 
Regatta night fireworks, various events and 
gatherings, and Mona opening ceremonies

I would like a lovely oreshore walk, with a parklike
feel, similar to Launcestons’ ?Riverbend park walk,  
which also has children’s playgrounds, and I’d like 
to see some water-based play stations by these 
playgrounds, along with a casual basketball court 
that anyone can shoot hoops at  
I’d like a couple of cafes   Not much concrete other 
than paths, and some paths to have light coloured 
gravel/ stones if bark, to create a natural feel   
Concrete paths that meander rather than straight, 
lined with soft native grasses and shrubs  The 
whole area needs to be family friendly and 
wheelchair and pram friendly  
I also love the idea of a Truth and Reconciliation 
Art Park and some sort of Aboriginal cultural centre
Is like some sculptures and some flowing water   
you’d like housing? I’d like some open grassy 
areas, with some shade options  Deciduous trees 
such as maple trees allow sun in winter months 
and provide beautiful colours in autumn and 
spring- a cluster if these in grassy area would be 
ideal  
Kayaks and paddle boats could operate from the 
waters edge, similar to the Huon river  

A small amphitheatre like Tolisa Park with options 
for small music or theatre productions  

What I absolutely do NOT want is a large stadium 
structure   I do not believe Mac Point is at all 

A long walk along the riverside  Water-feature 
sculptures to provide positive energy and yo 
mitigate summer heat A variety of outdoor and some indoor activities

Cafes, restaurants, ice-cream vans  But not many  
Allow plenty of open air places

Some bike tracks next to walking areas  
Light mini-vans running to and from city and 
Salamanca, with shuttle bus regularity

Good night lighting and low shrubs only along 
pathways

583 18-Jun-23 danny macgregor
Yes   For Dark Mofo, festivals, concerts, fairs, the 
Regatta  parking  commuting via the bike lane etc

I would like to see a 23000 seat multipurpose 
stadium, a new public transfer hub and events 
spaces

I would like to be able to travel there by efficient 
public transport to see AFL games and other 
events

Perhaps an amphitheatre with a native garden 
surround with the stage built into the cenotaph hill

I also quite like the MONA vision of the long Warf   
I like how some of the existing sheds in the area 
have been transformed into multi use spaces for 
galleries  events  concerts etc

All the best cities I have visited were most easily 
defined by their amazing public transport systems   
Vancouver, Amsterdam, London, Moscow, 
Melbourne, Edinburgh, Beijing, New York, Paris, 
Barcelona to name a few!

The development o  Mac Point Stadium can serve 
as a catalyst for justifying the transportation hub at 
Mac Point, which has the potential to revolutionize 
our city for future generations

The key lies in implementing a BRT (Bus Rapid 
Transit) network along the existing rail line and 
expanding the ferry network  For far too long, our 
city has relied heavily on cars as the preferred mode 
of transportation  This has resulted in urban sprawl, 
traffic congestion, and an abundance of parking lots 
rather than businesses, open spaces, and people

Hobart is experiencing rapid growth, with an 
estimated influx of 50,000 new residents, primarily 
new Australians, expected within the next decade  It 
is unrealistic to expect these individuals to settle for 
cookie-cutter homes in the outskirts of Brighton, 
Kingston, or Sorell, with an hour-long commute 
through traffic to reach service jobs in the city  
These people, and our children, deserve to live in a 
vibrant city that is well-connected by a robust public 
transportation system, with increased urban density, 
ample public spaces, and a thriving community

The development of Mac Point holds the key to 
unlocking the potential of the northern rail corridor, 
allowing for the rezoning of existing industrial areas 
in Claremont, Glenorchy,  Moonah and  Newtown 
into high-density residential zones  Just imagine 
these areas transformed into mini-cities  each with 

The Tassie AFL team   Hotels, restaurants, student & 
locum accommodation, (to maintain a vibrant 
energy after dark), tourist accommodation, art 
studios,  retail, function centres and similar    I 
absolutely do not what to see any public housing 
for this site as it is totally unappropriated for this 
area and will lack the required services

Primarily public transport including 
pedestrian/bike/scooter paths, ferry, RBT lanes 
and a loop bus to service the surrounding areas; 
Salamanca, the CBD, North Hobart etc   Taxi & 
Uber pick up / drop off areas Disabled access parking

584 18-Jun-23 Adam Smith Yes , stayed at mac1

A multi purpose stadium to travel down from 
Launceston for sports and events all within walking 
distance from the CBD

AFL matches and concerts followed by nearby 
bars and resteraunts within walking distance

Yes , Caxton st brisbane for NRL games at Suncorp 
stadium , the atmosphere is awesome and all 
walking distance from the CBD to enjoy after games

Ensuring a stadium is multi purpose to ensure 
financial viability into the future including an 
entertainment precincts etc

Tasmanian AFL team , cricket Australia , soccer 
Australia , dark MOFO incorporated into the space

Walking from CBD , would catch public transport 
from outside the CBD to inside- same as other big 
mainland cities  No need for parking None

585 18-Jun-23 Barbara Thomsen Yes, sang Christmas Carols to a market AFL stadium to go see football Have a stadium that will accommodate AFL

Visited stadiums in Adelaide, Sydney, Brisbane and 
Melbourne and because they were virtually in the 
city, the walk to them, the atmosphere it generated 
was great

Stadium that is multi-purpose so that other sports, 
concerts etc can occur there

Definitely AFL multi-purpose stadium, and shops, 
cafes etc around it Public transport then walk the very short distance

Plenty of shops, cafes etc so that there will be 
people around

586 18-Jun-23 Paul Fountain Dark MoFo and brewing company
Stadium and accompanying restaurant and bars 
with gardens and access to the waterfront AFL in the CBD and cultural gardens Japanese gardens in Tokyo

Solar and wind or tidal power  Rainwater collection 
in some form of water features Restaurants and bars and ferry Walking from CBD Good lighting

587 18-Jun-23 Raymond Langford Attend events First class stadium AFL football and other sporting events No Stadium Sports organizationsby By car  And use my feet

588 18-Jun-23 David Bosker

Observed from distance the waste land currently 
present there, and wondered why this premium 
land had not already been built on

A multi purpose stadium for a Tasmanian football 
team AFL/AFLW, cricket, soccer, and music gigs

A central hub of Hobart that brings the community 
together to celebrate Tasmanians Adelaide oval, mcg,

Multipurpose stadium - for many events and 
activities

Light rail from the northern suburbs, ferry from 
East and South

589 18-Jun-23 Andrew Clark Park and walk to Hobart precinct
Entertainment, farmers market and family picnic 
area

Stadium and grassed area with access to the ferry 
and Hobart cbd I love our beautiful state Stadium, family gathering, market, music, festival Project Eden, cafe, restaurants and stadium

Would love to see the old steam train run from 
Glenorchy to the stadium, could become a tourism 
icon  Ferry from easternshore to Mac Point

No doubt a tunnel from Tranmere to the new 
stadium would be great however would put the 
stadium as #1 priority

590 18-Jun-23 Matt W
Visited for recreation such as using the bike path 
and events such as Dark Mofo

It would be fantastic to see the site used to launch 
Tasmania into the future with the construction of a 
multipurpose stadium and revived precinct  It’s 
embarrassing that this site so close to our 
wonderful capital is so under utilised

Events that Tasmania has been previously 
excluded from such as headline music acts  This 
would be achieved through a stadium

I believe that local culture mani ests when there is a 
central focal point to ideas, cultures and individuals 
to meet and interact  A new precinct with a stadium 
at its centre would achieve this  For personal 
experiences of mine, the MCG precinct in 
Melbourne as well as viewing live music acts at 
Madison Square Garden where the area comes 
alive after the show as everyone mixes in the 
streets

It needs to be something that provides Tasmania 
with a cultural and economic payday, this could 
clearly be achieved through a stadium

A continuation of Hoabrt’s world famous dining 
options around from our existing waterfront 
precinct  Representation of the local arts community 
would also be key to link the focal stadium to the 
surrounding precinct

Further ferry services are a critical necessity  Our 
beautiful river is grossly under-utilised

It would be fantastic for the precinct to be 
primarily based around car-free areas

591 18-Jun-23 Barb Daly Dark Park on the weekend
A massive stadium to put us on the map and to 
catch up to other states growth

AFL at an elite level, events that Tasmanians 
usually wouldn't get a chance to experience 
because of our low incomes

Yes I went to Changefest 2023 at Kutalayna, where 
we learnt all things culture from our first nations 
people, it was a beautiful learning journey followed 
by a fantastic river festival where 500 plus people 
enjoyed traditional food made To be big enough for the growth of the future

The stadium could be home to many businesses for 
every age and culture Buses No

592 18-Jun-23 Stuart Percey
Dark park, brewery, regatta back in the day when it 
was relevant

Footy, concerts , international sport, restaurants, 
cafes

Community facility to suit economic growth, new 
revenue building capacity, have a destination for 
incomparable parochial support of our state and 
our community

Yes, the chant of March at the Jack jumpers unites 
5000 people like nothing else  We want more of 
that!

An entertainment venue to hold great community
and cultural events, footy is like a religion and is in 
our DNA, part of our culture  Sport is incredible 
entertainment, it has been for thousands of years 
across the globe As above

Public transport, light train/ harbour ferries to and 
from broader access points

There are smart people arranging traffic flows and 
access points, water is an obvious one to provide 
great and safe access  Sydney have had it sorted 
for years with a population 10 times the size of 
Hobart

593 18-Jun-23 Jeremy Barnes When for entertainment
Go watch football , have a meal and attend a 
market AFL , a multiple purpose stadium and park lands

Yes I have , I like that it was for all of the people that
It was future proof and multiple uses

A stadium, indoor markets park and greenery cafes 
and a place of entertainment AFL, cafes ,markets ,restaurants  ,art

Walk or park and ride or ferry would like to see 
dedicated walking paths or even light rail Great lighting

594 18-Jun-23 Adam Smith Yes  stayed at mac1 AFL games and live music concerts As above

Caxton st brisbane after NRL games at Suncorp 
stadium, filled with bars resteraunts for everyone 
after matches , the vibe is electric with plenty to see 
and do

Ensuring the area is multi use to ensure year round 
access

AFL, soccer Australia , cricket Australia , dark mofo , 
Mona Public transport into CBD  walking None

595 18-Jun-23
Peter and 
Joanne Clark Yes and I wandered around a wasted space

Watching sports and attending concerts and other 
functions Watch AFL and other sports at a decent stadiim

Nothing in Tasmania because the Council and the 
Greens put a stop to everything A  beautiful stadium

Along with the stadium there could be office space 
and restaurants

Public transport would be great and walk around 
the site

Like any other facility of the calibre of this one 
there would be a security system in place to make 
the patrons feel safe

596 18-Jun-23 Matthew Thomas

Yes  Have been to the food trucks at Mac Point 
several times and regatta grounds for all sorts of 
events

The stadium would be a great addition to the area 
causing hobart to leap forward to a new age of 
tourism, development and entertainment that 
would bring us closer in line with the rest of 
Australia

Sports, restaurants, entertainment, ferries to other 
parts of Hobart, imagine the culture and 
architecture that could be there that people 
coming into the port on cruise ships yould see and 
the I pact it would have on thier memories of 
arriving and leaving our shores

I feel that everywhere has its own local culture 
stamped on it and the culture can be shaped and 
moulded into something amazing

You could have solar, wind turbines that re not only 
functional but sculptures as well  Use of recycled 
materials or low I pact materials

AFL, restaurants, cafes, ferries, access to a rail 
corridor to the northern suburbs, shopping

Ferries are the big one  Also rail from the northern 
suburbs  You could also have a bus terminal there 
for not only the local routes but also the airport 
bus and the redline buses going up north

Plenty of lighting and CCTV  Also could have a 
police presence there that could include the water 
police

597 18-Jun-23 Leith Gudden
Kicked the footy, but unfortunately there was no 
oval A stadium Going to a stadium Melbournes footy vibe A stadium with adequate public transport A multi purpose stadium I'd like to be able to catch a bus from Kingston

Play ground and adequate public bathrooms and 
baby change and feeding room

598 18-Jun-23 Mark Newbold Walked around it A stadium and precinct A Stadium and precinct Marvel Stadium
You can’t design anything, the new Stadium will be 
there and it will be sustainable

Besides the stadium, retail, hospitality and tourist 
venues Happy to walk Maybe security at the new stadium



599 18-Jun-23 sally smith Yes Stadium Sports, events Na
Stadium, means alot and a future for generations to 
come Sporting, food, accommodation Public transport or walking Na

600 18-Jun-23 Peter Law Walk around
World class arts sports  entertainment history 
precinct AFL

Open walkways Complimentary public transport  
No private vehicles  Consideration for those with 
mobility issues  at least it’s one place in Hobart 
that is flat!

Good lighting  hi profile security…riff raff dealt 
with immediately

601 18-Jun-23 Rob Blair
I stood there and thought what a waste of an 
area A Stadium Watching sport, music, etc with my family

I loved the link between Aboriginal Culture and 
modern architecture  Doing both justice

A Stadium, restaurants, cafes, perhaps inner city 
housing to attract Doctors and Nurses to Hobart Hospitality

Bus to the city, eat at Restaurants the walk on 
down to a Tassie AFL game Good lighting and walkways

602 18-Jun-23 Rowena Tye Worked at the Covid clinic Afl stadium
Football and visitors to the state spending money 
at local businesses

Setting themselves gosls and achieving them, 
progression for the betterment of all

Afl stadium, place for cultural events, concerts that 
will draw big crowds, charity events

Hospitality, our own afl football team, event 
planning

Increased public transport, increased Hobart 
parking options open to later times and within 
walking distance Security at events

603 18-Jun-23 Michael Tait No A Football Stadium Football Nope A Stadium Sporting and Arts precinct walk down from the city

604 18-Jun-23 Leif Shea
I went do dark park  An initiative that the Hobart 
council would never have made A stadium I want to watch an AFL team play there Yes  But Mac point can do this

A stadium  A conference Centre  A reconciliation 
garden See above Scooter  Walk  Car Wheelchair accessible

605 18-Jun-23 Ryan Knott Yes  Dark Mofo Going to events at new stadium
Experience events that have not currently ever 
been in tassie No

New Stadium with larger capacity, 30000, able to 
be expandable Restaurants  Reconciliation Park  Hotels/apartments Drive  Underground carpark and light rail tram Suitable public transport

606 18-Jun-23 Will Austin Parking on an old industrial site New footy stadium, a centre piece for the city
Stadium, open public areas around it, not just 
private housing Stadium, bars, cafes, kids areas

Walking from with the city, overpass or underpass 
around Elizabeth st

607 18-Jun-23 Rosemaree Palmer Multi purpose stadium and an AFL tassie team
Tasmanian AFL team playing in front of a full home 
crowd under cover

Visited Olympic Park NSW and enjoyed the 
extensive parkland and wet areas along with the 
sport stadiums for AFL and Rugby

Multi purpose stadium, parkland, childrens park, 
connecting pathways to city, reconciliation park Cafes, restaurants and interactive activities Bus and walking Police presence similar to the mall

608 18-Jun-23 Donn Riley
Regatta as a child
Fished there when we were alllowed Go to multi events at our new stadium

Visiting local restaurants then going to Footy or 
othe events in the area Love all things Tasmanian A multi use stadium A variety to enhance visitor experience Car  Boat  Public transport or cycle tourist advisors and centre

609 18-Jun-23 Paul Reid
Yes  Many regattas and other events  Dark Park as 
part of Dark Mofo  Hobart Brewing

A stadium that will totally put Hobart on the map  
Sports concerts conferences etc

Anything will be new and different  It has been a 
disgrace

Adelaide Oval  MCG  NATIONAL Tennis Centre  
Optus Oval Stadium and facilities to bring Hobart to life

It is a easy walk from the city  River ferries could be 
utilised  It will be easy

610 18-Jun-23 David Williams Yes  Band and Regatta AFL STADIUM AFL stadium Unique Afl stadium and other businesses
Afl stadium, smaller band venue, restaurants, indoor 
climbing Light rail, ferry, bus, car or bike Lights

611 18-Jun-23 Garry Bean Delivery’s A stadium The AFL This is reclaimed land A stadium for future generations Pubs and clubs Space shuttle No

612 18-Jun-23 Jon Laredo Regatta and dawn service
Building of a stadium, restaurants, bars, shops to 
visit and enjoy

Afl football and other events at a world class 
stadium

MCG and the walk from the cbd with other footy 
lovers
The vibe was high with all that were there

The area around the stadium needs to have 
restaurants, bars shops and areas for kids to play 
and enjoy their time there

Sports bars, merchandise shops, restaurants, video 
game parlours and the like

Drive and park, walk to the stadium and enjoy the 
atmosphere

A site police station for when the site has an event 
in progress

613 18-Jun-23 Thomas McMeekin Yes  June A stadium for elite sport and entertainment
Developed into a sports and entertainment 
precinct rather than the deriliction that exists bow

Yes  Many sporting precincts globally draw 
community together making them vibrant 
representative hubs of the community

A stadium, art park, bars and restaurants and a 
conference centre Hospitality  conferencing  sports Walking from the city A developed precinct bustling with people

614 18-Jun-23 MAUREEN MCKENZIE Yes N/A N/A Definitely NOT a Stadium! None Too much traffic congestion N/A

615 18-Jun-23 Michelle Cunningham Dark park, twilight market, brewery

Play to Hobart strengths  Art hub, aboriginal hub, 
antarctic hub, performance/food/drink hub  NO 
STADIUM! See above

Yes  Local people and environmental needs 
optimised Public transport is essential

616 18-Jun-23 Sam Henning Yes  Dark park
A year round precinct that allows for more 
activities in hobart

A easy to access, close to the cbd area to be a hub 
for activity No

Plan for the future, ie traffic controls, transport etc  
utilities the river and make it the heart of river 
transport

Hotels, tourism centres, high performance facilities  
Restaurants and cafes

Utilising the river and the already existing railway  
As well as the major roads headed in 3 directions

Large areas outside the stadium to watch games 
from  Well lit areas and paths in/out

617 18-Jun-23 Chris Riley Yes, cycled and walked the bike track Stadium
AFL and lots of other internals sports Events and 
Artistic Events

And like this can be inclusive to all and a Stadium 
built here can be be a major part of this!!

Build a Stadium and lots of other positive things will 
flow from its build AFL, Sports, Events, Arts, Hospitality

Cycleways,public transport, bike parking, walking 
paths Lighting, cameras

618 18-Jun-23 No Stadium Watch an AFL game Yes  the MCG A stadium with shops and housing AFL as well as restaurants Ferry and light rail Stadium

619 18-Jun-23 Fiona Worsley Yes  DARK PARK Stadium   Ferry terminal   Light rail station AFL football  Concerts   Cricket   Soccer Yes  The art
A park celebrating our indigenous people   Ferry 
terminal   Light rail  Free Parking for hospital staff

Food vendors   Facilities for homeless   Showers  24 
hour toilets

Public transport   Good public transport options&  
access Open space

620 18-Jun-23 Tania Balcombe Yes  regatta, parking
First and foremost an AFL Stadium to follow our 
own Tasmanian AFL team

AFL Stadium to follow our own Tasmanian AFL 
team

Yes  Melbourne where everyone comes together to 
support a team, concerts etc Definitely an AFL Stadium

Cafes, eateries, stalls of this nature  This would help 
the precinct and massively increase employment

Ferry, bus, hopefully a tram/train from the northern 
suburbs Ferries , trains

621 18-Jun-23 Kerrie Mazengarb Dark Mofo, Hobart brewing and covid test
A sporting precinct with new stadium and other 
facilities

I would love to see the sewage plant go and make 
it a sports precinct No Build the stadium Sports, entertainment, restaurants, Car, bus, uber and walk See comments above

622 18-Jun-23 Jenny Webb Had a walk A multi purpose stadium and restaurants hotels Concerts footy entertainment
It should be an area for the people to enjoy 
entertainment Restaurants hotels Hopefully drive there   Tram CCTV  good walkways

623 18-Jun-23 Peter Midson Looking A football stadium A good footy game Yes A quality football stadium Catering Walking Bus’s and taxi’s

624 18-Jun-23 Michael Peters
Visited the cenotaph, rode my bike through the 
vacant horrible landscape, been to the regatta

A stadium for our future young male and female 
stars
A venue for concerts and other functions

As above  The area is an absolute waste of space 
that would set the city alight if developed with a 
multi purpose stadium, unlike what is happening 
throughout the rest of the city under the HCC 
watch No

Multi purpose stadium
It’s not what it means to me it’s what it means to the 
next generation  Being able to stay in Tasmania and 
represent their state from a football aspect alone is 
a fantastic outcome

Places to eat, drink and socialise  A big screen 
outside the stadium with an area for people to site 
outside, like an old fashioned drive in but without 
cars  This will cater for overflow which will happen
The opportunity for small NFP organisations to co-
exist

I can easily be dropped off nearby and walk to 
wherever I want to go
Scooters banned, they are a menace and 
dangerous
Uber or taxi,, just like we do now

A small police station/area, being visible creates 
safe behaviours

625 18-Jun-23 Peter West
Walked around the area enjoying the view and 
could be done with this space

Build a multi use stadium for sport, music concert 
and all different events for all Tasmania’s to enjoy

A roofed stadium and plenty of food outlets, an 
area for the arts Have not Multi purpose stadium

A area for many sporting organisations offices, food 
businesses and outside dining

Access for public transport to get in and out easy 
and quickly  would be the main thing, plus taxi, 
Uber, ferry transport direct to Mac Point,  car 
parking multi  storey, full stadium 23000 people 
need many options to cater, designed to get in 
and out of the area quickly as, may an electric train 
on wheels to get around the who area A visible police force around the area at all times

626 18-Jun-23 Lesley Rowlands Had a pcr test Multi use stadium and green space
Somewhere to sit and watch all sports, events and 
somewhere nice to walk around and admire

Nearly every state in Australia and New Zealand, it 
was awesome

The multi use stadium with business around it that 
would increase employment

Restaurants, cafes places to sit and watch boats etc 
next to the stadium Ferry

Well at the moment it looks like a tip, the stadium 
would make it a safe and enjoyable place

627 18-Jun-23 David Sheppard Yes not much The stadium The stadium Bars, cafes and football museum Busses

628 18-Jun-23 Adam Stuart Yes, food truck evening
A stadium for AFL, be amazing for the state 
tourism for years to come A sporting precinct that everybody can enjoy

An area where homage can be paid, but along side 
an area that can be utilised

A place that a large volume of people can come 
together, spend money at the  local businesses and 
local kids can start their dreams Hospitality, accommodation, shopping, sports

I live within HCC, myself and family would walk in 
the enjoy the afl at the stadium Better transport in and out of the area

629 18-Jun-23 Anthony Langdon
Regatta point it nice  Mac Piont , picked up freight 
and sent freight  It's  a dump

A Multi Purpose Stadium that has events as well as 
kFootball

A decent sized venue that will attract big name 
artist Yes  nothing they all seem to want to take you down

The Stadium, Conference centre, and venue for 
Artist Stadium  conference centre Taxi  buses  elbike Police centre/station  ebike storage prevision

630 18-Jun-23 Ben Cato Yes  dark mofo and the regatta A multipurpose stadium Go to the footy
Docklands Melbourne  Buzzing with activity 
because of their stadium Stadium  bars  clubs  outdoor spaces Entertainment  bars  restaurants  afl club Ferry No

631 18-Jun-23 ALLISON Young Dark Mofo, festival of voices

Multi function sport stadium  Conference facilities 
that allow for larger conferences than we can 
accommodate currently Restaurants,  cafes, Ferry Children's visibility is important

632 18-Jun-23 Leesa Kube
Attended the Hobart Regatta, my daughter 
attended Navy Cadets there and the boatyard

Football, Cricket, other sporting codes, big name 
concerts, outside cinema, restaurants and bars 
with playground equipment for the kids  Art and 
entertainment should also take place that should 
be provided in unison with the Aboriginal 
community

A stadium precinct that not only provides sporting 
events but includes events from art and 
entertainment to cultural events for the Aboriginal 
community

I feel that in Hobart and surrounding areas anyway   
Our state is one big cultural entity that should be 
shared with locals and tourists alike  How better to 
bring the world to Hobart than with a stadium!

To be sustainable, Mac point needs to be designed 
to provide not only sports events but cultural arts 
and entertainment events  Festivals that we already 
hold like DARK MOFO for eg could be held there 
for instance

Sporting organisations of course, retail outlets, food 
outlets  art galleries etc

Taxi as I live in Launceston and would stay with 
friends but I'd like to see bus services and the light 
rail would be an excellent idea

Comparing against UTAS stadium in the north 
more entry points and parking

633 18-Jun-23 Brian Jones Yes
A stadium to host our own AFL and AFLW teams 
and other events

A vibrant place like the walk to the MCG - 
Tasmanian deserve this after years of 
procrastination and waste!

On the walk to the MCG the sounds and art all 
contribute to the experience and recognise the 
significance of the place

A stadium - for the people of
Tasmania and interstate visitors A sports and events precinct!

Walk from the city - happy to park in surrounding 
areas - we do it now for the Taste and Mofo etc

Lighting, security cameras and all areas accessible 
for all members of the public

634 18-Jun-23 James Ellingworth Yes  Dark Mofo  Regatta Football at the new stadium AFL football matches Docklands  Adelaide oval Soaler on roof of new stadium AFL Rail line or rapid transport system  Ferries

635 18-Jun-23 John Celesti Work
Go to the footy or  experience some other major 
stadium event Footy Carbon neutral facilities etc Anything that showcases the state Car with accessible parking

CCTV cameras all around and emergency points 
clearly indicated

636 18-Jun-23 Nick Pastoor Was to visit dark mofo
An all purpose stadium that could be used for AFL, 
A league, concerts etc

An all purpose stadium  That would be 
surrounded by cafes, bars Yes, I like that it brought a whole city to life

An All purpose stadium surrounded by cafes and 
restaurants

An all purpose stadium, surrounded by cafes and 
bars Public transport  Light rail would be amazing

637 18-Jun-23 Andrew McConnon Yes Stadium A stadium It’s the perfect site for a stadium Sports and culture event in a stadium
Drive, Uber or water taxi for the eastern shore (if 
we have one running) A stadium

638 18-Jun-23 Brendan Fleming Build the stadium Family going to sport shows New Lots of people can gather Grass area - established trees Cafes  bars  restaurants
Walk or light rail 
Bus Parhs

639 18-Jun-23 Amelia Griggs
Yes for dark park and other various events that 
used the space

A multipurpose community space that could be 
used for a small family weekend activity or large 
National and international events and activities

A community meeting place that people can 
enjoy  Similar to the community feel of MyState 
bank arena and a place that can attract large 
events that build a sense of identity and 
community

A multi-purpose precinct that can be used to boost 
economical activity and accelerate the growth of 
Tasmania and open the city up to the country and 
world for various opportunities and educational, 
musical and sporting events

Local products and services including shops and 
cafes

Open the rail corridor and expand the ferry 
services

640 18-Jun-23 Dennis Anderson Wandered around All purpose stadium Everything that is possible We are all Australians All purpose stadium that suits everyone Cafes,restaurants,entertainment precincts Taxis,Ubers,Buses who cares just get there Plenty of light

641 18-Jun-23 Neal Synott
Yes, for Regatta, Dark MOFO, car shows and 
brewery

A roofed, multi-use stadium and surrounding 
precinct with food and drinks  Maybe a sports 
museum AFL football with our own team

The culture and vibrancy around AFL games in 
Melbourne and Brisbane and cricket at Old Trafford A stadium and a team that is OUR team

Restaurants, bars and accommodation  Maybe a 
cruise ship hub Ferry from Bellerive would be great…park and ride Open space  good lighting  police presence

642 18-Jun-23 Pat Bowerman Regatta Stadium Stadium Everything worked together
Concerts sporting events and anything else that can 
draw a big audience Be open to anyone that wants to use it Public transport Good lighting and security

643 18-Jun-23 Anthony Soutar Looked at it! A football stadium No A football stadium
Tasmanian football team & associated business  
Hotels, cafés & motels

644 18-Jun-23 Andrew Andrew Dark Mofo Go to the Devils game A stadium The footy A stadium The Devils A ferry A stadium
645 18-Jun-23 Dennis Anderson Looking for something to do All purpose stadium AFL plus Respect Cafes,Restaurants,Bars etc Tasmanian sports history museum Who cares Lots of light

646 18-Jun-23 Trent Cowen
Delivered goods 
enjoyed activities AFL stadium precinct Afl

Yes Rod laver arena, mcg, marvel stadium, scg, 
aami park  ais - great sporting contests and concerts

Patrons visiting the stadium can walk to and from 
local city hotels - much more sustainable than 
driving up mt Wellington National and international sports + concrrts

Park and ride buses
Ferries
Pedestrian

Pedestrian bridges
Lighting

647 18-Jun-23 Nick Pastoor Dark mofo An All purpose stadium An all purpose stadium That it brought a city to life An All Purpose stadium
An All purpose stadium surrounded by cafe's, bars 
and restaurants Light rail if not drive or water taxi Decent lighting

648 18-Jun-23 Yiannis Tellyros No Multipurpose Stadium and AFL Team New stadium No Transport  Stadium Walk from Domain Parking



649 18-Jun-23 Nicole Jacobson Went to the regatta when I was a kid

It would be great to have a stadium to watch 
different kind of sporting events or to get bigger 
name singers and bands

I would like to be able to watch a tassie team in 
our new stadium No

It should have a restaurant a Cafe  A sport museum 
with all of our great sporting history because there 
is a tone of it then our visitors or even the local 
community can go Cafes   restaurants  sport museum

If I was a visitor I would most likely just walk from 
the city otherwise public transport or organise a lift No

650 18-Jun-23 Samuel Platts No AFL and live music AFL and live music

651 18-Jun-23 Jill Bones To attend various events Attend more events  music sports Attend events in comfort
A coming together of all cultures that populate the 
land A multi purpose precinct   with native grassland

Arts, sports,  all forms of entertainment and 
parklands Taxis  walking  buses Security

652 18-Jun-23 Jen Cashin Attended the regatta and cenotaph
A cafe looking over the water at the new AFL 
stadium

Attend an AFL game that included a Tasmania 
team and one of the top 4 AFL teams

Brisbane river precinct, Fremantle  and Mooloolaba 
where you can wander the docks, a bit like what No 
art has the capacity for, with a bit of streamlining 
and strategic development

Ferry services to Bellerive, South Arm,Kettering and 
Derwent Entertainment Centre   A dedicated 
walkway to
Salamanca or the CBD  AFL stadium and function 
facilities, along with a cafe facility

It would be good to include some facilities for the 
community, like what is at Legacy Park

Decent width walkways, steps that are easy for all 
to navigate, like what is at the MONA site from 
their pier to the facilities

extensive solar supported lighting 
no vehicle access other than shuttle services 
shade and trees, lawns and extensive seating 
options - like the big bench seating from timber 
slabs at the airport

653 18-Jun-23 Jason Shipton No
Tasmanian sporting museum, could include 
guided tours of the stadium

A Tasmanian AFL team playing in a truly national 
football competition

MCG the local culture is footy the atmosphere 
within the MCG precinct is awesome Water recirculation system for round irrigation Sports bars Walking  Electric trams might be worth looking at

654 18-Jun-23 Jeff Parsons Jeff Parsons Football Stadium Football Mona  The presentation  drinks  music! A Stadium for all sports and entertainment All sorts of small businesses a little like salamanca
Walk from city centre or regatta grounds, I don’t 
require any help I can walk! A stadium

655 18-Jun-23 Andrew O'Keefe Yes, brewery, dark park, parking, drive thru

Stadium, whole precinct inclusive of heritage, 
storytelling, incorporating cenotaph and things to 
do with soldier’s walk  Speakers over the new 
walking bridge  Shopping around the precinct - 
bars, food  A place where everyone wants to be  
Ferry terminals and parking

Something modern and something Tasmanians 
can be proud of  And a story for our Tassie afl team

Walking the foot bridge to the MCG was great  
Also Beaconsfield mine

Can incorporate visitors from cruise ships so some 
souvenirs, local breweries and winery pop ups, food 
trucks, also maybe something incorporating MONA

As per above  Local mostly  Food, wine, beer, gin, 
chocolates, food trucks etc

Ferry mainly however may walk or scooter from 
town centre or work  Would love to see artworks 
incorporating aboriginal and heritage from war 
days, before during and after shots of mac point, 
the AFL team and hopefully soccer team

Open areas, lighting, inviting-ness (I made that 
word up) colourful-ness

656 18-Jun-23 Debra Walker
Used as a car park - at the moment  what is there  
to do

A stadium  which could be used for a multitude  of 
events Not in Tasmania

The stadium  , from that there are many things and 
business, (acvommatikn, cafes , restaurants , shops 
playground , Hobart/Tasmania a destination ,  
definitely  do not want housing of any sort in this 
area

The stadium could have underground parking , or 
you park further away and Walk like they do in 
other States - look at Melbourne  !

657 18-Jun-23 kurtis youd
Yes watched fire works there on new years many 
times Our New Stadium AFL Football  cricket  entertainment

Having a feel of Hobart’s different cultures  First 
Nations and convict etc Restaurants  Arts  sporting museum

As its close to the CBD I would walk but definitely 
need a increase in public transport

I feel safe in Hobart  Plenty of access available for 
all walks of life

658 18-Jun-23 Chris McIndoe

Yes and I have also visited the Regatta Grounds a 
number of times  The only Regatta Point in 
Tasmania is in Strahan An amazing venue for ort and cultural events An international class facility forsport and culture

Yes, Franklin Square, with all it's magnificent 
statues of people who have done a lot for Hobart 
and Tasmania

An awesome stadium would be a great source of 
income for the community

An extension of what already exists on the 
waterfront

Macquarie Point is already within walking distance 
of the CBD, what else is needed? Nothing more than normal

659 18-Jun-23 Michael Sluce

Parked at Mac Point to attend Wooden Boat 
Festival  Not much of a car park  None of the ticket 
machines worked properly I would love to go to a concert in a roofed stadium An all purpose roofed stadium

Yes, Mt Roberts Gold Belt Tram in Juneau Alaska  
Fantastic aerial tramway up the side of the 
mountain and excellent native Alaskan interpretive 
centre at the top as well as walking trails through 
the native forest  Fabulous!

Multi purpose stadium with all ancillary food and 
refreshment establishments  Somewhere to take 
visitors to our state to show what that we are not the 
backwater most mainlanders in particular think we 
are As above

Walk, it is very close to the existing city 
accommodation and car parking

Good grief, any designer with any credibility 
would be able to design a precinct surrounding 
the stadium that felt safe and accessible

660 18-Jun-23 Mandy McIntyre
Regatta, Dark Mofo, Ironman, cycling, Brewery, 
Music  Festivals and more

Sport & Recreation, Stadium, Restaurants, Bars, 
Cafes  Music  Parks  Transport hub - land and water

Stadium for Sport, Music,  Entertainment and 
community events

Public spaces suitable for both summer and winter, 
which bridge between the city and the water

Accessible by efficient public transport both land 
and water ie  Ferry terminal, street cars between city 
and wharf areas and good cycling and pedestrian 
access  Open usable spaces

Community businesses showcasing tasmanian 
sport, arts, crafts, music, food and drinks  Unique 
Tasmanian creations

Street cars and ferries between city, wharf, mac 
point  domain and botanical gardens Toilets  pathways  seating  tables  lighting

661 18-Jun-23 Graeme Clarke No  Nothing worth visiting
Stadium precinct  Be able to see lots of different 
things then Football and other sports No A new multi purpose stadium Bars, restaurants Buses No social housing

662 18-Jun-23 Lisa Beakley Walked around
A stadium that our AFL Team can use and other 
sporting teams Concerts, AFL Melbourne A stadium AFL shop Walk from the city No

663 18-Jun-23 Sarah Benson

Yes, have visited many times for various things - 
Regatta, Million Paws Walk, Shows, Hobart 
Brewing Co etc

I would LOVE a multi purpose stadium that people 
of all ages and walks of life could enjoy! Football, 
Soccer, Concerts, Cricket, Little Athletics, 
Conferences, Dark MoFo, Taste of TAS etc…

International events and concerts! It costs a 
fortune to see International acts by the time I buy 
tickets, air fares, accomodation, pet sitting and 
airport parking - may as well have a week in Fiji!  
Would love to have the same experience on my 
doorstep  Would also love to know my 9 year old 
soccer  (and other sports) fanatic could play at the 
highest level, right here in TAS and could also 
have the opportunity to see his favourite 
sportsmen and women play here!

Local Timbers, Aboriginal Art and design, use of the 
Derwent River…

Local breweries/distilleries, restaurants, cafes, 
something to do with kids - maybe learn to 
skate/scooter, kite flying etc…

If I couldn’t park inside I’d happily park nearby and 
walk or scooter to Mac Point  It’ll be important to 
have secure bike and escooter parking as well as 
adequate disability parking

On site police booth, foot patrols, security guards, 
cameras etc…

664 18-Jun-23 Scott Finlayson Dark mofo
A stadium for multiple events  Concerts, sports, 
motor shows, exhibitions

A community space that adds to our community 
instead of an industrial wasteland waiting for low 
cost housing or hospital Community enjoyment

A roof, accessibility, water transport, affordable 
family friendly pricing Low cost food outlets that are family friendly Water transport to kingborough or express buses Security, no low cost housing

665 18-Jun-23 Steven Hay
Yes  Had a look at how great the stadium would be 
in the space

See AFL football with the Tassie team  With the 
rest of the space make it like South Bank in 
Brisbane A football stadium  and parklands

Yes  The MCG and Adelaide Oval  It was vibrant, 
fun and a sense of community

Put a great football stadium there  It will assist the 
team to bring about social, economic , community 
and health outcomes for our state AFL Tassie team

Light rail, cycle, ferry and road to the site  
Pedestrian and cycle at only through the site

Have the stadium as the central part of the 
precinct

666 18-Jun-23 Mike Ellery Just walked 30 000 seat stadium with retractable roof Stadium  restaurants  park Stadium  restaurants Bus

667 18-Jun-23 Jeremy Leatherbarrow No

A multi purpose stadium would be great not just 
for Mac Point but for the whole state  As part of 
this there could be a walk showcasing local 
indigenous artists or cultural showcase

A multi purpose stadium with entertainment 
precinct with restaurants, historical/indigenous 
walk etc

Optus stadium in Perth has the Matagarup bridge 
walk which incorporates local indigenous language 
in the name (the word for the whole area), when I 
was there there were local indigenous artists 
showcased around the stadium

Sustainable to me means providing for the future  A 
multi purpose stadium and entertainment precinct 
would do this by providing employment into the 
future as well as bringing money into the 
community

Any business that would be family friendly as well as 
promoting the area for what it is

I’ve heard talk about a light rail system  That would 
be amazing

Multi purpose stadium with entertainment 
precinct  I’ve been to Perth stadium and Adelaide 
oval (since redevelopment) during huge sporting 
events and they have a family friendly feel

668 18-Jun-23 Brenton Devries No

Sporting / First Nation / hobart history museum 
within stadium building or close by  Retail, cafe’s, 
bars and restaurants  Open spaces / plazas that 
could be used for other purposes around events

Sport, live music, events, themed sports bars / 
restaurants

William barak bridge to mcg during Dreamtime 
round of the afl

Opportunity for the venue to host as many events, 
visitors as possible long term; conferences, cultural 
events  markets  museum etc

Bars, restaurants, retail  Possibility of utilising 
stadium facilities to support charities I e  
commercial kitchen to assist with providing meals 
for people in need

Uber or bus from kingston to Salamanca  
Depending on the event and time, probably have 
a meal and drinks around Salamanca / waterfront 
area  and walk to mac point   Again, depending on 
time etc probably visit the Salamanca area again 
for food & drinks and Uber / bus back to kingston

669 18-Jun-23 Patrick Taskunas Dark Mofo  Otherwise  nothing as it’s empty A stadium! Proper afl games The MCG or Marvel Stadium in Melbourne
A stadium, with key transport hubs (ferries, shuttle 
buses  etc) Bars  restaurants and footy related merch A ferry from eastern shore  Or walk in from city Lots of light!

670 18-Jun-23 Stephen Cox
Yes Numerous times and more recently at this 
years Dark Mofo

A new stadium as approved recently, with a 
vibrant restaurant and park space

Concerts and high quality sporting events on a 
regular basis No 

Whole site needs developing, including the 
stadium and a full ferry service for the river

Not just AFL but soccer , cricket and other sports to 
fully utilise the roofed stadium  Full range of 
restaurants to mirror Salamanca

Ferries and bus routes but good old fashioned 
walking works also  It’s not that hard

CCTV would be included as part of the 
development

671 18-Jun-23 DAVID BROOK Dark Mofo  Walks Football Stadium AFL Indigenous bridge / walk on the way to the MCG Stadium  Cafe/restaurants  Park area As above Walk N/A

672 18-Jun-23 Paul Nash yes attended events A multi-purpose stadium for all to use Sporting events, international music artists
Yes New Zealand, the embraced each other and 
supported each other

An area for all, a multi-purpose stadium cafes bars 
retail areas  Green space for all to enjoy

Cafes, pub/bars, restaurants retail areas  Areas of 
history of the true Hobart More flexible parking options  Ferry services Bright lighting

673 18-Jun-23 Darren Monks

Running biking

Multi purpose stadium
Concerts afl sporting entertainment multi cultural 
experiences

Remembering that culture is a big part of our 
history

Multi purpose stadium to bring all parts of 
Tasmania’s multi cultural community together to 
support our achievements in all aspects of sports 
and arts Businesses that support the Tasmania economy Ferrying light rail buses walking bikes Police prescience surveillance cameras

674 18-Jun-23 Lasanka De Silva Yes, dark mofo A big stadium!! AFL and anything a big stadium will bring '- A big stadium
Stadium with underground car park and an 
outpatient medical imaging facility Drive   Ferry service Ferry service and a stadium

675 18-Jun-23 Sue O'Brien AFL Stadium, local businesses
Properly planned development, clean up of the 
site and a stadium that can host multiple events

Kuranda in Qld has a nice feel about it, local culture 
is fully integrated with others

A stadium and evet space, local hospitality 
businesses to showcase local produce- NOT multi 
nationals

Would mainly wish to travel by car but a shuttle 
bus would be fantastic for event days

The flatness of the area leads itself to good 
surveillance  Good public facilities with parent 
rooms

676 18-Jun-23 Scott Bonnitcha

Yes, it's a place that needs urgent upgrading to 
secure the future of our children and future 
grandchildren A new stadium for all to share

I would like to watch sports and concerts ata new 
stadium

Yes but the Greens keep denying upgrades to what 
could be a more beautiful city Build the stadium  No brainer! Salad bars maybe a park outside the stadium Il use public transport  the ferry is another option Stadium

677 18-Jun-23 Justin Langdale Worked in the area Stadium
Stadium that hosts Football, sports and 
entertainment events Yes Muti purpose stadium

Stadium for sports and entertainment events, cafes 
and restaurants Walk Restaurants and shops

678 18-Jun-23 Carmen Colbeck No, never

Love to see a state of the art stadium that is fit to 
host sporting, entertainment, cultural and family 
events and gatherings

Sporting hub and history of Tasmania  Family 
friendly that is accessible to all

Devonport  The new space in front of the Novatel is 
awesome minus the weird climbing frame slide that 
kids and adults all struggle to use safely

Sustainable resources that are carbon neutral  
Hospitality facilities that could support major events Tram system and good walking tracks

Public toilets outside the facility  Police station for 
major events

679 18-Jun-23 Melanie Young No Stadium
Music festivals, incorporating dark mofo with the 
stadium like Adelaide had the weekend there

Melbourne was amazing, the culture around their 
stadiums are amazing

Make it unique to Tasmania, Tasmanian artists, 
Tasmanian food, Tasmanian shopping like 
salamancca markets Local businesses, hotels, restaurants City light rail Security

680 18-Jun-23 Peter Trioli
Yes, have a beer at the Hobart Brewing Company, 
also during the Dark Mofo Feast

An Iconic Multi purpose stadium deserving of the 
position it will have in Hobart  To appease the 
naysayers, it must be of brilliant architectural 
design  Modern, stunning, cutting edge with 
Tassie materials predominantly timber  To win the 
public over, it must be beautiful with river frontage 
access to the general public

I would like it to be compared to The Sydney 
Opera House for its position and Iconic look  
Hobartians need to feel  proud of the building  It 
could help to turn the area into an Arts Precinct  
Art & sport can mix, we just need imagination

Yes, absolutely, the design must include local 
culture  Maybe the design could be inspired by and 
have a "yachty" feel to it  The shape could be a 
long sailing Boat with a sails and Spinnaker look to 
it  Also some First Nations inspiration

Made from recycled timbers,  recycle the water use, 
compost the rubbish produce and solar it! Keep the 
concrete to a minimum

Predominately Tasmanian, NO Salmon,  NO Timber 
Company  Education and  Artistic? I will walk from Battery Point To be able to access it by Light Rail and ferries

681 18-Jun-23 Rosallee Gerasimenok N/a The Stadium and Tasmanian AFL team The Stadium and Tasmanian AFL team

I would like to see all of Tasmania using a brand 
new stadium for all sports, concerts, arts, 
conferences, whilst enjoying restaurants and the 
waterfront

A roofed Stadium as proposed for a Tasmanian AFL 
team

Restaurants, family friendly and for all ages   Green 
space and gardens, information centre for travelling 
around Tasmania, conference rooms for higher

Walking from the CBD
Make access flat, elderly, disabled and wheelchair 
friendly Proper security personnel



682 18-Jun-23 Gregory Smith ANZAC Day Service

AFL stadium 🏟🏟  with a Tasmanian Football 🏉🏉  
'Legends Walk of Fame' that celebrates the long 
and rich history of the game and our greatest to 
have played it from all corners of the state - 
including bronze statues of Tasmania's greatest 
Sporting men & women! eg  Darrel Baldock, David 
Boon, Terry Cashion, Ariadne Titmus, Peter 
Hudson, Ricky Ponting, David Foster, John Bowe, 
Jack Riewoldt, Amy Cure, etc

An adrenalin experience! Eg  A flying fox from the 
stadium roof top, stadium roof top walk (like 
Adelaide Oval), or a sky swing that propels out 
over the river Derwent
I also think it Important to include the colonial 
truth telling story by consulting decendants of the 
free settlers and convicts who hold Mcquarie Point 
close in their family history

Internationally - the College Football is a great 
place to see how teams embrace the whole of a 
community and inject their local 'flavour' into the 
pre-match and game day  They draw in the local 
businesses and highlight their contributions to the 
team & community

Incorporate the use if Tasmania's finest timbers into 
the exterior and interior of the stadium  
Give the stadium a look that implies it is a 'living' 
structure by incorporating Tasmanian flora into and 
throughout the complex

TIS experience (similar to the MCG), hotel & 
resteraunts capturing the river views from the 
eastern end of the complex (similar to Adelaide 
Oval) Public transport (bus & tram/light rail)

Plenty of travellers and lifts for the elderly and 
disabled to easily access their seats on game day

683 18-Jun-23 Jason French No Multi-Purpose roofed stadium please Concerts, sporting events, fun Not important to me AFL Car Multi-Purpose roofed stadium please

684 18-Jun-23 Matthew blackaby
Dark mofo and checked out what the stadium is 
going to built I n Afl stadium Afl stadium Afl stadium, Afl stadium

Public train service, more reliable bus service, 7 
days ferry with regular travel

685 18-Jun-23 Libby burton Plenty Regatta  Bike riding
Stadium, Bike tracks, playgrounds , cafe And 
general Waterfront a ctivities Footy  Concert for a start many Respectful As above Waterfront businesses and Stadium Walking It's in the city after all People

686 18-Jun-23 Rebecca Rose Regatta  dark mofo  walking  bike track Arts/indigenous precinct

Arts/indigenous precinct  Move the farmers 
market there  Art galleries, waterfront interactive 
playground  community garden

It felt cohesive, welcoming, community minded, 
clean  safe  artistic

Playground, bike paths, trees, garden, access to 
waterfront

Indigenous, artistic, communal, not commercial or 
touristy

Bike riding, light rail or walking along foreshore 
path Bike path  well lit walking paths

687 18-Jun-23 Brett Richardson Yes, not much Multipurpose stadium with roof AFL, Concerts, open space Connection to the city and community
Using modern sustainable materials that are cost 
effective

AFL, Restaurants, pop up performances, pop up 
eateries

Car, bus or ferry, better parking facilities and bus 
terminal Police facilities

688 18-Jun-23 Ross Harris Yes, many dozens of times over several decades

A multi-purpose, fit-for-purpose public venue 
(stadium, etc) for major sporting and cultural 
events surrounded by green reconciliation and 
reflective space with pop-up cafes and a tourist 
tram Major public events (both sporting and cultural)

Yes, many places and lots of times, overseas, 
interstate, and locally (Launceston)  The places 
were pivotal public spaces that were accessible 
and not closed off for gated privileged residents

Use all Tasmanian resources such as man power, 
materials, and technology

Tourism and recreation, such as a tourist tramway  
Do not have commercial for-profit business as 
Macquarie Point  It is a public space for the 
community

The only tried and true method of getting masses 
of crowds in and out of a venue like Macquarie 
Point is a light rail system to Glenorchy on a 
dedicated reserve that avoids roads all together

All the typical kind of facilities that one would 
expect to find in a public place

689 18-Jun-23 Shane Young Yes for regatta
A multi purpose stadium to host AFL and 
numerous other activities and sports Sports and recreation

Yes I have but unfortunately not in Tassie hopefully 
a stadium will rectify this

A stadium and other public amenities, conference 
centre Public transport

690 18-Jun-23 Jared Duggan

I used to do Navy cadets there, I also attended the 
Hobart regatta carnival which was located at the 
cenotaph

Being able to go to an AFL game to support a 
Tasmanian based team would be incredible  To be 
able to incorporate a tribute to the Palawa people 
within the stadiums design would be great, it's a 
short walk to restaurants  As a passionate AFL 
supporter I can't wait to see the Tassie Devils play 
at MacQuarie point

A New AFL team, Dark mofo events held at the 
stadium  Dark mofo themes afl game with 
Tasmania vs Essendon  Restaurants, bars, an 
exhibition centre with an Antarctic adventure 
experience

I lived in Perth for 15 years, they do a really good 
job of joining the traditional noongar culture with 
peoples passion for AFL  Indigenous culture has 
contributed so much to the AFL I feel like the 2 go 
hand in hand

First of all make the stadium go ahead  It will 
revolutionalise Tasmanian and bring the state 
together, it will attract music acts to the state, it 
will make Dark Mofo the premier winter celebration 
in Australia

Pubs, restaurants, a stadium, an Antarctic adventure 
experience AND a palawa tribute

Ferry from the eastern shore, buses from Kingston, 
light rail from the northern suburbs

The stadium should be easily accessible to 
disabled people and the elderly  Also tributes to 
the palawa people would be a nice touch to the 
stadium

691 18-Jun-23 Chris Schofield ANZAC Day and Hobart Regatta

AFL Stadium along with a public precinct for 
restaurants, cafes and bars along with housing plus 
a boutique hotel

The stadium needs to be built a long with 
infrastructure for ferries to reduce cars coming into 
the city centre

Melbourne Federation Square  Is a great area to 
mingle and disperse to many different places and 
events

Stop wasting time! We have plans and it's time for 
action  The entire area should link the wharf area 
onto Salamanca Tasmania's AFL team along with cricket

It is a no brainer  Ferries! From Bridgewater to 
Blackmans Bay A public square similar to Salamanca Square

692 18-Jun-23 Paul Bloomfield
Bike track, ANZAC service, dark park, Hobart 
brewing

Multi purpose stadium supported by a precinct 
hospitality and business similar to Marvel stadium

An activated space that all Tasmania’s will be 
proud of, 
 visit and enjoy for generations to come

Hospitality, accommodation, government offices, 
the university  Diverse as possible Ferry in peak times  walk from CBD

Plenty of people there all the time, some green 
space

693 18-Jun-23 Ash Page

Yes  Been down there to the cafes etc on the 
Salamanca side  Been to the Hobart Regatta, 
music gigs and I believe dark MOFO had light 
park out there one year

For me it is a prime position for a stadium  I would 
love nothing more than to go out for lunch/dinner 
and then walk with the rest of the fans across to 
the stadium  It would bring the waterfront to life  
Breweries, merch, street vendors etc surrounding 
it to build the atmosphere

Our team would be new and different  Also I live in 
Launceston now  It would be new and different to 
have the state come together all for one team

Again in a footy context  The walk to the MCG with 
what feels like the entire city in footy colours  You 
can only get the atmosphere that brings with a 
stadium that is close to the city

Hopefully more grassy park areas to change it from 
the concrete jungle it is  Space for kids to run and 
play and also better for environment  We are in a 
great position to something cutting edge with the 
stadium as well AFL  Breweries  Restaurants  Cafes  Sports stores

I’d most likely come down from Launceston and 
stay in the city and walk  Being from Hobart there 
would be great ferry service from eastern shore 
and northern/southern suburbs  Rail line would be 
fantastic but don’t know if it’s feasible Sufficient lighting

694 18-Jun-23 Mitchell Smith
Yes, I have attended Dark Mofo events at the site 
and Hobart Brewing Co site

I would like the Government to proceed with the 
AFL Stadium and sporting/entertainment precinct   
It is a crucial project for the future of Tasmania and 
for Tasmania's progress to have an AFL side

Yes, AFL games regularly played   Concerts and 
other events such as travelling roadshows/ expos

Having a sporting/entertainment precinct close to 
the City is crucial, other successful examples 
include Docklands, Optus Stadium and Adelaide 
Oval all in waling distance to the city CBD

Sustainable means being able to attract and make 
viable artists and events which currently do not 
travel to Tassie due to not having a suitable venue Sporting, Entertainment organisations

Fast transport into the CBD and other residential 
hubs   Possibly light rail if it is viable   Walking 
distance to the CBD is crucial for this type of 
development

Easy access to transport such as light rail and or 
ferry services

695 18-Jun-23 Vincent O'Brien Regatta Day and Dark Mofo
Sports, arts, entertainment, conferences, cultural, 
concerts Sports  cultural  conferences  concerts New Zealand  Europe A new Stadium as a centrepiece for all of the above

AFL, Cricket Australia, musicians, conference 
businesses

Car parking between aquatic and tennis centres, 
light rail between hobart and Glenorchy, ferry 
service between hobart and eastern shore, 
waterfront walking  e-bike  e-scooters

696 18-Jun-23 Tim Wilson-Haffenden Yes  Hobart Regatta - rowing A world class stadium AFL games  Sports, music MCG is Melbourne
Multi purpose stadium  See Adelaide oval and 
surrounds A diverse array  Eateries,bars, commercial precinct Walking  See MCG walk

Disabled facilities  Sin with a wheelchair  Noting at 
north Hobart oval  Embarrassing for all - including 
HCC

697 18-Jun-23 Michael Barber
Dark Mofo  Boat launching  Hobart regatta  Anzac 
Day AFL stadium, restaurants AFL games  Concerts

Baltimore baseball stadium, fantastic venue, local 
restaurants Sports, food, entertainment, arts Restaurants, art galleries E scooters, ferries, buses Businesses and activities operating every day

698 18-Jun-23 Brett Allender

Yes, My father worked their for 20 years  I fished 
from the wharves and played with the other kids  
Fisher from the cattle jetty  More recently O have 
enjoyed the hotels and restaurants in the precinct

A multi purpose roofed stadium with an attached 
hotel and conference facility, perhaps a sound 
theatre for the film industry to utilise, more 
restaurants and bars, some green space  This is 
not a space for affordable housing for a few  For 
the value of a dwelling here you could build two or 
three elsewhere  You should also recognise the 
social issues that follow public housing estates  
Totally inappropriate for Maq Point

It should create excitement and opportunity for 
Tasmanians  The opportunity cost of forfeiting this 
opportunity by building libraries and museums or 
too extensive open spaces in a State already 
defined by its extensive open spaces would 
cripple Hobart for another few decades and see 
another generation of youth forced to abandon 
the State for jobs and some excitement elsewhere  
So a sports/entertainment precinct with associated 
restaurants, bars and hotels akin to Southbank in 
Melbourne, Darling Harbour in Sydney or 
Adelaide Oval and all of its adjacent facilities

Local culture depends on historical perspective  It 
is a living story  Are we to be anchored by our past  
Bergen, or Copenhagen, the Marias or Place de la 
Concorde, the square in Delhi or Delhi’s shed 
cities  They all offer different experiences and 
senses  Hobart is defined by its setting  It is also 
defined by its economic situation and 
vulnerabilities  Tasmanian’s are islanders with 
islanders peculiar perspectives  To have a robust 
future not reliant on the benevolence of tax payers 
in other states they must create and exploit their 
own opportunities

Give it an anchor  We have been offered a Edward 
at the table of Australia’s national sports 
entertainment industry  The cost is easily 
manageable for the State  There is significant and 
growing support and these businesses will create 
revenue streams directly and indirectly supporting 
jobs and incomes for Tasmanians  An associated 
conference facility and hotel can only add to its 
critical mass  A sound stage and other film industry 
facilities would add to that base

A stadium and  club facilities employing 400 plus  
Hotel bars restaurants and conference centre  
Another 400-500  Retail showing local art and crafts, 
perhaps a boutique theatre space

You will require a broad walking space adjacent to 
the stadium to facilitate access and departure  I 
would anticipate walking or using public transport 
on busy days  At quieter times I will drive/park and 
walk from the city or Salamanca as I do now  A 
broader river ferry service would be a great 
innovation for the city  The current service is 
ridiculously constrained

If it includes concentrated public housing a police 
station will be necessary  There will soon be 
intense media coverage of this issue

699 18-Jun-23 Ben Pepper Work Watch the footy at the new stadium Footy stadium Docklands in Melbourne Bars restaurants retail Buses water taxis Parks

700 18-Jun-23 Trent Chilcott
Dark park at maq 1 - regatta I volunteered at the 
regatta A sports stadium

The feeling of equity   We deserve a football team    
  I think it will book end a world class waterfront - 
with sports one end and IMAS at the other   
Amazing accommodation, restaurants, bars, tmag, 
wharfs  marina  water transport etc in between

Connectivity    I have worked in 6 different 
countries  My family have buildings near my home 
dating to the 1830 s   Culture is about identity    
And without sport the water front doesn’t capture 
all of our identity The worlds first green walled stadium Service to public

I am an eastern shore resident so I will - car and 
walk typically Lighting

701 18-Jun-23 Kerri Mus Never Sport, Entertainment ‘A’ league sport and entertainment

Yes but didn’t feel comfortable there as it didn’t 
represent all cultures which is near impossible to 
do so maybe shouldn’t even try too Lots of different jobs Sport lessons, fitness lessons, walking groups, cafes Bring own scooter, push bikes, mini buses to city Lighting, cameras, security guards, alarm posts

702 18-Jun-23 Craig Lucas Yes, looked at the potential for a new precinct

Would like to see a precinct developed with a new 
multi purpose stadium and infrastructure around 
stadium

A facility where I can go and watch world class 
acts, including professional sporting events, large 
conference facility & arts precinct Adelaide oval

It must be an area where all people can go to and 
experience something that currently does not exist 
in Tasmania, as per my previous comments

Multi purpose stadium which can cater for most 
sports, conference facilities which can 
accommodate 2,000 people similar to Adelaide 
oval, cafes, restaurants

Ferry services, transit bus services, we are 
fortunate that we have several car parks in the city 
which can be utilised & unlike other major facilities 
in Tas, we have many exit points

703 18-Jun-23 Troy Addicoat
Yes, i have gone to Dark mofo, and regretta, i have 
studied fine arts at art school near by

Love to see an multi purpose stadium to take my 
son to see live AFL games AFL games

It be good to Experience AFL during  Anzac day or 
indigenous round Multi purpose stadium AFL shop Light rail train Children park near by

704 18-Jun-23 Paul Mansbridge Yes, play a video game AFL stadium  Watch football AFL stadium with our own team I like a place where people can support the state Include a Stadium AFL, restaurants, pubs  Usable spaces for the public I can drive a park and walk or scooter Stadium
705 18-Jun-23 Michael Varney

706 18-Jun-23 Scott Hannaford Went to the brewery

A multi-purpose stadium that can host elite sport, 
music and other cultural activities, plus bars and 
cafes, an open space with seating for people to 
gather and socialise, and pedestrian-friendly 
access from the CBD and Salamanca areas via a 
concourse

Sport and hospitality  NOT wasted on a CSIRO 
relocation  They can stay where they are

Southbank in Melbourne with its shops, bars and 
eateries, and is walking distance from the cbd, 
MCG and Marvel stadium

It needs to be activated 7 days a week and 
therefore any businesses must be open every day  It 
also needs to be a space that will attract people in 
all weather conditions  So trees for shade and 
shelter from the elements as well

Shops, cares restaurants  No tourist trap businesses  
And  importantly  a stadium as an anchor tenant

Park near the cbd and walk from there  Depending 
on residence at the time, public transport to major 
events such as football or concerts would be 
possible provided that services are provided from 
and back to my place of residence or hub that 
provides park and ride facilities  An underground 
stadium car park might be useful

Answered above the pedestrian access from cbd 
and salamanca precincts  Bus/Uber drop off/pick 
up points in the area

707 18-Jun-23 Allan Harrold Go to Dark Park with Dark Mofo

Have the Stadium there to allow for Hobart to 
progress to the modern times and the youth of 
today to be able to get musicians, sports and in 
general stuff to improve life of people living in 
Hobart

Watching an AFL game, seeing a concert by a 
world class musician in an arena with a roof

Yes   I liked the atmosphere of the culture and what 
was able to be viewed

To have a stadium and potentially more stuff that is 
similar to what they have in Melbourne where you 
can go to a game/concert, have a proper meal (not 
just a kiosk/canteen type place) and be within a 
short walk of places of transport   Could even have a 
cinema and shopping centre in close proximity

Restaurants, shopping complex maybe even a 
supermarket   Very similar to what they have at 
Marvel stadium in Melbourne

I think having a light railway between Glenorchy 
and Hobart, regular ferry services across the 
Derwent on event nights and having a transport 
hub close to the area where all buses coming from 
and to the vicinity would go via

More frequent public transport options   Being 
well lit at night and clear view of stadium from the 
highway area potentially limited security at night

708 18-Jun-23 Greg Watson Yes  Regatta point A new stadium A new stadium Yes at marvel stadium A new stadium a new stadium A new stadium In my own car and a new stadium A new stadium

709 18-Jun-23 Kath Downie No Go to a concert
World renowned entertainers - AFL football
National soccer games

Not sure what you mean by local culture! AFL is 
part of our local culture  Visited Marvel Stadium in 
Melbourne - the buzz around the place, positivity 
instead of negativity

First of all AFL precinct, National Soccer precinct
Concert venue
Conference facilities Unsure

Walking from accommodation  No ideas as to 
anything wlse

710 18-Jun-23 B Hofman
watched trucks moving in and out from an 
adjoining hotel

A family friendly parkland with children's play 
areas (similar to Riverbend in Launceston)

A place where travelling families and locals can 
enjoy and explore parkland and the Salamanca 
region Learning about the area  history and individuals

Parkland, water features, include children's 
playgrounds Public toilets  BBQ  Parking travel by car  walk around the site

subtle night lights security cameras and panic 
buttons for assistance

711 18-Jun-23 Isaac Grimsey

Yes, not really much there right now, would be 
much better with a stadium and other state of the 
ry facilities

Would love to see a stadium for the new team, 
would bring so much life to the city A new stadium

Yes, dark mofo in Hobart, brings life to the city, 
would be amazing going from a game to dark 
mofo, the atmosphere would be amazing Modern facilities, solar panels, sustainable materials A new ground for a Tasmania AFL team

A train like using the original infrastructure and or 
ferries direct to the precinct from the other side of 
the derwent Not sure

712 18-Jun-23 Anthony Noble
Yes  Walked around envisioning it as a place for an 
AFL stadium

AFL stadium  Enjoying a day at the footy in a 
modern stadium An AFL stadium as in every other state

Adelaide Oval was a wonderful example where 
local culture was celebrated & experienced Easy access from the city - no busses The proposed Tasmanian AFL club

Walking from the city  Access from the War 
Memorial  Perhaps a light rail/tram Good street lighting

713 18-Jun-23 DAVID BROOK Dark Mofo  Walking Watch football Football Stadium



714 18-Jun-23 Katrina Varney

715 18-Jun-23 Maurice Devereux
Many times over the past 60 years  Played sport, 
fished  explored as a child

A stadium to  bring various activities to Hobart  
Ferry terminals with restaurants 

The new from the past  Bringing people to an 
otherwise neglected part of the city

Many Euopean cities
The new, bringing life to the area in the form of  
sports such as Cardiff  cultural activities  the arts

By building a stadium that will attract activities and 
events

Restaurants galleries places for people to sit relax 
and live Walking it's just not that big

716 18-Jun-23 Diane Matthews No Stadium  Waterfront access Larger music stars  Festivals inside Water catchment  Solar Walk Lighting
717 18-Jun-23 Chris Baric Mofo Stadium No Yes  small business Food Rail and walk No

718 18-Jun-23 Sally Curry
Yes I went to MOFO events and to gatherings in 
the big shed

A great parkland  Not a stadium  It would cut off 
the city from the waterfront Beautiful gardens Yes  Gatherings in the big shed

Beautiful parkland and modest meeting shelter  
Rename the place  Mac Point will not do Arts - dance, health, exhibitions, installations

Good sensitively designed paths through the park
Public transport to and from Mac Point Subtle lighting

719 18-Jun-23 David Macdonald
Only wandered through there at show time, 
certainly prime ground that’s under utilised

Definitely the stadium  The benefits to the city are 
immeasurable  Hobart needs a major boost 
despatately Footy , shopping , eating to name a few

The precinct plan with the stadium  This is an 
obvious enhancement for Hobart

Obviously the stadium which will include many new 
businesses and all the jobs that will be created  
Probably the biggest addition will be a new 
conference centre Light rail

Certainly not cheap housing  This would be a 
disaster for the CBD

720 18-Jun-23 Matt Spencer Yes Stadium and Arts precinct Stadium Yes Stadium Stadium and galleries Shuttle buses
721 18-Jun-23 Alex Wolfert Dark mofo Stadium Concert All the families out and enjoying the area Train  stadium and restaurants Restaurants and entertainment Car  bus Train
722 18-Jun-23 Steven Paul Walked around not much to do Stadium A stadium The MCG A stadium Retail shop restaurants and a stadium Electric buses No

723 18-Jun-23 Jamie Lowe Yes, mofo Go to the football at the new stadium Large events
Rarely in hobart, yes for every other city though  
Need the stadium Stadium with transport and parking considerations A football stadium with nearby bars and restaurants

Drive and park, or catch the bus  Most importantly 
thing is to get the stadium Security for large events

724 18-Jun-23 Jack Rodman Hobart regatta and dark mofo Multi purpose stadium Multi purpose stadium And events Multi purpose stadium Multi purpose stadium  Restaurants and shops Light rai, busses Access to all

725 18-Jun-23 Darryn White Yes  Regatta Stadium as proposed by the State Government
Mac Point and it's Stadium to connect the Regatta 
Grounds with the City via the foreshore

Festive atmosphere and on going attractions, food 
and arts to compliment the sporting venue

The AFL stadium will provide this, on the basis that 
other  facets are included

Food outlets, cafes, bars, entertainment  A warm 
environment and one that can be visited 7 days a 
week
The Stadium will provide this River and rail

Open 7 days a week
Board walks  open gathering areas

726 18-Jun-23 Jim Ransom Yes  Use the boat ramp  Anzac day Accessible space  AFL stadium AFL Yes  Vibrant  accessible Leave open space  Accessible to walk to the city Hospitality Walk from the city or north hobart  Or bus Public transport easy to access

727 18-Jun-23 Nicole Wolfe Yes - concerts  parking  view the site Stadium Stadium Yes  The buzz it brings to the state and city
Stadium  Respectful area of respect can still be a 
part of this Stadium  Bars  cafes Bus  ferry  walk - more ferries and buses No

728 18-Jun-23 Si Roy Yes, regatta, Anzac Services AFL Stadium High standard  Football, Soccer , Concerts No
Build a stadium   In terms of soil, and prior industrial 
activity its already a mess Sports Ground and associates infrastructure Walk

Clear out all the old sheds and places for anti 
social people to hide

729 18-Jun-23 Maryann James No

Parks,gardens,bike tracks,running 
tracks,indigenous information centre,connection 
to RSL area,Antarctic information centre,maybe an 
acquarium about our local marine life,,picnic 
area,cafes ,local food displays etc maybe an 
outside music bowl for orchestra under the stars 
type events

A display of that honours Tasmania and Hobart’s 
unique place at the meeting of Southern 
,Indian,and Pacific oceans ,a sense of our history,a 
celebration of our being a state whose energy 
supply is renewable  An information area and 
celebration of Tasmania as a unique place Yes Norway  Canada and parts of New York

Make it a cultural area for all Tasmanians and a 
place for school excursions, overseas visitors,parks 
exercise areas  Because of its unique position 
overlooking river mountain and city it needs to be 
outward looking, lots of outside spaces highlighting 
the city’s natural beauty together with smaller 
buildings lookouts and under cover areas

Antarctic information centre,indigenous 
reconciliation area, RSL information 
area,acquarium,information centre about 
Tasmania’s energy supply and how it is totally 
renewable,our local wines and foods on display, a 
celebration of how early Tasmanians both 
indigenous and European survived

Hop on hop off bus,bicycle,free CBD bus,some 
special parking for disability and aged clients 
Cruise ship passengers can be on special hired 

buses organised by their ship  Or maybe some 
ferry access!

Make it car free but have alternative transport up 
there bicycle hire e scooters zoo trains etc

730 18-Jun-23 Kylie MacLeod Regatta New stadium AFL games New Stadium Just build the new Stadium New Stadium Car New Stadium

731 18-Jun-23 Matt Magnus Yes, Dark Park
Public recreational space  Not a stadium wasting 
money and precious waterfront space

A space like Federation Square in Melbourne, 
where people can gather and mingle Creates an indispensable sense of belonging Restaurants, cafes,playground, housing Light rail

732 18-Jun-23 Jason Williams Yes - dark mofo Events space Multi purpose stadium Make it multi purpose Retail, accommodation and hospitality Ferry Police presence when events are held
733 18-Jun-23 Mark Healey Nothing to do Afl stadium Stadium No A stadium A stadium Car/walk A stadium

734 18-Jun-23 Daniel Williams Yes Football afl Football afl
Yes the football afl in Melbourne brings the hole 
place together Football alf cricket and bring big bands to Tasmania

Football alf and cricket and big bands build it they 
will come Bus or drive or cab

Yeah a pub on site near the new stadium so after 
the game I don't have to go far to keep drinking

735 18-Jun-23 Mark Healey Nothing Afl Afl No Stadium Stadium Walk Stadium

736 18-Jun-23 Martin Evans Yes, many events over the years The new stadium The new stadium Yes, it’s important to recognise local culture The new stadium plus new restaurants etc Entertainment businesses including the stadium
Use the river with a ferry system  The light rail 
through the northern suburbs would be good! A police sub station

737 18-Jun-23 Tony Whitford
Yes worked on the sewage works and on another 
occasions the Hobart Brewing co Stadium A Concert, sporting Museum , sport contest Yes the area was a live of activity

The area is the old wapping precinct so build a 
couple of streets from the period the area was 
active the streets ran from the ferry terminal and 
from the Engineers building to the Stadium and 
museum

Restaurants  bars specialist shops and a Tasmanian 
visitor centre

The good this is the car parks are already built just 
need a jetty for eastern shore residents and 
concrete the old train line for bus access from a 
point in moonah   
The great thing is it’s flat, not many places around 
Hobart that are flat, but maybe a tram running on a 
loop

738 18-Jun-23 Karen Welsh Regatta Entertainment and bars and cafes Live entertainment
Stadium shops cafes restaurants bars and perhaps a 
hotel All of the above

As I live in Bicheno I would drive and book 
accommodation then get a bus or uber

739 18-Jun-23 Chris Mackey Went to the regatta Stadium afl Stadium A sense of friendship in the community Afl/ community stadium Afl and concerts Ferry or bus Policed regularly

740 18-Jun-23 Chris Lukianenko Dark Mofo, HBC Football and entertainment precinct Football and entertainment precinct
Yes  Like how it could fit in within a multi purpose 
site…best of both worlds

Sustainable operations are great, but shouldn’t  be 
the primary focus of the development Stadium, entertainment, bars and restaurants

Bus, car, scooter, walk…it won’t be a problem for 
me No  I feel it will be fine

741 18-Jun-23 Abetz Charles No Yes Yes Yes, Cairns markets
Recycled building materials, recovered wood, 
sustainable market garden

Small businesses that have unique products to sell, 
indigenous art etc Walking or when built light rail Ramps, travellators

742 18-Jun-23 Geoff Dobson Park my car AFL Stadium AFL stadium AFL stadium AFL stadium AFL stadium Walking - footpaths Afl stadium

743 18-Jun-23 Trevor Curtain AFL stadium Watch football No Bars restaurants coffee shops Restaurants  bars coffeehouses Public transport
Police present especially when large crowds 
gather

744 18-Jun-23 Irene Hudson Yes  dark mofo A stadium
AFL footy , and other codes plus concerts or other 
cultural experiences No

Stadium, cultural precinct, green area for relaxing, 
no housing, this would only end with the rich end of 
town living there Art studios  cafes restaurants

Buses , car , walking , ferries , the same way I get to 
anywhere  I’m not afraid of a walk Not sure

745 18-Jun-23 Sam Lovibond Regatta, walked, run, mofo etc etc Large events (AFL, Cricket, concerts, conferences) The ability to hold large scale events

Absolutely not  It has been a disused rail site for as 
long as I can remember  The smaller developments 
there now (brewery etc) are great but undervalue 
the area as a whole

Sustainability needs to incorporate something that 
benefits the community (socially and financially) 
such that it can boost the state not just provide a 
passive asset Sport, hospitality, conference, state growth

Within the site  Cycleways, good walkways and 
private/bus only roads  External from the site  
better cycleways and turning the intercity railway 
into a private road to allow buses to transport 
people in and out of the city as flow demands

All ability access throughout, well lit, police 
presence, CCTV etc etc

746 18-Jun-23 Richard Warren
Yes - nothing except the memorial - it is an 
industrial wasteland

The new stadium precinct - it will be the best thing 
that ever happened there for all the community AFL football and events in the new stadium

Many - the great cities of the world have fantastic 
waterfronts with a drawcard that makes you want to 
walk through it on your lunch break or as a tourist, 
and that has memorable events that bring people 
together  The MCG is the heartbeat of Melbourne - 
we can replicate this in our own way

Remewable energy and modern building - make 
the new stadium as eco friendly and carbon neutral 
as possible  Also  lots of greenery please

Ferry tourism, bars and cafes, gardens, an afl 
stadium precinct, markets, war memorial museum, 
indigenous truth telling park and museum too (it is 
possible to be all of these things!)

I want to use a rail/light rail service through the 
northern corridor, or to walk from the city and 
salamanca  and ferries from across the river

AFL stadium with great accessibility for all 
(disabled and not)

747 18-Jun-23 Anne-Maree Smith No
As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

Football, concerts, arts and a celebration of 
Tasmanian culture

With the exception on Dark MOFO, It doesn’t exist 
in Tasmania, that’s why the Government’s current 
project development plan is so important

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan  It would mean I wouldn’t need 
to leave Tasmania to experience football, concerts 
and the arts

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

748 18-Jun-23 Michael Wright
Walk around, enjoyed the view and envisaged its 
future

World class stadium complete with restaurant, and 
vibrant activities day and night Footy, music that we miss out currently in Tas MCG, Federation Square, Adelaide Oval

Sustainable by have many varied functions, having 
the council onboard by investing in attracting world 
class events Restaurants, sporting, outdoor activities

Cars, light rail to parking areas outside of Hobart 
for people visiting from the North, NW and NE

Lighting to enable a safe passage to CBD and 
transport hubs

749 18-Jun-23 Gary Molloy Yes walked around the area many times

I would like to see open areas with trees,gardens 
and grass, kids playground areas, cafes, 
restaurants could incorporate some lowrise 
accommodation/hotel and of course the 
reconciliation Park I feel of welcome to our beautiful City

We have visited many cities around the world  
display of history, natural assets, and culture are 
important

It should include what I’ve already said, and I’m not 
sure what a sustainable precinct actually means Restaurants  cafes  activities  accommodation

Walking and riding there will be no car parking 
unless less they build a car park

Open areas and open feel not jammed in with 
buildings  Intelligent lighting

750 18-Jun-23 Paul Veldhuis
Yes, several things from markets, to attending 
regatta etc

Build a multipurpose stadium precinct, for sports, 
AFL team, concerts  And ensure the precinct is 
family friendly and ties into the rest of the water 
front  It would be stunning! Sports, entertainment, concerts, Haven’t thought about it

Public transport links, Use natural products where 
possible, enclosed roof for the stadium, eco friendly 
technology Restaurants, bars, cafes, public spaces

Public transport, and some parking,  Ferry, light rail 
(if possible)

Just ensure it’s sufficiently lit, and has facilities like 
cctv etc

751 18-Jun-23 Ben Masterman

Yes, I have attended the regatta carnival, I’ve used 
the bike lane 100 times, I have used the soldiers 
Memorial Bridge 20 times, I have visited dark Park 
and mofo several times, I have attended events at 
the Long house several times

Aboriginal truth and reconciliation park and 
education centre most of all  Public Parkland  
Bicycle commuting paths  Sustainable, transport, 
interchange, starting with the light rail improved 
ferry services

Connection to the history, and the present, and 
the future of Nipaluna , Hobart and Lutruwita 
Tasmania
Uninterrupted views of storm Bay, and the 
Derwent estuary, the city, and the mountain 
skyline  Expensive public park land accessible, 24 
hours a day with community facilities that can be 
enjoyed by all

Yes, it was enjoyable because it was unique and 
distinctive from any other part of the world of 
course but also any other part of Australia, which 
Hobart is  Having a sports precinct on the doorstep 
of the city is not unique, moreover, it would detract 
from what is unique about Hobart, with this 
incredible piece of Land extending into this iconic 
estuary, pointing to south to Antarctica, with the 
mountain as a backdrop

Maximising the space for used by people not cars  
This means public transport of the highest quality 
with the understanding that renewable Electricity 
will be our only energy source

Tasmanian owned and run as much as possible, as 
long as they reflect worlds  Best practice, across a 
range of sectors  Tech, especially electric vehicles 
and renewable energy, high-quality, retail, food, 
and Bev, small scale entertainment, No mass 
tourism of any kind

Light rail, electric buses, ferries, only public 
transport  bicycles of course

I multicultural and multilanguage, friendly 
facilities  businesses  community  arts  etc

752 18-Jun-23 Tania Smith Had a look around

A multi purpose stadium for our footy team also 
for concerts and other events also a jetty for our 
ferry's to travel from the eastern shore also other 
stuff like maybe a play centre for the kids with later 
tag and other games also shops coffee shops and 
resurants but most importantly the stadium we 
need to get out of the dark ages An Antarctic centre experience maybe No

More people and businesses need to be more 
sustainable in general

Multicultural restaurants  starbucks pancake parlour
Afl tas cricket Arctic centre

Bus of ferry but light rail would be good walk 
around the site we need excersize

General information centre with people that no 
there  stuff and it be well light up at night

753 18-Jun-23 Jason Andrikonis Imagine there was a multipurpose stadium Multi purpose stadium Multi purpose stadium MCG - The atmosphere AFL stadium create jobs  money & tourism
AFL , international music concerts, Soccer, cricket, 
Rugby Getting dropped off by car from Dodges Ferry Cable car if the Greene can make it happen?

754 18-Jun-23 Paul Viney Yes, bar and parking and working at wharf Cultural precinct Yes, paris, barcelona, new york, london, melbourne, Working wharf Shipping
Its very difficult  Hobart parking is bad and keeps 
me away from the city



755 18-Jun-23 christine saunders

cycling, walking, the garden when it was there, the 
pavilion,  places on the edge eg Hobart Brewery, 
caravan cafe, regatta aquatic events and fireworks, 
cenotaph and bridge

Water frontage, open parkland, local activity and 
small business enterprises, aboriginal current and 
historical presence, small scale art and 
entertainment, community experiences, showcase 
Tas history and heritage particularly aboriginal 
which we have never had in Hobart with the 
exception of museum displays

all of above plus interest and activities for locals 
and visitors, ease of access to site - walking, 
cycling  public transport

Many places in Aus and Europe with great 
character - local activities - festivals, markets, food 
fairs  art  music etc where locals love to gather

Make it interesting and accessible place to go every 
day

Low key anything - business, arts, culture, 
education  recreation

mentioned above - public transport, walking, 
cycling, not a huge carpark but smaller areas for 
short term parking

Variety of activities and attractions for locals, 
visitors and families

756 19-Jun-23 Marcus Vincent Work and recreation A multi purpose stadium and adjoining facilities Sports  Exhibitions  Entertainment
Yes, Melbourne's South Bank and surrounding 
areas  Amazing atmosphere

A multi purpose entertainment hub including a 
stadium to be utilised for many different activities Sports  Dining  Entertainment

Public transport, own transport, taxi or Uber  
Hobart isn't that big  walking is no problem

Any current design will include aesthetically 
pleasing public spaces

757 19-Jun-23 Stuart White Would make a great spot for a football stadium Go to a stadium and watch footy with friends Footy stadium Scg home of football and cricket lovely atmosphere A roofed stadium football Football sports business Family and friends helping out Stadium police
758 19-Jun-23 Nick Keyte Yes walking Football Stadium Beautiful Stadium Brewery Tram No

759 19-Jun-23 Mary Halyk cycling through

restuarants, cafes, boutique shops, performing 
arts, Antarctic museum, Truth and Reconcilation 
park, grass and landscaping, create the feel of a 
European city square, hotels, things for young 
people such as skating Market like Queen Victoria market in Melbourne

Granville Island in Vancouver - re-using old sheds 
to create an arts precinct,  food and produce 
marketplace, place to go to people watch, hang out
Q&A Waterfront in Cape Town - great place to 
explore, discover local artists, eat at cafes and 
restaurants

Hotels to keep night activity and people in the area  
Housing is tricky as private housing is likely to end 
up as Air bnbs and public housing would be better 
off in the suburbs (use funds made from selling 
expensive private housing at Mac Point to create 
more public housing in the suburbs) Market  boutique shops  cafes  art organisations

Cycling  Provide good provision for active 
transport

760 19-Jun-23 Grant Elmer No Multi Purpose Stadium National/International sports and concerts No
Outside of the stadium have some cafes etc  maybe 
include a hotel As above I would stay in a hotel and walk It will be accessible

761 19-Jun-23 Michelle Aulich Yes, attended Dark MoFo, the regatta, eaten out

We need a roofed stadium so we can have sport, 
concerts, exhibitions   Have a hub of restaurants, 
parkland, accommodation   Should be multi-use Stadium for sure! New Zealand do this well

Stadium with pedestrian and supporting transport 
infrastructure See above Walking, buses, ? Light rail?  Ferries Stadium can be built to be accessible to all

762 19-Jun-23 Andrew Maver Dark mofo  cycling through AFL football  major concerts AFL football  major concerts
Yes, I have worked within indigenous communities 
and enjoy the cultural experience

Sustainability is such a broad term but all new 
buildings should be sustainable

Tassie AFL team, indigenous reconciliation area, 
major concert organisation Bus  ferry  cycling  walking Secure Bicycle parking

763 19-Jun-23 Rosie Saville Yes  Dog walks The stadium! The stadium Stadiums in other capital cities A stadium A stadium with cafes and bars and accommodation Ferries
Adequate lighting and pedestrian walkways to 
and from the stadium to the city

764 19-Jun-23 Matthew Hill Observation of vessels

Move the shopping precinct from the CBD to Mac 
Point  Build a modern shopping plaza that will 
benefit all Tasmanians and be a boom for cruise 
ship visitors

Decent shopping facilities for Hobart  Ample car 
parking incorporated Literally anywhere else but Australia

The design of the shopping centre would allow for 
keeping with the local architecture and allow space 
for acknowledging the traditional owners

Hobart lacks decent shopping comparatively to any 
other city  A large multinational centre would attract 
more of what we need

Large multi-story carpark onsite, light rail from the 
northern suburbs and ferries from the eastern 
shore CCTV everywhere  Think London

765 19-Jun-23 JONATHAN BLOOD Yes  Dark Park  Covid testing A stadium and supporting deve Stadium Yes  It felt unique Mixed use development, centred with a stadium Stadium, restaurants, cafes, bars Ferry, on foot from the city
Passive observation from restaurants,  cafes, AFL 
team facilities and offices

766 19-Jun-23 Josh Connors Regular drink at Hobart Brewing Attend AFL games at the new stadium Food  bars  restaurants  AFL

We love spending time in Sydney around the 
waterfront  Culturally sensitive, lots to see, do and 
interact with for all ages

It should be inclusive, not just something for a 
minority of people who continually push back on 
development! A stadium would be key, with events, 
festivals and parks!

Local hobart businesses  This is our hun to 
showcase the best of Tasmania! Hobart Brewing is a 
perfect example … family friendly, dog friendly, 
locally owned and operated!

Improved bike tracks, better and more reliable 
public transport No more than Salamanca etc

767 19-Jun-23 John Singleton Yes Anzac Day Build a multiple purpose stadium AFL football and live concerts No Stadium Micro brewies  accommodation  AFL football Walking and buses Stadium

768 19-Jun-23 Michael mcgregor
Used to work for port business also have parked 
there and visited businesses there Multi purpose Stadium

AFL football and other national sporting codes 
concerts and other activities that are not available 
now No Stadium and Park precinct Hospitality and other social type businesses

Pretty easy Dark Mofo proves this but possibly a 
better ferry service a fast bus using the rail line and 
car parking areas on the domain No

769 19-Jun-23 Sebastien Robin
Yes, to attend events, get tested for COVID and 
have a drink

A view point, nice landscape, something on 
human scale where you can walk/explore

I would like to attend events during the day, like 
the Taste  A foreshore park with an stimulating 
walk  Some outdoor art exhibits  Some food and 
beverage startups creating a "city tasting trail" (a 
craft beer or distillery incubator, farm gates, 
innovative seaweed and vegan based street food 
etc ), an outdoor river pool for cold water swims 
and hot showers, sunning areas, a cool ferry wharf, 
a large outdoor amphitheater Yes  learning about the area would be great

I think the area needs to be activated  have locals 
and visitors stay in the area, so the parks, streets, 
businesses are lively at all times

Contemporary arts, aboriginal cultural centre, 
education buildings, museum and scientific 
exhibits

Uninterrupted cycleways from Taroona, South 
Hobart, Bellerive, Glenorchy  High frequency 
buses and night time smaller buses Pedestrian-first design  slow vehicular traffic

770 19-Jun-23 Ben Viney Yes, Dark Mofo activities Stadium & transport hub for the city

Sporting events, concerts, large community 
events, cultural events, arts events like dark mofo, 
ferries & light rail Mona

Transport hub and stadium other social & public 
facilities that give back to the city

Transport hub, social entities such as Antarctic 
centre, indigenous centre Light rail & ferries Transport hub

771 19-Jun-23 Bradley Dodge Yes  Attended the regatta, dawn services Build a multi purpose stadium Live sport, music etc at new stadium Cafes, bars and restaurants
I live in west Hobart  Walking is an option for me  
Uber or taxi also

772 19-Jun-23 A stadium Watch afl and concerts in a new stadium Build stadium
A stadium and develop the area to support the 
stadium A stadium Buses or tram or train water taxi A stadium

773 19-Jun-23 Harrison Riley
Yes! Went to the Regatta and also cycling though 
there Stadium to enjoy sport and concerts

A sporting game or concert in an enclosed and 
Morse en space that is welcoming to all

The MCG and Marvel stadium, it has encorperated 
a sporting and event culture that Australians love 
and enjoy so much

Plenty of green space, lots of trees surrounding the 
stadium

Plenty of bars and restaurants as well as clothing 
stores and sovereigns Greater access

Lots of lighting and no dark spaces and plenty of 
security cameras

774 19-Jun-23 Maxine Whitford
Yes went to Regatta, Hobart Brewing Co & years 
ago went to my Dads office in the railway yards

A multi use stadium that can host sporting and 
other events with a park area attached for family 
activities with cafes etc As above

Infrastructure for a sporting and family facility for 
our children to utilise in the future

Our own football headquarters  Eateries & cafes   A 
kids zone not unlike the new park in Kingston

Bus up on football days otherwise drive up and 
park in the council car parks and walk down at 
other times

Build good wide roads to the precinct with easy 
access in and out

775 19-Jun-23 Daphne Habibis
Visited the Long House  Volunteered at the edible 
garden  Visited the bar there

Wild swimming as proposed by the group that 
includes Kate Warner  This would be an awesome 
use of this space   2  A truth and reconciliation 
park  3  Cafes and boutique shops that support 
local artists and craftspeople  4  Space for small-
scale performing arts

Opportunities to learn about Tasmania’s history 
including between settlers and their descendants 
and local Aboriginal peoples  Opportunities for 
cultural experiences

Any development should showcase sustainability as 
part of Tassie’s clean, green image and to support 
efforts to address problematic CO2 emissions  This 
means sustainable buildings, recycling prioritised in 
all activities,minimal use of plastics and avoidance 
of activities that produce high emissions  It also 
means prioritising the natural environment to not 
only avoid harm to wildlife and native vegetation 
but also to promote their presence in the precinct  

Sustainability should also include social and 
economic sustainability in the form of an emphasis 
on affordable housing so this city is one where 
ordinary, local people can afford to live and thrive

DEFINITELY NO AFL STADIUM  IF IT MUST BE 
BUILT THEN LOCATE IT SOMEWHERE ELSE! 
Building the stadium will completely mess up this 
exceptional space  It is a really stupid idea

I also oppose expensive housing developments 
targeting the wealthy  The precinct should not be a 
place for commercial development but for the 
people of Hobart  

Businesses I would like to see include 1  Small 
tourist businesses that support local people and 
which showcase Tassie’s unique geographical and 
cultural environment  2  Local producers of food, 
entertainment and art Cycling  Public transport   Ferry  Light rail

1  Good lighting  Hobart is very dark at nighttime  
2  Good public transport  3  Cafes and 
entertainment activities that bring people into the 
precinct throughout  the day and night

776 19-Jun-23 Kerry No Stadium Sport     Live entertainment Walk from city sport events

777 19-Jun-23 Sharron Paul Walked around Multipurpose stadium Attend events in a stadium Felt connected Multipurpose stafium
AFL Football, other sporting clubs, Arts and Music 
and community organisations Public transport and walking Adequate lighting on walkways

778 19-Jun-23 Raymond Brown observed what is not happening there an open parkland an open parkland No

779 19-Jun-23 Jeremy Hunt No World class multi purpose stadium Watch the footy with family and friends Unique sense of place
Connect it to the CBD  Multi use ie housing, bars, 
open spaces all connecting to stadium Bars/restaurants/hotels Short walk Lighting  Lots of open spaces

780 19-Jun-23 David Crichton-Gill Yes
Culture not football
Roofs for homes not football A place for intrigue not football Culture not football Anything but football Train

781 19-Jun-23 Jake Stebbings
Yes I have with both Dark Mofo, Parking and 
Inspecting the area

The Stadium and Arts Precinct would be 
something I would love to share with my friends 
and family

I would love to experience the stadium and the 
public spaces that are planned

I have  I felt a sense of strong connect between the 
social and environmental factors of the area

It should be run on renewables and be accessible 
through low emissions transport  It also means 
where possible utilising materials with a lower 
environmental impact

A strong AFL presence at the site would be 
fantastic  As well as local baristas and businesses 
that allow tourists to experience our unique culture 
and environment

It is very easy to get there as the surrounding 
infrastructure is already in place  As demonstrated 
by the Dark Mofo burning  Any improves would be 
appreciated such as a transport hub although this 
is not a requirement for the site to operate 
successfully

Perhaps a quiet community hub designed as part 
of the natural environment

782 19-Jun-23 Adam Wells Visited Dark Park A 23,000 roofed stadium A 23,000 roofed stadium

Visiting Melbourne and the sports culture  I liked 
how it brought everyone together and created an 
excitement

Sustainability requires something that the public 
will enjoy in the long term while also being 
financially viable in the long term  A 23,000 seat 
roofed stadium will provide enjoyment to the public 
for decades while also bringing in a huge influx of 
tourism and spend to the businesses surround the 
Hobart CBD Food and drink venues

Most likely buses  I would like to see a ticketless 
bus system that can be accessed via tapping my 
debit card, and be able to locate on a map via GPS 
to know exactly when the bus is coming Barriers to stop us falling in the water

783 19-Jun-23 Nicolaas Smit
Yes  Had a meal and participated in festival 
activities

A nice precinct with restaurants, sports and 
entertainment that can become a great place for 
visitors and conferences to have fun

The idea of concerts and sports with international 
people would be awesome  Darling harbour is a 
great example of something that makes a lot of 
sense

Yes  All over Europe they bring waterfront to life 
and create entertainment spaces where you can 
enjoy

I think it should not be for housing as it will totally 
mess up the area  Maybe a conference centre with 
places for big shows More restaurants  sports bars and shopping Driving to city and walking down like we do now Good toilets

784 19-Jun-23 Martin Boyd No new Stadium Watch Tasmania play football not really maybe we can do this with a new stadium
Build the stadium which allows for a multitude of 
different shops cafes  bars etc

Accomodation , bars, cafes , maybe an institute of 
sport , business offices , Conference centre ,top golf 
or mini golf any type of sports type activities

improved buses , or tram type of transport going 
every way

good flowing transport in and out of the area 
decreases number congestion and less trouble



785 19-Jun-23 Miranda Hann
Yes - for organized events (Dark Mofo, Aboriginal 
cultural events)

Social housing, health services, arts spaces, 
interactive spaces  garden/outdoors See above

Yes - specifically tailored to local culture/history, 
made by people in the community, showed local 
film festivals/art exhibitions

I'm a GP and I work largely with the LGBTQIA+ 
community in Tasmania  I'm aiming to open a 
multidisciplinary LGBTQIA+ health clinic in Hobart  I 
would LOVE to have it at MacPoint as part of this 
future development  Largely because it will be a 
multidisciplinary space - safe gym environment with 
programs tailored for people of all genders/body 
types, group physio for chronic pain, trauma 
informed yoga  A community garden space - 
housing is a HUGE issue for the LGBTQIA+ 
community, we have one of the largest homeless 
populations in Tasmania  Thus finding options for 
healthy and affordable food is incredibly difficult  A 
community garden is a great way to facilitate this  
Emergency housing options would be incredible 
(perhaps above the health centre - easy access to 
multidisciplinary care)  Clinic rooms servicing GPs, 
psychologists, allied health, specialists  The 
LGBTQIA+ community is a huge contributor to the 
art and food culture of Tasmania, as such, I expect 
we could easily have incredible cafes and art 
galleries associated with this space  I would love to 
run a gallery through the clinic - showcasing local 
talent  We are in a health crisis at the moment, 
particularly for vulnerable populations, of which the 
LGBTQIA+ community has been specifically named 
in a number of government reviews/policies  Very 
happy to speak at length with your development 
team around how to create an inclusive healthcare 
hub/environment

Would love better transport options in Tassie - a 
light rail that runs along Brooker Hwy would be 
amazing (please see plans that have worked from 
Moraga to Oakland in California, with recent 
increase for scale/demand)  Some on site parking 
would be important - esp if we include health 
support Please see above

786 19-Jun-23 Dane Heather Yes  Regatta and Hobart brewing co AFL  Concerts events A TASMANIA AFL team
Walking to the mcg and hearing and seeing all the 
local culture makes for an amazing experience Bars  cafes ease of access As above Ferry from Bellerive Not really

787 19-Jun-23 Dorothy Barwick Walked Stadium Restaurant Artwork Available for different purposes Wedding reception Water taxi Good lighting

788 19-Jun-23 Ian Mace Yes  Dark mofo art installations, parking, socialising A green space with transport hub
Light rail plus other transport hub  Open green 
spaces Minimal businesses Light rail  Cycle ways, paths

789 19-Jun-23 Russell Grierson
Yes at Hobart brewing Co fairly regularly and for 
Mona events

Very much looking forward to state of the art AFL 
stadium - and Tassie team of course AFL games featuring Tassie’s team

I like the look of the bird nest stadium in Beijing but 
can’t say I’ve been there
How about a huge indigenous woven basket!!

Probably shouldn’t include a sewage treatment 
plant   Maybe a more sustainable model for the 
sewage treatment could be a positive outcome

Seems there still needs to be a working port? This 
will limit opportunities for waterfront access / 
interactions I guess
A Tassie football museum as part of the stadium
Themes honouring indigenous people and the 
adjacent cenotaph included in the stadium design

By car to the city fringe and then walk
Or bus into cbd and walk
Really the location makes access fairly easy in my 
view

Great lighting and incorporation of feature 
lighting in the design like Allanz stadium in Munich

790 19-Jun-23 Paul Neely

Yes, usually I run through the site every weekend, 
but it is completely under utilised, would be great 
for the new Stadium

Would be create to have a stadium that can not 
only be used for AFL, but a multi purpose built 
stadium, with conference facilities, concerts and 
other sporting events  Revitalising the whole 
precinct with bars, accommodation and 
landscaped city space that help to create a place 
for everyone to use and making Hobart a bigger 
destination

Bigger concert venue so we don't have to go to 
the mainland for  Have great AFL games to go to

Being originally from overseas and travelled to 
many part of the world, I have seen many stadium 
venues that incorporate the culture of place, just by 
revitalising Mac Point we can create a place for 
everyone just like other big cities do around the 
world

In this day and age stadiums can be built with water 
use in mind along with sustainable using electricity 
and construction, but also creating  multi use 
stadiums helps to create a place that is sustainable 
for everyone into the future

AFL would be the mainstay, but also bars, 
restaurants and hotels in and around the area would 
be great, also conference facilities for all would help 
businesses get involved

Some sort of light rail would go hand and hand 
with moving people to and from events but that 
would also get people in and out of the city

Of course sustainable lighting would be great but 
also creating multiple options for bars and 
restaurants

791 19-Jun-23 Jesse Plumb No

Some public areas or restaurants/seating and 
grass area to sit and look out at view- extra parking 
for the area to support games and businesses Sport  concerts  exhibitions

Went to Optus stadium in Perth, was an amazing 
area inside and outside the stadium for art and 
culture  as well as beautiful plant life waters edge Native Plants and protecting the natural sea life

Restaurants, art galleries, retail for souvenirs and 
sporting apparels

Definitely need more road infrastructure built up 
to support more traffic, trains would help, more 
public transport or even bus lanes added to the 
main roads in and out of the area  More parking at 
the domain would be a huge help Lit up bike and walking tracks

792 19-Jun-23 Nathan Griffin

Dark Park for Dark Mofo a few times  Have been to 
Red square on a number of occasions for markets 
and concerts  Have also used the HBC for our 
engagement and plenty of drinks also  I have also 
been to a cumber of concerts in the goods shed 
before the noise complaints kicked in

Used as a multi purpose stadium that caters for our 
AFL side, cricket and other sports  It should be 
used for festivals and concerts also  Any art form

A new stadium with good public transport direct 
from all areas of Hobart  Bars, hotels, restaurants 
and heaps of open space

Entertainment and connectedness  We are 
currently lacking that in Hobart  Mona is brilliant but 
this will also help especially in the city

Multi purpose, not used for homes  Public space for 
sporting and the arts

AFL team, stadium, cricket, restaurants, bars, art 
spaces

Ideally a train line from the northern suburbs 
across the rail corridor  I would use ferry 
transportation from the Wa St even shore that was 
connected with a better bus service

Well lit, heaps of shelter, an indoor stadium, police 
presence

793 19-Jun-23 Ros Cornish No
A stadium, playspace for children, quality food 
outlets, retail outlets, conference venue

Watch AFL from a purpose built facility, events 
(sport, music) Darling Harbour - maritime history featured

Building that is energy efficient,   Using materials 
that are recycled and environmentally sound Locally owned and operated retail and food outlets

Easy walking distance from bus points, some 
dedicated bus pickup/drop off
Good wayfinding signage 
Ferry system from Bellerive, Kingston, DEC, Sandy 
Bay

Help points 
Security 
Dedicated space for children
Facilities that recognize diversity of population

794 19-Jun-23 Cameron McShane

Yes  I remember when it was a derelict site, 
ignored by consecutive Labor & Liberal 
governments
Since then groups like MONA and others have 
stepped in to activate the site
I've enjoyed attending various Dark Mofo events 
there, as well as making use of the 'Red Square 
Hobart' and 'The Goods Shed' precincts

The areas and facilities envisioned in the original 
2017-2030 master plan

Use Tasmanian (sustainably sourced) timber as the 
primary construction material
Before you say we can't build tall buildings with 
timber, look at what is happening overseas in 
places like Finland
Support our economy by using the materials that 
we produce & extract here

Build the Northern Suburbs light rail and add more 
bike lanes

795 19-Jun-23 Anna Brooks

yes   Have visited the Long House for several 
events, such as art exhibitions   Have visited the 
Red Square for drinks from Hobart Brewing 
Company and socialise with friends   Have 
wandered amongst the boxes of planted 
vegetation when feeling like a quiet place to 
escape to, and have some greenery around me

A  big park with trees and shrubs, and seating, and 
sculptures amongst the trees   The sculpture park 
could be an extension of MONA's works   Any 
building should be low-rise so that they do not 
block views of the water from surrounding 
buildings and pedestrians

Parkland that incorporates uniquely Tasmanian 
plants, offers a place of peace and quiet amongst 
the busy city   Outdoor art works, including 
sculpture   This could be in association with 
MONA and also with the nearby UTAS art school   I 
like the idea of including Tasmanian aboriginal 
history and art as this is uniquely Tasmanian

Yes   eg Uluru   At Uluru there was much 
information about the meaning and importance of 
Uluru to Australian aboriginal people, aboriginal 
guides and information signs as you walked around 
the rock   Also Alice Springs- full of aboriginal art 
shops and nearby the terrific Desert Park at which 
there were information sessions led by local 
indigenous people about Aboriginal use of local 
plants and animals, and the making of traditional 
products from these (eg baskets, weapons, skins)   
In addition there were fabulous plantings of local 
plants in the Desert Park, and aviaries of local birds   
 I liked very much feeling immersed in the 
landscape, the plants and birds and the traditional 
indigenous history and activities

Sustainable power could include solar panels on 
any buildings at the site   Plants are definitely 
important because they use up CO2, and also 
create shade to reduce the heat that comes with 
global warming   Water could be reclaimed water   
It would important to make sure that the river is not 
receiving waste from the site, such as fertiliser, 
runoff with toxic chemicals etc

I don't see it as necessary to have money-making 
businesses at this site   It would be great to have a 
site that is for people to enjoy and that is 
aesthetically pleasing   However, I think it could be 
good to charge entry fees to some special events 
such as a visiting sculpture exhibition   There could 
also be some cafes   I am strongly opposed to 
having large, noisy activities or big intrusive 
buildings at this site- that includes the football 
stadium, or any high buildings   Such 
activities/buildings would be better situated away 
from the waterfront   A stadium would be best sited 
in the outer suburbs where there is plenty of space 
and where noise and crowds affect fewer 
surrounding people

I would cycle to visit Mac Point, or catch a bus   Or 
walk from nearby areas of the city   I would like to 
see good bicycle racks, preferably under shelter!  
Also, it would be great to have buses that can 
transport a bicycle hooked up to the back   
Facilities for electric scooters would also be a 
good idea- a parking area for the current purple 
and orange city scooters so they are easy to find 
and out of the way of pedestrians   And good 
walkways though the area would be great   
Separate pathways for pedestrians and 
cyclists/scooters so they don't tangle up with each 
other see above

796 19-Jun-23 Roly Trustum Yes  Had a look at a cruise ship
A multi purpose stadium precinct with shops, 
restaurants and bars AFL footy Yes  Not that impressed

Depends on what you determine "sustainable" 
means  But, it should definitely inject money into 
the economy Sports stadium  Restaurants, bars, hotels etc Park and walk or uber Good lighting

797 19-Jun-23 Jarred Kopra Yes  the regatta A new stadium Go to an afl game Include a stadium bars and hotels Stadium bars and restaurants Walk No

798 19-Jun-23 Alexandra Evans Yes vision the regatta as a child

Attend the AFL/soccer or a major event at a new 
multipurpose stadium   Walk around and admire 
the water front and city while incorporating the 
modern and indigenous history of the area

I would love for it to incorporate an entertainment 
precinct with cafes/restaurants and bars   It would 
be great to have the feel of a Italian style piazza 
where people meet to socialise and admire the 
beauty of our city

I have visited such an area and that would be the 
Canberra museum and the way it blends into the 
lake and incorporates indigenous history and 
culture through storing telling and art

Sustainable is incorporating natural products and 
nature into the overall design and not using plastics 
in any of the local businesses

Restaurants, cafes, bars, indigenous business or art 
studio, local brewery, a pop Tasmanian only market 
would be great a couple times a year

I would love to be able to access the area via ferry 
we need to utilise our river system instead of 
relying on parking  and roads   The ideal scenario 
would be a light rail but I don’t see that happening

We need to have public transport that gets 
people right into the precinct without having to 
walk too far   I would love the feel of an Italian 
piazza with people gathered around a central area

799 19-Jun-23 Barry Browning Yes…  walked around STADIUM for our young people Concerts, AFL, Soccer Not in Hobart A STADIUM for all to share A STADIUM for all to enjoy…  Not just a few Ferrying or car Look at the DEC in Glenorchy I love it there

800 19-Jun-23 Marc Davey No
Sports stadium and associated infrastructure 
dining etc Multi use stadium Tasmania in general

Multi use stadium, restaurant, bars etc place to 
meet and socialise with friends

Vehicle public transport walking, will depend on 
type of visit Should be inclusive g it r everyone family friendly

801 19-Jun-23 David Bellette
Yes, we have watched the regatta and attended 
the circus and a concert

Id like to see the stadium, restaurants, bars, similar 
to salamanca  green space too

something modern and Tasmanian, but built 
around the stadium

I believe there is enough acknowledgment of the 
aboriginal culture already, but some tributes or 
indigenous art and design would be good

must have a stadium as the key, then bars, 
restaurants  green space and large car free spaces cafe  restaurant  bar  some Bootique retail

some parking is a must, can we look at the domain, 
or a circuit bus , hop on, hop off around salamanca 
and CBD not really

802 19-Jun-23 Susan Clark Regatta Stadium Boxing from all over Australia and my football team Cafe train from Glenorchy

803 19-Jun-23 Zane Linnane
Certainly didn't go to the show circus regatta 
parking A stadium and restaurant precinct Football Perth WA it had a stadium A stadium, restaurants and function rooms A stadium, restaurants and function rooms Park and ride Minimise traffic large protected  walkways

804 19-Jun-23 Stuart Smith Yes - had a walk around A multi purpose stadium is a great attraction A stadium would reinvigorate the whole area Local culture is what a new stadium will create

Sustainability means that it will survive for a long 
time - a multi purpose stadium will create this 
sustainability Hospitality  and accomodation Car / bus - walking around the site is feasible Maybe a security office



805 19-Jun-23 Jennifer Driscoll
Yes I have visited fir the regatta, Dark MOFO and 
as a child watch my Dad swim the river

I would love a stadium to visit with entertainment, 
restaurants, art shows, conferences and sporting 
events  So many reasons to add to the excitement 
of the precinct Definitely the stadium for football

Visiting New Zealand and experiencing the cable 
car at Queenstown  
Maryborough Queensland a tiny little town has the 
best stadium ti showcase artists  I love going there 
for dinner and drinks  
Also Honolulu visiting their stadium to watch a 
football match from their local college teams  Went 
back the next day to a fantastic market showcasing 
the local crafts A stadium A stadium  restaurants and outdoor meeting places

I would take the ferry from Bellerive or hopefully 
Lindisfarne

Lots of meeting places outside and inside  
Lighting and walkways

806 19-Jun-23 Neil Johnson Yes just for a look Stadium for AFL and entertainment AFL and all types of sport and entertainment
Stadium to Hobart will be as the Opera house is to 
Sydney + AFL

The Stadium will be the catalyst for rail and water 
transport

807 19-Jun-23 Marcus Christie Worked there when it was an industrial site Watch the football Football, concerts and family events
Watching team sport and young people 
developing their dreams A stadium not houses for the wealthy Sporting and cafe’s On foot Sport entertainment

808 19-Jun-23 Lesley Rowlands Only for a pcr test or dark park  nothing else to see Multi Use Stadium with parkland and cafes Stadium 🏟🏟 New Zealand and every state on the mainland
Multi Use stadium, parklands around it for sitting 
and have a coffee etc

Besides the stadium, cafes and open spaces for 
everyone to enjoy Ferry Lighting around the area

809 19-Jun-23 Leigh Norris
ONly for Dark Mofo and an event at Mac Point 2 
which I was the on-site manager for

Stadium  Some parklands  and pubs around the 
centerpiece of a state of the art stadium

For it to actually have something interesting on it  
Instead of a wasteland which is what it has been 
the last 10 years the MCG and Melbourne Park

sustainable means something interesting and built 
for future generations  A truth park is not truly 
interesting by itself and sort of a waste on reclaimed 
land  There are many parks already at better sites Pubs and entertainment

Hopefully public transport  If not, there is plenty of 
parking in the city and it is right next to the bike 
line  I dont know how feasible light rail or ferrys 
are, but if a stadium helps foster these projects, 
then that would be great

lots of lights  An ability for some traffic to get to 
the arena but most of the capable people should 
have to walk 5 mins  Ideal, would be light rail

810 19-Jun-23 Robert Martyn Pricing commercial tenders over the last 15 years A multi purpose, roofed, stadium development As per the previous answer

Sporting and cultural precincts in Melbourne 
generate tourism, local connections and foster 
sport within the community

Exactly what the Liberal government are proposing
How else are we going to generate local business 
to fund    our health, education and welfare costs

Sport, entertainment, music, arts, food, restaurants, 
cafes, bars, etc

Getting dropped off, shuttle bus, Uber, into the 
Hobart CBD and having pre function/game dinner 
and drinks at local establishments and walking to 
the stadium precinct

The stadium precinct safety will be dealt with in 
the construction process

811 19-Jun-23 MATTHEW BRANSDEN Yes A sporting and social precinct
National and international
Sport  concerts

Sporting precincts in all major cities of Australia, 
except our own What does sustainable even mean? Sporting  arts  restaurants Improved public transport  light rail Police presence

812 19-Jun-23 Paul Marion Yes  Dark MOFO A Multipurpose stadium Football  all sport  concerts Exactly that  local culture felt a part of the place Build a Multipurpose Stadium
Multipurpose Stadium, cafe precinct  Greenspace 
around the outside Car  bus  ferry  Uber  taxi  lift A Multipurpose stadium

813 19-Jun-23 Jordan Watson

Yes, ANZAC day services at regatta point  Dark 
MOFO events at Macquarie point  Im always 
amazed by the lack of development in the area A multi purpose use stadium

Anything that is better than what is already there… 
nothing

Yes plenty of times  At Macquarie point, I want to 
feel like our leaders are taking an interest in 
modern cultures  Not just our history but our now 
and our future

Sustainability is up to the experts and I feel less than 
qualified to comment  All I ask that whatever is built, 
not to be forgotten

Anything that gathers our people  We can’t 
entertain 100% of our population as unfortunately a 
% will always find a negative  Look after the people 
that are positive about the development and 
accomodate their needs

As I am a localist and love Tasmania, the Hobart 
region and the Eastern shore  I will be hoping to 
attend via a ferry

A ferry terminal, cameras and brightly lit  An 
interest in police to frequent the area, maybe on 
bicycles

814 19-Jun-23 Darren Shadwick
Yes  Worked on a number of occasions   Recently 
went to dark mofo

Go to the football to watch my home side play  
Concerts and restaurants  Experience the joy's in 
life ! As above

Melbourne   Football,  concerts restaurants etc all in 
one area  It was a great family trip away

As above  With art sculptures and a park for the 
people to relax in  Interesting things to look at

A dfo would be great   Restaurants  and cafes at 
prices for everyone

Light rail or trams  Busses etc is what alot of other 
places in Australia do As above

815 19-Jun-23 Wendy Studley Not really  Nothing much there right now AFL stadium used for other events as well
AFL stadium - watching afl games in a nice new 
venue Notcrealky

Afl stadium with outdoor open safe areas for people 
to gather prior to events in the stadium Afl stadium  Food and bar venues

By boat  Regular ferry services departing from 
multiple areas Police presence along with well lit areas

816 19-Jun-23 Nicola McLeod Yes  Worked on the COVID-19 Swabbing Clinic
Love to be able to attend expos, concerts, events, 
retail etc Culture-past and present Not sure

Family friendly space  Great entertainment 
opportunities  Cafes  Restaurants etc Restaurants  galleries  cafes  retail  tourism

Public transport-extra services   Extra parking 
facilities

CCV Camers-lots of them  Traffic management in 
the area

817 19-Jun-23 Ben Reid No AFL Stadium housing Tasmania's AFL team AFL Stadium housing Tasmania's AFL team MCG, Adelaide Oval AFL Stadium
Hospitality industries that service the AFL Stadium 
crowds AFL Stadium

818 19-Jun-23 Chris Warr Yes  Run, ride, walk, Dark Park etc Stadium precinct
A place for the community to gather, celebrate 
and aspire Connection with place and people A design for the next 100 years

Food and beverage, local art, community not for 
profits

Walk, ride, scooter  Room for personal transport / 
bike lane etc The more people it’s attracts the safer it will be

819 19-Jun-23 Shirley Baldwin Regattas Stadium Stadium
Melbourne to watch AFL the game the food the 
atmosphere Sport and special events and concerts Assorted

Uber or taxi  Walk if staying at hotel nearby  Same 
as we do in Melbourne Similar to MCG

820 19-Jun-23 Kevin Blades Walked  cycled and sat taking in the views Sport  entertainment and culture
Authentic cultural experiences from multiple ethnic 
backgrounds

Walk from the city or multiple transit options from 
outer suburbs not necessarily “special” direct

821 19-Jun-23 Narelle Muscat Yes, for a drink and to chill out
I would just like to have more greenery there, but 
that's it Just keep it as it is, with more greenery

Yes, the people and the community spirit, it's what 
makes Tasmania special   A stadium would ruin all 
of that

It should include more greenery and a place for the 
community to come together

I don't want to see any businesses or organisations, 
except for perhaps a cafe or something like that I would love to see more public transport No, just more lights maybe, but that's it

822 19-Jun-23 Paul Traynor See the site of our  new stadium World  class sports stadium A sports stadium Mac point,  perfect location The fit  for a sports stadium A sports stadium A sports stadium By foot A world class sports stadium

823 19-Jun-23 Christopher Hazell
Dark Mofo, there has been nothing else that has 
been risked due to exposure to bad weather

Multi Purpose Stadium, conference facilities with 
added tourism attractions like a reconcelilation 
feature

Tourism and Event facilities that allow new 
experiences to be able to happen for all 
Tasmanians and attract mainland and overseas 
visitors
Mofo does this, the Wooden Boat festival does 
this, Mona does this, we can really develop this 
site

Only at one off events  The proposed multi 
purpose stadium will allow key added features  to 
be provided with this

The multi purpose stadium with added tourism 
features and will be sustainable for future 
generations Stadium  conferences and suitable tourism facilities

As we do now, especially with the 25000 Dark 
Mofo crowd walk from city and use existing 
facilities, plus add a light rail or bus way on the 
vacant track

Yes, the Multi purpose Stadium and features as 
outlined

824 19-Jun-23 John Edwards
Numerous visits, regatta, Dark Mofo and I am a 
mariner A stadium for AFL, other sport and entertainment

Sports, entertainment, cultural, restaurants and 
visual exhibitions mixed with accommodation and 
residential development

Living in Tasmania is a place of various cultures 
embraced, it's the best place to live in the world

A stadium as a centre peice with a welcoming of the 
diversity of our modern and historic culture

Entertainment, gastronomic, cultural, AFL, NRL, ICC, 
A League

Improved public transport system in Hobart, ferry, 
light rail, bus and more

A change to the HCC negative development 
mentally would help thought processes and ideas 
in this regard  We currently have a council 
displaying a negative reception to development 
or entrepreneurs

825 19-Jun-23 Michael Williams No Stadium Football No Multipurpose stadium Restaurants Car Police Station

826 19-Jun-23 Gerard Peters Lots of things, cenotaph, regatta, mofo
Stadium, events, and a cultural centre point for 
hobart Restaurants, entertainment, hub, events

Federation square, Southbank Brisbane, darling 
harbour, , the connections, community, culture, 
alive Reuse, recycle, design

Entertainment, restaurants, cultural, shops, open 
space, pubs, events, concerts

Public transport  Train into city, undergound of 
stadium Ferries

827 19-Jun-23 Mark Fisher I have been to the regatta many times
A new stadium so we can go to sporting events or 
concerts/events or functions Sporting or other events eg Dark Mofo  etc Yes and it was incorporated into the area

Somewhere we all can visit or use  Multipurpose 
stadium would be a good start

Restaurants and bars   Offices for different 
organizations Drive  walk  bus  ferry  bike ride Disabled access

828 19-Jun-23 Ros Williams Yes, just to have a look
An all purpose Stadium  Open spaces for lawn and 
gardens  Cafes and restaurants

AFLFootball, concerts etc  An area similar to 
Sydney’s Circular Quay

Sydney’s Circular Quay, Melbournes Docklands, I 
could go on forever, I’ve travelled all over the 
world  It felt alive, Business was thriving people 
were happy A multi purpose Stadium I would like to see the Stadium, cafes, restaurants I would walk   People should walk more It should be made accessible to disabled people

829 19-Jun-23 Debbie Colls Yes - mainly just looked around
Entertainment area linking with the wharf and 
Salamanca Function facilities available for weddings etc

There were replicas of items of cultural 
significance, such as totem poles and canoes Unsure no experience with this

Stadium, obviously with restaurants, bars, ferry 
terminal headquarters

Walking from the city, shuttle buses for those who 
cannot walk this far  Ferry services expanded

Perhaps a police presence and good lighting and 
cameras  A few open spaces for lazing in the sun

830 19-Jun-23 Steven Cooper
Yes been there many times fished of the wharf 
when I was a child Multi purpose stadium As above This would start a culture

Stadium, restaurants,open space ,water taxis, 
accommodation As above Water taxis,walking paths to the city Why are these questions much the same

831 19-Jun-23 Amanda Baines Yes Football Football Football  concerts Coffee shop Yes

832 19-Jun-23 John Toohey Plumbing mac2 amongst many other things The stadium is the perfect Quality music and sporting entertainment

I liked the experience of a different culture to my 
own place of living and learning about myself as 
much as others

The stadium would be a perfect fit in that position 
the city scape will be amazing complimented by a 
modern stadium

A variety of different businesses creating an 
extension of the waterfront area

Park and walk or public transport from moonah or 
busses from rosny or Kingston also ferry’s Ramps and bathrooms  Ambulance and police

833 19-Jun-23 Troy King Yes, regatta, dawn service, covid test, plaster work Stadium Afl No Stadium Food, hospitality,

834 19-Jun-23 Adrian Johnson Went for walk A stadium precinct Watch a sports match if any kind A football match  The atmosphere
A stadium with food and other entertainment 
venues Restaurants, bars and maybe a theme park of sorts

More busses, ferries and a train from the city to 
Glenorchy

Perhaps with the amount of people that it would 
bring a police checkpoint which Salamanca on a 
usual Friday/Saturday night needs

835 19-Jun-23 Michelle Kean Yes attend events AFL football games Football and concerts Enjoyment AFL Stadium AFL Stadium Transport Security as at lots of venues
836 19-Jun-23 Mat Charlton Yes Stadium Sport and arts events Yes Stadium to be central to any design Skip Public transport Public transport

837 19-Jun-23 Adrian Patch
Yes  Used the boat ramp and sailed around the 
waterfront side of it A multi purpose stadium Sport  Liesure  Art and culture Yes  and it won’t be lost at Mac Point with a stadium

A stadium, with shops, restaurants and open 
spaced  A marina and boatel

Retail shops, Hotels, Bars, Restauarants and 
DEFINITELY no housing, Not high end nor 
affordable/ social housing

Walking from the city, Bus services on the rail 
corridor More public piers for water traffic

838 19-Jun-23 Anne Hague No AFL stadium AFL stadium MCG part of australia AFL stadium AFL australia
Like every stadium in Australia walk from city 
centre

I won’t go to Hobart unless we have a afl team 
there

839 19-Jun-23 MaryAnn Herbert

Yes, I work in the MAq1 building, have been to all 
DARK MOFOs (Dark Park), frequently visit the 
Hobart Brewing Co, park my car daily in the car 
park behind the Hobart Brewing Co, have 
attended events in the Goods Shed have rented a 
stall in the MAQ2 (cruise ship building) to sell my 
small business product to tourists, have attended 
most Regatta Day events yearly for the past 19 
years, and have attended events in the MAQ2

I would like to see an AFL stadium, so I could 
attend major sporting events, large concerts and 
other entertainment  I'm sure  I'd stop before and 
after at the Hobart Brewing CO, or other new 
restaurants and cafes that will open nearby once 
the stadium is up  I'd like to take kids to play on 
the playground that would be built adjacent  I'd 
love to picnic in a green space near the stadium as 
the scenery would be amazing  I'd ride bikes with 
my family to the stadium precinct on non event 
days to have lunch in a nearby sports bar or cafe 
and take in the view

Music concerts, soccer matches, diverse cuisine in 
the new restaurants, shopping for merch in our 
AFL team store

Yes I have, in Spain (bull fight arena) San Francisco 
baseball park, Denver's baseball park, Perth's 
Optus stadium, Mexico's Aztec stadium, Durban's 
King's park stadium  Mixing with the locals to 
attend their local sporting event (rugby, bullfight, 
soccer, AFL) was amazing to catch a glimpse into a 
slice of life through their eyes

It must include a stadium, and a precinct that has 
cafes, food carts, green spaces and shops  Outdoor 
events like a weekly produce market or Art fair can 
happen here

Homewares, clothing, garden shops  Sports merch 
shops  Cafes, sports bars, restaurants, playground 
for kids

Uber, park nearby and walk in (like I do in Melb, 
Sydney, Cairns and Perth) or bus A medical clinic would be great

840 19-Jun-23 Anne maree Oliver Yes, attended regatta A multi purpose stadium A concert, sporting event
Port Arthur shows the history of settlement from 
England No plastic and good recycling practices at events Something positive Electric buses or trains Cameras CCTV

841 20-Jun-23 Roly Trustum Yes  Looked at a cruise ship A multi purpose stadium Footy and other sports and entertainment Yes  Unimpressed
Make it so that it generates an income for 
businesses and the state Sports stadium  Restaurants, bars, shops, hotels Parking and walking Good lighting at night

842 20-Jun-23 Daniel Smedley Yes investigated site of new AFL stadium AFL games and other spring and cultural events
AFL, NRL, international cricket, soccer, rugby, 
concerts etc

Fed square Melbourne - embraces diversity and 
vibrancy of the place

A place that people want to visit over and over 
again  A destination meeting place Sport  cultural  cuisine  science Motor vehicle

843 20-Jun-23 Chris Johnson

844 20-Jun-23 Jason Crane Yes - Dark Mofo
A Multi Purpose Stadium plus a precinct that caters 
for a variety of businesses and events To be able to watch sport and entertainment

New Zealand  There was a big sense of culture 
throughout the country  There was a sense of unity 
which I liked

Have a variety of options which draws people to the 
area  Sports  cafes  shops  etc

Large sport organizations, shops, accommodation, 
community space for health and recreation

Driving or catching public transport  I've never had 
an issue getting to or from areas close by when 
large events are taking place No



845 20-Jun-23 Kevin Brown
Yes, Dark Mofo, Hobart Brewing Company etc  
Also like walking down that area

Go to the football would be nice  I think it would in 
all likelihood come with restaurants, food and 
places to drink down there after the game  Sounds 
very exciting

A stadium/arena that can attract more things for us 
to do  At this point we are just turning into a 
boomer/retirement home  

Need some activities that younger people can 
enjoy, I think the AFL team proposal would be 
great

That it was entertaining and fun  Hobart already has 
a lot of things that are uniquely Hobart

Well just get some good green credentials for the 
stadium?

Whatever will support the football and the 
stadium/arena build  I think it could be a great area Catch a bus/walk there  Drive if needs be

No  I am sure the stadium will address these 
issues

846 20-Jun-23 Tom Jerry yes walked around the area  There for the Regattas

Definitely NOT a stadium  This precious parcel of 
value and unique waterfront land deserves so 
much more  It has to be set aside for civic and 
mixed business and mixed use purposes  A large 
green space where locals, families and tourists can 
wonder which would join the waterfront and CBD 
with green space to the Botanical gardens  Lots of 
bike paths for cycling this precint (think Central 
Park in NYC), perhaps even a light right network 
that would join up with the Botanical gardens and 
in the future with stops all the way along to 
Brighton and ferry terminals to take you to the 
Easternshore and up and down the river (Taroona, 
Kingston and maybe up river to Bridgewater etc)  
Even a small circular tram line to circumnavigate 
the site and perhaps link in with the CBD  Central 
to the greenspace should be a Reconciliation Park 
showcasing our Indigenous heritage and a native 
nursery where locals and tourists alike can learn 
about what are the best plants to grow for our 
climate and bushtucker foods  Additionally there 
should be a place/amphitheatre where people can 
congregate for open air concerts such as plays in 
the park, Carols by Candlelight  and other cultural 
and hospitality activities  In addition, this unique 
space should celebrate our maritime links both 
historical and current, be a working port for the 
Antarctic and Cruise ships as well as a launching 
jetty for sailing, kayaking and regattas  We also 
need to create an Antarctic  Science Hub  Add to 
this should be some low rise buildings both hotels 

We need to develop this site  See comments 
above  Green spaces, civic spaces, reconciliation 
park, auditorium/amphitheatre, bike and walking 
paths, public transport (rail and ferries), Antarctic 
precinct, working port (cruise and antarctic ship 
terminals), sailing, kayaking and swimming 
regattas, link to Cenotaph  Mixed business  
Medium density housing

New York City, Old town centres of European cities 
such as Barcelona, Rome, Amsterdam, Paris etc etc  
Toronto, Vancouver and San Francisco  All these 
celebrated their unique geographical positions and 
celebrated the heritage of the place See comments above

Not an AFL stadium  Public transport, tourism, 
hospitality, antarctic and science hubs, maritime 
and water activities, Cenotaph and RSL links, 
medium density residential, lots of green space for 
families and tourists to walk and cycle  Civic spaces 
for concerts, plays, weddings, naturalisation 
ceremonies, water sports such as regattas and 
sailing to celebrate its waterfront location

Only way is to walk, cycle or use public transport  
A ciruclar tram line to go around the site and 
perhaps link in with the CBD  Spend one billion 
dollars on developing rail corridors and ferries  
NOT an AFL stadium  The precinct cannot handle

Safety will come if there are lots of people around 
and good public transport  Lots of lighting at night

847 20-Jun-23 John Borojevic

Yes - I've used Regatta Point many times for 
launching my kayak for recreational/training 
kayaking on the river as well as attending regattas  
I also used the bike path through there and 
through Mac Point as part of my work commute 
prior to retiring  I've also visited the brewery/bar 
and food outlets at Mac Point many times and 
been to every Dark MOFO Dark Park there  I've 
also attended theatre productions in the various 
Mac Point sheds near the brewery and used the 
commercial parking areas from time to time

I would like to see it developed with a mix of high 
quality public/social and private medium rise 
apartment dwellings with associated shops, cafes 
and dining, and a very generous park and public 
events space for community events not 
inconsistent with residential amenity  I would also 
like it to be the terminus or a stop on a northern 
suburbs light rail with an associated bus transfer 
site so that it is very accessible to enhance its 
usability  I also support the view of the park having 
a peace and reconciliation component with a 
strong focus on local indigenous history and 
recognising the adverse consequences of white 
occupation on Tasmania's traditional owners

High quality, expansive parklands on a generally 
flat site - we don't have a flat park anywhere else  
Hobart has the smallest amount of land dedicated 
to CBD/CBD-adjacent parks of any Australian 
capital city  Whilst we have The Queen's Domain 
close-by, it is cut off by the Brooker and Tasman 
Highways and its terrain makes it less useful for 
the elderly or people with mobility issues  A Mac 
Point park can be genuinely accessible to all and a 
fantastic addition to Hobart and it's amenity

All over the world - in Thailand, Spain, Slovenia, 
Greece, Turkiye, Peru, Bolivia and many other 
places  In Australia parts of the NT like Kakadu 
where the indigenous heritage is intimately linked 
with the landscape  Those areas where local culture 
and history are properly showcased in an engaging 
environment as opposed to inside a museum (don't 
get me wrong, I love a good museum) provide a 
deeper and more satisfying experience and make 
repeat visits and extended stays more appealing  
Parc Guelle in Barcelona designed by Anton Gaudi 
captured not only his brilliance but somehow also 
the Catalan spirit and reflected his groundbreaking 
architecture in the city below

It needs a commitment to the highest quality, low 
energy buildings which are designed to last 
centuries (I used to live in an 1830s house in Hobart, 
it will be 200 years old soon), not 50 years  The park 
design needs to focus on native plants to support 
native species - native bees, native birds etc - and 
be water efficient and climate change sensitive with 
shading trees to reduce summer heat  A sensitive 
mix of deciduous trees could also be included to 
ensure areas of winter sun  And it should include 
good public transport and bike and pedestrian 
access including light rail  And infrastructure should 
be built-in for easy hosting of markets and food and 
cultural events, pop-up small festivals etc - like 
Street Eats at Franko and the Twilight Markets

We all like a coffee or a beer or wine on the grass in 
a park, so cafes, restaurants, etc and/or the 
opportunity for food and coffee vans to set up  
Venues like the Hobart Brewery, retention of the 
current buildings for cultural uses (plays, debates, 
art events etc) and retention of the Long House  A 
community garden as part of the park, with produce 
going to community members say from adjacent 
Wapping who have no garden options) and to the 
residents of the social and private housing which 
should be part of any Mac Point development

I would use a mix of bike, bus and private car as I 
currently do now depending on the occasion, but 
I'd love to arrive from Moonah on a light rail  That 
would be the bees knees

People make places feel safe  It has to be well 
designed and accessible to be well used and 
provide that feeling of safety through not being 
isolated  Lighting at night obviously enhances the 
feeling of safety and suitable sight lines for people 
traversing the site at night (commuting by bike or 
walking to their cars on winter evenings in the 
dark) need to be able to see that an area is free of 
threats  I have female friends who won't ride home 
on the bike track in winter in the dark due to 
perceptions of not being safe  I'm sure there are 
better urban planners than me who are expert in 
design which works to both actively improve 
safety and to give strong feelings of safety  But the 
key is having it as an active, busy place, used by 
people, not a deserted, potentially scary place   
And it doesn't fit anywhere else - but a Mac Point 
park must have ample, free public barbecues and 
BBQ shelters  Many international friends have 
commented positively - indeed with amazement - 
about how fantastic ubiquitous, free, public 
barbecues are, how they used them around 
Australia and how Australians don't destroy them 
but use and value them (one French couple said in 
France they would be vandalised daily, like their 
public toilets  The Cornelian Bay BBQs are heavily 
used and facilitate fantastic family and small 
community occasions/celebrations  Mac Point can 
be a destination for the quintessential Australian 
BBQ

848 20-Jun-23 Steve Tew Yes, dark mofo A multi purpose stadium for concerts and sports A tassie afl side and big name acts Lilydale, very community minded
A stadium and tassie shops and food and drinks 
around it Sports, tassie produce Light rail, ferry or bus from Granton Light rail

849 20-Jun-23 Joel Martyn Watch fire works Watch the footy at a new stadium Watch the footy at a new stadium MCG, the history Building a huge draw card like a stadium
Anything that can keep the masses happy after 
some sort of function at the new stadium

Walking as it's a close distance to most of Hobart's 
water front bar's and clubs as well as hotels

A well lit area, bars and clubs to keep a great 
atmosphere after the footy at the new stadium

850 20-Jun-23 Nicole Armstrong Parking and took kids to Regatta

A multi purpose Stadium, which would save our 
local businesses and create jobs and security for 
our kids  Everyone could enjoy that facilitie, for 
sport, concerts, conferences and so many things 
that all of us, including wealthy, middle class, lower 
class and maybe even people that we all 
continually give to that don't contribute to taxes, 
the health system, housing or society, other than 
expecting handouts can enjoy

A multi purpose Stadium  A centre piece to out 
great harbour

The Tahune Airwalk  We can all enjoy the 
magnificent trees, smell the lovely river  And then a 
picnic  Just an hour from hobart

We need to bring in people to Tasmania  A multi 
purpose Stadium, with ferries to transport from up 
the river, broadcast to all of Australia  It means our 
kids can see that we can progress and move 
forward without being a state for only retired 
people

The docklands we just a mess before they built that 
stadium  Now it is buzzing with hotels, restaurants, 
cafes, shopping malls  It could include a beautiful 
walk all around our waterfront, up to the domain 
and Botanical gardens Definitely ferries Good lighting

851 20-Jun-23 Lynne Jordan No Stadium, open space Stadium, open green space ? Green open space Stadium, sport clubs, food and beverage Walk, bike parking Toilets

852 21-Jun-23 Christine chiavassa
attended Dark MoFo events, kite flying, regatta 
events, Anzac day events, and music events

open green spaces, a truth/reconciliation park, an 
outdoor stage for music and cultural events

open green spaces, a truth/reconciliation park, an 
outdoor stage for music and cultural events, a 
place with an emphasis on being available to all, 
for community events and not about commerce 
and profit making

I would like lots of green space and little concrete, a 
place for the community to come together to walk 
their dogs, sit in the sun, celebrate with music and 
dance and other culutural events   The position 
makes it a focal point for the city and this is a prime 
opportunity to create something worthwhile and 
lasting for the wider community   Sustainability goes 
beyond using reccylable and compostible products 
for our food to prviding something of worth and 
pride for the future   Something that will be good 
for the community of Hobart into the future - not an 
eyesore of concrete and steel that we will groan 
over whenever we drive past or view it from one of 
our many hill views

community focus first and foremost, food vans/pop 
ups rather than permanent businesses

Ferry would be great but we would need to 
expand the offerings as currently the Bellerive 
Ferry really only operates in weekday working 
hours  Bus services would also be good, parking of 
course is limited near the city and I would not like 
to see MacPoint turned into a huge concrete 
parking lot

Lighting for after dark would be good, toilet 
facilities, water fountains, accessibility for all

853 21-Jun-23 Greg Stones Parked the car

It's an ideal site for a multi purpose stadium 
incorporating a hotel    Public open space near 
river    Public ferry dock    Apartment blocks

International standard entertainment    Elite 
sporting events

If by local culture you mean modern Tasmanian 
culture then yes it would a key part    It is not sacred 
aboriginal ground   How can it be if it is reclaimed 
land?

It needs to incorporate entertainment, recreation,  
accomodation and full time residences

Businesses that are in the hospitality and service 
domain

It is within walking distance of the CBD   River 
transport would be an obvious one   A tram to the 
city and beyond?

854 21-Jun-23 Chris Swards
Dropped of fish,cold storage  Fumigated flowers 
from mainland suppliers Go to the footy Football stadium No A multipurpose stadium Restaurants bars Walk Multi purpose stadium

855 21-Jun-23 Mark Richardson No Yes Footy, food etc Allows you to soak up the atmosphere Restaurant's, footy, bar, hotel As above Bus, ferry, taxi, walking paths Just the usual with good lighting
856 21-Jun-23 Mark Banovic Yes dark mofo Afl football middle of winter Afl football or concerts Was in a stadium walking distance from cbd Multi purpose stadium Hospitality retail, cultural Ferry
857 21-Jun-23 Larrie Fenton Sailed from the point Go to a stadium to watch AFL & concerts AFL football & concerts Stadium , park , bars & restaurants Tourist information Bus , boat , taxi Wheel chair access

858 22-Jun-23 Patsy Holden
Went to an educational happening with High 
School students

A recreational park for all not just a few who want 
to go to the football Public open space to be used all year round The space was respectful and welcoming

Check out the gardens in Singapore, they are 
amazing and THAT brings in the tourist dollars as 
well as locals, it’s right near where the cruise ships 
come in  This is an iconic site and once that 
disgusting stadium is built that land will be lost 
forever Antarctic premises and the Arts

You tell me, it’s a horror show getting into Hobart 
let alone finding a park Yes  no stadium



859 22-Jun-23 Sushila Desai

Yes   A formal tour of the site  
later, visited The Edible Gardens and the Long 
House
 Plus attended the Mind Games

Visit the Aboriginal Truth and Reconciliation Park
Visit the HQ of Antarctic Division
Coffee at local cafe and view the site
Cycle around the site

The HQ of Gateway to the  Antarctic 
Local park area and arboretum with water features 
Children's play area
Cafe and restaurant

Yes, London's Tower Bridge, St Paul's Cathedral, 
National Gallery  Hampton Court and Kew Gardens

What it should not include is a Stadium
It should include
 - Truth and Reconciliation Park
- Antarctic Gateway (HQ)
- Green areas and public spaces
- Arboretum
- Play areas
- cafes and restaurants
- Interpretation of Aboriginal History

'- Cafes, restuarants
- Fitness and Wellness Centres
- Library

'- Ferry and/or public transport
I would like to see a free shuttle bus every 20 
minutes taking people around

'- Regular transport ( a small shuttle bus every 15 
min)

Your question assumes that the redeveloped area 
might be unsafe? 
No more than centre of Hobart City

860 22-Jun-23 Randall Jacobson No

I think the whole of the outside of the building 
should be a vehicle garden  This would help the 
ground disappear into the background

861 22-Jun-23 Tim Lyne Parked my car AFL game at the new stadium AFL and reconciliation park
Yes   In NZ where they applaud their heritage   Not 
hide it   It’s amazing Parklands, cultural stories and pathways

AFL stadium inclusive of the businesses within   No 
in the parklands surround   A short walk to 
restaurants etc Walk or public transport including ferry Busway

862 22-Jun-23 Tim Lyne To park my car AFL stadium and reconciliation park Afl Yes   NZ where they applaud their heritage Parklands surrounding an afl stadium Events stadium Bus, ferry and walk Busway

863 22-Jun-23 Tanzi Lewis

Yes  I visited Mac Point for a Men's Day breakfast, 
met a friend at the Brew House, and another friend 
has parked her car there  I would have liked to 
have attended the Aboriginal event there
I go to the Regatta to watch the boats so want the 
banks kept  I've also been to various events on the 
Regatta Ground during my life time and attend 
Anzac Day services at the Cenotaph, plus 
sometimes the Battle of Britain commemoration  
I've also visited the Macquarie Point Wastewater 
Plant for work

No AFL Stadium at Macquarie Point  Instead, make 
it parklands like Barangaroo Parklands in Sydney  
Create better walking and cycling connections 
between the waterfront to Regatta Grounds, 
Domain etc
Macquarie Point should be public open space with 
parklands an entertainment area, maybe like the 
Myer Music Bowl, in Melbourne, and a few small 
eateries

NO AFL Stadium   More public open space as 
outlined above

NO AFL Stadium  It is not part of our culture and 
could be located anywhere   Yes, I occasionally 
watch the AFL but the stadium is a stupid idea for 
that location   I like Aboriginal interpretation and 
information portraying the history of a place 
through art, sculptures and interpretation signs  
However, don't over interpret or develop within an 
inch of it's life   A natural place is easier to manage

Get rid of the AFL Stadium idea - it will be an ugly 
eyesore and restrictive , not sustainable and we 
can't afford it   To create a sustainable precinct have 
parklands  Little can go wrong with a park  A lot will 
go wrong with the AFL stadium, a wretched idea

Aboriginal interpretation is different  A few small 
businesses offering refreshments  I don't want too 
much development there as want public open 
space, and to walk my dog there

I would walk to Macquarie Point from either the 
waterfront, Evans St or from the Domain   I use 
buses  Ferries  could be considered for eastern 
shore and northern suburbs people  Trains also for 
the Northern suburbs

Good lighting, open space and a few good 
eateries will attract people there  NO AFL 
Stadium   Don't want drunken louts with too must 
testosterone and pent-up aggression because 
their team has lost taking out their aggression on 
others and hanging around the waterfront

864 22-Jun-23 John Lancaster To a live music venue Go to watch an AFL game A stadium for sport and live music No A marina Restaurants and bars Walk Taxi ranks

865 23-Jun-23 Andrew Kerr

Yes  I have walked and cycled through  I have also 
visited Dark Park over the years and also Hobart 
Brewing Company

Activity all year round  a variety of mixed use 
development and public space

A variety of landscapes and sheltered spaces, 
variety of buildings and functions

Yes - multiple European cities  Often the heritage, 
whether industrial or cultural, is celebrated and 
reflected in the design

Sustainability relates to building materials - 
embodied energy and ongoing running costs  Also 
social, cultural and economical sustainability - a 
variety of uses

A wide variety of businesses, both complimentary 
and disparate  that can operate all year round

Walking or cycling would be preferred, along with 
other modes of public transport - ferries and light 
rail using the existing rail corridor  The site itself 
needs to be pedestrian friendly as vehicle 
movements should be limited

End of trip facilities for those who walk/run or 
cycle  Adequate lighting and effective wayfinding

866 23-Jun-23 Brett Morris Yes, for fairs etc
I quite like the Our Place plan of mixed housing, 
native australian area etc

NOt much  I prefer it to be developed as a 
sensative site next to the Cenotaph N/A

Mixed housing, including social housing, aboriginal 
interpretation and history, an educational precinct

Maybe some Antartic facilities, educational facilities, 
no (or very little) businesses, except for those 
necessary to support other facilities and visitors

By car, buses are unreliable  I would move around 
by walking

Open spaces, video cameras, regular police 
patrols

867 23-Jun-23 Terry Polglase
The cenotaph  To the regatta  Walking after a visit 
to the pool  Watching the fireworks   

Something that would attract and entertain youth  
Hobart has nothing, Launceston has the Gorge  
Even our ice skating rink has gone  Think of 
Darling Harbour  Better to have nothing UNTIL 
majority support for a proposal exists  Should it be 
used for the needed new bridge / tunnel to 
Kangaroo Bay/Rosny where links to highways 
exist? Putting a stadium there before is a transport 
PLAN for Hobart is agreed to is foolhardy

A play area for youth and visitors - Dartling 
Harbour water play area for example It should showcase Tasmania  Eg  Antarctic centre

Any that draw people to it for a purpose   A roofed 
Amphitheatre? A Myer super bowl type venue Rail of some description eventually

868 23-Jun-23 Gregory Summers

Yes, many times in the last 40 years   Botanical 
gardens to the gallery shops on a Sunday   Dark 
Mofo every year

Something to express the history of Tasmania, our 
plants etc [yes I know the Botanical gardens are 
close] What has happened to all those previously 
mooted projects?  Having just seen the artists 
impression of the stadium it is totally inapropriate, 
just out of all proportion

A peaceful area, not a shopping or hotel precinct, 
where we can have picnics next to the river

Many, but single out Japan, where even in the 
centre of a bustling city a park shows off its 
Japanees

How many years has this been going on and we are 
just being asked what we want   A sustainable place A minimal business place

We walk as we have done for 40 years   Where is 
the car parking for the stadium? Good lighting and paths

869 23-Jun-23 Jenny Summers

Walks along from the bike track,  from the  
Botanical Gardens and through the Memorial 
Avenue to the Cenotaph; Flying kites from around 
the Cenotaph  Enjoy going to the Dark Park when 
Mofo is on

I would like to see Mac Point express the long 
history of our past and recognition of  the earliest 
peoples, such as a Reconciliation Park that was 
originally mooted; a vision with where we may be 
going in the future with our antarctic connections , 
such as the "Eden Project" highlighting our unique 
flora and opening up the sub antarctic landscape 
for more people to be able to experience  
I DO NOT WANT TO SEE A STADIUM 
DOMINATING THE ENTIRE SITE, DESTROYING 
THE STREETSCAPE FROM BOTH THE HARBOUR/ 
IXL BUILDINGS AND THE CENOTAPH

The Salamanca end of the harbour is for the tourist 
shops, cafes and restaurants  I don't think  we 
need these replicated again at the Regatta Point  I 
would like to see it more as a natural area, perhaps 
an extension of the Botanical gardens , picnic 
areas along the foreshore  It is too valuable a site 
for it to be locked up by one main development- 
forever!

For harbour sites like Regatta Point, I think it is 
important to be connected to what is going on in 
the harbour- so ferry terminals, fishing boats  will 
look as if they have always been there; I think of 
Sydney harbour which has the ferries criss crossing, 
the botanical gardens coming right down to the 
foreshore
In Japan, where open spaces are highly regarded, 
the gardens are a quiet and peaceful oasis of  
ponds, paths with buildings such as teahouses, 
temples sitting very lightly in their surroundings ,so 
as not to take away from the beauty of the park  
Even in busy Tokyo, these parks are common and 
help to make it a very liveable city

I am astonished that this survey is being conducted 
now -after how many years and millions of dollars 
already spent- is the best we can do to spend a 
billion ( for that is what it will cost, if not more) on a 
stadium? What a lack of imagination! Put it 
somewhere else if you have to  A stadium and 
sustainability  are at opposite ends of the spectrum- 
green space, public space, bike trails- they  will cost 
a lot less

A minimal business  model-  not replicating what we 
already have  How about some food places that 
showcase our seafood, instead of selling it all off to 
the mainland and beyond!

Good question, I haven't heard any mention of 
parking in the stadium plan? Will everyone just go 
up to the domain and annoy the hell out of 
residents in the Glebe? 
Personally I will walk there, from West Hobart  I 
could see that it is a problem for people who are 
not so fortunate to live close to the city

Good lighting at night  Wide paths to 
accommodate walkers nd bicycles

870 24-Jun-23 Brian Walter

several times  Hobart brewery Dark Mofo several 
times  I have ridden my bike through which 
sometimes exposed me to the smell of the 
sewerage treatment plant

I've responded several times before  1/ public 
open space 2/ a music/entertainment venue for 
10,000-12,000 and NO a football stadium does not 
do this  3/ exhibition space like Jeffs Shed in 
Melbourne 4/  some meaningful recognition of the 
history including aboriginal recognition 5/ no 
sererage smells 6/ NOT ANY FOOTBALL 
STADIUM, it's too big to allow any other 
meanungful use and it would be a blot on the 
landscape  Anything has to fit into the overall 
urban height profile  plan for Hobart
Other hotel and retail space as fits the area

Space for exhibitions, open space for concerts etc, 
a music/ entertainment venue of appropriate scale 
- NOT A FOOTBALL STADIUM

The entertainment precinct on the Yarra down past 
the casino and near Jeffs Shed  Manly beach  
Salamanca place

it should include public open areas, suitable for 
outside entertainment, outdoor bars and dining, 
exhibition space that is flexible in scale, 
entertainment venue a bit bigger than Mystate 
Arena, but not so big it take over the whole place, a 
small amount of smaller hotel space, a bit of retail  
NO FOOTBALL STADIUM - (for 8 games a year??)

foor, bars, small scale retail, exhibition space, 
concert venue, space for cultural, antarctic division 
(not necessarily the whole thing, just part of it, 
boutique style hotels

by car, taxi, uber, bike sometimes  a transit system 
so I could park at cornelian bay would help

businesses which would open long hours  Car 
parking which is close enough, there's enough 
space to run a small supermarket  If people lived 
there it would increase the foot traffic  This is a 
windy location, so the scale and design of the 
precinct needs to be suitably small enough to 
protect people on the outside of it from the 
weather  Small well oriented buildings of a 
modest scale (hobart sized) oriented to protect 
the public from the wind and with infill planting 
and welcoming areas to gather  Have you ever 
walked around the outside of Marvel Stadium? its 
a wind blown wasteland

871 24-Jun-23 Rob Beedham Once, had a beer

The Antarctic Centre and the Truth and 
Reconciliation Park would be great  But I cannot 
see how you will do them justice if the vast 
majority of the site is taken up by an ugly stadium

See above  Also I do not think high buildings 
should be built on the waterfront  I would like to 
be able to walk through the site with a more or 
less continuous view of the water   Not have to 
walk all the way around a stadium to get to the 
water What does this question even mean???

To be sustainable it needs to be low key  Not a 
stadium of steel and concrete  Neither material is 
sustainable

I am a bus user and am happy to walk around the 
site

872 25-Jun-23
I have visited Red Square and parked at Mac Point 
when I attended the Art School

Tasmania's version of 'The Eden Project'   Ferry 
terminal hub to link Bellerive, Kingston Beach, 
Blackmans Bay back to the city  There would be 
the potential to be expanded in the future up to 
New Norfolk and down south to Woodbridge  This 
major transport network would alleviate the 
commute problems from the south which are only 
going to get worse with the current subdivisions 
within Kingborough  It could also do away with 
creating the 5th lane on The Southern Outlet  
Having a 5th lane will still be creating a major 
bottleneck once the traffic hits Macquarie Street Tasmania's version of  The Eden Project

Sydney's Circular Quay  You have the MCA on one 
side and The Opera House on the other  There is a 
public walkway that links all the way from The 
Rocks around to Lady Macquarie's Chair and the 
Botanical Gardens  Ferries from here link to the 
North Shore, Taronga Zoo and around to Manly  I 
have always loved the easy access of Circular Quay 
and how it showcases the fabulous harbour

Hobart's Eden Project! Everything grown in the 
Biomes would be produce used within the 
precinct's cafes & restaurants  The Biomes could 
also have opportunities for educational programs 
not only for the public to access but relevant UTAS 
faculties and school groups

Hobart's Eden Project  Performing art spaces, 
cafes/restaurants, green spaces

Ferry terminal hub to link Bellerive, Kingston 
Beach, Blackmans Bay back to the city  There 
would be the potential to be expanded in the 
future up to New Norfolk and down south to 
Woodbridge  This major transport network would 
alleviate the commute problems from the south 
which are only going to get worse with the current 
subdivisions within Kingborough  It could also do 
away with creating the 5th lane on The Southern 
Outlet  Having a 5th lane will still be creating a 
major bottleneck once the traffic hits Macquarie 
Street Disability access & parking

873 26-Jun-23 Murielle Kuczynski
Yes, sitting having a take away coffee and enjoying 
the view of the river - Dark Mofo

Sitting and enjoying the view of the Derwent - 
Visiting the Cenotaph

A beautiful park to wander around with benches, 
native trees and Aboriginal information

kunanyi the way it is, could do without the tower 
but built before caring about nature and 
environment
All the national parks because they value our main 
asset  nature except this horribly ugly new shelter 
at Dove lake!

Sustainable material, not hiding of the river, make it 
pedestrian friendly  This is our waterfront  It 
shouldn't include any high building whatever they 
are  We already have enough with the ugly cigar of 
the casino

Aboriginal information / center - Sharing culture 
and real history Buses and light rail train All pedestrian

874 26-Jun-23 Bec Johnson

Yes  Visited Dark Park  Visited other Dark Mofo 
installations  Visited the School of Arts  Kayaked 
around to look at the waterfront  Visited the Covid 
clinic to get a vaccination  Visited to look at the 
piles of logs for export  Looked at the Regatta 
grounds

Lots of things but not spectator sports  I am not 
interested in spectator sports  I would like 
whatever is built to take advantage of the 
wonderful views of the harbour, the mountain and 
the coastline

Public housing  Arts  Community  Truth & 
reconciliation  Making the most of the views across 
the Derwent

Places that are not managed by a huge corporate 
or government entity have community and soul  
That won't be possible if there's an AFL stadium

It should include transport, parking, affordable 
housing, plenty of real (not token) community 
spaces, restaurants, places that take advantage of 
the wonderful views  It should not include a huge 
stadium

community organisations
restaurants
community gardens
community open spaces for yoga, viewing
Not a stadium

electric car charging points  Bike tracks & bike 
lockup  Buses  Ferry  Kayak lockup Anything other than a sports stadium



875 27-Jun-23 Michel Demange
Yes I have visited the site  During dark park and 
we there used to be a bike lane

Low impact building, not a stadium  For example, 
the red shed brewery fits perfectly on this site

Open spaces, parks, a few businesses, low-cost 
housing  A place for the people to gather, not a 
stadium

It has a heritage connection to the Hobart port, that 
should be retained  Maybe a marina for 
recreational vessels

Not a white elephant stadium  It is wrong for this 
waterfront site to have an inward-looking stadium  It 
will also create a massive bottle neck traffic jam in 
Hobart when large events are on  We should have 
smaller building for events on this site more suited 
to our population
Please stop talking about the visitors numbers that 
would come to see the AFL games  This precinct 
should be about the local Hobart population needs, 
visitors can join in to share with us what we can 
show them about our Hobart identity

Breweries, cafe, restaurants  University, museum  
Antarctic research

Traditionally Hobart residents use their cars and 
that's not about to change  A suitable car parking 
facility is needed as well as bike parking and better 
public transport (Buses & ferries)

876 27-Jun-23 Alison Mackirdy

I visited Dark Park two weeks ago   There were 
some amazing events but the best thing was 
looking up and seeing the cenotaph lit up

I would like to see a vibrant hub like Federation 
Square with places for people to meet, art, 
restaurants, etc

A central low-rise square where people could 
meet for events Yes  Like Federation Square  Full of buzz Low rise  Low rise  Low rise

Aboriginal food garden, history and art 
organisations, restaurants, tourist centres, perhaps 
replicate the Macquarie Island display from the 
Botanical gardens Walk  (very sustainable!)

Flat paths, wheelchair access, lots of nice benches 
to sit on

877 27-Jun-23 bob bird

Enjoyed our beautiful waterfront and then 
watched nothing happening for 10 years at the 
Mac Point site wasting tax payers money  
Then the best you can come up with is a 
monstrosity footy ground requested and 
controlled by the AFL!
How do you get away with being so incompetent 
and paid well for 10 years  No confidence in your 
lot coming up with something imaginative  
Governments and you are hopeless at anything 
out of the ordinary  What happened to MONA's 
thoughtful and appropriate plan? More money 
wasted!! AFL rules

Certainly NOT housing  What a waste of a 
beautiful area  Now you want to take away the 
Regatta Ground, more of losing the public amenity 
and access just as the salmon farms are doing  
Money, money, money, rich Liberal mates! As if 
affordable housing will happen! All the AFL clubs, 
rich Liberal mates, etc etc will be buying up the 
supposed affordable housing for less well off  
people  Liberals have NO idea of people 
struggling!

You tell me that's what you're paid for! MONA 
came up with great ideas, what happened to 
them?!
I know let's build a  Duh  I liked the local culture as part of the area  You 

answered your own question Certainly not a footy ground

No doubt you will come up with something 
unimaginative prescribed with the help of your rich, 
tasteless mates and politician duds

Again that's what you're paid for, the supposed 
'experts'
Where is the parking going to be? 
I can imagine the horrific effect on traffic if and 
while the footy ground gets built  Can you?!

Why wouldn't it feel safe and accessible? Stupid 
question  Its position is not up a dark alley!

878 01-Jul-23 Shan Moynihan Think so, walking, dark mofo?

open parkland, lots of shade with delicious trees 
that would look beautiful in autumn, some sort of 
focus on running water so the sound would make 
it peaceful, walkway linking the area to city, 
domain and Botanical Gardens etc; places for 
eating/coffee

open parkland with grass and trees with not many 
buildings so area is a bit of a haven in this day and 
age  Would be a beautiful and peaceful place to 
come to by the Derwent with the city close by

Southbank in Brisbane - walkway, areas for 
socialising, eating, drinking, man made beach close 
to the city (much warmer weather there though 
than Tas)  They have concert hall, art gallery, 
museum, conference centre all there in the Cultural 
Precinct but has been added to gradually and all 
low rise - No stadium on site as that would spoil this 
area's feel

green, natural area, low rise structures, a place for 
calm with sitting and meandering encouraged

places to eat/coffee/socialise  a place or people to 
busk  Maybe an area telling about the history of the 
place pre white settlers, acknowledgment of 
Aboriginal presence and land
I don't think affordable housing or any type of 
housing is suitable for this area  Too much 
infrastructure involved - parking, roads, rubbish 
trucks, delivery vans and everything else involved 
with housing

Same as now, walking, free buses maybe on a loop 
to the city and back or a walkway all along the 
front from Constitution Dock (if possible)

Be good to know there was a police presence 
(small building) to encourage decent behaviour 
and to stop people loitering - security cameras 
visible

879 02-Jul-23 Lynne Hanlon
Dark MoFO several times and the market at 
Christmas time a meditation lake  coffee shops  cycleways  bars a meditation lake  coffee shops  cycleways

Yes - eg Porto in Portugal - cafes and bards 
embedded in parks, many walking streets - too 
many places to name  But all pdestrian friendly, a 
mix of commercial and non-commercial

green spaces, recycling, people spaces, walking 
precincts  cycleways

a mix  Not all commercial  Parks, gardens, 
amohitheatre for performances

walking, cycleways, whellchair friendly  electric 
buses

880 04-Jul-23 Mark Johnson
Yes, cycled or ran through, or visited for 
entertainment, or drinks

Public open spaces that let me move through the 
area, not feeling like I need to shop  Also, lots of 
smaller boutique food, drink and entertainment 
venues No cars, a public open space for people

Variety of weather proof  spaces that encourage 
people to stay for a while

Mostly food, drink and entertainment = music, 
theater, etc Walk, run, cycle from city centre

Free public toilets  Bicycle parking in high traffic 
zone where it gets a lot of passive security

881 04-Jul-23 Andrew Heard cycled thru

NO STADIUM! our last large piece of *public* 
space should not be squandered with this 
expensive stadium that so few (as a percentage) 
people want, cant afford, and the business case 
shows will never pay for itself open space

pie in the sky, but I'd prefer to see the area as 
public open space that everyone can enjoy walking but mostly cycling

882 04-Jul-23 David Wanless

Yes, many times   I ride there many times per week 
and have been to various events - Nayri 
Niara/NAIDOC, Dark MOFO, Red Shed etc , sailed 
on Aurora Australis, heritage walk

Peace and reconciliation park, small community 
scale culture and arts events, public open space 
for gathering, picnicking, Aboriginal programmes 
such as run by Nayri Niara, Antarctic science

Aboriginal culture, peace and reconciliation park, 
public open space for gathering, picnicking

Many times   Folk music and dancing, local food, 
history, local people, human scale, public open 
space, not massive commercial, intimidating 
inaccessible places like a football stadium

Low energy use (so no massive lighting), no tall 
buildings which cause unreasonable wind and 
shade, permeable surfaces and gardens, trees and 
other plants (including many native ones) for 
habitat, clean air and water, and human relaxation   
Public open space for people to gather and 
conduct low impact recreation   No football stadium

No football stadium
Aboriginal cultural organisations such as the 
Longhouse/Nayri Niara
Antarctic science precinct
Low rise accommodation with a high proportion of 
social and affordable housing
Food and entertainment businesses like the Red 
Shed
Peace and reconciliation park
Arts and community organisations

Primarily bicycle, but public transport (light rail or 
trackless tram) would also be very useful
Happy to walk and cycle around the site

It won't be accessible if a large part of it is blocked 
off by a massive concrete stadium   That will 
alienate the core of it from the community

883 5 July2 023 Tony Ross Yes  This week Cycling and walking ammenities  Farmers Market
An area to walk near the water without traffic to 
worry about Probably

Don't lock it up for the rich to use  Make it open to 
the public to use

Something that would showcase Tasmania to 
tourists and for locals too Light rail or bicycle Probably

884 06-Jul-23 Ian Abernethy Yes - car parking, fishing off old wharf

Riveredge walks, restaurants, water based activity 
access  Lively open spaces, links to other water 
front areas

Riveredge walks, restaurants, water based activity 
access  Lively open spaces, links to other water 
front areas

Mix of housing and commercial, good design, 
sympathetic scale with surrounding area 
(Rockingham waterfront WA)  Openness of 
parkland, shade, play areas, people picnicking, 
people exercising

Mix of development that pays rates (does not rely 
on Govt handouts) - economic sustainability  Water 
sensitive design of open spaces, solar powered 
public lighting, recycling opportunities in pubic 
spaces, avoid large carparks - environmental 
sustainability  Encourage all ages and abilities to 
use the public spaces - social sustainability

Eating places, coffee shops, small outlets 
specialising in Tasmanian products, galleries, visitor 
accommodation walk from CBD or water taxis from eastern shore

Good lighting - well designed public toilets, avoid 
dark deadends, create areas of activity where 
people will gather

885 07-Jul-23 Andrew Robert-Tissot
Yes , dark park , long house events , cenotaph , 
TBC , red shed music

Parkland , reconciliation space , food and drink 
venues Opening up of the waterfront Good vibes

Parkland , minimal concrete ( even green concrete 
is not sustainable) Food and drink venues Walk or cycle Toilets , lighting

886 07-Jul-23 Daniel Chapman Park my car A stadium Sports  music and entertainment
Adelaide  Sport, the fringe and city all close 
together Area where many people and tourists can visit All Busses/ ferry Large walk ways

887 08-Jul-23 Shaun O Walked
The stadium for sports, entertainment, 
conventions etc

The stadium   Parks around it - running walking 
tracks that connect to Other tracks and the TCA

Perth and Adelaide’s stadiums and what this did for 
those two cities

Parks, tracks - good use of the marine for ferries etc 
that connect not just with Eastern shore but also 
down the river from Sandy Bay, Taroona, Kingston  
etc

Conferences, used with Taste of Summer with Mona 
and concerts etc

Walk and public transport - encourage the use of 
ferries

888 10-Jul-23 John Daniels

Yes  Walked from the Domain and Aquatic Centre, 
cycled from Lenah Valley, viewed the docks, the 
Derwent  the sunrise

I would like green space and a Reconciliation Park, 
space to view the Eastern Shore and sunrise  I 
would like a ferry terminal and rapid bus station to 
the northern suburbs

A Reconciliation Park that recognises the trauma 
inflicted on the Tasmanian Aborigines  I would like 
an Art Park incorporated into landscaping 
complementary to a Reconciliation Park as well as 
visiting sculptural exhibitions  I would also like to 
experience a centre for a Maritime Museum 
illustrating Tasmania's maritime history and a 
centre for Antarctic Science illustrating the 
Tasmanian geological and Antarctic discovery and 
research connections

I've liked the places we've visited that illustrate 
local artists, history, culture and natural history, eg 
Fremantle, Geraldton, Albany, Sydney, Adelaide, 
Melbourne  Brisbane  TMAG  QVAM

It should include transport driven by renewable 
energy that connecting parts of the Hobart region, 
relieving traffic congestion and avoiding the need 
for four wheeled personalised transport that 
contribute to congestion

I would like to see commuter/visitor transport hubs 
and related businesses  Also, visitor information and 
tours  Maritime museum and Antarctic discovery 
museum and environment

I could cycle get bus to and from the Mac Point 
site or walk from the CBD Wide footpaths and no 4 wheeled vehicles in site

889 10-Jul-23 Ellen Green
For dark mofo, Hobart brewing company, long 
house

Community precinct, park, art walks, maritime and 
Antarctic exhibitions

Community focused, art sculptures, informative, 
family friendly Sustainable transport, light rail, Art and museum organisations, Public transport Ramps,  lighting, public toilets

890 11-Jul-23 Rigby Joyce

Yes, I frequent dark Mofo which uses the site  And 
participated in the local scout group that's getting 
disrupted due to the build

I would love some community facilities such as a 
scout hall, and possibly a new ice rink  Stuff for 
kids/teen-agers  This could also help stop loitering A place where teens can hang out

Salmanca market, a place that has tons of locals 
and visitors alike Keep up the compostable food carriers

Community groups such as scouts, boat clubs and 
locals businesses Trams

Bright colours and ramps for those in wheel chairs 
and such

891 13-Jul-23 Haden Young I haven't  noe
I think the cultural precinct and Antarctic Centre 
sounded like good ideas

The cultural centre and Antarctic Centre would 
definitely both be new and different I think

Yes you could name anywhere in the world, 
numerous places  The food, the language, friendly 
locals, local colour and charm, funny characters 
such as in Thailand and Bali

I guess as much solar energy and sustainable waste 
disposal as possible

Yeah more things like the cultural/indigenous 
centre and the Antarctic Centre

Just whatever they come up with I guess  I 
suppose there would be buses otherwise just drive 
there  Not sure about moving around it

892 14-Jul-23 Lyn Donohoe Yes  just had a general look at area & surrounds 

Multi use precinct , indigenous recognition areas , 
arts , cultural centres , affordable housing areas 
specifically set up as self sufficiency carbon neutral 
sites , multipurpose family orientated parks with 
adventure areas & dog exercise areas , green 
spaces  Definitely not a big ugly stadium ! 
Wouldn’t take or recommend anyone to go near 
that 

Maybe even a waterway or lake for public use & 
easy access for parents to be close & monitor 
children’s activities on the water 

Uluru  Liked the idea that you could take part in 
activities for free , also Tiwi Islands for the same 
reason  Not necessarily having to be cultural but 
could even have artists & crafters , yoga  , exercise 
demonstrations areas available for people to 
observe or join in 

By making any housing in the style of a little “ 
village” type area  Lots of natural, parkland type 
areas  Not everyone is able to access a lot of 
Tasmania’s parks and beauty and it would be very 
convenient for those staying close to the city with 
amenities & restaurants etc  I know we have the 
domain & beautiful botanic gardens but people 
need to be directed there & it doesn’t seem to have 
the attraction that a purpose built area would have 

Family oriented parklands & activities, both indoor 
& outdoor , pop up food vans or similar , housing , 
maybe a conference centre although I think Federal 
Group , MyState arena , & others in north of state 
have this covered 

By car , private transport, have & know a lot of 
people with mobility issues so disability access to 
all places would be ideal  Lots of park benches & 
seating areas especially around eating spots Boat ramps for ferry & private watercraft use 

893 14-Jul-23 John Ellsmore
Yes  I often visit Hobart Brewing Company and 
attend Dark MOFO events there

Truth and reconciliation park; open space; art 
installations; galleries  All at a scale and 
architectural quality that complements the site’s 
surroundings  NOT A STADIUM See above

Yes, all over the world  What I most liked was the 
individuality/uniqueness  None of these places has 
a stadium

Design it to be free and accessible and appealing to 
all, every day, not buried under a stadium that will 
be used a handful of times a year

Cafes, bars, galleries, a dedicated convention 
centre  cultural organisations

The city’s transport woes need to be addressed 
before any development takes place  That means 
an integrated transport system including ferries, 
buses and light rail utilising the existing rail 
corridor  Parking needs to be improved

Open space (parkland), lighting to encourage 
extended use of the area

894 16-Jul-23 Chris Jones
I have marched on ANZAC DAY  The grandkids to 
the Circus etc

A great stadium with open/close roof for games 
and entertainment A place to walk and relax

Yes  I have traveled Australia and there are many 
places

We need a place for all Tasmanian people  NOT a 
said few  A nice place for family gatherings and 
picnics

I would love to see some Tasmanian products for 
sale that have been made in Tasmania and not 
imported from overseas

Concrete or bitumen for prams and wheel chairs  
Not bikes and scooters that are dangerous to 
elderly people

Security and or police present and maybe gates to 
close the site at midnight maybe

895 16-Jul-23 Carmel Denholm Yes - cultural events  walks

Truth and Reconciliation Park, cultural precinct, 
public green space, state library, affordable 
housing

Walking, bikes, ferries and boats, links to public 
transport



896 16-Jul-23 Carmel Denholm Yes - walking, cultural events
Truth and reconciliation centre, state library, 
affordable housing, green space, Antarctic precint Walking, bikes, scooters, ferries, public transport

897 17-Jul-23 J Michel

Yes, I have worked there, attended class there, 
socialised there, seen theatre and participated in 
Dark Mofo events there

All the things it already possesses, plus housing 
and green space

Green space and better access between the point 
and the cenotaph

Wellington NZ has beautifully integrated their 
waterfront with the city and made it very pedestrian 
friendly and low rise so there is a real human scale

Lots of green space and open space  Pedestrian 
access like around the Yarra across the bridge from 
downtown Melbourne, or Circular Quay in Sydney  
Honestly, I don’t see how a stadium, even if it were 
a small one like Bellerive would be at all 
appropriate there  The structure is enormous and 
blocks foot traffic as people need to move around 
it, not through it

Housing, arts spaces, the art school that is already 
there is great, plus things that continue to address 
the waterfront I drive it take the bus

Ferry terminals, light rail or bus terminals  NOT 
endless parking lots

898 18-Jul-23 Anthony Verdouw
Yes  For Dark Mofo events such as the Dark Park 
and regular visitor at the Hobart Brewing company

A world-class cultural and entertainment precinct 
that is accessible, multi-purpose and includes bars, 
cafes and well designed public spaces

Sport and more cultural events  A place reflect and 
enjoy all our great city has to offer

Yes - downtown Nashville, TEN  Historical and 
cultural significance of honkey tonk bars and live 
music venues, linked seamlessly to modern 
conference centres and modern stadiums/venues
Brisbane's Southbank and cultural precinct is 
another example

Easily accessible by multiple transport modes with a 
focus on pedestrian, cycling and public transport 
access (busses and ferries)  Also should include 
green parkland spaces

Restaurants, bars, cafes, services - that generate 
foot traffic showcase Tasmanian produce and 
products - etc  local craft breweries, vineyards and 
distilleries

I live in the Channel area so will rely on car or 
public transport to access Mac Point  I also 
anticipate walking from other local Hobart venues 
and walking around the site

I think there needs to be consistent foot traffic and 
activation throughout the area - even when events 
are not underway

899 18-Jul-23 Mark Duffett
Rode bikes, went to Regatta, imbibed at Hobart 
Brewing Co  went to Dark Mofo nstallations Watch a Tasmanian AFL team Watch a Tasmanian AFL team

Adelaide Oval, a whole community behind and 
integrated with the team on the field - thinking 
cricket as well as Crows

AFL stadium incorporating commercial 
accommodation and function centres as at Adelaide 
Oval  residential housing Brewing and distilling  sports administration  hotels E- bike on bike tracks Lights

900 19-Jul-23 Helen Quilty

Yes I enjoyed the uninterrupted Panarama  view 
looking at the heritage buildings surrounding 
Sullivans Cove, beyond down the river and the 
vista of Hobart city nestled beneath Mount 
Wellington  The open grassland around the 
cenotaph  is a lovely place to wander  This will all 
be lost,this unique  historical Hobart will be 
swamped by one giant cylinder of the stadium 
which will turn our small city into ‘down sized’ 
generic version of mainland cities  Visitors won’t 
come to see a monstrous huge stadium which 
visually will overpower everything treasured about 
our heritage  Stop the steal ! Wake up to what will 
be lost 

The proposals for community creative 
developments  don’t need a stadium  Tasmanians 
don’t need a huge debt just for a stadium which 
wont be filled because of our small population  
Mainlanders who come for stadium events will fill 
25 planes per day in the week of an event  Local 
footie matches rarely draw a crowd over 7000 A 
stadium will not only ruin historical Hobart, but 
also be an economic disaster,a transport 
nightmare for roads and infrastructure, suck up 
much needed funding for health facilities and 
housing just so the ‘powerful loud , commercial 
organisations can make make money  Our taxes 
will rise when the government dept becomes too 
high as it struggles with paying for the stadium 

A community cultural  centre preferred to an  
‘overblown’ sporting white elephant with limited 
appeal to all the community

We have many small precincts in Tasmania such as 
Salamanca Saturday's, Sullivans Cove commercial 
precinct,Richmond villlage, Launceston, Cygnet  
Others such as Dalesford , Geelong waterfront 
Victoria

,

Development should harmonise  with the existing 
surrounds not compete, not overwhelm but  
enhance Any buildings should importantly open to 
the water view not face inward  Make the most of 
the geographical position

A place where families can participate in cultural 
events and enjoy time spent entertained and fed  
We have a wonderful opportunity to celebrate our 
natural environment and focus developing a site to 
celebrate Mt Wellington  This could include an 
environmental display of its ecology,biology and 
history  A health centre with indoor hanging 
gardens of Tasmanian forest themes or Mount 
Wellington rock pools as heated pools, water slides, 
waterfalls, spars, saunas built on the principle of the 
Wellington mountain huts and fern glades  These 
are unique things from our environment that public 
can enjoy  No mainland city has such a centre 

A light rail must be built with a new gauge along 
the existing rail route linking  the dock area to 
Mona  This would run as a suburban train and 
tourist scenic route to Mona  An integrated river 
ferry from the city to Bellerive, Wrest Point, 
Kingston and South Arm as use to exist in the past

Open sheltered spaces for public rest, park 
benches and walking trails in a mini botanic 
gardens

901 19-Jul-23 Mickey Benefiel Yes - for races
NO STADIUM!  IT WOULD RUIN THE ENTIRE 
PRECINCT! Scientific research for the young, NO STADIUM! NO STADIUM!  Housing and parks BETTER ROAD SYSTEMS

902 20-Jul-23 Malcolm Smith
Yes we had a picnic lunch while watching the 
regatta

I would like to see a treed and seating friendly 
promenade that stretched from Evans Street 
straight down to the edge of the Derwent River 
and follow around the stadium to right through to 
the Cenotaph

A stadium that is truely multi purpose and able to 
attract international performers of all genre and 
obviously there must be a roof or half roof closure  
Ensure that sound engineers /architects are 
involved  Design the seating in the stadium for a 
wide range of different sports besides AFL such 
Rugby, soccer and Cricket etc

The stadium could house an annexe to the museum 
or arts could play a role

You must consider either multi storey or underneath 
parking and not rely on the Cenotaph exclusively  
Also create a government bus route with frequency 
along Evan Street back to Davey or Macquarie

Home of Tasmanian Football Club with full range of 
facilities AFL clubs need  Plus a pub and range of 
restaurants that meet the living standard of the 
average Tasmanian

I would drive into the precinct and park where it is 
offered close to the stadium and at a price that is 
not gouging anyone

Put in an Pop up police station with a view of 
making some permanency while events are on

903 26-Jul-23 Kym Littlejohn Walked it Restaurants cafes football concerts Skydive barrell No Solar power edible Gardens water recycling Food arts Drive or bus

904 26-Jul-23 Fiona Pringle-Jones Yes, went to Good  Shed
A stadium and development supporting arts, 
sport, culture for Hobart

Actual infrastructure - more entertainment, a 
green space to walk

Yes  Melding local culture with first class facilities, 
such as Dunedin, Adelaide etc

I would love to see a stadium clad in timber, or part 
of it in timber

All businesses and organisations would be 
welcome! Walking, public transport Adequate lighting, open public space

905 26-Jul-23 Greg Stones Parked the car
A multi purpose stadium for a multitude of uses    I 
would be a regular visitor

Watch a Tasmanian AFL team home game!  Watch 
a live concert    Watch the Hurricanes play without 
the threat of the game being cancelled due to the 
weather   Watch A league soccer

It needs to incorporate buildings that house 
businesses so there are people there during the 
working week to support the hospitality businesses 
that will also need to be there   High density 
residential to also support the local businesses and 
add to the vibrancy   Not social housing there   The 
residents wouldn't have the disposable income to 
add to what the area needs to be   To put it bluntly

Service sector businesses    The river ferries need to 
have a stop there

I'd be parked in the city and walk to the Stadium   
I'd be staying a hotel in the city

Public toilets   Open space with seating and 
shade   Well lit up of a night    A small police 
station so there are officers coming and going 
24/7

906 26-Jul-23 Sharee Morrison Yes, Covid Testing
Visit cafes, parks, outdoor spaces - just like what 
has been developed at Optus Stadium, Perth, WA

An AFL stadium where everyone can watch top 
class AFL matches - that is both new, and different 
for Tasmania

The Darwin Waterfront precinct is an amazing 
development   It encompasses the Darwin feel, 
WW2 history, Arts precinct, etc   It is a beautiful 
place to wander or just relax and enjoy

State of the art recycling facilities, it should also 
include a station for the end of the light rail corridor

Cafe's, restaurants, sports retail and sports 
physiotherapy

I would either drive or bus in to the city from the 
Channel and walk to Mac Point

907 26-Jul-23 Josh Freestone Visited Mac1 for Gang of Youths gig Take them to see an AFL game
Watching the new Tassie team play on the 
national stage Yes

It should be an entire precinct with the stadium at 
its heart  Cafes, bars, Indigenous monuments, 
Tasmanian sports museum Local bars and cafes

Uber into town and then walking from there after 
spending money at local businesses Anything to make it accessible for everyone

908 26-Jul-23 Chris Bidgood
Rowing  Launch a boat  Mofo  Functions  Socialise  
Worked

World class stadium not confined by budget  
sympathetic to maritime history  Architectural prize 
winning opera house like statement  To 
compliment a future new tasman bridge which will 
be needed by the end of the current ones 100 life 
span  A thriving ferry industry  Produce market 
gardening hub in Bush land with fresh seafood 
available to showcase and ability to prepare and 
cook for family gatherings in shelters protected 
from wind and rain but with views of landscape 
and the river As above

The walk at melaleuca with aboriginal ephemeral 
huts takes you back in time

Hide it amongst flowering gums and the landscape 
we find in some of our iconic bush walks

Ferry’s  Dingy sailing school  Rowing shed facility  
Food  Market garden  Seafood market  Cultural and 
learning history centre

Ferry  Light rail  Car  Walk  Ride  Walking trails 
need shelter from wind and rain otherwise people 
won’t use them  Big wide awnings that allow light 
in and afford protection

If it is truly to be a year round place people will go 
it needs to respect the elements  Incorporate 
natural air conditioning drafting corridors and 
shade both soft and hard  For the summer and 
heat banks in boulders etc in spaces designed for 
those cooler days that can capture the sun in the 
golden hour

909 26-Jul-23 Jamie Grace Covid test site Multi purpose stadium Sports and concerts Mcg

Like the MCG, it can extremely sustainable  The 
MCG give all leftover food to 2nd bite to support 
the homeless

Restaurants, cafes office space, health and leisure 
centres

Ferries to open up the river  Buses or light rail 
using the existing rail corridor

Open well lut area such as Southbank in 
Melbourne and Brisbane

910 26-Jul-23 Brendan Adams Hobart Regatta only

Obviously start with the stadium, but definitely a 
area with cafes bars and family friendly places 
A place where people can meet up and mingle  A 
place for quiet drinks but also functions
Like work dinners

A hub for community, sports and entertainment, a 
place for music and some life that Hobart is 
currently missing

Definitely in Melbourne, take the bars at the south 
wharf DFO it’s a hive of activity and life

Undercover! Let’s be real, Hobart is cold and wet in 
winter, in summer the sun burns 
It’s should be an outdoor feel while providing shade 
and warmth for everyone

Cafes, and Bars are a must, but why not incorporate 
a Hobart DFO shopping experience, with the 
University now taking over more and more of our 
city, people need a new destination

It’s close enough for walking, but let’s use the river, 
Hobart has an awesome river, let’s use it to the 
fullest 
Why not a light rail or tram, from Mac Point to 
Salamanca just a short back and forth trip
How good to be able to bring the Salamanca 
Market into the equation

Good clean public toilets, and parental rooms 
Loads of seats and native Tasmanian gardens

911 26-Jul-23 Chris Thomas Yes,  walking Stadium Sports and art/music precinct Not yet Green,  viable,  busy! Sports,  hospitality Walk Lighting

912 26-Jul-23 Rachel Jenssen Yes for Dark Mofo A stadium A stadium The waterfront walk to MCG from Melbourne CBD AFL tram  restaurants  art
Public transport, use the train line, a walkway from 
the city

913 26-Jul-23 Adam Fitch No
Would love a multipurpose stadium that can be 
used for AFL soccer and concerts An arts festival under the roofed stadium Yes but these places really only exist  in Europe

Honest not much, to me it just sounds like a 
buzzword  What is sustainable? That it is made out 
of renewable materials, that it is built properly the 
first time so it doesn't need to be 
upgrade/expanded in the future

Honestly I will just be there for the stadium, but am 
happy for any other businesses to be there that fit 
with the community feel of the place

I will be coming up from Launceston so will 
probably drive into Hobart and walk to Mac Point unsure

914 26-Jul-23 Karlee Delaney Yes attended the regatta
Watch Tasmania AFL/AFLW/VFL/VFLW teams play 
in a stadium that can also host concerts and

The home of Tasmania’s AFL Team and maybe a 
sporting history museum of Tasmania

Small business that support Tasmania’s product and 
employ Tasmanians

Walking as it’s not far from the city  Maybe when 
big events are on Buses are utilised and given 
priority access as they do at Heritage Bank arena 
on the Gold Coast, (no parking available there and 
it works well)

A well lit precinct with the presence of Police 
station there not just for major events

915 26-Jul-23 Adam Alexander

916 26-Jul-23 Nick Daglas Yes  Dark MOFO Sporting Events  Cultural Events AFL football  Other entertainment and sport AFL Grand Final  Australian Open tennis

Multi-purpose Stadium  A visitor centre showcasing 
the past and future events of the stadium  Family 
friendly entertaiment precinct Eateries  bars and gift shops Light rail  ferry and bus

Clear foot traffic connection with the CBD and 
Salamana



917 26-Jul-23 Pam Johns Only drove and walked near Restaurants  walks  kids park

I would like to see it reflect Launceston seaport - 
board walks, marina (minus the mud) shops, 
restaurants, accomodation   Mac point needs to be 
a place we’re people want to visit everyday not 
just event days

I suppose Sea port really - I do have an attachment 
to the area with the PLA ship repair in the Dry dock 
and the local Invermay area - it is just such an 
awesome area so close to UTas stadium, museums, 
city centre

Restaurants, sport and health related businesses 
including shops

I am from the North so I would book into a city 
motel and walk to the area

Good lighting and enough businesses that there 
are always people around

918 26-Jul-23 Blake Strang No
STADIUM!, so I can go and watch Essendon vs 
tassie and other events THE AWESOME AFL CROWD No Stadium that’s all Stadium Stadium

AFL GROUND and also grounds for special games 
in sfl  tsl and stjfl

919 26-Jul-23 Leo Miller Yes  Dark park  Car parking  Forced Covid testing

Afl stadium and associated shops and precinct 
with a little homage to heritage and some 
appropriate housing that isn’t a cheap ghetto

Afl with a Tasmanian team  Tasmania starting to 
stand on its own feet and generating real income 
from mainland $ that aren’t just GST handouts Yes  We all like a story and heritage and history

That’s a question for the experts in such fields  
However, some open space, some nice shops and 
cafes / bars / restaurants but not too many so as the 
rest of hobart misses out on extra trade  Use 
materials to suit the area and heritage  Perhaps 
some story boards or similar  And definitely a new 
stadium!

Restaurants, cafes, bars, something reflecting 
Tasmania (gifts, tourism, etc) but no franchises or 
maccas etc  Good operators that can show off Tas in 
a positive light and cope with high demand at times

Walking, bus, scooter, light rail would be nice! 
Ferry

A good design that doesn’t encourage gangs, 
homeless, druggies, kids, etc

920 26-Jul-23 Troy Sharp Visit bark mofo also regattas Multi purpose stadium AFL
Other than afl  Other sports and entertainment 
options Hopefully by ferry

921 26-Jul-23 Quade Targett-Seymour
Yes, regatta, music festival in the white boat house 
(fresh rave2012) walks  tones and I music

Afl excites me greatly! More music events with 
greater ticket numbers, dark mofo running while in 
the stadium

The aboriginal space sound great, water front 
walking that connects town through the overpass 
around to the point and into the wharf and 
salamanca closing the loop Cairns! Colour and aboriginal art everywhere

Future proof! Not just for the now, make it a space 
to be enjoyed by all for years to come

Could be great for more water front bar and cafe, 
Antarctic themed and aboriginal themed

I hear discussions about a light rain in the northern 
channel, thats pretty cool if possible, but mostly 
uber to the city for food and beer and walk, 
especially during the footy Public toilet  disabled friendly

922 26-Jul-23 Alexander Clark

Yes   Dark Park and a COVID -19 vaccine at the 
Goods Shed  Also had a beer at the Red Shed in 
the past  I think it’s called that  Can’t remember

I would love there to be a multipurpose stadium 
with coffee shops and restaurants embedded into 
the stadium   Also pubs, retail outlets and maybe 
some private flats etc

Just to have a new cultural centre would make me 
happy  Hobart is pretty boring  for young people

Townsville  The new stadium is an important 
centrepiece for the community Trees and parks that surround the stadium Coffee shops, retail outlets and restaurants Well hopefully ferries  I live on the Eastern Shore Lighting

923 26-Jul-23 Matthew Mallinson Yes had a look A stadium is just a start A multi purpose stadium for all Tasmanians It’s a waste land no culture to see A multi purpose stadium for all events Tourist Transport

924 26-Jul-23 Carol Beaumont Regatta Native garden  picnic area music plays afl
Coming together with Tasmanians to cheer on our 
team Tourist centre Good lighting

925 26-Jul-23 C R Yes
A discovery park and centre, where one can learn 
about sciences and do experiences A learning place  entertaining  smart

A place withActivities for local families as well as 
tourists Science  art  conservation  affordable entertainment Bus or car  train would be nice

926 26-Jul-23 Nick Pastoor Yes  To get covid tested
A new roofed stadium and interactive Antarctic 
precinct

Sport and music events under a roofed stadium  
An interactive Antarctic precinct

Several cities in Europe  I liked the interaction 
between city and culture

Businesses to compliment a stadium  Bars, cafes, 
local breweries and restaurants

Water taxi from the eastern shore and light rail  
Would be nice to park outside of the city and then 
commute in from there Well lit areas with a security presence

927 26-Jul-23 Chris Mctye Yes , walking around, events Sports and Entertainment precinct Fun , vibrant, show off whats great about Tasmania
Yes, plenty of times, people enjoy being in the 
same space  Fun ,laughter experiences

Offer experiences, roof too walk stadium, hotels , 
restaurants, entertainment, dun free things for kids 
snd family ro experience, fed square feel but 
smaller and more natural Tourism snd experience based , not mcdonalds Walk , Bike

928 26-Jul-23 Grant Collins No
Attend concerts, football, conferences, eat out 
close by All of the above No Pass

Stadium and restaurant possibly a tourist 
information centre Walk  bus  local disability parking Cameras

929 26-Jul-23 Les Bennett Visit Hobart Brewing company and winter feast
A multi purpose stadium to enable us to have 
concerts and events for all ages

AFL footy and an open air area for families to 
gather Adelaide oval and the parklands around that area

A multi purpose stadium will generate income for 
Tasmania's

Bars, restaurants, tourism ventures and residential 
areas

Public transport needs to be considered to ensure 
people can get to and from the area

930 26-Jul-23 tanya wylde-browne Yes for parking The stadium and food outlets
Having a multi purpose stadium will be new for 
Hobart

Local culture as in Salamanca/Waterfront vibe for 
all tasmanians to feel welcome with park area for 
children

Sustainable means growing with the population and 
creating areas that support and welcome all people

Good food vans with affordable food for families as 
well as fine dining restuarants Park and walk so only need good pathways

Needs to be monitored 24/7 with private guards 
or police in area

931 26-Jul-23 Sandra Sylvester Dark Mofo years ago Football, concerts Sports Museum Yarra Park, Melbourne Tennis Centre An attractive park to walk from city Sports museum, cafes Walking, buses, taxis, very small car park Good paths

932 26-Jul-23 Steven Hay Yes  Dark Mofo

Go to the football  Be involved in other activities as 
appropriate football stadium  Outdoor auditorium  
Cafes  Restaurants  Extended cenotaph  
Aboriginal park

See AFL footbal  Light rail  to the area  Community 
events  Hospitality No make the area useable

Keep it relevant and modern  Well maintained and 
planned well for
Purposeful and casual visits  It should be an area 
which has multiple facilities for various community, 
sporting,  cultural and health purposes with the 
stadium being the hub of the precinct AFL football  cultural and aboriginal use  Hospitality Walking access  Light rail  Ferry docks  Bus zones Good lighting  Safe walking paths

933 27-Jul-23 Trudy Woodcock Dark Mofo

Not a stadium  It should be a mixed use area, park 
lands, Antarctic centre, Aboriginal reconciliation 
park

Keeping the line of sight open to the water front  
Truth and reconciliation park discussing the 
colonisation and the decimation of the Tasmanian 
Aboriginal population

Yes  Southbank Brisbane  Good utilisation of a site 
constructed for Expo  The museum precinct is 
exceptional

Park lands, Antarctic centre - 7 star sustainable 
building, Aboriginal reconciliation park

Tasmanian Aboriginal Community areas, Antarctic 
centre Buses and light rail multiple bathroom facilities

934 27-Jul-23 emily McBeath Regatta Multi purpose stadium Football

Its looked abandoned my entire life  Would love to 
see sporting opportunities and more business 
opportunities in the city Sports ground Busses and ferry’s

935 27-Jul-23 Paul Stevens No Sports events  dining  historical displays As in the propsal
Yes at Werribee Zoo… loved the cultural additions 
into the site

Use rainwater for toilets etc  as far as possible 
generate power on site  Use Tas Timbers wherever 
possible Dining  entertainment  specialty shopping Park away from the area and walk or cab ?

936 27-Jul-23 Michael Ransom Sport  conferences and exhibitions

937 27-Jul-23 Nick Probert

Yes, to attend Dark MOFO, visit Tas Brewing Co 
and the Food Vans, the Cenotaph for ANZAC Day, 
the Regatta grounds for Regatta Day, the  also 
used the all day car parking for work in the CBD

I strongly believe in a multi purpose stadium at 
Mac Point that I could bring my children and family 
to watch AFL Games, attend other sporting events 
and attend music concerts / festivals as well as visit 
for conferences   
A truth and reconciliation park also   Access to the 
river somehow   understand the challenge of this, 
but it will not feel as 'Tasmanian' as it could be, 
should it just be the internal site, plus some new 
developed AAD / Cruise / Freight Wharf areas that 
the general public either cannot visit or are visually 
like the current Macq2 - large "blocks of building" 
that really impact the connection to the river   (may 
not be possible!)

A Truth and Reconciliation space/park that 
connects to the current cenotaph   Potentially this 
could be on the regatta grounds part of Mac Point, 
but also it could be incorporated into the public 
space area outside the stadium but connected to 
the cenotaph to enable visitors to Mac Point 
Stadium to be connected to it as they walk to and 
from events
An inspiring and boldly designed space   A 
stadium that uses Tasmanian timber both in 
internal construction and as a design feature, that 
has brave architecture and embraces the vision of 
Brand Tasmania - 'the quiet pursuit of the 
extraordinary'   Plenty of green also - would love to 
see some way to recognise all parts of Tasmania in 
the precinct as you walk around to indicate it is for 
all Tasmanians (e g a nod to geographic 
landmarks, strong important Tasmanian people 
from W/NW/N/E/Midlands Tas as well as the 
islands in particular / also great sporting moments 

Yes - the feeling of connection to place and it's 
authenticity and uniqueness

Use the right materials and invest in design  Utilise 
Tasmanian timber (ethically sourced), capture solar 
energy somehow (not sure if this is possible)

'- A Tasmanian Football Museum would be 
incredible  As the President of the Sandy Bay Past 
Players, Supporters and Officials Association who 
feels the responsibility to manage just one club's 
history and memorabilia and it is clear that there is a 
huge opportunity for something like this that would 
interest AFL patrons visiting the stadium for games 
and enable our rich AFL football heritage to be both 
protected and curated as well as proudly 
celebrated for all to see  
 - Hospitality - Tasmanian origin mall / plaza 
 - Love the Collingwood Cafe model - something 
like that should be there with a local provider that 
like Eat Well Tasmania / Loaves and Fishes through 
Colony 47 https //salvosproject614 com au/magpie-
nest-cafe/

Would love a ferry system to be created  Am in 
Seven Mile Beach and would happily catch a ferry 
from Bellerive  We need a Kingston to Bridgewater 
ferry system  - this precinct should be the 
economic driver to enable that to be economically 
viable for a private carrier

Currently accepted standard access designs as a 
minimum

938 27-Jul-23 Peter McGee Yes Stadium for all sorts of things as well as football All manner of things Deloraine Craft Fair Car shows  Caravan shows  Boat shows  All annually The above
Like at the MCG  buggy’s to get the elderly the last 
100 mts No

939 27-Jul-23 Tim Richards Only ever walked by Roofed stadium  bars  cafes  street performers Sport  music  Arts  food  beverage

Yes, I love that you can feel the locals passion for 
their home and they want you to enjoy your 
experience and pass the good word on State of the art stadium Bars  restaurants  street performers Walk  buses Suitable lighting  quality security cameras

940 27-Jul-23 Ben Shaw Yes, dark Mofo and work Stadium and entertainment precinct Football and entertainment No Business and entertainment Bars, cafes, hotels and stadium
Walk, taxi, Uber, bus  Eventually transport on the 
northern suburbs corridor No

941 27-Jul-23 Tim Richards Only ever walked by Roofed stadium, bars, cafes, street performers Sport, music  Arts, food, beverage

Yes, I love that you can feel the locals passion for 
their home and they want you to enjoy your 
experience and pass the good word on State of the art stadium Bars, restaurants, street performers Walk, buses Suitable lighting, quality security cameras

942 27-Jul-23 Adam Smith Yes  walked
A multi purpose stadium and entertainment 
precinct International and national sports and events Melbourne  electric sporting culture Ensuring it is multi use AFL  soccer  cricket  international concerts Lift to CBD  walk from CBD N/A

943 27-Jul-23 Tim Respondek
Yes, dark Mofo, bike ride, Hobart Brewing 
Company Build a Stadium Football, Concerts, Large Events

Yes  Learning and getting an understanding the 
history

By building a multi purpose stadium and develop 
the precinct around it that provides a focal point for 
people with different interests, sport, local and 
international entertainment,  tourism, tie into the 
cenotaph and consider First Nations people  
Sustainable in this context meaning that it will 
attract people not just for major events

AFL and other sports, a cafe and restaurant precinct, 
if room an Antarctic centre, a transport hub - light 
rail, bus and ferry  Art installations, small stage areas 
for musicians  Infrastructure for Dark Mofo or any 
other festival

Driving to Domain or nearby public parking and 
walk or use suitable public transport if available  
Tram or light rail from Cornelian Bay should it 
come to fruition  
Extend the bikeway around the waterfront of the 
point to hook into Hunter St and on to Salamanca   
Big open spaces to enable plenty of room for 
crowds to easily move around

Plenty of lighting, no steps - all ramps where 
possible  A police installation manned during 
events  Full cctv coverage

944 27-Jul-23 Annalise D’Silva Yes

I would love to see not only the AFL but famous 
performers (e g  Harry Styles, Taylor Swift, Lizzo)  I 
read somewhere that Harry Styles was willing to 
come to Tasmania to perform but since we 
currently do not have a large enough stadium he 
was unable to come  Having a stadium that brings 
famous performers will help save people like me 
from flying interstate to watch these acts not to 
mention airfares and accommodation

I would love to experience watching Tasmania’s 
AFL team play at the new stadium

I feel anywhere in Melbourne has great atmosphere 
which makes me love the place even more as you 
can walk around and feel welcome and comfortable

Include good parking as well as making sure the 
building will be made well to stop the need to 
upgrade and repair in the future

AFL, The AFL Store, variety of takeaway food stores, 
bars and restaurants, accommodation

I would be driving and would like the area to have 
plenty of FREE parking to avoid stress

Plenty of security, plenty of good lighting and 
signage

945 27-Jul-23 Jodi Kalikatzaros No
Multi purpose Stadium so I can take my family and 
friends to watch sports  concerts and arts

Entertainment for the kids on the outside of the 
Stadium  Well designed walkways

Many have said the design should be like Perth or 
Adelaide  There should also be use of the waterway 
with Ferries for transport, to free up the conjestion 
of traffic Cafes  restaurants and bars

I live in the northern suburbs so a ferry from 
mystate bank arena  to macpoint would be nice to 
free up the highway
I would like to see a well designed walk way with 
beautiful plants for attraction and light music 
playing to make the walk a good experience



946 27-Jul-23 Sue Jordan No
Stadium to watch sport, concerts  A restaurant and 
hotel accommodation The Antarctic experience/exhibit

Unless it’s an indigenous sacred site, I don’t believe 
that we need to include a specific cultural area

The area needs to feel safe and be well lit with 
walkways  Focus should be on the water views  A 
welcoming place to have a drink and meal before 
going to the stadium  A transit centre for bus 
transport from the coast

A good hotel chain with restaurants  Souvenir/gift 
shop

Either by car so need parking close by/ shuttle to 
and from area Plenty of lighting and paths

947 27-Jul-23 Jane Freeman Mona event Apart from the stadium grass park area with cafes Cafes restaurants afl merchandise
Would love trains on existing rails and ferries from 
eastern shore There would need to be toilets

948 27-Jul-23 Jane Freeman Park area with a playground Trains/trams would be great Toilets and good lighting for night

949 27-Jul-23 Tiana Brown Yes - looked at the gravel … not much else to do A stadium! For EVERYBODY and EVERYTHING
A ferry terminal to use the Derwent and free up 
the roads Yes Solar

AFL Pop ups , Cafes , Bars, restaurants, play ground 
and maybe even a hub Ferry , Uber , walk Gated

950 27-Jul-23 Maria Knapek

I visited Mac Point recently to asses the area after 
it was claimed that a stadium would impact 
negatively on the Hobart Cenotaph   I stood on 
the edge of the grassed area of the cenotaph 
adjoining Mac point and walked most of the 
perimeter   In my opinion a stadium could only 
enhance and benefit the cenotaph

My initial plan was to make my way much earlier to 
the city by way of taxi, Uber, bus etc, rather than 
drive my own car   This would be so that I can visit 
a local restaurant before walking to the Mac 
precinct with other like minded people, like they 
do in the Mainland   I would also love to use other 
means of transport to the precinct, such as a ferry 
service if this became an option

951 27-Jul-23 Phil Gluyas No
The stadium that is planned and surroundings that 
are inviting

An AFL team, a concert or other event that can 
draw more people than any other venue in Hobart 
ever could

Birrarung Marr in Melbourne  I don't need to say 
anything else  The perfect way to walk to the MCG

The stadium must include conference facilities and 
be available for as many events as possible  This 
means a meeting place for the football and other 
things and will improve tourism and bring people 
who have left Tasmania back Sporting and business

Walking from the bus interchange, and bridges to 
allow for this to avoid crossing at traffic lights The stadium

952 27-Jul-23 Paul Johnson No

A great undercover stadium that all Tasmanian’s 
and visitors can enjoy 
The stadium needs to be something special that 
no other state has so it includes all our history Possibly a sports museum ? The MCG is amazing

Build the stadium so that people want to come to 
Tassie just be part of it along the lines of the very 
first casino Sports museum Walk

Easy walking to and from Salamanca and city 
centre

953 27-Jul-23 Lenniece Moled No nothing to see at the moment

Stadium to watch our young children have the 
chance to play AFL football, concerts with world 
wide artists Music concerts  sports

Hobart being named best city to visit think of the 
tourist that the stadium will bring into the state

Enclosed area with a roof that can be used all year 
round

All business that need place for staff training and 
meetings conferences Buses  cars  by foot free buses Cameras security gates

954 28-Jul-23 Maria Knapek

955 28-Jul-23 peter hopkins
yes,
bike ride AFL stadium - football, other entertainment AFL Footy AFL and other walk

stadium and area for foot traffic from city and 
salamanca

956 28-Jul-23 Paul Reece Visited eatery  Caravan expo
Restaurant /eatery/stadium for football and 
concerts Aa Not there  Always appears under developed

Easy people movement and access
Eateries and cafe along with multi purpose stadium AA

Drive/park and walk
Scooter
Bus
Taxi Well planned and well lit areas

957 30-Jul-23 Margaret Yarnall

Mac Point for Dark MOFO activities, Hobart 
Brewing general and for comedy, Regatta Point for 
general recreation, walking

Mixed precinct for open air recreation, cafes and 
restaurants in more park-like settings, public 
institutions associated with Reconciliation Park, 
Library or other shared spaces

Being in the presence of the ‘everyday’   Places 
where real people live, work and play   That do not 
become deserts, devoid of life and energy when 
tourists are not around

Absolutely NOT a Stadium   The perimeters of the 
two big stadia in Melbourne and Docklands are 
dead and forbidding zones when fixtures and 
events are not in progress and the work associated 
with them is casualised, short-term, and somewhat 
unpredictable   Far better to have businesses that 
are operating year-round in a mixed-used 
environment

Can we please build for the future?  Using the 
government’s own notion of build it and they will 
come, how much ferry infrastructure could be put 
in on the river for a fraction of the cost of the 
proposed Stadium? Can we please try and address 
more than one problem at a time?  So, ferry, bus or 
walk is my answer

Mac Point is not accessible   The recent burning of 
the Ogah Ogah once again demonstrated that the 
sites access only compounds the congestion 
problems we are all too aware of

958 30-Jul-23 Nathan Phillips Yes, dark mofo events  Regatta
Children’s park instead of “Truth and 
Reconciliation Park”

Cafe’s nice sheltered places for food and drink 
especially coffee

The culture and recognition has been done to 
death, makes Hobart like every other woke 
community in Australia  Do something different Native gardens that sustain themselves Food and drink options only

Needs more parking  Create a basement parking  
No one wants to catch bus or ferry when the 
weather is terrible Make it gated with cameras

959 30-Jul-23 Leigh Roney No Yes to stadium Build the stadium No
Nice warf area similar to the Sydney Opera house 
but a stadium Ferry rides and cable car

Fast passenger train from Launceston on game 
days Stadium should seat atleast 35000 for the future

960 30-Jul-23 Jeffrey Reynolds Yes  public space Public space and an active port More public space Yea centatoph is critical Public space and active port space Port services  public space Park lands and walkways Public dpace

961 30-Jul-23 Kelsey Wigg
Yes, I went there a number of times back in the in 
the late nineties and early 2000 from work

I believe the stadium proposal is the best idea I 
have heard of for the area  It would be for all 
Tasmanians to enjoy, particularly if it included 
amenities that could be used outside of events  
Things like a reconciliation walk that would 
incorporate the derwent and small businesses 
such as eateries

A good public atmosphere like for example the 
sydney opera house area

As above the Sydney waterfront with all the activity 
with ferry's and food outlets

As above build the stadium but also incorporate it 
as a place to go outside of events make it an 
extension on the current wharf precinct

Eateries, craft brewery and transportation services 
such as a public ferry

Ferry services and walking spaces  Carpark is an 
outdated thing, Tasmanians need to embrace 
public transport  I would not even consider 
parking a good idea to be associated with a 
stadium

Good lighting, accessible toilets and business 
presence

962 30-Jul-23 Carol Beaumont Regatta
Walkway to the ground rembering the connect 
with ww1 and ww2 and sport,

Like the stadium to be able to external screens 
when event is a sell out or games of afl at utas Solar lighting, native garden Warner brose shop,

Parking car at Claremont, would be great tram or 
bus using  old train track Good lighting, good walkways

963 30-Jul-23 Louise Schaap
Walked near the edge of this area as part of 
exploring the city Attend cultural events and/or enjoy the waterfront

To have safe access after dark, so as a female  I 
could attend events by myself by walking from my 
accommodation

Yes  Auckland has a multi cultural vibe after dark 
that felt safe  Families with young children 
wandered around very comfortably

Spacious Landscaping that is Tasmanian and 
unique  Supply a closed loop of recycling products  
Undercover open air facilities, so the space can be 
used regardless of the weather

Hospitality and culture entertainment businesses 
amongst open spaces  Any chance of being able to 
have an ocean swimming pool?

I want to walk and cycle around the precinct, along 
the waters edge as part of a city loop  Parking a car 
in a well lit place would be very helpful  Also 
public toilets that offer safety after dark when 
there is a large crowd

I want to feel safe after dark - before, during and 
after any event

964 31-Jul-23 Don Hodkinson

Hobart Regatta, ANZAC day many times and when 
taking visitors to experience the cenotaph; and 
generally enjoying the site and area

Not a football (multipurpose) stadium   Simply, an 
inviting, relaxing, interesting place to stroll, sit, 
chat  explore Not a football (multipurpose) stadium

Many and none of them involved a football 
stadium    Just look at the MCG, empty for most of 
the year

Well a football stadium certainly does not 
demonstrate a sustainable development    Massive 
concrete stadium used for about 50 hours per year  
Dumb Not a football (multipurpose) stadium

Currently, it will mean riving to the city, then 
walking, as there is no public transport directly to 
the precinct and the Infrastructure Minister 
Ferguson has categorically ruled out light rail on 
old rail corridor  Instead, bus on line from nth 
suburbs to hockey centre, then onto existing road 
network through nth Hobart, Elizabeth St to city 
bus terminal    No where near the precinct  Dumb

965 31-Jul-23 Graham Watkins
My family and I enjoy the layed back feeling of the 
area Parkland that we could all enjoy

966 31-Jul-23 Phillipa Stafford

Yes, I have visited for Dark Mofo, to visit 
businesses there, to attend events at the Long 
House and, of course to have covid testing

Hobart needs better and more internationally 
competitive cultural spaces  Our tourism industry 
banks on our arts industry but the State 
Government does little to support the latter, and 
seems to have a narrow understanding of what the 
industry and its community actually looks like, nor 
what its needs are  Mac Point could be a visionary 
site for contemporary art and cultural experiences  
Our leading contemporary art gallery presenting 
local, national and international artists, is currently 
housed in a crumbling site at North Hobart (and 
punches well above its weight despite being 
underfunded and under resourced)  Mac Point 
could house a purpose built contemporary art 
gallery (or galleries) with other infrastructure for 
cultural experiences (studios, a theatrette for film, 
dance or theatre experiences, an outdoor 
auditorium, a sculpture garden)  The site could 
accommodate spaces for interpretation, truth 
telling and reconciliation with Tasmania's first 
peoples - such a space would be a draw card for 
both locals and tourists  Imagine outdoor spaces 
that allow people to engage with the site as a 
performance venue, or for picnics and connection 
with friends and family  Buildings for pop-up or 
permanent shops and restaurants by the state's 
leading artistic and culinary talents  A monthly or 
weekly farmer's market  Spaces for school and tour 
groups to visit, meet, sit, eat etc  Actual community 
vibrancy

Something that actually considers the site, its 
history and its aesthetic impact  Beautiful, 
thoughtful, sustainable architecture that also 
creates indoor and outdoor areas that people 
actually want to congregate in

I think that often developers and governments get 
it wrong  This is a chance to get it right by actually 
listening to what Tasmanians want and need, and 
to create something that is innovative and also 
responsive to local culture  Hint  it's not a stadium

As noted above, it should include both flexible 
indoor and outdoor spaces for people to 
congregate in  Edible gardens that can be used by 
resident restaurant and cafe businesses, trees, 
trellises, shade from wind, sun and rain  Innovative 
uses of waste water and collection/use of energy

As noted above - a contemporary art precinct that 
rivals the MCA or ACCA, multiple galleries, resident 
artists in studios, out door art spaces for sculpture 
and new media  Eateries  Shops featuring the best 
of Tasmanian design, art, craft, food etc

Likely on foot, but a shuttle system that takes 
people to points around the waterfront would 
work well  Bikes for hire  Good wayfinding 
infrastructure that is both physical/printed and 
available on an app/VR

All gender toilets, spaces for people to sit, relax 
and be sheltered  Grass, trees, multiple points of 
entry and exit  Buildings that cater for all modes of 
access with wide door ways, ramps, lifts etc

967 31-Jul-23 Helen Gould I have been to the Hobart Regatta
Not a stadium - I could not share a stadium with 
family or friends

Gardens, reconciliation park, glassed in overhead 
walkways, cafes and restaurants, art installations, 
Antarctic and science hub, amphitheatre for 
concerts and plays, Tasmanian produce market, 
Mona-themed night time events, displays 
showcasing Tasmanian tallest trees and natural 
wonders

I have visited various cultural areas overseas   They 
provided lots of information on the local culture 
and natural features of the land See third paragraph

Restaurants, street food, produce markets, concerts 
and performances

Shuttle buses to and from the precinct eg, airport 
and city centre   Ferries from northern, southern 
and eastern suburbs, scooters and buggies in 
designated areas within the park

CCTV Security cameras, patrolling security 
officers  first aid area  lost property etc

968 31-Jul-23 Libby Chaplin Walked by Parkland
Cultural events focused on the needs of 
indigenous Tasmanians and education Salamanca place Do not build a stadium Small local businesses Drive and walk Small local businesses

969 31-Jul-23 Ken Ling
Yes  Regatta, various commemorations at the 
Cenotaph  circus

A cultural precinct for both first nations as well as 
early settlers from all other nations  Also a similar 
layout to South Bank in Brisbane  No Stadium! 
Restaurants and seating areas

A place where families can enjoy a relaxed setting 
that would be patronised by visitors to Hobart

Consideration for elderly and disabled to get 
around

An ice skating rink
Relocation of the Maritime Museum

I'll drive so far and then walk  I'll walk around when 
seeing what the site has to offer

Ramps and toilet facilities for disabled and elderly  
No scooters (too dangerous)



970 31-Jul-23 Louise Goich
Yes, visited the Hobart regatta, the cenotaph, 
walked the dog  exercised  rode bike

Outdoor space (parks) for walking/exercising  An 
aquarium (must be the only place in the world that 
is on a river that doesn't have one)  Cafes, 
restaurants, arts, first people's focus  NOT a 
stadium that is not in the best interest of all 
Tasmanians - this project has only taken into 
consideration a very small minority of our 
population

Am aquarium, arts precinct, open park lands for all 
Tasmanians to use  A space that could be 
incorporated into these green areas that could 
possibly host live music performances to a sizt that 
suits our very very small population of 500k (with 
only 200k actually in Hobart)

Not in Tasmania, so Mac point would make a good 
place to focus on local culture

This question is basically the same as the above 
questions  Don't waste our precious waterfront 
space on a stadium that is being pushed by one 
sporting code! Not in the best interest of all 
Tasmanians at all  both financially and in fairness! Local businesses that support Tasmanians

Considering the ridiculous lack of public transport 
and lack of a ferry service (even though we boast 
one of the best harbours in the world) it would 
have to be by car  So parking is obviously going to 
be an issue

Obviously there will be a need for disabled access 
to all areas and activities, sufficient lighting at 
night, a decent amount of public rest rooms that 
are monitored and kept in a cleanly state (unlike 
the main ones down at Salamanca of which the 
female toilets quite often have no doors!)

971 01-Aug-23 Marion Curtain
Only the periphery, around the Cenotaph that 
should NOT be moved elsewhere

A public space very much like the Barangaroo 
public open space foreshore in Sydney   A place 
for visiting friends and family could rest and look 
out to one of the most unique and beautiful 
harbours in the world

Public open space for all to enjoy the harbour, 
especially during the Sydney to Hobart Yacht 
Race, the Wooden Boat Festival, the world’s most 
advanced Antarctic icebreaker, science and 
resupply ship, Australia’s RSV Nuyina departing 
and arriving, various ferries including Pennicot's 
tours and David Walsh's MONA ferries, the 
different cruise ships
Art collections, artisan studios etc

What??!!!  We are talking about Hobart, its location, 
its harbour, its history, aren't we?!
What a stupid pathetic question
It vividly highlights your mentality that excludes 
EVERYTHING but a football stadium   Hobart and 
its uniqueness will be desecrated by a monstrous 
BEDPAN overshadowing the true beauty of the 
place

Visit and learn from the Barangaroo foreshore in 
Sydney   Remind yourself that this was designed for 
a site in one of the most aggressive business 
environments you could imagine   If you're so 
concerned and so focussed on what will be best for 
Hobart, why the hell are you even considering 
placing a BEDPAN to overshadow all its unique 
beauty  
Why to think so many are moving to Tasmania?  
Others are realising that that elsewhere is 
becoming too corporate, too isolating, too mentally 
and emotionally lonely and exhausting
Do your homework and notice how many national 
and international identities are arriving, most 
moving here permanently  chefs, intellectuals, 
artists, media identities   
And don't give us codswallop and flummery about 
catering for the public   This can be incuded, and 
not so detrimentally as the BEDPAN

If, and that's obviously a massive IF, you design the 
public open space correctly, there will be the most 
appropriate small businesses as can be seen at the 
Salamanca markets   With the most astute designers 
and managers, more people would enjoy and 
protect this potentially historic and glorious Mac 
Point, creating a location that will be attended and 
patronised EVERY DAY  not just on certain 
occassions   Take those BEDPAN focussed glasses 
off and you will see

Without the BEDPAN dominating the area, there 
will be plenty of space to be used for parking   This 
would be regulated in such a way so that there will 
always be space and times for visitors's vehicles 
and not dominated by all day parking

Now now  they would be no different to what 
would be needed if the BEDPAN occurred   
Stop being patronising, you know full well what 
would be needed

972 01-Aug-23 Joy Batchelor NO STADIUM No stadium Not a stadium Yes Not a stadium Not a stadium Walk

973 01-Aug-23 Jo Cordell-Cooper

Yes  I’ve viewed the former site plan, attended 
Dark Park during winter and been to regatta point 
many times

I prefer the previous Mona vision  I don’t think it is 
the right place for a stadium

I would like to see it developed as was planned, 
prior to the stadium plan

Many places globally  What they all have in 
common is tasteful and reflective spaces and often 
historical story telling  There is always connection 
to nature and indigenous culture  To think that a 
stadium can offer this is not only laughable but 
completely disregards our history, and that of 
Tasmanian aboriginals   One example of a 
sensational cultural experiences I enjoyed was in 
Lima  This was a water fountain theme running 
around a site which was enjoyable to people of all 
ages but culminated in the story of the indigenous 
people of South America projected against a wall 
of water   It was very powerful!

The former vision that encompassed (energy 
efficient) sustainable hubs for the buildings planned 
was iconic and world leading   
What are you actually asking here?  If it’s that a 
stadium can be run with energy efficiency that’s 
probably possible but beside the point  It’s the 
wrong place for such a structure

Arts and craft, restaurants and accommodation, 
Antarctic and Science presence  Perhaps some 
UTAS components   Green spaces

Walk, scooters, bikes   It see it could be a 
destination for the local people in that you might 
meet friends and family to enjoy the space, see a 
show  have a picnic  buy lunch etc

It’s a flat sight so this should be accessible  Strong 
lighting throughout encourages evening use

974 01-Aug-23 Trina Childs
Yes  Regular visitor to go to brewery, use car park, 
mona events, small concerts at brewery

N t  d ,  h  th  g g p p  
together it shuts them out  Blundstone arena is a 
prime example  Whatever occurs at Mac Point 
needs to be low rise, whole of community 
focussed, be linked to accessible transport (eg 
light rail, ferries, buses)  Revitalise all the ideas 
prev posted (reconciliation Park, Antarctic 
gateway, areas that invite and entice (think 
botanical Gardens mixed with darling point mixed 
with innovative accommodation and 
entertainment  Our prev governor and Richard 
Flanagan plan for instance

Eden project combined with Antarctic combined 
with science interactive museum  This could 
include reconciliation park and things that engage 
and entice all age groups  If people want to go to 
afl we already have 2 suitable stadiums in this 
state  It is the wrong spot for a stadium and 
doesn't add up financially, socially or historically

Mona, which is non obtrusive, artistic, built within 
its surrounds, reflective on our indigenous culture 
as well as forward facing  Nothing large and 
obtrusive  Also accommodation like Stewart's Bay 
Lodge Port Arthur, Strahan , Freycinet Lodge fit 
unobtrusively into their surrounds  A stadium due 
to its size is not suited to this site

Engage with Tasmanian Aboriginals, local creatives,  
 local architects (eg Stuart Tanner, Morris Young), 
and local economic experts (eg Saul Eslake), not be 
dictated to by AFL  In fact this blueprint has already 
occurred by Kate Warner and Richard Flanagan, so 
use that as a starting point rather than an Afl wimsy

Not a stadium  Low rise, inclusive buildings that are 
culturally and historically fit for place (think 
Salamanca, Hunter St  The proposal by Kate Warner 
was a good place to start

Light rail, ferries, bus, car park  Once there well 
designed paths that are accessible, sustainable, 
welcoming, innovative No stadium, which locks off too much of the space

975 01-Aug-23 Charles Stubbs No
Housing, shopping, restaurants, entertainment, No 
stadium all of the above

Yes, the feeling of history, a better understanding 
of what country means to First Nation people

A stadium is inward looking, Mac Point needs 
development that allows appreciation of the whole 
area including restaurants, walks, ground level 
sports, picnic/barbecue facilities, children's 
playgrounds

Shopping, restaurants, interactive media 
information of the history of the site from First 
Nations people onwards Massively improved public transport

976 01-Aug-23 Robyn Guy Watched Army band  ANZAC day 

Picnic areas  gardens to stroll thru  music nooks 
 eateries  suitable wind breaks  sheltered 

viewing platforms outdoir sculpture art ( see N 
Z's Sculptureum)  sheltered outdoor cinema  
music and dance platforms  fountains water play 
etc As above

Brisbanes river side  and Roma gardens  Sydneys 
Circular Quay and Rocks  botanic gardens 
anywhere

Spaces for sheltered outdoor entertainment of all 
varieties  Art culture nature education conservation 
displays for all available and bustling all week 
thru'out the year  not just for the footie fraternity 
first and foremost

Diverse food outlets, Tasmanian / Australian made 
ONLY shops  those businesses that commit to 
CO2 reduction

Dedicated free small vehicle circuits  hop on hop 
off  electric powered CT cameras

977 01-Aug-23 Lindsey Ross

I walked around the accessible parts of Mac Point  
I have gone to the Regatta Grounds and 
Cenotaph  overlooking  Mac Pt to draw and paint

I would like to see green spaces, river vistas, a 
truth and reconciliation park and all in low key 
scale with the colonial ambience of the Hunter St 
buildings  Cafes too and some affordable housing  
Some shelter

Green spaces for walks  I would like the place to 
be publically accessible and not profit driven  
I would like it to be a good place for art groups to 
paint and draw the views  Gardens

Local culture, like Cornelian Bay- art groups, dog 
walkers,strollers, picnicers
Salamanca Place is s good arts snd restaurant area  
Local culture makes a place interesting and 
relaxing

Sustainable outdoor spaces for individuals and 
community groups  Lighting and sound that will not 
impact on animal life or nearby areas  
Activities that will not make traffic busier

Cafes, maybe an outdoor swimming pool  
No stadium  
Reconciliation park  
Tram Museum

Reasonable, affordable  parking nearby as there is 
now   Walk from the Domain

Good paths and lighting  Some rain and wind 
shelter for users  like pavilions

978 01-Aug-23 Carol Barber
Yes  Sailing, dance classes , Regatta, Wooden Boat 
festival, dining

Cultural history, activities for all the family, 
activities and dining for visitors

Definitely not a Stadium which will ruin the 
ambience of such a historical place around 
Sullivan’s Cove and over shadow the Heritage 
Buikdings which form a great tourist attraction for 
visitors to our State  The monolith would detract 
from the current environment around Hobart 
Harbour Sydney Cove and Harbour

Have attraction built for all Rasnanuans  Housing 
and retail including dining to make the most of the 
last bit of waterfront land Maybe

Definitely do not rely on public transport  Ferries 
are one way depending on the weather and if this 
week so far is any indication they would all be 
cancelled  Currently no efficient or reliable 
infrastructure is available or planned for this the 
future

Better infrastructure, reliable and better public 
transport

979 01-Aug-23 Raylene Callaway Visited the area No stadium Parklands and public areas

980 01-Aug-23 Joe Harrison A new multipurpose stadium A new multipurpose stadium
A stadium that will have great economic benefit for 
the whole state Sport Ferry  bus lanes Uber lanes

981 01-Aug-23 Kane Hendy
Only dark mofo events and beers at Hobart 
brewing company at Mac Point

Going to an AFL game supporting our own team 
and also other events
Needs to have a few really good bars included for 
entertainment before and after with live music AFL games and big world class concerts

Melbourne has great sports events, arts events and 
hospitality  We deserve the same Hospitality venues bars etc

Efficient transport to and from the venue  Will 
need to unlock parking somewhere close to the 
venue as well  Loads of busses and ferries would 
help

Open space / parks surrounding the stadium 
would be cool

982 01-Aug-23 Mark Cobern Yes food and beverage outlets
Arts, entertainment, cultural recognition, sporting 
and general events The footy Diversity in use with easy access Sporting, cultural

Improved roads, parking, public transport and 
ferry services Good lighting and green space

983 01-Aug-23 matthew watton
I've been to live bands, I ride my bike and swim in 
the regatta grounds

Parks, cafes, accommodation & housing units - not 
a stadium AND remove the current sewage works  
Any new development needs to be considerate to 
the Cenotaph and a weekly Sunday market

see above - Parks, cafes, accommodation & 
housing units - not a stadium AND remove the 
current sewage works - a weekly Sunday market I'm not fussed about that Not overly fussed - but definitely not an AFL stadium

stop asking the same question 10 times - Parks, 
cafes, accommodation & housing units - not a 
stadium AND remove the current sewage works  
Any new development needs to be considerate to 
the Cenotaph and a weekly Sunday market

Hobart public transport is terrible  Make it bike 
friendly Well lit  cameras & security officers

984 01-Aug-23 Craig Graham Dark Mofo I’m excited to support the building of the Stadium AFL and Rock Concerts No Shops & businesses to be viable year round Restaurants  pubs Ferry from Tranmere Ferry terminal  consider light rail terminal

985 01-Aug-23 Owen Collier No it’s industrial wasteland no interest The biggest stadium that will fit

Tasmanian breweries Tasmanian shops and 
eateries a full showcase permanently as a place to 
eat and me a theme that can then be extended 
into the stadium for producers tasmania wide to 
showcase

Forget about local indigenous culture parks wrong 
place wrong culture this is celebrating the future 
and multicultural taste sport and culture Permanent eateries and music venues

Eateries tasmanian tourism and flavour/ music 
showcases which are an all year round precursor to 
the same big events inside the stadium

Easy car parking towers need to be constructed 
then those of us on the north north/west and 
eastcoast can drive down for the game and drive 
home for the day

Public toilets inside and out and police presence 
at big events also as Tassie for some reason has a 
high population of smokers a designated area for 
them

986 01-Aug-23 Geoff Freeman No Afl games, food and culture Afl Public transport, cycleways, walkways
987 01-Aug-23 Steve
988 01-Aug-23 Jeff Sward Anzac day Our afl team and stadium Festival It's Tasmanian Everything Cascade brewing Bus Safe room

989 01-Aug-23 Brendon Bell No

A family friendly precinct  Especially interested in 
how the stadium will fit in with the other parts like 
RSL and reconciliation parts

An integrated development that all works in 
harmony

I have and it is the fusion of ideas to make the area 
flow

Everything in the plan looks good  As long as it is a 
place for the public not locked up for a few

Conference facilities, food and beverage outside for 
people walking around and enjoying the precinct

Walking from a hotel close by  Lots of walkways 
and paths Not sure

990 01-Aug-23 Natasha Roberts Yes regatta point for regatta, circus, fireworks

A stadium for all sorts of sports and concerts and 
other events anything to help make Hobart abit 
more exciting and create a buzzing atmosphere Our own afl team

Melbourne's afl culture where there's lots of fans 
walking to a sport game the atmosphere is 
wonderful and seeing lots of nearby 
cafe/restaurants/bars reaping the rewards I liked 
the excitement it brought to all the fans

A multiporpose stadium that can accommodate all 
sorts of different sports and events

Being beside the warf would be ideal to run ferries 
from lindisfarne/bellerive/kingston/my state arena 
also seeing a passenger train operating from 
northern suburbs would be good

991 01-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Yes for a dance party A new multi purpose stadium A multi purpose stadium and precinct Yes  something that is designed to suit the area
Something that gives back to the community by 
providing engaging opportunities for everyone A new multi purpose stadium

Drive like I have to everything else that I go to in 
Tasmania Adequate parking



992 01-Aug-23 Mark Westfield Yes

The site is a mess and needs to be cleaned up, the 
big sewage treatment plant has to go too  
Successive governments have outlined numerous 
plans for the site, none of them having been 
achieved  The latest is for a football stadium and 
some other features such as housing and a 
forgiveness park designed to soften opposition to 
the stadium proposal  This website and loaded 
questions is a public relations exercise designed 
to turn largely around hostile public opinion to the 
current proposal

It's a great location, arguably the most valuable 
site in Hobart  Ideally it should be a space where 
the community can visit and enjoy the best Hobart 
has to offer  Arts, a restaurant, bar, children's play 
area, open reserve  The housing proposal is 
ridiculous and divisive  Who is going to live there? 
Either the very rich or desperate welfare types  
Barangaroo point in Sydney is a possible model, 
where people can walk, exercise, enjoy the view  
No competing commercial interests

Barangaroo Reserve is a good example, the 
indigenous culture is strong, it's open to the public 
to do pretty well what they like and enjoy similar 
views to what Macquarie Point offers  It's not a 
profit generating exercise with all the competing 
interests as the government seems to see Mac 
Point

A reserve, limited commercial activity  Somewhere 
Hobartians can relax and enjoy the space and the 
view  The football can be played at North Hobart or 
Bellerive, or York Park Very few, the city is a few minutes walk away

The rail line down the western shore of the 
Derwent needs restoring to bring northern 
suburbs residents to Mac Point and into the city

Childrens' play area, toilets, picnic tables, 
footpaths, maybe a restaurant and bar, plenty of 
native vegetation

993 01-Aug-23 Diana Carroll Went to regatta
The truth and reconciliation centre and the 
Antarctic science centre

The truth and reconciliation centre and the 
Antarctic science centre The differences Not a stadium, there is not enough space Information and history Car, where is the parking planned for? Be mindful of the Anzac memorial

994 01-Aug-23 Dominik Ziomek Went to circus

Stadium with similar approach to the Melbourne 
Exhibition Centre  Always something for people to 
do  I won't write it all out but you can i vestigate 
how they run activities and events  all year round

Although there already is a museum  Could 
expand in the area to have a special  area that the 
museum runs where world exhibits are on 
displayed on a short term basis  For example in 
Melbourne they had the Egyptian Exhibit which 
lasted 6 months were items were shipped in from 
Egypt
 Then it was replaced with another exhibit

The cairns Skyrails  Obviously that was the main 
attraction to the place however it was great to see 
that local aboriginal culture was embraced and 
local aborigines did dream time story telling play 
and music and then they also talked about their life 
and showed people how to use spears and 
boomerangs the traditional way  There were other 
activities like butterfly garden and rain forrest tour 
but the aboriginal activities were the most 
memorable

Lots of green areas and trees and most important 
garbage bins  Melbourne CBD has these great 
smart buns that are general waste and recycling  
They compact waste automatically so more can fit in 
and run on solar and communicate back to base to 
identify that they are full  and when they need to be 
collected  They also report when a fire is happening 
and the compactor will activate  and press down to 
kill off oxygen feeding the fire  In all honesty all bins 
in Hobart should be replaced bit just the presrinct  
Toilets look into SA were some councils have 
installed self cleaning of the whole room using 
water and disinfectants

Mainly food to eat but as mentioned museum run 
space for special short term exhibits  if there is 
offices or hotels built in the area could add 
supermarket  Could also add an area for kids to do 
activities in like a big timezone and  play centre  If 
room permits perhaps a car park

For me walk from cbd but for others perhaps ferry 
from across  the river where you could build a car 
park there too  Special dedicated buses during 
events from glenorchy/moonah/rosny and any 
other major bus depots to the games  Express 
stop at depots only

Hobart in general is a pretty safe place but if 
building from ground up ensure good public 
lighting at night maube a few CCTV cameras with 
facial recognition to discourage repeat  offenders  
Clear visible areas were you can't go missing and 
be seen easily by all

995 01-Aug-23 Andrew Harris
Yes  Picnic at regatta point  Only accessed the 
periphery of Mac Point

Open spaces, performance spaces, Cafe, 
playground, aboriginal respect pricinct and most 
definitely no money wasted on a stadium

Contemplation areas, spaces to meet, chat, 
socialise and relax  Spaces for lical artists to work, 
share and perform

Welcoming, active yet relaxing, dynamic, happy, 
informative and educative

A place to gather, share, communicate  Structures, 
landscaping, and spaced that come from and reflect 
the local environment as it once was Arts focused  education and hospitality

Paths to walk, tracks to cycle, public transport 
integrated

Open green spaces with appropriate inorganic 
surfaces  Seating designed to facilitate 
conversation and contemplation  Clear and 
sweeping lines of sight within and beyond  
Outward looking

996 01-Aug-23 Douglas Aspley
Yes, cycled through, used brewery and food fan 
precincts, adjacent hunter street area

A public space worthy or good investment  What 
happened to the beautiful master plan that was 
silently binned for a stadium we can’t afford

Something without a stadium we can’t afford and 
don’t need We can’t afford a stadium Don’t throw money at the afl No stadium What a joke By not building the stadium

997 01-Aug-23 Alex Hanigan Dark mofo Multi-Purpose Stadium AFL, Cricket, concerts, events, sport, entertainment

998 01-Aug-23 Michelle Badkin Visited brewery and restaurant Roofed all purpose stadium Sports  concerts  etc
Make it multi purpose and showcase Tasmanian 
innovation Stadium  dining  bars

You can walk from CBD, design a stadium with 
underground parking and bus lanes

999 01-Aug-23 Vicki Rumbold Yes  for regatta and rowing

Go to a football game to watch Tasmania  play at 
the multi purpose stadium, go to  many concerts 
or large events   or watch  representative  soccer 
or any sport

A  park  perhaps a reconciliation park,  a portrait 
gallery maybe  or a multi purpose stadium that 
would also 
feature the history of the Tasmanian team and the 
great players that Tasmania has produced

Yes the National Arboreteum in Canberra for one - 
the National Gallery in Canberra is another both 
mesmerising in their own way
Another but very different is the MCG with the 
overwhelming history of AFL and the great tours 
they do Maybe some solar panels somewhere

A variety of restaurants /entertainment precinct   
Maybe a maze to entertain children and adults also

Ferry, walking or available public transport - ( light 
rail would be fabulous) Well lit at night and well patrolled

1000 01-Aug-23 Michelle Aulich
Yes, been to COVID clinics, looked at visiting 
HMAS ships   Wedding expo

Sport - endless options, concerts, exhibitions, 
festivals, conferences   Areas for play and family 
gathering All of the above

Wellington NZ, Melbourne Victoria   Everything is 
central, easy to get to, great transport   Hotels and 
restaurants nearby Not sure

Dining, bars, tourism operators to link to other 
opportunities in TAS (tickets for cable car would be 
great) Buses, ferries, trams, walking

Local police, well lit areas, cctv, activities for 
youth/young people to do

1001 01-Aug-23 Bryan Sackley Yes  regatta day  concerts and kite festivals A big stadium (50k plus) think future not now
Major concert acts and big football games 
including a league

Yes Melbourne mcg !! Statues and the memorial 
paintings and pictures

Similar, use Hobart’s sport superstars and continue 
to grow Food  coffees bars and similar Bus cab  tram (get it going)

Make it accessible and  avenue that is suitable for 
wheelchair access and viewing isn’t obstructed

1002 01-Aug-23 Adrian Hinds No
An afl stadium with a good shoreline area is tracks, 
cafes etc A life It all worked Make it an area that all of Tasmania can be proud of

Take car to mac point or close enough to it to walk 
along the river bank

1003 01-Aug-23 Dan Ryan Yes - was there for work, visiting port Multi purpose venue with restaurants, bars etc Sport Something that acknowledges our cultural history
Maximise use of sustainable products in 
construction

Any that compliment the multi use centre  Maximise 
access to all Tasmanians not just sporting clubs Ferry from bellerive Presume maybe small police substation?

1004 01-Aug-23 Adam House No  Have only seen it from a distance

I think some great cafes, restaurants and 
accommodation  As well as a cultural centre  It 
would also be great to incorporate the cenotaph 
and ANZAC history into the site  

Focus on Tasmania and our heritage  Using 
Tasmanain timber would also be great!

State of the art technology that is used in and 
around the stadium

Not particularly  But a great place to start would be 
on this site

Sustainable in regards to energy and its building  
Timber and recycled material would be great  Have 
a low carbon footprint and a stadium that blends 
with the background As discussed at the top I would be driving from Launceston

Lots of disability access and technology to help 
people navigate their way through the sites

1005 01-Aug-23 Dark Mofo A tribute to colonial British settlers Meaningless AFL
1006 01-Aug-23 Aaron Scott Dark mofo  walk  Hobart brewing Stadium More bars and restaurants San Sebastián  Spain - tapas food & festivals Green areas  nice trees Bars and restaurants Walk  Ideally light rail to north hobart Good lighting  people day and night

1007 01-Aug-23 Julie Kemp Yes, Regatta, parking, circus, exertcise
A stadium for sport, the arts, concerts, a visitors 
hub, cafe, Aboriginal centre AFL football, other major sporting events, concerts Yes - informative, connection

Lots of green spaces for plant growth, recycled 
water, AFL football merchandise, cafe, tourist space

I would drive from Launceston and park either in 
the eastern shore and ferry, or alternative park and 
ride from the western shore  Trams, light rail Police presence

1008 01-Aug-23 Sarah Harris Nope nothing there but ugly industrial
Stadium, restraints, green spaces, art, sculptures, 
boutique ahops

Sporting stadium, cultural and art experiences, 
boutique shops, restauranta

Reflected the landscape, culture, history of the 
location through architecture, design

Recycling facilities, water filling stations, encourage 
walkability Art, food, retail Public transport

Security, open spaces, well lit, clear walkability 
access points

1009 01-Aug-23 michael johnson regatta  The Wolfe Brothers concert and Dark Mofo Stadium and cultural hub the Stadium stadium and cultural park Afl football stadium for many events Stadium

1010 01-Aug-23 Richard French No Stadium Concerts  international sporting events
Fiji - the inclusiveness and the warm welcome you 
received from the locals Green areas  cycle ways eyx Restaurants  cafes  arts and crafts Walking from city Info/mini police booths

1011 01-Aug-23 Rosie Saville Yes, walked and ridden bikes around there Cafes bars and restaurants along with a stadium A stadium No need on this site No single use plastics to be used whatsoever
Cafes bars and restaurants plus a Tassie team shop 
and Tas produce shop

I will travel there by ferry hopefully I’d a ferry 
service is provided from Bellerive Good lighting and open areas

1012 02-Aug-23 Gsry Rumbold Yes for several dark park events and mofo A multi purpose stadium along with a cultural park

Travel across from the eastern shore in a 
comfortable ferry to enjoy entertainment facilities 
that are sadly lacking

The indigenous heritage centre in Victoria at Halls 
Gap is  great model

A cultural hub, entertainment and eating facilities   It 
must have efficient public transport access   A tram 
through the waterfront to service the facilities would 
be fantastic Cultural, entertainment and restaurants/cafes

Ferries from the eastern shore and connections 
into the cbd Open well lit spaces

1013 02-Aug-23 Adrienne Baldock visited Regatta Point

Go to football, arts events, enjoy the scenery over 
the river, enjoy walks over the site   Visit an 
antarctic centre As above No Not too many businesses - just lots of open space Decent public access Good walking paths

1014 02-Aug-23 Angela Bennett Yes  Enjoyed the waterfront and activities A park for families with activities and events As above Na
Dont build a stadium   Build activities for the 
majority of the public and not the minority No football   Family orientated and for all people Park paths

1015 02-Aug-23 Stewart Beswick
Yes  Dark Mofo, Anzac Day, Regatta, 
Walking/running

Multipurpose stadium, entertainment, hospitality 
and recreation precinct  This would compliment 
the broader Hobart waterfront very well

As above  Additionally, a mix of residential and 
commercial real estate to provide a good mix of 
use and ensure it doesn't become a deserted area 
in down times (Docklands on a weekend without 
something at Marvel stadium)

MCG/Richmond area (Melbourne) - entertainment, 
food, wine, pubs, culture, sport all within a walking 
distance
Oktoberfest (Munich) - Major event with traditional 
German influence  
Burleigh Heads (Gold Coast) - Laid back cafes/bars 
complimenting natural beauty (beaches, surf 
breaks etc )

Sustainable in an environmental sense means 
ensuring we have green spaces, consume clean 
energy and have a modern energy efficient built 
environment
From an ongoing 'business' perspective, the area 
needs to have multi use with a mix of residential, 
hospitality, tourism, education and commercial  In 
effect creating a city within the city

Hospitality & tourism (accommodation, restaurants, 
bars, cafes, entertainment) 
Commercial (office and retail spaces) 
Education (UTAS/IMAS/another university)

Personally, I would walk but understand not 
everyone is in that position  Bus, uber/taxi lanes 
imperative along with transit corridor to northern 
suburbs  Ferry terminal to maximise the use of the 
river also important  Onsite the use of e-scooters 
could also see dedicated scooter lanes

Information centres, sufficient lighting, ease of 
access, toilets etc

1016 02-Aug-23 Penny Laming Visited cenotaph, walking, parking

Creative imaginative development that re lects a 
uniquely Tasmanian ethos that is in keeping with 
and respectful of the rest of the waterfront  
Walking tracks, bike tracks, a fabulous playground 
that utilisers the topography and outlook  Low rise 
development including public and private housing 
and small businesses with a focus on sustainable 
Tasmanian products
Restaurants that celebrate Tasmanian produce and 
utilise the stunning views As above

The uniqueness and cohesiveness of the area   All 
development was on a human scale with no 
domineering buildings overshadowing   The place 
was alive with people enjoying the environment   A 
wide variety of eating options

Sustainable to me means no burdensome debt  A 
development that people want to use over and over 
again and is affordable for everyone and is 
attractive to all ages and families

Drive to it but light rail would be awesome  Bike 
ride

1017 02-Aug-23 Angela Bennett Yes
Parks and landscapes  Weekend markets such as 
an extension to Salamanca As above

Design it for the majority of people not a minority   
Should include gardens, park and activities for 
families Locally owned  Family orientated

I don't know  Hobart traffic is awful  Parking is 
awful Security cameras

1018 02-Aug-23 craig moore
CALLED IN FOR A QUICK STOP AFTER 
TRAVELLING FROM THE NW stadium  with a cafe/bar precinct around ir concert  footy or a big event at a stadium yes   advertises the local place nicely

beautiful big stadium  cafe/bar precinct   walkways 
with natural flora cafes  bars walk from the city hotels  good walkways and paths no

1019 02-Aug-23 Nicole Nicole  Armstrong Yes  to take the kids to the Regatta

I would love to see a multi purpose Stadium to 
bring sports, concerts and life back into our city 
and waterfront

We would love to see any professional sports, 
music concerts  New bars and people  New 
people coming into our state, and showing our 
own kids that there is progress and positivity in 
our state  So they want to stay here

I would love to experience that with a Tassie footy 
team  To bring us all together

It has to be a multi purpose Stadium, and connect it 
to the Domain and Botanical Gardens with walking 
tracks  statues of significant and worthy Tasmanians

Maybe a boutique hotel, coffee shops park as well 
as the stadium

We would travel by ferry if available  I would also 
like to see some sort of tram or light rail into the 
city from the northern suburbs Good lighting  and ferry terminal



1020 02-Aug-23 Alex Whittaker not specifically no its a port

I think that this land is an exciting opportunity for 
something completely new and bring Hobart and 
Tasmania up to the rest of Australia  I think all 
avenues should be explored from a government 
lead to a private lead venture  many large projects 
and tourist attractions are private ventures so I 
don't see why it couldn't be viable

I personally would very rarely visit any sporting 
venue and in 28 years of my life have not paid to 
attend any sporting event and neither has my 
partner  I strongly believe Hobart does need a 
new sporting venue to replace bellerive as that is 
simply a dead end  I however don't fully agree that 
this prime and finite location is the ideal position 
for a stadium that doesn't need to be in this 
position  a real unique attraction deserves to be in 
this ideal location

I think a simple easy going friendly accomodating 
attitude of residents and staff is the best culture 
anyone can experience

it has been established time and time again 
worldwide that public spaces designed specifically 
for pedestrian usage as opposed to private car 
usage is key to a successful highly utilised public 
space  prime example you can't drive up to the 
front door of Sydney opera house can you  this new 
model can be applied to all of inner Hobart I think 
some form of reliable quick no fuss transport to 
cover mid range distance is critical this is distance 
that can be walked but people would opt to take a 
transport model for example the mall to Salamanca 
10 minute simple walk for a fit person  3 Minute trip 
on a form of transport for persons of any ability  Mac 
point has the potential to be a far better part of 
Tasmania's tourism than Salamanca or any other 
individual venue Tasmania cannot afford not to fully 
utilise the potential

I think a mix of private for profit venues and also 
public cheap or free venues need to be at this 
precinct

if a simple no fuss transit mode can be provided to 
allow a full day(s) of being on foot pleasant and 
comfortable tourists/residents would be able to 
potentially park out of the city/leave car at hotel 
and easily see all of what Hobart has to offer 
without the thought of needing the use of a car  
this would be my goal

lighting, cctv and appropriate police presence 
across the city

1021 02-Aug-23 Rene Muller Yes, Dark MOFO
A large park that has facilities for all aged children, 
including teenagers Festivals and music concerts

Yes   It felt inclusive and included options for 
everyone

Use all recycled products for all the equipment in 
the park   Solar panels on toilet blocks and bbq 
area  Stadium  design to include water collection 
and solar

Child and pet friendly businesses  Interactive art 
gallery   Something like the Power House Museum 
in Sydney Drive  Would like to see more free parking

sustainable parks, toilets, disabled access, pet 
friendly areas, information centre including a a 
small police hub

1022 02-Aug-23 Vicki Rumbold Yes Regatta Point - rowing and regatta

Take them to an AFL & AFLW game at the multi 
purpose stadium, shopping at the shops and 
eating at the restaurants,

A walk around the waterfront and a sit in the 
adjoining park to the stadium, shops and 
restaurants

Yes the National Arboreteum in Canberra and 
National Gallery  certainly 
The MCG in Melbourne with their history and 
football tours Maybe a stand of solar panels

Restaurants, art gallery, hotel and shops and maybe 
a maze would be different

Walking or ferry and walking   Park and ride too
Light rail would be great  - it works in Canberra 
really well

Secure lighting and maybe some patrolling   Use 
security experts to design it

1023 03-Aug-23 Kevin Parkinson Yes Yes Yes No

Ensure Tasmania gets an AFL Team & Stadium in 
Hobart, it is a very good investment when funds 
come AFL & the Federal Government All businesses that will benefit all the communities Motor vehicle

Change the Hobart City Council membership that 
deliver what the community want  not politics

1024 03-Aug-23 Maree Steele Only driving past  It is very desolate at the moment AFL Tasmanian team  Craft fair like Deloraine Canada  New Zealand  Learning experience First class stadium with roof and pleasant design Ferry from eastern shore Easy access

1025 03-Aug-23 Brad Mashman Watched boats Light rail station Public housing
Cairns  Open space  Free swimming pool  Parks  
First Nations and other cultural information

Latest climate science predicting significant sea 
level rise based on data recently collected from 
Greenland, samples 120000 years ago, matching 
predicted temperature rise (underway)seven 
metres

Mixed  Entertainment, public housing, First Nations 
cultural precint Light rail for passengers No

1026 03-Aug-23 Jennie Wilson No
A place where people can go to reflect at the 
cenataph and indigenous area The river walk in Deloraine Relaxation and reflection areas None Not sure

A non crowded area with adequate seating for 
people to sit and reflect

1027 03-Aug-23 Russ Ebert Yes  Dark Park
A multipurpose stadium, family play area, 
restaurants  and bars Night life and major events

Yes  New Zealand  Very good balance of Māori and 
western cultures

Solar power and passive heating  Recycled 
materials  Future proof stadium (able to be 
expanded) Bars and restaurants Walking from home (Mt Stuart) or Hobart Cameras and lights

1028 03-Aug-23 Paul Pattison Visited Hobart Brewing Co Retail precinct Cultural heritage Singapore  colonial history Multi function people space such as parkland Retail outlets to attract tourism Walking from city parking  Avoid roads and buses Open spaces

1029 03-Aug-23 Anthony Marriott Walks regatta cenotagh
Stadium , green space , restaurants , antarctic 
division ,  something cultural , The many opportunities a stadium can offer

Anything tourist orientated & things like antarctic 
division cruise ship facilities that give an economic 
benefit to the state Park & ride or ferry

1030 03-Aug-23 Anne No

I'd like to see a genuinely public park as was 
envisaged before the outgoing AFL boss 
demanded a stadium had to be built there in order 
for Tasmania to have its own team

A h nd re l  p k, d    
cultural centre - as was the plan already well 
underway before the aforementioned Gillon 
McLachlan demanded a stadium, plus roof, be 
established there  Precious little room for anything 
else from the little Tasmanians have been told - 
and the logistics of getting people to all these 
events that will theoretically and optimistically be 
held there is nuts  Not only that but perhaps the 
planners haven't factored in climate change, and 
rapidly rising sea levels  This will leave this 
waterfront site extremely vulnerable - whatever is 
built there Yes, but not in Australia  In the UK

I can tell you what it shouldn't include and that's this 
extremely expensive and totally unnecessary 
football stadium

Arts, culture, literature, recreation, music, truth and 
reconciliation park that honours our First Nations 
people  You know, like what was first envisaged 
before our premier was bullied into agreeing to a 
stadium around 70 per cent of Tasmanians neither 
agree with believe is needed

Since I don't reside in Hobart I can see my visits 
will be rare  However, if the original urban renewal 
plan was to be adopted then visits would be far 
more likely

1031 04-Aug-23 Roger Hosie Regatta, Mona, Covid testing AFL Stadium, restaurants and entertainment district
Tasmanian AFL team, international acts and 
concerts, international or NSL games

The new stadiums in Perth and the revamped 
Adelaide oval bring those cities to life  Fabulous

Removal and modernisation of the sewerage plant - 
it has no place being where it is  State of the art 
stadium and entertainment precinct  I think it is a 
poor location for a residential development

Local food and beverage, ferry terminal, AFL 
stadium, TIS and sports hub Ferry from Bellerive Lighting, ramps and ferry terminal and services

1032 04-Aug-23 Mathew Bedford
Yes, visit both sites regularly for recreation and 
local events

The Mac Point site is perfectly suited to a multi-
purpose stadium  It is my great wish to attend 
sporting, music and other events at a new stadium 
in the Hobart City location

I would like to have the opportunity to see major 
sporting events, music acts and other large-scale 
events in my home city

Yes, I find other stadiums I've visited (MCG, Marvel 
Stadium, Adelaide Oval) showcase local culture 
and provide a showcase for the highlights of the 
city  We have this in Hobart, with an opportunity to 
take it to a new level at Mac Point

Mac Point should ideally highlight sustainability  We 
are incredibly fortunate in Tasmania to have access 
to Hydro electricity  Recycled water, plantation 
timber and recycling are other areas which should 
be utilised  In addition, sustainable access such as 
walking and cycling should be a priority

Mac Point should be an experience destination  
Restaurants, bars, tourism attractions, Antarctic 
education, Tasmanian history (sporting, indigenous, 
convict, nautical, political, flora, fauna, industrial and 
environmental) and local highlights such as 
Salamanca and the Hobart waterfront at the 
forefront

Public transport is paramount, however what 
should also be high on the priority list is walking, 
cycling and scooter access  Hobart's surrounding 
car park capacity and the fact that events are held 
out of peak times should be strongly 
communicated to the public

I think we can look at how other stadiums and 
precincts are successfully run to get a better idea 
of this  It's important qualified people make these 
decisions

1033 04-Aug-23 joey cavanagh
yes, i went there to see dark mofo and my sister 
does theatre there

i would like to see a pool and some housing, 
maybe even a park a proper truth and reconciliation centre yes, blundstone arena is amazing

lots of nature and trees and parks, an eco friendly 
public transport system

metro would be great as a train and bus system, as 
well as local food and cusine i would love to take public transport there and back i like a lot of outdoor walkways and open air areas

1034 04-Aug-23 Leanne Stubbs Took my children No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium

1035 04-Aug-23 Joanne Naylor Walked thru it

Public open space, ie parks , small venues that are 
family friendly, public housing , envirnmental 
showcase  It’s a big pity that the hodge man 
government would not even meet with the eden 
project when they visited tasmania some years 
ago  No costly stadium that the Tasmanian tax 
payer can not afford  Improved public transport to 
the location with park and ride

A place for every Tasmanian to feel welcome  Not 
just afl people

Tasmania is n general has friendly people who 
welcome visitors from other parts  Inclusively is key

Eden project style with public housing to showcase 
we take care of each other not just try to be like 
other places  We don’t need a stadium that will 
waste taxman payer money Small business  crafts people  artists  inventors Drive and park and walk

Toilets flat wide paths that can permit bikes etc 
safely  Covered outdoor seating  Lots of large 
trees and native landscaping

1036 04-Aug-23 Pat Mcloughlin No Something that is similar to Salamca Multi tourist ventures Yes, inclusion

If it’s to be redeveloped, it should be include 
something that complements the surrounding area 
and not overwhelm

Multi use/purpose not concentrating on one use 
only

Better public transport, light train would be 
advantageous Not that I can think of for this survey

1037 04-Aug-23 Yvonne Trevaskis Cycling past

A stunning iconic building (possibly Antarctic 
themed)surrounded by parklands perhaps 
featuring our First Nations people's heritage, 
joining up to the Cenotaph

Something interesting  Museum perhaps? But 
mainly a pleasant to be The sense of history

It should be a place for everyone - environmentally 
friendly

Low key, cultural - NOT a Disneyworld of souvenir 
shops , tacky takeaways or wall to wall wine bars

Pathways abd bike path !!  It is not that big a space 
that any other firm of tranaport is needed - to be 
there or get there

We are mit the crime fentre if Australia  Adequate 
lighting at night and  CCTV

1038 04-Aug-23 David Rea Yes  I cycle through there all the time
Reopen the cycleway  Have a park for indigenous 
people to maintain Train station  Bike paths Yes  The lack of cars

If you're asking me then you haven't done a proper 
analysis of the cost versus the benefit No business except government owned enterprises Bicycle  bus  train  and never by car

Ban cars from the area and provide public 
transport

1039 04-Aug-23 Ian Jeanneret Yes  Also visited virtual reality Hunter Island
A true, all inclusive, people’s space - NOT A 
STADIUM

Peace and quiet  History, stories and knowledge  
NOT A STADIUM

New Zealand, most of the Pacific Islands  
Interesting for everyone

$50,000,000 was seeded for Macquarie Point and 
totally wasted  We were then told a ‘fresh set of 
eyes were needed’ An explanation of the rorts 
would be good NOT A STADIUM

I’d prefer to hear your plan to get people to and 
from given that the streets are closed when cruise 
ships are berthed and the city is already choked NOT A STADIUM

1040 04-Aug-23 Robin Humphrey Yes

A local and visitor friendly area with interesting 
attractions and opportunities that will make good 
everyday use for all of the community Attractions that make use of the unique area

Yes  Open air and covered markets that celebrate 
the area, city and state  An opportunity for 
education about the history of Hobart  Tasmania 
and its indigenous and historical past

It should include business and tourism 
opportunities

Markets, Exhibition spaces, eateries, businesses 
offering interesting things for the public

Small electric buses that service the city and 
suburbs A police presence for information and/or safety

1041 04-Aug-23 Sharon Connolly Yes   Dark MOFO events
Visit arts and cultural events, gardens, appreciate 
views of the river

Access to more of the sites potential open space  
A cultural precinct I like the idea of a truth and 
reconciliation park   A traffic free zone

The new Bondi pavilion development which 
repurposes the building in ways which hark back to 
its original function and which reinforce its 
relationship to the environment

A mix of residential and cultural, so as not to 
separate the site from real lives  A development 
which has an appropriate scale, proportionate to 
the surrounding built and natural environments; i e 
NO STADIUM Not for profits  cultural organisations

On foot   Other transport should be limited to 
vehicles necessary to transport essential goods 
and disabled people

Best way to make it safe is to make it a human 
scale site which will be well used

1042 04-Aug-23 Val Boyd Yes  Parking  Dark Mofo  Just wandering around

The historical buildings and other historical things  
Also if anything was to be built there then 
community housing

A segue from past to present not a replacement of 
past with present

Monague Bay near the old Rosetta High School  Art 
park  It didn't take from the area  It added

Do not build a stadium  That to me would dominate 
the space and detract from anything else possible  
Care for the history there  Link any new changes 
meaningfully to what is there Not sure but no stadium

I am thinking it will be almost impossible now to 
park there  I wouldn't go there Mini busses maybe? Trolley car?

1043 04-Aug-23 Peter Merel

Yes  I have walked there many times, bicycled 
there, and attended Mofo / Dark Mofo events 
there

I'd like to see affordable and public housing similar 
to Vienna's famous Aspern Seestadt ( 
https //www youtube com/watch?v=41VJudBdYXY 
 is a recent Bloomberg focus on same )  I'd be 
proud to show visiting friends and family that 
Hobart is a city with the heart, mind, and vision to 
properly care for its residents in this way rather 
than wasting money on a needless stadium

Humanity  Compassion  Community  These 
fundamental Tasmanian values seem to have been 
totally forgotten in the business case for a stadium, 
which doesn't even attempt to consider the 
obvious advantages of spending 10% of the 
$715M on upgrading Blundstone while making 
Mac Point a contiguous and consistent 
continuation of Hobart's existing waterfront district

Yes  I lived in San Diego for several years  Its 
Balboa Park, a similar sized areas to Mac Point, is a 
focal point for local culture and has been ever since 
its construction  It features 13 small museums and 
the world's biggest outdoor pipe organ  What it 
specifically leaves out is a stadium - because such 
spaces are closed to community and culture, and 
only open to for-profit events

You should start with the beautiful "Our Place" 
vision provided at 
https //nonewstadium com au/our-vision/  To make 
the design sustainable, it should reveal and 
maintain visibility of the shoreline, the cenotaph, 
and the Hobart Rivulet from all possible aspects  
And it should be no taller than the existing heritage 
buildings so that the waterfront maintains the charm 
that makes Hobart a profitable tourist destination  
Tourists do not want to see some gigantic wall of 
concrete looming over our city

Again, start with https //nonewstadium com au/our-
vision/  It lists 26 focal points for art, engineering, 
science, and public utilities, along with housing  I 
would add a substantial public art gallery, which 
Hobart presently lacks

I'd like Mac Point to include a ferry terminal 
suitable for a network of *Electric* ferries to 
replace the current bus network  The Derwent is 
an astonishing transport resource for Hobart, and a 
ferry network will be much cheaper, cleaner, and 
more future-proof than trams  trains  or buses

The biggest threats Hobart faces are inadequate 
healthcare and housing  Unless these threats are 
specifically dealt with by allocating the $715M to 
fund them, Hobart will face continuing increases in 
crime  This is why the Vienna strategy ( 
https //www youtube com/watch?v=41VJudBdYXY 
 ) must be the centerpiece of the site  Without 
such affordable housing, Hobart will become a 
crime-ridden backwater



1044 04-Aug-23 Philip Hand Exercising

Cultural, sporting exhibitions, convention facilities, 
food and entertainment areas but  NO NEW 
STADIUM! Any of the above but  NO NEW STADIUM! Open spaces, greenery, little vehicular traffic Carbon neutral, solar power

Small businesses, specialty food outlets and 
entertainment providers but  NO NEW STADIUM! Trackless tram, bicycle or walk Police booth, surveillance cameras

1045 04-Aug-23 Don Hempton attended thr circus and concerts at regatta pt

most importantly the development needs to 
maintain the current ambiance of the area, and 
provide amenities that are not only beneficial to 
the residents and visitors  but also economically 
and environmentally sound in the long term I would like to see  housing  multiple open spaces it was a spiritual experience definitely no stadium definitely no stadium

unless radical changes are made to the Hobart 
public transport what ever is done there needs to 
have car parking spaces to make the area 
accessible to all definitely no stadium

1046 04-Aug-23 con michaliadis Noo shopping in hospitality precinct above no no as above public transport trams no

1047 04-Aug-23 Rachel Court

In the past I have been to the Regatta and 
associated events  More recently we have been to 
cultural events like Dark MOFOs Dark Park, or to 
music at the Brewing Co  Also had COVID 
vaccinations and testing there  Been to plenty of 
the places along Hunter St  Attended classes and 
events at the UTAS Art School

We NEED to have permanent centre about and for 
the first nations peoples of Nipaluna and Lutruwita  
The site needs mixed uses so that it appeals to 
short term visitors and long term residents  This 
will be right under the noses of thousands of 
cruise visitors as they leave and return to the ships 
so having something that would interest and 
educate them would be great   Cultural event 
space, open space, spaces to gather indoors and 
outdoors, natural spaces, art display  Seasonal 
exhibits  Space for food events/pop ups but also 
for ongoing food businesses  I like to see a place 
with real life - so actually having people live there  
Educational spaces - experiential playgrounds for 
younger kids?

We need to have permanent centre about and for 
the first nations peoples of Nipaluna and 
Lutruwita  The Tjibaou centre in New Caledonia is 
a good example - it's open and modern but 
inspired by the Kanak people  Shung Ye Museum 
of Formosan Aborigines in Taipei is more of a 
traditional museum, but still very good

For the local culture to be a part of it, people 
actually need to LIVE there, otherwise it risks 
becoming an urban desert

Reflection of the original land and topography  Use 
of vegetated swales and buffers  Water re-use  
Creation of animal/bird/sealife friendly space 
(swales could reduce run-off of chemicals into river)  
Buildings should have solar panels and utilise smart 
ventilation (e g  IMAS)  Public transport hub to help 
the whole city become more sustainable

Community organisations  The State Library could 
use a modern, more inviting open space and 
provide spaces to support education, youth and 
community activities  (Seattle's Central public 
library is pretty good if I remember rightly)  Creative 
spaces  If there is housing on the site, art residency 
type programs would enable visiting artists/writers 
to be an changing and interactive part of mac point  
Some offices - perhaps the flexible workspace type 
offices would keep things interesting without 
making it stale and corporate

Public Transport to get to and from is essential! 
Within the site there needs to be plenty of 
circulation space for people on foot and perhaps a 
hub for bikes and e-scooter access and tidy, 
secure storage

See above  Good lighting that can be changed to 
suit different events and needs (like brighter at 
times when large numbers of people leaving the 
site after events)
Having people live in the area makes it safer and 
more welcoming  We desperately need more 
housing for essential workers  Some higher-
density townhouses/apartments could help 
address that need

1048 04-Aug-23 Tony Heath I have been to dark Mofo events
Cafes restaurant,bars and a green space area, and 
no stadium No new stadium Yes and it had no stadium Not a stadium No stadium Light rail No stadium

1049 04-Aug-23 Maria Vereijken
Yes - to visit the longhouse and the goods shed 
and to just look around

A lively multi function neighbourhood - shops and 
restaurants, some businesses, some recreation, 
some public areas such as parks, some good 
quality residential and NO STADIUM

Interesting public space/parks, commercial and 
cultural (eg a world class aboriginal museum) and 
NO STADIUM

Yes - they DID NOT contain a massive stadium  
Areas around a stadium are notoriously difficult to 
activate because of there intermittent and 
infrequent use

It should NOT contain a stadium as this  does NOT 
activate the site and will NOT leave room for an 
interesting and sustainable development

As good combination of commercial, public, 
residential and open space

The site needs to have a good connection to the 
rest of Hobart  Mainly pedestrian (and bike), with 
some car access and some access from the water  
Due to its location in Hobart a stadium here will 
create a serious traffic problem and visitor access  
will be problematic

See my above comments The main thing I would 
like to see is NO STADIUM

1050 04-Aug-23 Jenny Nye Yes, attended the Regatta & Dark Mofo

Have a truly beautiful & inspiring area that make it 
an uplifting experience; an area to be proud of, to 
take visiting friends & family to any day of the 
week or time of year   An area with stunning views 
of the water from any part of it (not blocked by a 
massive, ugly stadium)

A lovely pedestrian, parkland area by the Derwent 
River, that allows one to walk, play, bike-ride, relax 
with family & friends   An area that is up-lifting, as 
peaceful as possible, & easily accessible from the 
centre of the city

Yes lots! in various countries of Western Europe & 
Boston in the USA   There were so many truly 
beautiful areas, with historic buildings, big open 
plazas, filled with open-air cafes, & many park-
lands   No ugly, dominating stadiums in sight!!

It must enjoy large OPEN areas where families can 
picnic, play together, walk, bicycle ride etc etc   It 
really isn't that difficult to imagine what would be a 
wonderful area that uplifts the spirit of those 
accessing it   I have attended large sporting events 
in cities in Europe & NONE were in the central 
precinct of the city!!

It must be those businesses that allow for 
individuals & families to find interesting things to 
do, such as museums & those that offer historical, 
cultural & educational experiences plus of course 
cafes& restaurants

Well I won't be going there if there is an ugly, 
massive stadium there!   However, with a truly 
beautiful public space I would do as I do with 
Salamanca -  park & walk!  If good public transport  
is available I would possibly also consider using it 

Obviously there have to be decent rest rooms +  
change rooms for babies   Easy to walk around  
(also for wheelchairs & disabled people) & safe 
bicycle areas   Safe areas for children to run 
around & play, easy access from the city centre

1051 04-Aug-23 Vicki Burela Yes  enjoyed food and drinks with friends

Indoor and outdoor spaces with greenery, play 
areas for small children, eateries, etc  A place 
where all Tasmanians and visitors can enjoy  
Interactive activities for all ages

A indoor greenhouse so that people can enjoy the 
sun in winter but be warm and sheltered  This area 
could have sliding doors and some roof shading 
for summer  Could have play areas, restaurants, 
bars, shops, etc  An area that could be utilised all 
year round in all types of weather  Interactive 
activities Not that I can think of

Low maintenance I believe is key for sustainability  
The design should include a large greenspace or 
many smaller ones to help with air quality  Design 
should cater for everyone, children, families, 
elderly  handicapped  etc  Should be inclusive

Restaurants, bars, carousel, etc  Businesses that 
would attract locals and tourists  Interactive 
activities

Overpass, by pass or underpass to ease the 
congestion in and around Hobart so that vehicles 
don't have to travel through Hobart to get to 
southern outlet, eastern shore, northern suburbs, 
etc  Light rail and/or monorail from Salamanca to 
Mac Point  Same could go to Hobart

Ramps, CTV, wheelchair accessible toilets, baby 
changing rooms

1052 04-Aug-23 Sarah Day

Walked, sat by the water, rode my  bike, flew kites, 
enjoyed the open space and river, caught trains, 
watched trains with children, listened to music, 
danced, meditated, attended classical concert, 
attended The One a Day human rights campaign 
and movie launch

Appreciate the open parkland and beauty and 
port history, walk ride bikes  see above Fresh air, light, freedom from noise

The natural beauty of river, shore and land, the 
quietness, the open space, the indigenous culture – 
past and present – the port history and working 
railway

HAVING NO STADIUM; green space; clear open 
views of sky, river, shore, Kunanyi Mt Wellington 
and city; absence of traffic and noise and light at 
night

An Indigenous history site; a working station; native 
parkland recreation; a second hospital with 
beautiful botanical grounds Bike, foot, train, bus

HAVING NO STADIUM , no alcohol trading; more 
Nature/trees, bush or parkland

1053 04-Aug-23 Jennifer Burman Yes  Festivals  markets

Sculpture/history/heritage/art trail  Outdoor stage 
for live plays  Gardens  Generally something like 
the old Expo site on Brisbane’s Southbank As above Brisbane’s Southbank

Gardens, greenery, pedestrian focus  
Art/culture/heritage  Small scale live performance  
Play areas for children Arts  crafts  markets  storytelling Ferry  bicycle  walking

1054 04-Aug-23 Kerry Dawborn No  but would like to

Not a huge ugly noisy stadium  Walking tracks, 
affordable housing, things that honour traditional 
Tasmanians, gardens, parks, community gardens, 
opportunities to enjoy the view over the river

Walking tracks, affordable housing, things that 
honour traditional Tasmanians, gardens, parks, 
community gardens, opportunities to enjoy the 
view over the river

Absolutely! It feels human sized, heartfelt, all the 
things i love about Tasmania

Make it people centred, not the domain of big 
corporations or sporting bodies  Have sustainable 
affordable housing, especially for the 
disadvantaged  Make it a hub for sustainable 
design, clean energy, make it walkable and cyclable 
as a priority  Encourage car shares and public 
transport  Dont let cars dominate  Make it people 
centred not car centred  Make it easy for people to 
grow food where they live and encourage small 
businesses with business incubators etc to help 
people improve their situation

Small, local, supporting local people and new small 
enterprises to help people improve their situation

Bike and walking  Good wide separated walking 
and separated cycling paths

A good mix of quality affordable housing and 
community/streets that are designed according to 
good safe city principles  Same for public open 
space and business areas

1055 04-Aug-23 Ante Burela No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium
1056 04-Aug-23 Vicki Burela No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium

1057 04-Aug-23 Jock Barclay

Yes  Walked on the pathway  Visited regatta 
ground regularly  Attended music sessions at the 
Red Shed

Cafes, shops, interesting displays and open space 
with views of the river and mountain

A precinct that offers an anticipation of there 
being areas of interest and learning

It lets you know what it would be like to live there 
as a local 

Structures should be able to be easily repurposed  
Minimal use of rigid concrete that has to be 
destroyed when building uses change  Possibly low 
rise timber for many structures

Cafes, restaurants and shops  Possibly some 
commercial office space and affordable housing to 
give a mix of people  It must not be deserted at 
night

Most people would drive to a car park and walk  
Others would use buses or ferries  A light rail from 
the northern suburbs would be ideal

Have people on site, and of course adequate 
lighting and CCTV coverage

1058 04-Aug-23 roslyn Stoddart
Yes   I was attending the Dark Mofo events with my 
family

A cutural precient to include spaces for 
performances - sport and artworks included and 
green space  some restaurants and public facilities

A place where many community activites such as 
those listed above could occure in the one 
precient

No  But I have heard that Seattle in the US has such 
places and it regenerated and invigorated a 
previously tired and economically failing city

I guess by using recycled building material as much 
as possible and have it all solar-powered

Small cafes and restaurants - no McDonalds etc   An 
indigenous presence through a business such as is 
currently run through the Theatre Royal - the 
business which takes people on walks through 
Hobart  
Certainly a facility for parents with young children 
and a good information centre

It would be great to make use of the river with 
ferries giving access to and from the site  Clearly 
other ferry terminals would be needed in other 
suburbs - from Kingston, Glenorchy etc    Good 
designated walking and bike paths would be 
needed A central community and information centre

1059 04-Aug-23 Trudi Counsell Regatta, Royal Hobart Show, cycling, food & drink

Restaurants, open space for outdoor 
entertainment, small spaces for boutique events, 
cycling spaces, greenspace

The promised Aboriginal cultural interpretation 
centre

Yes all over the world  It is as it should be  It’s the 
norm everywhere else in the world

Community solar, water tanks on roofs, green 
buildings (foliage on the outside walls) to reduce 
heat  Safe locking areas for bikes, make it part of a 
public transport hub - ferries, light rail and a city 
loop FREE bus

Restaurants, art, indigenous products, modest 
number of coffee shops! PUBLIC TRANSPORT Lighting, keeping it vibrant keeps it safe

1060 04-Aug-23 Marcia Telford
Yes  After attending a service at the Cenotaph I 
walked around the area

A park, arts centre, Antarctic Centre, magnificent 
State Library

Arts Centre/precinct, magnificent State Library, 
the Antarctic centre with interactive areas for 
visitors, a meandering park with a mix of 
indigenous and European trees, Indigenous Centre No Stadium See above PP Partnership No Stadium As above

1061 04-Aug-23 jeanette brown walked, attended outdoor events, visited bars

lots of beautiful open space and waterfront walks 
and cycleways   I think to make it the gateway to 
the Antarctic is a great use   Affordable housing

Access to the waterfront with pathways and 
cycleways and a place where people can interact 
with the beautiful natural environment of the 
harbour and the history and colonial architecture 
of the area

Wellington NZ has Te Pupa museum on its 
waterfront and lots of open space where office 
workers can run and cycle during their lunch time 
along with visitors interacting with the natural 
beauty of the harbour   South Bank in Brisbane

Sustainability means support ecological, human, 
and economic health and vitality   It needs to 
enhance the visual and aesthetic qualities of the 
area   Areas and business which bring people to the 
area to interact on a daily basis not something 
which is used 6 times a year

Small arts and cultural spaces   Gateway to 
Antarctica precinct      Some affordable housing better  public transport

Places are safe when they are used   It needs to be 
an area where people are meeting and gathering  
on a constant basis not just when  the odd event is 
happening    It needs to be an area where people 
engage with the space and the location

1062 04-Aug-23 Deb Atkins
No but I have visited Hobart, Salamanca and the 
waterfront many times Parklands, native gardens, walking trails

Something that compliments the aesthetics of 
Hobart and blends with the history of the area Gardens, trees   Incorporate the Hobart Rivulet

Organisations that reflect diversity and 
acknowledge our history, including an indigenous 
perspective

Electric or solar transport, ferry transport   
Accessible walking trails   Bike lanes

1063 04-Aug-23 Dany Pacaud

Yes  I  visited the gardens and Long House created 
by the Lutruwita Aboriginal community, I 
participated in MONA cultural events, as well as 
occasional events such as Good Car Company ev 
day  I visited to view ideas for a cultural quarter  I 
attended the Art School adjacent to the proposed 
cultural site

A cultural quarter that represents the heart and 
spirit of our community with the expression of 
reconciliation necessary to bring our community 
together for an inclusive and creative civic life  This 
means the plan that has previously been 
proposed  NOT an oversized stadium dominating 
the outstanding waterfront site

NOT A SPORTS STADIUM 
Civic space with an identity specific to place and 
history

IT WAS NOT A SPORTS STADIUM
Paris, Dublin, Copenhagen, Sydney, London, 
Barcelona all have redeveloped inner city 
waterfront sites from former docklands into to 
vibrant, distinct culturally and socially significant 
quarters with diversity and open space, street trees 
and conviviality  Street music, places for children to 
play  Permeability for pedestrian access, regard for 
a hospitable microclimate
The scale of the proposed stadium, together with 
the logistics of transport and crowd control 
preclude any meaningful civic identity

There is a lie that this stadium would be used all 
year round by for diverse social and cultural 
activities  It is totally oversized and inaccessible to 
most events of a creative  local or community scale

DON'T PUT A STADIUM THERE
Look at the previous design
We need a walkable city with animated streets and 
squares not stadium walls  A human scale of 
inclusive civic space designed for walking, cycling, 
and trams, served by electric service vehicles  Open 
spaces, street and lanes designed with climate 
change in mind

NOT A STADIUM
Any that accommodate people to gather, mingle, 
wander, be surprised and amazed, question and 
share  In other words a living breathing city 
precinct  NOT A STADIUM consuming most of this 
public land

Walking, cycling, with a stroller is a wheelchair  By 
bus or light rail  Like in Montpelier

NO STADIUM which would sterilise the space 
around it making it empty and unsafe

1064 04-Aug-23 Jill Furmage Enjoyed theHobart regatta
A community meeting place with a natural 
environment Recognising indigenous heritage A feeling of belonging and natural surroundings

Open spaces, indigenous culture and compliment 
the rest of the docks area and Salamanca No social housing

I no longer live in Hobart but some form of free 
public transport would please me, preferably the 
reinstatement of the rail line Unsure



1065 04-Aug-23 Mark Ackerly NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM N O NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

1066 04-Aug-23 Brenda Hofman
walked and avoided trucks entering and exiting 
the area

Open parkland, social housing including 
accomodation for hospital staff and families 
required to travel to Hobart Hospital for treatment  
for themselves or family members  Parkland for 
families to enjoy a BbQ, play equipment similar to 
Riverbend in Launceston

An area where visitors and residents can enjoy 
landscaped  walks and children have a safe and 
fun place to play

yes Southbank Brisbane, cultural centre with native 
animals

Parkland, sustainable housing, water features such 
as The Strand  Townsville

There are enough hotels and restaurants already  
Nothing for families, children  A small amphitheatre 
to have cultural concerts, Carol's by candlelight and 
free family friendly events Have to drive as no public transport from home

Security cameras and well lit emergency button 
spots

1067 04-Aug-23 Shari Hatfield
Performed at Mac 1   Socialised at Hobart Brewing 
Co   And visited Dark Mofo installations Develop further as it currently is being used for

Why does it need to change from how it is 
currently used    Certainly some more permanent 
infrastructure would be good and a good tidy up 
is required

I believe the Hobart Waterfront precinct already 
offers this demonstrating locally produced arts, 
crafts and extraordinary offerings of food and drink

Haven't really thought too much about it, however I 
know that whatever is positioned in this prime site 
should benefit all Tasmanians without bankrupting 
our pockets or the state's coffers

Unsure,  haven't really thought about it, but 
Tasmania offers so much natural beauty and I 
believe this is what the state should offer as a draw 
card to the state

I believe this to be a major obstacle for any 
development on this site   There is insufficient 
space for parking so a great deal of thought needs 
to be given to any development    To say just use 
public transport is not really practical for many 
people who are not on transport routes, and the 
increasing difficulty with trying to recruit sufficient 
bus drivers in the current systems further 
compounds the problem

Sufficient lighting, attractive walkways and public 
conveniences are imperative

1068 04-Aug-23 Mathew Fletcher yes   for the regatta

I think it should be a open green area and park 
thats developed into a new waterfront shopping 
precinct Not a waste of money stadium

It will be ruined if a stadium goes ahead and 
becomes a huge eyesore not a stadium is number 1 not a stadium

the area is a nightmare to park,  will be even worse 
if they build a stadium not a stadium

1069 04-Aug-23 Karen Pridham Walked around the area

Sydney had a similar site  While controversial, they 
built an opera house  I would like to see an area 
similar to this, with cultural interest,  both 
indigenous and arts focused  Also, no stadium!

New or different from what? I would like an area 
that I could walk and wander and see things of 
interest  To enjoy the space as the view from there 
is amazing  Also, no stadium!

Yes  I don't really know but it was dominant and I 
don't know why  I didn't want to leave  No large 
ugly buildings like a stadium

It will not be easy, as a degraded site, it will need a 
big clean up  It needs to be walkable  There are 
plenty of restaurants close by so that is maybe not 
necessary  An amphitheatre for performances? 
Busker friendly spacers? A small theatre? A sea 
swimming pool? An indigenous centre highlighting 
the history of their lives before the first settlement  I 
generally support an arts precinct with easy access 
for everyone

Theatre, guided tours of indigenous and settler 
history, a limited number of dining options Walking, it is so close to city parking Walking paths

1070 04-Aug-23 Terry Mead Just walked around basically

A park like open area with an amphitheatre style( 
patron’s looking over harbour,, landscaped with 
gardens and beautiful trees and areas for markets,, 
picnics bbq,, socially integrated , cultural  heritage 
indigenous respectful in design,, with multi 
purpose feature for festival  possibilities

Aspects , that are best for all Tasmaniafolk with 
clever open design  allow views over river

The feel of respect for the past,,  fun and usefulness 
for the present,, but evoking creative and 
harmonious feelings, and evolving better into 
future , with imagination of winding pathways thru 
tree landscaping

Small music venue, -5000 c,, looking out over stage/ 
water// parks allowing markets, families friendly 
bbq areas  like a Central Park!

Low key ,,food  outlet’s,, buskers,, tree lined 
walkways  music/ theatre facilities

Light rail rejuvenated,, ferries,, buses,,, a degree of 
car parking ( as at present Hobart very lacking)

Police station/ access to same,, for safety/ 
neighbours hood watch

1071 04-Aug-23 Janet Whelan Walked around the area
Bike tracks, , walking paths, picnic areas, gardens, 
trees, playgrounds,

Open space that is available for EVERYONE to 
use, free of charge

The Geelong Waterfront where history and culture 
are represented by the existing low key buildings, 
the painted bollards, great walking path, proximity 
to parks, the Botanical Gardens and the city

NO STADIUM  A huge monolithic structure would 
be an eyesore, an assault on the senses, obliterate 
clear views from both sides of the Derwent River  I 
repeat NO STADIUM

There should certainly be areas that show the 
indigenous history of the area, Otherwise, this is 
NOT an area for businesses  It should be open 
public space as I describe above

If there is a stadium there in my life time I will 
NEVER visit it  If it is open space, I am happy to 
park and walk, take a bus, or cycle

Obviously there should be toilets built in an 
aesthetic way and kept spotless  Share from the 
sun, preferably trees, and some shelter from winds

1072 04-Aug-23 Malcolm Mann Visited cenotaph  boarded ship  parked car
Parkland, housing, low profile development , think 
something like berangaroo

Not a stadium that will sit empty 29 days each 
month and cost all of us for ever

Hobart's waterfront is truly unique and should be 
preserved, not destroyed as the obnoxious stadium 
would do

Think of Berangaroo, or south bank in Brisbane, not 
a stadium that will sit like an empty blot 30 days a 
month A continuation of Hobart's waterfront

Major improvement in public transport is needed 
now

See above, look at Berangaroo and similar 
waterfront developments  not a unnessary stadium

1073 04-Aug-23 Margaret Khourey I looked around the area More community development

More family friendly activities, especially free ones  
And to be able to just view the natural beauty of 
the area The knowledge available about the area Lots of natural beauty

Maybe some low key food and beverage sites, as 
well as cultural events Lots of electric buses  to ferry people to the area Good lighting

1074 04-Aug-23 Garth Faulkner Attended Dark MOFO events,
Mix of afforadable housing, open space (gardens) 
and entertainment venues (not stadium)

Open space for events like Dark Mofo and 
Reconciliation Park Dark MOFO

Integrated into city / Sullivans Cove and Regatta 
Point so that it is a seamless transition

Entertainment venues including restaurants and 
bars, open community space inc reconciliation park Walk nothing specific

1075 04-Aug-23 Malcolm Mann
I have visited cenotaph which will be desecrated, 
boarded research ship, parking, berthed

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank 
in Brisbane, something that will complement 
Hobart's unique heritage, not destroy it

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank 
in Brisbane

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank 
in Brisbane, not a un-needed footy stadium, we 
have 2 stadia already AFL ready

By not building the stadium when we have 2 
perfectly good stadia already, both have proved 
suitable for AFL for years, the whole idea of 
spending $billions on this stadium is ridiculous

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank 
in Brisbane, something that will complement 
Hobart's unique heritage, not destroy it

Now this is a problem, I live in Somerset 5 hours to 
Hobart, no parking when you get there , hotel 
accommodation cost a$tronomical, we and many 
from the North and NW will be excluded

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank 
in Brisbane, something that will complement 
Hobart's unique heritage, not destroy it

1076 04-Aug-23 Gerald Cooper
1077 04-Aug-23 John Whelan Rode my bike through site a number of times Open space with gardens and place for people No stadium Natural not a concrete jungle No stadium Space for the people not businesses I will never go to the stadium Open space
1078 04-Aug-23 Gerald Cooper

1079 04-Aug-23 Christine Grant
Yes  I have been there for Dark Mofo events, and 
events and social occasions at Hobart Brewing Co

A greenspace showcasing native Tasmanian flora, 
craft brewery, restaurants showcasing Tasmanian 
produce Anything that is not sport

Buildings made from sustainable materials eg 
cardboard, like the cardboard Cathedral in 
Christchurch NZ

Restaurants, craft breweries, distilleries, galleries, 
small theatre spaces where history is a focus, sound 
and light projections showcasing our history, 
present success stories, Antarctic connections

By car
 Flat paths for walking  Not scooters

Wheelchair accessible paths, buildings, toilet 
facilities, lighting, police presence

1080 04-Aug-23 Danielle Donaldson No An Aldi Supermarket  or a Costco warehouse An Aldi Supermarket  or a Costco warehouse

I like how Senator Jascinta Price's Mum, and 
Jascinta Price, and family, (all full blooded 
wonderful aboriginal people, speak common 
sense, and can see through this virtue signalling, 
"welcome to country and etc" )  In other 
words, local culture is important, but not when it 
tries to undermine all Australians You

You can design Mac Point, BY NOT BUILDING A 
STADIUM!  (THERE ARE ALREADY 

STADIUMS THAT CAN BE USED, AND THIS 
WOULD BE SUSTAINABLE  A community garden, 
with plant medicine

Aldi Supermarket, Costco Warehouse  THANKYOU 
FOR BUILDING AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR 
PEOPLE

I would only go, (if Aldi and Costco were there, 
and only if my valuable time permits)  I certainly 
will not be attending, for some stupid football 
ground!!!!  (By the way, who generally can afford 
it???) No  I would not feel "safe"  going there

1081 04-Aug-23 Lee Smith Many times
Open spaces, seating,cafes, museum, first nation 
cultural historical truth centre Children's park  amily friendly zone

The history of our waterfront ,whaling, shipbuilding 
and settlement expansion using slave labour 
disguised as unpaid prisoner labour

All the above plus integrated housing low cost  
public and private

As much non commercial as can be attracted, a 
period tavern , call for expressions of interest and 
let a non public service panel decide the mix Same way one would get to Salamanca

Yes a visitor information kiosk with council officers 
manning the kiosk

1082 04-Aug-23 Lou-anne Barker

Yes I have been many times to the Longhouse to 
events run by the indigenous community  I have 
also been to events at Dark Mofo  I have 
particularly valued the events at the Longhouse 
and the generous sharing by Aboriginal 
Tasmanians of their culture

I would like to see a truth and reconciliation park 
and an Indigenous Arts and cultural centre  I would 
like to see  Centres of learning and state of the art 
housing

I would like to see some of the original landscape 
that was here before colonial times such as the 
rivulet resuscitated into the area  I'd also liked to 
see a state-of-the-art library

I do like all the cultural precincts and art galleries 
around the Yarra river in Melbourne and the 
Botanical gardens close by

To me it includes sustainable housing that is built 
aesthetically and with passive solar heat and light 
that has a large mix of social housing  It should be 
ab area where people love to live  I would also like 
public transport connections in the area

I would not like to see any large businesses perhaps 
a few cafes  I would like to see the Longhouse 
remain as an indigenous centre in addition to an 
Aboriginal Cultural centre  I certainly do NOT want 
to see a stadium there

Hobart needs to invest in far more public 
transport, perhaps light rail connecting to the 
northern and southern suburbs Good lighting at night

1083 04-Aug-23 Leanne Franklin Yes - walk   dark mofo   restaurants
Market place,  housing,  new state library,  relocate 
csiro and make it an Antarctic hub All the above Yes and culture as recognising the heritage

Tourist dollars for what proves popular now  
accommodation,  aboriginal center, parks,  cafes,  
market,  library,  large park for outdoor cinema and 
concert

Cafes,  relocated csiro and marine studies, state 
library   book shops  outdoor theatre grass area No stadium there Police stationed   lighting   patrols

1084 04-Aug-23 Lynn Parlett

Yes  I attended a number of Dark Park events 
during Dark Mofo  I also regularly attended events 
at The Long house

I would like to see a multipurpose development 
which could include housing, open park spaces, 
art and sculpture walk, reconciliation park and 
indigenous interpretive areas for palawa people, 
access to water's edge with picnic tables and 
restaurants, possible open sea swimming 
enclosure, launch area for sea kayaking, paddle 
boarding and other low impact water activities  
There should be an area for parking for visitors 
and a bus drop off area for visitors and residents  A 
stadium has one use, would take up all the space 
and residents or visitors might only access it once 
or twice a year

Other ideas which would be unique for the area 
could be an area for artists to work, display and 
sell their work  Local, national and international 
artists could do residences in the spaces

I have visited areas around the world with various 
levels of culture and commerce combined  As an 
example, Granville Island in Vancouver, BC Canada 
has a farmers market, all levels of dining/eating 
experiences, art galleries and artisan workshops, 
gift shops and creative businesses  There is a small 
theatre and a unique float home community

My above two answers speak to the design and 
inclusions  It would be sustainable through cutting 
edge engineering of spaces, multi use, multiple 
facilities and open to all

Art, design and craft  Parks, picnic and outdoor 
activity areas  Housing  Dining establishments  Multi 
use outdoor area or amphitheatre for paid and free 
events such as Carols  Permanent housing and 
boutique accommodation   Ocean science work 
and public information centre  Palawa interpretive 
centre in the reconciliation park

I would drive, as would many, so a low footprint, 
multilevel parking area should be a part of the 
plan  There should also be a bus drop 
off/boarding area, for metro transit and tourist/tour 
buses could also use this area  The pathways and 
park ways would have accessible entry/exits and 
be paved to facilitate all access

Multilevel parking area  Bus drop off/boarding 
area, for metro transit and tourist/tour buses,  The 
pathways and park ways would have accessible 
entry/exits and be paved to facilitate all access  
Good lighting at all times of the day  Seating areas 
dotted throughout

1085 04-Aug-23 Kerry Anne Johnstone

YES   Walked, cycled on the new cycle track which 
was later closed   Visited the Red Shed and the 
Aboriginal shed

The area needs to be a people's place   It was 
promised to be a peoples place and the proposed 
stadium has taken this away from the people   
There have been some good ideas presented for 
the site

Being able to walk, sit, enjoy the ambience of an 
open area   With the infill apartments being built 
around Hobart, it will be more important to have 
open space and parkland   Where will the children 
play otherwise

We have enjoyed plenty of places in European 
cities where the waterfront areas are protected and 
people are able to use, walk, cycle, eat, enjoy 
without the busyness of city life   We gravitate to 
these places

A continuity of the point on which the cenotaph 
stands to honour the veterans of war   There is a 
battery underneath the point which could be 
opened to the public along with the battery under 
Princes Park , Kangaroo Point and Pearsons Point   A 
'museum' explaining the reason for these batteries 
would be interesting   It could also connect to the 
Military Museum at Anglesea Barracks
The cycle track reinstated and continued otherwise 
open space with seats and gardens
The aboriginal reconciliation park is important 
providing it is meaningful   
The idea of a small amphitheater is good or an area 
where musicians can come and play or for outdoor 
theatre both formal and informal   People could sit 
at a cafes and watch performances

See above   Cafes only   Not all parks have to be 
about business

Walking   Having light rail through the site 
following the rail corridor would bring people 
through
Paths meandering through and the cycle path 
continuing all the way to Sandy Bay
No more carparks
A small free city loop bus

Especially designed lighting for the area   Not 
glaringly bright but well lit

1086 04-Aug-23 Simon Carland No
A lovely walk from the city, green space, outside 
places to eat / cafes '- '- '- green stadium? '- sports Meusum ?

Walk / tram from the city as you do in melb, and 
other cities '-

1087 04-Aug-23 alan carlton yes walked around exciting architecture exciting buildings like Sydney Opera House cafe restaurants art and craft shops walk toilets

1088 04-Aug-23 Bernard Phillips

Yes  Dark Mofo  Walking around  Cycling through  
Considering expression of interest which was 
thrown in bin by MPDC A multipurpose roofed stadium

Some progress  Something to be proud of  
Compare Barangaroo in Sydney and you will 
notice it has progressed more efficiently and 
significantly than Macquarie Point in the same 
timeframe

Yes  No parking near waterfront  Tramways with 
grass between tracks

Get expertise in project management  Work to real 
sustainable outcomes not just ‘tick a box’ templates 
and spin  Seawater cooling would be a significant 
inclusion

None in particular  I do not think it is likely to be a 
successful business precinct  Maybe a new Hobart 
High School would be a good use so  a 21st century 
campus with a physical Education or trade focus 
could stimulate future students

Walk from city  Ferry  Shuttle tram from Cornelian 
Bay Quality lighting  Well controlled traffic



1089 04-Aug-23 David Counsell
Enjoy the food and drink venues, watched live 
comedy

Open community space, more restaurants and 
food opportunities

Space to walk and cycle along the waterfront, 
parkland and green space to relax in

Yes Paris! The urban area was preserved to 
promote the heritage of the old city, while 
providing space for art’s entertainment, family 
recreation, green space, food and cultural 
experiences  All tall buildings and sports precincts 
are outside the high heritage areas Paris  restaurants  open recreation spaces Restaurants  cafes  arts and cultural experiences

Parking near the site, ferry and bus service, 
walking and cycling tracks 24 hour lighting and cameras

1090 04-Aug-23 Leigh Lazarus Yes  MONA festival, flying kites, ANZAC Day

Enjoy walkways with my kids, sculptures, a 
reconciliation space, a way to take in the beautiful 
river view, something creative that reflects 
Tasmania’s uniqueness, something that links its 
railway past to our future (a rail line to Mt Field or 
along the riverbank), New That the space reflected the local people

I don’t know  Look at world’s best practice and 
creative ideas from overseas

Not the AFL, no big corporations who will steal this 
community space and use it for their own profit Bikeways, light rail

Good lighting for evenings (safety), wheelchair 
access everywhere, public transport

1091 04-Aug-23 June Templer No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium

1092 04-Aug-23 Bruce Trappes Not specifically

Public open space  Area for festivals similar to 
Mona  Mix of public & affordable 
housing/accommodation

An extension of the waterfront for public 
recreation  Link it to Hobart central  Appropriate 
vegetation  A limited build height

Huonville or Cygnet  Relaxed atmosphere  Festivals 
at Cygnet & Huon Valley Mid-Winter Festival at 
Grove

Limit build height  Open spaces with good access 
to all

Festivals, markets, nautical enterprises, museums, 
cultural spaces & events

Better acces planning for vehicles, adequate 
parking, perhaps a light rail service

None in particular  Open spaces make for a safer 
experience

1093 04-Aug-23 Joanne Lamb Yes  not a lot to be honest Recreation  wetlands  gardens  indigenous spaces
Cafes, walking tracks, bird habitats, indigenous 
spaces  recreational space

Sense of peace and belonging  Integration with 
environment  Native gardens  Accessibility

It should not include a roofed stadium as there will 
be no sunlight for the grass or rain so a whole 
indoor system will be required to maintain the 
indoor pitch  That’s not sustainable

Cafes, bike hire, performance venues  Native 
garden businesses

It’ll be a traffic nightmare with no parking so a 
solution will have to be found  Ferries  Trams from 
city centre Solar lighting  Disabled parking

1094 04-Aug-23 Kathryn Medlock Yes Public open space

I liked the idea of an indigenous cultural park, as 
there is nothing else celebrating indigenous 
culture in Hobart

Yes I have
Opportunity to learn about local culture

It certainly should be accessible to everyone
Public space
Public art
Children’s engagement areas
Trees

Walking 
Bike path
Light rail
Bus

1095 05-Aug-23 Deborah Bordeau

I have walked along the bike path on several 
occasions, visited the Cenotaph on numerous 
occasions and wondered around the Dark Mofo 
exhibits

Large green spaces promoting the magnificent 
views    Hobart aboriginal, convict and colonial 
history exhibits    Maritime Museum,  Antarctic 
exhibits

Public transport depot linking light rail to all areas 
of Greater Hobart

Exceptional building architecture using local 
materials and promoting the landscape and 
position on which it is built

Local materials, eco friendly design promoting the 
'clean & green' Tasmanian image

Historical organisations such as Maritime Museum, 
Antarctic Gateway, Aboriginal Centre, Convict and 
Colonial history  Public Transport Depot for light rail

Light rail depot to all of Greater Hobart   No 
parking or public traffic on site  Port Arthur type 
shuttles onsite (open carts up to 10 passengers) 
with site chauffeurs Onsite police/security station   Night lighting

1096 05-Aug-23 Mark Rickards Dark Mofo  other events

Open spaces free community facilities, mixed 
housing, access to waterways and public transport, 
truth and reconciliation, water-based transport 
hub  NO STADIUM

Open spaces for everyone, not just the elite sports 
fans The Rocks  salamanca place  the Thames

Open spaces that fit with the local surrounds, low 
profile  not a massive eyesore stadium

Cafes and bars, aboriginal community, low impact 
organisations

Public transport hub, including ferries, facilities fir 
bikes and scooters  and pedestrian friendly Public Transport hub

1097 05-Aug-23 Rick Mecklenburgh
Yes  Wandered  Looked at ships  Had a Covid test 
and inoculation Hospital facilities  Quiet Park Quiet enjoyment of the environment

The local culture was evident and the atmosphere 
was calming Hospital facilities  Quiet park Hospital  Possibly social housing

Car  Bus  Ferry  Some light rail would be a bonus 
for many western shore residents No Stadium

1098 05-Aug-23 Shirley Castley
Dark MOFO events, Goods Shed events, COVID 
testing

Public open spaces with a strong connection 
between kunanyi and the waterfront, allowing for 
pop-up events   Affordable housing   Public 
amenities that build community

Access to all of the available space to explore its 
history and its connection to the river and our first 
peoples

Yes, many times in my travels   Always associated 
with the feeling that it belonged to the community 
and not to vested corporate interests   The saddest 
places I have visited are business hubs posing as 
public spaces

Elements that are of a human scale and will invite 
long-term use by all Tasmanians for a huge variety 
of activities on every day of the year

Community-driven enterprises and those that 
improve social amenity Public transport is always preferable A sense of openness with good sight lines

1099 05-Aug-23 Paul Sleishman
Yes   Walking, observing, engaging with people 
and the environment and, a homemade picnic

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No 
New Stadium team

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No 
New Stadium team

Barangaroo in Sydney and the Foreshore 
Honeysuckle development in Newcastle   Both 
these spaces are a true reflection of the lifestyle 
and aspirations of each of these two major NSW 
cities  Notably, both these spaces do not include a 
stadium

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No New 
Stadium team

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No New 
Stadium team

By private car   This, however, would be highly 
problematic given the location of Mac Point in the 
city  As an alternative to private transport, I would 
like to see a fully functioning ferry service that 
properly services the northern, southern and 
eastern suburbs  I also view an intelligently 
designed light rail service as being essential for 
enabling people to move smoothly within the CBD 
and the waterfront precinct

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No 
New Stadium team

1100 05-Aug-23 Tim Osborn Yes  Dark MoFo events
A visual history of the site with old photographs 
and early paintings and writing

Restored buildings used for modern purposes eg  
restaurants

Historical houses in Britain still being in use for 
contemporary purposes

Talented architects  I think the Hedburg Theatre 
extensions to the Theatre Royal is a fine example 
heritage architecture

Those with some reason to be connected to the 
water front

I think ferries (servicing the eastern shore at least) 
will be essential , Good lighting

1101 05-Aug-23 Todd Dummett No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium
1102 05-Aug-23 No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium
1103 05-Aug-23 Viv Chopping Fish Stadium Restaurant Enlighten Restaurants Bars cafés As above Staying in local hotel and walk Lighting

1104 05-Aug-23 Rosemary Laver

Yes  I went to the regatta, I walked and enjoyed 
the natural space, the Red Shed, etc   I also had 
Covid testing  I also stood on the port side of the 
War Memorial and judged the view as being world 
class

I would like to see MacPoint as a meeting place, an 
extension of the gardens and a lake to symbolise 
its origin as reclaimed land   Environmentally 
friendly housing  (not high rise)would be situated 
closer the the quarry and a series of TMag pods 
containing history related exhibitions   I would 
also like to see sculpture and works of art and a 
state of the art children’s playground   Maybe 
create a natural amphitheatre See above Bangalee   Salamanca Place See above   No stadium TMAG  restaurants  an outdoor stage

Ferry and public transport with bus stops in Davy 
and Macquarie Streets  Tram!

No high rise and no stadium   Open spaces and 
public toilets like those at Sandy Bay beach

1105 05-Aug-23 Michelle Ellery Mona activities
Something the whole community can enjoy not a 
football stadium Keep it as it is When they kept it natural looking and low profile

Should be respectful to the local aboriginal 
community and create jobs for indigenous peoples

Library social housing  aboriginal cultural centre, 
park lands some thing for families to enjoy By car ample car parking is important Car parking toilets

1106 05-Aug-23 Kitty Kruup
Walked around, thought about the history  Visited 
the shed housing Aboriginal crafts etc

Elements acknowledging first Australian culture, 
open green areas and cafe gardens and galleries First Australian culture

It's authenticity and chance to actually experience 
and participate

Activities and events with community and public 
participation Aboriginal  Small businesses  Craft and art studios Public transport Good paths

1107 05-Aug-23 Paul Clayton Yes
Open spaces , playgrounds  Shops  Bars, 
restaurants housing Antarctic centre

By not having a stadium  That would mean a lot to 
me

Move the maritime museum there  Antarctic centre  
An aquarium with Tasmanian fish

Drive myself  Lots of open pathways with decent 
signage Lots of subtle lighting at night and cameras

1108 05-Aug-23 Sally Port
Walked and sang and danced as part of the Kate 
Bush event

A truth and reconciliation park and a First Nations 
cultural centre See above but NO STADIUM It felt aesthetically pleasing and respectful

It needs to compliment the existing heritage 
buildings  Would love to see thoughtfully designed, 
much needed housing together with interesting, 
free public recreational spaces

A First Nations cultural centre, some cafes, 
restaurants  a place for a regular farmers market Bike/scooter lanes  walking paths No stadium

1109 05-Aug-23 Annie Ball Dark mofo & brewing co All the proposed changes EXCEPT THE STADIUM
Arts and culture precincts - educational workshops 
- cafes - access to ferries

Housing, theatres, workshop interactive spaces, 
cafes, music venues, etc As above As anove Ferry, pedestrian buses

1110 05-Aug-23 Geoffrey Bender Yes  Walked around the area Parks, aboriginal heritage site rsl area, housing
Parklands, First Nations peoples heritage area, an 
area for the Rsl , housing, Yes, the quiet respectful area,

Small businesses, clever Tasmanian entrepreneurs  
Housing and buildings that fit with the heritage of 
the waterfront area, Tasmanian small businesses Access for disabled, bus or tram

It must be accessible for disabled people, good 
lighting, concierge type people  to guide anyone 
around the area

1111 05-Aug-23 Janell Phillips

Played with our children, viewed art installations, 
went to cenotaph, relaxed and enjoyed the open 
spaces  picnicked  enjoyed the view No stadium No stadium

Appropriate structures, space, gardens, easy 
access, no parking problems, no gigantic cement 
buildings overshadowing , feeling if natural, 
freedom

Housing of the highest ecological standard, spaces 
for people to enjoy, appropriate cultural spaces, 
maritime building no stadium As above  no stadium

No stadium, footpaths attractively formed, bike 
ways  No straight through roads No stadium

1112 05-Aug-23 steve beams
yes looking for parking dark park as part of Dark 
Mofo

a world class hospital with adequate parking and a 
range of housing options with least  50% low 
income housing an adequate  heath system

sustainable use of the land not just growing turf for 
a few football games a year

Hospital and specialist health services, housing and 
parking a space for community activities and 
festivals recognition of the on going occupation of 
this land by the palawa people and space for them

1113 05-Aug-23 Anna Williams Nepalese Festival years ago  dark Park

Green park along the foreshore; outdoor dining 
with overhead cover  Paddle boats  A range of 
high rise appartments of good quality  An 
aquarium  A really good kids playground  Bush 
land Historical interpretation along a coastal walk The capacity to make people feel like they belong Bush land  Quality housing well landscaped Cafes and restaurants, aquariums, paddle boats

Ferries, buses, light rail, bike track, discreet 
carpark Good lighting T night

1114 05-Aug-23 Damien Mccormack No
Shopping centre, market areas, under cover areas 
with bbqs and seats park land

Park land south under cover seating to enjoy a 
nice look or over the river

Yes, a sense of community and felt like home 
almost

There is a waiting list for salamanca market which 
brings millions into Hobart every year  

Having more areas like that would bring in millions 
and become a world wide attraction with cruise 
ships lining up to stop there right next to the 
market  

Adding a historical element and showing respect to 
the indigenous owners as well as the diggers that 
fought for us and the free world would make it a 
true centre for Tasmania which would make it an 
attraction for many Australians and visitors of they 
go no where else in tassie they could get the true 
feeling of what tassie and their people are about

Shopping centre, markets, cruise ship port, 
transport hub

A new transport hub should be built to provide 
transport via public or charter to visitors

A well designed transport hub and open plan 
market and shopping areas

1115 05-Aug-23 Andrew Sweeney

Yes  No sports  NO TO VICTORIAN AFL sports  
Participated in arts events  
Tasmanian Youth Orchestra used the regatta 
pavillion as their Saturday morning rehearsal 
rooms  Frequently use the boat ramps for week 
end boating and parking for car and boat trailer

NO VICTORIAN AFL
Park land area for multipurpose Tassie people  NO 
VICTORIAN NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS

NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS  Want 
well being parkland area similar to New York

NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS  
Yes Port Arthur, Coal Mines, the Stanley nut, all 
quiet and piecefull

NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS  
All park area, well being area, fishing area, walking 
paths, grass areas  NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS

Affordable eateries, Tasmanian products, bike hire, 
well being centres, fishing areas, NO AFL NO new 
AFL paddocks or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS  
Respect for our RSL and the cenotaph

As is with no addition traffic  A recent truck roll on 
one single lane of the bridge shut down the entire 
southern TAS traffic for 5 hours  1000 permanent 
public car spaces  NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS on the Macquarie Point site

NO AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS on 
the Macquarie Point site  
Must have the whole site allocated to general 
public use such as kite flying, student concerts ( 
Tasmanian youth orchestra), Hobart City Band  
Carols by candle light, taste of Tasmania, local 
markets  Well being places, medical centre, 
dentist, boat launching and fishing facilities  NO 
AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS on the 
Macquarie Point site



1116 05-Aug-23 Tony Barrett

Yes  Visited the long shed for an aboriginal art 
exhibition  Been to the red shed for a celebration 
with friends (a number of times)  Been to the big 
bonfire, and the dark mojo light installation  
Watched the rowing and swimming on Regatta 
Day  Ridden my bike along the new bike path 
many times

A truth and reconciliation park as the centrepiece 
of Mac Point  Decent social housing  The Antarctic 
Division relocated  The Long House, Red Shed and 
Goods Shed retained; unimpeded views of the 
cenotaph  the river and kunanyi

A truth and reconciliation park that recognises and 
celebrates the ongoing richness of Tasmanian 
Aboriginal Culture and acknowledges in a genuine 
and striking manner the damage done to that 
culture by 220 years of European settlement  
Spaces for open air free public entertainment

It's accessibility; it's human scale; it's incorporation 
of surrounding physical and human landscapes

Light, water, shade, sandstone and dolerite, 
Tasmanian flora  Spaces for passive recreation, 
giving primacy to pedestrians but with provision for 
bicycle and scooter access  Motorised traffic should 
be excluded except for emergency, disabled and 
service vehicles

The Antarctic Division; Aboriginal Social Enterprise 
Space; cafes, bars, restaurants; food and other 
service shops to support social housing

On foot or by bicycle  Dedicated bicycle paths and 
footpaths

Children's playgrounds, public toilets, bbq 
facilities and picnic areas  lots of trees

1117 05-Aug-23 Jenny Cambers-Smith Dark Park for Dark Mofo

Indigenous history - maybe s timeline trail, 
indigenous crafts and art centre, parkland, 
sculptures, little cafes, live music, festivals, markets

Full history and recognition of the awfulness of 
colonial history, proper integrated transport 
options, conservation aquarium

Integrated transport options to get there, solar and 
wave energy, waste avoidance and 'litter bin fairies' 
to make sure people recycle correctly, careful water 
use etc

Small, artisanal, Tasmanian, indigenous, crafts, arts, 
local food and wine

Public transport to get there, shared paths, 
disability electric golf carts

Low level solar powered lighting, designed to 
dark sky principles

1118 05-Aug-23 Jenny Cambers-Smith Dark Park

Parkland, indigenous history- ie a timeline trail, full 
recognition of the awfulness of indigenous history, 
murals, arts and crafts displays, conservation 
aquarium, wildlife murals Eden Project-like pods Barcelona - celebrated local arts and food

Waste avoidance, low levels of embedded carbon, 
use of recycled materials, solar and wave energy, no 
plastic, recycling bins

Small scale, artisanal, arts and crafts, food and wine, 
cafes, art galleries

With a proper integrated transport system 
including 'first mile' on-demand options, multi-
modal travel card and online route planning  
Shared paths on site and electric golf carts for the 
disabled Lighting designed to dark sky principles

1119 05-Aug-23 Louise Cunningham
Dark Mofo exhibitions, music and food at the 
brewery

Parklands with Indigenous recognition  Cafes, beer 
garden  Place to wander and appreciate natural 
beauty  Antarctic Centre  art gallery A space for people to wander and relax

Selina  A space for people to wander and maybe 
take in some of the history of the uniqueness of the 
place

Parkland, Truth and reconciliation park, Antarctic 
Centre  affordable housing Cafes  beer garden  gallery  museum

Walking from city  Regular Mini buses running 
from city Pathways

1120 05-Aug-23 Dan Toohey Yes, regatta and other events Reconciliation park  NO STADIUM
Recognition of the unceded territory we occupy, 
nature, beauty  NO NEW STADIUM

Yes  Many  Community and respect for the area  
Village, not development is the heart of culture  NO 
NEW STADIUM

Carbon neutral, nature focused and minimal 
car/vehicle access  A walking area for people to feel 
connected to country and the history of the place  
NO NEW STADIUM

First nations owned and operated  NO NEW 
STADIUM

Bike, walk, light rail, maybe bus  No car access  NO 
NEW STADIUM Openness and vegetation  NO NEW STADIUM

1121 06-Aug-23 Christopher Baker Covid test Something fresh place to share Good vibe Salamanca Multi prepose entertainment sporting area Sport/food/activities/tourism/parks/safe space Bus/ferry/car/walk Police presents / lighting and open

1122 06-Aug-23 Eleanor Loughhead
Yes  Have been many times to regatta and then 
Mac point for dark mofo

No stadium under any circumstances  I would not 
go and it would be an overwhelming eyesore 
ruining the heritage of the wharf area and the 
cenotaph  I like the proposal offered by Kate 
Warner, Richard Flanagan, Roland Brown and Ben 
Bartl with a truth and reconciliation park, aboriginal 
cultural centre  and housing No stadium  A truth and reconciliation park is vital

Yes  Firsrly, there weren’t any stadiums looming 
and interfering with the experience  Secondly, I try 
to go to places to immerse myself in the local 
culture and the environment that is done in is the 
key to the success of the experience

Sustainable means no stadium to overwhelm the 
site  There needs to be green spaces with trees to 
protect against heat stress and avoid a concrete 
jungle  The infrastructure should have renewable 
energy through solar or wind power  A community 
fruit and veggie garden would be a great 
opportunity to teach children where food comes 
from and to provide fresh food to the homeless and 
other vulnerable people

No stadium  Art, culture, education and 
environment with only local producers should be 
the priority

If there was good public transport infrastructure I 
would use that but the reality for many Tasmanians 
is the public transport is rubbish and they will 
drive  This is another reason for no stadium at this 
site as the traffic would grind the city to a halt just 
like the rollover of one truck on the bridge did

No stadium as if there was one I would feel very 
uncomfortable with it looming around me  
Toileting facilities should be either unisex or all 
genders  Lighting is important also for women’s 
safety but light pollution needs to be taken into 
consideration and the light fittings should be 
capped to prevent light from going up

1123 06-Aug-23 Jenny Rockliff Peaceful Walk through Retain as simple parklands
Picnic, playgrounds, reflections of veterans, 
mobile food stalls

As above  Simple pleasant area to stroll through  No 
ugly buildings Free 3 hourly parking

Lighting , parking, seating, play grounds, picnic 
areas

1124 06-Aug-23 Mike Ellery Yes Watch concerts, footy etc Entertainment  Football  Music Stadiums Bus
1125 06-Aug-23 Chris Swards Yes Stadium Football Nothing Multipurpose Bars food outlets Walk from city Mo

1126 06-Aug-23 Alan Mason For existing events Dark Mofo  Hobart regatta  etc A stadium Football  concerts and public events The rose garden above the stadium site Low carbon concrete  best practise concepts Local artisans and community groups Walk from the city or regatta point No

1127 06-Aug-23 Chris Polson
Regatta Point, yes, for Hobart Regatta and 
fireworks Multi-purpose stadium for events International acts Park and ride or walk from Domain

1128 06-Aug-23 Dion Clarke No Stadium Stadium No Stadium Stadium By foot

1129 06-Aug-23 Troy Clark No New stadium
Chance to bring the whole state together to 
support a tas team

Yes the mcg attended many events there the 
atmosphere is amazing Cultural attractions Function centres, bars food venues Walk from town Buses ferries

1130 06-Aug-23 Denis Paul No
A multipurpose stadium for all Tasmanians young 
and old A sensible site close to the city Adelaide Oval a brilliant stadium Something needs to be done it’s sat idle for too long Parking and food shops Bus or car pool Security lighting

1131 06-Aug-23 Katherine Lehner Yes A stadium/ urban development  think Docklands! Incorporating our indigenous community Not that I can think of

Coffee shops/dining/ shops / emphasis on our 
history cultural with indigenous community and our 
convict history Push bike/ bus /Uber/drive

Plenty of cameras / visible presence of 
police/security

1132 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews
Yes I just looked to see what all the No people 
were objecting to

AFL quality stadium with a roof   And an easy 
walkway to the city

Acknowledgment of our wonderful Tasmanian 
sports people’s achievements

Yes Kathryn Gorge where was obviously employing 
locals Use the roof to capture water for toilets etc

Food of various price points and undercover places 
to sit Walk from the city Walkway lighting to the city

1133 06-Aug-23 Aaron Franklin Yes went to regatta A stadium A stadium A stadium A stadium restaurants Public transport

1134 06-Aug-23 Will casey Went to the regatta A Stadium! A Stadium! Adelaide and Adelaide oval!
Native gardens that incorporates Tasmanias natural 
beauty Food and areas for kids to play Ferries, busses or a Tram? Lights and security  Bollards to stop vehicle access

1135 06-Aug-23 Simon Wilson Regatta and dark mofo New stadium A vibrant area Mcg New stadium Bars and restaurants Bus

1136 06-Aug-23 Rachael Styles Yes  for Dark Mofo events
A new multi purpose stadium for AFL/AFLW and 
other events   A shopping and restaurant precinct

A multi purpose stadium for AFL/AFLW and other 
events Yes  sense of ownership  pride and community A multi purpose stadium

Shops, restaurants, accommodation, function 
facilities Public transport  park and ride  Ferries and by foot Unsure

1137 06-Aug-23 Justin Brady Yes  picked up items  wandered
100% a multi purpose stadium, food areas and 
possibly grassed areas of space permits

Recreation, sports, music  Meals prior or after work 
if possible  Shops and mainly tourism type stuff  
Bike hiring, kayaks possibly also  Tours leaving 
from there to Tahune or  Kunyani Not really that I can think of

Stadium but needs to be set for multipurpose  
Needs food and recreation, grassed areas so it gets 
used outside of function times  A tourism departure 
area and stores of the like

Tourism, Bike, kayak rentals (if feasible) food and 
beverage, souvenirs, sporting goods shop  Area for 
tourism busses to depart inc a ferry for travelling to 
Mona  possibly Kettering  Bruny and Clarence

By car preferably so parking for non 
sport/concert/function days  On big occasions I 
would drive anyway but park in a city car park and 
walk down so we can eat etc and not be tied into 
traffic Not off the top of my head

1138 06-Aug-23
Michael and 
Katrina Varney Attend regatta View art installations and access the river

Essential Tasmania experience including our 
indigenous history Cafes restaurants and bars Ferry, walk or bus Police booth/station

1139 06-Aug-23 Maree Crane New Multi Purpose Stadium Live AFL/AFLW Games and Concerts
New Multi Purpose Stadium, outdoor gardens, 
cafes, indigenous gathering area

Cafes, information centre, AFL Team, AFL store, 
Indigenous art centre Bus or car, specific busses for game days, ferries Plenty of lighting

1140 06-Aug-23 Semele Yes  parked  regatta  dark mofo
Absolutely concerts, festivals, any sports, 
relaxation areas  socialising

National and international sport, and stadium size 
concerts what an atmosphere that would be

Public transport or some sort of park and ride it 
park and walk (not too far though)

1141 06-Aug-23 Robert Paul Looked at the ridiculous pile of logs! A stadium A new and innovative feel Northwest coast  their sports culture A sports stadium Bus or light rail terminal Walk Openness like MCG

1142 06-Aug-23 Tom Reid A multi purpose stadium I would love to see an event at our new stadium Yes the acceptance of everyone involved

Definitely needs to include a multi purpose 
stadium  With an indigenous cultural centre and 
parking for health workers  It means a lot as it 
suckers a future for my kids as it will help retain 
young workers

The stadium to incorporate a culture centre  Sports 
shop, RSL centre with a museum to increase 
awareness of the Anzacs  So many opportunities for 
businesses to create awareness for many different 
causes

Private transport as well as public transport, with 
free public buses to and from big events at the 
stadium Walking would be involved as well

First aid area, universal access toilets and good 
lighting

1143 06-Aug-23 Mary Parsissons yes  walked around

a stadium  I  doubt I would use it (79)  but my 
daughters, granddaughters and family certainly 
would yes,  indigenous area of North America mixture of stadium and  reconciliation park

stadium   and stores featuring arts and crafts, food,  
and park areas featuring indigenous art and story 
telling fast bus,   light rail or bus in the zone lighting seating,  etc

1144 06-Aug-23 Sam Foster
Yes, Hobart regatta several times and Mona 
festivals recently

Restaurants, facility similar to dock lands/ 
Southbank in Melbourne Please build the stadium!!

Southbank has a great feel, the walk from there to 
the mcg for the Dreamtime round was awesome

Build for the future, not the next election cycle  
Build a stadium precinct and convention Center that 
will be a focal point for Hobart for the next 100 years

Restaurants, bars, convention spaces, business 
spaces  small boutique shop areas  music spaces

Buses, ferries, some planned parking is required   
Make it a pedestrian friendly space

Duplicate Southbank from Melbourne  Open 
space with good lighting, good public transport 
access

1145 06-Aug-23 Judith Davies Had a walk around such a big wasted area
Multi purpose Stadium  eateries and areas to enjoy 
sitting

Multi purpose Stadium  with areas around to sit 
and enjoy a meal

I have travelled to Melbourne several times for 
concerts and the atmosphere around the areas 
where people can gather and enjoy the grounds Restaurants  and grassed area entertainment

I would drive and park then walk to the site as 
hobart has so much to see and enjoy would love to 
see rail or ferries running around area

I think any facilities that encourage family areas 
will help people feel safe and accessible

1146 06-Aug-23 Deborah Laughlin Yes  Red Square pub, garden, Regatta

Native garden, a multi purpose stadium, aboriginal 
culture park, childrens play area, restaurants, pubs, 
bike parks Conferences and events Dream time at the G Sustainable timber showcasing Tasmanian timber

AFL, rugby, football, cricket, beer fest, movie nights, 
conferences and exhibitions

Light rail from northern suburbs, ferries from 
eastern shore, buses, taxi, walking, bike Lots of lighting  cctv

1147 06-Aug-23 Brendon Rose Went to the Regatta The multi purpose Stadium Watching our AFL team and other events Everything Stadium and associated infrastructure Tourism and hospitality Public Transport and access friendly walkways Just a police and first aid presence during events

1148 06-Aug-23 Kent Lewis Dark park
Stadium and restaurants bars cafes and a walkway 
around the waterfront

Concerts sporting events and a vibrant addition to 
the entire waterfront No

Stadia and a walkway that includes the stated 
reconciliation park Restaurant cafe Ferry Good lighting well maintained public amenities

1149 06-Aug-23 Stephen Coventry
Yes, walked the area, visited local hospitality areas, 
rode my bike from the bike track into this area

Stadium as first priority  It will create an amazing 
sense of community for hobart and the area  With 
the stadium in place it creates a wonderful 
opportunity to provide a hospitality precinct, park 
area, hotel accommodation  Bike track and public 
transport connecting to the area for easy access

The stadium will make a huge positive difference 
to the activities and entertainment in the area  It 
will be a boom for existing  hospitality and 
encourage more, especially offering family friendly 
food options in a park area  None currently exist 
on regatta ground or this area

Yes, many places  When there is a sense of 
purpose to gather in an area, like the stadium 
would offer for events and parks, hospitality offer  
The sense of belonging, connectedness and 
positivity for the community is significant

If the stadium is built to use  state of the are 
technology it's a chance to demonstrate the future 
of sustainable building  Connecting the 
surrounding area with the environment is also 
important

A  stadium with attached hotel accommodation and 
conference center, like Adelaide oval  Hospitality to 
support the increase needs of the area  Businesses 
to promote active lifestyles

Bikeway connected to the area  Water transport is 
a must to  better use our waterways and for 
tourism, ideally tram or trainline to the site but at 
minimum a bus hub

Hotel accommodations is perfect  for creating 
safety on the streets  We have very little water 
front hotel accommodation so this would be a 
brilliant addition to the stadium building
Hospitality venue helps make an area feel safe, as 
it will be busier

1150 06-Aug-23 Nick Graney

Yes, very little as the whole area is largely wasted 
space that has been underdeveloped and 
neglected for years  The cenotaph is a nice spot 
but there needs to be more use of the area  
Stadium precinct will be perfect

Build the stadium! Hobart needs this to progress  
To see a sporting event or concert in a new 
modern stadium is a great way to spend a 
weekend in Hobart, visiting locals bars/restaurants 
and city itself

A modern stadium that is actually a drawcard for 
the city   This is a great opportunity to build a new 
eco/green stadium befitting of what tassie has to 
offer and aligned with our values

Yes numerous places in aus and  around the world  
It becomes a sense of community  Which is exactly 
what a tassie afl team will bring

Eco friendly/green and renewable stadium  
Something that stands out and represents the state

Numerous sporting teams, performing arts  Food 
industry

Additional buses from Kingborough into the city, 
then walking to stadium from town  Light rail 
would be great eventually but that’s still a long 
way away  Build the stadium first

Accessibility for the stadium and surrounds  Well 
lit and open  Green open spaces surround the 
stadium

1151 06-Aug-23 Melissa Foster Been to Tas brewing co for catch up drinks AFL Stadium Sport and concerts
Melbourne does this well with multiple stadiums for 
arts  entertainment and sport A Stadium Sport and hospitality Private vehicles or ferry N/A

1152 06-Aug-23 John Lansky Yes work site for many years Stadium Football arts Stadium Football concerts eateries and bars Public transport

1153 06-Aug-23 James Stones No
A multi purpose arena with a roof so Tasmania no 
longer gets overlooked for major events World class event in a new state of the art facility

How the people of the area took pride in their 
area,it was area specific details that made it special Use tasmanian timber and incorporate green areas

Tasmanian Devils football club, food outlets and 
restaurants Ferry, utilising its location for terminal placement Pedestrian foot bridge over busy roads

1154 06-Aug-23 Darren Thompson Yes Stadium AFL football No Stadium AFL ,Indigenous input,Tourism Walk No

1155 06-Aug-23 Steven Turner Yes, Attended Hobart Regatta
Multi-purpose stadium to attend sporting events, 
concerts etc Public precinct and areas for groups to gather No not in recent years Open spaces and public access to the waterfront Any that support local and overseas visitors Preferably with public transport during events

Maintained police and security presence during 
events

1156 06-Aug-23 Jace McDougall No Tasmanian sports hall of fame in the stadium Watching the AFL there under a roof Think there is already enough of the in hobart Restaurants and bars  Sports museum  Activities Walk ways from the cbd Just clean and tidy  Cameras where needed

1157 06-Aug-23 Greg Nutting Yes just went for a walk to look at centopath
A stadium for a Tassie AFL team but to be used for 
other sports etc  Cricket soccer rugby A new Studium with a Tasmanian sports museum

Yes I have and it gives a great local feel and 
presence

A State of the art multi purpose stadium 
incorporating a Tasmanian sports museum Anything to promote our great state

Plenty of parking and public transport access for 
major events Just make it as easy as possible for access

1158 06-Aug-23 Colin Thompson Not really   Nothing there Go to a multi purpose stadium Go to a multi purpose stadium No Build a a multi purpose stadium Ferry from eastern shore a multi purpose stadium
1159 06-Aug-23 DarrenDarren Thompson Yes Anzac day Stadium AFL football Music events Yes Stadium AFL team stadium Walk No

1160 06-Aug-23 Jason Wilmott No
New stadium with bars & restaurant in an 
entertainment distrct New stadium N/A Don’t care Stadium, restaurants & bars Ferry, bus & car N/A

1161 06-Aug-23 Adam French Yes  Dark mofo Hospitality venues  bars  cafes Sport and concerts Stadium  bars  cafes Family friendly hospitality options Walk
1162 06-Aug-23 Ryan Churchill Walked around area Visit stadium Football games played by a Tasmanian team Yes - the history New stadium Accommodation Walk or public transport No



1163 06-Aug-23 Tuach Huseyin Stadium Entertainment Yes- Atmosphere- excitement-community Stadium- park area -
Walking- Buses to and from Salamanca / Franklin 
square- to the Suburbs-

1164 06-Aug-23 Heath Clayton Walking A new stadium
Social opportunities cafe and restaurants when 
new venue not in use Yes  The feeling of comfort and safety A new stadium  cafes  seating areas Cafes and small food outlets Walk Toilets and places that encourage to use hebsoace

1165 06-Aug-23 Garry Bester Look at nothing A multi poupse stadium A sports game a concert No A stadium Food outlets My feet A stadium

1166 06-Aug-23 Lucy Gregg Hospitality Multi purpose stadium
Multi purpose stadium, restaurants, waterfront 
cafes and transportation

The overall population provide culture, not a select 
group

Modem stadium design incorporating sustainable 
elements Multi purpose stadium

Water transport (ferries), bike track around battery 
point '-

1167 06-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Yes, dance party A new multi purpose stadium A new multi purpose stadium Yes, Suncorp Stadium precinct in Brisbane Build a new multi purpose stadium Anything, the opportunities are endless Like I get to every other event in Tasmania Sufficient lighting
1168 06-Aug-23 Richard Wilson Yes  Usually go running through there Stadium, sports Stadium Not really  Not interested A stadium Stadium, cafe or restaurants Car or walk Stadium
1169 06-Aug-23 Kirk Smoth Used the bike/running track Stadium and surrounding free play space/cafes Green space Walking Lighting

1170 06-Aug-23 Kylie Daun Yes for fireworks
A stadium would be great for AFL and other large 
events

As above, afl and big events particularly music or 
soccer would be great

Brisbane and the open air feel of Suncorp  Really 
gave that warm rather vibe
Tassie would be cape t a cosiness and protection  
From the element Not sure Not sure Park and ride as we live out of the city

Transport, lighting good disability access to all 
spaces as well

1171 06-Aug-23 Kellie Bull
Yes  Attended dark mofo, other events   Walked 
along the bike track

Multi purpose Stadium   To attend various sporting 
and other fantastic events

To be able to attend events that currently miss 
coming to tasmania No Nothing Cafes, restaurants, merchandise shops Car, bus or boat No

1172 06-Aug-23 Ewan Millar Yes Car park, regatta grounds Build the stadium Theme park Original unique characteristics of the area
Theme park park attractions, bars cafes, restaurant, 
shopping Business which will grow the economy

Rail link set up in the future from New northfolk to 
city Good lighting, surveillance cameras,

1173 06-Aug-23 Stephen McMullen

Yes
Dark Park, the Regatta, Covid Clinis and not much 
else

Something inspirational that Tasmanians can be 
proud of and visitors want to visit

A Stadium and related precinct, which is not the 
AFL's, but Tasmania's which is used for all types of 
activities including AFL

Yes  Melbourne - cafe culture  Darling Harbour - 
waterfront district, Adelaide Oval - riverbank 
precinct By ensuring it is for all uses Sports, Culture & Hospitality Walking and Public Transport Open space, large footpaths

1174 06-Aug-23 jill Taylor
Yes  Regatta, parking, kite flying, bus , concert, 
Anzac Day

Multi-purpose environment for all  Stadium for all 
entertainment,  restaurants,  cenotaph, education 
Antarctic and first nation's  green space Range of entertainment  educational opportunities

Noosa relaxed, opportunities to partake in a range 
of activities,  restaurants and bats, green space, all 
ages welcome

Sustainable to be used for a variety of activities 12 
months  of the year  vibrant  local  welcoming fun

Arts, cultural, restaurants, play areas, 
educational first nations and Antarctic,  celebration 
of champion Tasmanians from all walks of life Bus and ferry

Access for all abilities; open spaces; big screen 
similar to Fed Sq Melb

1175 06-Aug-23 John Cox No Multi purpose stadium Sports and entertainment Southbank
Stadium and entertainment and tourism 
opportunities Tourism and entertainment Public transport Good  walking routes to the city

1176 06-Aug-23 Jim Cairns Yes ! Work A stadium AFL No ! A stadium Stadium Ferry Security
1177 06-Aug-23 Peter Lane Anzac Day / regatta Stadium Football and concerts MCG footy family A family friendly place Coffee shops restaurant bar Bus/cat/ferry

1178 06-Aug-23 David Bosker

Viewed the area with my family and got really 
excited about a new stadium and developed area 
in central hobart  The place our new football team 
will be and we can go support rain hail or shine!

Go to the football together to watch our footy 
team - the Tassie devils

A new stadium and supporting our new Tassie 
football team!

Wexham and how incredible the football team is 
the life blood of the town! That would be what we 
get for Hobart and tasmania!

Sustainable - for my family and I would be a 
multipurpose roofed stadium that allows for 
sustainable economics and value add to the 
population of hobart and tasmania for many and 
varied events including sport, conferences, festivals, 
music events etc

Conference centre, restaurants, cafes, health centre 
for sporting excellent A ferry service from the kingborough region!

All the normal security and access features that 
are built into community services and precincts 
these days

1179 06-Aug-23 Matt Evans Yes, visited the aboriginal centre
A multi-purpose stadium as my kids are sports 
crazy  Some concerts would be good as well A multi-purpose stadium

A stadium with a roof could host everything from a 
soccer match to the very first Hobart comic-con Entertainment venues to eating and pubs Uber to city and walk from there or bus it

1180 06-Aug-23 Ashley Wool No A stadium , restaurants Watching afl & concerts No Open parklands as well as a stadium Restaurants Walking Walkways & lighting
1181 06-Aug-23 Martin Free I went to the Regatta years ago Stadium restaurants marine aquarium AFL concerts Melbourne fed square MCG Stadium Tasmanian Ferries light rail Well designed open spaces

1182 06-Aug-23 Brett Thompson

Yes many times  I often visit the Hobart Brewing 
business which is the only business in this area  I 
attend the Regatta occasionally but it’s only on 
once a year

The Maq Point area is a great opportunity to build 
a new precinct open Hobart CBD catering for 
many options such as football, entertainment, 
festivals etc  The stadium is a great idea in a 
current under utilised space

Entertainment, festivals, restaurants, 
accommodation, open spaces, tourism, ferries are 
all great examples of site use

Salamanca is a great example along with the boat 
festivals in Constition Dock

It needs the AFL stadium so we can have a multi use 
facility in the heart of the Hobart CBD

Restaurants, cafes, local brewing bars for the cider, 
beer  gin and wine we produce locally

Public transport needs to be a centre point of 
design so all can visit or pass through the site  
Busses and ferries 24hr CCTV and a manned Police booth

1183 06-Aug-23 Kent Wells Yes, visit to look at site only Multipurpose Stadium AFL, concerts etc No
Multipurpose Stadium, acknowledge veterans, 
acknowledge First Nations people Service business for visitors

I live in Huonville so park and ride from here or 
Kingston would be ideal  Trams from Sandy Bay 
and Northern Suburbs and Ferries from Eastern 
shore esp, but could service as far as Kingston 
Blackman's Bay or Bridgewater Lighting

1184 06-Aug-23 Elaine Taylor No

Stadium  Really looking forward to going to AFL 
games there and also going to the many concerts 
that we will get  We don’t have that opportunity 
now No

Being in the centre of Hobart a lot of transport 
problems have been solved  But for those of us who 
will have to travel in we need to improve bus 
services and also utilities our ferries  So exciting  
Can’t wait It is open to so much Ferry

Hobart feels safe to me now  AFL  Concerts  Other 
sporting codes

1185 06-Aug-23 Matthew Brockman Went to the regatta  Launched my boat A multi purpose stadiu Watch afl The feeling A multi purpose stadium Food, afl,conferences Car Stadium

1186 06-Aug-23 Justin Fisher No A multi purpose stadium
Music, sport, monster jam and world solo bike 
speedway grand prix in a new stadium 👌👌 No

A multi purpose stadium with viewing platforms to 
take in the surrounding areas, kid friendly areas that 
can be used while waiting to enter the stadium A food court

By car as I'm from the north west of Tasmania or 
maybe rail with a station and parking west of 
Hobart Lit up and free flowing

1187 06-Aug-23 Maddy Kean No
A development that draws people to the city 
rather than pushed them away

Yes, even when there were no events on it was still 
a cool place to visit and had plenty to see and do

Plan for continued population growth and 
development not a Band-Aid fix for the current 
population issues Sporting, preventative health and science gateways

Most likely bus or drive and walk, it’s not a very far 
walk from the existing bus mall or the regatta 
grounds which could be utilised for parking

Seating and good public toilets that aren’t closed 
but kept well monitored overnight

1188 06-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Yes, dance party A new multi purpose stadium A new multi purpose stadium
Suncorp Stadium Brisbane the atmosphere was 
great Locally sourced materials to build it Shops, restaurants bars etc The same as any Tasmanian event Appropriate transport and lighting

1189 06-Aug-23 M R Yes A stadium A stadium

Just build a useful, practical area for the majority to 
use, do no be influenced by the anti-everything 
brigade Restaurants  bars  arts areas Walking Good lighting

1190 06-Aug-23 Rebecca Lapham Yes  visiting waterfront Cafes  restaurants  nightlife  aquarium A stadium
Townsville, small town with a strong culture  
Everything is built around that culture A stadium Nightlife  food  stadium

Regular public transport via bus and ferry from 
parking zones out of the city A stadium

1191 06-Aug-23 peter hutchins Looked at the river A stadium Sport a Nd entertainment I would prefer no cultural area A stadium and carport  Food shops Sport and food Car, buses/tram Car parking, shuttle to entrance
1192 06-Aug-23 Luke Wade Walked around Multi purpose stadium Sport and concerts No Pubs and restaurants Pubs Walk from city Well lit up
1193 06-Aug-23 Roger White Yes, dark mofo, general wander Stadium! International artists, football, soccer Sydney opera house Ferry Good lighting

1194 06-Aug-23 Andrea Brenner Dark MOFO
The Stadium for concerts, footy,  sport  
Restaurants   Retail Local history of the area

Ferries from North, south, east and west  Light rail 
from the north

1195 06-Aug-23 Mark Travers Yes  just walking and running
A new stadium and indigenous recognition 
walkway A history walkway Yes  gives a greater understanding of where you are Caters for all  spurt  arts  entertainment  history Those connected with the above answer

Public transport, car and walking  Clear signage of 
where things are Open spaces

1196 06-Aug-23 Nick Fenton
A big stadium with walkway around the entire 
outer perimeter Watching our state afl team flourish A stadium Bars and restaurants along the water Park in north Hobart and walk or scooter down Plenty of perimeter lighting

1197 06-Aug-23 Nick Davies Dark Park A stadium and restaurants AFL football Yes Greens pace around a stadium Restaurants and cafes Walking Toilets
1198 06-Aug-23 Joel Popowski Not much it would be better with a new stadium A new stadium A new stadium It had a multi purpose stadium Build a new stadium New stadium, pubs, Car, trains/trams and walk Parks and walkways

1199 06-Aug-23 Craig Arnold No Multi purpose stadium AFL, concert etc Many people enjoying outside event Multi purpose stadium Sporting and cultural organisations
Public transport and local car parking plenty of 
visible site plans Good lighting and police presence

1200 06-Aug-23 Martin Ashlin Hobart brewing company

Along with the stadium a well appointed 
food/restaurant and shopping precinct with rail 
and ferry terminals

A return to events and shopping in a dedicated 
space that highlights what the city has to offer No but I feel this will be a good step towards it

Events, markets, public transport hub, fine dining 
and tourism attractions

A good diverse selection that shows how tassie 
supports one another and is inclusive of all

Living in Claremont I would love to see light rail or 
even a ferry service

Not particularly I don’t feel unsafe in the 
waterfront area

1201 06-Aug-23 Nerrilee Burke Winter fest
Build a stadium and grow the area into a top notch 
shopping and entertainment precinct Concerts Atmosphere Boutique Walking Lots of lighting and no affordable housing

1202 06-Aug-23 Luke Everard Yes  Visit bars and restaurants

A multi use sport stadium  Having concerts and 
sporting events located at Mac Point would really 
enhance the Hobart CBD  Businesses would thrive 
with large numbers of people being in this central 
location  Our current sport/concert facilities in 
Hobart and Launceston are not capable of 
achieving the same

Major sporting events/concerts  When I visit other 
capital cities there is a really positive buzz in the 
community when these events are on  Something 
Hobart needs to rejuvenate the city

Yes  Places like Melbourne and London  They have 
a great balance of having the city represent their 
past but also new developments modernise the 
city  Hobart definitely needs modern 
improvements  A sport/entertainment stadium 
would definitely assist with that

It needs to include facilities and attractions that the 
majority of the community can enjoy and relate to  
A stadium that hosts major events is something the 
community can feel is theirs and be proud of  The 
MCG has that sort of appeal with the Victorian 
community  It is a location they are proud of

Bars, restaurants, tourist tours, public transport (e g  
rail  ferries)  specialty retail  public space

Currently drive, cab/Uber or bus
But I would also like to see a rail option from the 
northern suburbs to the cbd and ferries to and 
from locations such as Bellerive, Berridale, Elwick, 
Sandy Bay and Kingborough Lighting  public toilets  security people after hours

1203 06-Aug-23 Jo Errey
Yes, to visit Dark Mofo one time and another to 
see the Peace boat

At the present time there are no events happening 
that I know of at Mac Point to share with friends 
and family  There was a First Nations gallery space 
and plant boxes but I believe the group in charge 
became demoralised left in limbo funding and left

I would like to see a peace, truth and reconciliation 
park, a library and museum  It would be great to 
have the access option of light rail or a Derwent 
ferry

Wellington NZ had a wonderful museum of local 
culture on their foreshore  There is a little art gallery 
in Manly Sydney close to ferry terminal that has 
local work

The collaboration of artists, architects, engineers, 
builders, social workers and community 
stakeholders would mean a lot to me

I would like to see small locally operated cafes, 
restaurants, bookshops and NGOs provision Food 
Bank and second hand shops

I would hope to see wheelchair accessible spaces, 
particularly around a truth and reconciliation park  I 
would walk there until other access options 
provided

I would like to see a community space, maybe as 
part of a library, that’s also a warm place in winter 
and in extreme heat a refuge with air con

1204 06-Aug-23 Maree Hinton No
A multi purpose roofed stadium for concerts, 
sports, culture and hospitality

A vibrant space that can be enjoyed all year 
around by tourists and Tasmanians

No I haven’t but I would welcome the opportunity 
to be able to

It should be a world class venue that attracts all 
types of entertainment and is readily accessible to 
all walks of life  It should also strive to be as 
environmentally sound as possible

Hospitality, conference facilities, sporting 
businesses e g  cricket and AFL

Car, I have car space in town or ferry if that’s 
available

Businesses that operate 7 days a week and attract 
the public  Open natural spaces were you can sit 
in the sun and have a picnic or kick a ball

1205 06-Aug-23 Rosslyn Guy No  but I have researched the area on the internet

Multi purpose stadium, truth and reconciliation 
park, Antarctic and science hub, residential 
development  community and social development

AFL and AFLW games at the new multi purpose 
stadium as well as concerts and other community 
events  Other sporting events such as cricket, 
soccer  special sporting events

I like the thought of Tasmanians gathering together 
to enjoy sport and other events, as well as bring in 
more tourists to our state

A srate of the art multi purpose stadium with a roof, 
Antarctic and science hub, residential housing, truth 
and reconciliation park, cafes and specialty stores  
Perhaps recognition and tribute to the existing 
cenotaph

AFL and other sporting bodies, specialty retail 
shops, Antarctic and science dept, indigenous 
cultural organisation

Many people would walk from car parks in the city,  
 but bring of an older demographic, I would like to 
see special buses taking people to and from tge 
precinct    More ferry services  Light rail option if 
possible  in the future

Police and security presence at big events  Access 
to food and refreshments and good facilities to 
cater for everyone

1206 06-Aug-23 Tom Millhouse Sailed, Cycled, attended regatta

Aquatic facilities, concert venue, Galleries, 
restaurants,  Public spaces  Antarctic gateway 
centre  No residential housing

Aquatic facilities, concert venue, Antarctic 
gateway centre  Central station to service 
passenger rail network Passenger transit services

Passenger transit systems
Central hub for a passenger rail  network that 
services International airport, northern and southern 
suburbs, the golden mile and CBD

Passenger transit systems to support a new central 
station and associated traffic decongestion 
solutions
This is a critical first step to ensure the success of 
all future developments at this precinct

Transit hub to service passenger transit hub to 
facilitate underground rail & bus terminal

1207 06-Aug-23 Tye McKnight Yes for dark park Stadium and eateries A Tasmanian AFL team Yes the MCG is my favourite place in Australia The new Stadium, eateries and pubs Food, pubs and merch store Free busses A massive stadium

1208 06-Aug-23 Jack Rodman Yes   Speed boat races and regatta Watch afl football Watch afl football and concerts in the new stadium
Yea WA have built an amazing cultural space 
around their new stadium Stadium  shops  cafes  restaurants bars shops As above

Water taxis in my case I live on the eastern shore 
and every other capital city with a major waterway 
has ferry services  We also have the worlds best 
fast ferry builders just up the river Access for all ramps  info centres



1209 06-Aug-23 Belinda Auton

Yes I have we often go to the aquatic centre for 
state titles and walk around regatta point for fresh 
air

A stadium with different sporting achievements 
written on signs around the stadium and our 
soldiers contribution listed on the path leading to 
the cenotaph

Have the outside area multi use with a big screen 
and area for food vans BBQ area and herb/veggie 
garden fruit trees, have the big screen televising 
major sporting events so that the whole 
community can come together for free get 
togethers

Like I mentioned above fruit
Trees veggie garden and an area the community 
can come together Local artists and hospitality businesses

Lots of walking paths and buses specifically for 
transport to and from the stadium during big 
events

Maybe a small community room with bathrooms 
that is accessible from outside the stadium that 
would be staffed during business hours

1210 06-Aug-23 Troy Clark No Cultural centre footy museum  stadium New stadium Mcg the atmosphere Stadium  museum  cultural centre Bars  hospitality venues cultural centre Walk  bus  ferries Ferries  buses

1211 06-Aug-23 Rebecca Harding Regatta, Navy vessel

A multi-purpose stadium with cafes, icecream 
shop, walking/cycling tracks, similar to Southbank 
in Mlb

Entertainment, food, buskers, artists, cleanliness, 
family-friendly

Yes  Melbourne! It has a night-life suitable for 
families Entertainment, parkland, stadium, food, activities Sport, music, art, food

Car, (own or Uber) or bus (because Tas is too poor 
to have trains)

Lighting, wide pathways, appropriate parking for 
scooters and bikes

1212 06-Aug-23 ANNE CORDTS parked there Multipurpose stadiem
afl and other sports and concerts with big name 
acts

Sydney has a cool harbour area that has recognised 
traditional owners which is very well done

Solar powered sites and lots of green spaces with 
trees!!

restaurants, cafes, tourist outlets, can't be without 
them but ensure that all is Tasmanian made product by ferry and shanks pony

1213 06-Aug-23 Denis Lovell Have been but nothing to do Afl stadium Afl football and concerts
Start with a stadium and suitable infrastructure 
around Cafe's bars and restaurants

Buses and trains down the track easy walking/ 
scooters Lighting from the stadium

1214 06-Aug-23 Andrew Doran
Yes  Cycled, Dark Mofo not much else because it 
is a barren wasteland

A sports stadium we can be proud of  Give the city 
some much needed life National and international sport No

Clean up the garbage and crap that has been part 
of the site as long as I have been in Hobart  Such a 
waste of prime space Bars  restaurants  gardens Bicycle Secure bicycle parking

1215 06-Aug-23 Grant Hoskinson Yes,  went to dark mofo A roofed stadium with arts shopping and kids hub Sports, events, concerts  Things for kids to do Salamanca market  Laid back and relaxing Easy access,  modern facility's
Art, Bars, Restaurants  Boutique local shops,  Kids 
area including interactive museum

Drive, or public transport  Light rail would be 
perfect   Light and colourful undercover walkways

Security cameras, plenty of lighting   Extra security 
when events are on

1216 06-Aug-23 Tim Manning Dark Mofo, music, wine
The stadium is important to myself and family  
Football of course and also other events

I'm not into basketball but feel I must be missing 
something

MCG  It identifies Melbourne  Big crowds - the mix 
of rusted on fans through to first-timers all united  
Fans openly opposed but united in the enjoyment 
of their passion

The stadium, entertainment  hospitality, gyms, allied 
health practitioners  Not housing  We know 
residents and entertainment are not compatible see above Bus from Eastern shore I think I don't feel unsafe

1217 06-Aug-23 Michael Oakley No I would love to see a stadium built there 
It could be used not only for football but other 
sports and entertainment

I haven't in Australia but did so in the UK where 
soccer was played along with band performances it 
was a terrific place to go

I would like to see the stadium serviced with 
perhaps heritage trams and trains

Tourist shops would benefit as would the heritage 
services I mentioned

I will be travelling from Launceston so would be 
looking to park somewhere and use a tram/train

1218 06-Aug-23 Robert Groom Yes - walked around the perimeter Open green areas for recreation
The reconciliation site might be interesting but I 
don’t have any idea what it will actually be No

Some cafes and restaurants but not dominating the 
site Walking from parking with a few kms

1219 06-Aug-23 Judi Spurr For regatta and Anzac Service
A concert/football match at the new stadium   
Open spaces, cafes No

Historic, arts activities for a great public space -  
maybe a great playground for children

Car but would travel public transport, but or ferry 
is a shuttle service was implemented

1220 06-Aug-23 Dean Archibald No A new multi-purpose stadium Sports and entertainment
Include housing, accommodation, and hospitality 
venues As above

1221 06-Aug-23 Ben Hingston Yes for dark mofo I’d like to see restaurants and local art
I’d like to keep the stadium and area uniquely 
Tasmanian Authenticity

Family friendly areas and incorporate local 
businesses Doctor surgery  shops and restaurants  bars Walk but buses would be a good idea No

1222 06-Aug-23 Jeremy Goodwin Went to regatta Multi purpose stadium Concerts AFL football No Yes  a multi purpose stadium AFL  football  rsl  new restaurants and bars Ferry from Bellerive Access for all with disabilities
1223 06-Aug-23 Peter Cooke No Stadium  food stalls  coffee  alcoholic beverages Food and drink  kid friendly options Uber  getting dropped off by family Lighting  police presence  security

1224 06-Aug-23 M Thirne Yes  sight seeing  work  meeting with friends

A centre piece multi purpose stadium to compare 
with the Sydney Opera house that will open up the 
busniess, entertainment and tourist attraction from 
the historic salamanca to a larger modern inviting 
more capable complex

Concerts, entertainment and sport in a 
comfortable easily accessed facility with other 
attractions close by

Melbourne's arts and entertainment precinct and 
Yarra walk with a multitude of accommodation, 
eating and entertainment options all within walking 
or public transport distance

It needs to stand out while being sympathetic to to 
surrounding historic structures and open up some 
of these to the public such as the rivulet outlet   
While much of mac point is reclaimed land, spaces 
with indigenous values need to be respected and 
invited to be become inclusive cultural learning 
features    Low cost housing is important, however, 
in reality an all hours multi purpose entertainment 
precinct is not the right place to locate residential 
facilities    A mix of affordable to high end short stay 
accomodation would be more practical and 
sustainable

Cultural learning and sharing spaces including open 
air and permanent    Short stay accommodation and 
hospitality   Tourist hub    Public transport hub for 
ferries, ebusses, cycles, taxi and uber    Maintain the 
working port

Walk, escooters, ebusses, water ferry    We need a 
new public transport system to feed outlying large 
scale arterial carparking facilities   Tasmania's 
population is too dispursed to discard personal 
motor vehicles, however the cars could be kept 
out of the city with new close by parking facilities 
serviced by a priority electric shuttle bus network 
through and around the city

A new police station maybe incorporating 
customs and port authority for cuising ships

1225 06-Aug-23 Simon Blundstone No
I'd like to see the multi purpose roofed stadium 
built at Mac pt AFL, concerts, events

Yes  Interesting information on how people lived 
there

Build for the future so the stadium is flexible, 
enjoyable and won't need major maintenance or 
replacing

AFL and entertainment   Food and other hospitality 
business

By car and parking in existing nearby car parks or 
by bus to existing bus mall Lighting,  safe walkways  Toilets

1226 06-Aug-23 Shaun Seabourne A stadium to watch football An afl stadium AFL Stadium Stadium, restaurants, bars, Taxi,ferry,walk

1227 06-Aug-23 Jason Loring Stadium
Stadium shops war memorial plus museum 
boardwalk play area’s parks Food and retail Cabs busses train ( would be good) and leg’s

1228 06-Aug-23 Scott Lewis Workshop in the shed Stadium Football No Stadium Stadium Ferry No

1229 06-Aug-23 Anthony paul Curran Yes  drk mofo and market

A stadium that can entice big performers to the 
state  as currently they constantly leave us out as 
we have no undercover stadium for this  Sports as 
well Yes a rainforest in Colac an indigenous area Trees gardens Cafe general retail  A police station 24/7

Walking around should be plenty ,a river ferry 
service for all up and down the river and de 
castreaux channel and the Huon  Light rail only 
services one side of the river  Smaller buses (25 
seater coaches to ferry people around no I cars

Security guards in conjunction with 24/7 police 
station  To be highly visible to the public  Good 
street lighting

1230 06-Aug-23 Ken Arnold Attended the dark mofo event Restaurants  cafes and a multi-purpose stadium Sports and concerts Yes Make it easily accessible  from road and water Retail and entertainment  and eateries By water from the eastern shore Plenty of lighting  at night

1231 06-Aug-23 Brett Marney Yes , walking by Stadium included in a whole precinct A new unique stadium Learning something new enjoying the experience
Multi purpose stadium surrounded by local 
experiences Anything local Easiest way possible

1232 06-Aug-23 Dannii Ricketts No A stadium
AFL - watching Tasmania play with our own team 
and not injecting money in to Victorian teams

Yes - Melbourne in footy season  Restaurants/bars 
buzzing wirh activity

It should include a stadium, restaurants, bars and a 
function centre As above Cab/Uber

1233 06-Aug-23 Angela Lucas Yes YES STADIUM YES STADIUM

Yes, a place where families can come together for 
sport, entertainment and cultural events  Stadium 
please!

STADIUM means a lot to many and an opportunity 
not to be missed! YES STADIUM STADIUM Infrastructure to suit the stadium Infrastructure and security

1234 06-Aug-23 Shelley Roach Mofo Multi purpose stadium Sports events and concerts Walk  taxis snd boats and light rail

1235 06-Aug-23 Wayne Carnes
Went to regatta and the cenotaph and new Anzac 
Bridge New stadium  Shops trees and seats AFL football soccer concerts Diversity Kids Park n play area family oriented Coffee shops Walk from the city shuttle buses and scooter Information centre

1236 06-Aug-23 Ron Riley Not much to do Yes as AN AFL Stadium It will be when the people get their stadium built No comment Give the people this fantastic concept Gyms, restaurants, accommodation, other sports Drive from Launceston I think I'd feel safe

1237 06-Aug-23 Marcus Bourn Went to the Regatta
A multi purpose stadium to see live sport or 
maybe a concert Big bash cricket indoor

Cape Town has a stadium that makes it 
breathtaking to watch sports with great scenery it 
would be great if Tasmania could replicate this 

The Cenotaph needs to be included in the whole 
redevelopment, there needs to be Food outlets and 
bars 

Convention centre , Bars and restaurants AFL 
headquarters for Tasmanian team

Walking in from the city  Light rail from Salamanca 
Well lite and plenty of trees

1238 06-Aug-23 George Gatenby Recreational walk
Watch the football, concerts, or other sporting 
events Art  concerts  motorbike events Local wares  crafts and architecture Income earning  tourist attracting Restaurants  bars  hotels  tourist attractions Bus  walk  ferry Good lighting  Large concourse

1239 06-Aug-23 Trent Austin Yes 20 years ago Stadium AFL
Sustainable means financially sustainable - an asset 
that brings in $ to our state Stadium Walk

1240 06-Aug-23 Kerry Daniels Yes as a child attending the Hobart regatta A multi purpose all year stadium
Historical and cultural displays in appropriate 
facilities Na Various retailers Walking from nearby parking facilities No

1241 06-Aug-23 Wayne Debnam Went to Dark Mofo A Multi purpose stadium Football and conserts Yes  Can take or leave it  It's not important A Multi purpose Stadium for all to use Sports and the general public Drive  Park and walk to site That's what we have Police for

1242 06-Aug-23 Jason Sulzberger Yes  walked around with family and friends
The AFL stadium with a roof that can be utilised by 
all

A centre to facilitate large crowds so they can 
experience our wonderful city

Adelaide stadium, MCG, Marcel Stadium  I 
thoroughly enjoyed the walk with a large crowd to 
the stadiums, the conversations with strangers who 
like myself were visiting the cities  The convenience 
of walking nearby to dinner and accommodation

Definitely a stadium with a rooftop so it can cater for 
large crowds all year

Restaurants, shops, Tasmanian businesses and a 
ferry terminal to open up the rest of the Derwent 
River to tourists and provide a low-emissions 
solution to increasing traffic

Light rail like Melbourne would be fantastic, a ferry 
terminal as well

Wide purpose build footpaths for a great 
pedestrian experience that doesn’t require road 
crossings

1243 06-Aug-23 J Munro Looked at it and thought what an eyesore Multipurpose stadium AFL games, concerts and food Had good vibes Cafes, stadium, Stadium, cafe, bars, ice creamery Ferry, bus or walking Nope

1244 06-Aug-23 Tim Bergin I have gone to the Regatta show a couple of times

The stadium would be great, accommodation ( 
that would help bring interstate and overseas 
visitors) 1and restaurants Sporting and music

A stadium for all sports and international artists  
Mean I might move back home AFL

Ferries to the eastern shore would cut down traffic, 
they could also be used to commute to the city Police station for large events, plenty of CCTV

1245 06-Aug-23 Brerr Allender

My father worked there for decades  I fished, 
attended Anzac Day, have visited restaurants and 
art galleries  attended Mona events

A multi purpose indoor stadium has to be the 
centre piece with all the multiplier benefits it 
brings  An attached hotel, a vents and conference 
facility would ensure continuous occupancy  No 
public housing is appropriate for some of the 
State’s most valuable real estate  That is gifting 
lifestyle to a few at the cost of housing to the 
many  It depreciates the value of the land by 
reducing the implicit rent and reduces the value of 
adjacent property  Is this area to be Clarendonvale 
by the sea? An outdoor amphitheater, a sound 
stage for TV and Movie filming is needed in 
Hobart, certainly not a library which brings no 
benefit over and above that provided by the 
existing State library nor another museum 400 
metres from the existing one

International and national level sport, conferences 
and events, world class performances, trade shows 
and perhaps a larger performance theatre

Culture is evolutionary  Hobart’s culture has 
changed significantly over the past 30 years with 
waves of new arrivals helping offset an ageing local 
demographic  The places I have enjoyed most had 
an air of vibrancy providing a sense of positivity 
and opportunity  We should not be trying to turn 
Hobart into a museum  The cenotaph has 
overlooked the harbour for decades as the tide 
ebbed for Tasmania and we exported generations 
of Tasmania’s youth  Those old soldiers, whose 
youth was lost in the furnaces of war, would be 
want vibrancy and opportunity for Tasmania’s youth

Non exploitative industry in the area but also an 
area that successfully integrates a variety of 
activities with ease of public access and transport  
Do not waste money on thought bubbles that are 
not key drivers to improve the State’s economy, like 
libraries and tidal pools

Sports/entertainment/conferences and events/ 
restaurants/ art and craft shops/ an improved cruise 
boat terminal/ outdoor amphitheater and film 
studio

Drive/bus/walk  The same way we access 
Salamanca and the wharf area

If you put affordable public housing there you will 
need a police and fire station

1246 06-Aug-23 Peter Midson Yes  with my 45 year old son for entertainment A huge family oriented dtadium Sports arena
Central Australia where there are genuine 
Australian Aboriginals Build a stadium suitable for sport andentertainment Sporting The same as I get to the Cenotaph (walk) Lighting

1247 06-Aug-23 Clay Condie Dark mofo A multipurpose entertainment district
Something the the entertainment quarter that 
surrounds the SCG No

Trees planted and solar or hydro to be source of 
electricity Bars/ restaurant

As I live out of greater Hobart I'd have to drive in 
however would like to see a ferry service along the 
Derwent

Just for it to be well it and a security/ police 
presence especially during events

1248 06-Aug-23 Hamish Wilson Yes  Walked around A sports stadium AFL and AFLW games with Tasmanian teams Yes  A lack of hippies and green activists Tourism and other businesses Ones that support tourism Walking  Public transport A police station



1249 06-Aug-23 Samuel Kean No Entertainment facility
Concerts, football, rugby, soccer  With great 
transport  State of the art medical facilities

Yes, there is more positive energy about the 
culture and it inspires others in the community to 
aim for more

With the exception of Utas, pubs and clubs then 
hobart has less economic growth potential than the 
areas surrounding it  It also needs ample free 
parking and public transport to encourage people 
to go there

Preventative health, cafes, food trucks, sports, 
concerts  pubs  public facilities open all hours

Trains, trams, ferries, buses, walking paths, biking 
lanes  e-scooters  parking

Easy for disabled patrons, extra surveillance and 
dedicated police to the area

1250 06-Aug-23 Kylie Andrew Yes I have for Mona & various other activities

I like your vision for Mac point, stadium, green 
spaces, arts entertainment,  something that will 
create life & jobs for the area

We travel to Melbourne a few times a year  We 
eat, shop, experience while there, have fre things 
for families in green spaces,  cheap eats at like a 
food market area & of course bring on the stadium

New Zealand do this very well  I've visited a few 
places, Wellington,  Christchurch etc that have 
cultural & modern in the same area

Recycle the grey water & use for the green spaces, 
toilets etc

Food market
Fresh & cooked
Cultural education areas & business selling 
Tasmanian art
Paint & sip
Something like artvo 
Anything that can bring life to the area

Would have to drive & Park in the various car parks 
as I live at brighton  Or would use Park & ride for 
major events, Park at say the Dec & free buses to 
city or rail would be great or ferry 😉😉

Police hub, police on bikes to discourage the anti 
social behaviour, cameras
Glassed in areas for seating to stop wind & people 
going past running into tables etc

1251 06-Aug-23 Roslyn Williams I went just to have a look because I was interested

I would like the area to be a feature of Hobart, it is 
prime real estate and is what people first see of 
Hobart when they visit Hobart by way of the river 
e g  cruise ships  It should be a feature like Opera 
House in Sydney

A multi purpose stadium, open spaces with 
greenery, cafe, restaurants

I have travelled all over the world and the 
waterfront areas were front and centre of the 
culture of the area  They were vibrant areas where 
people came together

The use of solar power, green spaces, pedestrian 
walkways

Multi purpose Stadium, Restaurants, cafes, arts and 
cultural areas Public transport or walking with ample walkways

Make it accessible to all so people with disabilities 
can use it with ease  Plenty of lighting for night 
time use

1252 06-Aug-23 Shannon Mitchelmore Yes

The new prescient that has envisioned with 
stadium with affordable housing streetscapes, 
shopping districts   Side walk cafes Live footy concerts markets

Environmentally friendly products being used in the 
building of structures, green spaces  Shopping and 
shoes and dinning that is year round regards of 
weather

Local craft breweries, store unique to Tasmania  it 
not just aimed at the tourist locals want to be able 
feel like it’s not just about the tourist, that said how 
beautiful could the area look as a passenger on one 
of the big cruise ships come in…

Definitely offering ferries as a form of transport all 
year round  Designated bus lanes in around the 
mac point area we need something that is unique 
to Tas, don’t have trains (though it would be good 
if we did) Definitely a police/security hub plenty of cc tv

1253 06-Aug-23 Sam Parry No A stadium
A multi-purpose stadium that revitalises the area 
and brings interest back to a derelict site

Community was at its centre  Something that drew 
people to the area  A stadium, food and drink, 
green spaces

Green spaces that encourage community use, a 
stadium that uses Tasmanian materials and 
supports Tasmanian jobs and economy A stadium, cafes, restaurants Drive/public transport

Public transport infrastructure that allows for safe 
flow of people

1254 06-Aug-23 Glenn Wilkinson Dark Mofo Multi purpose stadium AFL games Multi purpose stadium and housing sports teams, bars, cafes public transport

1255 06-Aug-23 Damian Hope Yes many times on foot and bike

Parkland walking track to view waterfront and boat 
traffic
Picnic areas with BBQ and shelter areas for at least 
part of this are
No Stadium please Children’s play area water park Yes Cairns waterfront popular and well used

Above and some retail and accomodation and 
importantly public open space with greenery and 
water
views

Food and drink,activity related,accomodation and 
retail

There is no parking public transport needs to be 
provided Lighting open spaces and walkways

1256 06-Aug-23 cheryll Goodluck many years ago regatta and covid test Sport events bands singers theatre A smart well designed stadium Art work NT
I agree we need stainability using the latest 
technology to keep the costs  reasonable cultural  ANZAZ  Afl ex Tassie players parkimg cameras security

1257 06-Aug-23 Alan Ryan Yes, mainly for Dark MOFO events,

A multipurpose development would provide 
opportunities for a range of activities, not just 
sports events  The more ‘multi’ the developing 
could be the better

A top level sporting stadium would bring a range 
of events to a magnitude location  As an ex-
Melbournian I have experienced how good a top 
notch venue can be   A stadium like Marvel would 
really put Hobart on the map

Melbourne has done this very week   Anchoring a 
development to local culture gives a real sense of 
connection and recognition

I’m not sure about a residential component   There 
has to be sufficient open space for 20,000 plus 
people to transit comfortably   Public transport 
needs to be easily accessible

Definitely not McDonalds   It has to be a quality 
development that puts Hobart on the national and 
international stage   Balancing the commercial side 
will be a challenge

I live in Kingston - an express bus service to and 
from the stadium would be great

Maybe a couple of police kiosks or similar   
Information booths to assist people not familiar 
with the site

1258 06-Aug-23 Todd Pepper I was there for Dark Mofo and a convert

A new stadium centre piecing bars and 
restaurants, art facilities and a connection to the 
river A new stadium Salamanca it’s inclusive and vibrant

Include as many sectors as possible so it can be 
multi use

Sports stadium, ferry terminal, arts, restaurants and 
bars A ferry and buses Security service and caneras

1259 06-Aug-23 Michael McMillan
Yes, Dark Mofo, parking and Hobart Brewing 
Company

An entertainment precinct with eateries, 
bars/breweries, and places for families with small 
kids as well A stadium!

The history of the immediate area  IE what was it in 
the past?

Ensure all premises can generate a proportion of 
their own power  Encourage businesses to be 
sustainable and produce minimal waste As above  bars  eateries etc

Expect to drive most times, or bus when busy  
Need transport hubs from the suburbs where we 
can park and ride

Ensure it is completely accessible by those 
wheelchair bound

1260 06-Aug-23 Stuart Twining

Yes  Infact worked at Mac Point when it was the rail 
freight hub for the South of the state  Our family 
has enjoyed social outings over the years at the 
regatta, circus and other fine events in that area

A multi purpose stadium is needed so that all 
sporting communities are catered for
Tasmania has hosted many national carnivals and 
with a multi purpose stadium would be able host 
not only National but international events  
Currently Fifa world Cup is being played across 
the various states and if we had the facilities, could 
have been here also  The 2026 Rugby World cup is 
coming also  World class performing artists would 
come to Tasmania too

An area to recognise Tasmanians that excelled in 
their chosen fields  And not necessarily just sport 
either
An area that invites families to head to as a draw 
card to the whole waterfront precinct

I have been to quite a few sports stadiums and the 
sense of the states sporting history is on display  
Bronze statues of their sporting greats, naming 
sections of the stadium after them also

To be sustainable the precinct has to used more 
than not  Eg  No point just having a stadium if it is 
for AFL only  I 100% support Tasmania having our 
own AFL team and Stadium, but from a cost 
perspective, this area needs be utilised for much 
much more to be viable  The area needs to be 
versatile and have adaptability

Tasmanian icons eg food, beverages and other 
things that Yasmania is known for  Showcase 
Tasmania

Like the MCG, most people will walk a reasonable 
way  Shuttle buses to parking areas  Ferries to 
various points  A jetty could possibly be done on 
Wilkinson's Point behind the DEC A good network of CCTV and plenty of lighting

1261 06-Aug-23 Janine Tamlyn
Attended the Hobart Regatta, Hobart Show and 
concerts Multipurpose Stadium and small businesses Tasmanian AFL team and world wide concerts Being apart of the community

Good Infrastructure  Use Of the river  Showcasing 
Tasmania Multipurpose Stadium  Bars reflection centre  arts Public transport plus ferries and electric byses Patrolling policemen/women

1262 06-Aug-23 Fleur Gilmore Yes - regatta and show Football stadium / entertainment precinct Football / entertainment
Not down here - in Melbourne yes   Hobart needs 
to get with the times Football stadium, restaurants Restaurants, cafes, high level clothing label shops Taxi, public transport to town then walk

1263 06-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett Dark Mofo activities with the family
A multi purpose roofed stadium to watch AFL, 
concerts and a myriad of other events AFL YES AFL TEAM & YES STADIUM YES AFL TEAM & YES STADIUM

Cafes, bars, restaurants, garden /recreational space, 
local makers (similar to Brooke St Pier)

Ferry from the eastern shore or driving and 
parking somewhere nearby Ferry service  Good lighting

1264 06-Aug-23 Daniel Butterworth

I have been around Regatta point numerous times 
for the Regatta over the various years  Have not 
been to MacPoint

Mixed use site that ties to our history and culture, 
that is vibrant with hospitality and public use sites 
with the stadium at it's height

Something that ties all of the Hobart waterfront 
together with pedestrian connections that connect 
MacPoint to Sullivans Cove, Regatta Point and the 
intercity cycleway Adelaide Oval  Darling Harbour  Federation Square Accessibility for all Accommodation  hotels  cafe  tourism

On weekdays the bus into the city and walking 
down from the city after work  Over the weekend I 
would look to drive in Good lighting and open spaces

1265 06-Aug-23 Marcus Callinan
I have been to regatta point but don’t think Mac 
point

A war memorial of national significance with 
emphasis on Tasmania’s commitment to war  As 
well as a places to eat and drink As above No

It could include office space and boutique shops  
As above a war memorial/museum might attract 
cruise ship tourists as well as general tourism A merch shop for the team  restaurants

I’m hopeful a ferry terminal will be built at the site  
Otherwise I see no issue driving traffic should be 
no worse than Monday to Friday peak hour No

1266 06-Aug-23 Stuart white Had to look to were the new roofed stadium will sit Build a roofed afl stadium A roofed afl stadium
Yes and felt it would be a good place for a afl 
roofed stadium Afl stadium to spend family time at the footy Afl footy  Footy merchandise Walking if have to Afl staff roofed Afl stadium

1267 06-Aug-23 Derek Mccarthy Visited Covid station  Parking  Various events
A world class stadium with tours and food and  
retail outlets  Perhaps an Antarctic exhibition

Casual eating out and entertainment  Big events 
including AFL and other sports

Yes but not to the detriment of the area  No 
progress was made before the current proposal 
owing to everyone seeking to pursue Greer own 
agenda  MacPaint should be largely an 
entertainment precinct  There is a time and place 
for other agendas

Make as much use of renewables as possible  Plenty 
of greenery and open spaces  Previous 
developments around the area were ultimately 
ruined by the same old debates and resulted in 
concrete canyons Hospitality  amusement  entertainment & retail

Do not anticipate any problems moving around 
the site  It’s not that big  Trams running from 
Salamanca would be useful and a great tourism 
attraction   Hopefully the transport corridor along 
the old train track will be place  Some provision for 
parking on  or near the site would be useful  For 
big events the Domain could be used as present   
Th issue of parking has been greatly overplayed 

It seems security is part of our life these days  It is 
increasingly an issue that governments and 
society need to address  Some form of security 
presence May at times be necessary  Hopefully 
the Precinct won’t be a cemetery at night or any 
other time for that matter  Some form of 
information booth come something else would be 
good

1268 06-Aug-23 Paul Reid Dark Mofo, Regattas etc AFL STADIUM A variety of sports and entertainment

Are LL s

Adelaide Oval precinct for cricket and football  It is 
amazing and so close to the City

As much parkland as possible  Conference facilities  
Food and drink outlets Hospitality and entertainment

Easy park in city car parks  Bus to city and walk  
Ferry services would be good Just keepbitcas open as possible

1269 06-Aug-23 Karen Baker Never visited New Stadium Afl Tasmanian Football Team
Yes and that is most of Tasmania, build the stadium 
imagine the tourists every week New stadium and other facilities

Eat Street would be amazing for footy lovers on the 
way to the match Public transport Security might be ok

1270 06-Aug-23 Vicki Winley No Multi purpose stadium Watching Tassie AFL team and concerts Multi purpose stadium Retail shops  restaurants Walking

1271 06-Aug-23 Rita Oakley Events - Dark Mofo etc Stadium, restaurants, entertainment A stadium and entertainment precinct It wa a unique to the area
I’m sure the designers are best placed to work this 
out! Restaurants, bars, retail  Make it a hub of activity The same way as I do for Dark Mofo  Park and walk

What every other precinct like this around the 
world does  We’re not the first place to do 
something like this  Lighting, cameras, lots of 
activity so there are always people around

1272 06-Aug-23 Debbie Colls Yes
Picnic  Area, multi purpose stadium, entertainment 
precinct, bars and restaurants Tourism hospitality Ferries, buses and legs, shuttle from city

1273 06-Aug-23 Ben Hiscutt Nothing to do Stadium A Tasmanian AFL team St Helen’s fishing Stadium Free enterprise Uber   Escalators Police

1274 06-Aug-23 Elaine Lester Dark mofo  COVID jab
A stadium, cafes, walking area entertainment 
precinct  gardens

All of the above if properly considered could be 
new or different  There are amazing stadiums 
around the world  Let’s make ours unique and 
special

It’s lacking somewhat in Tassie but you could start 
by using or renaming the area to a palawa kani 
name  Aboriginal history is almost invisible, let’s 
showcase it

Timber stadium? Carbon neutrality, innovative 
solutions to power usage, ensure the precinct can 
cater for multiple uses Local  artisan   social enterprises  aboriginal Park and walk  Scooters  bikes  water taxis

Child friendly areas  Good standard of disabled 
access   Enough female toilets  tranquility zones

1275 06-Aug-23 Panagotis Tzamarias Yes for the regatta Stadium Tassie afl team and entertainment No Green space  Cafes  Aboriginal centre Cafes restaurants Own vehicle Public transport No
1276 06-Aug-23 Bev Goldfarb Enjoyed the sun  ate  walked Scenery  dining  green space Iconic views Nature Greenery  views  water Something healthy NOT a new stadium Shuttle bus? Open air  no stadium  open gardens

1277 06-Aug-23 Hannah Horne Yes, Dark Mofo A new stadium with a roof
AFL games, concerts, a community place for 
children and adults Community togetherness  Good for mental health AFL stadium Eateries, bars and pubs, sporting shops Bus or car or taxi Good lighting

1278 06-Aug-23 Emma Heazlewood No A stadium Football , concerts History Restaurants, Bars Walk Well lit

1279 06-Aug-23 Geraldine Ryan Yes Was shown around  Looked 

The Vision Plan seems fantastic  and  I would be 
delighted to share with friends  But not the idea of 
an unneeded stadium

The vision plan of the shoreline  -among other 
things

I liked the buzz  of the people, the  little  
businesses, the colours, the variety, the personal 
encounters, the close up art
 and  the lack of sameness of the big commercial 
shopping centres where the shops are repeated 
over and over I would suggest the Vision Plan not the stadium plan Same as previous answer

light rail lightly treading the land, walking paths, 
bike paths Are covered in the Vision Plan

1280 06-Aug-23 John Wilkins

I sometimes ride my E Scooter from the Northern 
Suburbs to this location  This site was very popular 
and for many years the Hobart Regatta was well 
attended and patronised

I would like the area fulfilled to its full potential  A 
multi purpose stadium, perhaps with statues of 
local sporting identities from bygone days as is at 
the MCG  Tasmania has a vast and rich history in 
Wood chopping, how many other Aussies know 
that? This should be highlighted as one of our 
major achievements

I can only dream of seeing some of my favourite 
bands in Hobart, the best sport the country has to 
offer and a myriad of other events we simply do 
not see now  For too long we have been treated 
like 2nd class citizens and this must stop  I dream 
of a vibrant area where we can gather as one and 
be proud of our achievements

I have indeed, in Thailand during my first visit I 
hired a driver for the day to drive me to places of 
interest  This man was so proud to show me his 
country and even his home and continually spoke 
about how lucky he was to have grown up in 
Thailand  This was despite having limited money 
but his culture and spirituality were evident

I certainly want Mac Point to be a sustainable 
precinct, this must include Tasmanian history and 
heritage  We should use Tasmanian products as 
much as is possible

AFL Shop, sporting organisations that may entice 
younger people to become involved in sport  There 
should be visual games children can play for a short 
duration to keep them occupied

I would bus in and home, light  rail is but a dream  
On occasion I would perhaps catch a Uber

Facilities should be accessible for all, especially 
those that are handicapped

1281 06-Aug-23 Stacey Lyons No A stadium to watch football Football or concert Cafes, restaurants and bars Public transport or drive

1282 06-Aug-23 Laura Bedford Dark mofo  regatta  walks

Multiuse stadium, parklands, walking tracks, 
interactive spaces, play spaces for children, food 
vans, pop up stalls (eg roving icecream bicycles in 
summer) Interactive art AFL  other sports  food vans  local retail

Drive and walk, shuttle buses from nearby car 
parking spaces  Lock up bicycle storage  During 
large scale events staffed areas to store bicycles, 
prams etc  (taste of Tasmania used to have similar) 24hr cctv  lighting



1283 06-Aug-23 Chris Riewoldt Regatta, sailing events, Dark Mofo etc
Currently it is a wasteland  Build a stadium fir all 
Tasmanians to enjoy Stadium, cafes,bars and entertainment Nothing cultural about it at the moment We need the stadium AFL Stadium designed for multi events and sports Bus,ferry,car maybe light rail

Transport infrastructure structure  Open the 
domain for parking like it used to be for the regatta

1284 06-Aug-23 Sally Mayo Yes  cultural events

Truth and reconciliation centre (genocide 
museum) acknowledging and celebrating original 
owners of Tasmania and truth telling about their 
dislocation from land and community at the hands 
of the crown and colonial governments  
Recreational grounds and parklands that are open 
24/7 and fully public  
Precinct celebrating the important 
contribution/role that lutruwita plays in science 
and research  
Precinct that celebrates and informs about 
important eco-systems in lutruwita  Storytelling 
about the more recent past at Mac point too 
(accommodating some of the industrial 
archeology and heritage structures)

As above  It is inconceivable that despite the 
determined attempt at genocide in lutruwita, we 
have no dedicated centre or monument to remind 
and facilitate information and reflection on the fact

Barangaroo park in Sydney is a small effort to 
celebrate first peoples of the area with parkland 
including native flora (would hopefully encourage 
native fauna too over time)  Highly accessible and 
inclusive  Southbank parklands in Brisbane

Low-rise construction to showcase sustainable 
design and craftsmanship  Plenty of greenspace  
Full access to waterfront  Well serviced with public 
transport

Many representations of cultural and scientific 
organisations  Handcrafts and trades which reflect 
phases of Tasmania's past (Wooden Boat Festival 
demonstrates value and interest in these crafts from 
attracting tourism and locals alike)  Small number of 
locally owned and managed bars and eateries (The 
Taste and Winter Feast show the value in selecting 
niche quality businesses)

Definitely makes sense to link Mac Point by water 
(ferries) to strategic points on Derwent  Bus, light 
rail  train  some underground parking

1285 06-Aug-23 Irene Hudson

Walk around it when dark mofo was on, it’s an ugly 
spot at the moment , when the stadium is built it 
will b amazing, perfect spot for it

A stadium, green area for people to sit and listen 
to music, an indigenous area for people to learn 
more of the culture AFL, music events , cultural events , special events No

I think that question was answered already , as 
above question, but il re answer it , we need a 
stadium, for AFL, and other sports , concerts , 
special events, outside we need green areas for 
people to come and relax , enough seating , trees

There shouldn’t b to many businesses, it’s for the 
people to enjoy , maybe cafes and restaurants, not 
to many , some out door games ie chess , bowling 
green

Will get there the same way we get anywhere in 
the city , bus , car, ferry , walking Security,

1286 06-Aug-23 Chris Anderson

Yes, have been down there at times over the years 
when visiting Hobart for walks and hired some 
bikes once

The stadium definitely needs to happen  I can see 
that this is the best spot in Hobart for the new 
stadium and for a home for our new team  Based 
on stadium locations around the world now it 
needs to be in the CBD area and having the 
stadium as the centrepiece to the whole precinct 
will bring thousands of people in regularly to make 
the whole area a vibrant and popular place to be 
and a place of fun and entertainment rather than 
the current desolate wasteland it appears to be 
and a relic to times past

Again, definitely the stadium  The stadium will 
bring people in to the CBD from the hotels in the 
area and will provide an amazing atmosphere that 
we just can't generate elsewhere  It will turn 
Hobart into a capital city which it needs to be and 
to provide an economy for the rest of the state to 
work from
I can see it becoming a huge community 
gathering area, similar to Salamanca and a place 
that can hold events and festivals and link through 
with lots of other areas in Hobart including the rest 
of the waterfront precinct and Salamanca

We recently went to New Zealand and it was 
amazing how they have embraced the Maori 
culture  Something that has taken time but I can 
see how that could happen in Australia and I think 
the tide is turning with the proposed Voice to 
Parliament referendum but having an area down 
here in Hobart with the palawa people and history 
and a place where people can get information and 
work towards reconciliation I can see as a great 
benefit

To me sustainable means an area which is as 
popular in years to come as it is on day 1  The 
stadium can bring people in and while many of the 
models only have predictions for the next 20 years, 
it's something I'd imagine to last well beyond 50 
years
As for the other proposed functions I can see them 
as great benefits, housing will always be needed 
and affordable housing and having the Antarctic 
precinct will also cement Hobart as Australia's base 
for the Antarctic and also a base for other countries 
to share as well similar to how the French have used 
the Hobart port for their research vessels

To go with the stadium I'd like to see entertainment 
and hospitality venues there but also things for the 
kids and a feeling that people can go there multiple 
times and not get bored  Stadiums around the 
world have various other experiences built into 
them including walks which can also be included

Public transport will be the best way through 
buses and with the waterfront right next to it a 
ferry service to multiple points across the city 
would be a great thing to work towards  I'm a 
supporter of light rail and I'd like to see that 
included should it ever become viable

As with anywhere CCTV and police patrols would 
be best for keeping things safe but for 
accessibility toilets and parenting facilities would 
be great  Ensuring the area is suitable for those 
with all abilities and wheelchair accessible is also a 
must

1287 06-Aug-23 Marcelle Short I will if a stadium is built A multipurpose stadium A stadium

1288 06-Aug-23 Colleen Blackaby
Hobart Regatta, Dawn Service at Cenotaph, Dark 
MOFO

A fully enclosed multi-purpose roofed Stadium 
stadium where we can see many sports and attend 
concerts

I would like a connection made between the 
Cenotaph to the Stadium  Anzac Walk

Sydney Opera House  Although highly opposed 
initially for being on prime waterfront land, is now a 
vital landmark for people coming together on the 
steps  a place where people just gravitate too

A stadium will create thousands of jobs initially  The 
follow - on from the construction, will generate 
further jobs both at the stadium and in the city 
hospitality area  This has the flow-on of increased 
revenue made through increased taxes being paid

Initially the AFL in their supporting the stadium  
Further  river ferry services to Mac Point

Firstly, I travel by car from Launceston  
Accommodation will be with family  Bus to city, 
walk to MacPoint ( Stadium)  Pathways that are 
interesting in design and wheelchair friendly Adequate lighting

1289 06-Aug-23 Michael Jury Yes  most recently Dark Mofo A new multi purpose stadium An entertainment precinct
When the local culture influences, it becomes a 
unique area you can’t experience anywhere else

Sustainable to me means not housing, open public, 
maintained spaces

Entertainment, hospitality, publicly accessible 
places and business I live near by so walking  or scooter if needs be No

1290 06-Aug-23 Gary Bird Dark mofo A stadium with a roof AFL & concerts Perth Multi purpose comfortable facilities Ferry from Bellerive

1291 06-Aug-23 Mark Bird Walked around and visited cenotaph
Entertainment Hub with restaurants bars shopping 
arts sculptures  etc Football, concerts other sporting competitions

Yes  The general feel of the place with locals proud 
of the area

Make it blend into the surrounding area businesses  
Have shops and restaurants etc

Tasmanian football team headquarters of tas afl 
offices  Other shopping and restaurants Walk ,open plan for scooter etc Police hub like the one in mall

1292 06-Aug-23 Gary Bird Dark mofo AFL & concerts AFL & concerts Perth Multi purpose stadium Tas AFL team Bellerive ferry Good transport hub
1293 06-Aug-23 David Newell yes  Dark Mofo Stadium AFL football No Build a Stadium with retail and cafe areas Stadium with retail and cafes Walking A Stadium
1294 06-Aug-23 Matthew O’Donnell No Stadium Stadium Don’t care Stadium and  bars Bars Walking Police
1295 06-Aug-23 John Leaman Yes  a stadium would look wonderful there A stadium Football  cricket  conference's  concerts Yes  Mcg  Gabba Scg A state of the art stadium AFL Car  published transport Stadium
1296 06-Aug-23 Andrew Oakley Yes  beer and wine festival A STADIUM A STADIUM New Zealand A Stadium A stadium with bars and restaurants outside Drive then ferry A stadium
1297 06-Aug-23 Owen Genders Events Concerts Afl No Efficient public transport Distilleries Walk Good lighting
1298 06-Aug-23 Chris Plunkett Yes Stadium 🏟🏟 Sport Stadium Ferries

1299 06-Aug-23 Leo Tringrove Went for a walk
A new stadium open park area Antarctic 
interpretation centre Afl football No Important the above Sports By ferry Adequate lighting

1300 06-Aug-23 Matthew Niekamp Yes  not a lot as there isn’t much
Stadium & all the extras that will pop up with it, 
resteraunts  hotels etc Afl footy and a tassie team

Yes felt roght just like a waterfront stadium will at 
mac point Put in the stadium and other pieces Hospitality  new multi purpose stadium Public transport

Multi purpose stadium will all surounding 
hospitality

1301 06-Aug-23 Chris Dunn
Yes, many times, different events and reasons, 
regatta  Anzac Day  boating etc

A multi use precinct open to ALL Tasmanians no 
matter where they from, with a stadium for AFL 
and events

Salamanca, the wharf area feel like it's for the elite, 
I'd like to experience something that feels open to 
all No Unsure

Ensure its owned and operated by the people of 
Tasmania not a private entity

I think moving to and from won't be an issue, we 
already hold large events there with little issue Maybe on site security

1302 06-Aug-23 Kevin Young Hobart Regatta A multipurpose stadium Tasmanian AFL Museum No
Football museum, statues of key Tassie AFL & 
sports stars Hospitality, advanced sports science Car, bus, ferry or walk See above

1303 06-Aug-23 George Scott No because there is nothing there An afl stadium to watch Tasmania’s team Footy Yes afl team yes stadium
Grass and trees, native Timbers used in and around 
the new stadium Food, build on what we’re best at

Walking from nearby, better public transport 
would be good as well Public toilets,

1304 06-Aug-23 Adam Dentler No A new stadium Afl footy  concerts etc No Build a stadium
Along with new stadium, I would like to see 
restaurants  hotels  gift shops etc Uber taxi or bus N/a

1305 06-Aug-23 Leon Spencer
Walked and road a bike  Parked in the carpark and 
attended events in the shed and across the site

An all weather stadium for sport concerts and art 
events

A Tasmanian AFL team playing against quality 
Melbourne teams

Sustainable means reduced maintenance with low 
cost energy saving measures with multiple use 
open spaces

Sport art and Antarctic including CSIRO labs 
relocsted from Castray Esp and existing buildings 
repurposed as a 5 star hotel Jetty for ferry

1306 06-Aug-23 Rick Ashlin
Yes it is the perfect location for the proposed Multi 
Purpose Stadium The prposed Multi Purpose Stadium

Attending a variety of functions in the proposed 
Multi Purpose Stadium including AFL Games with 
a Tasmanian Team

Currently in Melbourne where they have several 
excellent Stadiums hosting Sport and 
entertainment, The Perth Stadium is an excellent 
example of what we can look forward to

A Multi Purpose Stadium capable of hosting AFL 
and other sporting events with a covered roof 
suitable for performing artists both Nationa and 
International Multi Purpose Stadium Within reasonable walking distance from CBD Why would you imply that it is not safe?

1307 06-Aug-23 Tricia Charlesworth No Stadium Football and sports/events Salamanca, atmosphere

I think the stadium would be wonderful, it would be 
like showing of a our beautiful state off to the rest of 
the world Restaurants bars coffee shoos A park and ride

1308 06-Aug-23 Vicki Siggins Yes - I parked my car in the car park

I would like to see a multipurpose stadium built to 
be used as a hub for a various purposes and 
events such as arts, entertainment and sports  
While I fully support the use of the stadium to 
assist with the establishment of a long-awaited 
Tasmanian AFL team, I consider this to be only a 
small part of what it can be used for  I can see it 
being used regularly  as a space to host a range of 
activities such as events, exhibitions, festivals, 
performances and experiences all year round  
Being so close to the city centre it will be in an an 
ideal location for nearby businesses (ie 
accomodation, dining, hotels etc) to benefit from 
the flow-on effects of the stadium’s use

To watch a Tasmanian AFL team run out onto our 
own state-of-the-art stadium

I’ve travelled to Melbourne and Adelaide to watch 
numerous AFL games and the passion of 
supporters travelling to and from the games is 
palpable and brings the cities to life

I think it is important (subject to viability) that as 
much local material and labour is used as possible 
together with environmentally friendly practices 
and products AFL Tas  dining  bars

I would hope to be able to catch a ferry from the 
Eastern Shore or a bus that travels directly (or very 
close) to the site

I have confidence in the local
Police to patrol the area to keep it safe

1309 06-Aug-23 Richard Wilson Took a walk

I would like to see a multi purpose stadium as the 
home ground for Tasmania's mens and womens 
AFL sides and a modern facility for concerts and 
other sports

A home game for  Tasmanian AFL team  
Something I have wanted my whole life to see and 
something my late parents would have been so 
proud to see The MCG is an example

It's on reclaimed and contaminated land  Don't get 
carried away with environmental values there I don't mind

walking there or public transport  It's easy to get to 
after hours and weekends as its at the apex of the 
road system

A new bus exchange should be built between the 
site and the CBD

1310 06-Aug-23 Benjamin Kerridge
Yes I have been there around when I moved to 
Hobart as it is barely used there was nothing to do! A stadium to go and see sports and entertainment Sports and entertainment

Yes Melbourne Adelaide Sydney all have a grate 
sporting culture and night life

More tourism means more local businesses 
popping up means more money for tasmanians and 
other projects Cafes restaurants tourists shops

Walking from work or driving & taking public 
transportation

Pso’s and an increase in public transportation 
maybe even a light rail

1311 06-Aug-23 Chris Purtell Yes - Dark Mofo and Hobart Brewing company
The new stadium, restaurants, bars, some green 
spaces and large jetty for lots of ferries and boats

The news stadium and everything it brings - 
concerts, bbl games, even Jackjumpers finals that 
can seat 15000
Plus Yea Barangaroo I’m Sydney

Some green spaces, lots of tress and a stadium that 
looks like Perth stadium Cafes  bars  restaurants tourism operators By ferry  by foot and by electric scooter or light rail Well lit and with wide footpaths

1312 06-Aug-23 Eleanor Bearman
Yes  I was going for a walk with family around the 
area A stadium where I can watch my favourite sport A stadium I'm not sure

Create a business for the site that relys in 
renewables A sports stadium with cafes surrounding it Bus and hopefully a train if that is established

Have a drop off spot for accessibility  Make sure 
the facilities are covered by security

1313 06-Aug-23 kara spence Yes, events at the long house First Nations centre and eco spaces like parks Above Above Above Above  Education facilities and community centres Walk, bike, drive to site Parklands  First Nations centre and activities

1314 06-Aug-23 Michael Blake Yes  Regatta  Functions, dark Mofo, food and bars The Stadium with eateries and accommodations

Currently it feels like our city finishes at evens 
street  
I would love the water front vibe to continue all the 
way around to the regatta stadium

Yes  Dunedin New Zealand  The whole community 
gets involved

Multi-purpose areas  Was of access by land and 
water  
Free boat mooring like there is in the city

AFL, live music  Restaurants accommodation   
Tourism I would like to take my boat

1315 06-Aug-23 Lucy Hopper No Restaurants  bars  sporting arena
Easily accessible sports venues with reasonable 
priced and wide ranging food options

Yes, many many places all over the world  The 
open design of the place that makes it accessible 
and suitable for parents with small
Kids, parents with older kids, older people and 
small
Or large groups to enjoy festivals markets music 
and sports

Visualise the long term and multiple uses for the 
stadium not just short term single use (not just a 
stadium but most definitely only a new stadium 
amongst other things!)

Food, local arts, drinks, out door games areas 
(chess areas, out door picnic areas, secure kids play 
areas and areas for older kids

Staying in town (we live up north of state) walking 
or public transport similar
To tiger bus

Self cleaning, blue light (drug use preventative) 
bathrooms, we’ll lit clear paths with low bush not 
big large trees for late night safety  (similar to 
Sydney and Brisbane CBD)



1316 06-Aug-23 Rick Byers Working on wharf sites Eateries and bars, Tasmanian sports museum
High tech, user friendly area with local points of 
interest Incorporated local interest points

Resteraunts, bars, interactive displays on local 
culture Public transport, from some sort of hub  Walkways

1317 06-Aug-23 Margaret Morris Attended service at Cenotaph which is close by Endemic  botanical garden As above
The rocks in Sydney   Culloden in the moors of 
Scotland  Tiananmen Sqare in China

An extension of the tourist experience that is 
genuine  Tasmanian and easily accessible to the 
tourist and locals alike  I

A conference centre that caters for local as well as 
overseas organisations

I understand that movement of a football crowd to 
Mac Point will be problematical

1318 06-Aug-23 Karen Bearman yes a multi purpose stadium a new stadium
it added to the atmosphere and it was fun to 
experience what the local community had to offer a new stadium for football  the arts  Mona  Afl

AFL, the arts an aboriginal cultural centre, a new 
stadium light rail AFL  the arts mona

1319 06-Aug-23 Mark Curran Yes dark mofo Stadium  shops restaurants Nope
Stadium  will bring ppl together  for concerts and 
events and footy Restaurants  cafes stadium A ferry  would be good No

1320 06-Aug-23 Sharon Bedford
Yes, looked where our new stadium is going to be 
built A new stadium Watching AFL at our new stadium The idea of a New Stadium New Stadium Cafe's,  Bar, family friendly area and a New Stadium Bus Secure parking,  maybe security

1321 06-Aug-23 Nerrilee Pocock Visited the regatta

A BRAND NEW STADIUM THAT CATERS FOR AFL 
AS WELL AS OTHER SPORTS AND MANY OTHER 
ACTIVITIES AFL Just build a New Stadium A sports museum  sports facilities  eateries etc

Walking  we had to walk over a k when we went to 
watch footy in Adelaide The usual that’s a silly question

1322 06-Aug-23 Vicki Behrens Yes  dark park about 6 yrs ago
Multipurpose roofed stadium, with 
convention/function facilities A stadium that can hold a variety of events No Multipurpose facilities for all Local but self interest only On site parking or a shuttle bus service to key areas Taxi zone  bus stops  disabled parking

1323 06-Aug-23 Neil Johnson Yes Entertainment Precinct Our own Football team Yes
Sports stadium, cultural centre, our history, return 
services, Restaurants, cafes Ferries Transportation system

1324 06-Aug-23 Theresa Cassidy
Yes - nothing as it’s a boring spot  Nothing to 
really attract visitors A Stadium for all to enjoy Football - our own AFL team

Yes everything it was conjoined with other sites to 
visit A Stadium AFL Buses, walking , ferries

1325 06-Aug-23 Jacob Unsworth Cenotaph Stadium and arts precinct sound amazing
Tasmanian aboriginal history celebrated   
The buzz of a home crowd supporting tassie

A lot in NZ   From an international it was special 
seeing the unique culture around Parks and 'chill' areas Bars and restaurants will pop up with the stadium

Buses, uber, taxi   
Good walking paths

1326 06-Aug-23 Scott Parkinson Yes dark park AFL stadium
Entertainment area to show case hobart  Include 
aboriginal culture Stadium for the people

Spaces to show case Tasmania produce, wine and 
beer Car and ferry Open spaces  grassed areas and good lighting

1327 06-Aug-23 Jo Robertson
Riding bikes through behind regatta, dark mofo, 
Hobart brewing co, family time, art

Family friendly areas, cafe, conference spaces, 
wedding venue when no sport, Concerts, carols (that more Tasmanians can enjoy)

The atmosphere created - something interesting 
around every corner!

Low waste options, perhaps a community garden, 
secure bike storage options, manned by security for 
big events

Local produce, something that also meets all 
budgets   this is bringing the whole community 
together so needs to be inclusive of all Bike - we’re lucky to live near the bike track

Security support, access to emergency crisis 
points, perhaps a medical centre

1328 06-Aug-23 Michelle Boner Yes  Just a walk

The Stadium would be awesome and a 
walkway/bike track continuation along the 
waterfront

Being able to go to a Tassie game  Having a 
stadium that is multi functional  A recreational area 
dog friendly would be awesome

The ability to bring people together and the 
atmosphere

The stadium is a good start and a continuation of 
the bike/ walking track

Food  Our footy team  Representation of our 
indigenous culture Bus  Walking  Driving   Depends on time of day Just security if needed

1329 06-Aug-23 Adrian Norton From the water yes

AFL Football, SOccer, Musical concerts, all codes 
of cricket, cycling, any form of entertainment that 
needs a large capacity with closed roof

Some of the above but my mind is receptive to 
anything

Yes  When visiting Hobart, the waterfront area from 
Battery Point around the docks and beyond are 
iconically Hobart and all within walking distance 
and radius of 2km  I love enjoying all that this area 
offers - from Slalmance markets to cafes and 
restaurants to Sydney/Hobart finish including Taste 
of Tasmania, The Regatta plus shopping in the 
CBD  A modestly sized stadium will cap off all these 
wondeful experiences

A multi purpose stadium is essential to be capable 
hosting a wide range of events  Then I think variety 
will be the key to wide usage by people of all 
pursuasions

Everyone that wants to promote their Tassie 
flavoured product

I'm from NW Tasmania and have no problem 
getting to Hobart for all sorts of activities  Events at 
the stadium would result in my visiting the area 
more frequently  I believe public transport will 
allow easy access locally via buses, taxis and also 
ferries  For many people, walking to and from the 
precinct won't be that difficult

I think the normal building code will be quite 
adeqate

1330 06-Aug-23 mark gray DARK MOFO A STADIUM A STADIUM A STADIUM A STADIUM STADIUM,HOTELS,BARS BUSS GREAT LIGHTING

1331 06-Aug-23 Paul Fountain Yes  Been to the bar Hobart brewing co Stadium for sport and concerts Stadium and landscaping

Cardiff arms park in Wales  The whole community 
came out for the match and the after match 
celebration even though they lost Let the architect work that out Bars restaurants tourist centre and landscaping

Walk from city centre  Take a ferry from Sandy bay 
if available Good ramp access and good toilet facilities

1332 06-Aug-23 Trudy Hoskinson
Go to regatta and think how fabulous a precinct 
for everyone would be Stadium sports centre Football  concerts MCG precinct Stadium and all that brings AFL and hospitality  Reconciliation area Shuttle buses

1333 06-Aug-23 Cameron Fogarty Went to the regatta A multi purpose stadium A multi purpose STADIUM Must include a roof A multi purpose stadium Drive A kids area

1334 06-Aug-23 Gary Price Dark MoFo as audience and performer

Large scale, all weather Stadium to host a range of 
events from AFL, Rugby, MotorCross, Concerts, 
Food and Wine festivals etc Large scale concerts of all varieties No Not sure

Arts, Cultural and Business events designed to 
showcase Tasmania cultural organisations Public transport or via pedestrian links from the city

Adequate night time lighting in all pedestrian 
plazas

1335 06-Aug-23 Mandy Kessarios Yes - ANZAC Day dawn service Stadium - for multiple events Stadium
Yes  That you can get a feel for a city’s culture from 
just one experience and example

A stadium for everyone  To bring AFL, concerts, 
multiple sports, etc Cafes, Tasmanian businesses

Park and ride to ferry and bus stops  Scooters 
would assist as well

CCTV, police and ambulance station when events 
are held, good lighting

1336 06-Aug-23 Robyn Salter Yes  attended installations for Mofo winter fest

Stadium with landscaped waterfront walks and 
beautiful sculpures with interpretive Tasmanian 
history

Tasmanian Native gardens, covered areas for 
different exhibitions, a history walk to our new 
stadium featuring all things tasmanian, timbers, 
minerals, stones, light shows, lawn areas for 
relaxing, walk way from Cenataph featuring 
sculptures or installations of our war heroes

Yes, it was designed and appealed to adults and 
children

Design a "green" stadium using solar energy and 
the nearby ocean if possible, blend it into nature by 
creating roof gardens and nature walls into design 
and surrounding precinct  Use the nearby river also 
in design

Cafes, restaurants, selling exclusive tasmanian 
produce  not including foreign owned businesses

Walkways, overpass from end of Macquarie street 
area (Hoga Breath Restaurant area)  light rail on 
existing rail line extended around to cenataph 
area  Rapid transit bus service from city locations

Lots of cctv security and precinct security staff with 
dedicated host staff when afl games happening

1337 06-Aug-23 Shirley Norris Yes strolled in the area to view for mysekf
A multi purpose stadium for a variety of sports and 
a venue for visiting entertainers

Attend an a f l game experience a show now 
required to travel interstate

The atmosphere with people walking to the m c 
g is something I will always remember all 
supporters walking together regardless of the team 
they support

I am not a town planner,I'm sure people smarter 
than I will ensure it is planned to ensure a variety of 
events will be catered for Hopefully bistros,coffee shops first class restaurants

Park and walk like I do now at blundstone I 
envisage there will be allocated areas for bus 
collection

I am sure safety will be managed successfully the 
same as it is now at venues interstate

1338 06-Aug-23 Kate McDonald Yes

Arts and science based facilities which showcase 
our culture and inclusiveness  An emphasis on a 
cultural, and community experience which doesn't 
rely on mass single events Not sport!

Yes - surprisingly New Zealand and Japan  It was 
not about mass events for the purpose of making 
money but about showcasing what is integral to the 
culture and their way of life

Needs to be multi layered and multi purposed and 
not relying on  limited use

Ones that attract tourists and locals to visit ,learn 
from and enjoy  Mona is a perfect example of that 
and one that is always referenced when we travel We would walk

I think having a mix of residential and commercial  
spaces within the precinct would determine what 
was needed

1339 06-Aug-23 Gav White No Open space parkland No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium Train No stadium

1340 06-Aug-23 Tim Bass Dark mofo and Hobart brewery State of the art multi purpose stadium A place Tasmanians can be proud of
Cardiff Bay  The millennium centre  It transformed a 
dead part of the city to a must go area Repurposed Tasmanian timber Hotel  restaurant  brewery

Good walkways and easy access public transport 
access Open area and big walkways

1341 06-Aug-23 Michael Smith Fireworks display A stadium Football
I would love to see a stadium and entertainment 
district TAS football team and entertainment precinct Ferries like in Sydney Harbour would be great

1342 06-Aug-23 John Palmer
Watches cruise ships arrive at an industrial 
wasteland

Multi-purpose covered stadium supporting sport 
and major concerts

integrated dining facilities for patrons of major 
stadium as per the eateries at Rod Laver Arena

The overall integration of the melbourne sports 
arena area brings local communities together while 
recognising past success in their chosen field

needs to generate economic development for the 
state

A key location for sports adminsitration to work 
from like the Silverdome curently is Needs to be wheelchair friendly for me

plenty of private hospitality facilities available to 
more than just the uber elite

1343 06-Aug-23 Warren Yates Yes  mofo event Build a stadium to watch footy  concerts  etc Football  concerts  etc Yes Melbourne  very warm and inviting
Build a stadium  A great way to unite Tasmanians 
excluding the 2% who are against everything

A Tasmanian Football team would be an awesome 
business

Car pool, bus, boat, bike, Uber or taxi  Free car 
pool parking for vehicles transporting 4 people or 
more Good lighting

1344 06-Aug-23 Graham Murray
Dark Mofo and used for parking  Rode my bike 
through the area

I would love the multipurpose stadium with 
restaurants, bars, art installations  A destination in 
its own right  I would like a pier out into the river  I 
like the idea of an urban cable car linking facilities 
out to parking at Cornelian bay  Something 
interesting to bring people to the area 365 days  I 
think there should be hotels  Perhaps even over 
the top of Davey Street like around Darling 
Harbour in Sydney

Tassie’s own AFL team  Concerts - like other 
Governments are doing by paying for bands to 
play locally  I think we have enough open space in 
Hobart and most of it is completely unused most 
of the time  Franklin Square, Parliament Square, St 
David’s park  People whinge about not having 
open space but most of the time it sits they’re 
empty not benefiting anyone  There was talk 
about revitalising the CSIRO site - nothing ever 
happened  There was talk about revitalisation of 
the Moreson Hut site - nothing happened  There 
was talk about revitalising the Springs site on the 
Mountain - nothing happened  People are quick to 
demand things cease but are slow to then 
progress anything  The Kangaroo Bay foreshore 
nothing  Rosny Hill nothing  Halls Saddle nothing

Mona  It’s wonderful  Not Docklands because it is 
too disjointed

A mix of uses that draws people to the site  I loved 
done of the architecture at Darling Harbour  
Transport needs - I like the idea of ferries and an 
Obahn style busway

Restaurants, bars, hotels, conferences, artists and e-
commerce  I don’t support the Antarctic office 
space being there and I think there is room for them 
within the port precinct somewhere

Obahn style rapid bus  Urban cable car linking the 
sports precincts out to Cornelian Bay  Ferries with 
an awesome jetty extending from the East of the 
site No

1345 06-Aug-23 Michael Cowie

Visited Hobart brewery  Attended regatta many 
years ago  Time area is developed into a more 
inviting environment

A muti purpose, all inclusive area that caters for all 
walks of life  A centre piece for Hobart and its 
people to meet and experience a varying range of 
activities and experiences AFL games, concerts, arts and cultural events

If the roof of the stadium is fixed, solar panels could 
power the whole Precinct  Wind power  Use 
recycled water Restaurants, Tasmanian arts and crafts, Public transport Good lighting and CCTV

1346 06-Aug-23 Graham Boxall Went to the waste water treatment plant AFL /multipurpose stadium AFL football  concerts Yes  stadiums in other states  the city comes alive
Multipurpose stadium , restaurants/ bars  Open 
area  boardwalks Bars  restaurants  RSL  commercial offices Ferry from Bellerive

Public transport, police presence  A purpose built 
police area could be built with a marine police 
facility for staff and boats

1347 06-Aug-23 Amanda Vince Dark mofo Stadium!!! Sport -multipurpose  stadium and basketball courts No Lots of trees and open space (and a stadium) Restaurants  cafe and hotels Large events bus then walk from city

1348 06-Aug-23 Denise Newnham No
A multi purpose stadium   A food truck market on 
the forecourt of the stadium A stadium

Sustainable Timbers inside and outside   Eco 
friendly materials Bars, cafes, accommodation Would walk from CBD and walk around the site An information centre with security or police

1349 06-Aug-23 Helen Gray
Yes, walked around the area as I’m a lifelong local 
(61yo)

Progress/development, utilise such a wonderful 
area for all to enjoy

Gathering of people from all around to enjoy the 
area

Hobart has so much history it it is best integrated 
with forward planning so young and old can enjoy

Keep the existing history but provide options for 
our younger generations

A place of gathering, where locals, tourists and 
businesses all benefit

Use the Derwent River, our most under utilised 
corridor

Modern facilities completed in harmony with our 
existing waterfront

1350 06-Aug-23 Ben Chudoschnik Dark Mofo
Stadium for sports, concerts, events and 
conferences Music Just build it properly and not worry about woke b s Restaurants Walk

1351 06-Aug-23 Marlene Stevenson Hobart Regatta Multi purpose Stadium Sport and entertainment No Restaurants and Bars Car and Walk

1352 06-Aug-23 Michael Barber Cycling  Hobart Regatta  Dark Mofo  work
AFL stadium, restaurants, galleries, bars, cafes, 
entertainment spaces

A destination with many things to do, see, eat, 
drink

South Bank, Brisbane, Fisherman's Wharf,  San 
Francisco, Hung Hom Promenade,  Hong Kong  
Lots of things to see  do  eat  enjoy

Sports stadium, great pathways to cycle, walk, scoot 
around the facilities previously described

Restaurants, bars, galleries, appropriate shops ( No 
chain stores  no chain fast food restaurants

Ferry, cyclye way, good foot paths and bridges like 
the MCG precinct Cameras  lighting

1353 06-Aug-23 Julie Lawless Dark MoFo A multiuse Stadium for all Year round Entertainment Buz of activity, lights Multuliuse stadium Restaurants pubs Bus trams monorail Police presence
1354 06-Aug-23 Tim Lucassen Yes, dark mofo AFL Stadium The AFL MCG in Melbourne very cultural Access via Derwent ferries to afl AFL Stadium and pubs/restaurants Ferry from eastern shore Afl stadium

1355 06-Aug-23 Darren Mckenna No Stadium precinct Local culture and businesses No Stadium local businesses
Aboriginal centre  Distillery  Food and family 
oriented venues Car or public transportation Lighting so no dark spots

1356 06-Aug-23 Jack Ross There’s nothing to do A stadium A stadium Sense of belonging
Build the stadium out of Tassie sourced materials 
eg include timber Cafes Buses  Trams or trains would be good No

1357 06-Aug-23 Susan Vaughan No Multi purpose stadium Concerts & various sporting events
Multi purpose stadium, it will bring Tasmania into 
the 21st century Multi purpose stadium with shops and restaurants Ferry service



1358 06-Aug-23 Fiona Moore Yes Dark mofo  Hobart regatta

Multi purpose stadium, restaurants, bars, markets, 
kids water park and playground, multi purpose 
Stadium  Anzac memorial  sports museum

Kids water park for summer days(shower rings and 
ground pop up sprinklers) outdoor cinema, picnic 
areas

Accommodation, restaurants, bars, food 
court/market Walking or scooter  Uber

1359 06-Aug-23
Hobart Brewing Company 
Covid testing

All purpose stadium
ANZAC centre 
Aboriginal centre Stadium for sports  concerts Te Papa  Wellington NZ Stadium focal point with centres inside and out

ANZAC centre
Aboriginal centre
Restaurants  Cafe

Big sporting events Concerts free bus service to 
and from main arterial routes, suburbs, towns
Boat shuttles up and down the Derwent Information centres

1360 06-Aug-23 Catherine Raine Dark Mofo, the Hobart Regatta A multi-purpose stadium! A multi-purpose stadium!
I think all beautiful cities I have visited include nods 
to local culture

It needs to be a beautifully designed space that 
people are excited to gather in Food, cafes, sporting clubs Public transport, I assure I will use buses Lots of lightning at night

1361 06-Aug-23 Tania Dare No Stadium Stadium Salamanca market Stadium
Stadium , sport , restaurant 
Sitting areas Transport and walk Stadium

1362 06-Aug-23 David Gandy Many times  Running path Afl stadium Afl stadium Many times Afl stadium Light rail & ferries from bellerive

1363 06-Aug-23 Christine Gilmour
Stayed at Mac1 hotel and I’ve been to the Hobart 
regatta Stadium and recreation facilities Attend AFL football matches

Yes  The MCG  The surrounding sports precinct is 
fabulous and a reasonable walk from the CBD  
Enjoyed eating at restaurants pre match and 
stopping for a wine/beer post match  I have done 
the MCG tour twice

Whatever it takes to appease the naysayers  It’s 
about vision and reinvigorating Hobart  I’m looking 
forward to the best and most modern multi purpose 
stadium in Australia Don’t mind

Driving from Launceston to Hobart and back  Have 
family where we can park to walk or Uber  
Accommodation allowing we would stay in a hotel Whatever is deemed necessary

1364 06-Aug-23 Garry Sumners No Stadium High level sports No Restaurants   cafes  cinemas and sports stadium Hospitality  sports Car  public transport IE light rail  buses High level of good security processes

1365 06-Aug-23 Wayne Elphinstone No Football ground Football games Not reslly Make sure it blends in with the Salamanca style look Hotels, motels Walk Good lighting

1366 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews
Yes once to regatta the other to see why there are 
objections to the stadium

AFL  concerts from artists both Australian and 
international  If suitable dining rooms then private 
events  Also rugby, soccer or other sport

A roof for comfort  Seating that can be moved to 
cater for square grounds for specific sports and 
stages for events

Katherine gorge where there was visibly locals 
working and sharing their knowledge  Employment 
both casuals and full time and all the subsidiary 
services The basics of water harvest etc but not at any cost

Catering, security and perhaps some sort of display 
area showcasing the state Walk from the city a specific part with lighting Lighting and clear walkway to city

1367 06-Aug-23 Renee Collis Yes  Dark Fomo
An Entertainment / AFL stadium with a roof that 
can open and close AFL Melbourne   MCG Area for multiple events including concerts etc AFL Bus or car  Free buses Gated And roof top that can open and close

1368 06-Aug-23 Gregory Dahl
Yes; just to walk about, and when there was a bike 
path  rode my bike there A multi-purpose sports stadium would be good as above

The precinct around Millenium Stadium at Cardiff 
would be something Hobart could emulate A wind turbine Bars and cafes I will walk No

1369 06-Aug-23 Chris Lunson Yes, just walked past
A precinct that adds to the area of the cbd / 
Salamanca / wharf - integrated

A multi purpose stadium would be brilliant but 
needs to be designed to meet the varying 
demands of the area

The walk to the MCG from the Melbourne CBD 
possibly rates as a great cultural experience with 
links to many parts of Australian culture

It’s needs to be well used, which means highly 
accessible, it’s not just about the AFL needs to be 
more than one sport

Tourism, Sports, Entertainment 
and Cultural Likely walk or bus

Separated pedestrian access from traffic is key   
Covered walkways

1370 06-Aug-23 Tracy Hill Yes Stadium Entertainment  Afl Everything Employment Anything Boat train Disable friendly
1371 06-Aug-23 Antonio Caffarella Yes for work Go to the football A  concern at the new stadium Mona Restaurants The artist Bi taxi Good access

1372 06-Aug-23 Dion Young No

I would love to go to our stadium and watch our 
team truly compete on a national level, with the 
required infrastructure to support a successful AFL 
level team A stadium Visiting Marvel for work felt like that

A stadium for starters, respectful cultural area's  
bars  cafe's the list could go on! Bars  cafe's  restaurants  a Stadium I would utilize taxi's or uber etc

1373 06-Aug-23 Laura Blake

Yes, visited both  Mac Point for Covid testing (very 
ugly space)  Regatta Point when taking my 
children to Hobart Regatta

Going to watch our Tassie AFL Team play with my 
football mad children!

New stadium! Would love some family friendly 
events there too Not really- would love to see this happen though

New multipurpose stadium with events other than 
football- concerts  Events bringing people into 
Hobart and surrounding areas Cafes, park, aboriginal and arts area Car or happy to take public transport Wheelchair accessible

1374 06-Aug-23 Karen Bailey Dark MOGO Stadium for our AFL Tassie Devils Sport and entertainment The inclusiveness Recycling options for waste and water  Gardens Including all sporting codes  Restaurants and coffee Public transport from Kingston Wheel chair accessible and good security

1375 06-Aug-23 Natalie Castle Dark mofo event, regatta Build a stadium with pedestrian and boat access
A stadium for footy, concerts, conferences and 
social activities

I love perth stadium precinct, walk from fed square 
to MCG, south bank in brisbane Making it a architectural asset to the waterfront Salamanca square on steroids

I’ll drive to a hotel, park there and walk to the 
stadium   If I lived in hobart I’d Uber or get public 
transport

Lots of people and safe walking spaces 
connecting to surrounding areas

1376 06-Aug-23 Craig Sulman

Scouts water activities, Anzac Day, dark mofo, 
Hobart regatta, cycling the path to moonah, new 
year’s events

Afl stadium, soccer, rugby, concerts, restaurants 
and bars, marina with waterfront bars, water taxi 
service for events, zip line across the stadium Sports games, concerts, car shows

You see a place on trip advisor and it looks 
amazing but in person it hardly ever meets 
expectations  Even things like the ‘Welcome to 
country’ it’s boring, seen it to many times, that’s 
when everyone goes for toilet breaks or to get food 
and drinks

All the basics, you know what they are  Green 
spaces Bus, train, boat

1377 06-Aug-23 Lynne Trustum Looked at a cruise ship  Food markets Football stadium with entertainment district As above New Zealand Wheelchair accessible Football, entertainment, restaurants Ramps, bus, uber, taxi, parking Ramps and video surveillance

1378 06-Aug-23 Andrew McMaster No Public art and events such as concerts A stadium please Yes Richmond - it felt safe and interesting Catch rain water - bins for different types of waste
Food - art stuff - something that tells the history of 
the area

Park n drive from somewhere such as Bellerive via 
bus or hop on hop off bus

The usual - ramps for wheel chairs - security 
guards during open hours

1379 06-Aug-23 Kalinda Beamish Yes - parking for work behind the brewery A multi purpose stadium and vibrant surrounds
Watch sports, concerts, events, dine out and walk 
around the precinct

I have travelled extensively both overseas and 
around Australia  I LOVE travelling regularly to 
Melbourne for the Tennis, concerts and Football  
The precinct around the MCG, Rod Laver arena and 
AAMI stadium buzzes with energy when major 
events are on  We should aspire to the same as a 
State - on a smaller scale of course given we don’t 
have the same demographic  But it’s so close now 
with the Tas AFL team being announced  Time to 
dream big!

Green spaces, solar energy and plenty of clean 
transport options… places to park e-bikes and e-
scooters

Cafes, food trucks, conference facilities, e-bike tours 
and hire, walking tours, ferry terminals… some 
inventive health and well-being activities and 
facilities

I’m hopeful the Tasman Bridge project is 
completed soon with widened bike and walking 
lanes either side  I would ride from the Eastern 
Shore (as long as there are secure parking options 
for e-bikes and scooters)  I would also ferry across 
from Bellerive

As above, widened walkways, bike and scooter 
tracks and fully accessible access to all facilities for 
people with mobility issues and wheelchairs

1380 06-Aug-23 Scott Donaghy Walked though it Stadium Concerts & Sports MCG, SCG and most recently Adelaide Oval Al purpose roofed Stadium Accom & Sport, plus some cultural Use the transport corridor Restaurant & bars

1381 06-Aug-23 Jeff Parsons Went to the regatta also walked around the area! Have a stadium
Football, netball, soccer, rugby and big musical 
performances

No , I feel like my ancestors from England and 
Scotland are I think my local culture is reasonably 
represented around the area A stadium with a roof Hotels  motels  any type of small business My car  and walk! A stadium

1382 06-Aug-23 Rachel Coughlan Dark Park for Dark Mofo
A multi-purpose stadium bringing arts sport and 
culture to Hobart

Rugby football concerts events  A boost to Hobart 
economy  Jobs That it was unique to the place

Solar, sustainable building materials  Transport 
options Transport bars and restaurants Car with carparking or buses to offsite parking

1383 06-Aug-23 Nigel O'Brien Attended Hobart Regatta A roofed Stadium for AFL, other sports and events
Mac Point could become our version of 
Melbourne's  Federation Square in No

Lots of Solar panels and recycled materials used in 
the buildings

A convention centre as part of the new stadium to 
attract large corporate conferences

By shuttle bus via a car park on the domain, and by 
Ferry as I live in the eastern shore Not particularly

1384 06-Aug-23 James Anderson
yes, participated in many events at both the goods 
shed and Hobart brewing company

I think that Hobart needs a world class stadium that 
will bring the city to life all year round through 
hosting many events from sports to musical 
concerts

I would like to experience concerts and events in a 
state of the art indoor facility with a capacity that 
will draw large scale acts/musicians/sporting 
events

The MCG precinct, The Adelaide Oval Precinct - 
buzzing with excitement

Should include an indoor stadium with a capacity to 
draw large acts  Should also include some park land 
showcasing Tasmanian aboriginal histories and 
cultures  If there is room, It would be good to see 
the goods shed relocated to somewhere nearby 
and to be kept as a venue for concerts etc  Also 
some apartment buildings to facilitate in the 
housing problem (if space is adequate)

Allow Hobart Brewing company to remain, allow the 
goods shed to remain but moved elsewhere on the 
site to allow space for the indoor stadium facility

I would walk and or catch public transport to the 
area  A light rail system would be a fantastic idea 
to facilitate for the northern suburbs  Perhaps a 
reimagined ferry system for the eastern shore / 
bus system for the Kingbrough area Indoor Stadium facility  public transport options

1385 06-Aug-23 Simon Harper
Parking at Regatta Point  Using public toilets near 
cenetaph Stadium

Waterfront bars/dining similar to Darling Harbour 
in Sydney N/A

Water refill stations to discourage the purchase of 
bottled water  Categorised bins to dispose of 
recycling & good waste Bars, cafes, stadium

I live close to CBD so I would most likely walk or 
catch an uber CCTV

1386 06-Aug-23 Scott Lackington
Yes
 Recently flew over in helicopter AFL Stadium and AFL team An AFL game or concert in a New Stadium Everything that fits in

1387 06-Aug-23 James MacKrill Made sales calls, attended MOFO A multi purpose stadium Attend AFL games, concerts, expos or events
Yes, people at the Opera House in Sydney are the 
culture I’ll leave that bit to the experts

Sports clubs, football etc, hospitality businesses, a 
tourist centre or interpretation centre covering the 
history of the site

Drive or catch a bus, travelators to parking would 
be a bonus

Maybe a Police post, certainly screening of bags 
and security patrols

1388 06-Aug-23 molly edmand nothinf because its boring afl stadium! afl stadium footy afl stadium afl stadium afl stafium afl stadium

1389 06-Aug-23 David Griffiths Went past in a boat tour
An iconic football and events stadium with modern 
dock precinct

Like Dockland in Melbourne or Darling Harbour in 
Sydney Historic buildings well preserved

Light pollution is an issue to astronomers, the 
wasteful design of light fittings so that a large 
percentage of light goes up   Very important to 
have clean water and no pollution discharges

A football stadium and maybe a museum of sports 
including Tassie sports stars and football players   
Responsible service of alcohol   Ferry connection for 
access by boat    Restaurants and cafes Electric buses or a tram into the city

1390 06-Aug-23 Sanke Adams Goods Shed, Rufus, Regatta festival, Mac1 etc Stadium Ferries connecting Hobart and greater Hobart Stadium a no brainer Restaurants, Bar, Family Atmosphere Ferry and Buses

1391 06-Aug-23 Ian Bain Yes dark park Mofo Stadium and restaurants As above Yes

Place for people to come and enjoy like shops and 
restaurants plus the stadium with nice outdoor 
areas too👍👍 As above Ferry’s, buses, light rail Lighting

1392 06-Aug-23 Greg Butters Regatta etc

A multi purpose stadium and lots of open 
space no divisive reconciliation parks etc  Given 
it's reclaimed land it shouldn't be an issue lots of 
us are so over the divisive nature of one rave 
against another we're all one!

A new stadium that includes a convention centre, 
accommodation, shopping, eats, drinks etc  Plus, 
open space for entertainment and people to gave 
fun in the sun make sure it's connected to 
salamanca and the rest of the waterfront,  
transport will be pivotal  water and land!

What's the local culture?  We're all Australians, stop 
the we've had enough!

Water harvesting,  solar power, run off catchment 
and filtration   gree spaces grassed areas

Breweries, eateries, restaurants, shopping, tourism, 
tours, NOT AAD or UTas or social housing you'll 
turn it unto a  where no one will want to go! Car  ferries  bus  ferries  however just do it!

Lots of state of the art lighting, cameras, police 
patrols/station

1393 06-Aug-23 Susan Riley Yes AFL Stadium Bars footy experience Green trees around Green trees great stadium AFL shop bars conference Walk from the city parking Lighting cameras

1394 06-Aug-23 Belinda King Not a lot  Nothing much to do there

The precinct need developing and is an ideal 
location and fit for sports, arts dining , 
accommodation etc Big events, live music It felt alive and reflected the region and its people

It requires a range of events with price points 
ranging from free to top end corporate  Accessible 
to everyone in one way or another, so there can be 
buy in across the community and state

Facilities to host large events (sporting/music/ 
arts/festivals etc)
Accommodation, bars and restaurants to support 
those events

Shuttle buses to move people around the site, to 
Salamanca and the CBD, and perhaps a little 
beyond  Similar to the Perth CAT buses

Perhaps some sort of police booth/mini 
station/emergency call point

1395 06-Aug-23 Charlayne Turhal Visited Dark Mofo
The stadium and a  precinct with open areas, park 
for 👪👪 to visit Football,  events,  concerts and festivals

Yes many around the world  Interesting but not 
essential

Good management of waste,
Park areas Restaurant,  sporting facilities Ferry or public transport Good lighting  Disability access for all

1396 06-Aug-23 Dale Webster Yes  dark mofo  Friday drinks  work A stadium  parklands  restaurants  appartments Stadium sports  concerts  exhibitions
Liverpool waterfront, darling harbour, marvel 
stadium area

Solar panel roof, recycled water  A stadium close to 
our city Sporting  community  arts Walk Lots of activity

1397 06-Aug-23 Scott Bennett Drove past but that's about all A New Stadium AFL Football or a concert Only around the docks for the fish and chips AFL Team food and beverage my car or Bus etc clean

1398 06-Aug-23 Michael Hughes Went to hobart brewing co A multi purpose stadium A multi purpose stadium MCG
Have housing, restaurants, retail also included in 
precinct retail, restaurants Walking from hotel  Ferry terminal at site

1399 06-Aug-23 Graeme Clarke No nothing worth visiting there A multi use stadium with a wide range of events A multi use stadium with a wide range of events
I like visiting places where people are not negative 
about absolutely everything that gets proposed Multi purpose stadium Bars and restaurants Buses and cars

1400 06-Aug-23 Louise Grundy Regatta day celebrations
Sport and concert viewing with restaurants and 
bars Sport Hall of fame - celebrating regional superstars

Perth’s Winter Festival - prior to a concert at RAC 
arena

Needs to be an all weather venue with the ability to 
adapt and transform Casual Restaurants  bars  tourism related Will stay in a city hotel and walk Access for all abilities



1401 06-Aug-23 Shaun a Synnott Working Football and multi purpose stadium World class stadium State of the art stadium All Ferry’s
1402 06-Aug-23 Ed Boutchard Yes An entertainment precinct AFL football, conferences et al
1403 06-Aug-23 Angela Hughes Yes Hobart Brewing Co Stadium  restaurants  bars Stadium  restaurants  bars MCG Include hotels and housing Restaurants Bars Walk Ferry terminal at site

1404 06-Aug-23 Jon Maas
We’re from Perth, we went for the day to visit and 
get the feel of the history

To keep the history and as much natural and native 
bus’s gland as possible Being one with nature

Yes, here in Perth, I watched Perth stadium and the 
surrounding area transforming from a golf course 
into a beautiful stadium with a maximum amount of 
cultural significance and diversity, the Matorgarup 
bridge is designed to showcase the river serpents 
in aboriginal culture

It makes sense to keep the culture of the local 
owners of the land, to have something like we have 
in Perth, would be fantastic, it should include a 
massive say by the local indigenous community, 
and be supported by government

Something that portrays local people, local customs 
and tells a story

A loca bus service, and maybe a sunken light train 
line from the city to the precinct

A nice open feel area, with plenty of seating and 
bbq areas and a communal feel, to make the area 
a comfortable safe place to visit and enjoy

1405 06-Aug-23 Laura Trenham Yes, Dark Mofo, Regatta and for exercise A multipurpose stadium for sport and other events As above

Melbourne, down by the Yarra River  How there 
were lots of things to do  footy, plenty of 
restaurants etc Stadium Stadium, restaurants, shops Public transport  More efficient public transport Plenty of lighting, accessible public toilets

1406 06-Aug-23 Chris Bowerman What can you do?

A modern stadium, bars, restaurants, place to 
highlight our Indigenous history, same for Anzac's 
etc

Anything there would be new and 
different please see above answer The history Answered above As above

Uber, bus, drive, dropped off and walk ferry 
service would be great See above

1407 06-Aug-23 Brendan Caswell Regatta
Afl stadium open space light rail use the deep port 
for more ships Light rail afl stadium

Open entertaining area for the public building a afl 
stadium

Building a afl stadium that can be used for all sports 
and entertainment Bord walk shops

Light rail from the northern suburbs and using the 
river ferry Good toilets for everyone lots off seats

1408 06-Aug-23 Natham Reynolds Went to the Regatta

Stadium  Would be good to have multiple pieces 
of art and history around boards around the 
parklands Watch a Tassie AFL side

MCG  The atmosphere, excitement and 
camaraderie  Met new people and celebrated with 
strangers

I am about creating opportunities  Many young 
people will be able to have direct path ways to 
reaching their dreams  It will also raise the profile of 
sport and increase participation in being active  
Also a great opportunity for our artists to be 
involved in creating the surrounding area and 
young musicians to busk or  perform during games 
in front of big crowds

Selling programs, busking, groundsman, bar work, 
food trucks, stall holders
Would be great to see as much atmosphere outside 
the stadium as inside

Taxi to the city earlier and then walk to the stadium 
and back to Salamanca after  
Or stay at the Old Woolstore

Inviting with arts, historic boards, sport museum, 
and an outdoor amphitheatre surrounding the 
stadium

1409 06-Aug-23 Simon Hartgrove Yes when dark mofo was on
AFL team stadium and shops housing 
entertainment center Entertainment area No Restaurants shops entertainment areas Ferry service and tram lines

1410 06-Aug-23 Gabrielle Whitton
Looked at how it could be improved and made 
usable

Definitely a Stadium For all sports to enjoy for the 
future of our young people

An AFL Stadium for football, concerts and many 
other sporting codes to enjoy MCG  The atmosphere is electric I have answered that above Also answered above

We would come across the Derwent by Ferry and 
return the same way Well maintained security in and around the area

1411 06-Aug-23 Kane McDonald No
Multi purpose stadium  Footy, concerts, soccer, 
rugby Take my kids to see Afl games

MONA is so underrated  Massive for tourism in the 
state

Multi purpose stadium would be massive  Even if 
there isn’t an event on at the time, would be 
awesome to walk around when in Hobart Afl, anything really Walk, public transport

1412 06-Aug-23 Jonnie Edwards
Rode my bike through there a lot and had endless 
days at HBC

A world class stadium, somewhere where all 
Tasmanians can watch the fourth highest 
attendance field sport in the world with our own 
team

Watch a Tasmanian AFL team in a world class 
stadium

Melbourne, just the vibe of the city over the 
weekend when the AFL is on  People wearing their 
football gear and passionate about their team  
Imagine being able to replicate that in Hobart

A sustainable precinct means planning for the 
future so that everyone can enjoy and appreciate 
the space for generations to come  It should include 
a Stadium so we can have our own AFL team and be 
able to revel in the football culture that has been a 
huge part of Tasmania over the last century  This 
needs to have adequate transport facilities 
included  Ferry terminal, bike storage, bus station 
and hopefully a train station or light rail station 
down the track

Outside of the Stadium we should have bars and 
restaurants  A public bike hire so you can ride out to 
Mona along the bike track  Local food and drink 
business similar to a brewery, distillery, cheesery 
etc

I’ll be riding my bike since I live in New Town, I’d 
also be using the bus travel into town as well  
A ferry terminal is a no brainer to help bring 
people from the Eastern shore and hopefully 
Kingston and the Northern suburbs as well

Open grass spaces, bike storage/parking, a 
taxi/Uber rank and bus station

1413 06-Aug-23 Bernard Manion
Contract coach driver walked the area (where we 
could)

The stadium roof and all, great for visitors, not just 
for football but music, conferences, rugby, soccer 
and all things that draws a crowd A roof top expirence on top of the new stadium

MCG, Adelaide oval, etc  all within walking 
distances of hotels, restaurants and transport History and events

Maybe an accommodation area, restaurants, 
physiotherapists, maybe units, shops of all sorts an 
area that people want to visit even when there is 
little going on

I would walk and use hotels  Coach drop off areas 
for people from out of the area then parking say at 
the domain,

Great walking area attached to the city, the water 
front and as far as the bridge

1414 06-Aug-23 Sue Groom No Stadium Restaurants History Multi purpose Stadium Yes  Interesting history stadium with totally sustainable goods and services Walking from Salamanca Good impressive lighting

1415 06-Aug-23 Stewart Smith
Multi purpose stadium, Cafe's, Garden Walk up to 
Cenotaph AFL Footy

Cafe's, Bars, Accommodation, Mini Golf, Rock 
Climbing wall Car  Bus  Taxi  Scooter hire

1416 06-Aug-23 Andrew Balmforth Only for the regatta and used the walking travk Stadium
A ferry trip across the river to watch, sports and 
acts

It really  But going to a big stadium to watch sport 
or an international act, there is always a buzz

Bus, ferries, maybe a light rail or bus  The walking 
track can be used and extended to go to it

1417 06-Aug-23 Trevor Rootes Yes  To inspect the site  To park, to attend an acts A stadium A stadium It was engaging and created a unique feel Park area, stadium
Restaurants, specialist museum displays, historical 
story, railway story A light rail to the site and around the site Protected areas to look onto the river

1418 06-Aug-23 Aleem Khalfan Festival Sports and Culture precinct Sports
Celebration of the local culture and lifestyle without 
being in your face or over the top

Sustainable materials, low impact, promote 
sustainable living

Heath, community services, sport, tourism, food and 
drink Ferry Open spaces, well lit

1419 06-Aug-23 Murphy Reynolds Regatta Afl Afl MCG the atmosphere Parkland and amphitheater around the precinct Stadium staff
Stay at accommodation or taxi to waterfront and 
walk Lighting and good pathway to Salamanca

1420 06-Aug-23 Richard Campbell Regatta  car shows  Anzac Day ceremony Absolutely the stadium for all its possibilities
AFL footy and definitely should have hall of fame 
tasmanians everywhere  Pop culture events

Recycled water, plethora of plants  Green enery( 
solar  wind  water)

Coffee shop, boutique stores  Cultural shop 
promoting Tasmanian produce

Trains/ trams  Buses from car parks ie  my state 
arena  domain  Rosny and kingston

1421 06-Aug-23 Tracey
Bike ride, dark mofo, took photos, walked, regatta 
day, circus Watch football, concerts, markets, meals Watch football, concerts Dark mofo, love the atmosphere and the crowds Should have a roof, gardens Food Bus, drop off, park and walk

1422 06-Aug-23 Shaun Leatherbarrow

Yes I have  I spent plenty of time at the RHH after 
the birth of our youngest  Mainly to walk around 
and clear my head

A multi purpose stadium  Plus I think that the 
precinct should include community gardens that 
are in part tended by volunteers and the stadium 
ground staff  These community gardens will be in 
part to provide food for those in our community 
that haven’t got enough to eat  It can also go 
towards an on site soup van to provide a hot meal

Make the cenotaph a central part of the 
experience with a commemorative walk joining it 
to the precinct

I would most likely walk to the stadium from town 
after eating at a restaurant  I believe that a ferry 
running across the river plus to the North and 
south would be ideal  Plus a light rail from the 
northern suburbs

Wheelchair friendly around the stadium and 
surrounding gardens

1423 06-Aug-23 Trevor de Kievit
Yes
Regatta and other various events

A new stadium with a vibrant commercial area 
(similar to docklands area in Melbourne)

Afl football and other events
Restaurants and outdoor entertainment areas

Yes
The stadium precinct in Adelaide ties in well with 
the environment and cultural feel of the city Some decent Parkland areas Hotels, cafes, etc Ferry from Kingston hopefully

Wide open areas around the stadium
A well lit precinct

1424 06-Aug-23 tina fox
I used to catch the trains to and from mac point 
many years ago Id love to see restaurants and small shops there

Any kind of entertainment especially football and 
concerts

No and thats why we need something special for 
hobart Im open to anything really Maybe something that includes afl for the kids

We would probably drive and park our car in one 
of the carparks then walk to the stadium or park at 
bellerive and catch a ferry Security presence and police

1425 06-Aug-23 Darren Nicolle Yes  I was employed in and around the area A multipurpose stadium & entertainment precinct
I'd like to see something along the lines of a 
MONA inspired  experience

Optus Stadium has a feel that's hard to explain, but 
it works on so many levels  Successful precincts are 
filled to the brim with places and spaces that 
reinforce their unique purpose

Stadium designers need to ensure there is an 
anticipation for future needs; extending operator 
revenue beyond match or event days  Good venues 
are good neighbours; they are also socially self-
sustaining  It’s important venues facilitate local uses 
such as spaces for leisure and recreation or housing Sporting Museum  local art displays

A variety of transport options such as walking, 
cycling and public transport are key for myself Plenty of lighting and walkways/paths

1426 06-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen Walked around to have a look

I would like to see an all weather stadium that 
could provide entertainment and sporting 
opportunities that I could share with my family An all weather stadium No

Focus on recycling and renewable energy 
principles Those that promote Tasmania Walking to the site from the city

1427 06-Aug-23 Dean Lovell Yes, regatta day, RAAF show, Anzac services AFL stadium for sport and music events AFL, international Sports, music events Docklands, SCG, Adelaide Oval Huge boost for economy, jobs Bars, cafes, restaurants Electric golf cart style shuttle service Nightlife, lighting and security
1428 06-Aug-23 Marcus Dobson Walked around Shops, stadium Family events Fun family atmosphere Fun for the whole family Bar restaurant and shops Rail line use No

1429 06-Aug-23 JASON HAM Nothing there Build the stadium and let’s get the AFL team A multi purpose stadium Uluṟu Na
AFL AFLW and Development team  Restaurants  
Cafes  Bars Build a stadium

1430 06-Aug-23 Boz Shield Yes  during Dark Mofo events Football  other sport  concerts  other entertainment Football  other sport  concerts  other entertainment N/A
An all purpose, all weather stadium for all sorts of 
events and entertainment Food and drink venues  sporting goods Buses and ferry services

1431 06-Aug-23 Chris Hartill Yes  not much as it’s always empty Stadium Stadium Anywhere in Japan does it well Needs to have lots of wood features Arts Ferry and direct bus Open as possible with warmth

1432 06-Aug-23 Chris Rathbone Yes  I Parked there  It’s pretty bland
Build a stadium and surround it with restaurants, 
shops, cultural pieces and Anzac memorabilia

Pride at being in Tasmania and having our own 
centrepiece

A huge variety  Something to make tourists flock 
here  Look at the Opera House  Centrepiece of 
Sydney Ferries, walk over the bridge, light rail

1433 06-Aug-23 Lynne Jordan No A stadium, open spaces, transport links A stadium for sport and many other events Melbourne cbd mixes hip with history Green spaces around the stadium Sports administration and Antarctic studies Walk Police kiosk and very good lighting, no tunnels

1434 06-Aug-23 Elizabeth Hopkins
Yes during Dark Mofo for various displays and 
activities A multi person stadium Watch sporting events or concerts

The main Olympic stadium at Homebush Sydney  I 
have been to not only Olympic events in 2000 but 
other sporting events and a concert  It lends itself 
to many uses

Multifunction areas suitable for conferences and 
social events and the playing surface suitable for 
soccer, AFL and rugby as well as major athletic 
carnivals

Restaurants, conference facilities, shops, sports 
training facilities

Walk or Uber from home or even a ferry service 
from Wrest Point to the city

Many entrances with quick access, restaurants 
with outside access also opening onto the stadium

1435 06-Aug-23 Todd Plunkett Yes  work A stadium Footy Perth stadium Restaurants  bars Restaurants and bars Ferry hopefully Lighting

1436 06-Aug-23 Michael Woods

I used to drive a truck in and out of the rail yards in 
the early 80’s and in the early 21 st century I 
delivered logs to Macquarie Wharf, I have also 
been to the Regatta and Anzac Day ceremonies on 
many occasions A new Stadium

May be a meal and definitely a footy game at the 
new stadium Yeah the Sydney Opera House

Besides a stadium what about restaurants and 
venues to hold meetings and small gatherings As above

I think the Government should be looking at 
Ferries and also light rail as well as extra buses Not that I can think of

1437 06-Aug-23 Robert Turner worked on a vessel alongside
New stadium, food vendors, after game 
entertainment new stadium no

new stadium that compliments the river / mountain 
views new stadium, ferry terminal

park and walk like every other stadium user in the 
world

great street lighting and after function food 
vendors

1438 06-Aug-23 Kath Downie No
Covered Stadium where I experience awesome 
concerts Footy stadium Tiwi islands  I felt at peace

Ensure it blends in with its surrounds  I love the way 
Marvel stadium is part of the city of Melbourne Unsure More car parking on domain Just make it light with no dark areas

1439 06-Aug-23 Andrew Alomes Deliveries
Awesome to see an AFL game there with family 
and friends Multipurpose stadium MCG and aami park to watch world class sport

Make it a true Tasmanian experience a museum 
with a history of Tasmania Restaurants bars and shops

Ferry or car 
Walkways

Security camera great lighting and dedicated walk 
ways for pedestrians

1440 06-Aug-23 David Macdonald Walked through for Hobart show A new stadium and restaurants Supporting our own footy tesm No never
Stadium restaurants convention centre park land 
and Anzac commemorations with link to cenotaph As above Taxi or ferries

No affordable housing  Would create issues 
around a precinct

1441 06-Aug-23 Belinda Lambrakis Stayed at mac01 Stadium Stadium Not sure Lots of greenery Cafes, stadium and greenery Trains! No

1442 06-Aug-23 emma Mapley yes for dark park and the regatta

Stadium that draws a new precinct with shopping, 
cafes, restaurants,  entertainment - a place for the 
people

new cafes, new outside experiences - family and 
all abilities friendly no

sustainable = recycling of products and  services 
and  the way things are built and made in the area ( 
repurposed) eateries, cafes, restaurant , shopping car, walking from the city, bus, ferry all abilities, police presence - station

1443 06-Aug-23 Andrew Alomes



1444 06-Aug-23 Tim Smith Went to regatta Stadium Watch football Salamanca Easy access to get in and out of the area Nice restaurant bar near new stadium Ferry train etc Not really sure

1445 06-Aug-23 Ross⁹ Dedlefs Yes  Visiting tourist Go to the football at a new roofed stadium A new Tasmanian football team Many times Solar panels on the roof of the new stadium
Food, Beveridge, Accommodation for visiting 
football fans at the new roofed stadium Park and ride

Good lighting in surrounding areas to help people 
feel safe

1446 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway

Yes for Dark Mofo for many years, have also been 
to the G O O D  Shed for music shows and the 
Hobart Brewing company for multiple events

A state of the art Stadium with enclosed roof to be 
able to watch international entertainment and 
sporting events

A Tasmanian AFL team or international calibre 
musical act

The Docklands stadium in Melbourne had a great 
level of dining and areas to gather outside the 
arena, similar to Federation square in Melbourne 
and the Miami Basketball arena

Sustainable with recycled surfaces and art work as 
well as much renewable power as available 
(Knowing that Hydro Tas produces renewable 
power but sells to other states)

Dining, Bars, Tas tourism and information centres, 
Tasmanian focused sports team shops

Ferry system on the Derwent would be an amazing 
service for those South of Hobart and on the 
Eastern Shore  even extending up to Mona

A permanent police or security station, preferably 
police  similar to the lagoon in Cairns City

1447 06-Aug-23 Linda Trask Football, concerts, restaurants, family picnic area AFL stadium Nope and local culture isn't a be all and end all Lots of garden spaces and solar powered Maybe a sports precinct
Bus, drive,uber who cares will just be good to have 
it Good lighting,and a maned police office

1448 06-Aug-23 Luke holden
Volunteering for an organisation handing out 
meals and clothing to homeless in the regatta area An AFL Stadium/ precinct

Not only AFL,concerts etc but the whole precinct 
with retail, site seeing attractions, tourism hub 
including ferry terminal

Perth and Brisbane waterfronts are good open 
areas to explore, eat, tourism attractions, arts 
precincts

Hmmm uniquely Tasmanian ‘feel’  Lots of ornate 
timber, stone, rammed earth

AFL, retail, restaurants, outdoor theatre, small 
amphitheatre for music and arts Ferrying, buses light rail Welcome Open spaces  Well lit  Plent of cctv

1449 06-Aug-23 Grace Elliott

Yes  I frequently attend Hobart Brewing Co , and 
have enjoyed exploring the area throughout 
various Dark Mofo events throughout the years

I would like to see a truth and reconciliation park 
that meaningfully reflects the history of Macquarie 
Point and Hobart  I would like to see local art 
installations, taking inspiration from the Dark Mofo 
events held in the area  I would like to see open 
green spaces that reflect the unique natural 
beauty of Hobart

I would like to experience inclusive community 
spaces for everyone to gather and enjoy

Currently, Hobart reflects our local culture in many 
ways  The slow, small-scale and natural 
characteristics of Hobart make it special  I would 
like to see this reflected at Macquarie Point

Environmentally sustainable  urban greening, 
pervious surfaces, energy efficient infrastructure, 
climate-ready design, promotes public and active 
transport      
Socially sustainable  informal community meeting 
places, innovative place-making, safe to visit at 
night, car-free, accessible transportation, a space 
for ALL Tasmanians (e g , not just sports fans or 
people who can afford to visit stadium events)  
Economically sustainable  genuinely investing in the 
community and our best interests

I would like to see local food vendors and 
opportunity for market-type events

I would walk or bus  A sustainable transport 
corridor would be ideal  Macquarie Point should 
not be opened to cars

Separated bicycle/scooter lanes are vital to 
promoting safe, accessible active transport  You 
should consult experts in inclusive planning, e g  
for those who are not able-bodied (creating 
flattened curbs etc)  The space should be inviting 
for everyone in the community

1450 06-Aug-23 Scott Paul Yes  Mona Dark Park Footyyyyyy Strip club Makes you feel like part of the culture/community Vibrancy  multiple range of offerings Anything classy Drive Dunno

1451 06-Aug-23 Peter Vervaart
Yes, regatta, cycling, running, shows and 
restaurants at MAC1 and 2 AFL  A-League  gigs  bars  restaurants AFL  other sports  concerts Yes  Melbourne  the buzz generated

Modern designs utilising renewable, etc  Heavy use 
of public transport access and bike/pedestrian 
access

Tassie AFL team, local producers as tenants, high 
end bars and restaurants

Public transport, bikes, walking  Bike/walking 
paths  light rail As above

1452 06-Aug-23 Craig Burleigh Yes  Visited the regatta and used the boat ramp Build the stadium A new stadium Dru Point  As Australian as you can get!
Build the stadium and include parkland for all to 
enjoy Coffee shops etc! Car Great lighting

1453 06-Aug-23 Chris Bishop No Afl stadium

Food stalls and restaurants for people to go to 
before a game or concert and to enjoy the 
waterfront

Lived going to the wharf in Darwin and enjoying 
the surrounds

1454 06-Aug-23 Brendon Ayers Fishing NOT SOCIAL HOUSING The best we can showcase Drive NOT SOCIAL HOUSING
1455 06-Aug-23 Christine Bishop No

1456 06-Aug-23 Bill Hughes Wandered about  had beers   Mofo  HBC etc Stadium/hotel  transport hub Transport hub Yes locals enjoying themselves
Hotel must b e incorporated into the stadium    Give 
365 day use Local brewery and tucker I'll drive there and use good paths Good lighting

1457 06-Aug-23 Jenny Elkin
I have been many times  Went to the regatta, show 
and other musical events

An AFL stadium that is multipurpose  A cultural 
hub and must be family friendly

Watching all Tasmanians and visitors to Hobart 
enjoy our new precint on the waterfront

On a cruise to the south pacific I visited many 
islands  Culture is first and forfront for the islands 
and their uniqueness

Consult the community and what we need and not 
ask the government

An AFL stadium is a must  Lots of family friendly 
things to do  Also a cultural hub that is inclusive of 
all

No electric scooters  We will walk and take in all 
that Mc Point has to offer  Light rail would be an 
advantage Cameras everywhere  And a Police presence

1458 06-Aug-23 Mick Bendor Walk

1  Multi-purpose stadium, lit up with a permanent 
living war mural Cenotaph side and lit up 
waterside on special occasions (like Sydney Opera 
House)
2  Walking prominade (connects right thru to 
Salamanca) with restaurants and cafes, open all 
hours Prominade 24/7 access

Cairns prominade
Sydney Opera House and Circular Key to the Rocks

Restaurants and cafes, where people come to meet 
and stay on after games, events etc

Rural Tasmanian, so drive to Bellerive to catch ferry 
-AND/OR- light rail from Brighton with interstate / 
international visitors to farm

24/7 access needs visible security, prereably 
alcohol free i e  dry area in public areas

1459 06-Aug-23 Steve Henley Went to mac 1 Stadium restaurants bars Football and events in our own stadium Adelaide oval mcg  school  lords Stadium entertainment no social housin Stadium  bars  restaurants Public transport walk Stadium

1460 06-Aug-23 Michael Bromfield Yes, plumbing works on transit shed A stadium and entertainment precinct

Being able to take my family to the football with 
23000 other tassie supporters to cheer on our 
team Melbourne

To be designed to be sympathetic to the area, with 
many minimal disturbance to the cenotaph, with 
easy access to public transport, and an 
entertainment precinct that connects with 
Salamanca The casino/Mona,  food and beverage Possibly ferry from the eastern shore

I’d like to see light rail from the transport hub out 
in Brighton to the precinct

1461 06-Aug-23 Peter Faulkner
Never  I’ve always considered it wasteland except 
for the Cenotaph

The proposed new stadium and its associated 
facilities

Sport, concerts, musical events, other activities 
that are large scale that need to be held under a 
roof  Maybe, a Commonwealth or Olympic Games 
leg in the future

Yes, all over the world  Especially sports, 
restaurants and concerts they are magnificent 
events for cities and business stimulation

A new stadium and a state of the art showcase  of 
21st century technology

An eclectic group with the stadium as its centre 
point  Def not anything like Salamanca Market Walking from the city  Maybe catamaran

Lighting and the stadium  Restaurants, shops, 
bars, a real hub for activity  Police presence

1462 06-Aug-23 Richard Cooper I inspected the area to understand the opportunity Stadium and other gathering spaces Roofed multi-purpose stadium
It was and extension of the town or city and a great 
meeting place

Look beyond the stadium who cares other than to 
say I like parkland and walking & meeting spaces Sporting  health & complementary businesses

Will park at work in the CBD so pedestrians access 
is key No

1463 06-Aug-23 Brendan Kull Attended Anzac Day service Watch the football at a new stadium AFL football and cricket Bars and restaurants Walk

1464 06-Aug-23 Barbara Thomsen Yes  not a good outlook at the moment
Multi-purpose stadium (primarily for AFL),  shops,  
walking and seating areas AFL football  concerts etc Ballaarat  with the Eureka experiance

Water bladder under the football ground to save 
water AFL  with conference areas in the stadium

Walking from CBD, ferries from Bellerive (although 
need plenty of parking there which isn't there at 
the moment) Plenty of walkways

1465 06-Aug-23 Rachel Howell Yes walked taking water photos, regatta Not a stadium

Something that would take advantage of the water 
views not a concrete monstrosity obscuring the 
water views The local culture ? Not football Not football Will be too congested by car

1466 06-Aug-23 John Singleton Anzac Day Build a stadium AFL and music concerts No Stadium Sports shopping motels food Walk Stadium

1467 06-Aug-23 Michael9 Wright Yes  to inspect area for possible stadium site
AFL footy, other sports , concerts, and lots of 
various entertainment AFL  concerts

A buzz, a variety of people all enjoying the same 
entertainment Great management with "blinkers off" vision AFL  entertainment  food business  creative arts

Adequate parking  public transport from CBD, 
Bridgewater etc Happy vibe

1468 06-Aug-23 Jesse OHara Yes  walked  participated at the regatta Events  concerts  sport  festivals A world leading entertainment precinct Yes it’s good to feel connected

Multiuse stadium, hospitality and accomodation  
Incorporate UTas or TasTAFE delivery to train the 
next generation of workers within the site

Hospitality, accommodation, education, 
entertainment Ferry  bus  walk  ride Proper walking access

1469 06-Aug-23 Tania Hudson Yes, Dark Mofo and other activities

Stadium, retail shops, restaurants and hospitality 
venues, I don’t think affordable housing should be 
part of this

Stadium for sport and concerts, parklands, 
restaurants, coffee shops and bars Not really

You could incorporate low emissions transport to 
venue, electronic ticketing and purchasing options 
to eliminate paper tickets and receipts, solar panels 
in construction process

Restaurants, food and beverage venues, retail 
shops, tourism booking outlets and departure 
points, family and dog friendly outdoor 
park/walking areas

Ferry’s from Bellerive/Kingston/Blackmans Bay 
areas, buses, shuttle buses etc, interactive apps for 
phones with directions

Monitored security cameras, police /security 
booths, poles with medical/security alerts

1470 06-Aug-23 Dean Fish Regatta, Dark Mofo AFL stadium Tasmanian team in the AFL
Make the stadium multi purpose  Make sure there is 
enough parking / public transport / accomodation Cafe’s, restaurants, bars, hotels Car  Plenty of parking needed

1471 06-Aug-23 Julia Pycroft Yes regatta Stadium Football concerts etc No Stadium create work Stadium
Bus would like to see a train this would make 
Hobart stand out Transport

1472 06-Aug-23 Astrid Miller The Longhouse

An Eden Project as proposed by Tim Smitt some 
years back with an Indigenous and Antarctic 
theme  Definitely no stadium!

Experiential education and 65,000 thousand years 
of story telling and respect from Indigenous 
communities

I'd like to see the original landscape restored, the 
rivulet exposed and the original shore line and area 
as green space

A space where community can relate and relax  
Definitely no stadium Community groups and the Arts Cycle  ferry and walking paths

1473 06-Aug-23 Yes
Stadium- afl, concerts
Science Hub- interactive for families A venue for big sport and musical performances

Green spaces  Recycled materials used, light rail, 
solar energy Dfo

Light rail/ get vehicles off the road  Need some 
long term thinking not just ejection cycles

Decent public transport that does not involve cars 
or buses

1474 06-Aug-23 Mitch Sullivan
Not much to do , used public toilets, quick stop 
and on our way Shopping, sporting precinct AFL football Not sure

User friendly, public transport, walking paths, 
keeping in mind and cultural significance ,

1475 06-Aug-23 Mathew Shelton
Dark Park, worked in Mac 6 shed and attended the 
regatta Stadium!!!

Restaurants and stadium on Hobarts waterfront, 
bringing the city together as one

Sustainable Tasmanian businesses in the Mac Point 
precinct incorporating the Stadium I’d love to see it a real food lovers area

At this stage I would be driving to the site but 
would love to use the waterway we have available 
to Hobart

1476 06-Aug-23 Phil Owen
MOFO, visited the aboriginal worship, visited 
Mac1, the Cenotaph and regatta

A unique place to visit with interesting businesses, 
interpretive open space celebrating settlement 
and original owners  Accessible and interesting 7 
days a week, 365 days a year  Point B at 
Bridgewater has the vision how about a Point A to 
match?

Maybe an entertainment precinct and as stated 
innovative, interesting mix

Sovereign Hill, Ballarat and Bendigo  Old Sydney 
Town north of Sydney

Something that attracts locals and tourists every 
day  Laser light shows/displays, drones, artisan 
traders, entertainment precinct, cinema similar to 
The State Theatre, world class childrens play 
precinct

Startup/incubator spaces for new business, 
blacksmiths forge, laser cut metal work, hand 
crafted high end furniture for example

Think parking is essential for Tasmanian visitors or 
opening the transport corridor from Granton to 
Hobart even extending that to Wrest Point  Shuttle 
bus service to include route taking in Sandy Bay, 
West Hobart, North Hobart and Botanical Gardens Parking and public toilets

1477 06-Aug-23 Barry Browning No A multi purpose stadium
AFL, Carols by candlelight, soccer, dark mofo, 
rugby No State of the art stadium (5stars) Stadium, Restaurants , gardens, parking for cars By ferry or by car Leave that up to you knowledgeable folk

1478 06-Aug-23 Gabby Bomford Restaurant Stadium for footy Family areas Yes Melbourne Southbank Stadium Restaurants and family attractions Buses
Baby and family change rooms/toilets and quiet 
spaces

1479 06-Aug-23 Mykel Porter Visited the regatta  Not much else to do/ see
Stadiums, public space, offerings and events to 
keep the area vibrant when events aren’t on

Sports   Sport from the foods shed and HBC, 
wasted area No Hospitality  Sports precinct function spaces

Public transport  Some form of car parking for 
hospitality spaces and functions City siècle bud or light rail

1480 06-Aug-23 Diane Matthews No Multi purpose stadium Afl Melbourne on game day heading to MCG Open space  and greenery Cafe  bookshop Walk from city parking spot Lighting  Coverfoid

1481 06-Aug-23 Karen Butters

Yes, over the years I have been there numerous 
times,  for the Regatta,  to  Hobart Brewing Co and 
Dark Mofo

I want to see a multi purpose stadium,  with bars, 
restaurants,  coffee shops, gardens and parklands 
simikarvto Barangaroo in Sydney

The whole social vibe  Friendly, sharing with family 
and friends, drinks and eats, the stadium with not 
only sports of all types, conferences, arts festivals  
everything Barangaroo is a fantastic example

It could include water tanks underground, catching 
water from the roof of all buildings for the gardens, 
filled with native plants needing minimal water

Bars, restaurants,  coffee shops,  some shopping, 
but not high end brands, but brands everyone can 
afford  
But I do not believe it should include low cost 
housing  make it a place  for EVERYONE to enjoy  
Not for the rich only,  or for low cost housing either  
I don't believe housing should be included in this 
development Buses and ferry  Lots of walkways and open areas Lots of CCTV cameras and police presence

1482 06-Aug-23 Mark Mason Yes  Dark MoFo Green open spaces and entertainment Entertainment/sport
A connection with the original custodians of the 
land

Restaurants, bars, accommodation, memorial for the 
first people of this land and the lives lost during 
colonisation

Restaurants, bars, accommodation, sport, 
entertainment

Ferry from the Eastern Shore, park and ride would 
be great Cctv

1483 06-Aug-23 Chris Law covid testing restaurants and cafes
restaurant and cafes and playground facilities for 
sharing with family members

shopping and merchandise store for the new 
Tasmanian football club team and food stores that 
promote Tasmanian produce light rail small police station or frequent police in the area



1484 06-Aug-23 Craig Barber played soccer and swam in the regatta
multi purpose stadium and cultural centre 
showcasing the state see above

exposure to the people who proudly represent the 
culture and their achievements past and present

sustainability needs an anchor tenant a draw card 
that willnappeal to the greatest number of locals 
and visitors possible  the more diverse the offering 
the greater potential arts entertainment sport  
perhaps a multi purpose stadium!

sport, entertainment, education, health fitness and 
lieisure activities  food and drink walk  walk and walk

bright lighting good signage permanent active 
security

1485 06-Aug-23 Duane NEWMAN Hobart Regatta  ANZAC Day Stadium and surrounding facilities An all purpose stadium I don't understand this question Stadium! Stadium  Cafe's  tourism Bus  car  trains in future Well laid out and designed

1486 06-Aug-23 Peter Ryan Yes saw dark mofo
Stadium, Anzac remembrance wall, aboriginal arts, 
restaurant  coffee  Tasmanian animal artworks Antarctic Centre Educational experience Just look at Melbourne's river banks area Restaurants  bars RSL  arts  Tasmanian food

Light rail from northern suburbs  Car park under 
the ground Police on the beat/ bikes cameras

1487 06-Aug-23 Damon Wills Yes, fishing, sky diving, walking and bike riding

So many things eg, culture centres, public open 
spaces, walking pathways, cycling pathways  
Sydney has ‘The Rocks’, Hobart has ‘Mac Point’

Mona’s design was brilliant but unfortunately our 
government decided not to support their design  
The city of Hobart needs this unique area to create 
something extremely interesting and special and 
NOT a stadium

Yes in many countries and cities all around the 
world  Their culture is what brings in the tourist 
along with their history

To use local natural resources, recycled materials 
incorporated into a unusual and unique design

Culture Center, First People Recognition Center, 
Antarctic Recognition Center, First Settlement 
Center explaining Bowen Park disaster by using the 
facts without any coverup  A place which we can be 
proud of for ALL people and NOT just a few

Ferry, Light Rail, Metro, walking pathways and 
bicycle/scooter pathways which are separated and 
NOT combined

Walking pathways to be separated from 
bicycle/scooter pathways including different 
coloured surfaces  Plenty of overhead lighting 
with security cameras  A full time security guard

1488 06-Aug-23 Marisa Newman
Yes, visited for numerous walks and events like the 
regatta

Stadium - for both AFL, concerts and events - cafes 
and continue to have a lovely space to visit

I would like to see it as a destination - like 
Salamanca - where you can just go there and there 
will be different activities - both small and large - 
to spend time with family and friends

Salamanca, Darling Harbour, South Bank (melb and 
Brisbane), the walk from Crown to MCG  All of 
those places have a welcoming atmosphere where 
you are safe to go by yourself or with others, you 
can include the destination in your walk and it’s 
connected to other parts of the city centre, so you 
can move around different parts if the city without 
needing a car

Areas of green, recycling bins, being able to walk to 
connect to other parts of the city  Water tank 
recycling

AFL, cafes, restaurants, boutiques, play spaces, 
relaxing/quiet spaces  If you have office space there 
too, it will also bring people there during the week

Both parking around the domain or at cornelian 
bay and using the bicycle way to walk in - I would 
like the light rail set up using the current rail line as 
I live at AustinS Ferry and I would rail in and walk 
around  Scooters and bikes are also good

Good lighting - having restaurants and cafes and 
play spaces so there are always people in the 
space  Good facilities (toilets), CCTV and lighting

1489 06-Aug-23 David Hewitt Yes, a music festival AFL Tasmanian sporting culture Yes, Most capital cities  It brings people together Easy accessibility Food and wine Walking Good clear lighting

1490 06-Aug-23 Mark Mason Yes, Dark MoFo

Stadium, Restaurants, Bars, Accommodation, 
green spaces and memorial for the first people 
who lost their lives during colonisation

Stadium, Restaurants, Bars, Accommodation, 
green spaces and memorial for the first people 
who lost their lives during colonisation Connection to the original custodians

Stadium, Restaurants, Bars, Accommodation, green 
spaces and memorial for the first people who lost 
their lives during colonisation Restaurants, Bars, Accommodation

Ferry Eastern Shore would be good to have park 
and ride Cctv

1491 06-Aug-23 Maureen Browning
No, there is nothing there that interests me at 
present Muti purpose function stadium Shops  AFL  Matilda’s soccer  netball Everything Make it different and unique Theatre  AFL shop  restaurants Ferry or car Electric charging station

1492 06-Aug-23 Chris Woodberry

Walking to see what all the anti stadium people 
are upset about  Couldn’t see how it would be 
negative Events  arts of all types and nice public spaces

Football in an environment that is not completely 
wind affected

MCG ! It’s a centre of everything that is brilliant 
about Melbourne  as this stadium would be A closing roof is a no brained in Hobart

As wide a variety as possible to entice all walks of 
life to the area

Precinct specific bus routes from all areas of the 
city and suburbs, walking would be the easiest 
solution from the city Open spaces and cameras

1493 06-Aug-23 Michael Whelan Parking
Stadium, restaurants, bars, art precient, ixed 
residential use and transport hub

AFL, other sports, concerts, ferry and electric bus 
terminal Yes, inclusive, vibrant, mixed use Mixed uses and zones  Passive recreation

Restaurants, art galleries, bars, hotels and marine 
connection Ferry, uber, electric bus, walk Lighting, cameras, police, open walkways/linkages

1494 06-Aug-23 Gregory Styles

I only know it as a wasteland of wasted space, 
sewerage treatment plant and as a Covid testing 
site 

I believe the proposed multi use roofed stadium 
should be the centrepiece of the precinct with 
gardens, restaurants, walking areas, whiskey and 
beer tasting centre, cafes, shade and shelter from 
Hobarts worst weather

Shelter from cold sea breezes in summer ,hot 
Northerly winds in summer and icy antarctic blasts   
 It needs to be a safe place at all times day and 
night    Fine dining,sporting events and culture 
including both Tasmanian first settlers and first 
nations exhibitions and  statues and cultural 
displays in equal proportions   Also information 
and photos of what early Hobart looked like and 
reclaimed area information   Beer tasting of ALL 
different Tasmanian beers( (tasting platter and 
meals )

Rome  It had so much presence and I was 
awestruck due to the engineering and technology 
of the Romans 2000 years ago

It must be constantly in use, a safe place,  and done 
to a high quality to make it a desirable place to be 
seen and to be   Australia wide

Restaurants, Tasmanian tourism centre  and cruise, 
transport, and ferry booking , good coffee, good 
food, good sporting and concerts    Any Hobart 
shuttle buses should stop there  It could be a hub 
for all things tourism and local

Hopefully some decent term of parking in the city ( 
4 hrs minimum) and maybe Metro bus service 
when big sporting events are on
I don't think light rail is practical but a cable car( as 
in Bogota South America)  or raised monorail on 
the old rail line might work to northern suburbs  
The problem with light rail is that it won't carry 
enough people on one line and worst of all it will 
stop crosstraffuc as it passes through the suburbs  
ANY Cable car or rail would need to be raised 
above current cross roads to prevent causing 
other traffic flow issues

Monitored and recording security camera system, 
security personnel or police patrols at night , good 
lighting  Heavy fines for littering and aggressive 
behaviour

1495 06-Aug-23 Fiona Heffernan Yes, went to Mac01 A stadium please Cutting edge design No Use our best architects
Light rail
Or monorail hopefully Lots of lighting

1496 06-Aug-23 Dark park Stadium AFL FOOTBALL / concerts/other sporting events
Adelaide Oval, close to the city, easy access with 
public transport

We should think big, roofed stadium, shops, 
accommodation, well thought out public transport 
infrastructure possibly ferry or light rail Shops, hotel, open park space

Public transport, walk from the light rail would be 
great, city with good pedestrian access Other stadiums seem safe, copy them

1497 06-Aug-23 Joseph Poke
Yes, dark mofo, Hobart brewing company, 
concerts  work Stadium AFL  Concerts  Crockets  Bars Yes

1498 06-Aug-23 Brendan Sullivan Fished Sports field Live bands No Fishing jetties Fishing tackle shop Bike paths Good lighting and servalence cameras
1499 06-Aug-23 Greg Wells Went to a Festival in that area Great place for a multi purpose stadium A multi purpose stadium A stadium Walk

1500 06-Aug-23 Jarrod Blair Went to Nayri niara, and went to regatta day

Go to the new stadium and watch football, cricket, 
soccer and concerts, And the restaurants and cafes 
etc in the precinct, and the reconciliation and truth 
telling park A multi purpose stadium precinct

I like the sporting precincts in Melbourne  I go and 
watch my AFL team play multiple times a year  I’m 
looking forward to not having to travel to watch my 
team play live as I’ll be a Devils member

It means being able to generate income all year 
round through hospitality, educational and 
commercial businesses

A learning institute for Indigenous youth like 
Richmond’s Korin Gamadji institute

Will drive and park or get dropped off and picked 
up  I could also but or hopefully catch a train in the 
future A truth and reconciliation park

1501 06-Aug-23 Kate Brennan Eaten meals attendees events and the long house

Wide open spaces celebrating our city water 
views  Low profile arts and entertainment which 
doesn't negatively impact the amenities of the 
colonial buildings in the surrounds

We are facing a housing crisis, include low income 
housing You learn as you visit

Include palawa stories talk of the water and the 
land  Who has been and what we hope for there 
future Arts and cultural and diversity organizations Walk from city and south Hobart Safe  make it culturally welcoming

1502 06-Aug-23 James Lockley Attended regatta Multi purpose stadium Attend afl football Yes - Melbourne and Barangaroo in Sydney
Stadium  Aboriginal reconciliation park and historic 
cultural heritage precinct

Small business precinct with tourism and hospitality 
services  Also an upgrade the port for local and 
international shipping Car  bus or ferry Safe parking and lighting

1503 06-Aug-23 Evan Bartush
yes, dropped a friend off that was staying at a 
rental in the area

A stadium, an afl team and an overall new precinct 
for exhibitions, concerts, events, afl games and 
other sports, among other things Purpose built multi purpose stadium NA

Sustainable = renewable energy, solar panels on 
the roof and collect rain water from the roof for use 
in the gardens/landscaping,

Some food outlets that are open when the events 
finish, maybe a craft beer bar

I think Hobart should develop light rail (after all, it 
was the first city to have trams) - and also a ferry 
service direct to the stadium from the eastern 
shore for game days Plenty of lighting on the paths to/from the precinct

1504 06-Aug-23 Chris Little Ridden through it many times
Entertainment precinct, cafes, bar, community 
spaces for open public entertainment

AFL and whatever a decent stadium can bring  The 
stadium needs to have an entertainment and 
conference space focus  Ie restaurant or bars with 
views over the Derwent, include open deck are for 
when good weather Unsure

This means minimal parking to me, especially when 
events are on  There area has to have an 
appropriate bus/public transfer area under shelter 
to move people  Maybe even ferry access direct to 
the precinct

We should look to what Sydney’s Darling Harbour 
provides  or Southbank As above  mostly public transport As above

1505 06-Aug-23 Peter Volker
Yes, rowing at Royal Hobart Regatta  Cycling on 
bike path Multi-purpose stadium, cafes and parks AFL football, cricket, rugby

Yes, totem poles in Vancouver, Canada  
Connection to First Nations culture

Use Tasmanian timber as much as possible  I’d like 
to see engineered wood products in place of steel 
with innovative design elements

Service businesses  Places for tourists and locals to 
congregate  Farmers markets

Cycling on intercity cycleway, car or bus, 
depending on what I’m doing  Good public 
transport options that are frequent would be 
useful Good lighting

1506 06-Aug-23 Oliver Miller Yes, looked around Stadium AFL stadium Culture is huge Stadium Stadium
Ferries from eastern shore, buses for western 
shore

1507 06-Aug-23 Damien Guinane Dark Park, Regatta, leisure Stadium, Reconciliation Park, cafes, bars Vibrant precinct Use sustainable products in the stadium build
Cricket Tas, AFL, Mona, AHT, local indigenous 
groups BRT, ferry, bike

1508 06-Aug-23 Andrew Clifford Yes  went to the regatta and a picnic Stadium Watch our own AFL side Involved  good vibe Solar generated  clean and green Sporting and cafes area Ferry service or bus  electronic info board Cameras and security

1509 06-Aug-23 Paul Hawkins Yes  there is nothing there
Stadium, conference centre, accommodation for 
RHH staff Stadium  retail space RHH accomodation Ferry  car and public transport

1510 06-Aug-23 Kerrie-Lyn O'neill No Stadium

1511 06-Aug-23 Liz Hay Yes, Dark Mofo
A multi purpose stadium would be my main reason 
for visiting

Looking forward to also paying my respects at the 
Truth and Reconciliation park No

Happy to park and catch a bus or ferry or walk a 
few km

1512 06-Aug-23 Jessie Groves No AFL Football, big artist concerts Tassie on the map for AFL Parents room/toilets

1513 06-Aug-23 private information watched the regatta  rowed a boat
picnic, eating outside space  NOT A STADIUM 
(that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

something old and fun, why do we need new 
things? NOT A STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE 
OF MONEY)

Japan  it's very focused on local food  NOT A 
STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

highlight local food and wine  NOT A STADIUM 
(that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

food and wine  NOT A STADIUM (that is STUPID 
WASTE OF MONEY)

ferry  how would 60,000 people get to a footy 
game at a stadium? drive!! hardly  NOT A 
STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

why would we need facilities to do that? trees and 
areas to eat the food and wine we just bought 
there would be great  NOT A STADIUM (that is 
STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

1514 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway

Yes, to many Dark mofo exhibits, music shows at 
the G O O D Shed and social and provate events 
at the Hobart Brewing Company

An enclosed stadium with retail and dining 
precinct and town square style parklands for kids 
to play

International sporting teams and musical acts that 
would not currently attend Hobart due to the lack 
of facilities

Yes, places like Docklands precinct and Federation 
square in Melbourne, American airline arena in 
Miami and Downtown LA (formerly Staples Centre) 
It integrated the culture into all the events and 
made it a place to not just visit, but make an 
experience

Green areas, using renewable power and recycled 
materials wherever possible, particularly with art 
installations and infrastructure where viable  Would 
mean a lot and go in part with Tasmania's Culture

Retail, dining, arts, sporting teams, indigenous 
organisations, police station

Will likely be car travel currently into the city, likely 
through ride sharing or parking in the city and 
walking to the venue  A ferry service would be 
amazing and really showcase the City and culture - 
the Sydney to Hobart is an iconic global event ad 
one that Hobart is renowned for - utilise the water 
for public transport!

Permanent Police office like the Cairns City 
lagoon, baby changing and possibly even 
childcare, as well as public toilets, clean water etc

1515 06-Aug-23 Ashley Foster
I have parked at Mac point many times, and also 
did a plumbing job there in 2022

Id love to see a stadium precinct for many different 
activities, I would also like to see some outdoor 
entertaining areas, I am involved with a group of 
like minded guys who like to get together to ride 
our 80's era BMX bikes, we go for rides and like to 
stop at area's where we can have a few beverages 
and chit chat with locals and visitors in the areas Sports and concerts at the new roofed stadium

It would need to include eateries and places to 
socialise with friends and family, for gatherings 
before and after footy games or concerts, and 
general get togethers  Id also like to see native 
tree's and shrubs around the area to mske a park 
like scene and feel

Hotels, accommodation,  cafes,  bars, a souvenir 
store, sporting museum, Tasmanian and Aboriginal 
heritage museum

My family would catch public transport or Uber to 
attend events at the stadium  If we were in the 
CBD we would walk to Mac point,  I don't feel we 
need to park at the front door   A kiss n drop style 
arrangement would be good though

Yes some sort of security/police style office or a 
lot of cctv cameras and signage

1516 06-Aug-23 isabelle hoggett covid testing a stadium!!! a freakin stadium! sustainable ferry’s to not ruin the derwent cafes ferry from bellerive security guard

1517 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway

Yes, to many Dark mofo exhibits, music shows at 
the G O O D Shed and social and provate events 
at the Hobart Brewing Company

An enclosed stadium with retail and dining 
precinct and town square style parklands for kids 
to play

International sporting teams and musical acts that 
would not currently attend Hobart due to the lack 
of facilities

Yes, places like Docklands precinct and Federation 
square in Melbourne, American airline arena in 
Miami and Downtown LA (formerly Staples Centre) 
It integrated the culture into all the events and 
made it a place to not just visit, but make an 
experience

Green areas, using renewable power and recycled 
materials wherever possible, particularly with art 
installations and infrastructure where viable  Would 
mean a lot and go in part with Tasmania's Culture

Retail, dining, arts, sporting teams, indigenous 
organisations, police station

Will likely be car travel currently into the city, likely 
through ride sharing or parking in the city and 
walking to the venue  A ferry service would be 
amazing and really showcase the City and culture - 
the Sydney to Hobart is an iconic global event ad 
one that Hobart is renowned for - utilise the water 
for public transport!

Permanent Police office like the Cairns City 
lagoon, baby changing and possibly even 
childcare, as well as public toilets, clean water etc

1518 06-Aug-23 Barrie McIndoe
Yes, Long time ago we used a shed for boat 
(racing Yacht) maintenance

A venue that provides for a variety of 
entertainment and events,  ie wooden boat 
festival/ boat show, concerts, sports
large structural arts

extension of the salamnca/ docks precinct, Water 
front venues (or at least Vitual)

an understanding of the local appreciation for the 
locale  ie  environment  history & culture

Green energy, Aqua Heat recovery from the 
Derwent for heating/coolling

Stadium,  hospitality venues, SHORT TERM 
ACCOMMODATION, Sports related operations, 
TIS  Interactive tourism ventures

Walking, Ferries  Light Rail would be fantastic if 
practical Adequate lighting  No dead ends



1519 06-Aug-23 Thomas Lahl Yes Attend regatta and other events
The Stadium a area that all Tasmanians can use 
and appreciate

A stadium that all could be proud of for sporting 
functions and concerts

Close to the city and easy to access to restaurants 
and bars

Means everything for the future of  sport and 
entertainment and for Tasmania Parks, restaurants 
and other venues suitable for families

Sporting, entertainment restaurants, and licensed 
premises Buses, ferries and walking Nil

1520 06-Aug-23 Mel Shutt
Dark Mofo events and we used to ride our bikes or 
run through to regatta grounds

Open spaces to meet, I am a huge supporter of 
the multi-purpose stadium   This will be a jewel in 
the city of Hobart - iconic like our bridge and the 
casino building   The stadium for concerts events 
and AFL AFL football Carbon neutral  solar panels  battery storage Restaurants and bars  tours of the stadium

we will probably drive, park in north Hobart or new 
town then walk or bus  Or  ferry from Wilkinsons 
point when it becomes available

security cameras, sufficient space for walking - 
trying to leave the MCG on foot after a game is 
very slow and congested

1521 06-Aug-23 Mark Bent No Stadium AFL Build a stadium Stadium bars restaurants Public transport Stadium

1522 06-Aug-23 Kevin Hodge No Football stadium Football and music festivals Yes
A future for our sport children and the people of 
Tasmania Football stadium Car Toilet facilities and businesses

1523 06-Aug-23 Alistair Curley Yes  Viewed the site A stadium and all that goes with it A stunning footy precinct Yes  It summed up the place Include sustainable materials where you can Retail, entertainment, hospitality Walking Lights
1524 06-Aug-23 John Stevens Yes Watching sport Professional stadium No Not sure Not sure Walk Not sure

1525 06-Aug-23 Julian Bush Had a drink  went to ship yard etc etc c Nothing if a stadium clutters the site

Certainly not a total disfigurement of  foreshore  S 
prize port area not an idiotic waste of precious 
resources and harbour area

Yes in Sydney, Adelaide  Whose culture are you 
asking about

Antarctic center some housing and a state owned 
concert hall
Certainly not an unsustainable stadium

Public space included but not a stupid waste of 
money for a dying sport that cannot even fill 
Bellerive Railway resuscitated  Number 1 priority What ever but No unsightly and unwanted stadium

1526 06-Aug-23 Ian Langford Regatta & farewell Antarctic Crew/Ship
A Roofed Stadium and to be able to walk safely 
from Constitution/Victoria to it and enjoy the area

A Roofed Stadium that seats 30-35,000 spectators 
for all sports & other functions

Yes  Some places were tasteful & educational  Most 
I’ve visited though appeared to be an afterthought 
and although was local culture it really wasn’t in 
keeping with the area

Roofed Stadium should be paramount  Whatever 
retail & service outlets that are appropriate  Allow 
easy access to/from bus/ferry services  Multiple 
pedestrian access to dock, Salamanca,  Hotels, City 
& Domain  Needs to be relatively maintenance free 
so always presentable as a showpiece for Hobart  
Area should Government controlled! Definitely not 
privatised! There should be ongoing returns to the 
Government over and above initial investment, no 
freehold sold to private enterprise

Antarctic Division information with shop  
Information centre  
Booking office (maybe)  
Indigenous centre ( a building preferably) That’s not 
run by TAC as they’re not representative of all 
Tasmanian Aboriginals
Food outlets (selected)

Ferry from Kingston/Margate hopefully (similar to 
Sydney/Brisbane)
Network of ferry services
Express Bus service to northern suburbs excellent 
plan
I’d avoid parking preferably  Bus park n ride 
services o
Multiple walkways, for all abilities open 
uncluttered

Open uncluttered design would do it anyway
If a staffed information booth is included - police 
presence?

1527 06-Aug-23 John Kinnane Yes I have I drive past it nearly every day A beautiful Stadium with whole area beautified A Stadium and breasting that will go with the area
Yes Adelaide it’s terrific and really enhances the 
area

It needs to be planned in a sympathetic way so to fit 
into the area it would be the prettiest stadium in 
Assie Vendors

I would go by bus from Kingston crowed control 
like the other stadium s Police presence

1528 06-Aug-23 Matthew Davis Went for a walk A stadium to watch the new AFL team
Watching our very own Tassie team play home 
games The atmosphere of community

A stadium, restaurants, bars, love music, busking, 
arts As above Walk  scooter  drive N/a

1529 06-Aug-23 Nigel Geard
Multi purpose stadium, shops, ferry Wharf, zip line 
business and multi access to the stadium precinent

Anything, Hobart needs new ideas and thinking, 
multi purpose stadium for AFL, soccer, rugby, 
concerts, Dark MoFo, concerts and for other 
events/displays ect Stadium as the centre piece for all Tasmanians Stadium with shops and businesses Ferry, buses, walking from the City areas

1530 06-Aug-23 Angela Byrne
Dark Park, the Goods Shed for some live music, 
wander around the edible garden

Open space where the views to and across the 
river are on display, with cafes and boutique 
Tasmanian retail shops behind and housing above 
those

That waterfront connection opportunity and a real 
synthesis of urban forest and retail/cafe precinct Nothing springs to mind

a higher standard of climate conscious construction, 
passive solar, micro-renewables if feasible but most 
importantly, water-sensitive urban design with 
permeable pavement and stormwater quality built in

cafes, street food, Tasmanian product retail, street 
theatre, live music in open space, waterfront 
tourism eg kayak hire & launch, bike hire, cultural 
tours

I live close by so can walk  Very concerned though 
about parking considerations day/night activation of uses

1531 06-Aug-23 Mandie Kopra Dark park A stadium for many things not just football A concert that is not cancelled because of rain A stadium and not housing A stadium for many different events Driving or taxi  You can walk around its not that big ?

1532 06-Aug-23 Alex Lowe Yes stayed in accommodation Afl Live music No
Really surely with the money you guys are getting 
paid you should know what's sustainable Afl team Public trashed Police

1533 06-Aug-23 Jason Ohalloran No Footy stadium Concerts Yeh footy im melbourne Everything Pubs Buses/tramsno

1534 06-Aug-23 Dan Johnson Yes, rode past on a scooter Watch the footy! Watch afl, catch the ferry straight over from rosny A stadium,

Ferry’s from the eastern shore, and ferry’s running 
down the river from the Derwent entertainment 
centre

1535 06-Aug-23 Cathie Mcnamara
Dark Mofo, Hobart brewing company, walked 
cenotaph to waterfront

A cultural and ARTs precinct (similar to Sydney 
Opera House perhaps?)

Arts/ culture/ gardens/ theatre spaces/ 
music/galleries

Yes   Cape York   I like that it isn't full of 
franchises/advertising /noise/cars/ Arts/creativity/walkways/multi purpose spaces

Small/local/unique/Tasmanian/boutique food and 
drinks/

Well   Good question  There s no decent 
public transport here   Do I'd like to see integrated 
ferries (it's on a river for god sake), rail buses, 
cycleways and pedestrian paths developed for the 
WHOLE city and surrounding suburbs before a 

stadium Open air/ light/ accessible

1536 06-Aug-23 Luke Everard
Yes  Visit bars and restaurants, ANZAC Day 
Service  Dark Mofo

A sport/entertainment stadium  It would be a great 
facility for the community to attend big events 
such as sport and music

Events and entertainment at the stadium  The area 
is surrounded by bars and restaurants and these 
businesses would be enhanced by having large 
scale events at Mac Point with people using them 
before and after the event  Neither Bellerive or 
York Park could offer these facilities with people 
having very few options for things to do before 
and after an event meaning over twenty thousand 
people need to arrive and leave at the same time

Yes  Two examples are London and Melbourne  
They are two cities which show off their local 
culture through representing historical events that 
happened in various areas  I liked how both cities 
respected the past but also looked at improving 
and progressing the city with modern 
developments

It needs to be designed in a way that is open to the 
public, blends in with the bars and restaurants 
nearby and is designed in a way that is seen as 
unique to Tasmania  Wimbledon and Lords are two 
facilities I’ve seen that are designed to be suited to 
their location

Bars, restaurants, toilet facilities, children’s activities, 
specialty retail that sells products that relate to 
Tasmania and the events at Mac Point and transport 
hubs

Car, Uber/cab, bus and walking currently  But extra 
transport options need to be added to make it 
easier for the public to attend large events  This 
would mean adding a rail from the northern 
suburbs and having ferries arrive and depart from 
locations such as Bellerive, Mona, Elwick, Sandy 
Bay and Kingborough

As well as more transport options, ensuring the 
area is lit up with lighting and security after hours

1537 06-Aug-23 Peter Ball Walked nearby
Transform the area from a wasteland  Make it a 
place where people can enjoy our city Sport, art, entertainment Yes  It enlivened the area

Make it a place where people can go to relax and 
enjoy Sport, entertainment, food and beverage

Walk  use public transport  As a Hobart City 
ratepayer I expect the Council to operate the City’s 
car parks to cater for the ares

1538 06-Aug-23 Simon Robustelli Walk past Stadium Stadium Stadium Restaurant hotel by foot Train

1539 06-Aug-23
Yes, I performed there as part of the Australian 
Army Band Tasmania Concerts/Events less industrial sites

The cenotaph is nice, but it feels like it doesn't lead 
anywhere after that, as the waterfront is so 
unattractive

A fun area, things to do, less cut off areas with 
industrial Entertainment/Music/Sports I would like to see more public transport lighting/security

1540 06-Aug-23 Mark Davis Regatta Stadium AFL  concerts Stadium  football culture Stadium with outdoor art AFL club Walk  ferry  bus Stadium with security

1541 06-Aug-23 David Haynes Drove and walked around Stadium and restaurants with accommodation
Walkways and gardens  Celebration of history and 
sport players  statues etc No Oaks and gardens Local food and wine Car parking and bus interchange Good lighting

1542 06-Aug-23 Janine Sandford Attend the Regatta Build a AFL Staduim AFL footy games Definitely should include an AFL standard stadium
By building things that will enable people to gather 
in large numbers Sporting and hospitality Light rail to the precinct would be fabulous

1543 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews

Yes to the regatta and just to have a look recently 
to see why there are negative people against the 
stadium  Having done that they should just be 
ignored  Get on and build it

AFL standard stadium as soon as possible  With a 
roof and the ability to configure seating to suit 
rectangular games like soccer and rugby and to 
have a stage arrangement for wvents

Perhaps a simulation flyover show casing 
Tasmania  If an example is needed check out the 
one in Vancouver

Only place that springs to mind is the Katherine 
Gorge where there is employment of locals and a 
demonstrated pride

This is a basic requirement so without trying to be a 
world leader apply the principles of things like 
water harvesting for reuse within the facility  Use of 
Tasmanian products where appropriate

Corporate and event function venues multi size  
Caterers  Maybe something that is open like the fly 
over I suggested when events aren’t on  Attract 
cruise ship visitors and other tourists souvenirs and 
a variety of price points  Not just over the top stuff 
like at the airport  Accept that some people just 
want momentoo

Walk from the city  Move around the site? It isn’t 
that big  But have parts that can be done easily 
and quickly Lights on a walkway to the city  Cameras

1544 06-Aug-23 Wayne Morgan Looked at a ship  Had dinner A stadium Sporting events and concerts
Connected waterfront and city  Eg melb, 
Vancouver

A stadium, eateries, hotels connection to the river 
and Wharf access for ships

Eateries connection to Salamanca and the city, 
sports support, river industries, connection to 
Hobart's seafaring history

Scooters and electric buses  Infrastructure already 
exists just get the people from around the city and 
domain to the area  Salamanca must be connected 
as well Na

1545 06-Aug-23 David Barker
Only from a far  Never looking inviting enough to 
visit Definitely, only looks like a storage area at present

All purpose entertainment hub for sport, live 
shows, concerts, conferences… Local culture being what exactly? Entertainment, live shows Cafes, restaurants

Light rail, ferries off site parking within walking 
distance Police presence on site

1546 06-Aug-23 Karlin

Yes  Attended MOFO and Blues festival events  
Eaten at food trucks  Walked through to visit US 
Coast Guard icebreaker  Walked around and 
picnicked in the Regatta grounds, appreciated the 
view and green space

An arts and culture precinct, with substantial green 
areas  These could be for participatory sport  I 
don't think it is the place for a large stadium 
complex  Frequent and accessible public transport

A sense of diversity and expressions of culture 
from a wide range of Hobart and Tasmanian 
society  Many small enterprises, open as much of 
24/7 as possible (see Jane Jacobs 'Death and Life 
of Great American Cities')

Variety, owner-operators  Creates a buzz and 
feeling of life and exuberance

Sustainable needs to be dominated by diversity, 
small-medium, flexible enterprises  Some for-profit, 
some not (providing space for important cultural 
experiences and practices  arts, indigenous, health, 
participatory sport)  Green space, rooftop gardens, 
energy efficient  Frequent and accessible public 
transport

Food, arts, repair cafes, board game stores with 
playing space, music/dance/theatre rehearsal and 
performance spaces  Climbing wall  Ice cream  Odd 
small museums

Bus, ferry plus tram  I don't want to drive there and 
it should not have large expanses of park ng

Encourage businesses and other enterprises to 
keep it busy 24/7  Activity  safety

1547 06-Aug-23 Thomas Phillips
Yes, been many times before as a resident of 
Hobart

A meeting place with lots of parkland and play 
things for kids  Cafes restaurants  bars and space

A lot of the existing waterfront (Salamanca aside) 
hasn’t got much greenery, have native plants and 
trees  good lighting and facilities for travel/parking

Uniqueness, I’ve lived and traveled around the 
globe and the most important thing is for Mac point 
to be true to itself and be what it is and it’s history

Lots of solar, trees and water built into the designs  
I’d like to see a canal going through for small craft 
drop offs/pick up

Tasmanian owned and run retail and 
food/beverage  Stop trying to be Melbourne  Take 
a look at places like Queenstown in NZ  It’s the 
perfect template for how to do it properly

C t p  h  p t  th  l g   
would be  Run it on the old train line out to 
Bridgwater with stops in Newtown, moonah, 
glenorchy, Claremont etc  have the station 
underground so as not to be an eyesore  Also 
have a wide mall leading from the city intot heheh 
area so large groups of people can walk at the 
same time  I’d also have a bus hub again 
underground for quick pick up and drop off  On 
game days a ferry service from eastern shore to 
and from  Also provision for smart bike hire etc  I’d 
look to build parking again underground if it can 
be facilitated Good lighting  police presence

1548 06-Aug-23 Jo East Yes  Dark Mofo  Regattas

Multi use Stadium, Sunday market in area outside 
stadium - maybe relocate farmer’s market from 
Bathurst St, BBQs, general green outdoor meeting 
spaces  dog friendly  cafes A multi use stadium No Stadium  Cafes  parks

Walking from city, maybe decent parking on 
Domain Decent lighting for night time  bus stop  taxi rank?

1549 06-Aug-23 Andrew Ollington Yes just looked at the view New stadium
New state of the art stadium that can hold multi 
sports events as well as artist entertainment

Love the walk to the MCG  Dropping into the pubs 
before a game and the atmosphere

A project that will last for many years to come and a 
focus point which brings a lot of energy to the state Accommodation, hospitality

Walk to the stadium from CBD, ferry from eastern 
shore Good lighting of a night, open spaces,

1550 06-Aug-23 Stephen Waldren Enjoyed the location New stadium New stadium
Integration of the culture with otherwise popular 
and foot traffic generating attractions New stadium

New stadium, reconciliation park, integration with 
war memorial and close connection to cbd and 
transport links Light rail or a designated bus transfer facility

Dining and entertainment options, indigenous 
centre

1551 06-Aug-23 Gabi Robin No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt
1552 06-Aug-23 Gabi Robin No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt



1553 06-Aug-23 Peter Lelong

I have visited  both areas on many occasions and 
have always imagined how this industrial site 
might one day be the jewel in Hobart’s crown   I 
have walked through the area, used to the briefly 
available cycle path and parked in the parking 
area to attend symphony concerts

The bringing together of the science hub vision 
initially promised along with open space 
incorporating a reconciliation park as envisaged in 
the earlier MONA plan   I would also hope that 
housing and outdoor/indoor dining along with 
Tasmanian craft oriented services and businesses 
might co exist to offer alternative spaces for 
tourists and locals to enjoy    
The opportunity to have the Eden project seems 
sadly to have been a missed opportunity

A space to visit during all four seasons   With 
spaces for meeting, dining and exploring and 
offering spaces that showcase all that is unique to 
Tasmania

, y,       
industrial wasteland and old wharf into a civic hub 
embracing the alrts, and commerce   The 
Oslolibrary is inspirational!  An amazing multi story 
library offering not only books, but a multimedia 
lab for patrons to 3D print, record and ply music, 
dine and meet   
The magnificent opera house is visionary and iconic 
in its design inspired by the shapes of ice on the 
ocean and finally the wonderful Munch museum 
that together bring hundreds  of thousands of 
visitors and locals to an otherwise wasteland in the 
past

Look at how Oslo and other similar industrial areas 
have been developed   Incorporate a transport hub 
that includes a light rail system that goes out to the 
northern suburbs

Hospitality, library, accommodation an iconic 
reconciliation park welcoming to all and light rail 
station and transport

We walk into the city or use the metro service as 
much as possible   Please incorporate a light rail 
system!

Good lighting paths and vegetation that invite 
visiting and dining facilities that add life to the site

1554 06-Aug-23 A Davidson Yes, walked around

Cultural precinct that celebrates the unique 
location  Not a stadium that divides the state and 
puts Tasmania into debt Restoration of the rivulet

Human scaled development, connection with 
nature

Definitely no stadium  A stadium is not sustainable 
financially, not apprpriate for the location and will 
be a waste of money, resources and ruin the history, 
character of Hobart and sense of place Open space

No reason to go there  And a stadium won't 
change that

1555 06-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen Walked around and looked at the site An all weather stadium
Entertainment and sporting events within a new all 
weather stadium Walk

1556 06-Aug-23 Nick Harrex
Yes, are dinner, caught up with friends for a drink  
Took my kids to the regatta show

AFL stadium with Tasmanian regrowth wood as a 
focal point! Multipurpose forshore restaurants and 
sports bars

Open area sports bars that show every sport 
possible! A beautiful walkway cycle way around 
the outside of an AFL stdium

Yes every city o have visited has a sports culture 
and is a big part of the capital city  I have been to 
many locations around the world

Using Tasmanian Timbers and renewable energy, 
solar panel roofing for permant fixture, recycled 
plastic for open/close roof area Restaurants, cafes, sports bars, outlet sporting shops

Car, bike, boat, walking! A parking area/ garage 
that’s simple and effective smart urban traffic 
design  The Netherlands know how to do this best

1557 06-Aug-23 Brett Harris Dark Mofo Stadium,  restraints, parklands, art
Art, restraunts, conventions and events on a 
stadium with a roof Perth, the Elizabeth Quay precinct

Lots of vegetation, waterwise plantings that don't 
require maintenance Art, culture, shops, restraunts, roofed stadium Public transport  Ferry from Eastern shore Lighting, safely designed movement of people

1558 06-Aug-23 Young Geoff Yes/ dog training A Stadium with associated infrastructure AFL football and other codes and concerts Yes It will make Hobart  Then the Cable Car Hospitality & the arts  Sports museum maybe Public transport

1559 06-Aug-23 Chris Bakon Literally only to get covid testing
Go to a new stadium and watch Tasmanian kids 
play football

A more vibrant experience with cafe’s and gift 
stores  More tourism in the area to add to the day 
of football  Similar to Salamanca

Yes very much so  I think the indigenous should be 
in well view all around the new stadium  Our 
Australian culture is indigenous

I think be sustainable in ways if possible  Utilising 
solar and clean green water facilities etc  have little 
areas that are entertaining for children  Seats, 
grassed area  etc

Good quality products and services  Not the little 
shops selling fake toys to tourists  We don’t want it 
to be a money grab place like some of the 
Richmond stores

Ideally park over at Bellerive and boat over  But 
also drive into the city and park

I am a believer in public cameras  Maybe if 
needed include plans for a small police office/area

1560 06-Aug-23 Ben Harrison Attended special event Stadium Stadium Yes  gave identity Stadium Stadium Personal transport Appropriate lighting
1561 06-Aug-23 Trish Wileman Wine & Dined Ferry drop Stadium inclusion History Ferry drops reducing traffic to & from More bars ace & dog friendly outdoor seating Ferry Security in parking areas

1562 06-Aug-23 Brett Martin
Yes just to look did nothing as there was nothing 
to do A stadium Football and concerts Yes it gives a sense of inlcusion A stadium and associated businesses Resteraunt football business art centres Car and bus and walking No

1563 06-Aug-23 Dale Parker Dark mofo events
Indigenous walk telling the truth not stories made 
good and the bad Function centres  shopping  Accommodation

No  Because the truth never gets told we need to 
tell the story of progress the good and the bad Is multi functional centre with good public transport

The best tasmania has to offer Walking distance 
from the cruise ships

Light rail,river Fairies, no public car parks like 
perths stadium

Small police centre walking the beat around the 
walf and moving the police boat over to the 
stadium sides

1564 06-Aug-23 Ulrich Adami Walked from cenetaph to the harbour

Not an overbearing stadium  Open space with 
interesting appropriately sized cultural and 
recreational facilities

Cultural precinct, and an indoor market like the 
Adelaide Central market

The place has a centre and community that will look 
after the place so that it is sustained  It needs to 
develop a sense of community As per your design + an Adelaide market facility Walk Line of sight

1565 06-Aug-23 Bettina Mays Nothing there except a car park A stadium Concerts  events & AFL Vibrancy Green grounds & trees surrounding a stadium Stadium Bus or park & walk A stadium
1566 06-Aug-23 Nick Barnes Brewery, dark park Stadium Stadium Felt like a community Solar, wind, green space Breweries, bars, restaurants Ideally a ferry or train but likely bus or driving Good lighting

1567 06-Aug-23 Jodi Kalikatzaros No
A multi purpose Stadium so I can support tassie afl 
and go to concerts / arts

I would love the experience of the Stadium, to 
enjoy like other states No

Build a Stadium with a walk path, beautiful gardens 
and maybe some outdoor playground for the 
kiddies to enjoy Restaurant, cafes and barsh Car to city then walk the path to macpoint

1568 06-Aug-23 Andrew Bayne
Yes  Participated in the rowing regattas  Dawn 
service at the cenotaph Football Football Many times  I’ve seen rock art in the western deserts A football stadium AFL Football Public transport A football stadium

1569 06-Aug-23 Gary Price Dark Mofo All weather stadium for a range of events Andre Rieu with 15000 spectators Madrid  Bullfight Event and Conference organisations Public transport to CBD then pedestrian access Lots of lighting in all open public spaces

1570 06-Aug-23 Laurence Port Yes  Dark Mofo and Hobart Brewing Company
First nation reflections  Open spaces  Water views  
Alfresco meals David Walsh's vision Yes  Lack of overt commercialism

100% renewable  Exposure to renewable 
technology No high street brands  Cultural centre

Macquarie Point must be a transport hub for ferry, 
bus and light rail Low density  low rise  large open spaces

1571 06-Aug-23 Anne Castley Walked and road my bike where i was able

Green spaces  Small festival areas  Aboriginal 
information and recreation space  Creative art 
spaces  Small business areas featuring Tasmania   
Antarctic and science area

Creative Tasmanians making and selling their 
crafts    Small open music spaces  Pop up food  
Pop up entertainment Yes  Northern Territory  Healthy and informative As above  Lots of space for people to gather Small Tasmanian craft

Train and or small shuttle buses  Bike and walking 
tracks

1572 06-Aug-23 Jason Andrikonis Yes Stadium Stadium MCG Stadium Stadium Ferries and train Stadium

1573 06-Aug-23 Beth Coombe Yes - cultural activity Open spaces  cultural displays Cultural centre  Antarctic display
Some green, open space for outdoor gathering and 
seating near views No stadium Ferries  buses  paths Toilets  paths  night lighting

1574 06-Aug-23 Geoff Dodge Just had a look Football Stadium Football Stadium Yes  Melbourne - MCG and Marvel Stadium Football Stadium
As well as stadium, coffee shops, restaurants and 
galleries Walk from CBD Well it walkways

1575 06-Aug-23 No

Seriously?  A hospital, with proper trauma 
planning ie helicoptor landing pad on roof with 
half of two trauma operating theatres as lifts to go 
down to full theatres , plenty of parking , good 
access for motor vehicles   A hospital plannned to 
cope with the next 200 years   (They are going to 
be tough ) The above

The trauma hospital in Melbourne, worked when 
that student shot a number of people at the 
University   None died Proper planning   It is seldom seen in Tasmania

Does it have to be covered with development   
Read the book "A planet of 3 Billion by Christopher 
Tucker

Clean road transport and a proper helicopter 
landing area, ie can handle more than one

Come on that is up to skilled planning for the 
future

1576 06-Aug-23 Paul Bloomfield

Annual regatta, concerts, start point for bike 
riding, end point for bike riding, dark park/dark 
mofo  Hobart brewing co  events at the shed

A multi-purpose stadium, open spaces 
incorporating bike and walking tracks, eateries etc, 
hospitality precinct

New Zealand showcase their indigenous really well, 
from static displays to inclusive events and 
preserving sacred places

Broad sustainability used low carbon materials, 
employ circular materials concept, solar panels, 
water capture plus it needs to be set up for long 
term financial sustainability Sporting  Tourism and hospitality Public transport  ferries  bike and walking tracks

General accessibility principles should deal with 
this but well activated space that continually draws 
people should deliver a level of passive safety and 
security   Housing

1577 06-Aug-23 Mathew Bedford
Yes, I'm a regular visitor for recreation and 
community events

I would love to see Mac Point reach its full 
potential, with the addition of a world class 
stadium

I would love to attend major sport and music 
events in my home city

Places which have a world class facility (MCG, 
Adelaide Oval, Marvel Stadium) help to highlight 
the local culture by providing a focal point of the 
city

I would love to see Mac Point incorporate local 
plantation timber, natural light, recycled water and 
highlight the use of Hydro electricity  Tasmania has 
wonderful renewable resources to create a 
sustainable facility

Restaurants, bars, cafes, retail, Tasmanian history 
and Antarctic information would all be great 
additions to the precinct

I would more often walk or cycle to Mac Point and 
would like to see infrastructure support this along 
with improved public transport

I would like to see this to be assessed based on 
existing facilities in other parts of the world

1578 06-Aug-23 Trish Hitchen Attended events with family A nice family friendly restaurant, also a cinema
Have big name performers to come hold their 
concerts for us Tassie folks Felt safe, learnt new things Solar panels, All local Tassie businesses

Via car, maps explaining where everything is & 
they need to be easily read too  Trams to utilise to 
get around & disabled friendly Needs to be inclusive for all

1579 06-Aug-23 Scott Menzie No A stadium for all Tasmanians AFL, Concerts, Cricket No It must include a stadium A stadium I would walk to the stadium A stadium

1580 06-Aug-23 Jacqui Frew Yes  for Dark Mofo and other events
Waterfront parkland, walking tracks, and a Truth 
and Reconciliation area As above

Yes   The feeling that it wasn’t just a generic boxy 
commercial site

Mac Point should include native plantings, shade 
and rocks, and well-designed and separated 
buildings Similar to the current Red Square

Currently we walk or park and walk    Well-
designed pathways and bike tracks are essential Clean toilets  low-level gardens

1581 06-Aug-23 Colin Partridge Yes, Carparking and Dark Park

Would love to be able to walk around the waters 
edge, cafes where we can dine, ferry pick up and 
drop off point  Some housing and the Stadium 
please

The new Stadium, cannot wait for it to arrive, the 
events that it would attract will benefit all

It should have the Stadium, references to the past 
(walking notes along the walking/bike tracks) Trees 
and gardens, maybe a community garden? Cafes, Bars, Stadium

Ferry, walking, buses  If i drive, I need to be able to 
park somewhere and either walk or catch a shuttle 
bus Sun shelters, Trees, minimal steps around the area

1582 06-Aug-23 Paul Broughan Regatta and watched fire works on New Years Eve Community space with hospitality venues S sad radium is a great idea
Many places in Australia with links to culture and 
sport on the water and and outdoors

Hospitality  art and a area for gathering like 
Federation square

Sport art indigenous cafes and bars a space for all 
Tasmanians and visitors Either parking in town or the ferry A walk way along the waterfront

1583 06-Aug-23 Michelle Surton Rangi Had fish and chips in the sunshine Parkland/meeting point for friends Trees/grass/reflection waters/children
Only on the mainland but the time for reflection 
and pause is truly meaningful Well it certainly should include NO new stadium!

Organisations such as an Antarctic community and 
an indigenous community where visitors could learn 
about our local culture I’ve only ever driven

As a disabled pensioner I’d like to see wheelchair 
access, seating , safe public toilets and disabled 
parking  There is never enough parking

1584 06-Aug-23 Alan Greenlees
I have been to the regatta pavilion on a number of 
occasions  also to MONA events No new Stadium No new stadium no new stadium no new stadium certainly no stadium no new stadium no new stadium

1585 06-Aug-23 Ian Hobbs Yes, various reasons Stadium, restaurants, museum
A tour of the new stadium, toured the MCG in 
Melbourne, great experience Great experience

Should include a multi purpose stadium, light rail, 
ferry and Cruise ship terminal, museum and 
parkland space Restaurants, bars, tourism type businesses

Public transport options, rail, buses, parking for 
cars and easy access and egress

Plenty of lighting, cctv cameras and open areas   A 
strong security or police presence

1586 07-Aug-23 Lindsay Hickman
Attended Anzac Day Services and The Royal 
Hobart Regatta

The Aboriginal Reconciliation and Truth telling 
centre would be a good start as it has been 
promised a number of times before

Street vendors ie  food/coffee vans , market type 
vendors along the ilk of Salamanca

Yes the Cenotaph area is very key to the precinct as 
it is not only a stark reminder of the cost of war but 
it is also an important place to remember relatives 
who have served or paid the Supreme Sacrifice

Along with the First Nation's Truth and 
Reconciliation centre, parks, gardens and 
remembrance walks for the RSL Maybe 1 or 2 kiosks/cafes and street food vendors

Hobart's public transport needs a complete 
overhaul as does the amount of low cost 
carpooling  A light rail or tramway system 
throughout the city and suburbs would be ideal 
with any development

A police presence at all times maybe a occupied 
cubicle/ police box

1587 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett Dark MOFO with my family A MULTI-PURPOSE STADIUM SHOWCASING AFL AFL
Bars, restaurants, cafes, local artisans (similar to 
Brooke St Pier) and garden spaces Ferry or car

1588 07-Aug-23 Robert Hamilton
Yes, look at a ship and participate in past Hobart 
Regattas

A multipurpose stadium around which appropriate 
grounds are laid out (parks, garden, children's 
playgrounds, points of interest)   Adelaide Oval 
precinct is perhaps a model for this   Needs to be a 
place that is inviting, a place to visit, people 
friendly

The experiences that a multi purpose stadium can 
bring to Hobart and Tasmania

Means using technology to best advantage in 
building and ongoing use Compatible with sport, events, culture

If its an AFL game from the Eastern Shore I would 
be interested in a ferry service otherwise my car

1589 07-Aug-23 BYRON DILWORTH

yes - have visited the area since the 1970's  Access 
to most area were not possible due to Railway and 
port useage - Still an active port so some area 
STILL restricted

Would be great to see open areas  in Mac Point so 
it can be an oasis in the nearby urban and 
commercial environment with access to all at no 
cost   The area should NOT be dominated by one 
user, occupier or organisation    Open areas such 
as Federation Square in Melbourne have proven 
their value to their community

Reace and quiet - an area of reflection and de-
stressing  Such an area would complement the 
existing Cenotaph area and regatta grounds

Yes, federation Square in Melb (as previously 
memtioned)

Some housing on the city side aimed as low level 
(Height) developments to preserve the amemity of 
the area   Such housing would suit those persons 
downsizing (e g  Elderly) with the relative flatness of 
the land and easier access to existing services such 
as Hospital, Police, Quality Dining and the CBD 
areas

Community housing (as mentioned earlier) and 
community services hub such as Centrelink, aged 
care services  health and charitable services

With enough permanent residents, public 
transport services would grow and security would 
be improved

better access to the area, cycle and scooter  
(including invalid scooters) friendly pathways  Well 
lit pedestrian access areas in housing areas

1590 07-Aug-23 Richard Gerathy Yes  Went to Dark Mofo A stadium A stadium
What does sustainable mean? As long as it's used 
on a regular basis and adds to Hobart tourism  sport  hospitality Bus  car  walk Lighting

1591 07-Aug-23 Richard Munnings No As long as there is a stadium I will be going there
Games of football in a world class stadium and not 
have to travel to Melbourne No Multi sport stadium Bars and restaurants, indoor golf simulator Walking or public transport No

1592 07-Aug-23 Mark Smith No Sport or recreation Yes many overseas but not so much local
Brings people in and has space and transport 
options to get access Cultural sporting entertainment Good public transport



1593 07-Aug-23 Andrew Bonnitcha no AFL\All Purpose Stadium
Watching a Tasmanian AFL team playing 
Collingwood and winning

Melbourne, like Tasmania has football at it's core, 
walking with thousands of like minded people to a 
stadium to watch AFL  the excitement was palpable

A stadium will sustain so many small businesses for 
decades to come, it will help sustain a vibrant sports 
scene where our grandchildren and their 
grandchildren can aspire to be something

A stadium, an indigenous park, bars and 
restaurants  conference centre

I would park on the eastern shore and catch a ferry 
across, trains from the north and north west are a 
must

1594 07-Aug-23 Geoff Newton
Dark Oark events  
Aboriginal cultural events in a Long House

More cultural events in a venue that fits the scale 
and sensitivity of the Sullivans Cove precinct

Authentic cultural experiences presented and 
managed by cultural community groups  An 
extensive Truth and Reconciliation Park (long 
promised) as the central feature of the site and 
permeating throughout the development

Many such areas, around the world  It is authenticity 
of place and culture that makes a place stand out  A 
40+metre high stadium would compromise all 
potential for the site to achieve this  At the same 
time it would also forever greatly compromise the 
aesthetic of Sullivans Cove

All development must be publicly accessible all 
year round  All development must be at a scale to 
not exceed the Evans Street /Hunter Street 
buildings  The development should compliment the 
Sullivans Cove heritage values

Community groups  Food outlets, cafes,bars, some 
small retail, artisan products, various pop up 
markets  Encourage public picnics  Playground  
Music bowl Park and ride public transport  Bring it

Good lighting  Populate the area with residents  
Keep the place activated  Appropriate security 
systems

1595 07-Aug-23 Margaret Taylor
frequent visitor to The Longhouse and to the 
Hobart Brewing Company

A football stadium would discourage any interest 
in the area   I like the original plans for parkland, 
housing and small businesses

this question is irrelevant if you plan to put a 
stadium there

parkland, small businesses   the Longhouse used 
give me that feeling when the local Aboriginal 
Community ran events there   Their community 
garden was so good

The Hobart Precinct Plan gives you the best 
guidelines for this

No stadium   Like the idea of a science hub 
surrounded by accommodation priced for incomes 
of hospital staff or teachers;  parkland for walking 
and small businesses supplying local needs

Bus services   A pedestrian area with provision for 
wheelchairs public toilets,  open well-lit walking areas

1596 07-Aug-23 Scott Harvey No Stadium Stadium Yes Stadium Stadium , food and bev Walk , bus Stadium

1597 07-Aug-23 Brett Cornelius Parked my car Attend a football game or concert at a stadium Experience an event with my family and friends Good to appreciate our history
A stadium along with associated community 
infrastructure Retail hospitality cultural Walk bus car A stadium

1598 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett Yes, many times for Dark MOFO with my family
A multi-purpose stadium to watch AFL and 
concerts AFL

Cafes, restaurants, bars, local artisan retailers 
(similar to Brooke Street Pier) Ferry from Bellerive or car

1599 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett Dark MOFO with my family A multi-purpose stadium AFL, concerts, exhibitions
cafes, restaurants, bars, local artisan retailers (like 
Brooke Street Pier) Ferry from Bellerive or car

1600 07-Aug-23 Mark Lynch I worked in that location for 8 years

It should be a Show-piece of excellence in design 
of mixed purpose dwellings ( Top end Apartments, 
lower income apartments for service workers, 
mainly hospital type, short stay accomodation, 
Townhouse living, specialty shops, restaurants and 
cafes  There should be open-spaces for families, 
with a kids park  to enjoy with PARKING!

A family/tourist experience that shows off 
Tasmania and what it can offer  A Hub of cultural 
interest  A starting place to explore the city of 
Hobart and beyond

Richmond Tas would be a small example  You can 
always come away with that Old World feeling Design it for the people not Football

Businesses that are producing product and ideas 
locally  specialty types

PARKING would  not be lost here  Bus or the light 
rail network Good Lighting and obvious CCTV

1601 07-Aug-23 Susan Brunacci Yes  not much

I would like to see a WORLD class stadium, with a 
roof because of our weather that can host multiple 
sports and entertainment/arts events  I would like 
to see what is an ugly waste of space developed 
into a multi use site that Tasmania can be proud of  
Plenty of facilities, that includes plenty of toilets, 
mothers rooms, and seating  Disabled access, 
green space and incorporate the cenotaph to 
honour those who fought to give us a secure 
future

A new WORLD class stadium  Plenty of facilities, 
seating  Small performance areas

The Steppes, really showcased the history of the 
area  Its small but mighty
Deloraine, super "vibe" and connection to those 
who built the town  Nice eclectic mix of traditional 
and New age
QVAGM great blend of modern, migrant and 
historical, new art, traditional, classic  
Richmond and Ross

Good access and facilities for all age groups  Green 
space, trees lots of trees  The Civic Square in 
Launceston is now an oasis for city workers to eat 
lunch - Peter Cundall inspired that  A space that is 
welcoming and safe  Really good flow for large 
crowds, at the MCG and it empties well when the 
game is over
Need a roof, retractable maybe but a roof  For all 
events there needs to be the certainty that it will 
proceed

Food providers of all price points  Quality 
Tasmanian merchandise  Local produce providers   
Cenotaph

Drive to Hobart, then park and either walk - like we 
do to the MCG- or Uber/Bus  
It would be super if extra buses could be 
scheduled like a shuttle  Could be painted in 
stadium colours and do a round route of the city  
Like the Tiger bus in Launceston

Really good security, really good lighting  Safe no 
bottle necks in crowd movement  As an older 
woman I don't like to be crushed/pushed when 
entering or leaving a venue  Good signage so you 
know where/which gate/entry point you are at/in  I 
would also like to see great seat access with 
plenty of ability to get in and out

1602 07-Aug-23 Tamara Crosby
Yes, went to dark mofo and Dark Park & The 
Burning 🔥🔥

AFL games, live concerts like Ed Sheeran, Cold 
Play  Live acts, big music festivals, movie & comic 
conventions  sexpo  red carpet events AFL Stadium 🏟🏟  & live music concerts Everyone in Tasmania is chilled so make it chill

Hospitality venues and different vendors & things to 
do & try  Live Street acts  local bands DJ's Hospitality and bars & food

Walk, Car, Bus, Ferry ⛴  taxi 🚕🚕  & hopefully new 
Rapid Bus Transit, new Ferry terminal at the 
precinct & new directions to go in or to Security & police presences

1603 07-Aug-23 Trent Hasson Yes, for Dark Mofo

Would love to see a vibrant city hub, including a 
multi-purpose stadium that can host conferences 
and events

Wellington NZ and their world-class stadium and 
waterfront outlook remind me of Hobart and the 
potential for a site like Mac Point

Would like to see the use of Tasmanian specialty 
timbers and materials, including Wood Plastic 
Composite (WPC) products like those being made 
by Timberlink

Retail and hospitality primarily  Like the idea of an 
antarctic hub as well

Hobart is a walkable city (and this worked well for 
Dark Mofo) but any improvements to walk and 
cycle ways, electric scooters or larger transport like 
bus or tram would be good Lighting and CCTV

1604 07-Aug-23 Brendon Bell No An inclusive interactive space for everyone A development that benefits many people Special
Make it a park like setting  Or a totally a community 
area Stadium, cafes, restaurants, bars

Walking from near by accommodation  Walking 
paths, rest areas

Well lit, and access for disabled to also enjoy the 
area

1605 07-Aug-23 Graham Brinckman No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium

1606 07-Aug-23 Louise Archer Yes, Dark Mofo Park,  and Anzac Day Parade

Maybe an ice skating rink if it will fit   Have 
something related to Dark Mofo still there   Maybe 
a trampoline park for the kids and adults   Maybe a 
light show festival like the Melbourne one thats on   
 Maybe a temporary flying fox in the stadium or 
outside the stadium    Could also set up big movie 
screen for movies The above that I have mentioned

I loved mindil market in northern territory,  where 
the indigenous culture of australia was dominant

Definitely some parking   Nothing more annoying 
that having to find somewhere to park, especially  if 
you don't want to walk far,  and also because you 
might want to do other errands after you have been 
to mac point that buses and time wont allow, and 
you dont want to come into town a second time

Definitely food choices,  food trucks are fine,  but 
something that has under $10 choices for snacks, 
that are healthy, like sushi, not just hot chips

I would most likely drive my car,  I would consider 
bus or ferry as long as I had nothing else to do in 
the city  should be ok to get around the whole site 
by walking ,   but maybe one of those  small 
carriage trains, that has wheels and is driven 
around site would be fun,  not sure what the 
proper name is of them  I think theme parks on the 
mainland have them Nothing I can think of

1607 07-Aug-23 Michael Harding Not for years as it is a wasteland
A multi use roofed stadium, restaurants, cafes, 
access to foreshore  housing A multi use roofed stadium

We are multi culture so any development should 
reflect what we are now

It must have accommodation to get people to the 
area and cafes/restaurants to retain them

Accommodation, cafes, restaurants  Keep big 
business out   Create an easily accessible link to the 
city  Create train, ferry and walking access; keep 
cars out of area

Walk ways, car access to external perimeters, ferry 
and light rail access   Get Clarence Council to 
allow accommodation in Bellerive, create new 
ferry terminal there for direct access Police presence and plenty of CCTV

1608 07-Aug-23 Gavin Davis Yes ! Dark mofo  Regatta A stadium
Going to the footy and seeing anything on at the 
new stadium A stad um  shops  bars Retail  restaurants  bars and a stadium

1609 07-Aug-23 Bernd Wechner
Yes  Dark Park mainly  An inspection tour while on 
an HCC advisory committee some years ago

Personally, whatever goes there, I'd love to see it 
integrate good connections between the 
Domain/Cenotaph and the city for walkers and 
riders   I'm blown away at the years it's been idle 
and nothing been done with all the original ideas 
and plans  was throwing around  But 
something that broadly community and recreation 
focussed is a good move

Dark Park has always been a hit and it would be 
awesome to consider its possible futures and 
needs  Always been a wonderful place to take 
visitors and quite unique and different  

I quite like the idea of some indigenous culture 
contributions, that were on the table for years 
already, as I don't see a lot of that around Hobart 
(admittedly a nice sculpture in Franklin Square 
now)

Barangaroo in Sydney can serve as inspiration

Loads of times  I've travelled the world extensively  
And I've seen places destroyed, too, by disneyfied 
local culture on display for the tourist dollar  It's 
lovely to see local culture alive in a place  Outdoor 
dining across Europe features in that, but we're 
doing a great job of that at Salamanca already  Still, 
Mac Point can contribute  But mostly when I think of 
local culture key to locality, that brings to mind 
architecture  And of course architecture is one way 
we express our culture - not that we get a lot of 
broad agreement on how to go about that ;-)  
Personally, loved the style of the new University 
Medical buildings when they came up

eep  te st g to a  y p p   p , 
that's what sustainable looks like to me  A precinct 
dies when people aren't patronising it  And for 
them to patronise it there needs to be a draw   Mac 
Point has a distinct drawback its inconvenient 
distance from current hubs of activity in the CBD, 
Salamanca and Sullivan's Cove, with the Hunter 
street zone (Davey 1, IXL, Arts school) between 
them

Of course, it would be so much nice if it extended 
to the waterfront, but a few things seem in the way 
there, a couple of wharfs, a sewage works  It could 
be a genuine charming with a waterfront walk if it 
weren't for that

I imagine small business and cultural businesses  
The sort of stuff that brings people to an area to 
spend time  Diverse, and providing enough services 
and space to warrant going there and enjoying 
some time with friends

Riding bikes, walking from the Domain, rarely 
driving (parking's a bother)  I have to admit, I 
reflect on the very wonderful way in which HCC 
used centennial moneys directed at memorials 
and such to build one of our most useful and 
charming bridges between the Cenotaph and the 
Domain  I also remember the social media outcry 
(as if that mattered)  That bridge is such a pleasure 
to walk and ride, and we do so whenever the 
mood or need strikes

A decisive lack of cars, big buildings and dark 
alleys ;-)  Accessibility is great from the domain 
already, but some work establishing really simple 
clear walking and riding paths between Mac Point 
and Sullivan's Cove/Salamanca and/or the CBD 
would go down well

1610 07-Aug-23 DEBRA WHITFIELD YES YES TO THE AFL STADUIM
EVERYTHING A STADIUM WOULD BRING, AFL, 
CONCERTS ETC YES STADIUM ALL KINDS BUSES

1611 07-Aug-23 Kim Norton yes   use boat ramp
stadium with outdoor area restaurants, cafes,bars 
with areas for kids to run and play same as above   Stadium with places around it MCG  Darling Harbour

stadium to use all year round and hospitality areas 
and areas for dark MOFO to use in winter, 
markets/arts/buskers/bands on stages etc during 
summer bus  park and ride  ferry

large public jetty with moorings for private boats 
to come over for the football and other events

1612 07-Aug-23 Jacqui Frew
Yes   I have visited the hospitality venues and Dark 
Mofo there, as well as other events

Waterfront parklands and cycle paths, as well as 
hospitality venues similar to the existing ones

Beautifully designed green space, and a Truth and 
Reconciliation Park

Yes   I liked the way the architecture 
complemented the historical buildings, and the 
landscaping complemented the natural landscape   
I liked the fact that the scale was appropriate to the 
site   For a Hobart reference,  I like the Hunter 
Street redevelopments, but not the current Grand 
Chancellor building, which is inappropriate and an 
eyesore, adding nothing to the value of the area

Sustainable to me means that it is sensitive to the 
needs of the environment and the coming impact of 
climate change   Materials used are sensitive to the 
environment and constructed with sustainability in 
mind    We onlyl build things that have a decent 
lifespan and that add to the amenity of the area

Hospitality businesses if they fit in with the 
waterfront environment   See comments re Hunter 
St above

Walking or parking and walking   I like well-defined 
pathways with seating where appropriate for older 
visitors and children   Cycle or scooter paths would 
make sense

Clean toilets, good lighting,  safe planting, good 
paving

1613 07-Aug-23 Neil McLachlan-Troup Yes  Ginuary  Cycling AFL football AFL football Yes  Inclusivity of local culture Stadium  Close to transport AFL club Walking  Signage Wheelchair access

1614 07-Aug-23 Annie Wall

Yes, walked around and not seeing much life or 
excitement - just a very large unused sad area, 
with so much potential - a very valuable 
community space becoming such a wasteland

An extended area of the current waterfront, with 
lots of people enjoying the vibe, sporting activities 
and lots of open space, making use of the expanse 
of our beautiful waterfront  Would love to go to afl 
matches, but nearly all are held on the big island 
which is very expensive   Really want to support 
our own afl team at a great home ground in an 
easily accessed place

A football ground, stadium, arena, with public 
areas to sit and enjoy a beautiful area  River boats 
for commuters, like Brisbane

The indigenous food garden was awesome, and 
now it is gone  Why? We should encourage these 
activities, not hide them

Gathering places, small and large, entertainment 
options, small and large, food venues showcasing 
local and indigenous foods, small parks and river 
activities As above

Bus, Uber, river taxis/boats, bicycles, scooters and 
designated walkways for guided walks with plenty 
of seating for groups

Foot police presence, Guides and volunteers  A 
small public library  Wi-Fi, a first aid centre,

1615 07-Aug-23 Peter Taylor Yes  attend events and used for parking

Open spaces linking the existing Queens Domain 
and Sullivans Cove   Buildings used for a variety of 
purposes where events and functions can be held, 
but building must be at an appropriate scale and 
be used, or capable of being used for a wide 
range of purposes   A place that has a community 
feel

I do not understand this question  It is a pointless 
question

Yes   Wide variety of activities undertaken day and 
night  week days and weekends

Ensure its scale is appropriate   Buildings with 4 to 6 
floors with lots of opportunity for housing use and 
other purposes

Mix of businesses that will attract people to the area 
to live  work and play

Bus, walk, bike and car   The site should be 
designed for ease of access - walking, cycle, 
scooter and public transport

Public toilets, well designed bus stop(s), adequate 
lightning and 'good line of sight' (no sharp turns 
and an ability to look ahead and see where you 
are going)

1616 07-Aug-23 Steve Burdon Yes, work and leisure

Marvel stadium, Adelaide oval,  these are great 
examples of how well an area can thrive when 
money is invested  The employment is a huge 
bonus with the proposed stadium, but importantly 
it'll drive people to Tasmania, state of the art area 
on the best waterfront in Australia

The stadium and dining precinct similar to 
southbank/marvel area

Culture is what we make it individually  Some will 
appreciate that more than others  Does mac point 
have a culture,  I wouldn't say it does  I've never felt 
apart of something other than live music at maq2 Stadium/businesses/cafe/ family space Highlighted above

Walk,  car,  bus  People will spend more time in 
Hobart before and after a match,  I know I would  
It'll be key to supporting existing businesses and 
restaurants etc from Sandy Bay to Moonah! Multi purpose  stadium

1617 07-Aug-23 David Gray Yes  been to area many times

Multi Purpose stadium for Sport, Concerts and 
Community Events  Stadium can incorporate other 
services for community and state visitors around 
ground floor level

Sport, concerts and community events at a world 
class multi purpose roofed stadium

If implemented correctly it can fit in to the 
environment whilst also providing a sense that you 
h r left the city

It should be built to last for use by future 
generations, include all necessary facilities and be 
low maintenance AFL  gym  shopping  community spaces Nearby parking and increase in ferries/buses

Safe toilet facilities that can be used 24/7 without 
fear



1618 07-Aug-23 maryann herbert

Yes, I work in MAQ1, park near MAQ2  Also I am a 
frequent visitor to the Hobart Brewing Co   I've 
attended the Mind Games of 2021, have attended 
most Regatta day events, every annual Dark 
MOFO free installation/exhibit on the MAQ point 
and several events in the Good Sheds

I would like to enjoy a new, state of the art AFL 
stadium for our local team   I hope the Hobart 
Brewing CO can still have some presence at Mac 
Point   I hope Dark MOFO would have some area 
that exhibits could still be displayed in

It would be great to have a modern children's 
playground in the precinct, with picnic tables and 
BBQs   It would be great to have additional 
gastropub and retail venues available to 
businesses, so that event goers could come early 
and make a day of experience   There should be a 
main plaza  The plaza would be a pre- and post- 
game gathering place for sports fans  But beyond 
AFL, it can serve as a new “outdoor room”, a year-
round destination that can host neighborhood 
concerts, festivals, and other public activities

Yes, Coors Field baseball stadium in Denver  The 
local Wild West cultural feel is evident in the 
architecture, icons, adjacent restaurants and pubs 
and artwork in the stadium

A sustainable garden can provide produce to the 
local eateries of the precinct

Retail shops (jewelry, homewares, athletic fashion, 
etc)   Gastropubs and sports bars  Maybe a fitness 
gym or pilates studio

Happy to go by bus, Uber or I will walk from the 
CBD   I walk to work (in the MAQ1) from Sandy Bay 
every day and can't see the problem with walking 
a km or two if you are capable   If we lived in 
another capital city of Australia, we'd be walking at 
least 20 min  from our car in the car park or the 
bus/tram station to the venue anyway   Why 
should Tassie be any different?

UTAS has the campus Help Points and an app that 
can alert a security service  This could be an 
option for the Precinct

1619 07-Aug-23 Penelope Ann Yes  Saw some live theatre  went to MONA events

Parkland, gardens, access for  rowboats, kayaks, 
ferries, playgrounds,  cycle paths,  a sculpture 
park, outdoor/indoor cafe  A sheltered space for  
performance or live music  fairly small to 
accommodate around 500 All the above

Yes  San Fransisco the waterfront  district   I liked 
the variety of small,  varied buildings and cafes and 
the ships all mixed in together

No big, modern structures  I love Hobart because of 
its heritage buildings and street scapes  Nothing 
that overpowers or distracts from the overall 
heritage heights  scale or colour

Art exhibition space, smallish venues for music, and 
theatre  Access to the water and lots of space for 
walking beside and picnicking beside the water  
Scooter hire  Boat hire  Indigenous interpretive 
space  Small cafes  light rail connection Light rail light rail 

Light rail station  Sheltered free seating with good 
lighting and art work and cafe open till late

1620 07-Aug-23 Philip Bird Went to the regatta Multipurpose Stadiums

1621 07-Aug-23 Linda Booth Yes walked around it No new stadium Natural public space Humanizing
Endemic planting, water capture,solar capture, 
natural recreational spaces Sustainable food outlets Public transport/walking/accessible pathways Ramps not stairs

1622 07-Aug-23 Anne John Flew a kite  Visit cenotaph  Attend regatta No stadium No stadium Should be an aboriginal site of reconciliation No stadium Cultural centre Bus No stadium

1623 07-Aug-23 Paul Soden No Nice eateries
Going to a good game of footy in a nice stadium 
without needing to go to Melbourne Not really

Nice place to eat, maybe a Tasmanian Football 
museum Tasmanian Football museum, cafes,

I live on the north west coast so we would make a 
weekend of it,stay at a nice place reasonably close 
by ,maybe either a small bus trip or ferry

1624 07-Aug-23 Andrew Smith Yes- dark mofo and Hobart brewing company

I would love to see a multi use stadium along with 
a other entertainment options like bars and 
restaurants

Watch a concert undercover in a multi use stadium 
with a roof

Darling Harbour where it is a mix of public space 
and entertainment venues

Build a multipurpose sporting stadium that will 
encourage our youth to play more sport and give 
them hope for a better future Restaurants  shops and micro breweries/distilleries

I would love to take the ferry from sandy bay to the 
stadium   I will also walk to the stadium from my 
work in the city Clean public toilets

1625 07-Aug-23 STEVEN EISZELE Yes to get on the bus to got Blundstone Areana T The new Stadium proposal Docklands =Rod Laver Arena The current plan works for me All that would be relevant cAR BUS OR TRAIN

1626 07-Aug-23 Mark Williams Yes, have been to Hobart Brewing Co a few times

To attend the proposed new multi-purpose 
stadium for a concert in particular but also to see 
the Tasmania Football Club play in the AFL

A world class stadium with the proper facilities that 
Tasmanian's deserve  If it is done properly and 
tastefully then we can ensure that it is an area that 
all Tasmanian's could be proud of

Many places  The Tuscan region in Italy was superb 
in terms of the food and wine culture

The whole area should take advantage of 
advancements in technology to ensure energy use 
is as minimal as possible by using things like solar 
panels

Bars, restaurants, art galleries, cafes  Getting MONA 
involved would be wonderful Walking and/or public transportation Security presence, 24hr CCTV

1627 07-Aug-23 Francisco Cerros Hobart regatta Events square like fed square in Melbourne More live events, music It's seamless interaction Green spaces  Plazas  Public transport connections Sports, live screens, museums Public transport or bike riding Bridges that connect to the city

1628 07-Aug-23 Coral Paton
Yes, walked, parked and visited attractions like 
cenotaph  circus and regatta

Multipurpose stadium definitely  Plenty of outdoor 
spaces as well as retail areas like cafe’s and bars AFL  world class concerts

Love the Adelaide oval and cultural inclusion with 
sports function  Love the aboriginal history 
inclusion in the Yarra Park precinct on way to the 
MCG!

Reference to both First Nations and colonial history, 
celebration of Tasmanian elite athletes and 
footballers  Showcase of Tasmanian forms snd flora

Niche cafes, food providers showcasing Tasmanian 
produce

Walking from CBD or parking on the domain and 
walking down Lots of lighting and open spaces

1629 07-Aug-23 Michael Farrell
I use to drive pass it numerous times when I was 
working on the waterfront A Multi Purpose Stadium top priority

A Multi Purpose Stadium  that will be better then 
being empty like it is at the moment

A Multi Purpose Stadium with takeaway cafes and a 
museum or two A Multi Purpose Stadium

Plenty of parking around Hobart walk to any event 
at the Stadium

Link it with the Waterfront putting in walkways 
from Hunter St

1630 07-Aug-23 Brian Kohl

Yes   Walked around, attended regatta, watched 
regatta swimming and rowing, attended small 
functions underneath grandstand

I would like to see a roofed multi-purpose stadium 
built to support a Tasmanian AFL team and other 
events

AFL primarily ;)  Open it up for public waterfront as 
much as feasible   Make it a transport 'hub' for 
CBD transport with cycle/scooter lanes etc

The Melbourne walk to the MCG where you 
experience some interpretive indigenous things 
along the way

Mostly, it should be as public as possible;  space 
that the public can access and use   Extension of 
waterfront along with stadium for events and such

Mainly hospitality and tourism businesses, ones that 
include the public as much as possible   I would not 
like to see any private housing or government 
buildings

As much as possible, public transport and 
corridors that allow everything from scooters to 
bikes to Uber and Taxi, etc   Likely with bus 
terminals and ferry terminals nearby, all linked 
together   Something that utilises the railway to 
Glenorchy would also be hugely beneficial Only a Stadium )

1631 07-Aug-23 Rodney Squires

Last year I attended some Dark Mofo exhibits  
That's it
What else can you there

A wonderful new statium with a Roof so I can 
finally see events & sports like AFL, then I can 
wander into the city after the game Clearly a roofed stadium is new & different

What an ambiguous question  I've visited plenty of 
places where I would like to acknowledge the 
traditional custodians of the land  Don't know what 
"local culture" is
The Glenorchy GASP Park? If so, yes  I've been 
there several times in the last 10 years

Please build a Stadium that can be acknowledged 
as a showpiece of Hobart & please ignore the 
Green Hobart Council  This stadium is not just 6 or 7 
AFL games  It will create jobs for those finishing on 
the Bridgewater bridge  But the massive increase to 
hospitality businesses new & existing  I really want 
to see sleepy Hobart emerge from it's lack of 
meaningful progress

Bars, restaurants, function centres, all holding up a 
shiny new stadium

Please wake up that stupid Hobart Council & get 
the light rail built  Otherwise park in the city, walk 
to the game or function, & head to Hobart to get 
my car
Walking around the site would be like walking 
around Marvel Stadium  Lots of open spaces 
outside  Lots of seating inside

Yes  A stadium, & yes it needs to be accessible to 
wheelchairs - something that Hobart has a 
shocking track record on

1632 07-Aug-23 Angela McDonald

Not much to do at the moment  When I visit 
Regatta Point I would be parking for Christmas 
shopping, attending the Regatta or visiting the 
Cenataph  I have been to a local bar at Mac Point 
area

A Mutli-purpose Stadium fit for AFL matches, 
concerts, large ANZAC Day ceremonies, 
conferences, international visiting sports team 
exhibition, friendly or season matches  I would like 
to see the surrounding area open to foot traffic 
and have the bike/walking track wind it’s way 
through the site  I would like to have some green 
space and tree plantings for families to picnic, visit 
and play or office workers to eat outside  I would 
like to join with the majority of Tasmanians and 
enjoy the community and exciting gathering of an 
AFL season, supporting a home team  I would like 
to be able to catch a ferry from nearby to other 
sites around the Hobart foreshore  I would like to 
have restaurants, cafes, shops, activities in the 
daytime as well during the evening  Having a more 
accessible Antarctic visitor and education centre 
would be ideal to promote the gateway to 
Antarctica  The AAD precinct at Kingston is not 
visitor friendly and useless for school trips

I would love to experience a concert by 
international entertainers and also local 
entertainers  I would like to experience an AFL 
season with home games held in a stadium at Mac 
Point  I would like to go to an exhibition or 
conference with a crowd of likeminded people I 
would like to see the exteria of a stadium used to 
highlight local, Australian and international events 
and memories of significance to Tasmanians- by 
sculpture, lighting, projections, flags, posters and 
paintings  I would enjoy visiting and taking visitors 
to an area to see, view and hear Palawa events, 
interpretation centre and an area to reflect on the 
messages  If there is any way to include an ice rink 
that would be a gap filled for southern 
Tasmanians  A unique stadium experience for a 
different view or event perspective inside the 
stadium

A place with local culture will be ongoing with the 
ideals set with themes and content throughout the 
year  It will invite people from all backgrounds and 
experiences to come together to enjoy a spectacle 
or just mingle amongst people without having to 
participate if not required  A local cultural area 
should be a gathering place and a destination for 
local, Australian and international people not to be 
missed off an itinerary when in Hobart

All the roof space to gather water for the area  A mix 
of concrete, native landscaping and evergreen 
greenery, water feature and Tasmanian timber for 
the building and features inside and outside a 
stadium, and other areas  Open areas for markets or 
food trucks during festivals held at Mac Point or at 
Sullivan Cove  Use of the kitchen and stadium areas 
for apprenticeships, and TAFE training (Hospitality, 
groundkeeper, marketing, event management to 
name a few)

Ferry terminals nearby servicing the Derwent River, 
cafes, restaurants, bars and food trucks  Ticket office 
and Tourism Tasmania information centre, Bike and 
scooter hire, Aboriginal interpretation centre, 
Antarctic Division - if they will have an space for the 
public to visit

Drive and find parking, Park and Bus ride from 
Kingston to city centre or lower Macquarie Street, 
or  catch a ferry to Mac Point/Sullivan Cove

Regular buses servicing the area, some parking 
around land perimeter  Lighting and toilet 
facilities in open grounds  Plenty of thought put 
into wheelchair access for all all areas and inside a 
multi-purpose stadium (wide footpaths, ramps, 
lifts, parking)   Free WiFi access and emergency 
contact/Defibrillator access

1633 07-Aug-23 Denise Phillips
Have walked, attended regatta events and dark 
mofo events

Activity based green space (think Luxembourg 
Gardens) were children can sail toy yachts 
lake/pond, chess, pétanque, bocce and boule 
games   Something dedicated to our link with 
Antarctica, maybe galleries of some description 
that could be linked with Mona   Obvious walking 
tracks and picnic spots… See above See above See above    Appropriate food vendors, seasonal…

Make it walkable and cycle, wheelchair friendly    
Car parking   Make an interesting walkway through 
water front to get there

Good lighting, night cafes and couple of 
restaurants

1634 07-Aug-23 Harry Connors Reggatta All events Our AFL side It's close to Hobart Multi purpose Maybe WB might Fran hide into Hobart Tas More ferries maybe light rail More motels

1635 07-Aug-23 Yes  participated in a cultural events

Mac Point has strong physical connections to the 
Federation Concert Hall, Cenotaph, Domain, 
Botanical Gardens and Hobart Waterfront  
Building on these connections will enhance 
experiences at the site

Facilities at Mac Point need to strengthen the 
connections between Mac Point and the rest of 
Hobart  Stadiums are inward looking facilities and 
weaken the connections with the immediate 
precinct

Arts, music and cultural organisations will 
strengthen the existing connections of Mac Point 
and the surrounding precincts

Improved public transport, including light rail and 
ferry services will assist in transport to Mac Point

1636 07-Aug-23 Dale
Cunningham-
Connors Regatta point  Sky dive, Regatta show Stadium followed by food and drinks at Salamanca

AFL, some world class music concerts would be 
amazing

The statues ECT outside and around MCG are 
awesome  There's no reason the cenotaph couldn't 
be a highlight of the occasion

Maybe some play grounds ECT for the kids while 
there is nothing on at the stadium Food and beverages Rapid bus lanes ECT are a great idea Just public transport  Cctv ECT obviously

1637 07-Aug-23 James McAvoy Yes  Dark Mofo and walks
Stadium, Tasmanian AFL team  Concerts  Art 
exhibitions Stadium  AFL Concerts

Yes  Sydney wharf culture cafes,  Alice Springs 
tours of surrounding area and art, European cities  
All too many to note  But all had reference to the 
area

I defer to the experts here  Should be consistent 
with best practice

Stadium, AFL, art, cafes, restaurants, appropriate 
retail

Walking from CBD  Very happy with ANZAC 
Bridge and new bridge from aquatic centre No

1638 07-Aug-23 Jennifer Gason No

A diversity of small galleries / eateries showcasing 
local artworks, cultural exhibitions and food that 
flows seamlessly with the current jam factory 
architecture at hunter st and retains the small 'old 
timey' feel while including First Nations stories and 
more  Gardens with local provenance plants

More foliage growing local flora that is able to 
thrive in the area and offer balance amongst the 
industrial area   A place that feels inclusive rather 
than exclusive (e g  not 100% expensive shops and 
fancy hotels)

Promote active transport (cycling, walking), and 
include plenty of local flora

Local businesses showcasing culture, art, history, 
and food  Community spaces offering programs like 
workshops, community garden, youth art 
showcases etc Walking paths and bike tracks

1639 07-Aug-23 Bettina Kemp Nothing Events at a stadium A stadium Ambience A multi purpose stadium  bars  cafes & greenery Events  afl & concerts Walk  buses  park & drive Stadium

1640 07-Aug-23 Aaron Mays
Yes  Currently the space is being completely 
wasted and would be brilliant for a stadium Events at a stadium A stadium Ambience A state of the art multi-purpose stadium Afl and other sporting leagues/events Buses, cars, walking and boats A bigger stadium

1641 07-Aug-23 Jacki Miller No
Somewhere for our family to enjoy entertainment 
and sporting events

A fantastic multi use stadium that could be home 
to our very first AFL and AFLW teams  Go Tassie No

With all of the sustainable building products and 
technology available, I believe with the the right 
design this could be a world famous stadium Bars, local retailers, cafes, transport options

I live in the central highlands so would travel by 
car  Would be happy to park in Glenorchy if a hop 
on/hop off style bus was available to events

Security points and obviously multiple disability 
friendly features

1642 07-Aug-23 Chris Dobson Dark MoFo  regatta Cinema  park  food district Theme park Immersive experience in the local culture
Green spaces, renewable energy used, sustainable 
building practices Food  entertainment

Personal vehicle, needs ample affordable parking  
A tram around the site would be good Police and Ambo station

1643 07-Aug-23 Lynette Davies Yes, I visited the Hobart Regatta in past years
Enjoy family picnic/barbecue areas; integrated 
park, landscaping with Tasmanian native plants

Properly landscaped native plant grounds, private 
spaces, tall trees to counterbalance the height of 
the stadium   A place for learning - about Tasmanian 
history and heritage and that includes indigenous 
culture

Cafes, ice cream parlours but not expensive 
restaurants and definitely no fast food outlets 
(McDonalds, KFC, Pizza Hut etc ),  tasteful but not 
commercialised

Sporting organisations should be found there
Ferry from Bellerive, walk across Tasman Bridge, 
buses, car

Cannot tuck children's playground 'in behind' the 
stadium and areas for familys to enjoy picnics 
need to be protected, sunny and have pleasant 
surrounds   Need public toilet facilities

1644 07-Aug-23 Wayne Cox No AFL stadium Afl No AFL stadium Cafes restaurants hotel stadium Walk Open areas

1645 07-Aug-23 Sam Bye Toy Run finish  Dark Mofo Stadium

It's a disused industrial facility so anything will be 
better than now  It is the best place in the state for 
an in door stadium

Adelaide  Uni, oval, and all close  Really makes 
Fringe Festival work well

Great Tassie architecture  All public accessible 
areas

Function center and associated good and drink 
service  Places for live music Drive from Launceston  Stay locally and walk All disabled access



1646 07-Aug-23 Nathan Darke Yes  Dark Mofo or events A Stadium Sport  entertainment
Skiing from the CBD of Melbourne to a Stadium 
with the community

A stadium that has a roof and brings the community 
together   Built right this will be an amazing 
transformative project and be the catalyst for many 
things such as transport AFL Team Ferry

Lighting, walkways and ease of egress to the 
Stadium

1647 07-Aug-23 John Pollard Yes for an Open Day for TAS/Hobart Ports

The proposed stadium would be great with retail 
outlets to also bring in people outside of hours 
that the stadium is in use AFL  Concerts Yes the sense of community

Not just a stadium but also other features to bring 
more people there Food/Dining  retail on foot  by ferry or other public transport A police presence

1648 07-Aug-23 Brendan Procter Dark Mofo, hotels and shows
Go to multiple entertainment and sports events at 
the new stadium

Events, hospitality, accommodation, arts and 
entertainment venues, areas of open space to 
showcase Hobart’s waterfront

Yes, the warm environment where everyone was 
welcome

Multiple, areas of sport, entertainment, arts, culture  
This is very important and done built around a multi 
purpose stadium All mentioned above

All types of transport, vehicle, public transport, 
taxi, Uber, ferries Build it right and safety will be taken care of

1649 07-Aug-23 David Micallef No

Open green space, arts and music precinct, 
restaurants and cafes, public sports facilities ie 
basketball courts, jogging and cycling tracks

A community hub, where locals and visitors can 
feel inclusion and welcoming Yes  A vibe of relaxation and inclusion

Building using sustainable materials and self 
sustainable energy production  Cutting edge 
design that reflects beautiful architecture and the 
best of minimal energy usage

Not fussed but retail and hospitality that is not 
elitist Light rail maybe??? No, if it is designed right that will take care of itself

1650 07-Aug-23 Tim Hunt Regatta  Anzac dawn service  dark park Reconciliation walk Commuter ferry hub
Salamanca, great historical significance, great story, 
excellent use of space Art  hospitality  restaraunts and bars

Light rail and ferry   Good signage and safe 
pedestrian walkways

1651 07-Aug-23 Kieran Nixon
Took beautiful pictures of the cenotaph at dusk  
Went to Mowtown Under the Stars, Dark Mofo

A beautiful garden  with art, nice social housing , 
restaurants , an education centre for aboriginal 
reconciliation  , Outdoor grounds that are a feast for the senses

The small shops around Salamanca  Bespoke and 
interesting  IXL area too  The wharf area has 
working fisher people , wooden boats, canoeists, 
interesting sculptures reflecting Antarctic hisory  
Love historic towns Good public transport to get there  Green energy Food , art , education, fun things for kids

I expect it will be in a huge traffic jam that blocks 
the bridge and people going up to the Southern 
outlet  Our public transport is a joke , just look 
what happened when they announced free buses  
having been warned there weren’t enough buses / 
drivers and it was very stressful

Good lighting at night , lots of people round , 
security cameras

1652 07-Aug-23 Jarrod Eyre Register / dark mofo Stadium Concerts Salamanca A multi purpose stadium Tourist info / hospitality Uber taxi bus car pool Police presents

1653 07-Aug-23 Rickie Monks Buses perhaps a tram ferry’s from the eastern shore A park

1654 07-Aug-23 Rhys Menadue
I have walked through the site and been there for 
events

I think the stadium is a great idea  The activation it 
would create for an otherwise wasted space would 
be fantastic

Sports games and events in a world class sports 
stadium

Walking to any AFL game in Melbourne has this 
feel

As you suggest above seems like has good options 
the whole community could benefit from

Sullivan cove could do with more diverse retail and 
shopping options particularly small supermarkets 
and cafes where tourists could shop when they visit

I will walk there from the other side of Sullivans 
cove

Development and activation of the area will 
naturally make it safe and accessible  Currently it 
is neither of those

1655 07-Aug-23 Adam Bridley
Cycled, Enjoyed the Hobart regatta, Had a few 
Beers, Walked

Multipurpose Roofed Stadium, not just for Footy  
Concerts, Entertainment Venue etc International Entertainment Acts, Maybe football

Most of Mac Point site is reclaimed land, areas pf 
local culture need to be in a more rural setting

A roofed Multipurpose stadium, re-establish a 
transport corridor (light rail or similar) retaining 
cycle/pathway

Might need more bike racks, local ferry drop-off 
points, Scooter rentals close public toilets, bike racks

1656 07-Aug-23 Robyn Claire
Yes, to see MONA events, the craft brewery and 
music

Anything to do with the arts in all its forms  
Imaginative seating Wheelchair access

Federation Square , Melbourne is always lively with 
new events  Family friendly and engages 
imagination and possibilities

It could reflect cutting edge sustainability for 
people to become aware of what’s possible, 
perhaps also using First Nations technology as well

My wheelchair from North Hobart   Fell off a bus 
entry ramp , injuring myself, so not keen on buses Toilets, wheelchair friendly

1657 07-Aug-23 Marianne Curran For a walk around

I'd like to see a multi purpose stadium that I could 
attend sporting events and concerts with family 
and friends

To be abke to wander around an asthetically 
pleasing multi purpose stadiums with surrounding 
gardens  shops and eateries No  but I'd like to

The best thing for Mac Point to be sustainable it 
would need a multi purpose stadium that will attract 
big ticket acts, sporting events etc  It should 
probably include shops that source local 
merchandise, eateries and grassy areas where 
people can sit and relax

Local businesses and restaurants that people 
attending sporting events/concerts at the multi 
purpose stadium

I live in the Huon so would utilise a carpark and 
then walk  or park at one of the anticipated parking 
areas and bus in

Well lit access and clear directions to the multi 
purpose stadium and surrounding businesses

1658 07-Aug-23 Marianne Curran

1659 07-Aug-23 Barry Rumbold
yes
Visited for employment purposes Sport/entertainment

Undercover stadium concerts
AFL Football
Other Stadium track and field sports Docklands Stadium Melbourne

An undercover multi purpose stadium that is 
available to many modes of transport Sport and entertainment related

Ferry
Covered walk ways Well lit and designed by public security experts

1660 07-Aug-23 Daniel Smedley

Yes - went along with my son, who plays for the 
Tasmanian Devils, to inspect the site of the new 
multi-purpose stadium for Tasmania

Multi-purpose Stadium for Tasmania   We could 
sporting experiences and other entertainment 
events

AFL with a Tasmania Devils team playing against 
Collingwood, Carlton, Richmond, Hawthorn, 
Essendon, Geelong, Sydney, Brisbane, Fremantle, 
West Coast, Western Bulldogs, St Kilda, North 
Melbourne, Greater Western Sydney, Adelaide, 
Port Adelaide, Melbourne, Gold Coast   Also, 
AFLW and VFL programs at the venue

Yes - like the idea of being somewhere that is 
quintessential to the place   There are some great 
examples in Australia - visit Melbourne and you 
have to go to the MCG   Adelaide Oval is also 
walking distance from the middle of the city  
Brisbane, Perth, Sydney also have stadia near the 
middle of the city   Even Launceston have a 
stadium within walking distance of the city centre   
A stadium at MacPoint will be the centre point of 
the precinct and so popular being in walking 
distance of the city centre, Salamanca, the Hobart 
docks and even the parliament

Yes - the stadium should be built so that it can grow 
in capacity in the future  The stadium must be truly 
multi-purpose and able to cater for sports that 
require a rectangular field layout and the many 
other cultural and entertainment events that are 
attracted to a roofed venue  Also, powered by clean 
/ green energy that we have in Tasmania

Sport, entertainment, hospitality, indigenous, 
training

Motor vehicle from Launceston   Will walk from city 
centre Lighting,

1661 07-Aug-23 Kevin Whitehead Yes   My wife and I regularly walk in that area

A welcoming OPEN SPACE with hard and soft 
landscaping features,open air concert facilities 
,food,coffee,arts but definitely NOT a stadium as 
these things I want would not work  The proposed 
stadium is a  grotesquely large and inappropriate  
overdevelopment of the site

Something for everyone that is welcoming and in 
harmony with the surrounds   A stadium is not 
appropriate use for this site

The Botanic gardens and Darling Harbour precincts 
in Sydney,Central Park in New York are both 
welcoming areas for locals and visitors in contrast 
to the congestion and concrete of their adjacent 
cities 

A Stadium is at odds with this concept  NO stadium 
please

Food,cafes, entertainment, low key retail, This is 
NOT the place for low cost housing

We will continue to access this area by walking  
However for those who live some distance away 
better public transport is required as parking is 
minmiaml and Evans street woukld become a 
major bottleneck Openess and public area lighting

1662 07-Aug-23 Janine Dingley Have not visited

Something family friendly, that includes cafes, 
shops or something that adds to the economy of 
tas

Very happy with the idea of a multi purpose 
stadium, some green space

Salamanca place is a great example - the market, 
cafes and surrounds - Sydney harbour is an 
interstate example - everything is connected and 
celebrates past and present

Should be connected to the rest of the waterfront 
so that it highlights Tassie businesses and provides 
opportunities for visitors and locals to experience 
Hobart’s waterfront Multi purpose stadium, cafes, shops, event facilities Ferry, park and ride or just walk

Good lighting, walking access, signage, disability 
access

1663 07-Aug-23 Natalie Burnie No A multipurpose stadium AFL, other sports, music events and festivals NA An enclosed multipurpose stadium Everything from food to art, sports and retail
Boat would be a fun option from all points along 
the Derwent river

Yes, ensure it is inclusive for everyone with easy 
access paths and plenty of shelter

1664 07-Aug-23 Paul Johnson Yes just had a walk around
New Stadium and all the infrastructure that goes 
with it A museum with all our great sporting champions

Melbourne Brisbane and Adelaide and they all 
bring so much life to the city Stadium museum and a cultural  experience

Most importantly the Stadium then an amazing 
museum so the site will be used Walking Lighting and cameras

1665 07-Aug-23 Maria Riedl Yes for talks and regatta
Most definitely NOT an ugly ugly overpowering 
stadium

Respect the river and cenotaph as well as 
government house and respect the views coming 
from both sides of the Derwent

A stadium ( though you are calling it a conference 
centre … ) is not cultural  it is a concrete ugly huge 
building overshadowing the entire area and MUST 
NOT go there! NO STADIUM NO STADIUM

23,000 people and a complete mess without any 
light rail and ferries is a total disaster! A complete 
disaster as that area is a dead end!!!! Do you really 
think people will walk?? NO STADIUM

1666 08-Aug-23 Michael Tulip
There's nothing there really  I parked my car there 
once when I went fishing

A stadium, some apartments for doctors to lure 
them to the state AFL games for my own team every year

Absolutely, Chicago Wrigley field gave me a feel 
for Chicago as a city and for Chicagoans as people  
Cleveland was the same  Stadiums can make a city Stadium, light rail and apartments for doctors

Bars, public transport hub, stadium, Tassie FC 
merchandise I live in Glebe, so I'd walk

1667 08-Aug-23 Jamie Oakley Dark MOFO Visit a Stadium for a concert or sporting event as above A Stadium By water taxi or walking

1668 08-Aug-23 Liisa Direen Yes  Mona
I want to see the stadium and shopping precinct  
I’d love to see it developed AFL  concerts  international sports

I like the bridge heading to the MCG  It’s an 
experience to walk that way

It would include cultural installations like the MCG 
bridge  Out door green areas and area to play for 
children  Most importantly a stadium Cafes and restaurants

I live in New Town so I would love to see an 
improvement in public transport

Ferry’s directly from Bellerive  Water taxis  
Improved public transport with wide walkways 
and flat bridges safe for wheel chairs and prams

1669 08-Aug-23 bert lawatsch
a natural landscape such as a large park  definitely 
no stadium or even buildings

as above  A large park is something hobart lacks in 
the city as above perhaps aboriginal organisations

walk  sealed walking paths suitable for 
disabled/wheelchair use would need lighting at night and cameras

1670 08-Aug-23 Nick Keyte Yes visitor Multi purpose stadium Football No Entertainment Football Walking Tram

1671 08-Aug-23 Dale Campisi

Walk and cycle along bike path, car parking, visit 
events such as Dark Park, markets and venues 
such as Long House and brewery

venues - leisure and event spaces for arts, 
community, tourism place of reconciliation

Such areas feel natural bc everyone - locals, 
visitors, businesses and government - are all 
contributing to the vibe

make it all electric
facilitate water catchment
zero waste to landfill
zero embedded emission in construction commercial, tourism, hospitality

i live in the country so drive to hobart, but usually 
park on the domain and take in the views on the 
walk to site

activity around the clock to provide passive 
surveillance, community oriented

1672 08-Aug-23 Alex Hallback No Performances that are not only sports Not sports orientated
It was boring and more about one type of person's 
interest Make it multipurpose

Displays, activities to do yourself instead of only 
being able to watch something, museum 
exhibitions

Elevators, airplane style conveyor belts to 
transport around a large level

More organized and less crowded, meaning an 
organized system with more bandwidth

1673 08-Aug-23 Stuart OBrien Yes the Regatta
a Multi purpose Stadium to see events including 
AFL but not exclusively

Some decent entertainment that isn t about trees, 
scooters, sex, cutting open cows, looking at so 
called art and push bikes  Something that appeals 
to everyone not just wine sipping politicians in 
their virtue signaling tiny worlds where only what 
they want matters How about something about my culture Solar panels on the roof of the stadium

decent walking esplanade with cafes and 
restaurants with some retail

Ferries buses from designated parking areas 
outside the city cameras

1674 08-Aug-23 Kate Calwell
Visit Mona exhibits; media event to launch Mac 
Point Vision (aka Stop the Stadium)

Truth and reconciliation park, with peaceful natural 
elements  Perhaps a relaxed open space with 
nearby eateries  Indigenous cultural hub

Small “pop-up” performances in a relaxed outdoor 
setting No Stadium

Clear linkage to bike and walking paths; healthy 
food and drink available; low key, low-rise 
accommodation No Stadium in this location

I live nearby, so will go by foot  Encourage use of 
bike and walking paths

Perhaps bike hire, or e-scooter availability  Close 
to bus stops

1675 08-Aug-23 Louise Greenlees Yes  As a festival venue
Public places and a setting that is in keeping with 
Hobart character

Some part of Tasmanian history and of Tasmanian 
aboriginal history

Yes  Sydney Rocks, Melbourne federation square 
and Southbank  For the general public and in 
keeping with the style of the city

A green space  All buildings self sustaining  
Buildings that are in keeping with our city

The arts  Some shops  Maybe a hotel  Gardens  
Restaurants  Housing for visiting medical 
professionals Walking Open spaces  We’ll lit streets

1676 08-Aug-23 melegueta mattay Met some people for a meeting Something nautical A pleasing place for outdoor activities Yes in queensland Possibly Antarctic division  parkland cafe Not sure On foot Cafe  trees  flowers…

1677 08-Aug-23 Simon Firth
Fishing, swimming, Sea Scouts, the regatta, yacht 
racing,

I’d like to se the commitment to a peace park with 
emphasis on the indigenous population  Most as 
public open space with some low cost housing Get rid of the sewerage farm and develop a park

Canberra … planned, constructed, beautified with 
acres of public open space  Prime waterfront 
locations are protected from development  An 
example of what could be done

Public open space, a short term RV park with a 
dump point,

Enough hospitality businesses to be competitive 
and provide for occasional large crowds  The land 
south of the cenotaph is a natural amphitheatre Talk to Metro

A tourist information centre with adequate parking 
and informative displays  If you want to know how 
it’s done, visit the Maclean Council on the 
Clarence

1678 08-Aug-23 Alanna Daniels
Attended Dark Mofo and other festivals like 
Ginuary Stadium for sports and large festivals or gatherings

Opportunities that our mainland neighbours have, 
access to shows, sports, music, festivals, world 
class facilities

Art galleries, restaurants, retain offices or dwellings 
for those that are currently located there  Surely we 
can accommodate all Local transport, ferries and my own transport

1679 08-Aug-23 Katrina Thompson
Haircut, Hobart brewing Co, attended the YES 
campaign launch

Truth and reconciliation park is a must, I support 
the stadium but would like it to feel tasmanian and 
be a stadium that everyone wants to come to with 
quality food and alcohol   A mix of housing would 
be great too, not just high end   An antarctic 
information hub also

An aquarium, a nature inspired children's play area 
with running rivulets and a tasmanian aboriginal 
narrative

MCG, I love how you can walk from the city or 
multiple train and train stops   At night it's like 
moths to a flame Only local businesses  not multi national chains Lots of pathways  maybe some undercover! Electric transport options

1680 08-Aug-23 Kurt Wilson Yes to have a look arond A new stadium A new stadium, football museum No Shops, cafes, pubs & public transport links Shops, cafes, pubs Walk or public transport No



1681 08-Aug-23 Carol Franklin
Visited the brewery  and all other areas  Go to the 
Cenotaph

The same things they can do at the Darwin 
waterfront  Restaurants, cafes, waterpark , lawned 
area , hotel's apartments

An area recognizing our Convict , Free settlers  not 
ONLY Indigenous area

Solar panels recycled water (eg water ponds with 
fountains )

Hotel, cafes, Entertainment area for Bands  similar 
to Botanicalcar,  gardens Train, bus, car and onsite   Little   Shuttle buses ?

Security guards   And an area that children can go 
to to be safer

1682 08-Aug-23 Rhydfen Plummer Yes - attending the Regatta and Cenotaph

open green spaces, areas where people can enjoy 
the open view of the harbour - from beyond the 
bridge  down  around and past Taroona etc

What has been proposed previously - ie a truth & 
reconciliation area as well as highlighting our role 
in helping people to and from antarctica

Waitangi Treaty grounds in NZ   The area provides 
a history of NZ from both sides   It is a large area of 
open grassy spaces with a variety of buildings 
covering different aspects of NZ history   It is very 
effective and it works

NO STADIUM   Open green spaces and walkways, 
areas where people can have picnics and get 
together to enjoy the open air

Cafes, green spaces, walks, explanations/ 
descriptions of aboriginal heritage as well as convict 
history aspects   Children's play area   A family 
friendly area Public transport and walking

Toilets and drinking water fountains   Sheltered 
seating   Paved walkways

1683 08-Aug-23 Gordon Yearsley
Yes, various reasons including Regatta activities 
and cycling

Somewhere to gather close to the shore - open 
space to walk and enjoy  But also, very importantly, 
a multipurpose stadium

Events - sport and entertainment - in a roofed 
stadium Cafes  Events of all sizes Ferry terminal for direct access for large events

1684 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Searle No

Football stadium, restaurants and wine bars, 
souvenir shops for interstate and overseas visitors, 
outdoor areas to relax in Not sure No

A MULTI PURPOSE STADIUM to host many sporting  
 codes, concerts etc AFL Bus

1685 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Searle No STADIUM
Stadium
Bars restaurants and shops showcasing Tasmania Bus

1686 08-Aug-23 Jade Grice

Yes went for a walk along the bike paths etc, have 
ben to red square when it was doing food trucks 
etc

I want to take my kids to see the AFL at our new 
Mac Point Stadium!! I can't wait for the NEW STADIUM!!

I love that in Melbourne for example, the whole city 
precincts around the 2 stadiums have a sense of 
culture and that it ties together with the AFL 
stadiums A NEW STADIUM!!

AFL, food venues etc, even some things as modern 
art spaces etc Hopefully via Ferry!! A NEW STADIUM

1687 08-Aug-23 Dallas Cooper Yes  To the Regatta many years ago
A new stadium which will be used for sports and 
entertainment

A new stadium, with the reconciliation park and 
the Antarctic hub

Many towns feature their local culture - eg the silo 
trails in Victoria

A covered stadium with good eating areas, good 
transport access, probably conference rooms for 
business functions and conventions  Reasonable 
pricing is important so that it is accessible to all  It 
also means we get our own team, which provides a 
pathway for our young people to participate on the 
national stage

Antarctic hub, reconciliation park  Not housing as it 
will only be for the elite market   A ticket outlet for 
all events  A range of restaurants to cater for all Ferry from Bellerive Good lighting good transport

1688 08-Aug-23 Cameron Pereira Dark Park Watch live sport
Sports, concerts, outdoor dining, open spaces for 
outdoor events Not really

Possibly make it from sustainable materials  Not 
really fussed about this personally it is currently a 
wasteland  so anything is an improvement Larges scale restaurants/bars  Art galleries

Depending on the event, but the site will need 
lengthy bus zones and taxi/Uber pick up zones  
Walkways in each direction to link up to other 
areas of the city Well lit  Wide open spaces

1689 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Connor
Yes  Hobart Brewing Company, Dark MoFo, 
Cenotaph  kite festivals  cycle way

Keep the above things  Add in housing, library, 
transit hub, bike friendly, reconciliation park, 
cultural centre, preserve historical aspects  pretty 
much what the council suggested!! A place for all, 
not just footy fans

Heart of the city like Fed Square in Melbourne  But 
also precious housing and other services to make 
our city more inclusive, diverse and easier to 
navigate  More environmentally friendly transport 
would be awesome  Light rail to the north, links to 
buses to the south/east and links to the ferry ti the 
east  And pedestrian and bike friendly too

Fed Square is a place where Melbourne residents 
can come together  Circular Quay is not as good, 
but will be when the trains are less visible - cutting 
through the middle  Central Park New York  Town 
square in South/Central American cities
A focus, a hub, an obvious meeting place for locals 
and tourists  But definitely more for the locals to 
have a useful  green space with great amenities

Better public transport  Light rail, buses, ferries with 
decent timetables abd preferably free! Cycleways 
from the outset rather than trying to do later on  
Green  open spaces

Library definitely  Calgary has a new library, it is 
beautiful and functional for a wide range of people  
Love the Hobart brewing company  Also agree on 
cultural centre  Links to sporting hubs at Bellerive 
and DEC important too

Riding, walking or public transport  I loathe the 
bottle necks of Hobart's roads in around 8am and 
5pm  Lucky I can ride to work and ride on by! Bit 
harder with kids  Better bus timetable would be 
useful

Could have satellite police station? More about 
engaging with community than dealing with 
offenders  Lots of lights for safety also

1690 08-Aug-23 Dale Crawford Walked around the area A stadium
Interstate and overseas artists  Our own AFL team 
playing It makes you think of the past cultural aspects A local aboriginal arts centre and a sports museum

A walkway from the cbd like the MCG  has in 
Melbourne

1691 08-Aug-23 Claire Bolton Yes, our family has spent many happy hours here
We think a well-designed stadium would be the 
icing on the cake for this precinct

A clever stadium design that incorporates art and 
sustainable practices in its architecture  This 
stadium could be used for a wide variety of 
community events, not just for sport

Green spaces which encourage biodiversity  Urban 
design which prioritises pedestrians, bikes and 
public transport use

Health, well being and hospitality, as well as those 
which link to our Antarctic research

We try to use public transport as much as possible  
This needs to be accessible for wheelchair and 
pram users, and well-lit for use by all travellers

Well designed rooms for parenting - including 
thoughtful breastfeeding spaces and family 
change rooms / toilets which accommodate all the 
permutations of families (not just a dirty baby 
change table shoved inside the women's toilets)

1692 08-Aug-23 Donna Hutchins Covid test
Stadium for sport and events  A park to sit and 
enjoy Sport and shows / events

It was informative yet didn’t push a view  It 
entertained and informed via that method rather 
than lecturing

It needs the stadium to be a focus  The heritage 
park should surround the stadium, not sure about 
housing precinct as I think that would be better 
located elsewhere

A local traditional owners store if some sort  Cafes, 
a club for local footy team

Light rail from northern suburbs, ferry’s from 
eastern shore and a shuttle bus system from 
Kingborough and Huon regions for any big events

Lighted well of a night time - no dark corners  
Open spaces

1693 08-Aug-23 Brian Gittus

Just walked around and looked at the war 
memorial and thought how ugly the water front 
was with logs on it waiting to be shipped off   And 
wondered why waste sick a big area

It needs the stadium, there is nothing for young 
people to do   When I asked people at work and 
my family name 5 things to do in Hobart that aren't 
Mona they couldn't come up with anything

Turn up in to Hobart and enjoy walking to the new 
stadium to watch the pies defeat Tasmania   (who 
will be my second side)

Bridgewater,  the locals play a big key part in 
keeping their culture   Isn't that sad,  there is no 
aboriginal culture in Hobart   The best the council 
can do is call mt Wellington,  keyani instead   Ooh 
wow that's amazing   The council are killing Hobart,  
no no no no no no no no no no no to everything   
But yes to knitting for a tree and calling a man 
dancing in a sleeping bag in a park "art"

Look at marvel stadium area  They have a cultural 
park,  homes a stadium AFL

Well the rails are there still,  but the bridge rails are 
going   So Hobart once again ruined a great idea 
to jump on a train and go from Hobart go 
Launceston and back  So I guess being Hobart 
we'll need to get family to drop us off, as it's so 
backwards then any other capital city

Anything!!!!! Hobart is a hospital and Myer with 
foreign take away shops

1694 08-Aug-23 Stuart Thorp

Yes  We used old sheds for cover when servicing 
targa vehicles  Was old and run down but served a 
purpose

Football, cricket, rugby, soccer while enjoying 
restaurant or street vendor food and be able to 
walk to a hotel when the game is over

I would like to experience vibrancy  You certainly 
don’t get that at the footy in Tasmania

What I saw and liked was a sense of inclusion  An 
area that celebrated everyone and didn’t focus on 
any race, religion or group  In an area like Mac 
Point, we have an opportunity to celebrate 
Tasmania

A world class stadium capable of hosting events to 
the highest level we can  Then make it useable in 
some way 365 days per year  Sporting events, 
corporate use, family use  I would expect a 
motivated team promoting the area and doing what 
it can to secure its use

Restaurants, sporting retail, meeting facilities  All 
the usual type of tenants you would expect that 
remove politics, race, religion or any separation or 
segregation from the area

I will ne travelling from the north to what I hope 
will be many events for many years  I assume a 
passenger train is out of the question so would 
expect a massive focus to be on parking  Think of 
the amount of parking that is available in other 
stadium precincts and under or around a stadium 
and do that  Public transport is nowhere near the 
level of somewhere like Stadium Australia so a lot 
of Tasmanians will drive

I would expect both of these items to be world 
class  Inclusivity is key

1695 08-Aug-23 Colin Whitlock Yes  Dark mofo a few years back

Build the stadium and have green space  Allow 
some catering businesses to establish in the area 
as well as tourist attractions

Multipurpose stadium that can host sporting and 
cultural events

As per previous answer it needs to have businesses 
and facilities to generate income to help support 
employment opportunities

Stadium, catering  Maybe micro brewery or 
distillery  Showcase Tasmanian produce and art

I think water ferries or water taxis would be a great 
way to transport people  Link these with circuit 
buses to get people to different areas of the city  
Should this system be operated on a regular basis 
it would help city workers to get to and from their 
employment not just Mac point uses  These could 
run from Bridgewater and Austin ferry areas as 
well as Kingston Howrah and further afield

Open spaces around the area and we’ll lit areas  I 
don’t think long term housing should be a part of 
this area, hotel style accommodation would be a 
better use  There are plenty of other areas for low 
cost housing but not here

1696 08-Aug-23 Richard Jacobson

1697 08-Aug-23 Barry Gathercole
Function associated with darkmofo, Hobart 
brewing company, event at railway goods shed

Multi event stadium, nearby bars, cafes, 
restaurants, some shops, relaxation park Multi event stadium Fed square Melbourne, art displays

Minimal social housing  We do not need an inner 
city slum
Entertainment possibilities outside of Stadium Multi event stadium  Restaurants  Bars  Retail shops Car, ferry, light rail, bicycle Open plan, no tight alleyways

1698 09-Aug-23 Shelley Miller
Yes  Dark Mofo and for running on the cycle track  
To visit the cenotaph

Experiences unique to Tasmania like our 
aboriginal heritage and flora and fauna Cultural experiences - aboriginal culture

Most old cities overseas retain their historical 
heritage much better than us

Multi purpose spaces that are accessible to as wide 
a range of people as possible for every day of the 
week  Spaces able to be booked by the public 
cheaply Aboriginal owned enterprises and local artists Walking Lighting

1699 09-Aug-23 Rocelyn Ives I wandered and enjoyed the surrounds

Indigenous  arts and cultural centre; passive and 
informative arts and cultural space, space for low 
density affordable housing as a layer of the cultural 
centre  MONA has offered  a cultural space , why 
not accept their proposal?

Definitely NOT a sports stadium as proposed by 
State Government and AFL enforced  Not 
something of huge scale that diminishes the 
outlook and surrounds  Regular ferry access in and 
out of the cultural precinct as transport priority

Felt wrapped up in the local history and stories of 
place which was so exciting  Totally engaging

Options for changing usage and no carbon dense 
concrete or steel construction as prime building 
material  Use of new structural materials that are 
sustainable and featured area of what sustainable 
housing and public buildings look like  DEFINTELY 
NO STADIUM

Arts and cultural  Architectural and scientific 
showcases  Student led 

Arts and cultural , historic , architectural and 
scientific showcasing

Ferries to promote water traffic and featuring the 
river as main connection  Pedestrian and bike ways 
from inner city suburbs  Promotion for tourists to 
experience the heart of Hobart by water way
No car parks and cars dominating

NO STADIUM would mean access and safety for 
people minimal

1700 09-Aug-23 Phillip White During Dark MOFO
Outdoor cinema, arts centre, museums, Intimate 
venues  gardens  playgrounds  Public art

Viewing corrupt politicians and business people 
being publicly tarred and feathered

Bridgewater and Gagebrook  The bogan culture is 
everywhere you look  I like not living there

Oh come on  it can't be sustainable  It will always 
consume more resources than it generates unless it 
is a fully enclosed ecosystem  Maybe build an 
enclosed dome for Hobarts elite when the outside  
environment gets too unbearable

Any business that does not have ties to the liberal 
party park and walk   Um it's not that big an area Not particularly

1701 09-Aug-23 Steve Wass
Toured sites to form an opinion on opportunities 
going forward

Multi purpose stadium and a range of attractions 
to attract tourists and locals

Multi purpose stadium to bring Tasmanians 
together and to provide pride to all locals

Most states have them, optus stadium in Perth, WA, 
Adelaide oval, MCG, Marvel Stadium etc  All bring 
pride to locals and open up opportunities for locals 
and tourists alike

Coffee outlets/cafes, active tourist attractions, areas 
for conventions, conferences and smaller areas 
suitable for business 
meetings/training/presentations/Gala 
dinners/gathering points with active tourism 
attractions and local attractions

Tourism, coffee houses, restaurants, museum for 
Tasmanian interests

Centrally located for bus transport to/from Eastern 
shore, Northern suburbs  Southern suburbs  Drop 
off points for taxis and those with disabilities

Businesses that attract large number of patrons, 
plenty of lighting

1702 09-Aug-23 Elizabeth Davies

Yes  Attended the Dark MoFo traditional burning 
of the Oogah Oogah etc & bike riding around 
Regatta Point

A multi purpose stadium would be a wonderful 
opportunity for events, arts culture, AFL, 
conventions & other sporting events

Entertainment & an opportunity to meet at large 
events which have been unable to be 
accommodated  in Hobart

Yes  It provides an opportunity to exhibit individual 
aspects that makes the particular area an iconic one

The Stadium  needs to blend in with the 
environment as much 
as possible in its design  It could include cafes, retail 
outlets, play areas for children

Boutique tourism shops, an information Centre 
supporting tourists

Car, foot, bicycle, bus could all play a part  
Additional temporary parking on the Regatta 
Ground as already exists & greater use of parking 
around the Botanical Garden precinct

Reasonable lighting, open large spaces, 
opportunities for displaying art works etc

1703 09-Aug-23 Gavin Cooney Dark mogi The stadium built AFL The stadium
1704 09-Aug-23 Lucy Bushell Yes  various
1705 09-Aug-23 Fergus Taylor Taking a walk Watch AFL matches and attend concerts A Tasmanian football team Australia Trees AFL  TT Line  Cascade  Boags Walk CCTV
1706 09-Aug-23 Sam Nugent Yes  Attended MONA events & music events A stadium A stadium and big open pedestrian spaces Solar and wind renewable energy Boat from eastern shore  Bellerive Lots of lighting and cameras

1707 09-Aug-23 Jim McFee
Coffe and a bite to eat at the place where the old 
freight yard was More parks, eateries etc Ice skating rink

Manly, made use of the area without any big 
developments, was for the people, especially the 
corsa No Stadium Anything but a stadium by foot/bike Ban a stadium and the hooligans it will bring

1708 09-Aug-23 bob strachan no

preferably maintained as parkland or green space 
for the future   However if it must be built on or 
some useful low-rise development such as 
museums  galleries  etc

a park like Centennial Park - Sydney  Definitely 
NOT a stadium

Don't build anything too big or tall   Preferably 
make it a parkland Museums or art galleries - definitely not a stadium walking or bike - perhaps a ferry



1709 09-Aug-23 Liz Smith

Yes - walking and rowing at Regatta Point - Mac 
Point for Covid testing and to Hobart Brewing Co 
social events

NOT a stadium  Most important would be open 
green space and a Reconciliation Park as well as 
housing so that the area fells like a place where 
people live as well as visit  Plenty of flowers - 
especially native flowers - to brighten up the area

An Antarctic Discovery Centre and a fantastic IMax 
cinema to show what it is like to be in Antarctica 
without the greenhouse gases (GHG) that are 
emitted as a result of cruise ships  The IMax 
cinema could also have a film to show the amazing 
landscapes in Tasmania that are inaccessible to 
those of us who are not able to actually go there  
Both of these films would not be available for 
viewing anywhere except in Hobart at the Mac 
Point  IMax
These IMax films would be a great attraction for 
both residents of Tasmania and visitors

Yes - wonderful museums of traditional buildings in 
Scandinavia, Evandale for penny-farthing bicycles , 
Strahan  The Ship that Never Was, The Australian 
Wooden Boat Festival in Hobart - a great display of 
our local culture! Areas of local culture must 
engage the local community and be endorsed and 
supported by volunteers as well as well as 
employed staff  A stadium would NOT be a "key 
part" of Hobart's "local culture"

First there must be NO stadium  Although the 
material that has been very professionally provided 
by the Department of State Growth to demonstrate 
that there is space there for a massive stadium it 
also shows that there is little open space around the 
stadium  Having visited a large stadium in Sydney a 
few years ago one of the most impressive aspects 
was the large open area around the stadium  
People who had come by rail from all over the 
metropolitan area eventually dispersed on trains 
that went in all directions - and were full!  A massive 
stadium would mean that Mac Point could not be a 
sustainable precinct, unlike other options for the 
site which would not mean that huge numbers were 
there all trying to leave at the same time  All 
development must be GHG negative and particular 
attention must now be given to the potential for sea-
level rise due to ice-melt in arctic areas  An IMax 
cinema would have low emissions due to use of 
Tasmania's renewable electricity

If the area was being used continuously by 
residents,workers and visitors there would be a 
need for provision for food and drink - it would be a 
great place to have "street food" in a relaxed and 
motor traffic-free precinct  Small local arts and crafts 
sales outlets and social enterprises, especially those 
that are  highlightworking towards lowering GHG 
emissions in our state  It might be possible to 
encourage the local arts/crafts to involve recycling 
and the social enterprises to direct efforts to 
developing a circular economy  Small social 
enterprises could be integrated into a housing 
development to encourage multiple use buildings

It would be preferable to get to Hobart from the 
south by public transport - buses Small electric 
buses could also service the precinct to minimise 
transport emissions and encourage use of public 
transport
 If there were to be a rail link to the northern 
suburbs and electric ferries to/from other parts of 
Hobart  
There could also be small mobility vehicles 
available to assist those unable to move around 
the site easily  It is important that there be 
separate tracks for walking and wheels so that e-
scooters and bicycles do not interfere with those 
walking and relaxing in the precinct

Rest areas will make people feel welcome and 
able to spend more time on-site  These would be 
covered and include toilet and baby-change 
facilities and well as comfortable areas to sit and 
relax  Some furniture should be easy to move into 
and out of a covered area depending on the 
variable weather in Hobart throughout the year  
Wooden play equipment that reflects the wild 
country of Tasmania would encourage children to 
play and an "art-wall" that would allow painting by 
children  It could be photographed and then 
cleared every week and the photographs a display 
in the rest area

1710 09-Aug-23 Justin Langdale
Yes, I used to work close by, and walked past both 
precincts on a regular occasion

Multi purpose stadium with eateries, restaurants, 
cafes and bars

Attend sport or other entertainment opportunities, 
and have food experiences

Yes, the attendees were all very excited, happy  
and jovial arriving and departing the area

Multi purpose stadium, a place for my family to 
attend as a family, to include eateries for all ages

Restaurants, cafes Bars, and areas for corporate 
conventions etc Car and walk

Cafes, Restaurants and eateries around the 
outside perimeter will mean people in the area 
which will help keep a safe atmosphere

1711 09-Aug-23
Walked around; enjoyed cultural events, music 
and food Lots of artistically designed open space

Exciting design, engaging spaces, information 
creatively and innovatively presented  local food Local history  local plants  beautiful  timeless design

Low impact, circular systems for everything  water 
collection, treatment; energy generation; lots of 
green space; encouragement for people to explore 
and move throughout the linked spaces  Energy 
efficient, beautiful buildings sitting gently and 
appropriately on the site (especially size-wise, 
hence my opposition to a huge stadium at this site!) Peaceful  inclusive ones  Creative  educational ones

Ferry from Peninsula would be great! Plenty of 
open, well-designed space  Interesting footpaths  
Safe separation of bikes/scooters and pedestrians Seating to capture the water views  well lit paths

1712 09-Aug-23 Neale Apps Yes, just to look around
Watch the new Tassie AFL team or Hobart 
Hurricanes

Needs to be a welcoming public space - parks 
with seats where you can watch the water, grassed 
areas, big trees, maybe even a cafe or kiosk that's 
open on non-game days

Brisbane city waterfront is pretty good like that  I 
grew up in Sydney and Hyde Park in the CBD is 
also great

TRANSPORT!!! People need to enter and exit the 
precinct in large numbers all at once, many of 
whom are old and can't walk long distances  BIG car 
park, yes get the light rail going, maybe shuttle bus, 
ferry wharf - use your imaginations!

As I said, mostly a cafe or the like so it's a nice place 
to visit on non-game days  I don't think you need a 
retail centre or anything like that

The stadium bolsters the case for light rail, 
certainly to get people to and from the northern 
suburbs  A sizeable bus interchange for game 
days and concerts etc to get people to the east 
and Kingston  And a ferry wharf would be smart 
too

Help points, like they have on railway stations in 
Sydney and Melbourne  Good lighting  Good 
design, so there aren't dark spaces where 
undesireables can lurk

1713 09-Aug-23 Andrew Lawless Yes, regatta A new stadium Afl football under a roof No A stadium Stadium, restaurants, family area Bus Walk way

1714 09-Aug-23 Marcus Vincent
Yes, I worked in that area for 20 years in the 
transport industry A multi purpose stadium and social hub

Sports, Bands, Exhibitions and anything else that 
might bring more life to the city, something similar 
to Southbank in Melbourne

Southbank and Docklands area in Melbourne, 
amazing atmosphere

It should be something that all Tasmanians can 
enjoy for generations to come, made from 
Tasmanian products to last into the future, with 
sensible and sensitive designs to blend with the 
surrounding area

A variety of different businesses could easily find a 
home, from hospitality, specialist medical, retail, 
and management groups

Public transport such as buses, taxi, ferries, and 
private transport It has to be accessible to everyone

1715 09-Aug-23 ANDREW FOGARTY Yeh dark mofo Stadium AFL football No Public transportation AFL  good bars and eateries
Parking close by with clearways before and after 
footy Pop up police during peak times

1716 09-Aug-23 Michael Grace No Multi purpose stadium
AFL football ams concerts TRG at my children and 
I can attend in the future

Adelaide oval , the whole area , walking down from 
the city to the oval is just suck a magic experience

A mixture of open green spaces with the stadium a 
centre piece  Some housing and areas similar to 
Federation square Unsure

Park and ride expanding the Derwent Ferry service 
and also light rail or a bus service along the 
existing rail line  With park and ride spaces along 
the way Unsure

1717 09-Aug-23 Michael Grace No
Open spaces , bars cafes  All built around a multi 
purpose stadium

A multi purpose stadium, area outside like 
federation square  Outdoor cinema

Adelaide oval , the walk from the city to the 
precinct is an unbelievable experience  This this  
has changed the whole city

Open green spaces designed around a multi 
purpose stadium  Open air cinema much like 
Federation square Bars coffee shops ect

Expanding the Derwent ferry service and utilising 
the rail line for either light rail or a bus service with 
park and ride areas along the way Unsure

1718 09-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen Walked around to view the site I'd like to see a multipurpose stadium built
A multipurpose stadium that could provide 
entertainment possibilities

Use of recyclable and renewable ideas across the 
site that promote Tasmania as a leader in this space Those that are complimentary to each other I plan to walk from the city

1719 09-Aug-23 Teena Radford No

I am a North West Coaster who travels regularly to 
AFL games in WA and Melbourne  To be able to 
get in my car and be able to afford to take my 
family as well is such an exciting prospect

I travelled to Melbourne to watch Queen in 
concert  One of the best days of my life  Bring 
those experiences to Tassie No

I would catch public transport from my 
accommodation in the city  A couple of different 
public transport drop off points if possible so that 
you can dropped off as close to the gate you need 
to enter as possible

1720 10-Aug-23 Gregory Abbott Lunch from food vans in Evans St Park and Antarctic would be sufficient Quality sport in a quality Stadium and major events

Need to future proof eg 28,000 capacity instead of 
23,000 or will be overflowing when the likes
of Collingwood, Essendon, Carlton or Richmond 
come down  Take note of how smart the designer
of Sydney Harbour bridge was  He had enough 
nous and vision to do it properley

1721 10-Aug-23 Maurice Ransom Yes  long time ago  caught a train
A new stadium with a roof to see sporting events 
and concerts etc A site that people of this state can be proud of Sydney Opera House  locals are very proud of it

Something that provides continual employment and 
attracts tourists and locals all year round Obviously sporting and event related

As I live in a rural area, a park and ride transport 
network network and also more parking facilities 
nearby Not sure  but plenty of lighting at night

1722 10-Aug-23 Chris Lee
I live nearby and visit regularly  Usually lunch 
nearby or a walk through the regatta grounds

The multi purpose stadium is a no brainer  I 
already have a list of people wanting to come and 
stay when an event is being held at the new venue  
I am an AFL fan however look forward to the many 
alternate events that will be held  I also look 
forward to taking my friends for a walk through the 
precinct and show off “our” great venue rather 
than the eyesore it is now!!

Obviously the sporting and arts events that will be 
at the new venue  Also any other point of interest 
such as an Antarctic museum or information area  I 
would also like to see our cruise terminal 
expanded to incorporate into the area so cruise 
visitors get to experience this development as 
soon as they disembark

Perth stadium have done a great job and 
recognizing the local people

It needs to be the gateway to the city and be a 
major flow on rather than be isolated from the city 
itself  There will need to be multiple walkways and 
boardwalks set up to link the city, Salamanca and 
the new stadium  Also development of interlinked 
precincts like constitution dock and the lower 
parliament area included Moma wharf

Antarctic home, a 7 day cafe and restaurant area, 
transport hub where buses come and go from  
Tasmanian sporting hall of fame and museum built 
into the stadium, ensuring it is multi purpose

I will be walking however having been to all our 
capital city stadiums a coordinated bus system 
works brilliantly  To see the crowd of 50K disperse 
from Perth stadium is great to see and the bus 
areas become public parking when there is no 
event

24/7 security standard lighting and lockable 
toilets with security buttons for anyone who feels 
unsafe and needs assistance  Need to ensure the 
area has 7 day trading to encourage more and 
more people to visit the area  The proposed 
housing development will also ensure we have a 
community living and using the area in their daily 
activities

1723 10-Aug-23 Ian Muir

1724 10-Aug-23 JOHN BRATT
hobart regatta ,old railway yards as a delivery 
person and then as a trades person

A multi cultural / sports stadium with world class 
entertainment/dining facilities entertainment, dining, sports cultural facilities yes , an area for all people to enjoy

redevelop the wasteland that repetitive 
governments have not been able to do over the 
passed 40 years
It will bring to Hobart a world class precinct for all to 
enjoy ,it will invest massive dollars into Hobart and 
Tasmania in terms of sport cultural entertainment 
with a flow on to dining and accommodation in the 
Hobart CBD that has been stifled by the Greens and 
the HCC for decades

Cultural , Sport , Entertainment  and a general 
space for all to enjoy

I would drive to the city area because I live in the S 
E Beaches and walk from any available parking 
provided in the Domain precinct as I have done for 
many years to the Anzac Dawn Service  the 
Wooden Boat festival and Taste of Tas I do not see 
a problem with parking 24/ 7 High intensity Lighting

1725 10-Aug-23 Graeme Pelham Fishing and Hobart Regatta

Multi purpose stadium for sports, concerts etc  
Have had to travel to the mainland before to see
Art gallery  cafes etc  and g een pace Events such as sport  and concerts Experiencing  new ways of life  and different ideas

It has to have a key tenant such as the AFL to anchor 
it, and other experiences such as an art gallery
and children spaces for young families RSL  cafes  AFL  hotel Public transport  private vehicle

1726 10-Aug-23 RICHARD DEARDEN no

Arts precinct  Theme based exhibitions rom 
MONA, TMAG and other similar
Conference Centre
State Library
Parks and recreation - think South Bank Parklands 
(Brisbane)
Restaurants, Cafes
Tasmanian Environment Centre - focal point for 
exhibits and promotion of Tasmanian wilderness  
also to function as umbrella centre for 
environment groups as above

Yes, heaps - Melbourne South Bank, Brisbane 
South Bank
I love public spaces that attract crowds as above restaurants  tourism

Ferry terminal, light rail, links to exisisting bike 
path, merge with city, working harbour and 
Salamanca

1727 10-Aug-23 Stephanie Kensitt Driven by
A large park, art spaces, museum, library, low 
density housing  aboriginal reconciliation projects

Historical references to location, arboretum, open 
spaces  art works Acknowledging history

Housing that’s self sustainable with solar, electric 
charging stations, native plantings, community 
gardens  No commercial enterprises eg shops No stadium Electric trams

State library, Antarctic centre, arts centre, bike 
paths  beach areas

1728 10-Aug-23 Jason Marsland Yes  passing by, Hobart Regatta

Multipurpose stadium  Local affordable 
restaurants, bars and breweries  Tasmania Football 
Museum  Sports activations and green parks to 
kick the footy in etc

Inclusiveness, fresh, joyful, light  A place that feels 
welcoming that is readily accessible and a feeling 
of belonging

Solar-powered, green energy to power as much of 
the infrastructure as possible  Greenery Restaurants, bars, breweries and sporting identities

Ferry from the eastern shore
Extra bus services with specific bus/public 
transport lanes
Pre-planning for a light two-way rail to northern 
suburbs, eastern shore (across the bridge to 
Kangaroo Bay) and to Kingston

Open planning  Well lit, with lots of public toilets 
and wide walking/jogging/bike lanes

1729 10-Aug-23 Leah Fennessy No Cafes  green space for children AFL  sports  concerts
Melbourne and the MCG / Melbourne Parks 
precinct Renewable energy  Repurposed products Cafes Trains! Or walking bridges from nearby car parks

1730 10-Aug-23 Marlene Stevenson Regatta Multi purpose stadium Sport and entertainment N/A A stadium Restaurants and Cafes Car and walk



1731 10-Aug-23 Sue Calverley Yes just looked around

Lovely open space where young children are 
welcome to ride their bikes on a track & some nice 
eating places affordable for families

Beautiful gardens & interactive things to delight 
children & families

Yes  recently vIsited Sydney finger wharf where 
migrants came in from overseas & our soldiers left 
to fight in wars   Hobart has that lovely old feel with 
our beautiful sandstone buildings  I also love 
Singapore gardens by the Bay  A visual feast

For me that would be lovely gardens maybe 
growing edible plants  ,fruit tress etc that could be 
used in the eateries

Please don’t overdo expensive restaurants  We 
have plenty of beautiful restaurants in Hobart ,so 
make this a family space  where children are safe to 
enjoy with their family  Please don’t have loads of 
advertising & propaganda of any sort Parking & public transport  More Derwent ferries Police station

1732 10-Aug-23 Damien McNamara Yes , I dreamed of better
A pontoon walk , showing Tassie past , present 
and future

Native animals , that are not extinct , food ideas for 
community’s , perfect waste reuse in action ie , 
follow your rubbish to a new life

All Tassie culture is fantastic we are 3 years new 
here , it is so special and I think you may miss the 
fact that being yourselves is what tourists love , no 
need for typical  and marketing

Can a stream be introduced , would be nice to see a 
platypus back in town

All local Tassie with max turnover of say 5m , no 
McDonald’s jb hi fi Dan Murphy , anaconda etc

Boat, needs to be accible by boat , and boardwalk 
with warming weather having huge potion spaces 
on river would be great

Make it homeless unfriendly , we moved from 
Mornington peninsula because they ruined what 
was great for everyone to enjoy by making it scary 
to visit and not really helping anyone at all in the 
long term

1733 10-Aug-23 Trent Cowen
Yes, I've been to weddings and events and 
supplied products to businesses in the area

A multipurpose, roofed stadium as the centerpiece 
of an entertainment precinct   It should be a 
destination in it's own right   A celebration of 
Tasmania's achievements, history and culture   It 
must have great transport infrastructure and 
parking   It should be the ground zero tourist hub 
for departures to attractions further afield

A time capsule that celebrates not just sporting, 
but all of the achievements and inventions of 
Tasmania   Lets get rid of the tall poppy syndrome 
and put Tasmania up on a pedestal

The museum in Wellington (can't remember the 
name) represented Kiwi culture   Do you mean like 
country towns in England, Ireland, Scotland, 
France, Belgium   These places are authentic, they 
embrace their culture   What about the pacific 
islands?  Unfortunately we give to much oxygen to 
the lies, hypocrisy  and self-interest of the anti-
everything, nimby and green lies that divide our 
population   I can't see these people supporting 
something that isn't in their own self-interest   
What about the All Blacks culture?  Have you read 
their book, Legacy?

Plant avenues commemorative trees for our prime 
ministers and premiers
I don't think limiting vehicles would be appropriate   
Any carparking related to the stadium could be a 
valuable asset to Hobart City workers and visitors
This is not the project to replace the Amazon jungle

A sporting museum   Every town has a something 
that is proud of   For example Cygnet has 3 VC 
recipients from WW1   Let's tell great stories like 
this   It definately should be the venue Hobart's 
Sunday Market

Well designed traffic infrastructure for vehicles and 
pedestrians   Efficient roads that shoot you north, 
south, east and west without long queues   
Pedestrian tunnels and bridges that move visitors 
safely to other areas
We shouldn't have cars waiting for pedestrians or 
pedestians waiting for cars

Lighting, open spaces, activity and life   Well 
planned and safe access routes including 
pedestrian bridges and/or tunnels

1734 10-Aug-23 Brian Crosswell Dark Mofo and other entertainment Multi purpose stadium AFL, Concerts, Sport Hall of Fame, Restaurants

MCG  
Feeling that this is an australian game which we can 
be proud of Family friendly Sporting organisations headquaters

Park and walk or public transport
Dont see any any problem

1735 10-Aug-23 Heath Rathbone
Dark Mofo as the most recent event  I have 
exercised on the cycleway via riding and running

The stadium! Want to see other businesses that 
support this area  Such as cafes, pubs, food trucks 
and a play area for children
Have a space similar to Federation Square with a 
large screen to watch major events!

Want to see other businesses that support this 
area  Such as cafes, pubs, food trucks and a play 
area for children  Live music on the walkway 
approaches, a real fan experience
Have a space similar to Federation Square with a 
large screen to watch major events! No opinion

Something about capturing rain water from roof to 
water the grass like the MCG  Solar panels going to 
batteries to feed back into the grid to make a tiny 
profit

Family friendly cafes, food trucks, pubs for adults, a 
conference centre, live music area- so NO 
residential nearby

Ideally the Eastern Shore is considered as a park 
and ride type scenario
Ensure the Tasman Bridge pedestrian walkway 
goes ahead  If a ferry ran from Hobart to 
Lindisfarne even better!

Lighting, CCTV, Police, nice amenities for families, 
a grassed area to kick balls and secure gated play 
ground

1736 11-Aug-23 Louise Denson
Visited the cenotaph, and also attended activities 
in the Goods Shed and the Longhouse

I would like to see Mac Point be a cultural precinct  
The Art Gallery function could be separated from 
the Museum part of TMAG (TMAG is too small to 
even display its current collection, let alone 
accommodate new acquisitions)  GOMA in 
Brisbane would be a good model - state of the art 
building, views of the river, lovely cafe and gift 
shop etc  A new art gallery could be integrated 
with the proposed Tasmanian Aboriginal 
Reconciliation Park, which could itself be part of 
reclaimed green space with walking/cycling tracks, 
an off-lead park, picnic tables, etc  A medium sized 
performance venue would also be excellent  
Hobart does not have a state of the art venue 
suitable for chamber music or artists who draw 
somewhere between 120 people (Founders 
Room) and 1,100 people (Federation Concert 
Hall)  Arts (not entertainment), green space and 
mixed residential development would be my 
vision for Mac Point

See above  Definitely NOT massive sporting 
events  Large scale commercial entertainment acts 
already have the Derwent Entertainment Centre 
and do not need a venue which is so large it would 
be unlikely to be filled

Hobart feels like this already! Local culture and 
local history pervade the city  It is beautiful, 
tangibly unique, and people are deeply proud of 
and attached to their city and state

It should absolutely not include a massive stadium 
that will have a huge carbon footprint! One thing 
that is missing from any drawings I have seen is a 
plan for transporting people to the proposed 
events  Where are the thousands of cars going to 
park? Hobart certainly doesn't have enough public 
transport options to get people there on the bus! 
The increased traffic would render any attempts to 
make the precinct 'sustainable' completely 
ineffective  MacPoint should be a no-cars zone - 
cycling and walking only and lots of native trees  
And no stadium

See above - art gallery, performance arts venue, 
cafes/restaurants, bike rental

MacPoint should be a cars-free zone  I would likely 
park on Hunter Street or Davey Place and walk 
over  Free shuttles could leave from a point in the 
city

Proper lighting on pathways, good sight lines and 
open spaces, emergency call station at the 
remotest parts

1737 11-Aug-23 Tania Thompson

Definitely, a roof on the stadium so it can be utilised 
all year round without weather concerns   Make use 
of the beautiful river   Have a wide walking/riding 
track along the riverside with 
businesses/shops/cafes facing the river so they can 
have seating outside   Mature trees with bench 
seating wrapped around them

Tasmanian seafood restaurant   Fish and Chips   
Woodfired pizza   Coffee shops/cafes   Tasmanian 
souviner shop   Tasmanian Huon Pine shop   
Tasmanian tourism business for people on holiday 
to book tours and accommodation or grab a 
pamphlet etc   Sporting good stores   AFL store   
Clothes shops  Bushwalking/camping gear shops   
Aboriginal art shop  Small licensed bars where 
people can sit inside or outside and have a social 
drink

A taxi bay so that people don't need to walk far to 
catch a taxi to and from events   A ferry dock so 
that Ferries can shuttle directly to the area   
Bike/scooter lanes and racks so that people who 
ride can have space to ride safely and lock their 
bikes securely while they shop or eat at a cafe etc   
A bus route

I think having cameras around the area to capture 
any antisocial behavior should be considered and 
signage to alert everyone to the fact that there are 
cameras   A police booth/presence

1738 11-Aug-23 Kelvin Markham Yes
Whatever it is it must preserve a rail link to the port 
for tourist rail and the city for commuters

Whatever it is it must preserve a rail link to the port 
for tourist rail and the city for commuters I like the beer at hobart brewery

Forget about 'sustainable'  It is an excuse for doing 
nothing Anything and everything including the working port Rail link to brighton and derwent valley Mens loos with urinals so we don't have to queue

1739 11-Aug-23 David Yacopetti

Yes
Hung out, attended Dark MOFO, bought food and 
drinks

Open green space, library, cafes, housing, truth 
and reconciliation park, picnic areas, open air 
ocean swimming pool, interesting children's play 
area (NOT just boring old plastic slides and swings)

Public art works, open air theatre, ferry station, 
ocean swimming pool  Definitely NO spectator 
sports

Buildings to the highest thermal standard, green 
roofs, solar panels, car charging stations, lots of safe 
pedestrian and bicycle access  No areas should be 
controlled by commercial interests to the exclusion 
of the general public, except privately owned (not 
corporate owned) housing  No services or activities  
should exclude ordinary people by means of being 
only affordable to the rich

Truth and reconciliation centre, cafes, Antarctic 
headquarters, indigenous businesses, markets, 
state library
Keep the red shed and goods shed, upgraded 
sesnitively
Lots of housing
Tram station and ferry station

Light rail (tram), ferry  
Move around using legs and feet, good clear 
signage will help  NO massive stadium dominating 
and defacing the site

1740 11-Aug-23 Joe Bugden

I have walked and cycled round that area, and 
flown kites with my children, and visited the War 
Memorial to recipients of the VC

Open spaces under large beautiful trees  have 
you seen the 'Gardens by the Bay' project and 
precinct in Singapore? That shows what's possible, 
and it attracts thousands of locals and visitors to 
the area
In terms of making use of this very special location, 
the current State Library should be turned into city 
apartment accommodation, and a new fantastic 
library, which is a repository of records of 
knowledge; books of course, historical documents 
(maybe also relocate the Allport Museum), a public 
cinema that screens the best films; those that 
would not be at Village, or event the State Cinema, 
(as that is now heading on a downwards spiral); It 
could show short art films, documentaries, films of 
stage plays and opera  and more  The Library 
should also include a Museum of Tasmanian 
Literature (we have produced a fair share of 
successful writers) a la the Museum of Literature 
Ireland, which takes fair and justifiable pride in 
their literary history  
It is perplexing that with Hobart's significant 
maritime history that the 'best' we can do is a 
volunteer-run (and god bless them, seriously) 
maritime museum  M/Point would be a logical 
location to design and build what ought to be one 
of the best Museums of Maritime History in the 
southern hemisphere, illustrating not only Hobart's 
historical links with Antarctica (Mawson and 
Amundsen etc) but also James Cook's maritime 
connections with Tasmania ( don't be dissuaded if 

(The current State Library should be turned into 
city apartment accommodation, and )A new 
fantastic library, which is a repository of records of 
knowledge; books of course, historical documents 
(maybe also relocate the Allport Museum), a 
public cinema that screens the best films; those 
that would not be at Village, or event the State 
Cinema, (as that is now heading on a downwards 
spiral); It could show short art films, 
documentaries, films of stage plays and opera  
and more  The Library should also include a 
Museum of Tasmanian Literature (we have 
produced a fair share of successful writers) a la the 
Museum of Literature Ireland, which takes fair and 
justifiable pride in their literary history  
It is perplexing that with Hobart's significant 
maritime history that the 'best' we can do is a 
volunteer-run (and god bless them, seriously) 
maritime museum  M/Point would be a logical 
location to design and build what ought to be one 
of the best Museums of Maritime History in the 
southern hemisphere, illustrating not only Hobart's 
historical links with Antarctica (Mawson and 
Amundsen etc) but also James Cook's maritime 
connections with Tasmania ( don't be dissuaded if 
he's out of fashion at the moment - those who 
know of his achievements and their place and 
context in scientific and social history, know that 
story must be included in Hobart / Tasmania's 
maritime history)
Make Dunn Street car park an open garden space 

It's not really possible to accurately define what a 
local culture feels like; it's just something that 
interested parties espouse, but I know what you 
mean  - and it's different for different people  We 
usually taken our own biases and assumptions 
about a place to that place and see what we want 
to see, that is consistent with what we believe the 
'local culture' is  But we are all human, and 
generally, we look for the same things; a place that 
is safe, that is attractive, clean, has a blend of open 
space and sheltered spaces, where there is room to 
have some space to ourselves or be in the 
proximity of others sharing the space; that is 
accessible to young, old and all others  Unobtrusive 
live music can also add a great deal to an 
atmosphere

It's time for all levels of Government to get serious 
about improving public transport infrastructure ito 
and throughout Hobart  It would be crazy to 
develop a site that is intended to attract people and 
therefore increase the traffic in and out of the area  
without a clear plan as to how to move people in 
and out of the area  The MacPoint development 
could coincide with a relaunch of a Public Transport 
Philosophy; free busses and light rail within the 
HCC local government area  (There are free trams 
within the Melbourne Zone One area and that 
makes it such a better place to visit and travel 
through)

The current State Library should be turned into city 
apartment accommodation, and a new fantastic 
library, which is a repository of records of 
knowledge; books of course, historical documents 
(maybe also relocate the Allport Museum), a public 
cinema that screens the best films; those that would 
not be at Village, or event the State Cinema, (as that 
is now heading on a downwards spiral); It could 
show short art films, documentaries, films of stage 
plays and opera  and more  The Library should also 
include a Museum of Tasmanian Literature (we have 
produced a fair share of successful writers) a la the 
Museum of Literature Ireland, which takes fair and 
justifiable pride in their literary history  
It is perplexing that with Hobart's significant 
maritime history that the 'best' we can do is a 
volunteer-run (and god bless them, seriously) 
maritime museum  M/Point would be a logical 
location to design and build what ought to be one 
of the best Museums of Maritime History in the 
southern hemisphere, illustrating not only Hobart's 
historical links with Antarctica (Mawson and 
Amundsen etc) but also James Cook's maritime 
connections with Tasmania ( don't be dissuaded if 
he's out of fashion at the moment - those who know 
of his achievements and their place and context in 
scientific and social history, know that story must be 
included in Hobart / Tasmania's maritime history)
Make Dunn Street car park an open garden space 
and ditch the planned extension to TMAG and 
make TMAG a TM only and build a new G of 

It's time for all levels of Government to get serious 
about improving public transport infrastructure ito 
and throughout Hobart  It would be crazy to 
develop a site that is intended to attract people 
and therefore increase the traffic in and out of the 
area  without a clear plan as to how to move 
people in and out of the area  The MacPoint 
development could coincide with a relaunch of a 
Public Transport Philosophy; free busses and light 
rail within the HCC local government area  (There 
are free trams within the Melbourne Zone One 
area and that makes it such a better place to visit 
and travel through)

Clean, accessible, well it public toilets  Cafes 
placed here and there throughout the site so one 
is never too far away from some commercial 
activities  Paths weaving throughout that allow 
users of wheelchair to access green areas as well 
as 'concrete' areas  Well lit (but not overly bright) 
areas after dusk

1741 11-Aug-23 Terry Luttrell

Yes  Have been to the Cenotaph for ANZAC Day 
commemorations, to the Regatta a number of 
times, to view  New Years Eve Fireworks and also 
functions at Mac Point

A State of the Art Stadium with a roof for all year 
round use would be magnificent and could be 
used for not just AFL but open up a huge amount 
of uses for the whole community to reap the 
benefits

A roofed stadium would be one of just a handful in 
this country  Schools could use it for sporting 
events where there is a guarantee of no 
cancellations  A conference centre could also be a 
part of this precinct which could have sweeping 
views of the river and its beauty

The sky is the limit here  As mentioned a Antarctic 
and Science hub  Restaurants and Bars which face 
towards the water so maximising the view  
Numerous Buildings of a moderate size that can be 
used for smaller functions and also for display and 
events during MONA  Turning this area into a 
magnificent sporting and entertainment hub

Getting to every other major event in the city hasnt 
been an issue in the past  i e   Wooden Boat 
Festival, Taste of Tasmania, Dark Mofo  So by car, 
taxi , uber, ferries from the eastern shore and if thsi 
does all come to fruition and becomes an 
entretainment hub well that is we can look at 
putting in light rail  if required

As this would be close to the water a glass barrier 
between the waters edge and walkways would be 
required
Well lit  bathroom facilities woudl be a must



1742 11-Aug-23 Deb Bennett No  I have not visited before
Multi purpose stadium  Recreational park for 
families and children

Multi purpose stadium for sporting events, 
concerts and arts

Yes in New Zealand Queenstown riding the cable 
car to Mount Cook and experiencing the history

It should include areas where everyone can go and 
enjoy a day out with family and friends  Such as a 
multi purpose stadium and recreational areas  
Somewhere you can enjoy a picnic or barbecue 
with the family and friends and maybe nice cafes 
and areas you can sit and learn about the history of 
the area  Also somewhere to honour and respect 
our indigenous people

Multi purpose stadium, cafes, recreational areas  
Also involve the RSL with respect to our ANZACs 
and the Cenotaph

Public transport  Drive and park in one the city car 
parks or maybe park at the domain and walk the 
short distance  Also would like to see additional 
public transport provided when events are going 
to be held such as AFL or concerts to make it 
easier to access the area

Disabled facilities would be a must  Also a security 
presence there at all times to ensure public safety 
is not compromised and people feel safe to 
attend events there

1743 11-Aug-23 Rebecca Goss Yes,  Goods Shed, Ginuary, Mac 2 and 1 Arts, housing development and   Parks
More Arts, especially being on the door step of 
Hunter St Art School The working doc vibe is integral to Hobart’s culture

Gardens, hospitality venues, open spaces, a 
hanging garden vibe Retail, bars, restaurants and galleries It’s Hobart- so more car parks More disability parking

1744 11-Aug-23 Mary Goss
Yes, spent many hours there as a kid walking 
around the wharf Good restaurants Mid priced restaurants

It was authentic  Not trying to put something into a 
space that isn’t suitable Parks, outdoor spaces Local Tassie businesses Car

Disability car parks
No big crowds

1745 11-Aug-23 Nathan Yes A stadium free site Affordable housing Yes- Salamanca
Let’s build something for the future that won’t leave 
us and our kids in debt! Medical centres  parks Car More police

1746 11-Aug-23 Brendan Yes- GoodsShed  Covid testing
Medical centres, First Nation housing, First Nation 
business Celebrate our Palawa heritage Oyster Cove- it was authentic

All buildings to be built like the sustainability centre 
at Mt Nelson Free medical centre   on county experiences Walking Open spaces

1747 11-Aug-23 Carol Beaumont Outdoor screen

Blundstone has glass in area to watch players 
warm up, would like both changed rooms to have 
this

1748 11-Aug-23 Georgina Phelan Went to the regatta

A stadium will be awesome   I look forward to 
going to concerts and special events   I will also 
attend as many games as possible

Events at a roofed stadium   All sorts or events that 
I don't get to see in Tasmania!

It needs to have businesses that are normal hours   
Not just hospitality   Needs to be permanent 
residences as well see above

walk from the city    the ferries will be great   to all 
points up and down river Good lighting

1749 11-Aug-23 Lea Stephenson NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM
Anything but a stadium that is a total waste of tax 
payers money NO NEW STADIUM

It shouldn’t include a stadium because that is not 
sustainable  It is a waste of resources and 
exceptionally bad for the environment NO NEW STADIUM

The only way you can get around Hobart 
effectively is in a car because public transport is 
terrible  So I think if you put that stupid stadium in 
the site the traffic will be shocking and unbearable 
for the rest of Tasmania that isn’t interested in a 
stupid game of football NO NEW STADIUM

1750 11-Aug-23 Bradley Gibbins No Not a stadium! Not a stadium Not a stadium Not a stadium Not a stadium Walk or bike ride  Lots of pedestrian ways Not a stadium

1751 11-Aug-23 Jackie Gregory

I have attended events, fished with my kids of the 
cattle docks, looked at cruise ships and attended 
workshops

The stadium to attract international and national 
sports and acts, water transport from the eastern 
shore, Kingston etc to assist with transport and 
view the river and city

Good use of the area for a number of purposes and 
uses  Sustainable practices in construction

Innovative disability organisations to have a 
presence

As above, water access from Many areas, Eastern 
shore, Kingston, Bridgewater etc Innovative lighting, gated accommodation

1752 11-Aug-23 Isaac Rai
Yes  Just try to have look around capture the 
aerial view of beautiful Hobart waterfront

View tower 
Park Need space to have a look beautiful waterfront No

Mac point should be the most beautiful first 
impressions when tourist see from both side 
Eastern and western shore 
I remember my first impression when I arrived 
Tasmania is very dirty and ugly waterfront with log 
and old houses in Mac point  Should be iconic Art  Dining  coffee etc Walking  cycle and light rail Safe for walk

1753 11-Aug-23 Michael Lumsden-Steel
Yes  Dawn Service  Hobart Regatta  Rowing  
Winter Feast

A world class multi-sport and activity stadium, with 
the site also becoming the public transport hub 
into hob art from all suburbs, with bus/ walk/ bus 
ride facilities, improved ferry terminal, electric 
buses / trams running into hobart suburbs from 
the hub,and a supermarket  ANd stick the hobart 
city council down there- included within the 
building structure site

Transport infrastructure solution for hobart - bus/ 
ferry / ride and walk/ by scale facility and a world 
clash stadium - multi sport

The MCG  The energy and talk during the city 
about soccer, cricket and football   Community  
Passion  Role models   The war memorial  The 
shrine of remembrance  Dawn services at the 
hobart cenotaph  Melbourne and Sydney 

For the community  Used 7 days a week in some 
capacity  Needs to be integrated into a hobart 
Transport solution  Needs a roof to be able to 
function during winter  The is absolutely no reason 
that a new stadium will distract from the cenotaph 
and

Transport hub for hobart  Hobart city council 
relocated to the site, conference facilities, park and 
ride facilities, expansion of business with 
accomodation above - 2 storey style  Antarctic  
division on site

ferry from eastern shore, and consider ferry routes 
to other locations up river  I would bus and walk, or 
drive, park and walk  Complete overhaul of site 
into a transport hijab for hobart with bus from 
eastern shore and northern southern suburbs all 
passing through mac point to integrate transport  
Car parking built into the side of the cenotaph, 
removing parking and cars from hobart waterfront, 
replacing with high frequency electric buses/ 
trams along waterfront and up through Elizabeth 
street, and why not up to north hobart  Elizabeth 
street being converted to a public transport route, 
cars only but reduced parking

Transport Hub  City council  Appropriate  lighting 
and cameras

1754 12-Aug-23 Julie Rhodes Visited for Dark MoFo and Food trucks
AFL Stadium and retail precinct which must be 
accompanied by underground bus interchange

Obviously the Tassie AFL team as well as other 
sporting events including international cricket   
Living at Blackmans Bay, it is a long way to and 
from Blundstone Arena   A roofed stadium would 
also enable large international concerts or Opera 
performances similar to those run out side in 
Sydney, or previously at the Sydney Entertainment 
Centre
Outdoor green space to eat fish and chips in the 
Summer - at present only limited tables at Mures 
and Fish Frenzy which fill up quickly All of Hobart feels like local culture to me

Stadium events could use recyclable/ multiple use 
plastic cups   At Lords, people pay a 1 pound 
deposit on their re-usbale plastic cup, and they are 
washed an re-used after being returned   Since 
Tassie uses hydro power, the whole precinct is 
largely sustainable as far as energy is concerned   I 
do not think any of the land should be sold as free 
hold - lease hold would be a better arrangement to 
keep this precious site under State Government 
control   For example, when the Arbor on Grey 
development was undertaken privately in Brisbane, 
all the land was "sold" on a 100 year lease basis - 
including all privately owned apartments

The already proposed uses such as the AFL 
Stadium, Antarctic Research and Retail Precinct 
would all be good   A Reconciliation park would be 
OK provided there were no restrictions placed on it   
 Residential development should be avoided, as 
there is too much potential conflict between 
Stadium events and residential use   For example, 
there are curfews at Blundstone Arena which 
sometime negatively impact on sporting events 
being held there   If the stadium is also to host rock 
concerts, we do not want unnecessary restrictions 
placed on them   Hotel accommodation would be 
fine - especially if the hotels were built on a 
leasehold basis and generate an ongoing revenue 
stream for the government   It is especially 
ridiculous to suggest that social housing be built on 
that site - NSW realised that it was far more cost 
effective to build social housing in cheaper areas 
and charge a premium for any (leasehold)  
residential services   Any residential development 
apart from hotels will restrict the use of Macquarie 
Point from ordinary Tasmanians who could use the 
area for recreation

An underground bus interchange should be 
established for transport to and from major events   
 I would anticipate using the Blackmans Bay Park 
and Ride to come to AFL matches   The AFL are 
generally very good at mass transport to and from 
their events

Plenty of lights (also not compatible with 
residential development) as well as surveillance 
cameras   Shops and restaurants (also leasehold) 
will bring people to the precinct who are not 
actually attending the Stadium

1755 12-Aug-23 Neil Spark Yes, as part of Dark Mofo  about four years ago

Open public space that has shoreline access, a 
Truth and Reconciliation park, such as MONA 
proposed  Affordable housing should be included As above

A Truth and Reconciliation park that has the  key 
elements of what that means as well as wide open 
spaces for all to enjoy

Restaurants, cafes, but also 
information/learning/knowledge organisations such 
as the State Library, TMAG etc

Thinking blue sky no-cost limit, infrastructure to 
accommodate cars as well as light rail to get there 
from the city  Light rail could be used for transport 
within as well as electric-drive-your-self buggies, 
similar to golf buggies

1756 12-Aug-23 Neil Spark Yes  About five years ago during Dark Mofo
The proposal by Mona, a Truth and Reconciliation 
park and housing As above

The MONA proposal included what I would like to 
see, along with affordable housing among many 
trees and shrubs Educational such as the library, museums etc Car and light rail

1757 12-Aug-23 Sukey Johnson Walked, fished, visited the brewery
Antarctic centre, new state library, open green 
space and better access to the water Parkland and rivulet

Yes, but not in TAS not sure what you mean by 
local culture and whose

A precinct that offers people access all year round 
to the river  So the Domain parklands flow over the 
highway  No stadium in this position next to the 
cenotaph  Scale is huge as demanded by the AFL it 
should go somewhere else and not behind historic 
Hunter street  The costs and penalties associated 
with the contract make it unlikely to be sustainable 
to the Tasmanian tax payers as various reports have 
shown Light rail and ferry service to Mac Point

1758 12-Aug-23 Kerry Gaynor Event

Retail spaces with accommodation above
Having a chance to succeed in business ,when 
operators reside above keeps security 24/7 and a 
sense of pride in the area  Light rail from here to 
the northern suburbs

Large glass house creating a warm atmosphere, 
lights of light and spectacular views ,could a have 
a walking track between there and botanical 
gardens  Free regular rail travel to the northern 
suburbs  (it would certainly help reduce traffic 
congestion)

As a child visiting the aboriginal centre at risdon 
was interesting and relevant, Hobarts waterfront is 
a perfect place to tell the story of our first nation 
people

Developed with a little something for everybody
Retail ,entertainment, history, an enjoyable outdoor 
space,focus on environmental best practise  A mix 
of retail and accommodation helps prevent 
vandalism (Byron bay has started building 
accommodation above retail spaces)

Micro business /Tasmanian start ups /unique 
Tasmanian Products, business focused on 
Tasmanian History and register of convict ancestors

Rail bus or on foot, NO electric scooters, disable 
parking taxi or uber drop off and collection point

Wide pathways, ramps,well lit area,speakers 
(ambient sounds)cameras with good images  
Safe self cleaning toilets,fresh water fountains and 
bottle refill only service animals

1759 12-Aug-23 Roberto Di Martino Dark Mofo
New Library State Museum Art gallery/Centre, 
Parkland

As above, innovative Architecture a la 
Guggenheim Bilbao

It felt comfortable and natural  Indigenous cultural 
displays and reconciliation park is essential for this 
site Sustainable architecture and materials  water reuse

Definitely NOT A NEW UNWANTED AND 
UNNEEDED RIDICULOUS AFL STADIUM  Total 
waste of OUR MONEY  I’d like to see a cafe and 
restaurant  and the gallery etc mentioned above Intercity rail network  not more buses

Extensive access for the disabled  This needs to 
be essential  not an afterthought

1760 12-Aug-23 Roberto Di Martino Dark mofo

New museum, Art Gallery, Library, all
Of the previously approved developments for the 
area

All of the previously approved development for 
the area, not the stadium Yes, reconciliation park is essential Sustainable materials, architectural modernity

Restaurant and cafe  Cheap healthy restaurant for 
low income families Intercity rail, car parking facilities

Disabled access to be considered essential, not 
just a few token ramps

1761 12-Aug-23 Gavin Rigby

Most of the cultural centres I've visited around the 
world are miles from any stadium, are low key and 
generally showcase thoughtful passive architecture



1762 12-Aug-23 David Kernke

I have visited the site on a number of occasions 
and parked my vehicle there as well   I have 
attended several functions in the old goods shed, 
including the annual Ginuary event (gin tasting 
event) held annually

Parkland   Any structures associated with or 
forming part of a parkland precinct should be of a 
scale and form that complements the historic 
nature of the immediate precinct, i e  the historic 
buildings located along Hunter Street and the 
Sullivans Cove precinct in general   The proposed 
Stadium is not suitable for this area

I recently viewed an artist’s impression of the 
proposed stadium as a backdrop to those historic 
buildings, including the Henry Jones complex,  
located along Hunter Street in the Sullivans Cove 
precinct   
It is my opinion, as a practising heritage conserver, 
that such a structure as the proposed stadium – its 
sheer scale and size, building form and 
construction type will be detrimental to this 
important historical precinct   Any development on 
the Macquarie Wharf site should be sympathetic to 
the Sullivans Cove precinct and complement the 
historic buildings – not dominate it with an 
enormous introduced stadium
Ascetically, the proposed stadium will be a 
disaster for the precinct and Hobart City in 
general  

David Kernke
Claremont House
0408 193 850
rawson kernke@gmail com

Parkland, like the Sydney botanical gardens that 
adjoin Sydney Harbour

Yes   The ability to wander around a heritage 
precinct offering cafe's and restaurants adjacent to 
parklands for the whole family to enjoy

Sustainable precinct - Parklands offering open 
space, greenery and peace adjacent to wonderful 
heritage precincts including Sullivans Cove, 
Constitution Dock and Salamanca   A Stadium 
should not be developed within Mac Point

Parkland for the population   A place of peace and 
serenity   A parkland that can incorporate some 
eating facilities  enhancing the surrounding 
heritage precincts and indeed the City of Hobart   
The proposed Stadium will destroy the area and 
have a negative impact ascetically

There is currently easy pedestrian access from the 
surrounding precincts   Water taxi's could be used 
to assist in the movement of pedestrians

The Mack Point area is not suitable for a Stadium   
Parkland for families with some eating facilities 
would enhance the area and adjoining historic 
precincts

1763 12-Aug-23 Annie Boxhall

Yes, for Dark Mofo events, also social events in the 
Goods Shed
Anzac Day services at the cenotaph

I would like to see a Barangaroo type space as 
exists in Sydney - parks, landscaping, outdoor 
theatre,  sculptured rock shoreline and with a 
strong focus on indigenous recognition

Green outdoor space, parks, picnic areas  Ballast 
Park in Balmain NSW is an excellent example of 
turning an industrial area into public open space, 
incorporating a strong historic component

Easily accessible by public transport - ferry, light rail
Zero plastic, minimal concrete
Use of recycled materials
Design with energy conservation and climate 
change in mind, tread as lightly as possible 
More natural  less man-made

Local artists, creative enterprises
Sustainability initiatives, information ( like a mini 
Eden Project)
Small scale initiatives that encourage physical 
activity but definitely NOT a stadium
I am okay with the suggestion of a new State Library
Overall, enterprises that encourage creativity, 
reflection, connections - simple, natural, good for 
the soul
Nothing frenetic like a theme park
Cafes and restaurants

To and from by ferry
I'd prefer to walk around the site
For those who are not mobile - small, quiet 
buggies but not e-sooters

good lighting, open spaces, limited vehicles on-
site

1764 12-Aug-23 Kirrily Moore
Yes, visited Dark Mofo sights, went to pubs, 
wandered the waterfront

Public spaces with gardens, skate park, 
playgrounds, Antarctic and sub Antarctic museum 
displays

Museum exhibitions focusing on Antarctica and 
the incredible natural history and science of 
Tasmania

Buildings made with renewable or green material 
like Hempcrete, wood, minimal concrete, green 
spaces which can sequester carbon

TMAG with a dedicated exhibition space, hotels, 
restaurants and cafes, ferry terminals with tourist 
shops

Bicycles- so charging stations, lock bays, well 
separated and well defined bike and scooter 
tracks so pedestrians and cars are separate

Bike racks, separated bike and scooter tracks, ferry 
terminals

1765 12-Aug-23 Mike Willson

Yes, Dark Park at MOFO, Long House for 
stimulating discussions and art experiences,  
Aboriginal garden,Red Square, Regatta etc

NOT a Stadium - its far too important a site for 
that  A 40m high stadium bullys the surrounding 
Hunter street iconic IXL waterfront and blocks off 
the waterfront from public use, that can go 
anywhere  Mac Point needs to be an iconic place 
with sympathetic and enhanced beauty for of 
Hobart - our equivalent of Sydney's Opera house, 
botanic gardens and Bnagaroo (minus gambling 
casino!)  Back to the MONA plan with Eden Project 
of a Gondwana garden, Antartic precinct, 
reconciliation Art park, large public space for 
outdoor functions like MOFO and Dark MOFO, 
theatre, open produce markets and public spaces 
to wander, chill and enjoy for everyone  A loop 
walkway into the river also , tht doesn't prevent 
port operations

A link to the Aboriginal culture that has bene 
practiced on this site for millenia, a sympathy to 
the rest of Hobart and its history, maybe an old 
reconstructed ship of the kind the first settlers 
arrived on to re-inforce the perils of that journey  
Public walkways and gardens to be able to enjoy 
connection with the river and estuary, a meeting 
place for artistic and cultural functions and 
festivals, markets and meeting places = NOT a 
gigantic overbearing stadium that will prevent 
views and access to the riverfront

The iconic views, feelings that ti fits and gells with 
the place, its not bullying or domineering - like the 
rocks in Sydney, the opera house, South Bank in 
London, CapeTown waterfront and walkways and 
small parklands and musewums along the Seine in 
Paris - all in sympathy withand enhancing the 
natural enviornment, not dominating and enclosing 
itwith a massive stadium - we have 2 functioning 
AFL Stadiums already - we do not need a 3rd! We 
can't afford the debt and some of this proposed 
money should be spent on fixing health with more 
doctors, nurses and surgeons, education with more 
integrated learning, more high quality teachers, 
more housing with innovative city living and re-
development of brown field sites along the light rail 
corridor, which should be built urgently, along with 
more river ferries cris-crossing the river taking 
commuters and tourists along the river from 
Austins Ferry and Old Beach down to Blackmans 
Bay, South Arm, even Margate and Kettering 

It needs to be public event spaces, gardens 
walkways, function areas, including one big enough 
for future imagined MONA events and extensions 
of Dark Park and MONA FOMA and more  It must 
be in tune with the natural environment, low rise, 
sympathetic to it, not shutting it off or bullying the 
neigbourhood (which a tadium would do) - adding 
to the waterfront experience with iconic new 
facilities but NOT an inward looking stadium closing 
off this iconic area and preventing access to the 
beauty and open-ness that exists now  Include a 
ferry stop and maybe terminate the light rail line 
there so it becomes a meeting place and terminus 
at the weaterfront like circular quay, bustling and 
thriving with people all enjoyinf spectacular views 
and higlighting culture and history, including 
ABoriginal history and our ancient gondwana land 
history, connecting us with S  America, New 
Zealand, and S  Africa

Local artisan businesses - NOT a massive 
overwhelming Stadium that has no business there
Aboriginal businesses like the Long house which is 
inspriational, cultural and meaningful - an excellent 
use of space in this ancient meeting place of 
aboriginal peoples - outdoor cafes a few 
restraurants, antarctic showcase and move the 
Mawsons hut museum there also

Walking and biking there from the city  There 
should be a ferry stop and the northern light rail 
should end there   A free city bus loop could pass 
there, going along the whole waterfront, maybe 
into Battery point or as far as CSIRO, into the city 
along Liverpool street, Red square maybe starting 
and finishing at Elizabeth St  Pier

Transport links, a thriving terminus, cafes, sme 
shops, public spaces, art gallery, extension to 
TMAG, parkland and river views, maybe 100m of 
beach front, like they have along the river in 
Brisbane? Lets think about other iconic riverside 
developments around the world and pick the best 
of those and bring sympathetic versions of them 
here to enahnce Hobart's iconic feel further = not 
ruin this fantastic opportunity with a massive 
unnecessary stadium that well over-dominate and 
shut the rivver off from the opportunity of use ofr 
everyone in new ways we don't have  We have 2 
stadiums and don't need more!

1766 12-Aug-23 Michael Wilden Yes  Regatta
A footy stadium and an a place for
People to gather and meet  resteraunts Footy

Yes walking to the mcg over the bridge before you 
get to the ground  Always so good Tidy it up to be a place for Hobart to be proud of Accomodation resteraunts and a sporting precinct Ferry’s busses Open green spaces

1767 12-Aug-23 Katrina Devereux Anzac Day also regatta Stadium eateries Actually use the area Close to bars and clubs Stadium bars clubs cafes Stadium bars Ferry or drive Family oriented

1768 12-Aug-23 Shelley Piper Dark Mofo, brewery, watched fireworks

My email “Old Hobart Town “ shows I would like a 
recreation of our Colonial Town like other world 
class tourist destinations like The Shambles, and 
Beamish Museum in the UK

It would be very different to be able to go back in 
time to truly experience what Hobart used to be 
like  Cobblestone streets, old colonial architecture, 
people in old fashioned clothing, selling old 
fashioned food and drink  What an attraction!

I like that it holds on to what the past was like  That 
people get to experience life from hundreds of 
years ago  What an opportunity!

No plastic  Plant trees and have shady areas 
(deciduous trees whose leaves can be composted)
Using recycled materials like convict bricks and 
railway sleepers

Old fashioned Lilly shops, rum distilleries or small 
breweries, old fashioned Tasmanian homeward and 
woodcraft shops (maybe with hands on experiences)

Add trams, and join to an extended rail corridor to 
the Northern suburbs  Maybe a bus exchange near 
the slipyards  Keep cars away and have first class 
public transport - utilise ferries!

Good toilet facilities 
Security could dress up in old fashioned costume!

1769 12-Aug-23 Tim Scott Dark Mofo events
Park/playground seating & tables for families and 
people to socialise/ exercise gear

Historic interactive display telling 
Lutrawita/Tasmania history from both sides

Use of solar sensitive lighting and recycling of water 
in any features, recycled materials used as much as 
possible Food  wine  coffee  bookstore From North so park and walk or grab shuttle bus

Well lit, security cameras and public telephones 
prominant

1770 12-Aug-23 Ben Bovill

I have stayed many times at the Grand Chancellor 
Hotel and have looked directly across to the Mac 
Point Precinct which is mainly vacant land  I 
recently attended Dark Park located their as part 
of Dark Mofo, I have also been to a concert at 
MAC 2, stayed at MAQ 1  The actual MAQ POINT 
area is currently an eyesore and for such a prime 
location underutilised, the its the perfect location 
for a new multipurpose stadium for Tasmania

I would love to see a new multipurpose stadium at 
Mac Point, its such an underutilised space at the 
moment and the perfect place for the new stadium 
to be built, it will be an icon for the state  Id be 
proud to take visiting friends and family to a new 
stadium, I already take them to events such as 
Dark Mofo, a stadium would be an amazing 
additional

A new multipurpose stadium hosting large scale 
events including, AFL and major sporting events, 
music, arts and culture

Melbourne - MCG, Tennis Centre, Melbourne Park 
all located close to CBD, Melbourne is regarded as 
a sports and events mecca which has formed part 
of the cultural fabric of the City and this area is a 
key component  A new stadium at MAQ Point will 
enhance the already vibrant waterfront precinct 
and provide a cultural hub for hobart

Design a worldclass multipurpose stadium that 
hosts a range of events, functions and supports jobs 
and the economy  A Sustainable Precinct is one that 
generates economic, social and environmental 
benefits
Currently the site is not utilised, a new stadium will 
generate both economic and social benefits but 
also environmental as the site will be rehabilitated 
and utilised

A Tassie AFL Team, a new stadium, event, tourism 
and hospitality businesses, arts and cultural 
organisations, an Antarctic facility, transport depot - 
both land base and marine

A new Ferry Terminal from eastern shores to Maq 
Point, a transit hub for either new bus routes 
(dedicated bus routes) to the stadium or light rail A new multipurpose stadium

1771 12-Aug-23 John Devries
Visit the Anzac memorial, ride bikes through from 
Domain to Mures  Regatta

See a footy match, cricket match, or concert in a 
new stadium

See a footy match, cricket match, or concert in a 
new stadium

Yes, watching a footy match at the MCG, walking 
to/from the game, getting dinner before and drinks 
afterwards - the whole atmosphere is buzzing

It just needs to be well connected to the waterfront 
precinct  Probably need to incorporate additional 
hotels to accommodate visitors  Also need a bus 
depot nearby and possibly rail terminal from 
northern suburbs Food  drinks and accommodation Bus to/from Kingston

Just the usual  We use the bike path that comes 
from yhe cenotaph - it is important that this stays 
in place to connect the domain to the waterfront 
(maybe around the back of the new stadium?)

1772 12-Aug-23 Katrina Baillie Yes regatta Stadium with eatery’s Live sport and concert Yes NA Restaurants and local arts retailers Car or bus NA
1773 12-Aug-23 Kevin Medhurst Yes Hobart regatta Stadium AFL, concerts, other sporting events No Stadium, restaurant, shops Restaurant, Shops Light rail, ferry, Car Open space covered by CCTV
1774 12-Aug-23 Sandra Hudd Cenotaph Stadium Stadium Car, bus

1775 13-Aug-23 Shane Cranfield For work

Stadium  With grassed areas for families around 
the stadium  Walkways into town  Eateries bars 
family oriented  venues 

Would love to go to footy matches concerts and 
just enjoy the area

Yes Adelaide oval prime example  In the centre of 
Adelaide  where you can enjoy the river eateries 
awesome

Stadium family oriented  grounds showing respect 
to the area Football aboriginal tassie hall of fame

Walking from city and surrounding  areas buses 
ferries Family friendly areas has to be

1776 13-Aug-23 Mark Brown Car Parking  Hobart Regatta

I would love to see our stadium there so I can 
attend AFL and concerts as well as events   I would 
prefer to spend my hard earned money here in our 
state  and help our economy rather that Victoria's 
economy AFL / Concerts Mona is a true example Use as much Tasmanian timer as possible Cafes  restaurants   shops Drive or catching the ferry CCTV  a small Police office

1777 13-Aug-23 Michael Higgins No A stadium A Tasmania team No All sports and concerts What ever would be great Walk from town Not sure

1778 13-Aug-23 Diana Hudson No
A multi purpose stadium where we could cheer on 
our Tasmanian AFL team Watch an AFL game Authentic

It should include a multi purpose stadium where we 
could watch football and see concerts

Apart from a stadium there could be a restaurant 
and cafes  Clothing or gift boutiques We would ferry over from the Eastern Shore

Shuttle buses from the ferry terminal to the 
stadium when events are on

1779 13-Aug-23 Corry Van den Broek Yes, Sheds, Defence veteran,

A Stadium and entertainment precinct for 
everyone to enjoy  The infrastructure would put 
Tassie on the map it would be a place of 
restaurants, Ferry port and a place to take the 
family to enjoy sports, Concerts Shows The proposed stadium and everything it brings

Local culture can still exist in conjunction with the 
proposed Stadium

It would be Tasmania’s biggest loss if the proposed 
stadium did not go ahead Restaurants, Ferry port, Parks for children

As per many stadiums Car, Bus, Ferry Rail would 
assist on the existing line

1780 13-Aug-23 Andrew Brodribb AFL Stadium Engineered timber structure for the stadium Medical  sports  restaurants and bars Ferries from Bellerive

1781 13-Aug-23 David Payne Walking Stadium Anzac Memorial wall walking to stadium Personal touch It includes all coming together as one Hospitalaty tourism sport arts and culture Public transpirt and walking cultural track from city Police booth

1782 13-Aug-23 Ricky Neads
Regatta and getting a train into town a long time 
ago Definitely a stadium Sport and concerts MCC brilliant Stadium and Accomadation Coffee shops, Retail Definitely light rail from the suburbs

Sitting areas where people can meet before going 
to concerts or sporting events

1783 13-Aug-23 David Champ No A multi-purpose Stadium As above

1784 13-Aug-23 John Davies Cycled through it
Linked cycle path  Plaque giving the history of this 
area

Information Centre on external side/ground floor 
of the stadium to cater for tourists

Use Solar panels that do not block natural light thru 
roof

Retail outlets on the external side/ground floor of 
stadium  plus a hotel within stadium

Need additional parking on the  Domain with no 
more than about 15 minute walk to the stadium Good lighting & security cameras



1785 13-Aug-23 Chris Whybrow

Have visited Hobart Brewing Company on many 
occasions for concerts and also attended some 
Dark MoFo events over the years on the area

Fully support the stadium and precinct visions  
Resteraunts  bars and sporting facilities

A new waterfront precinct central for all southern 
Tasmanians

Hobart and surrounds does a good job of 
balancing past and present  Darling Harbour in 
Sydney and Perth Stadium are other places similar Easily accessible and available through all weather Sporting facilities and hospitality venues

Public transport to CBD and walking from the 
surrounding areas Similar to any other busy local precinct

1786 13-Aug-23 wayne thurston yes walking multi use stadium  cafes  park areas football  concerts  entertainment the atmosphere a multi use stadium cafes  hotels & bars  shops  stadium for concerts good public transport everything needs to be user friendly for everyone
1787 13-Aug-23 Donald Holland Yes for regatta Multipurpose Stadium Stadium sports and events No Culture centre plus Stadium Cafes and bars  more Veteran recognition Walk No

1788 13-Aug-23 Rob Otto
Yes - due to the area currently an industrial area 
not a lot can be expolered

Stadium and entertainment precinct - Area that 
they whole public can enjoy year round

Sports, Conferences, Dining, Bar Hopping and 
Events and a new multipurpose stadium and 
entrainment precinct Yes way to connect to all cultures

Multi Purpose Stadium, Hotels, Bars, Open Spaces, 
Essential Worker Housing entertainment areas

Multi Purpose Stadium, Hotels, Bars, Open Spaces, 
Cafes Ferry

Many Business open and operating in the area 
fulltime to always have people in the area,

1789 13-Aug-23 Jason Green No Huge stadium and precinct Stadium No Food and beverage, merchandise Walk

1790 13-Aug-23 Annette Skelly Just had a look A cultural and retail precinct
Visiting new stadium for sports, musical or cultural 
event Melbourne is very cultural

It needs to environmentally friendly, have good 
access for disabled persons and appeal to a wide 
variety of ages and cultures

Cafes, retail, local produce and Tasmanian goods, 
tourism assistance

Walk from
City, maybe shuttle buses for less abled people or 
in bad weather, ferries from Eastern Shore, 
hopefully later ferries from Northern Suburbs Safe places  security presence  disabled access

1791 13-Aug-23 Andrew Skeggs

Yes  I went to events there such as Dark MOFO, 
concerts or the Regatta when I was a kid  I've also 
visited just to look at the proposed stadium 
location

I want Mac point be a true entertainment precinct  
I want to see all the various events, big and small, 
the proposed stadium and other public spaces will 
bring   I also want to see  hospitality venues to 
support the events and be used throughout the 
year  The Goods shed could be relocated, 
restored and modified to be a major venue, as has 
already been proposed, before the stadium was 
proposed  A public area like Federation square 
with big screen could also be beneficial  Hobart 
doesn't really have such a public space  Various 
market and events could be held there  These 
types of developments will bring 10's of thousands 
of people to Mac point, which is certainly far more 
people than a housing estate, that few people 
would have any reason to visit

        
which is in the city  The integration of events into 
the city brigs that major event atmosphere  into 
the city, rather than hidden away elsewhere like 
Bellerive, where everyone just goes home after 
events

The Stadium will be the 2nd largest indoor arena 
in Australia  I am sure there will be scope for other 
events than just sport and concerts  

 A proper public square for gatherings such as 
sporting live sites similar to what we have seen for 
the Woman's world cup in locations like 
Federation square  

While these experiences may not be new in other 
cities, they are new for Hobart

When attending big events in interstate capitals, 
you can experience atmosphere of the event in the 
city streets, because people attending city 
stadiums bring that atmosphere into the city before 
and after the event  This is because the major 
events are generally held in or near the CBD, not 
hidden away in the suburbs This is particularly 
evident for Home sporting teams, where they be 
based in that city or national teams  The sense of 
pride and unity in our own teams, becomes part of 
the city culture   Going to events also become part 
of a city culture  Melbourne is often touted as 
Australia sporting capital  This is because attending 
such events has become part of the culture  We 
need to create something like that here

Perhaps the stadium roof could be used to collect 
water that is stored and used at Mac point

In addition to the Stadium, bars restaurants and 
cafes, I would like to see an outdoor performance 
space for live music  The big screen in the square 
could be used for an outdoor cinema at times   
Some of the aspects of the 2016 MONA proposal 
could also be included  
A stadium could also host conferences in its smaller 
event rooms

For major events I will likely take the ferry  For 
smaller events I will drive

It needs to be well lite at night, included the 
access to and from the precinct to the city and to 
the Regatta  ground

1792 13-Aug-23 Jenny Crowden Dark Mofo Multi purpose stadium Car, uber, public transport

1793 13-Aug-23 Linda Drummond
Yes, accessed for boating, cycling, scouts and 
whist the regatta is on swimming Accessibility for community and interest groups An outdoor ocean (river) pool Accessibility for community groups and clubs Cafes, boat hire places Walk, cycle and drive

1794 13-Aug-23 Lynn Mackrill Yes  Dark Mofo events

A multipurpose covered stadium would provide 
many opportunities for sports events, concerts, 
gatherings First Nation culture

It made me understand more about the places I 
was visiting

Reusing waste such as food waste used as compost 
for any landscaping plans Food

I would be travelling by car from my home in 
Kingston, so would need some form of transport 
from a car park  
Assistance for those with mobility challenges 
should be available on site   I have use mini buses 
and similar in other areas Security staff

1795 13-Aug-23 Ashlee Austbo Walked down from aquatic center

Outdoor dining/bar  Audiovisual features on walk 
down from regatta point
Open space with various landscaping features to 
walk, sit, play

History of Tasmanian football/sport  Tasmanian 
aboriginal truth telling park

Rainwater catchment to irrigate the turf and 
gardens
LED lighting, solar panels where appropriate  Public 
transport hub, waste segregation with recycling and 
FOGO  Smart limitation of  single use plastic Cafe, bar, artisans, aboriginal history

As a NW coast resident, the only option is to drive 
to Hobart  Depending on the event, will likely stay 
in CBD hotel and walk to stadium  Options to allow 
people undertaking a day trip need to be 
provided  A dedicated, large scale park and ride 
hub in the northern suburbs would be very well 
utilised if the public transport services are fast and 
reliable Lighting, cctv, public transport hub, police patrols

1796 13-Aug-23 James Payne Yes  I went there for Covid testing I'd like to see a multi-purpose stadium and a park AFL games and concerts

The stadium and surrounds need to have efficient 
public transport built into them, enough to 
transport 20,000 people to a game or a concert 
without getting in the way  An underground 
terminus / interchange would work

1797 13-Aug-23 Santosh Subedi Yes parked my car there Nice stadium plus park and some hotels Afl games and a league games Not really

I don’t believe much on sustainability things when it 
comes to infrastructure, just make it old school style 
so it last longer Hotels

Public bus plus pick off drop off location for ride 
sharing Not really

1798 13-Aug-23 Sebastian Burgess

I have visited areas open to the public on 
numerous occasions and have taken particular 
attention from from the Derwent River and other 
waterfront areas

I strongly wish for Mac Pont to follow the plan 
proposed before the suggestion that a stadium be 
built on the site   The plan, as outlined by the 
Bence Mulchay concept is a much more affordable 
community centred initiative that values and 
provides for a genuine Tasmanian living 
experience

I would like to see an introduction to Tasmania, it's 
original inhabitants and a gateway to Antartica  
The precinct should contribute to Hobart and 
Tasmania's housing problems - particularly for 
affordable and social housing and become a hub 
for local and Hobart based community very-day of 
the week

Australia s major cities, including Hobart, have 
areas that do instill a sense of place and local 
culture to varying degrees  Unfortunately, many 
become too touristy and commercial to the 
exclusion of locals  There is a high risk that the 
proposed stadium will become exclusive to local 
Hobartians and Tasmanians with visitation and 
housing cost to high for the average citizen Follow the key concepts of the Bunce Mulchay plan

The precinct should be centred around community 
values, education and recreation - not commercial 
enterprise  Original proposals to include a state-of-
art Tasmanian indigenous cultural and heritage 
centre, Antarctic gateway centre and high degree 
of social housing are important components toward 
making Mac Point a community hub

The site should be primarily pedestrian based with 
connections from all directions to enable walking, 
cycling and public transport  Parking for private 
vehicles should be strictly limited to residents and 
a minimal number for day visitors  The point is 
ideally situated to become a major node for light 
rail See above

1799 13-Aug-23 Felicia Mathers No A central area to showcase Hobart's uniqueness A central hub for the arts & sciences

Brisbane's South Bank - cultural venues  2 art 
galleries; Performing Arts Complex; State Library; 
Museum - easy walking distance from George St ; 
frequent bus services; railway station nearby; 
parklands & walkways - it feels like an extension of 
the city

Sustainable - i e  to endure - that which represents 
the cultural aspirations of a society - see above 
examples

Large commercial enterprises should be 
discouraged  - small service businesses would be 
suitable

By car to Bellerive/Rosny - then ferry/bus to the 
city - then using two legs Bus stop/ferry wharf

1800 13-Aug-23 Charles Gregory
Yes, as part of past Dark Mofo events in earlier 
years

The multipurpose stadium is vital to the future of 
Mac Point, the CBD/Waterfront and the greater 
Hobart area   I emphasise "multipurpose" - 
meaning re-configurable seating and the roof, so it 
is suitable for all kinds of field sports (including 
rectangular pitches)  and concerts/festivals

I'd love to see the Socceroos or Matildas play in 
Tasmania - something that hasn't happened in my 
lifetime (45+ years)

Hard to think of a specific example   Moore Park 
(SCG/SFS) in Sydney would be closest  Walked 
from central station to the stadium with other fans 
was a great experience

Things like energy efficiency/renewable generation 
where suitable; grey water recycling; minimise 
packaging waste etc

Hospitality type businesses - bars, restaurants, 
including family friendly options   Showcase local 
produce and liquor  Things that supplement the 
stadium - not residential

Due to where I live I would probably drive and 
park in the CBD, but integrated ferry (to all parts of 
Hobart) and rapid bus services on the northern 
suburbs transit line will be vital to the success of 
the site

General passive security design features (e g  
lighting and line-of-sight visibility)

1801 13-Aug-23 Rob Tyquin No Stadium Stadium and cultural hub By Car Well lit and open

1802 13-Aug-23 Charles Gregory
Yes, as part of past Dark Mofo events in earlier 
years

The multipurpose stadium is vital to the future of 
Mac Point, the CBD/Waterfront and the greater 
Hobart area   I emphasise "multipurpose" - 
meaning re-configurable seating and the roof, so it 
is suitable for all kinds of field sports (including 
rectangular pitches), and concerts/festivals

I'd love to see the Socceroos or Matildas play in 
Tasmania - something that hasn't happened in my 
lifetime (45+ years)

Hard to think of a specific example   Moore Park 
(SCG/SFS) in Sydney would be closest  Walking 
from Central Station to the stadium with other fans 
was a great experience

Things like energy efficiency/renewable generation 
where suitable; grey water recycling; minimise 
packaging waste etc

Hospitality type businesses - bars, restaurants, 
including family friendly options   Showcase local 
produce and liquor  Things that supplement the 
stadium - not residential

Due to where I live I would probably drive and 
park in the CBD, but integrated ferry (to all parts of 
Hobart) and rapid bus services on the northern 
suburbs transit line will be vital to the success of 
the site

General passive security design features (e g  
lighting and line-of-sight visibility)

1803 13-Aug-23 Frances Verrier Yes  I visit Dark Park each year

Dark park, Peace park, community spaces, arts and 
nature (trees, botanical interpretations), 
science/education Hub, start up centre, public 
school, outdoor aquatic facility for year-round use 
(and to replace the Glenorchy pool)

Cold water swimming, a ferry hub linking Hobart 
to suburbs across, up and down the river, 
business/start-up incubator, education facilities, a 
unique tribute to Tasmanian Aboriginal people

It felt like part of the natural landscape and a 
celebration of the people who lived there (past and 
present)  It was tasteful, not imposing, and felt like 
a place where all elements of society would come 
together, not just one privileged sub-group of the 
population

Recycled/recyclable materials, minimalist (ie NO 
stadium! )

Small, boutique and local businesses reflecting 
Tassie's Aboriginal heritage and unique island 
culture, incubators for start up companies to create 
real  net employment opportunities for our kids

Driving to and from the site so would like 
adequate parking on site or nearby  Also public 
transport including ferry transport

Ferry hub, light rail connection to Glenorchy, well 
lit bike lanes

1804 13-Aug-23 Cuan Petheram Yes

Green space, nature, reconciliation park, art, 
cultural and heritage centre, recreational areas and 
facilities that benefit all not one subset of society 
with entrenched privilege

Certainly not another stadium! We already have an 
abundance of oval stadiums in Tasmania we 
certainly don't need another one  There is 
absolutely nothing unique about a stadium  How 
about something that will actually generate new 
NET economic activity (not GROSS economic 
activity as you report) It was in keeping and respectful of its surrounds

Public transport, cycle path access, renewable 
energy generation, construction using recycled 
materials

90% of NET new jobs in Australia are from start up 
companies  We need businesses and organisations 
that will serve as incubators for new start ups  We 
need science and education facilities, one of the 
strongest factors in attracting start up companies is 
an educated workforce Public transport, car parking, cycle ways

Not a stadium! There is increasing recognition of 
the negative effects of stadiums such as crime 
(e g  associated with alcohol consumption and 
displacement of police resources), congestion, 
and other disamenities associated with stadiums 
(Marie 2016; Montolio and Planells-Struse, 2016; 
Humphreys and Pyun, 2018, Humphreys 2019, 
Pyun, 2019; Cardazzi et al  2020)

1805 13-Aug-23 Alison Rogers Yes  Attend events both day and night time

A stadium with a precinct that offers spaces and 
experiences for sport, the arts, conferences, 
events, food, retail and bars

Art exhibit/immersion , a unique design that 
captivates world attention, meditation/reflection 
installation, history walk, marine science and 
maritime tribute/celebration

Yes  It was energising, moving, inspiring and 
though provoking and fun

Choice of construction materials, relevance of 
venues and installations, maintenance program, 
well planned to future proof  Sustainable to me 
means a location that stands the test of time in both 
wear and tear physically and with functionality  It 
should consider the environment from an impact 
point of view as wells as comfort of the user  It 
should consider the Nathers energy rating scale, 
renewable materials, consultation with community, 
review of facilities relevance

Sporting organisations, art and music, cultural 
centre, conference delivery, events such as 
fundraisers, carols by candlelight, festivals, retail, 
food, contemplation space, historical installations, 
charity’s, science,

Walk, bus, ferry, scooters, a carrier for wheel chair 
bound customers

First aide stations, police patrol, lifts and ramps 
aswell as stairs, well maintained toilets,

1806 13-Aug-23 Andrew Nichols

Yes, walked around to look after the Albanese 
federal government pledged funding for the 
precinct

A multi purpose precinct with the centrepiece 
being a multi purpose stadium, a green area 
around the outside and a classy modern good 
looking clean design of stadium to fit Hobart's 
picturesque surroundings

Nationwide events that bring the community 
together and move Hobart into the current century N/A

LED lighting, green spaces that assist the 
environmental health of the area moving forward Stadium  conference space  parkland

Pretty easy walk down from the city and hotels and 
eateries, it's the perfect location for locals and 
visitors to stay, play and enjoy everything Hobart 
has to offer CCTV and plenty of lighting

1807 13-Aug-23 Lance Shutt
Dark mofo , we have ridden our push bikes past 
that location

Multi purpose stadium that would be able to host 
all types of sport and musical events

The area needs to be inviting to any visitor, to 
leave a lasting good memory

Adelaide oval, that has a connection to the city lots 
of parking and restaurants

When a stadium is built there should be provision to 
increase the capacity  A Good public transport hub 
so people can get in and out of the location easily Restaurants, cafes, some specialty shops

I would catch a ferry from Wilkerson Point and park 
my car there

Make sure the location is kept clean  With Hygiene 
amenities using the latest technology

1808 13-Aug-23 Adrian Patch yes Used the boat ramp A multi purpose stadium Restaurants Not really Able to be used by a majority of people Shops restaurants cafes Car bus walk No housing at all




